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GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

1. The Value of thrj Bengali Bttllads . 
• 

~ince the publication of. the first volttme of Eastern • • 
Bengal Ballads., we have been able to secure many 
more. of them, fuH of literary and historical interest. 
They are as plenty as are the field-flowers and lie strewn 
all over the country. The Eastern part of the district 
of Mymensingh, however, owing to its political isolation 
from the rest of Bengal during the centuries immediately 
preceding the Muhammadan conquest, and its cultural 
freedom, untrarnmelled by the canons of Brahminjc 
renaiss:nce, has preserved the best of these ballads,-a 
fact which will be evidenced by the love-episodes, 
contained in the two volumes of ballads, already published 
by the Uni.versity. I have described the causes leading 
to the peculiar advantage of Mymensingh over other 
digtri~~ of· Bengal in this tespect in my Introduction to 
the fi.r~t volume. 

'fhe first volume of the ballads 'vas very well received 
by scholars and orientalists in Europe and India. Lord 
Ronaldshay, who is as great a scholar as he is an adminis
trator;- not only wrote a Foreword to the same but drew 
the attention of the literary public to. these rural songs, 
by piaking extracts from them in a learned and interest
ing articl~, published in ·"the Ninetee.nth Century and
After" and in his recent work, "The Heart.of Aryyavar~.~' 
Scholars lik~ Romain Roland, Sylvain Levi, Grierson and 
Pargiter have warmly applauded them and the long review 
.published in the Time~ Literary Supplement has estabHsheq .. 
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the claims of Bengali ballads to a lasting and solid literary 
fame. Lord Lytton, the worthy scion of an illustrious 
family of worldwide renown in the domain of Art 
and Literature, has shown his appreciation of' t4is. literary 
treasure of the province that he has baen called upon to 
rule, by gr~nting a pecuniary aid towards its collection. 

• • Mr. E. F. O""ten, the Director of Pubiic Instruction, 
Bel,! gal, has, eter.•since th~ publication of the first volume 
of ballads, taken a keen interest in this pQpular literature 
of Bengal a·nd publicly expressed his high estimate of 
its merits. 

With the help granted by the Government and the 
University of Calcutta, we have been able to get on 
our staff four ballad-collectors, at the head of whom 
stands Babu Chandra Kumar De, whose love for the 
rural literature of his country is boundless and beyond 

• all praise. His example has inspired the other three 
men, and a lively spirit has been roused in the countryside 
for the preservation of these gems of BengaU literature . 

• 
2. Ballad of Manwoor Khart . 

• We have now secured a good many historic'al ballads, 
only three or four of which could he published ·in the 
present volume. Owing to want of space and urgency 
for bringing out a second volume, we could not insert 
in it all of the numerous ballads we have got about 
Isha Khan, one of the most sturdy champions of liberty 
in this side of India in the 16th century. The ballad 
of Manwoor Khan, a great-g!andson of Isha Khan that 
we have secured, is another valuable historical record, 
~bich throws ntuch sidelight on the political condition 
of the country during the latter part of Shah Jehan's 
rule, unfolding many incidents in the life of Shah Shuja, . . 
the unfortunate son of that monarch. 'l'hese facts ar~ 

•• 
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mostly unknown to historians and though the ballad 
often becomes legendary in character, mixed up with 
popular fancy, it must be regarded as actually true in 
its historical aspects, so far as the main points of its 
descriptio~ are .concerned. Eastern Bengal is still full 
of traditions about Shah Shuja. A mosque in Tipperah 
was built by • Govinda M~nikya, Raja. of Tipperah, 
and~ personal friend of the p1ince, the.co~ being borne. 

• • by the sale of a. valuable diamond-ring, which the latter · 
had presented to the Tipperah-Raja. The cost of 
maintenance of this mosque is met from the endowment 
of a· village, called 'Shuja-Nagar' in Tipperah, ·named 
after him,-a gift of Govinda Manikya for the purpose. 
Prince Shuja was one of the most conspicuous figures at 
Dacca towards the end of the seventeenth century, where 
his vicissitudes of fortune and incidents of life have left a 
lasting •impression on the popular mind. 

It appears that Shah Shuja, while staying at Dacca 
in the garden-house of Lall Bagh, was en~tmoured of 
a princes~, named Sunai, a daughter of Nawab Amir 
Aly. He pto"posed to marry her,' offering her a dowry 
of· t~o·lak·hs of rupees wit~ other presents. But as he 
was sbout and of unwieldy features, his limbs lacking the 
nimble manly grace of a gallant-worthy of a fashionable 
lady's love, he could not win the heart of the handsome 
maiden of Dacca. Her mother, however, favoured the 
proposal owing to the high status, which such a connection 
would give her daughter, and marria_ge-negotiations had 
considerably . advanced. But she absconded in the 
meantime with Man.woor Khan, who was accomplished 
and handsome, though his position as Dew;tn of J angalj>:t.ri 
was certainly far inferior to that of the prince. 

~bah Shuja's dogged pursuit of Manwoor Khan, 
• described in this ballad, br1stles with interest. With -. • 

• 
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his own army which was considerable, reinforced by 
recruits from Murshidabad, he pursued Man woor Khan,· 
who had been making a precipitous retreat, pursuing a 
tortuous river-course to avoid Shah Shuja .. •Jn· ~ boat, 

• rowed by thirty-two oarsmen, Manwoor Khan passed . 
through the canal of Demra and reached the 
great expanse ot• Sita1akha. • Having cross.ed the latter, 

• 
he came to th@ E:yatat'a from where he sent priueess . . 
Sunai to Jangal.Bari, his ~apital. He next turned his 

• course and aP.rived at Naraingunj. As soon as Shah 
Shuja got a report of this, he came with forty armed 
boats in pursuit of Manwoor Khan who now fled to 
Barisal. But before Shah Shuja could reach the latter 
place, Manwoor had fled to Jhalakathi. ],rom Jhalakathi 
to Khulna and thence to Kesh~bpur, the pursuer chased· 
the pursued and to very many other places till a full 
year rolled by. Shah Shuja was wearied of his ~dven
turous pursuit, involving a heavy cost for the maintenance 
of the army. Food was not always availabla for them 
in the out-of-the-'<vay places, visited during the. fruitless,. 
search, and he was oh.i.iged to dismiss theJ11, retaining· 
only fifty picked warriors. But• so great had .been hit~ 

• 
rage at his disappointment in love that he did not give up 
his pursuit in spite of all hardships. Man woor Khan, 
in the meantime, had reached the small island of · 
Sandwip in the Bay of Bengal. Shah Shuja all 
unexpectedly arrived there so that his enemy was taken 
by absolute surprise. The latter entered a Musjid there, 
of which the sac rea walls offered him shelter-where 
he could not be molested by his enemy. The prince 
di~not violate the rules of the sanctuary but surrounded 
it with his fifty me~, confident -that Manwoor Khan would 
find no way of escape and would eventually be starved 
to. death. Full twenty-one days passed and there ·was , 

• 
... 
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no sign of any living being in the mosque. Shah Shuja, 
at this stage, ordered its doors to be opened by force, 
being certain that Manwoor Khan, the young Dewan 
of J a1:1gal Bari, had died. • 
. But ·"'hen \he door was broken open, the commanding. • 

figure of the Dewan, though reduced by hunger, was 
observed at • tho gateway: wielding • h_is sword with 
~ • dexterity which baffie.d the ittmnpts of many 
of the prince's soldiers to• get hold of his person . 

• 
Wonder-struck at this valorous conduct- of his famished 
foe, Shah Shuja gazed with surprise and admiration 
at 'the handsome and majestic appearance of the Dewan. 
He ordered his men to withdraw and graciously pardoned 
the .Jangal Bari-chief. They now became fast friends 
and conceived the plan of jointly attacking the Burmese 
king .of Chittagong, which was not very far · from 
Sand~ip. _ 

Shah Shuja gained a victory here, mainly owing to 
a !;!tratagem, by which Manwoor Khan had killed the 
Burmese. king Rahangam and succeeded in spreading · 
a.:consternation in his army. 
• .The .prince and Mifnwoor Khan looted the palace, 
whieh yielded- valuable treasure, a part of which was 
giv~n to the Dewan .. Two boats,full of valuables, were 
sent to Jangalbari. 
" ·The Burmese citizens were mostly driven away from 

Chittagong py the heroes. Those amongst them; who 
emhraeed Islam, were allowed to live there. Many . . 
good -Muhammadans were brought from the· neigh-
bouring countries and made to settle at Chittagong 
under Shah Shuja's orders. They .obtained L~{~raj 

(rent-free) lands as gifts from the prince, "Even now," 
Says ·the ballad -maker, " these lands stand as lakhraj
properties ·of their owners:-at one time granted by 
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Shah Shuja." The town was given the name of 
Islamabad, after Islam had thus obtained a firm footing 
there. Many towns and markets were established in 
the district by the two glorious heroes, and th~s~ have 

• since flourished. 
After this adventure, the prince and the Dewan 

came back to Na.raingunj wh~re they parted-Manwoor 
going to his ow!l 'iown of ~angalbari and the print!e 

• • to Rajmahal. " At this time," Says the .ballad-maker 
in a sad tone, "'Shah .Shuja was destined to meet his 
tragic end, well known in the pages of history." 

From a poem by Syed Al wal, we come to know of the 
developments that took place at Arakan, where prince Shaq 
Shuja had fled after his defeat at the hands of Aurangzeb. 
But this is no episode of our ballad-literature. So we 
refrain from noticing it here. We have, however, come 
across some lines of an old ballad, in which there •is a 
humorous reference to a daughter of Shah Shuja falling 
in love with a Burmese Prince during his skty in that 
country. • 

We are sorry, for shortness of space we' could not 
insert the ball'l.d of Manwoor Khah in this volume-. • 

• 

3. Struggle of the Bhuian Rajas jo1' Independenoe. 

A spirit of revolt against the Delhi-suzerain seems 
to have been rampant in Bengal in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. 'fhe Bara Bhuians, or the twelve sub-lords 
of Bengal were practically independent and wielded a 
~reat power. Besides the Nawabs of Bengal themselves 
ofte& tried to throw off the imperial yoke when an 
oppor~nity preser:ted itself. Daud Khan and Katlti 
Khan had -lost their lives in such attempts, but Sher Shah 
became successful. 
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Isha Khan, one of the Bhuian lords, had many a 
tough fight with the Imperial army, led by Shahbaz 
Khan and Man Sinha. 'fhe conciliatory spirit, that 
cha.ract~ri"sed the administration of Akbar, eventually 
subdued the chief of J angalbari by an offer of friendship. • 
His great-grandson, Man woor Khan, as is proved by the 
accounts given above, conducted his hostiijties against. Shah 
S'huja with courage and ta~tr. having.ev~n dared t~ carry 
oft" a princes~, who was practically betrothed to the latter. 
The ballad of Feroz Khan proves in an undoubted 
manner how acutely the yoke of Delhi oppressed the 
souls· of these Baiswara Rajput chiefs, ccmverted to 
Islam. It is said that the young Dewan lost all taste 
for food and spent sleepless nights over the thought 
·of his political thraldom, which obliged him to pay an annual 
revenue to the Delhi-Court. He decided to stop pay-• ment of the revenue and was on the eve of a revolt, 
convinced that such a course would, in all probabiJity, 
involve his ruin. rrhe story of Chand Rai and that of his 
brother. Kedar Rai are a record of incessant struggle to 
assert independence, and at least one of them lost his 

• life· in· an affray with the Imperial army under Man 
Sitfha. But the figure of Pratap Aditya rises far above 

· these glorious rebels in. bravery and indomitable spirit 
of an unyielding patriotism. The words with which he 
answered the Delhi-ambaseador when the latter handed 
him fetters and a sword as alternatives, wjshing him to 
accept either at his choice-tqe one indicating his 
submission to the throne of Delhi and the other his 
wish to meet the Imperial army in battle-are charac
teristically significant. Pratap Aditfa said, "I,feturn 
the fetters. With these bind the feet of your own 
master at Delhi. ·I accept the sword ; after my victory, 
I will wash off iM blood-stain in the waters of the Jumna.'.' 
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The sub-lords of Bengal were verily like wild leopards 
and in their struggle for independence, they hardly 
showed a spirit of compromise. Pratap Aditya, after 
winning many victories in the field, was at fast' killed 

• by Man Sinha. 'l'he last of these champion."~ of f-reedom 
was Raja Sitaram Rai, the relics of whose palace are 
still to be seen at ltiahmudpur•in the district• of Jessore. 
But these are no't all ; we le~rnfrom Vaishnaba histor)r 

• • 
that Raja Vira Hambir of Vaishnupur had a.ttempted to 
lead an expedition agllinst the Nawab of Murshidabad, 
and Raja Chand Rai of Gaur Dwar (not the hero of 
Sripur) was so powerful that the Pathan king Katlu 
Khan did not venture to send his revenue-collectors to 
his city for recovering his arrear-dues. The Rajmala 
records the victories that some of the old monarchs of 
Tipperah won over the kings of Gaur, helped by the • Imperial force. 

During the 16th and 17th centuries Bengal was in 
a troubled state and the Hindu sub-lords had practically 
become independent, defying the powers of the.Nawab 
of Gaur and sometimes aspiring to the still hi'gher glory 
of throwing off the Delhi-yoke. • • 

Bengali women have often shown heroic and roma:rftic 
traits of character in these ballads, but the character 
of Sakhina attains a towering eminence not only by 
her devotion to husband, which was so geeat that she 
did not even shrink from fighting with her own father for 
its sake, but by the trigmphant victory that she won 
over the Delhi army, disguised as a young soldier. 
AU. the while, however, the feminine grace of her 
chara~er was in evjdence, which reached its flowering 
point at her death, caused by a letter of divorce. The 
field of Kellatajpur in the sub-division of Kishoregunj 
(.Mymensingh) still bear$ the· spot, ~here the heroic 
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woman fought like a lioness and died of a broken heart 
li~e a fragile woman that she was. 

4. Connection of the Ballads with old Bengali-Litera
. tur.e,.eRpe~ially with the Vaishnava Literature. 

These ballads have opened ~ur eyes to a:Q altogether new 
chapter in the 'history of Bengali liter~ture. The rustic 
songs are permeated by de~.poetry,· p;esenting tQ us 
vividly the var~ing shades of popular mentality in Bengal. 
The p~ets of the Rena:issance have written ciassical works, 
which are now recognised as land-marks in our literature. 
But however highly some of them might have been 
admired when their authors lived, the true test of their 
excellence and abiding interest lies in the relation .which 
they bear to the ballads. However Sanskritised they may 
he in Jorm, the more they approach the spirit and the 
language of· the ballads, the greater is their appeal to the 
popular mind. Their gorgeous exterior dazzled the eyes 
of their contllmporaries at one time, but their genuineness 
and claims- to permanent poetic fame should be judged 
not by their. rich loans frol!l Sanskrit, but from the way in 
wliicll they have been able to depict popular sentiments 
of which these ballads are the nurseries. 

Take for instance the Vaishnava literature of Bengal. 
A student unfamiliar with the ballads will hardly be able 
to trace the history of Bengal Vaishnavism. 'fhe ballads 
show romantic love, kimlred to that which the Sahajiyas 
have developed. Chandidas says, "E"\Oery one of our time 
aspires to be a Sahajiya. But how man.y of us know the 
true significance of that creed?" This statement of the 
great poet of the fourteenth century, J'l'OVes that &e 
Saha.jiya creed was iJ> a flourishing condition in Bengal 
during this period. For ill'\stration of this fact one 
-should read the lJallads of the young Herdsman, 
• 
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the Washer-maiden, Kanchanmala and Lila, published in 
this volume. They show men and women, strikingly the 
latter, inspired by a spirit of romantic love. They are 
beautiful poems, having a natural flavour of their own, and 
belonging as they do to the secular plane, .they do not seem 
to owe anything .directly to t~e Sahajiya propaganda which 
bf'ars the hall.ma~k of the spiritual. But • all the same, 
they. evince a kin<hed spirj.t.and prove beyond doubt that 
the atmosphere of Bengal of that age was .permeated by a 
spirit of freedom in sexual relation, which though it reached 
the highest and the best conceivable perfection, was not yet 
reckoned as a spiritual force. The whole province of 
Bengal lay under the spell of this romantic love, showing a 
higher sacrifice for the beloved than is to be found even 
in medireval knight-errantry. It gives ri~e to stormy 
emotions of the soul and is assuredly a result of iapasya for • which I do not find an adequate expression in }Jnglish. 

The ballads show that Bengal was slowly preparing 
itself for . the message of Chaitanya Deva-· the message 
of divine love. Great hardship and self-sacrifi4le, verging 
on martyrdom are in eviden~e everywhere, this being 
a dominant feature especially in the characters Qf the 
heroines. This form of secular but highly romantfc love 
was idealised by Chandidas till Chaitanya came forwal'd 
to give it a spiritual interpretation and elevate it to a 
superior plane. He said, " Yes, Radha loved Krishna and 
abandoned all for her beloved cowherd. .But Radha is the 
human soul and Krishna is none other than the Great One, 
who wants all men to love Him with all their might." The 
ballads bear no trace of Vaishnava influence whatever. In 
t~r crude langw.age and complete independence of all reli
gious ideas and propagandism, they stand alone as th~offspr
ing of a school a different from all others. Though romantic . ' 
they seldom rise above the earth, And one familiar with. 

• • 
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Vaishnava poetry will find them in no sign of any conne
ction with the ballads. Chronologically speaking,. some of 
the ballads might be anterior to Chandidas, but most of 
them are".of' a later period. No wave of Vaishnava thought 
seems to have .reached the rustic huts, where the ballads 
were sung. How are we then to account for the fact that 
occasionally we find the verllines of Ch~nQ.idas and other 
Vafshnava poets occurring ~n them?; The situation. and • • 
environment o{ lovers dPscribed in these ballads occasio-nally 
show a striking similarity with the incid~nts of Radha
Krishna love. The ballads are evidently, as I have stated, 
a quite independent literature. How are we to account 
for the unmistakably striking agreement between the two 
in verbal forms ? 

Now we are going to illustrate om remark by some 
specific cases, which· show this concurrence most pro
minently. It is well known that of all Vaishnava poets, 
Chandidas uses the archaic language of the country~folk 
with the most happy effect. Though a great Sanskrit scholar 
himself, hjs poems seldom indulge in classical display, but 
they t::hroh with the life and sentiments of the people; and 
his .:2-nest· lyrics are thos~ wherein he depicts the joys, 
sorrows and felicitous emotions of his race and cares not 
for displaying a mastery over Sanskritic style or the 
canons of Sanskrit poetics, as he does· in the first offspring 
of his poesy-the Krishna Kirtan. This rural element in 
his tho;ght and language constitutes the strength and 
special ·feature of his poetry. :.t;Ier~ in .this literature of 
ballads, we·fi.nd many sentences and phrases, which will at 
once recall the poetry of Chandidas. I will mention some 
striking cases of these. In the song of th~ Washe1·-ma~n 
('12-30), we have the line,, ~~t'i'l' ill.~ mc~'i'l' ?fiftf~, ~t'i'l' ~"fll.~ 
<!itr.~" (It is like the friendship between the teeth and the 

• tongue, the former do not faii .to bit.e the latter on some 
• • 
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pretext or ot.her). We have a similar line in Chandidas 
almost. in the very words of the ballad-maker, '' ~~~ 
~l:~ Wtt:~~ ~fif~, ~1t~ 9ft~l:"l ~td,." In the same 
ballad, the line "~t1tt~ 6~l:'1 ~t~ l&fl:i!i~ 9f~'ftli" _(Canto 24) 

. will remind one of the famous song, of Chandidas, 
"C~llt~ 5~!:'1 <f\ l&fl:i!i<l' 9f~'tt1t I C\lltllt~ ~l:'1 <f\ fa>r~ ~tllt~ ";{tll II 

fi'lf~ti!i ~~ :tt~ a;tc~ <rfw ~ 1 1tt&ci!i f~~1 ";{fll, 5~'1 fW~ 
i!iHr.: One of• ui~ most .~pulat· songs of Chandidas 
begins with the lines, "~t~~ a;tf~~1 -11 -q~ fltfif~ ~Oil:'i ~~1 
C~'i I '51Pl~1~t~l:~ f~o:t:t";{ ~filti!i ~<t>f'i ~~a; r.-sa;." The 
whole idea contained in the above is breathed in the 
following lines of the ballad of Bhelua ;-the imagery 
is not the same, but the idea is strikingly similar, 
whereas the language of the ballads is simpler, more 
direct and homely, "~t~~ i!i"'T~ ~~'itll ~~1 ?ft~<ft~ ~tt"ief 1 

?ft!i ~wrt c~br a'ltt~ ~t?f";{ <~>~t~ 1" "-qc~l:i!i 9/t1%a>rt1t "ICf<rJ1 

f;liift1J ~~'1 1 c~~ -qc~ a;tf~a; ~t~'f ~?ftta>r M~";{.' The 
ballad of the Washer-maiden describes a situation where 
the princely youth, her lover, exposes himself to rain, 
and she, while feeling extreme pain at the ~uffering of 
her lover for her sake, cannot come out to meet him, as 
the elders of the house have not yet gone to sleev, a"nd 
she deplores her bt in a soliloquy (2, 6-10'). A 
situation like this gives the occasion for Chandidas's 
popular song, "-11 (.'q~ ~~-.n Cll"f:'q~ ~1, C<t>llt";{ ~t'~a-;1 <ft~ 1 

~~";{t~ 1ttt<ff, <1'~~1 ~fiSit~. ewe~ c~ ?f~t'l <ftc~.·~ _'l'he one 
seems evidently lik~ the counter-part of the other. The 
lines "<titm1 C~l:~ <!iJa>r Cll'<t fu~ ~~ I <.!!~ 9ft~ C~l:i!i C~l:"l 
"t'illtt";{~ ~~ n" (Washer-maiden, 2-18) will remind one 
of Chandidas's "~f~IS <f~t~ ~~ <t>f~\8 <f~t~ 1 ~~ Plt~t~ ~·a; 
~ --t-fl:ft~ 11" '.l~he many exquisite lines addressed to the 
flute and the effect of its sound, that we find in the 
Herdsman-lover ( 4, 47 -62) are just like those which we 
so often meet with in Cliandidas'g lyrics,-the sweetest • 

• • 
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one being the song in the Krishna Kirtan, which begins 

with, "c<li i!1 ~ilt <1M, <t~rn ~~t~w fe"~·" 
Not only Cha.ndidas, but many other Vaishnava poets 

have. written in a style in which the phraseology of our 
ballad-poetry. occurs again and again. The unmatched • 
beauty of Jnana Das's famous line, "r;~ t:;7J <$t51 '51CW1f 

• • ~t~91 '5f<f.rt ~~l:~ <rt~" has many a para1Jel in the ballad-
lrterature. For instance, ~'!ll:JJI'~ ~t~4t· c~t~t~~ '<11'~~1 9fl:~ 
~~" (Dewap Bhabana, 2-12), '' ~tfflc~ ~fw~1 9fl:~ '5ll:~1f 
'1t<1~" (Bhelua, 2, 23) and "~t~l:~ ~tfflt'!l ~tl:¥1 '51l:lJ7?1' "'t<!~" 
(Isba Khan, 2, 17). 'rhe liue "<tS"ta;· N'1 'D"'J1 C'Sf"'' <tS"t'1 ~'a; 
<!ita'!" (Washer-maiden, 9-42), sounds like an echo of 
Vidyapati's "<f)ta; '51<1f~ ~i C~"f I •. C~'19f'?l'~~ "'!~~ ¥1<1~"'1 <!S"~ 
<!)~ C'?l' ¥If~ <tS"t~ <f)<f~"' u" Lochan Das's song '' l.!l¥1 l.!l¥1 

~~ <.!)}j," etc., popularised . hy Bankim Chandr~ in his 
"Kamala Kante?· Daptm·" has the line, "~a, ~~ c<T C<f)l:lC'f1f 

<tS"f'?l' • c~xt." This idea we find again and again in the 
ballad-literature, for example, in "~"~ ~fVf. ~~~tc~ <f~ ~'1 
~~~1 ~fll" I C<lit-ll:~ §l't9ft~~1 ~t~~tlf, ~t'?l'J1 <ftif_~tlf C<l91' II" 

(Mahua. 8-22), in "9J15>9j ~·c~ ·~tl:~'?l' <i{ c~tt?ft~ ~t~'!!t~ c~tc~ 1" 

(Dewan Bhabana, 4-26) and in "~15>9j ~·c~ ~{~~ 5ftQIJ1 ~t~i!t~ 
• 51~'1" ·(Kamala p. l62j. Gopal Ure~ whose Yatra-smgs 

enj"oyed a great popularity among the Bengalis in the 
early part of the nineteenth century, has some beautiful 
lines, the original of which comes to us as a jsurprise 
f~om the ba.llads. "c~t~m ~tf~~1 '~fll c~~~ c~t<lftl:~j" 
occurs in the Washer-maiden's song (S-19), composed 
about the 14th century, and tbe corresponding line 
in the very language of the ballad-poetry, we find 
in "c~t<l~l C9ft~1 ~~~~ <1~~ 9ft:~" of Go pal U re. 

We believe that the ballad-poetJy did not ~pply 
the Vaishnava poets with these fine ideas. Nor did 
the ballad-makers copy from Vaishna.va-poetry. Both 
got the ideas and •the beautiful language in which we fit;td 
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them couched, from the rich phraseology of emotional 
poetry with which Bengal in those days abounded
a sequel to the romantic love with which th~ very 
atmosphere of this country was charged, dll:e partly 
to the culture spread by the Sahajiyas., 'l'he ballad
makers and the Vaishnava-poets attacked a common 
source, the rur6tl.poetical ph~aseology curr~nt in the air 
of Be~gal ; so thai. every J?~et who studied life, and rtot 
the Sanskrit classics alone, got the vivid imitges and this 
finished poetica.-J. language first-hand from his own hearth 
and home. The material was before the poets, if they only 
cared to utilise and not contemptuously reject it as a 
rustic thing beneath .notice. 

The ballad-literature shows us how deep-rooted in the 
soil is the Yllishnava-religion, founded by Chaitanya. 
It took centuries for the Bengali- people to fit the.m by 
emotional culture for receiving the love-messages of 
the apostle. of Nadia. 'l'he higher emotion developed 
by the· Bengali race, leading . to noble· sacrifices 
and ·martyrdoms, as we find in the ballads, Wa,.'3 not "a 
rosy path of dalliance" with them. It was not a mere 
fashion of the age favoured by th•e dandies of society .• H 
was a tapasya, a spiritual training under the garb of se~ual 
romance, making the youth of both the sexes undergo all 
sacrifices and renunciations in the spirit of saints. Sexual 
love was thus gradually idealised, and when Chaitanya 
came forward to declare that it had no saving power except 
as an allegory of 'Qivine Love, the people found no 
difficulty in receiving his interpretation, as the soil '\Vas 
already prepared for it. 

~ishnavism ~f Beng·al, therefore, did not come 
from the south,-the home of Ramanuja ; neither did 
it come from Madhyacharya, alias Anandu, tirtha, born 
in 1191 A.D., though it is popularly ascribed to 

• • 
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him. It was a product of the soil, over which the 
very life-blood of men and women was shed for centuries 
and which was fertilised by tears-the offspring of self
Jess ac~ion. 'l'he ballad-literature of Bengal mirrors 
the tapasya • of the people in the domain of emotion. 
And it was for this reason that Ohaitanya's religion 
found a read' response in tte countr~," apd the lyrics of 
Vaishnava-masters had sucb a powerful appeal f<2r the • 
people. Thi~ Vaishnava-religion of Bengal arose out 
of the ashes of the martyrs of both sexes •in the caqse of 
love-Chaitanya turning the angle of vision from earth 
to a higher world. · 

But the connection of the ballads with our old 
literature does not cease here. lf we scrutinise these 
popular songs, we will find in them the ground-work 
of the whole fabric of our past literature. We find . . 

lines ·and passages in them, which correspond to the 
texts of the aphorisms of Dak and Khana, the Mainamati 
songs, the Bengali Ramayanas, the Kabikankan Chandi, 
in fact,. of all the best works of the old school. 'l'his 
establishes the indigenous character• and homogeneity 

• • 0 

·of. our· old literature. It seems that the common stock 
of -the felicitous language of emotion, perfected in the 
countryside, did not supply the ballad-maker and 
the Vaishnava- poet alone with rich material, but also 
all other poets of the old school in every sphere of. our 
literature. 'l1he ballads prove the existence of a common 
source, which offered to the old Bengali writers ideas and 
also the suitable language to convey them. We will 
illustrate our remark by references. In the Herdsman
lover (11-12), we find the lines, "~~ ~a,~ ;sra, Ar~~ 

c<r~~1 I ~ta>r'?l '<ftt~ <It~ ~i}Jl <fla>T~ ;';~~1." The parallel will 
be found in the line of the aphorisms of Dak "9ftR c<rf~ 
9ftf.u:<fi <It~" (Typical Seiections, Vol. I, p. 8). The 

• 
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lines, "~f~ ~-e ~~r;~ ~~ ~tfll ~~ a;~t 1 C<l~\1?1 ~t~~ \5f'1 5~'1 
~~'['1 ~r;~ c~tQJ1 u" (Kanka-o-Lila, p. 250) agrees almost 
vm·batim with the appeal of Aduna to Gopichandra in 
the Mainamati-Songs :-"~fir ~~ <tl;~~ t5ttfll c~t~~ a>T~1 I 

~t~1 5~'1 <:<1~~11 ~~ ~tf'['m ~t~<~1 c~tQJ1." 'rhll lines "~~ 
~r{;r:~ a;')a;f~ f~'1 *t~tfa;" (Kanka-o-Lila, Canto V) and 

• 6 • 
''~@~ ~fife~ ?f'ftl ~~"~t~ ~~" (Kamala, 3Yl) have their 
parall~l in ''~r.~ ·~ftlr.~ ~fi ~1~~ <'fit~tfa;" (Krttivasa) 
and the lines " ~r.~ ~~ ~~ ~~ c!it'!i~ ~f~1 1 • C~'1_SI~ f.l<flr;{; 
c~a; ~wt~ 'itt-R!S~T 11" ( Bhelua, p. 50) will remind one of 
'''itt~ ~~ ~~ ~~ f;gr~iV[ ~~1 I ~~~ ~~1 W:~ C5fa>! ~~r;~~ 
~~t u" of Kabikankan. We have quoted only stray 
passages to prove our point. Some of the finest passages 
of many a distinguished Bengali poet of the old school 
will be accounted for and traced in the cmrent phraseo
logy of popular literature, composed by illiterate ru~tics. 

The spring of poetry was in the heart of the masses-in 
the artless souls of the rural people. From this source 
flowed the current of Vaishnava-thought, purified by 
philosophy and science on the one hand, and soiM of the 
exquisite ideas of our Renaissance-literature enlivened 

• by words of Sanskritic importation on the other. '-Che' 
ballads open the portals of the history of our culttual 
development in various spheres of literary activities and 
possess more than their poetic value, unfolding the latent 
forces that created and developed our literature. 

The few historical ballads, given in this volume, 
may be found lacking in poetical interest. But they 
are valuable as illuminating some of the obscure corners 
of the history of Bengal. We have reserved a number 
of b~ads of this lwind for insertion in the third volume. 

The song of the Washer-maiden, that of Kanchan
mala, of Lila and the incomplete ballad of the Herdsman
lover are, however, the finest ~xample~ of lyrical poetry 

• • 
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in the field of ballads, occasionally rising to a sublime 
epic-height by the grandeur of the character of the 
heroines. 

An instance of glorious poetry occurs in the ballad 
of Rani Kamala, which we have found in au iucompl~te 
shape based on an historical incident, mixed up with 
a mystic leg~nd-lore. The •ovation it giv~s to the Dawn 
(Rani Kamala, 10, 1-11), .vhen the .'Suh-God descends • • 
from his gold~n chariot and, taking his bath in the sea, 
seatters the golden particles from its wheHs as he com
mences his journey of the day, is glowing in its primitive 
simplicity and is as grand as the Riks, addressed to the 
Goddess Usha in the Vedas. It shows the noble 
conception of a poetic soul face to face with Nature, 
and is entirely free from the trammels of rhetorical 
convention . • Munshi .Jasimuddin has sent me another version of 
the ballad· of Rani Kamala, which gives a. different 
account of the preliminary portion of this story. 

In the version published herein the queen requests 
the Raja to excavate a pond, as a token of his love for 
her,. which would be of t~e size of the whole length of a 
ta1cu1x of thread to be spun by her in seven days. 

In the version supplied by J asimuddin we. find the 
Raja and the Rani engaged in playing dice-the condition 
being that should the Raja win, the Rani must induce 
her parents to give her sister in marriage to the Raja. 
As polygamy was t~e fashion of t]le day, ·and marrying 
a sister-in-law, unlike the custom in some western 
countries, is sanctioned by society in India, there 
was nothing unusual or unfair in this CQndition. OJ:\III"the 
other side, if the Rani would win, the Raja wa.s to 
excavate a pond in her name. Its size was to be 
determined by th~ range "of the sound of a drum to be 

• 
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beaten by the drummer attached to the palace with his 
utmost strength. 

The Rani won the play. At that particular moment 
the accumulated revenue of the Haj due to the ImperiaJ 
treasury of Delhi was outstanding for so11Je years, and it 
had to be paid without delay. The sound of the drum, 
if the drummer would beat with his utmost. power, might 
be heard from.a ·distance of two miles. 'l'o excavaoo a 
pond•of such a va;t dime.fts!on would involve an expen
diture that cQ.Uld not be met from the· funds at the 
Raja's disposal at that hour of financial stress. So he 
privately ordered the drummer to beat his drum low, 
so that the sound might not go very far. 

Another point of difference between the two versions 
is that instead of the Raja dreaming the dream which 
made his consort to sacrifice her life, the dream was 
dreamt by the Rani herself in the unpublished ballad~ This 
takes away the stigma of cruelty that might b~ attributed 
to the Raja for unfolding his dream to the Rani. 

1 
The version secured by Jasimuddin thus gives a more 

• 
rational account of the story. But the present version is 
more poetical and possesses a hi~her literary value. ThQ 
historian may give credit to Jasimuddin's version, bui.the 
literary public will .. enjoy the one that is published 
here much better. 

I must, however, speak apologetically of the poor 
quality of my translation. The refined emotional 
language of the Bengali people, in its niceties of ex
pression, is hardly ·capable of felicitous translation 
into a language which, inspite of its unmatched richness, 
does not seem to me co be equally tender. Besides this, 
the 'translator is• keenly aware of his limitations in 
regard to English language. The short ballad of Lila 
is full of ni9eties of tendet• expression, and adequate 

• 
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language could·not be found for preserving the beauty of 
the original. The long poem of Bhelua is comparatively 
dull, but occasionally rises to a lyrical excoll~nce by 
dint of 'the country-dialect, which, divested of its 
original garb, ha~ become poor in my translation ... 

Great diffi~ulties have been experiehcef.l by me in 
tran.slating the emotional poetry of :f5enial and I may 
be permitted to refer to so~~ of them here. There is 
no equivalent word in English for the Bengali word ~t~. 
1'he indescribable sweetness attached to the Bengali . 
word, which under the thin veneer of anger tries to 
attract rather than repel, is not conveyed by any word · 
that I know of even in the other Indian Vernaculars, not 
to speak of English. 'l'he words~~~ and ~"?ftf5!~ lose 
all the.ir· sweetness in tran~lation. It is. vain to expect . 
an eqdivalent for the extremely tender Bengali word 
Q1~5f. Climatic conditions of Bengal give a peculiar -
charm to some words here which is missed in -translation. 
For instance the word ~ bears more -than its face-value 
and impli~s the tenderness o£ a healing balm in this 
tropical cl~mate of ours. How can the extreme tenderness 
of the. w0rd in such lines as "~~ '!i~ i!>l~- ~ ~:-.-"'t"'t:~ ,' 
( J ~an Das) and " t.!l~ _ cl!l~~fu, 9f~tf~{;~ '5f!}'f ~a; ~~i" (Krishna . 
Kamal) be <lonveyed in English. 'l'he. English word 
'cooling ' hardly gives an adequate idea._ The word '~~t~' 
is another such word. Then in a tropical counhy mere 
names of the months ' ~t\1~' and '~<!13f1 ' recall to the mind 
picturesque landscape-scenes with "the vividness of a 
kaleidoscopic show and· this. can be ill brought out by 
such words lis September and October. · The woi·d ~~)-n 

• "$1 9f1 ~~," conveying to the Bengali mind the associa~ 
tions of the red dye '5fta<t'!i1 or the colour of the lotus with 
which the feet are geJlerally compared, loses all its s'"reet; 

.ness, nay v·erges on the grotesque if we translate it by 
• 
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the English word "red." 'l'here are hundreds of such 
words in the field of emotional poetry over which the 
translators will halt. They will vainly strive to find 
suitable equivalents for these in English. And .added to 
this is my O\Yn imperfect knowledge of ·English which 
has, as I have ah;eady said, been a great hindrance . • 'l'here are ·four kinds of ballads that• we could lay . . . 
our hands upon from the c.,\11lltryside. 

rrhe first kind of these is of the nature. of Mainamati 
songs. Superstitious beliefs in miracle~, rustic and crude 
conventions, grotesque scenes and incongrv.ities and faith 
in the Siddhas, who, like the Druids, could accomplish 
extraordinary feats of jugglery, form the essential features 
of this school of ballads. Tantrikism is the underlying 
principle of these. And the Buddhist 'l'antriks, when 
accepting Islam, could not shake off their belief ~1 the 
miraculous power of 'l'antril< action. We have got many 
rl'antrik-works written by Muhammadans in Bengali 
from Chittagong. This kind of ballads may be compared 
to the Gaelic songs. An element of intenf!e poetry 
is not, however, altogether lacking in this class of • 
popular songs, though mch instances are· few. arid 
far between. In the present volume, the ballad of 
Nizam Dacoit belongs to this ·school. 1 have found 
a long printed poem on the dacoit who latterly 
turned a saint, composed by a rustic po ~t anxious 
to display his pedantry. 'fhis poem lacks the beauty 
of simple and direct expression, which forms the forte 
of all genuine Bengali ballads. The present one is 
fresh from. country!lide and though comparatively dull, 
it '"bas not beeft spoiled OJ' distorted by unskilled hands, 
trying to improve the diction. Though written by a 
Muhammadan it has all the characteristics of the ballads . 
of this. kind composed by the Hinaus about their own 

• • 
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saints. There is, ~however, one thing in it, which shows. 
its difference of conception from the Hindu standpoint. 
The dacoit is said to have shortened the period of his. 
trial by- two murders. 'rhough the GW1 would !"upport 
such an idea, t,be Hindus of rural Bengal would never 
extol a murder, however laudable th~ purpose may be . 

• I do not say that the ·Mosle~ ethicftl point of view is 
wi·ong or that the teachings ttf ihe Gitashould be discarded, 
as regards thi merits of a martial deed in a noble .cause. . . .. 
But my ·belief is tli.at an unprejudiced Hindu writer of 
Bengal during the last five or six centuries of the growt-h 
and development of Vaisnava ideas in the country, 
would never advocate assassination even for the best 
of purposes. . The ballad of Nizam Dacoit shows in
different poetry, though it is extensively popular among 
the ~!Juhammadans in some parts of Bengal. 

'11he ballads of the second class are historical. I 
have given three of them in this volume and the small 
ballad on Santal insurrection may also be classed mider 
this he~:td. It records an event which caused consider
able. local consternation.in the western frontier of Bengal 
·mQl'e tllan half a centmy- ago. It is not, however, a. 
very important ballad. I must say here that through in
advertence this little poem, though b~longing to western 
Bengal, has found a place in this volume which ~ears 

the name of "Eastern Bengal Ballads." 
The third class, which is by far the best of all, is . 

represented by the love-ballads o~ the romantic school, . 
of which we have spoken at some. length. rrhough I 
have found scraps of verses from this kind of. ballads
sometimes only - a few lines of -them-from '6ther 
districts of Bengal, the best and the most complete ones. 
are to be found in Easte1·n ~l(ymensingh alone. Brahminic' 
Reuaissance drove away these gems of rustic literatm~e 

• 
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from all other parts of Bengal, because the spirit of 
romantic love propagated in them ran counter to 
the strict conservatism of the later school of 

• Hinduism, whiCh totally curbed the liberty of· women. 
These songs were allowed to linger· in Eastem 
Mymensingh, wh~re BrahDlinic Renais!ian ce could 
not assert itse!~ for some centuries. In other par.ts 

• • 
of Bengal, ballads like tltose of Mahua, Malua and 
Washer-maiden .lost favour and were. suppressed, and in 
their f laces, the stories of Sita and Savitri, of Prahlad 
and Dhruva, of Nala and Damayanti and the heroic 
Pandavas, claimed high favour in popular estimation, 
due to. the stress, put upon 'Bhakti' or devotion in later 
times, and to the dissemination of Ol'thodox Brahminic 
ideas, curbing the liberty of the fair sex. But as we have 
found mere unconnected, scraps of romantic love-s"ngs, 
(now lost) belonging to a preceding age, still lingering 
in the memory of the rustics of all districts of Bengal, we 
are convinced that they bad once flourished throughout 
the t!rovince, previous to Brahminic renaissance .. The 
most striking of the ballads of thiS~~ school in some. points,. 
though decidedly not one of the very best of them, is.t!he 
ballad "The Adventurous career of a young Dacoit." 
It gives a frash account of country-life on the banks of 
the great rivers of Eastern Bengal, of a love-romance, full 
of the freedom and flavour of rural scenes-with much 
quaint humour and varied scenes of action, giving us 
glimpses into the social hi-story and family-life of the 
cottagers of Bengal, as was to be found two centuries ago. 
Thou~h it does not possess that appeal to higher emotions, 
which the best ones of this kind of ballads do, it possesses 
a singular charm for the variety of scenes of thrilling 
interest introduced, and the valo~;ous, resourceful 
character of the heroine, unfortunately stranded mid way, • 

• 
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as a complete version of this remarkable ballad has 
not been found. Its archaic language will be of great 
}nterest to the students of philology. 

The fourth kind of ba.Ilads IS to be found in 
the numerous. printed books, which form the bulk of 
Moslem _ rustic Jiter<lture. 'fhese .Publications are 
generally fotmd to give distorted ve~siolls of popular 
batlads. The writers, anxious to make·a show of. their 

• 
little learnin& change the simple words of original 
ballads and. thus spoil their pristine g1•ace and beauty. 
'l~hey introduce moreover absurd pedantries and erotic 
descriptions,-the characteristics of eighteenth century 
Bengali_ literature.,-converting the simple narrations of 
unassuming rural poets into absurd artificialities and 
conventional forms of a school of poetry that has justly 
lost all favour with our people, and is now quite out of . . 
fashwn. 

5. A description of the ships referred to in the 

• ba.Uads-Pictures and illustrations.1 

. In the literatur~ of •the ballads there are good many 
• refertmces to country boats and ships on board of which 

the enterprising people of the district of Chittagong make 
sea-voyages for trading purposes. Ship-building in Chitta
gong is an art of great antiquity. Bangsidas, the cele
brated poet of the Manasa cult, who wrote his poem 
in 157G A. D., gives a graphic description as to how 
the great sea-going vessels were constructed in Bengal 
in olden times. The poet was a native of Mymemsingb, 

• 
i. Babu Asutosh Choudhury, one of our ballad-collectors has supplied me with 

elaborate notes on the ships and country-boats of Chittagong, which have materially 
helped me in writing this account. The photographs of sloops and ships given her() 

have been supplied by him 1 • .. . . 
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the land of great rivers like the Brahmaputra, the Kangsa, 
the Dhanu, and the Bhairab. The old ships of Chittagong 
once carried the wealthy merchants of Bengal to China, 
Ceylon, Maladives, Lacadives, Java, Balli, Cochin and 
to the coasts of the Arabian Sea. There were many 
architects and sclllptors of B~ngal who co-operated with 
the Kalingas i!l carrying out the artistic uesigns of the 
great•Buddhist sanctuary 1(ll<1Wn as the Barabodar Temple 
of Java and of ~he sublime Hindu figures in.the Prahmva
banam in the Island of Balli. Earliest of these works 
carry us to the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D. These 
travellers of the high seas assuredly marched on board 
the ships constructed by the Balamis on the banks of the 
Karnafuli in Chittagong. 'l1he descendants of these Hindu 
architects still follow the avocation of ship-building, 
though the glorious achievements of their fore-f.il,thers 
are now reduced to mere day-dreams ;-the humble 
avocation of the present-day Bala~is is to build large 
and small country boats and ships of ordinary dimensions 
and workmanship which still carry the merohants of 
Bengal to the small Islands .of the Bay for trading 
purposes. At one time the Sultan of Turkey, dissatisfi~d 

with the method of ship- building in Alexandrian ·dock
yards, used to give order for ~hips to the builders of 
Ohittagong. This we learn on the authority of the 
Chinese haveller Mahunda. The celebrated Arabian 
writer Edris who flourished in the twelfth century called 
Chittagong by the n!mle of 'Karnabul.' This word is no 
doubt a corruption of the Karnafuli on the banks of which 
the Balamis constructed ships and so popularised the name 
of ·their river adwng foreigners as to make them call the 
whole district after it. De Burrarghs, the celebrated 
Portuguese writtr alludes tp the commercial transactions 
carried on between Chittagong and· Arabia in ancient 
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times. lVIany Arabian Dervishes n.nd Pirs came to Chitta
gong on boa.rd the vessels built in that country. In 1405 
Cheng ij:o, the. Chinese minister, was sent to the port of 
Ohittagong by his king for the settlement of some 
commercial dis]:>ntes, and in 1443 the Arabian travellet• 
Ebn Batatu came to ChittagoJig and trav<flled on board one 

• of .her ships to Java and thence to China .• •Jn 1553 Naou 
de Chona, the Governoi· of U(ila, sent ·one of his generals, 
De Manna, at the head of two hundred tne~ and five ships 
for establishing a trading centre· at Ohittagong. Ship· 
·building in Chittagotig has had thus a glorious record 
since a remote point of antiquity till only recent times. 
Hunter says that the great art of the country was ousted, 
failing in competition with European vessels conducted by 
steam-engine on scientific methods, from after 1875. 

'rhe tradition of some of the wealthy and enterprising 
merchants of Chittagong, who flourished during the 
declining days of Moslem supremacy, has been preserved 
in the country. We have heard of the famous merchants 
Rangya Easir, Gumani Malum, Madan Kerani, Dataram 
Chaudhuri and others wl10 lived in that period,-some of 
them owning a hundred ships. When the Portuguese 

• pirates carried on marauding expeditions in Chittagong, the 
mercha~ts of the place created a defence force by means 
of their sloops which heroically resisted the attack of the 
pirates. This united body of sloops went by the name of 
' Sloop Bahar' and a port .of that name still exists near the 
town of Chittagong. 11he hero who·distinguished himself 
in this defence was called the 'Bahardar.' In the early 
part of the 19th century many merchants owned a good 
number of l'lhips in Chittagong. .Piru • Saudagar, Nasu 
Malum and Ram Mohun Daroga were the most eminent 
of these. One of the ships of the last named person once 

• went for trade up t~ the port of the Tweed in Scotland . 
• 
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I have already stated that the ballads are full of 
references about these ships and country-boats of 
Chittagong. In the ballad of the Washer maiden, there 

, · is an interesting description of the ships of Tamasa Gazi, 
carrying an extensive trade in rice. The ballad of Bhelua 
literally bristles with account~ of ships. Among the many 
interesting things described in it are to be found accounts 
of a peculiar custom amonl:' rt section of local merchant;
of the bride and bridegroom elect being m:uried on board 

• 
the great merchant-veF-sels in the high seas. The ballad 
of the Herdsman Lover refers to the voyages of Meghua, 
the wicked merchant of Chittagong. We have had 
accounts of the unfortunate prince Shah Suja in the 
ballad of Mannoor Khan. Shah Suja, it. is well-known 
in Burma, fled from Araccan on board a Balam ship of 
Chittagong. In the small ballad of ( c~)"?t~f'1 ~t~"?t ~t~til) 
(the voyages of Gourmani, the boatman), there is a 
description of a fishing excursion in the Bay of Bengal 
on a Godhu boat, and in the ballad of ~'ffi?f CiWt:'i"?t <rt"?t~t;ll 1 

(Accounts of twelve months on the sea of s~arup, the 
fisherman) there is a similar de~cription. 

As, therefore, in the ballad literature-nay in. tlie 
whole of the old Bengali literature-there are numerous 
references to sea-voyages, and as the Chittagong ships and 
country boats were pre-eminently the best of the lot and 
have up to now preserved the old tradition, though in an 
humble scale, I take the liberty of giving a detailed 
account of these ships and country boats with illustrations. 

I. The Balam and the Godhu, boats are by far the 
most common in Chittagong in the present day. Their 
pattern has rentained unaltered from a great antiquity 
and though they are mere boats of an humble size, not 

. 
1 These two ballads qave not ;ret been publisheq. 

• • 
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furnished with any modern scientific equipments, they are 
not afraid of running abreast the high seas sometimes 
for five or six months together. The Balam boats are 
built by Balamis who have also lent their name to a 
particular kind of rice in which they traded. · These boats 
even now go to Araccan, Kaikfu and other ports of 
Burma, theit principal article being ;ictl (see Fig. XI). 
The biggest of the Balam 'bo~ts o£ th.e present dax have 
the capacity to carry 200-250 tons of goods. They are, 
however, granted license for only 50 tons of goods when 
journeying in the Bay. In olden times their capacity and 
size were of course immensely greater. The Balam has 
sixteen oars attached it, but it chiefly depends on 
the sail. 

2. The Godhu boats.1 -these also like the Balams 
are very ancient. A full-shaped Godhu complete in all 
its parts, is to be found in the Bay up to M~rch and April 
of the year. The parts of the boat are disjointed after 
April, when the keels are separated from the upper parts 
and kept safe in the dock. The parts are jointed a~ain 
in October when the boats are floated once more in 
water 'l'he fishing excursions referred to in the ballads • 
are earried on in the Godhu boats. The Godhu generally 
speaking carries 25-30 men and goes for fishing to various 
Islands in the Bay such as· C~i firn1 (The Golden Ishmd ), 
a;ta; rmn ('l'he Red Island), 11t5f11t~ (Red Sands) and other 
small Islands which are completely ~ubrnerged under 
saline water when the flood eom.es. Hence the soil'is 
not fit for purposes of cultivation but becomes a resort of 
a i'ich variety of fish. 'rhe dried fish which are carried on 
a Godhu, go by :various names such as.•Bada?·er Okhuri, 
Glzomt1·a, Plzaisa, Laitta, lliskya, Palka, Oha.[Jair;hha, etc·., 

' 
1 'l'hey are called "Huri hoats" in ~ia)dwip· ,and " Fate~nari· bo~ts" . in· ,some 

places. • · 
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In April and March a large number of Godhus return 
to the Karnaphuli with their rich cargo of dried fish, 
and then it presents a spectacle which is never to be 
forgotten by the observer. The friends and relations of 
these fishermen who come back on their Godhus with the • 
goods offer them a hearty reception, beating drums and 
tabors and pla~ing on the shrill pipe, calLed the Sanai 
and the Karnaphul'i becomes stirred all on a sudden with 
a det;se concourse of peopie on her banks and with 

• 
bristling activities of hundreds of Godhus, receiving a 
noisy ovation from the kith and kin of the enterprising 
fishermen. After the business-season of the Godhus is 
over, the parts are disjointed and kept in safe 
custody. 

The construction of the Godhu is very simple. The 
keel is carved out of a long huge ~ree in the form of the 
crescent moon. Its breadth is very small. With this 
keel are jointed what the local people call chaps,-being 
pieces of timber not exactly like planks but concave
shaped thin wooden pieces, twenty to twent~ five feet 
long, two or two and a half inches in thickness, and 
eighteen inches in breadth, which exactly fit. in with 
the keel and with one and another. Nails are.· not 
used in joining the wooden pieces. Small holes called 
"shama" are made both ways and a strong kind of cane 

.locally called "gallak '' is used for the purpose. 'rhe 
little space between two chaps are filled with straws 
of ultt species twisted like cords. 'l'hey become so tight 

. that not a particle of water can enter the boat though 
it is dashed by strong current. The shanuts or the 
holes, after the. cane has been made _to enter through 
them, are filll'd up with jute, cotton and resin. 'l'he 
roofs of the Balam as well as the Godhu are ca.lled 

pong. The prow of the Godhu of old type was made 

• 
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to look like the head of a crocodile. The boatmen used 
to adorn it with vermilhn and floral wreaths. 

3. rl'he " Sloop " is like the Balam in many respects, 
changed into its present form by the influence of the 
Portuguese (lj,igs. III, IV, V, VI). 

4. The· Sa~·enga.-This kind of boat has lent its name 
to the Captaig. of a ship ; a •' sa1·eng " means a Captain in 

• 
the Bengali dialect. It is like a canq'e, ~Jeing carved out 
from a long tree, and the;·e• is no joining or patchwork 
in it. It seld~m ventures on a sea-journey, Its scope of 
movement is limited to rivers. 

5. The Shampan.-'l'he shape of tbi~ class of boats is 
like that of a swan. It is a Chinese type with a slight 
variation, due to Burmese influence. 

6. The Kmtdlw.-It is made by carving out a huge 
tree of the Ohittagong hills. If is carried with the help 
of bam boo-poles called the 'lagi' and never travels in 
the sea. It ha1·dly dares to face the turbulent w11ves 
of a river, having no sail or par. 

A new activity has been in evidence since 19lfl . 
• 

Many ships have _since been constructed in Chittagong 
in Euro.pean style .. TlTe great. war gave a stimulus to . . 
the fl.ctivities of the Ohittagong dockyards, and from the 
official reports of the ports we find that no Jess than 
forty ships were built by the Balamis during the period 
1916-21. Mr. Williams and Lt. Wilson took great pains 
in teaching the Balamis to construct ships in approved 
scientific methods of the west. _lnspite of the defects 
of the old style, Lt. Wilson "'as struck with the remark
able skill of the Ba.lamis in ship-building. 'J1heit· trained 
hands could build the whole and ~ts parts, joining 
pieces of timber and going tht:ough other details· with 
almost scientific precision, without making any plan 01' 

design beforehand.· The Balamis belong to the J ogi caste 
' 

• 
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and are called Baherias, a local name indicating that 
the water touched by them may not be drunk by higher 
castes. This proves · that they were probably Buddhists 
and did not believe in the restdctions imposed on us by 
later Hindu jurisprudence as regards sea-vpyage. In olden 
time!-l there were docks in Halisahar, PatPnga, Doble 
Mobing and various other• places on tlle Karnafuli. 
Fig. II show; • tli.e conges~ion of a great number• of 
smaller boats at the Chaktai ghat of Chitta~ong port. 

At the pr@sent day Madhab, Kalikumar and Dwarika 
Nath have achieved distinction a.s ship-builders. Dwarika 

·Nath is by far the best of the three men. Madhab is 
now en!:ra!red in building a steam-launch. He has 
nearly completed the wooden structure by timbers of 
the Chittagong Hill-tracts. r.l'he engine will be placed 
in due course. Most of the sloops and ships of which 
pictures are given in this book were constructed by Kali 
Kumar, and· Dwarika Nath is now engaged in executing 
some orders for ships at Rangoon. 

It may be interesting to note here the lo~al names 
given to parts of a, ship in the Chittagong dialect. 
They call the ship's 'Rib'-~alc, its Floor-.Kahana., 

• Keel-erak, Keelson-Shukankila, Stern-post-Guoosta, 
Stem-Rad, Mast-Mastul, l~ake of the mast--Mastuler 
ohaluta and Batten-Ishka. 

'l'he fam:ous ~ Kosha, boats used· to be made in 
the district of Dacca. We have got an exaggerated 
description of Kosha in the ballad of Isha Khan. 

Iu conclusion I ·beg to offer my thanks to Mr. 
Jogesh Chandra- Chakravartty, M.A., Assistant Registrar, 
Calcutta U nivers!ty, for making arrangements for the 
speedy publication of this volume. Dt·. John \"an Manen 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal ·was kind enough to lend 
me two blocks containing pictures of cannon of Isba 

II 
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Khan and Sher Shaha published in the Journal .of that 
Society for 1910. He has also kindly given me 
permission to reprint the picture of a cannon of the 
illustrious Moslem Chief of Jangalbari with a Bengali 
inscription als~ published in the Journal of the Society 
for 1910. . . . . 

My thanKs fl,re due to Babu Bis~apttti Chaudhury, 
M:A.- the well-known Bengali writer" and artist for the 
excellent pen and ink sketches that he has drawn of some 
of the charactm·s described in the ballads of this volume. 
He did the work with the utmost quickness, though he 
was suffering at the time from ophthalmia-! am pleased 
with his work, though I am 'sorry he disregarded 
his health in his eagerness to finish the work in the 
shortest time. 

My young friend, Mr .• Janardan Cbakrabartty, M.A., 
appointed by the Calcutta University to help me in 
the compilation of the ballads, rendered me some service 
in March last when owing to my hard and unsparing 
labour in- connection with the ballads I fell seriously ill. 
Mr. Chakrabartty translated small portions of the Bengali 

• 
tex~ intb English for me in that month. 

NI:y ·friend Miss Rowlands, B.A., Lady Principal of 
the Darjeeling Missionary College, was kind enough to 
revise a portion of my translations. 

Munshi Jasimuddin, one of our ballad collectors, 
has supplied photographs of the old capital of Laksman 
Hazra, now reduced to a swam}J .and of. the ruins of 
the palace and the mosque built by the immediate 
descendants of Isha Khan. 

Inspite of my great labour in c~nnection with the 
ballads I am sorry to say that there are many errors 
in the book. I do not . blame any body but myself 
for tbjs f&qlt I ·am not ~t all a s-ood proof-reader, 
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And though I have been writing books for these forty 
yeat·s, I have not at all improved in this direction. 
This makes me believe in the saying that a proof-reader 
Is l)orn and not made. 

7, BisWAKOSH LANJ<j, j 

BAGBAZAR. CAfCU.T'l'A: r niNESH 
, The•l5tlt July, 1926. ) • • 
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PREFACE 

The song- of the Washer-maiden is one of the typical 
love-ballads of Eastern Bengal, rich. in the musical . . 
rhythm of "its limpid verses and in,'ths mystic · sugges-
tions of its all-absorbing aoo·;esigned surrender of.self. 

The mai<Wn Kanchanmala, a low-caste _handsome girl, 
receives attention. from the young prince of her native 
city. While feeling in her heart romantic sentiments, 
verging on worship, she. knows full well the difference 
between her own social status and that of the princ~. 
:She is, therefore, full of hesitancy in .the beginning. 
The gay light~hearted young prince once passionately 
seizes her by the hand, when she is all alone on the 
landing steps of a tank. She is surprised, she is please4, 
She struggles to free herself, she makes false promises 
and trembles in fear. But all in vain. Her. mind is 
filled with his image ; she is almost frenzied by the sweet 
attraction. All the struggle on her part, however, is set . . . 

at .rest by the bold ways of the prince, who takes a 
vo"\t to court any danger for her sake and speaks many 
things which one says to another, when Cupid,. for 
the first time, aims his dart at young hearts. The poet 
describes, wit~ great power, the aggressions of a self-willed 
capricious but loving youth on her modesty, on the one 
hand, and the timorous approaches of the maiden, afraid 
of scandal, and nervously conscious of her low status, 
on the other. Then, when in the language of worldly men 
she has actually sinned, she stops witk a sigh to reflect,· 
when she sees the Khorai flowing by, "Whence dost 
thou come, 0 stream, and knowing not whither thou 
wilt go, why art tl1ou in such a mad hurry ? " (Canto III, 

• 
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Lines 1-2). This little speech indicates an anxious thought 
about her own mad course and uncertain future. 

Here we find her, indulging in reveries, which, 
shrouded in obscure and suggestive poetry, verge on 

• mysticism. She has loved one, whom n~ither heaven 
nor earth meant for her. Providence has made him 
high and her low. He is lf treasure, to@ big for her 

• 
heaven and too • gr'eat for . ~er little world. Neither 
heave1; nor earth will sanc'tion her so -great a gift. But 

• 
what of that ?• She cannot now give up what, in the 
estimation of the world, she is not justified to possess, 
t.hnn~h shR nht,}l.inPrl t.hA t.rPasnr~ by sheer chance. This 
is indicated by her mystic reflections (Canto III, Lines 
3-6). . Often when the prince sleeps on a bed of Ieavell, 
she sighs to think that for her poor sake, he has left his 
golden couches and laid himself so low. When they pass 
the whole night without a wink of sleep, she feels a pain 
in her heart to see that the prince is compelled to forego 
the sweet attractions of rest and go away, with eyes heavy
laden with sleep, at the break ·of the dawn. (Capto III, 
Lines 7 -10). 

The prince treacherously aban<tons her. She is .stunned 
• by the blow. She cannot speak out her grief to otl}ers, 

for they have been already condemning her conduct as 
stupidly bold. She speaks her sorrows to the river, to the 
boats and to the trees. It is mute Nature to whom the mute 
soul finds a solace in appealing. (Canto IX, Lines 35-38.) 

Sometimes she m~dly thinks that he may yet come. 
She has not yet obtained any proof of his treachery. 
She is ehted by the foolish hope that he may return to 
her; full of love, apd with gifts for her. "He will bring 
with him ornaments, studded with diamonds and pe~rls 
and I will pay the price with two drops of my tears." 
_(Oar;tto IX, Lines 40-42). 
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But when twelve months and thirteen days passed, 
from the day of his leaving her, ''she blows out the 
candle of her room with her own breath and creeps into 
the dark to hide herself." (Canto IX, Lines 32-3~.) 

It is from tp.e time of the departure of the prince that 
Kanchan rises to the majesty of a sublime character and 
becomes the true heroine of- the ballad: • The pathos of 
her last appeal to the inanim~te object2 of Nature ~hows 
her intense desire to hide herself from the world, parti
cularly from •the prince. He is happy with H.ukmini, 
the prince!:'s. She is sincerely afraid, lest that happiness 
be disturbed. She puts her finger to her lips, enjoining 
silence. She sees the spot, where she used to make a 
bed of leaves for him, she remembers how they made 
garlands of flowers for each other and how, in the depth 
of night, she used to run away from home at a signal 
from his flute. She prays that all this may be blotted 
out from the memory of the prince, lest these should 
cause him pain. The river will be her silent grave. 
She· pray.s to her that "not even the little tailor-bird, 
that drinks a sip from her water, might know of her 
_death." .(Canto XIII, 3!-32.) 

• 
s~cretly she has suffered; let her secretly pass away, 

leaving no sign behind, to ca.use pain to the_ prince, whom 
she found happy, with his new consort, the day before. 
She asks the waves "to carry her with them, floating 

' _into the boundless unknown." (Canto XIII, 47-~8.) 
One of the striking features o.f these rustic song

makers is a sense of decency, that pervades their poems~ 
I believe that it is the court-poets who, in the medieval 
age, used to prostitute their genius by pandering to the 
erotic humour of princes and potentates-their patrons. 
The rustic mind breathes a purer moral air, just as these 
country people enj~y a freer air in the physical· worl<J. 
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.we find in these poems situations which give great 
opportunities to the bards for revelling in indecency, but 
they instinctively know how far they should proceed and 
where they should stop. Everyone will admit that the 
poems override all conventions and canons.of conservatism 
and orthodoxy. They are fresh and vigorous, with 
:Nature's stren.gth; but ther~ is caution in· their guarded 
langpage, proving'· their plai~ life to be a fountain of • ali 

• that is wholesome and noble. These lyric~l poems show 
, the heart of the peasant, sweet as a field-flower and full 
of flavour as the fruits he grows in his garden. 

Of the characters, next to the heroine, is the hero 
m Importance. 1n these ballads the hero· is generally 
less heroic than the heroine and more or less serves the 
purpose of a background. We have found several cases, 
where the hero has taken more wives than one. 'l'he 
custom of the country favoured this practice, and though 
the extraordinary man may always rise above the level 
of average people, we cannot condemn a person fo'l.' 
yielding to a prevailing social custom. But .the prince 
here is not only weak but treacherous. He takes no 
notice of a simple-minded and loving village W<lman, 
whom he has ruined with high promises. • 

The poet cleverly introduces many si~uations with an 
admirable artistic skill. Tam:sn. Gazi's description of the 
old washerman in the concluding part of the account of 
his interesting travel, undoubtedly create~ a new situation. 
So does the love-letter of princess Rukmini. 'fhe plot is 
formed by a quick succession of well conceived array of 
incidents, which invest the poem with all the sweetness 
and effect of a se.perior melo drama. 

The Song of the Washer-maiden was collected by Chan
dra Kumar from several sources. .I:Ie owes the main por
tion of it to one Babu Rajanikanta Bhadra of t.h~ village 

• 
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Shakuai Batta in the district of Mymensingh. Of -the rest 
a part was secured, on his way home from that village, 
from a milkman named Dinagopa of Char Sambhugunj. 
An old man of Kirtankhola, who is known by- the name of 
Madhu1· Bap (father of Madhu), added some songs and 
the remaining portion he got from KuJpur, Sankancla,' 
and the neighbouring localities. He s~nt ~he ballad to: 
me on the 15th of November, l9t4. • 

The ballad ,pontains 469 lines. I have divided it into 
13 cantos. We can give no definite in~ormation as 
regards the tim~ when the ballad was composed, nor any 
clue as to who its author was. Judging from the 
language and the spirit of the songs, I believe it to belong -
to that age when the country-people delighted in topics, 
showing absolute freedom in love. V\Te have it on the 
authority of Chandidas that during his times love by 
mutual selection, untrammelled by, and triumphing over, 
all social barriers, was favoured by young men, and that 
many of them fell victims at the altar of the presiding 
deity of Sabajiya-love. 

'rhe lyrical element, the btevity and compactne-ss of 
• 

the.pl~t, the never-failing relevancy of the topics and the 
dramatic character of the incidents, described in the poem, 
indicate that it is one of the oldest ballads that have been_ 
brought in to our possession; for, the later the age of 
~omposition, the more verbose and pedantic are the ve,rses. 
'rhe later ballads, besides, often deviate from the main 
subject in order to pander to some c"nventional forms or_ 
the need for propaganda. 'l'}:te freshness of country .. life 
breathed in this poem, belongs to an age; when Ohandidas, 
the gay bard of Nanoor, sang his immortal-songs. Indeed 
this ballad has -so many lines, to be found almost 
verbatim in Ohandidas' poetry that we, are inclined to 
suggest a common ctge for both. There are many: p,oints 
• 
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in Chandidas' poems for which no precedent is to be 
found in classical Sanskrit poetry. The sports of Krishna. 
with the Gopis on a ferry-boat, and a hundred other 
manrevres with which the divine lover seeks the favour 
of the beauteous milk-maid of Jabat are nbt to be found 
in any earlier Sanskrit poem, They have no doubt been 
incorporated into the love tales of Radha-Krisbna being 
gleaBed from ~aterials, !i.Upplied by ballads like these. 
This pastoral country was once full of love•tales, of which 

. . 
a refined ideal was conceivt'd and developed in the country-
side and subsequentlv snirHnlllic::"'rl ;.,... ~~~ "t_T:.:::!:~~;-"' 

poems; and our old rural ballads had already perfected a 
felicitous language of emotion, which became familiar 
throughout the province and latterly served as a tool in the 
hands of the Vaishnavas. It is for this reason that many 
common lines occur in the poems of the Vaishnava 
poets and in these ballads. The latter point to an age, 
when Bengal,-a rural country, resonant with the souud 
of the cowherd's reed-flute and warblings of a thousand 
singing bards, the land of sweet pastoral <1ccupations 
and of murmuring rivers and. swamps, overgrown with 
lotuses and screw-plants was, so to speak, Love't~ own· 
resort. The people were free from the struggles "of life 
owing to the rich fertility of the soil and indulged in 
songs, of which the one theme was love. 

What the age of the poem is I cannot definitely say, 
but it is one of the sweetest love-poems in our language and 
both by the testimoay of its language and the freedom 
from all conventions, it seems to me, as I have already said, 
to be one of the earliest of the ballads that we have yet 
come across. I shall not be surprised if some contemporary 
evidence proves it beyond all doubt to be a production of 
the 14th century .. 

25th March, 1925. D. 0. S. • 
• 
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The Love of the Washer-maiden. 

CHORUs-The pain of separation burns me lil\.e a 
flame. I loved but not a da3' have I b~ei:. pappy. 

(1} • • 
• Kan.ohanmala. • 

"The Ohampa-.flowers· have bloomed O:t;l all sides .of· 
this beautiful tank. Let me off, my love, I will comb· 
my hair and·adorn it with these. 

"A soft bed of leaves have I prepared on the side of, 
the tank. There, my love come in the night, and in 
night, depart. For God's sake, friend! do not visit me in 
day-time. 

"The neighbours delight in spreading scandal. Cruel 
are they. They would do nothing else, if they find a 
topic for scandal. If they see us together at such an 
hour, they will speak unkind things of us. 

, '!My •father and mother live in the house. How sJ:lall 
I . ex-plain my conduct to "them ? The topic of our love 
will be like a rich feast to the village folk at our cost. 

"Leave my hands, my beloved. Allow me to go home. 
I cannot tarry more. Just see, my pitcher is going to be 
drifted away by the stream. 

'' From yonder banana-groves, ,give me the signal by 
your flute in the night and we shall meet there wh~n it 
will be dark." 

• 
" It is evening. You are going alone te fill your 

J?itcher. Stand for a moment, so that I may exchange 
a word with you . 

• 2 
• • 
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" Your long flowing curly hair has come down to your 
knees. Youth has given·you new charms and a fullness 
of limbs. I will speak to you for a little while. Give me 
a hearing,_ dear maiden. Your eyes are blue and dark like 
the aparajita:.flower and your tender body baars all the glow· 
of the_ champa. Know, fair maiden, that it is the beauty 
of your curly h~ir, above all, that has driven. me mad. 

"I will ask M my father }lis kingdom and riches, ahd 
• • 

these will be my dowry to you at our rnarri~:~ge. 
" Like the• bird Chil, that hovers high in the air, my 

mind wanders forth day and night in the region of fcmcy 
delighting in your love-

" Stand a little longer and listen to my words, whi?h 
come from the heart and are sincere." 

Kanchanmala. 

" Leave my hands beloved youth. I am but half-dead 
with .shame. At day-time, if they see us togethe~, ours 
will be a name of shame for e\Ter. 

" What . will my father and mother say, if they 
hear a report of our love ? Don't you remember that 
your parents are the sovereigfts ofthis country and my .. 
fath~r is your royal father's. poor washerman and• his 
humblest subject? _All this you seem to have forgotten. 

"You are like the Moon and high is your status. 
'fhy should you stretch your b~nds to reach this low 
earth? What will people say if they hear of this r You 
are like a golden bee, who shouJd seel{ a lotus. It is not 
becoming of you to seek such humble ones as myself. 

" Leave my hands and allow me to depart. Sober 
down your mind ·and act sensibly."· 

• 
Prince. 

" You _wash my clothes, dear maiden,· with tenderes~ 
care. I trace, with a sigh, the sign .of your five soft 

• 



The Washer-maiden 

"Leave my hands, beloved youth." P'. 10 . 
• 

• 
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fingers on them. They bear the scent of fiowel'S, you 
weave into a garland for me.. I feelin my heart that you 
love me dearly. 

"Now t~ke the oath that in the night-time you will 
come to this •spot with all the treasure of your youth, 
sweet as a blooming flower . 

• 
"Here on this spot shall I take IJJ.Y stand and. signal . 

you by my flute. Here on thjs spot shall I spread oa.· bed 
of leaves for yQu and here on this spot, s~all we spend'. 
the night together Here will-be realised all the dreams 
of my youth in your sweet company." 

Kanchanmala. 

'' How can I, my charming friend, give you the 
promise you want. :M:y parents always stay at home. Now 
on my life, be gracious and accede to my request.· 
Be pleased to leave my hands. ' 

"True, there is a surging emotion, which overflow~ niy 
heart, like a river, overflowing its bank in August. True 
my heart .. has run out of all control. When I sleep, I 
dream of your sweet face. That is all my happiness in 
this world. If Providen~e would give an opportunity, 
even· this day, this hour, I would leave my parents for 
your sake. This is my oath. Sun and moon, be witness · 
to it; and you, my chief witness, have heard what has 
fallen from my lips. Doubt not IllY sincerity." (Ll. 1-53.) 

( 2 ) 

TIME-NIGH'!'. 

Kanchan hums a tune in her room; 

"My oath is broken, 0 prince. By.~o means can 1 
come out. My parent~ I find awake each time I attempt 
to come out. My home seems to me strange and unwel
come, and the sides of the tank, sweet an_d familiar, and 

• 
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dear as home. Fear of society and of what the people 
would say stand in my way. 

"But what is this fear for society ? What do I care 
for honour ? For God's sake, young friend~ do not sing 
any more that song with your flute. It makes me mad. 
It drives me like a storm\ making me a slave to your 
wishes. • 

"~ut do not despair .• Wait a little more. Sleep has 
just crept intp the eyes of my parents .• Erelong they 
will fall into deep sleep. 

"Lo! the black clouds are roaring in the sky. 0, what 
a pity! Providence, I fear, will not allow us to meet 
to-night. • 

'' T hA'"'' H::~ :::::!:~-;-;-.=,H, ;a,~~ing· around . .Pray my beloved, 
do not expose yourself to rain. The esculent plant Man 
has spread its large leaves behind our house. Cut off 
one of these from the stalk and protect your head. · 

'~ Alas friend I imagine from liere, your fair figure to be 
wet with rain. I am not ne,r you in this depth of night. 
With what care would I not wipe away water from your 
body, brushing the drops with ~y flowing hair!" 

• 
TIME-MID-NIGH'l'. 

Kanchanma la. 

"The whole world is asleep.. A deep silence pervades 
all. Only the maddening flute sings that one tune. Now 
I am coming out of my house. Which is the path that I 
shall follow in this dark hour? 

" There is .oo cloud in the sky. The moon shines. 
If I go by this p•ath at such an hour, I may be caught 
and exposed to shame. 

" There is a tree, which has no branches and no leaves. 
It bears the treasure of one solitary flower. It is the tree 

• 
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of love.* If I get my beloved near me, what do I care 
for society, its praise and protection? " (Ll. 1-20.) 

(3) 

PLACE-RIVER-BANK. 

Kanc~anmala. • . 
"0 River, which wav dost.thou fo1low? Whenee hast 

" 
thou come -and whither a1·t thou bound? Without 

• 
. knowing thy dest~nation, thou seemest, in a mad hurry 
to go. 

" The morning js golden. In the sky wander forth 
the dispersed clouds. What is this bird that has come 
down from the sky with its golden wings ? If the bird is 
to be given a space in this Earth, it seems that the Earth 
is too small for it. If it.flies up neither does it find space 
there that can hold it. Where may I find a cage to 
keep thee 0 bird of my heart ? How can I keep thee, and 
where?" t 

* * * 
·"My beloved has g<5ne away in the morning. Why 
• 

did the blessed night pass away? I was with him for 
the whole night. 

'' Ah a moment he could 'not sleep in . the night 
(gaily talking with me)! His eyelids. werp, heavy with 
sleep in the morning. yet he had to depart in an. 
haste ! · . 

" Ever accustomed to sleep on a stately couch, he 
made the bare ground his bed f ot· my sake ! . . 

• The tree of Love does not give protection as society does, but still it has the 
power to charm the soul, (that is its one flower). 

t She is filled with the idea that she has loved one whe is too high for her .. 
There is no space, here bel~w in society, none in heaven either, where this love may 
have a sanction and a place assigned to it . 

• 
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"When one, in his position, loves a woman of low 
. birth, one becomes the subject of ridicule of all. And 
this-he will have to suffer for my sake! 

"I am like the dwarf, aspiring to catch the Moon. 
• Alas, why have I taken this mad course.? You seek 

an answer? I myself do not know, why ! My mind has 
· lost all control. • · • 

"O.my pitcher, :sink h~re in this water, like a dro"p 
(no path for escape will you see). I am lost like you in 
the boundless sea by loving him. Here -is the pitcher; 
L have raised it again from the water. But who will' 
raise me from the sea into .which I have been drowned? . . . 
People whisper all kind of things when th~y see me . 
.::;;-l:liu wuuici. i tie tllls .pitcher with a rope around my 
neck and drown mys~lf for the sake of my love. If you 
come to night, my beloved, I will keep a box of betels, 
ready for you. I will place at your feet, my youth, my 
life, my honour and my all! I will leave my parents and 
my home and seek a shelter in the forest." (Ll. 1-28.) 

(4) 
• 

The Reporte1·. • 
"0 lord, your son has been addicted to a washer

woman and become mad for her love. Your Highness 
seems to be unaware of this fact. He is your own 
washerman and his· da.ughter washes the clothes of the 
palace. For such a wretch has the prince run mad. Her 
"name is Kanchan. Her colour is bright and fair. 
Your son has fallen into her snares. The union is like 
that of the Moon.and the demon Rahu. It is all the 
work of that wicked and treacherous old washerman.": 

The king burnt with rage and looked like flaming 
fire at this report and commanded ·the washerman to be . 
brought to his presence at once. • 
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On his sh(mlders was a bundle of washed clothes and 
on his hand, he carried a staff. Godha, the washerman, 
came treJ)lbling to the rich one's mansion. 

The Raja was holding his durbar, surrounded by his • 
courtiers and" body-guards. Godha folded his palms 
.before his loi·dship and deliv~red himself thus:-

• "For. two days, there have bee~ in.cessant rain and 
storm, and the Sun did note even peep into ourlands. 
I . could not ·dry the clothes, 0 mightf lord, for this 
reason there has been a delay. n 

'1'he Raja was trembling in · rage, for_ a time, his 
voice was .choked and then he angrily s·poke to the mis
creant Godha thus :-

"Your daughter has come of age and you have_ not yet 
given her· in marriage. My son, I hettr, has taken a 

·fancy to her. If, by to-night, you do not marry he1· to 
.< . 

some one, my constables will go in the morning a.nd 
bring her to the palace forcibly, dragging her by her locks 
through the public streets." 

• 
• Godha . 

"At the dawn of day, to: morrow~ I will mar~y ·her to 
Bagua, the gardener, who works as day-labourer in this 
town." 

Resting. the weight of his person on his staff, the old 
man slowly approached his ho~e.. For the whole night 
the washerman ·and his wife had not a wink of sleep and 

· cried in bitter grief. 

· But where fs the Prince gone and where is .Kanchan
mala ? The drums beat through the streets, announcing 
reward for their arrest. Here ends ·a chapter of the 
son.g. (Ll. 1-30,) • 

10243 • • 

• 
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(5) 

A MEADOW LAND. 

Kanchanmala . 

"Helpless woman that I am, I cannot sae the path in 
darkness. I am unfamilia.r with this place. Look how 
beautifully the .flowers of tlie screw-plant have bloomed. 
on the bank ol y~nder rjver. Clasp me by my han-d, 
my beloved, and take me there. I can}\ot walk any 
further. My fimbs seem heavy. I cannot carry them 
any further. Wait, dear love, let us sleep here and take 
rest for the remaining hours of the night." 

The Prince. 

" Fai'r maid An. iJ 0 n nt, Qt.nn h 01•<>_ • UT n -- .. -L -- -
1 
.... 

.l. ......... -.uv t:JV Ql .1J.Ull.1'=' 

further and cross the jurisdiction of the _King, my 
father. 

" Streaks of light seem to issue from the East. I 
think, it will be dawn erelong. • 

"Let us go, seeking shelter at the abode of some well-
. to-do householder. If we fail in this, we shall have to 

wander about in this forest like t~o banished sauls. There, 
in your sweet company, shall I walk in the jungle, ·and 
when we shall feel hungry, the fruits of the wilderness 
will appease our hunger. Under the shade of trees, we 
will spread leaves, and this will be our bed, and the tiger 
and buffaloe.s will be our kindred." 

.Kanchanrl'l}jla. 
• 

,. The night, my friend, seems wellnigh over. 'fhe 
last struggling moonbeams have spread a sparkle on the 
western sky. I •think, we have crossed the jurisdiction 
of your father, the King. 

" My father will mourn my loss in the morning and 
my mothar will strike her head against the wa,ll for • 
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grief. You h;;tve left your great palace and I have 
given up all considerations of society and family-life. 
Though tender by nature, being a woman, I have become 
hard as stone. 

''See the •day is dawning over the fair world. 
But no more shall we s~e the dear landing-ghat · of 
the Khoriii and no more those fair fields, 1:illed with the 
g;lden sali-harvest ! The night is taking leave, but no 
more shall we• see our home, our good l}eighbours, our 
kinsmeR-men and- women amongst whom we have 
lived so long ! When the night will pass, no more shall 
we hear the gay songs of the birds of our Motherland, 
nor see that• sky of morning, through scenes so familiar 
to the eyes. Alas, the fair flowers of our garden· ! 
Never more will they bloom for us. For our who'Ie life 
have we separated ourselves from the society of our 
friends and kinsmen." 

The Prince. 

"Weep not, fair maiden, grieve no more. ·Henceforward 
shall we have no home but become dwellers of the forest. 

"Weep no more, fair maiden, set your mind at ease. 
·• ' 

We, two, like two flowers, are strung garland-like, by 
fate. 

" What is that the people are speaking there on the 
bank of the river? Whose jurisdiction may this be and 
what is the country ealled ? " (Ll. 1-36.) 

(6) 

·THEY MEE'L' A WASHERMAN . 
• 

The Prince. 

"Listen to me, 0 washerman; you are surely a servant 
of the Raja and w~tsh the clothes of the palace. Can 

3 
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you give a lodging to us two? I have fallen in evil 
times and my companion is greatly suffering from fatigue. 
My father has driven us both away. We had to-leave 
home in extreme sorrow." 

The washerman, with his eyes wide-open, gazed at 
them. One looked like the sun and the other like the 

•• moon,-both of t:P,em as If fallen from the sky. He 
wondaringly eyed them from head to foot, and ove·r
powered by emotion, could not speak for a time. He 
took them for a· prince and a princess. 

The Waskerman. 

"I have no son, no daughter. You be my children. 
Come and livA =·~~ =~. ~.,;:.Y wiie Aduna will be a 
mother unto you. You two will rule my house, like 
the angels, presiding over its fortune. I earn my 
livelihood by washing the clothes of the Raja's palace." 

The Prince. 

"I take you for my foster-father. Know me to be the 
son of a washerman. I will wash the clothes of the 
palace for you. I know how •to do that. Your house
hold work will be done by this maiden. We shalf· be 
like children unto you, and you like our father. We 
will stay at your house, so long as we live." (Ll. 1-19.) 

{7) 

Princess Rukmini. 

"How is it that' the clothes have been washed so 
well this time ? Never did the old man show such 
clev~rness before," · 

The maid-servant c-ame to Ru kmini and said :-
,,A yo~ng washerman has come, it is he that washes 

your clothes, He is handsome and • brig-ht as the moon 

•• 
.. 
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and looks like a prince in disguise. With him there 1s a 
maiden, whose beauty is wonderful. Her hair falls ·on 
her back with many a lovely cud, and her ·colour is ·of 
the Atasi-flower or like .molten gold. Youth has just 

~ 
dawned on h6r. She is a wonderful thing to behold." 

On having the report, Rukmini, the princess, sent 
for the washerwoman. • • 

• • 
• The Princess . 

"My maid-servant has given me strange news. I 
~hear you have a daughter and a son-in-law by chance. 
This maiden, who has brought our clothes to-day .to ,m;y . 
·apartment is young and handsome. I should like to make 
friends with her." 

Days passed, and Kanchanmala paid ,her visits to,the 
princess often. The latter liked her for her beauty and 
became greatly attached to her. I{ow often did they 
embrace each other, declaring sincere friendship ! They 
opened their heart freely in conversation, and three 
'months passed in this way. (Ll. 1-22.) 

• 
• 

(8) 

One day Rukmini said to her friend :-
" Where is your ·home ? Who are your paFents ·? 

Why 'have !JOU come to this city and where do you intend 
to go afterwards ? How is it that you have left your 
parents a.nd home, and for what fault •? The ·young man, 
your companion, is exceedingly handsome. · Has ·he ,brought 
·you here by force, or was it love for.him, which made 
you give up home-connections apd choose this life ,of ,an 
exile ? Tell me, dear friend, your whole history, without 
hiding anything :frQm me." 

-
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. Kanchanmala, a girl known for her self-control and 
prudence, in an evil moment, lost both, and related to 
the princess her whole story. 

The Princess, alone. 
• 

"This youth, so handsome, comes often to the palace. 
It is not fit that he should do ~he mean work of a washer-

• man. He is net ·~o by birth. He is a prince. It is his . . 
evil luck that has doom!'!d him to this life of sorrow. 
When he comes to the palace with clotlies, my thirsty 
eyes gaze at him through the window. Ab, my bee ! 
Your place should be in the bosom of a lotus. You have 
turned to be a worm of dung. This daughter of a washer-

• 
-wv-..:•.n has reduced you to this plight, turning your 
head by her wily love. The prmcess, oLntH·w;~:m .;~ ;:::! 
and sober, yielded to a weakness in an evil moment and 
sent a letter covertly through the clothes to the youth." 

Letter. 

" 0 my love, I do not know who you are. Your hand
some figure has charmed. me. You are the play of evil 
stars and have given a false t'eport of yourself to my 
father, the King. Like the bee, you are a wanderer in• the 
garden, now enjoying yourself lightly over stray flowers. 

"The month of April is in sight. The spring has 
already entered into Nature's fair fields. The cuckoo's 
gay notes are heard everyw.bere and the flowers show 
their full bloom. The women of the city are gaily play
ing with the red powd"er abir. Is it the season to come 
to the inner apartments of the Raja with a load of clothes 
on the head ? F.ie! ·If I could find you for a moment to 
speak to you in private, I could open my heart freely. 
Now you may know the pain of Rukmini's heart from 
this letter, which I cannot make too plain." (Ll.l-32.) 

• 
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(9) 

0 man, inconstant and fickle like the bee, leaving the 
faded flower and running to a fresh one.! Untrustworthy 
and treacherou~ is your heart ! 

• One day the prince said to Kanchanmala, " Permit 
me leave for three months .• Remain here in this washer
InJln's house; I want to travel abroad. After three 

• 
months, I will meet you again'" • 

She did :dot suspect anything, she· dreamt nothing 
foul. Her simple soul took the matter lightly and she 
complied with her lover's request in all sincerity. 

Three months passed. In the city was heard the 
sound of "drums. . There were great merry-makings, 
festivities and reJoicmgs in the king's mansion. 
Kanchan asked Aduna, her foster-mother, " What is all 
this festivity, mother, in the palace, for ? Why are the 
drums beaten and why do the pipes sound? " 

Adun& returned from the palace and said. "A prince 
from an unknown country has come to marry Rukmini.". 

These three months he has gone-the fourth is 
passing; yet he has not 4'eturned. It is the fifth month 
no\t, but poor Kanchan still hoped that he would 
return. In the sixth month, she lost all taste for food, 
and passed her nights, troubled with dreams. In the 
seventh she could not close her eyes for a-moment in 
sleep. In: the ninth, she . began to· feel those pangs of 
the heart, which, like worms eating into the green bamboos, 
sap the vitality of youthful lovers.· She now gave up the 
last hope. . In the tenth month, like unto the arithmetical 
figure ten, a cipher. was put . against her luck. In the 

• . eleventh month, Kanchan . tried to compos·e 4er mind 
knowing for ce~tain that she was doomed to .Jasting 
sorrow. On the p.ight of the thirteenth day after·the 
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lapse of full twelve months, she blew out the candle of 
her room with her own breath and wept, creeping into 
the dark, which she now liked better than light. 

She wandered about the bank of the river and cried 
alone. She addressed the river and saiQ., " I know not 
whence you have come, 0 river, and whither you are 
bound? Perchance you m~y meet him. And if you 

• 
ever do so, kindoiy ·.remind him of me. Ye boats, tbat 

• come from afar with satls unfurled, does any of your 
. . 

crew know an,thing of my beloved and can he give me any 
tidings of him? You have wandered across rivers and 
through the deep and visited many a land. Did you not 
come across any place, from which you covld get any 
message about the treasurA T h;:,ua !-.:-::~: 

" 0 happy day when he will1·eturn and bring for me, 
prince as he is, ornaments studded with diamonds and 
pearls. Alas, poor as I am, I will accept them from him 
paying two drops of tears as their price. 

" To-day has also past. My hope will rest on the 
morrow, and when to-morrow will pass, I will place my 
hope on the day after. Thus will my life end. '0 my 
friend, 0 my love, I was dooltled to sorrow by fate and 
bear a life of scorn for ever." (Ll. 1-44.) • 

(10) 

The Collector of revenues of the Raj~ called the 
waiili&Pm&B, one day, to his presence and said to him in 
private in a menacing tone, " In your house lives a 
young maiden. I will pay you for her Rs. 500 in cash, 
besides a new house and lands with it. You know my 
power. The calj dies in the womb of a cow, if I give it 
an angry look. If you do not agree, know it for certain 
that you will be a.ruined man in no time. You are to 
send her immediately to me." 

• 
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The washerman returned home and told everything 
to his wife Aduna and added. "The Collector will ruin 
me. My house: and things will be burnt down. Why 
should we suffer all these for one, who is nobody 
to~ us?" 

Aduna to•Kanohan. 
• 

• '' 0 beautiful one, listen .to my bdvice·. You• have 
now spent a vdlole year with us. You are a virtuous 
girl and I am like your :mother. On my lile, I ask you 
to promise me one thing. You will leave our house this 
very ~ight. The wicked Collector has turned our enemy. 
Somehow 0'1' other, he has seen you in our house. If you 
stay here any more, we are sure to be the victims of his 
ire. Our life will be at stake. Our house and things 
will' be burnt to ashes. Now my advice to you is this. 
Be the true woman that you are and leave our house at 
once, to save yourself and us from the danger that hangs 
overhead.'' (Ll. 1-20.) 

• (11) 
• In ·a village, called Pirer Kanda,. lived Tamsa Gazi, a 

wholresatle trader in rice. He .had :five ships, with 
which he used to go a broad, for purchasing rice~ He was· 
co~ing from northern districts, having purchased a large. 
quantity of rice and got them husked there. His fiv-e 
ships were moored on the ~ank of the river 
'Khorai ~; and= one of his partners reported to him that 
a beautiful womam was crying on the river-bank. 
· Tamsa Gazi had no child in his lwuse. He had 

grown old and had Do hope of getting any, in the future. 
He felt compassion for Kanchan and brought her to 
his home . 
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At the house of the Gazi, Kanchan began to do all 
household duties. When she sat to cook her own meals, 
incessant tears fell from her eyes. When she dusted 
the floor, the ground became wet with her tears. She 
went with the pitcher to bring water frbm the river 
There her tears looked like. a garland without string. 
'J1he Gazi and• his. wife showed her tender affection but 
could•not guess ~t the cau~ of her sorrow. • 

The Gazi, • 

" I am bound on a tour for trade. Tell me what I 
shall bring for you, dear daughter, you are now a cliild to 
us. We had no child 'to adorn orir house. By the grace 
of God, we have got one in you." 

.tl.~:~ sne neard him speak, she began to cry. "What 
should I ask of him ? " she thought, "I have no desire 
for anything." 

She could not say, for shame, what she wanted with 
all the longings of her soul. 

Three months and thirteen days passed. 'rhe Gazi 
has returned with many valuable goods. He has brought 
a pearl-necklace of rare value •for Kanchan and a box, 

• full of shell-flowerets to adorn her hair. He has, 
besides, brought a sari for her, of the colour of flame, a 
belt of beautiful pendants and ornaments for feet and 
1;10se. He has brought for her a bee-hive from the forest, 
full of sweet honey. In a basket he has brought dried 
fish and other articles of food. His boats are, in fact, 
stored with many edib"!es and articles of luxury. . 

The Gazi is giving an account of voyage·to his wife 

in detail. • 
" I saw a country where people built their roofs with 

straw of the ulu species, and another strange country, 
where water is to be found on the tree.tops.* 

* The cocoanut tree, the fruits of which contain sweet water inside, • 
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" In another place, I found men· cooking the meals 
and serving them too, and the women : drivip.g the 
plough {in the fields.· It is the . latter who do. the 
marketing there, an~ in the public .streets and bazars, 
one may see• women, flocking by hundreds. There 
I found buffaloes, grazing in ·pastures on river-banks 

• a~d' the deer · drinking water frqm • .the .fountains. 
I· saw many hills and mijony strange lands, • as I 
was touring in different districts. Through many a 
river did I pass-big rivers which ovEn·flowed their 
banks and many merchant-vessels tossed on· them. I 
passed through the domains of 'many Raja.s." · Then 
followed other detailed descriptions. He concluded by 
saying, "In one place I saw a sight, which cannot be 
forgotten. It was the capital of a Raja.. I saw his big 
palace from afar; and close to the river-bank, I saw 
a washerman, busy with washing. He was advanced 
in years. His eyes looked dim, without much of sight 
left in them and he did not hear if any one spoke in a 
low voice. I took him for a deaf man. · On enquiry I 
learnt that he did the wasping for the palace, but so feeble 
had • he grown that he took seven days to wash a single 
piece of cloth. I pitied his condition, and called him to 
me. He had no son or male heir he said ; but he had then, 
a daughter, who absconded with her lover to his infinite 
sorrow and shame. She turned unchaste and left her 
poor parents for ever. He has lost his eyesight and power 
of hearing by constantly grieving over her. For he cannot 
forget his daughte1· for all she had done. At intervals, he 
stopped and resumed his work, and covering his eyes with 
his hands, cried1(at the recollection of the girl, broken 
down and thoroughly unmanned by grief. His condition 
excited my pity and has left . a deep impression on my 

• mind. If one has· no son or daughter, it is far bettE}r. 

~ ~ 
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One can bear it; but unbearable is it to suffer the loss 
of a born child. 

When Kanchanmala heard this, she began to cry 
aloud for her father. 

Kanakan . 
• 

" Hear my•sorr,owful tale, 0 my foster-father. Take . . 
me immediately to my father. I am that woman for 
whom he grieves. I was born in the family of a 

• 
washerman, but, as ill luck would have it, I lost my 
virtuous life, owing to my evil stars or to some acts of 
my prior u~L~~' :!: ~~ not. know. You cannot conceive, 
what a smouldering fire I have suppressed a1i ~i.ti~ ~~~;:: 

in my heart. An object of public scandal, I bear a life 
of great misery. In this country, I can hardly expect 
to get my heart soothed." (Ll. 1-77.) 

(12) 

KA.NCHAN COMES BACK TO HER FATHER'S HOUSE, 

Kanckanmala' ae Father. 
• 

"You fell a victim to evil desire, my daughter and 
made this house a place of shame. For you, though 
living, I have become like one dead. My life has been 
blasted owing to my evil luck. ·Where was it heard 
that the high ever loved the low with constancy ? One 
climbs a tall tree, .courting the chance of death by 
falling down. One who tries to place one's feet on the 
air, despising the ground that one treads, finds no 
support. And you have known it by the experience of 
your own life that though you may cut a portion of 
your heart for another, that one is not likely to be your 
own, One does not always get, in return, what one 

• 
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gives, however great the sacrifice may be. ·The bee 
hums a tune of love and the flower cannot judge the 
depths of his sincerity at the_ outset. But the flower 
knows the truth, when the bee breaks his empty promise 
and flies to :\nother. The cloud and the moon seem to 
be fast friends for a time. But the next moment the 

• 
cloud darkens the moon. If one contracts love with a 
bad person, the end is sure to. be bitter. Just. se~ the 
teeth and th8 tongue. They seem to l_ive together in 
amity, but the former scarcely lose an opportunity to 
bite the latter. 0 unfortunate one, without knowing all 
this, like a baby you put your hands into the fire. 
Owing to t'he fault of some unknown deed in a past 
life, you have now lost all happiness of life. 

''Love, dear daughter, is a good_ thing. To some, it 
proves life-giving nectar ; to others, mortal like poison. 
Who should seek that love, which brings in scandal and 
disgrace in its train ? The collyriu~ that adorns the 
eyes becomes black ink, when placed in an ink-pot. Love, 
which should have adorned your life, has become like 
worm-wood, being placed ~n a wrong person." 

'llbe daughter clung to the neck of the father and 
cried aloud. They both shed tears over their sad lot.· 
The people of that city, however, never knew that the 
washerman's daughter had returned. (Ll. 1-38.) 

(13) 

They thought that she was. a mad woman and had 
come there from some distant country. Nobody could 

• know or· recognise her, as she had grown so emaciated. 
Like the spirit of the air, she is for a moment here and 
then disappears. Like a whirlwind that runs and carries 

.the dust before it, ~he moves about the city without .,.. 
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staying at any spot for a minute. Here is she seen 
under the shade of a tree ; but the moment after, there 
she wanders by the river-bank. She sometimes sings 
an unmeaning song or bursts into unmeaning laughter . 
At one moment, she sits quietly and a& the next, she 
is seen weeping. 

• • 
• 

• KtJ.n,chan in tlte Palace . 
• 

Princess Rukmini is seated on a couch in an inner 
apartment in the palace. Suddenly like a gust of wind, 
the mad woman of the street enters the Raja's palace. 
She saw the prince, seated in the audience-hall, looking 
resplendent like the moqr. People said, "Lo, there goes 
the m::~.rl W'Ol'YI!ln J.. ... 4-J.;N --Ll- " 

·~"' ..., __ .... l'~l/.1..&• 

For a few months, she had wandered through the 
streets of the city in that way. But from the day she 
saw the prince and the princess Rukmini in the palace, 
Kanchan was seen no more. 

'rhe moon and the stars had fallen into the hands of 
the clouds and were sometimes allowed to peep through 
the sky, and were obscured ~ moment after. In the 
dark night, no path was visible. It was the month of 
August and the river Khorai was full. Kanchanmala, 
like the very spirit of emotion that she was, maddened by 
lbve, came running to the river-ghat. The clouds were 
roaring and the rain falling in large drops. She came 
running in that dark night to the banks of the Khorai. 

Kane han. 

"All my sorrows are gone, my hopes have been 
fulfilled to-day. • I have seen his dear face, for a sight of 
which I was longing all these days. ::M:ay you, beloved, 
live long with the new bride I May you for ever enjoy 
her sweet company I Do not, I pray you, recollect poor. 
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unfortunate Kanchan. I bow a hundred times at your 
feet from here. The trace of the bed of green .leaves, 
we used to make here, on this green bank of the river, 
may still be seen. But, dear friend, do not recollect the 
dreams we d..reamt in those days. Do not, also, 0 my 

. beloved, recollect how we once made garlands of flowers 
for each other here. · In •the depth of 1\ight, at a signal 
ffom your flute, I ueed to come running here. :{>o not 

• remember thQse days. Blot out all memory of unfor-
tunate Kanchan from your mind. . • 

"0 river, do not divulge the story of my death. Let 
not even the little tailor-bird,. that drinks a sip from your 
water know of my death. 0 ye, trees of the river-side, 
I pray thee, do not give out the news of my death and 
I pray you, 0 moon and stars, do not give out .the report 
of my death to my beloved, lest it should cause him pain. 
I bow to you, my father, from here. Your daugh~er's 
last request to you is :-Do not say to any one that I 
returned home. 

" 0 wind, you are my sole friend; I will whisper to 
you the tale of my heart. You are the witness of all-of 

• 
ev~rything that happens by day and everything that 
happens by night. You are eve1· present in this world. 
The scandal about this unfortunate one is so widespread 
that even the beasts of the forest and the birds of the 
air have heard. of it.· Kindly do not disclose to any one 

. that I returned home. Say not a word of my death to 
my beloved lest he should feel _a p.ain in his heart. I am 
sure, my own people will not know that I am going to 
die here. 

"0 waves, from where have you colfle and whither are 
you bound for? Take me along with you, :floating into 
the unknown regions of the sea from which I may 
never come fiack to these sad shores . 

• 
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- The stars grew dim at that deep and still hour of the 
night. 

Kanchan threw herself into the river and was lost. 
(Ll. 1-50.) 

THE E~D • 

• 



THE YOUNG HERDSMAN. 

(THE FIRST VERSION). 



PREFACE 

The 'Mahishal Bandhu' (Lit. 'the friend, in charge 
of buffaloes,' w~ich I have rendered into a.· simpler form 
and called the Young Herdsman) was once. very popular 
in the eastern p1~rts of Mymoosingh. Inde~d the spirit of 
romance, pervading the song and its d.eep heart-stirring 
pathos ha~e a gr~at appeal. . m annex two versio;s of 
the ballad. Th; first one ends where Suja.ti~ the beauti
ful briqe of Dingadhar, is forcibly carried away by 
Meghua, the merchant. 'fhe second one repeats the 
story ·told in t~e first, with some material points of differ
ence and carries it to where Raja Fengu of Chittagong 
holds his Court a~d pas~~s ·the sentence of death by 
impalement on Dingadhar. 

·Both t~e versions, of which texts are given in this 
volume_, are evidently incomplete. Babu Chandra Kumar 
~ried his best to secure the last portions but could not. 
I have.not, however, lost all hopes of recovering them. · · - . . . 

The r~ason why so popular a song is on the verge of 
running into oblivion will• not be far to seek. -Hindu 

. . ' . 
orthodoxy must have tried to suppress it in later times, 
just as it did in the case of the ballad of Mahuii.. The 
songs of Bhelua and of the -Washer-Maiden, which are 
also published here, breathe the same air of free love and 
sexuel romance, which could not be evidently tolerated 
by the Brahminic school. Hence it is that though in . . . 
subject-matter and in spirit, these ballads are essentially 
Hindu, describing tales of pure Hindu life, their 
singing is now restricted amongst Muha.madan rustics, 
and thes~ once favourite ·so~gs of pastoral love are 
running out of fashion. 

We may now easily find in these songs echoes of those 
tender emotions, which, ·in a later epoch, became the -
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distinctive characteristic of the Vaishnava school of 
poetry. Chronological data should not be used as tests· 
for ascertaining the school,. to which they belong. These 
songs, as we have said elsewhere, represent, whatever 
the date of th.eir composition may be, the prevailing 
features of a school of po~try that preceded the one of 
the melodious nards, who followed Chari.didas and m~de 
Bengal "a nest ·of ~inging• birds." The dashing courage 
of Sujati, Bh.elua. and the washer-maitlen Kanchan, 
tlie exquisite emotions that in vest their .. nature with an 
indescribable sweetness, their idealistic renunciation and 
intensity of love and sufferings fore bode the coming 
epoch of emotioned felicity, full of mystic import and 
spiritual love, which marked the Vaishnava lyrics. In 
fact in the literature of this rustic poetry, one sometimes 
comes across, though in a somewhat crude form, the very 
words and phrases, which have lent supreme interest to 
Vaishnava poetry. This s~ows that the essentials of 
Vatshnava ~motional poetry were alre.:tdy in the air, and 
that the poets, like Chandidas, J nana Das and G"ovinda 
Das, derived much-of their exq4Uisite ideas and inspira
tion from the soil in which they were born. They- only 
embellished them, whare~s the b.:tllad-makers ·gave them 
in their original crude form. 'rhis literature of the 
ballads has, therefore, shown us the link, which binds 
the old school with the new, pt'oving the homogeneity of 
the Bengal aesthetic culture. 

The two versions, as I have already stated, while 
founded on the same story and showing their likeness in 
the essentials of. the plot, differ mater~ally in respect of 
some of the details. The first version evidently bears the 
trace of an interpolator's hands. The story of the love of 
Dingadhar with the maiden Sujati, qf course, constitute 
the central :plot of the ball~d. Bq.t the first versiqn • 
~ 



• 

appends to the poem the early career of Dingadhar, which 
is not.quite relevant to the point and also brings Balaram 
on the scene unnecessarily introducing ramifications to 
complicate the plot. It also shows a little pedantry in 
describing the beauty of Sujati and gives, here and there, 
philosophical reflections, which do not fit in well with the 
spirit of the simple love-tale thl\t it is. (Caatos I, L 36-40 
and. II, L 30-36.) But if the inJ;erpolatt>r has handlea the 
story and added to its length, it must be admitted to his 
credit that he is not an ·unbearable pedant like Abdul· 
Karim of Galachipa who has recast some of the historical 
ballads on Isa Khan and his descendants. The poet who 
has added ~ome passages here seems to be also a rustic 
bard and gives his added tales with almost the sa~e 
unvarnished simplicity that we find in the original poem. 
The second version has none of these superfluities, which 
have been unnece3sarily engrafted upon the main story. 
Dingadhar is not afflicted here by the loss of his parents, · 
nor is he embarrassed by his father's death and obliged. to 
bear a galling servitude. The ballad-maker leaves no 
margin, even for the sa!e of humour, for the advent of 
Ash!ll'ia Mandai on the scene. Had such a Shylock actu
ally existed in the original pallad it would not be easy for 
a later recensionist to do away with it. Though we miss 
much of the humour and poetry o~ the added cantos, in 
the second version, yet we find in it a greater compactness, 
a keener eye to relevancy, and a homogeneity, which 
undoubtedly prove it to be the ol'i.ginal ballad. It is a 
pity that the entire · poem . could not be secured. l!.,rom 
the concluding lines of the second version, we are led to 
believe that Sujati did some wonderiul he~oic act, which 
probably redeemed the .fate of her lover and raised het· to 
the status of a real heroine. But the reader's curiosity 
will be nipped in the" bud on coming to the last passage 
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of the text, which closes abruptly, leaving the reader'f:: 
imagination to grovel in the dark as to the fate of the 
lovers. One thing strikes me as somewhat anomalous in 
the second version. It is difficult to understand why 
Dingadhar married Maynii. But in some -of the ballads 
and folk-tales, we have already found the hero of the 

• tales taking l'tlOi'Q than one wife-a practice not at all 
condemned by the -social e~hics of the Asiatic races. ·It 
is hinted (by line 22, Canto 7) that Dinga.dhar bad also 
·married Sujati: But as we have found the ballad in an 
incomplete form, we would not like to risk any further 
comment on the point. 

The special charm of the song lies in itS' description 
of the dawn of love on the pair. 'J1he lines" "a'ft~ ~'1 ~ 
'it'S"~ ll_~ I ?Rf_$1' ~~~ t!l~ ~$! ~~ n" (Canto Lines) 
are exquisite-indicating, as they do, the precious expe
rience of first youth-the. first happiness in woman's 
bosom, which, without any sense of guilt, makes her shy, 
suffusing her face with red 'colour. Unlike all that is 
known of our girls, given to hus.bands at an age when 
they have no power to choos~, here· is the value of 
marriage, based on mutual selection, so beautifully 
emphasised in the line, "~ C-rof ~fit~ ~ ~~nt ?!~" 
(Canto 4, Lines 95-96). "There can be no joy, greater in 
the mind of a bride, than that of getting a. youth for her 
husband whom she has chosen for herself." Let the 
orthodox Pa.ndihs, who have {}Ul'tailed all freedom of our 
womankind learn ·hom this that they have· no power 
over the minds of their victims, and let them feel the 
f~rce of this free expression of the rustic mind, which 
quotes no othe!· authority than that which nature has 
~tamped on the human soul. 

The integrity of the peopie find~ illu~trations through
out the narrative in the first version irf a clear and forcible - • 
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manner. Balaram contracted a debt of five hundred 
rupees-" ~ #ft~~ m" by a mere oath in the name of 
Virtue, and though Asharia Mandai, the money-lender, is 
an exceedingly stingy and exacting man, he accepts thjs • 
?ath as a conclusive surety for the money he lends. 

· Unless a people were extremely God-fearing and honest, 
such a Shylock as he would not be s~tisfied by a mere 
<'iath of this nature .. Loans were not;barred·by limitation, 

• 
nor were the.pleas of insolvency urged in defence: For 
Dingadhar had no property which could be seized by 
the money-lender, Balaram. · He came to recover· the 
money, thirteen years ,after the death of the boy's father. 
So great. was the fear in the popular mind of keeping a • 
debt, contracted :by one's father r\inliquidated, lest the 
father should . visit hell, that · Dingadhar was overcome 
with a great despair, when he :found it impossible for 
him to satisfy the creditor. He :we.nt to Balaram and 
offered his .. services in the· pasture~ground, so long as the 
debt might remain undischarged .. Balaram agreed to the 
offer but stated that it would take him six y~ars to clear 
the debt by serving in that capacity. "<f~ ~~ f~~ 

• 
~ ~'1 ~r;~ 1" ·Six, years' thraldom was no joke I It was 
a disaster .to spend the most precious part of one's youth 
in such humiliating servitude. But Dingadhar was;happy 
.at the thought .that his father's debt would at last 
·-be cleared, and forgetting all his distress, he smiled with 
a ·sense of relief. This :smile illuminates ·the characteristic 
honesty of the Bengal peasantry·of,the.olden days. 

The .picture of agricultural Bengal~the Bengal of 
marshes, swamps and large rivers-of rustic huts and 
large ships -laden ·with merchandise, ~owing tbe great 
commercial aativities of the people,-of purity of 
r11stic life, and above all, of the sweet emotions of abiding 
love, ·which makes .the mind ready for; martyrdom and 
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great renunciation-is mirrored in this poem in all its 
true colours and vivid grandeur. At the same time, the 
autocratic, cruel and arbitrary nature of the men in 

• power, which is proved in other ballads also, is in clear 
evidence here in the account of Fengu Raja of Ohittagong 
and of the perfidious merchant Meghua. 

We cannot •make any guess as tQ the time when this 
ballad. was compos~d. Th~ original might have been 
composed before the advent of the Mab.omedans, as 
throughout this long poem, there is no mention of any 
Mahomedan men or women. The accounts show that 
the ballad belonged to a country ruled by the Hindus 
and inhabited by these people alone. The ·few Urdu 
words that have crept in.to the song were probably later 
interpolations. In most of the ballads, .there are clear 
proofs of the existence of Mahomedan elements in the 
incidents described. But neither in the poem of Bhelua, . . 
nor in this one, there is anything suggesting such an 
element. The evidence of vocabulary is not important, 
since, in t4e course of recitation of the songs, through long 
generations, foreign words wouJd inevitably find· their 
way into the body of the songs. The ballads ~re 
generally sung by low-class Hindus, and also by 
Mahomedans. The present Mahomedan rustics, as I 
have said elsewhere, were mostly recruited from the 
Hindu community. It is no rare phenomenon to trace 
the modern Mahomedan singers, to ~e mostly the descen
dants of Hindu ancestors, who had originally composed 
or sung a particular ballad. Hence Persian and Arabic 
werds gradually entered into these songs, in later times. 

It lli>Pears tlfat the story had some foundation on 
facts. Apart from the local geographicar accounts, given 
in both the versions, which breathe an air of truth, the 
incidents of both practically agree in giving a villainous 

• 
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character to M~ghua and in describing the vicissitudes in 
the lives of Dingadhar and Sujati. It seems, therefore, that 
the story is to be ·traced to some unknown historical · 
source of olden times, to which local bards gave colourings, • 
according to their choice, .introducing some new 
features and omitting or. changing the old narrative 
ip some points. But the characters, as ·originally conceived, 

. have remained true to the olti hi~tor"ic tradition, \hough 
the ballad-mAkers have recast the story ftom age to' age .. 

The town of Singapur and Rangchapur, where some 
of the principal incidents are said to have taken place, and 
the canal Singakhali, on the bank of which stood the home 
of Dingadliar may be pointed on tlie maps of Mymensingh 
and of the neighbouring districts. It appears from the 
description that the merchants used to have commercial 
transactions with the Burmese by means of ships. They 
also went, far beyond the northern part of Mymensingh, 
to countries, inhabited by Garos and Kukis. When in· the 
first version, we find 'mention of the woman folk, taking 
lead in the traffic .of the market and as fond of dried 
fish, we are naturally. reminded of the Burmese. The 
" Kamoonir Desh " referred to in the second part, seems 
to-be Kamakhya or Pragjyotishpur (Assam). 

'l'he description of a storm on the courses of the river 
Surmai, given in. the second version, is an animated and 
picturesque one. It is interesting to note that when a 
rustic poet describes a scene2 he reproduces his impressions 
based on personal observation-without trying to remem~ 
ber; and mostly without any knowledge of, what the earlier 
poets wrote on the subject: It is for this reason that the 
account· the poet give_s here is· so life-fike and graphic. 
I quote an extract here, to single out, from the ballad, 
a passage of rare force of style. It brings a scene of 
solemn grandeur to the mind's eye . 
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"fitt:<r~ ~i f?t~ Clf<l ~ C~a'! I 

~~~'5TWf~~ll 
~ ~~ ~~ cr;~ ~mi ~ij-a; I 

c<1i ~ ~l!,.ll'!_ ~ ~ ~WI C'*" II 
~~ wtful.!l i5'\<!l ~ <ll'~a'! ~~~!Ca"JC~ I 

~~'f'rnD'1m~11 
~t~ii'f \St~ ~Til 9~ ~\!? W~ I 
~~~a"J~Sil ~tM"c~ ~ ~ ~ ?It~ 11" 

The rural phraseology of the boatmen or-the country
side, the words of East Bengal dialect, such as "*t~1"1, ~f~, 
~a<J.mi, etc., conjure up a scene of wild storm, which are now 
and then witnessed on the big rivers of Eastern Bengal. 

Chandra Kumar De was informed, about the middle 
of January, 1923, that the Ballad of the Herdsman was 
known to one Golak Viswas of Gopalgram. By the last 
week of October, he collected the first version from three 
per·sons, viz. (1) Chandra Kumar Sarkar of Sutrakona 
(P. 0., Fatehpur), (2) Kullar Abbas, a Mahomedan cart
driver of Rayer Bazar anJ (3) Nidhu Byapari a jute-mer
chant of the village Sohagi. Hs sent me the first version 
on the 7th of November, 1928. He got information 
about a second from one Mahesh Ch. Sarkar of 'he 
villagA Maydula and secured it from three sources:
(1) Gaya, a Namasudra by caste a native of the village 
UCihliigtrun tPerg. Bhowal), (2) Mahajia ~haik, a Maho
medan of the same village and (3) Gachhuni Shaik, a Maho
piedan peasant of the village .Katghara. Babu Chandra 
Kumar sent me this poem on the 7th of .Tanuary, 1924. 

'rhe first version contains 494 lines and the second 
version 346 lines . • 

It is probable that the whole ballad may be secured 
from Jagaddal, a village in the Kishoregunj Subdivision 
of the district of Mymensingh. 

3. 5. 12. D. C. SEN. - • 



The Young Herdsman 

(1). 
• 

'Jhere flows the river Singakhali, wh~se ·greedy wares 
• deyoured the c~ops on her bend, last October. Here 

d,welt once an honest householder, whose •story I am 
going to relate to you to-day. 

He tilled thirteen arhas of land with the help of his 
buffaloes and .every season he stored his granaries with 
rice of fine quality. He had an only son, fair and bright 
as the full moon. The parents endearingly called him 
by the name of Dingadhar or Master of the ships. In 
his ten* year, when., a mere lad, he whistled and 
wandered about the village-paths with a gladsome 
heart. His mother died suddenly. Other calamities 
also overtook the house. The large house of his father, 
divided into three spac~ous compartments, caught- fire 
and wa.s burnt to ashes. It seemed that the goddess of 
luck deserted the family. The buffaloes in the pastures 
and the cows in the shed died of infectious diseases and 
the flood of October* washed away the ripe crops on the 
banks of the Singakhali. None was there to sympathise 
with them in their distress. The old man ha,d not a 
cowrie left to him and he was at his wit's end as to 
how he would find means to plough his lands on the 
river~ bend. 

After much hard and oppressing thought, he at last 
made up his mind. And one day, carrying a small 
bundle of 'some fried rice, as provision for his journey, 

• I have roughly given Englist. names for the corresponding Bengali months . 
• -
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he set out for the city of Singapur. There lived a rich 
money-lender named Balaram, who used to lend money 
to the needy people on interest. He had become well 
off by this avocation. Thirteen festivities he performed 
during the twelve months of the year, especially the 
Doorga Puja with gre~t eclat. In the month of 
November, he worshipped the god Kartikeya, and in 
De~ember, he.peHormed. the Puja of the harvest-goddess 
Lakshmi, w!th offerings of the new ri@e of the season. 
He was, in fact, a very prince among the peasantry of 
the village. Dingadhar's old father applied for help to 
this money-lender. He said, "I am in great distress, 
my lord. My fertile lands, which yield •golden crops 
each season, are lying fallow. I have no plough, no 
bull. If you kindly lend me some money, regularly shall 
I pay you the interest. This help will save me from 
ruin." 

He got a loan of Rs. 100, and after executing a bond, 
returned home with a cheerful heart. He now built 
one or two houses as the old ones had been burnt down 
and bought a pair of buffalo~s for ploughing the fields. 
In the month of March, he tilled the land and•sowed 
seeds. April and May rolled by. In June his rice was 
ripe, but just when he bad begun to reap the harvest. 
the poor man caught fever and suddenly died. This is 
the course of this world. When after many days' hopes, 
the prospect of fulfilment comes, alas, one is ta.ken off 
from his scene of sction, showing how frail are human 
expectations. (Ll. 1-44.) 

• (2) 

Dingadhar, the young lad, lamented wildly. "Alas," 
said he, " My mother died only the other day and you, 
my father, you, too, have left me thus t Who is there now 

• -
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to look after me ? I have no friend, no kinsman in this 
village, on whose help I may count." The neighbours 
came and said, " No one lives with his parents for ever" 
and spoke many a word of sweet consolation, but he 
would not be consoled. Again and again he cried and 
said, "Alas, who will now help me? I am utterly help
less, and an orphan in the ful(est sense qf the word." 

He sold the buffaloes and p~rformed the funeral Pites 
of his father wit,.h the money. 'J.1hirteen years he lived in 
his village, earning his bread, with di:ffi.ci:tlty, by" stray 
occupations. He was a mere child when his father died, 
and knew nothing of the debt his father had contracted. 
All on a sudd~n, after thirteen long years, Balaram, the 
money-lender, paid him a visit and said, " Your fathsr 
was a good man with a religious turn of mind. He was 
a· man of character. I was extremely pained at the 
news of his death." He then produced the document 
and said that falling into distress, Dingadhar's father had 
taken a loan of hundred rupees from him. "Here is the 
document," he said, "and all the people of our village 
know about this loan. Now tell me if you are willing to 

• 
pay your father's debt." 

As if a thunderbolt had fallen on Dingadhar's head I 
He prayed for two month's time, which Balaram readily 
granted. 

Dingadhar now wept day and night, without being 
able to devise means to pay the money on the promised 
day. The· scriptures say, if a man dies without clearing 
his debt, he finds no place in heaven but straightway 
goes to hell. If such a man is reborn in this earth as a 
tree,. the loan pursues him as a wild cretper and holds 
him tight in its grip, giving him no rest. No escape 
there is from the hands of the man, to whom one· is in 
debt. The pursuit goes on through all future lives . 

• 
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Often the debtor is born as a bull and drives the plough 
on his creditor's rice-fields. Loan is worse than fever or 
headache. Its pain increases day by day. The money
lenders are, as a class, heartless. They do not remit a 
siugle cow1·ie of interest. Just as a man, passing by a 
bee-hive and stung by the bees, becomes mad with pain, 
even so is tke d~btor, and.he considers the pain of debt 
thea worst of all other ills of life. · • 

His father, before his death, had difaposed of most of 
his lands, hard presserl by want. His houses were now at 
the point of crumbling down, the roofs out of repair and 
the posts in a half-shatte,red condition. The buffaloes 
were sold long ago to meet the expenses <>f the father's 
sradh. How could he now clear the debt, swollen into 
a large amount with interest? What would Dingadhar 
do under the circumstances ? Seeing no way out from 
his growing anxieties, he left his home and went to 
Singapur and one afternoon presented himself before 
Balaram. (Ll. 1-40.) 

(3) 
• 

Dingadhar had not bathed, nor had he any meals 
that day. In great distress he appeared before the 
money-lender. He found Balaram, seated in his out
house, and approaching him, humbly laid his hands 
upon his creditor's feet and said, "I have come to 
clear my father's. debt-if only you would kindly help 
me to do so. A father's debt is the son's; and I do not 
wish to shirk my responsibility." Balaram was moved. 
He said, "Wltat amount have you brought with you, my 
child? Let me find out what the dues are, from the 
account? Give me the sum I lent. I will not charge 
any interest." 

• 
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'Dingadhar stretched forth his empty hands and began 
to cry. , ''Just see," he said, "I have nothing with me. 
I am a beggar. Know me to be your slave. I have 
come with great hopes. Kindly engage me as a servant. 
in this house and thus release me from my father's di>bt." 

Th(m Balaram thought over the matter for a while 
and said, "I have need of a young sc.rvant. All right. 

·I give you the charge of. my bu:lialoes. If yoo can do 
this work fQr six years, I will release you from your 
father's debt and tear off the bond." • 

Though distressed to think. of his long years of servi
tude, a smile still broke upon the lips of young 
Dingadha.r at the thought that he would at last be able 
to clear his father's debt at a future time. (Ll. 1-20.)' 

(4) 

I..~et us, for a time, pass from the topic of Balaram· and 
Dingadhar to that of the maiden Sujati. 

Balaram had a youthful daughter in his house, beauti
ful as the evening-star. She looked like the very lamp 
oi the house and spre;d a halo of light around like the 
moonbeams. . The crow is dark, the cuckoo, a shade 
darker. And darker still is the water of the river 
Singakhali. But the fine hair of the damsel was praised as 
the darkest of them all. Her figure was symmetrical and 
fair; and fair was the smile on her lips. Indescribable was 
the beauty of that sweet face. Its.only comparison was the 
full moon. Balaram was anxious to find a bridegroom for 
Sujati the only child of the house. The best flowers from 
the garden were plucked every day and-with them his wife 
daily worshipped the goddess, Mangal Ohandi, praying 
for a suitable husband for her daughter. . 

Now, hear wkat took place next by a mere accident. · 
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Sujati one day, went to the bathing-ghat of the river 
for taking her bath. The perfumed oil from her head 
spread its soft fragrance, and with a pitcher of water 
in her arms, she slowly went to ghat all alone . 

'l'he black clouds were broken and dispersed on all 
sides by the wild gusts of wind, which madly ran through 
the summer sky.. Alone she stood on the landing steps, 
gazing at them. Th& waves of the river violently struck 

• against the banks in their mad fury. Th~re was no 
passer-by, no trateller, in that lonely region. So freely 
did she come down to knee·deep water and there washed 
her fair limbs. She descended still deeper into the river 
and washed her fair body. Then going down stiJ.l deeper, 
with her neck outstretched, she looked on all sides with 
curious eyes. Just then she perceived that her pitcher 
of bell-metal was carried away by the waves into the 
mid-river. "Who will bring back to me my pitcher? 
Whom should I ask for it?" she thought, "There is 
no friend, none to help me here." The waves carried the 
pitcher far away from her. "Alas who will help me 
to get my pitcher back? I do not know how to swim. 
It was my fault that I came alone and this is the penalty 
I have paid. I have lost my pitcher. My parents will 
blame me. It is now high time to return. They will 
find fault with me for having come alone and lost the 
pitcher. How sllall I r~turn home with empty hands? 
0 the winds, and the gods of heaven, may you graciously 
make the current blow. to the contrary course, so that 
I may get my pitcher back." 

The Herdsman . 
• 

"The wind~, 0 fair girl, will not obey your order. But 
here is one, who will. I am getting back your pitcher 
for you. So return home and think no more of it." 

• 
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Herdsman tover 

"Why does that sound forcibly capture my he-c:trt 
to-day." P. 47. 

• 
• 
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She was alone there and now they became a pair. On 
the landing-ghat of the river, four eyes met for the first 
time. She recognised the youth to be in charge of the 
buffaloes in her father's pastures, and then analysed her • 
own feelings in se(}ret. The colour of the Jaba. flower 
reddened her face. This. was her first youth and the 
dawning of the first happiness on her. m~tdenly soul. 

The young . man brougbJ; the pitcher back lind she 
carried it home, :filling it with water. 

He played on a reed:-flute eight inches long, with pores 
at intervals; the burden of his song was, " 0 my 
own dear Radha, the abused one." Singing the song 
through his flute, the young shepherd returned to the 
pastures, after handing over the pitcher. Why is it that 
the maiden · turned her head, again and again, to cast a 
glance at him to-day ? 

" I have seen you often. But to-day I discover graces 
in you, which are altogether new. Why does your flute 
like an enemy, seems to call me away from the duties of 
home to-day, to dazzling heights of pleasurable thoughts? 
Day after day have I se.en you. But how is it that to-day 
the sight of you overpowers me with a strong emotinn, as 
if my life would be unsupportable without you?" 

In a room on the second floor of the three-storeyed 
house did she now enter to change her wet clothes, but 
her mind knew no rest at the sound of the flute. 

" Many a time and oft have I heard the young herds
man sound his flute. But why does that sound forcibly 
capture my heart to~day? Is it not the same flute ? 
But the tune to-day seems to be a new one. 0 my 
helpless lad, do you also bear a death~like pain in your 
heart in that lonely pasture-field as I do here, in this hall 
of my father ? 0 my friend, let your buffaloes graze 
freely in the pastures on the banks of the yonder stream . 
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Be alone for a moment and hear me. Your flute· has 
captivated a poor woman's heart. Why do you, my poor 
friend, expose your bare head to the scorching rays of 

.the sun? Why do you allow yourself to be wet with 
rain? In yonder swamp grows many a lotus-plant. Get 
one of its large leaves and pro~ect your head. Difficult 
it is to have a frien$1-a lover after one's mind. When 

• 
such a one is found,· many Jl. trouble may have to be 
borne. One bears hurts from the thorns,• when one 
stretches one's ha~ds to pluck a lovely flower. A helpless 
woman am I, bearing a pain in my heart which cannot 
be expressed. Like unto a shoal, formed out of the sands 
of the bank, but unconnected with it, I live nnattached to 
my family, though I was once part and parcel of it. 
For shame I cannot open my lips to express what I feel. 
I would have torn out my heart, if it were possible to show 
you its deep wound. I cannot express my pain to my parents 
either. A feeling of shame holds my tongue. From the 
day we first met on the landing-ghat, your flute has 
maddened me. How can I meet you, being a woman of 
the harem, always caring for society and its restrictions? 
The secret pain is unbearable. I try to advise my heatt 
to reason and dissuade it from this mad attachment. 
But the mind's course cannot be stopped. My youth 
alas is waning away in deep anguish. No friend of mine 
knows my innermost thought; not a fly, not a worm has 
a ... knowledge of it. Reservedly do I keep my feelings 
confined to my heart. Were I a bird, how happy would 
I be, to see your face, sitting on a bough or flying in the 
air? Fain would I cut off all the ties of. the family 
and would be near you, ministering to your comforts. 
How gladly would I wander with you, wherever you 
would go I And if the sun sent its burning rays, I would 
bold up a lot~s-leaf to protect your head. llow long · 
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shall I deceive others and deceive myself in this way !• 
My parents discuss the question of my marriage. Ah 
me ! they· do not know what is in my mind. If one's 
mind becomes madly devoted, what will social considera
tions do ? Sweet is the cool water of the river, sweeter 
still the air, that gently blows over iL The milk of 

• g.reen cocoanuts is even sweeter than .th~ air. Greater 
than these and immeasurably s~eet is• the first love in 
woman's heart. But the swl:\etn(>SS of getting a husband 
after one's own choice, one whom the hAart elects, sur
passes all other good fortunes of life. Just as the river 
sends sprays up in. the air and in the blue azure these 
white little things shiningly play_ together, even so, ~hove 
this dark human life do such a pair enjoy their blissful 
love. rrhere is a plant of Champa, on which hang 
flowers, looking like a garland or like the smile of a 
sweet face. They are in full bloom and neither decay 
nor drop from the stalks. My heart yearns to prepare. a. 
wreath with them to be presented to you as a symbol of 
my eonstancy and love. Alas, I am reminded that I am• 
not allowed to go out of this house! It is then that I feel 
how.helpless I am." 

These are some of the stray 
laments ()f the maiden's heart. 

(5) 

thoughts-the secret 
(Ll. 1-102.) 

Now let us see what the youth is doing in the pastures 
with the buffaloes in his cha1·ge. 

When the clouds are rent by gusts of winds and the 
stars appear growing b:t:ightly from their midst, the 
y<mng man thinks that they are beautiful•like the eyes of 
the maiden. 

The dark clouds fly above, spreading. themselves 
rapidly over the a~~ture,-the young. herdsman imagines . 

7 
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the maiden to be going to the river-ghat, covered with 
her dark sari. 

The winds raise waves over the river in quick succes
sion,-the youth is reminded of the wavy dance of the 
long flowing hair on the fair damsel's head. 

The lotuses are in full bloom on the waters,-the 
• young man imagiq.es that the face of the girl is made of 

their soft blosso~s: • 
Thus indulging in mad reveries, he became careless . 

about his duties and did not watch the buffaloes in his 
charge. 

Now hear what happened one day. 
These beasts ate up the crops of the river--bank. The 

watchman reported to the Raja· that Balaram's buffaloes 
had eaten up all the crops of the river-bank, belonging 
to His Highness 

The constables with long bam boo-clubs in their hands 
appeared before Balaram and wanted him peremptorily 
to present himself before the Raja's court. Balaram, 
with tears in his eyes, approached the palace of the Lord 
of the village in slow steps, while his wife and beautiful 
Sujati trembled in f~ar as to what punishment Bala.ram 
would receive at the hands of the infuriated Zemindar. 

Balaram q.ow came near the gate-way of the court, 
where many soldiers, with their loin-cloths bound tight 
round their waists, brandished their long sticks and swords. 
They put him into a dungeon and there he remained for 
some time. Meanwhile Dingadhara approached the Raja 
with joined palms and thus submitted his prayer, " Do 
not, 0 lord, punish my master. In the name of God, 
I ask you not to 'ake any violent steps against him. Be 
pleased to have me arrested in. his stead, and I will make 
up for the loss Your Lordship has sustained, by serving 
you for full six years." • 

• 
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The buffaloes were confiscated to the State" and 
Dingadhar's services were transferred to the Raja's 
pastures. The compensation being thus paid, Balaram 
was released, by the order of the .Haja. 

The maiden secretly lamented in her lonely apartment. 
"Alas, my friend, you have left our house for good! 
Helpless as I am, what can I do to sav~ you P If it 
were possible, I would sell my nose-or~anient and make 

• up for the loss,. caused by the buffaloes." 
When called to dinner, she scarcely ate ·anything, and 

when retiring to sleep, she could scarcely close her eye-
' lids .. The soft cushions she did not like, but spread the 

long flowing ends of her sari and lay herself down on 
the bare floor. The father did not know her anguish; 
nor even her mother. Like fire smouldering in the saw
dust, grief burnt her heart slowly, unseen by others. 
This fire was not to be extinguished by water. "Else, 
my constant tears would have done it. Like the flow-tide 
is this youth of woman. If either crosses its limits, there 
is that general whisper and alarm." She thought. 

(Ll. 1-44.) 

. . 
(6) 

Asharia Mandal is a notorious miser. When he sat 
to dine, he used to chain his cat, lest it should come too 
near and steal a morsel. His wife was almost in a state 
of nudity, yet he would not buy, new clothes for her. 
His brother, in rage, would often slap him on the .face 
for his extreme stinginess, and his son would abuse hi~ 
and call him a contemptible mad fellow. •But his charac
ter was not reformed. He slept on the bare floor and 
would not buy a mat. He wore a ragged loin-cloth and 
day and night counted his interest. He was a very · 
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"crocodile of wealth," * and when be gave a loan to 
anybody, he would not remit a farthing· of the interest. 
If any one came to him to clear his dues, he looked 
intensely into his account-books and calculated the 
interest minutely and exacted every farthing. He 
scarcely ate two meals; one was sufficient for him. No· 
one saw him spend money for oil. When night came, 
he gathered a heap ~f dry leaves and made a fire to serve 

• the purpose of a lamp. • 
After thin:King wildly over his distressed condition, 

Balaram saw no way out of his difficulty, and applied for 
a loan to Asharia, who gave him Rs. 500, making -him 
swear, on his honour, to fulfil his strict conditions in 
due time. 

Balaram paid a compensation to the Raja with the 
money and thus got his buffaloes released. 

Out· of kindness, the Raja granted a release to Dinga
dhara, after he had served for six months. But the youth 
had not the courage to return to Balaram's house. (Ll. 1~17.) 

(7) 

The river, in June, presented a wild spectacJ.e of 
furious waves. Knowing not what course to follow, 
Dingadha.r wandered about the bank with tearful eyes. 
He had no father, no mother, not even a brother, and his 
home on the Singakhali lay deserted, there being none 
there to light the evening lamp. 

He attempted to cross the river by swimming. But a 
great storm overtook him in the mid-river, and he was 
knocked at the head by the dashing waves and rendered 
unconscious. The river was very deep there and .he was 
about to be drowned hopelessly. Fortunately, however, 

*One who hes hoarded great riches is generally called in this cmmtry a. 
" crocodile of' wealth." • - . 

• 
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a merchant from the east was passing that way with 
seven ships, laden with salt, molasses, rice, mustard, 
chiHy, pepper, ginger and other agricultural products. 
His ship was manned by 22 oarsmen. He espied the 
struggling youth about to be drowned in the Surma river 
and out of kindness, offered him help in time. He was 
brought to the ship. Theo merchant fop.nd his breath 
almost gone, and he was for some~me in doubt as to 
whether there was life in him. But the youth slowly 
rallied. • 

Dingadhar spent a year with the merchant, who 
treated him with great affection. In fact he enjoyed the 
positiou of .the merchant's son in that house. The mer
chant one day told him, "'l'his house, my boy, is yours. 
I have .no children, nor any landed estate. These . seven 
ships are all my property. And you have seen that I 
live by trade in countries, far and near.'' · 

Not long after, the merchant caught fever, due to 
exposure to northern breeze, and died. Dingadhar now 
became the master of the seven ships. 

With these he made a voyage through the ri:ver 
Sutma and after many days, returned to his own native 
village on the bank of the Singakhali. He constructed 
many goodly houses there, with doors open to the south. 
After being thus settled at home he remembered the 
beloved maiden Sujati, whom he had not seen for the 
last five years. . " How is she doir~g? " He asked to 
himself, -~· Has ·she been marrie~ by this time ? Does 
she still think of me, after the lapse of so many years?, 

He teok -a bag on his shoulders and -a staff in his hand 
and thus disguised as a Fakir, went- to Singapur, the 
native place of Balaram. 

The big houses he saw there on the point of collapsing. 
:Ba1aram was dew and . his home looked desolate and 
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deserted. From the unprotected roof the thieves stole 
straw, and the hedges and walls were broken by tres
passers. The mother and the daughter occupied a corner 
of the house and lived in great fear, crying day and 
night. Dingadhar saw their miserable condition and 
his heart bled in sympathy. 

He shouted. like a beggar~ asking for charity. Alas ! 
they had not eoveri a handful of rice tJ offer to the 
seeming Fakir. The maiden looked at him with tears 
in her eyes. She was herself a beggar, how could she 
help a beggar ? There were a hundred patches in her 
'sari ' and she looked pale, like fire half hid in ashes. 
Dingadhar's heart broke at the sight. A silep.t cry rose 
in his heart, like when a spark of fire touches the store 
of gunpowder. (Ll. 1-50.) 

(8) 

He returned home, convinced that Sujati was still 
unmarried. He sent a match-maker to Balaram's house. 
The mother offered him a wooden seat and received him 
with respect. He addressed her and said, "Your daughter, 
I see, has stepped into her youth. She is exceedin$1Y 
handsome. In fact) I have not seen a girl so beautiful 
in the locality. I am a match-maker and tl·avel far and 
near lii quest of brides. If you wish, I may try to secure a 
bridegroom for your daughter. Now tell me your views. 
I have, on my list, a score of suitable youths, ready for 
engagement.. Say what conditions would you like to 
propose." · 

The poor mother's eyes were almost blinded with tears. 
She saw darkness.all around her. Slowly did she say. 
"The merchant Balaram died, leaving a debt of Rs. 500; 
a marriage-proposal has been forced upon us on account 
of his debt. All the buffaloes and s:1ur pastures have 

• 
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been mortgaged to the money-lender. We have thus 
been able to clear half of our debts and prayed for a 
little extention of time. Six months was granted, 
during which the remaining money must be paid. Should 
we fail to do so, Asharia would seize our house and 
property and forcibly get • my daughter: married to his 
son. Thus the poor girl is to be given. a1ay in lieu of 
her father's debt. Asharia belongs to• a low-caste Drum
haria community. He is resolved to rtJ.in our social 
status in this way. But know, my dear sir, before I agree. 
to this dishonourable proposal, I will cut my daughter to 
pieces with my own hand and float the corpse in the river, 
and then drown myself there. There is only one week 
in hand ; so the time has nearly expired. We do not 
know what will befall us in the interval. 

The Match-makt{_r. 

" I will get your house and property released by clearing 
your debt. Within seven days you will see it all done.u 

The match-maker returned on the fourth day and 
cleared the·debt with interest to the last farthing. The 
property was released and the house thoroughly repaired. .. 

The match-maker 1·aised again the question of 
marriage, but did not disclose the name of Dingadhar. 
'fhe maiden Sujati now thought over the matter. The 
date of marriage could no longer be put off. She took 
recourse to a pretext and said to the match-maker, 
" There was ·a young man in charge of the buffaloes of 
our house in my father's time. He was appointed for 
six years, but ·having served us only for six months, left 
this house. I do not know his present whereabouts, nor 
the name of his native village. The condition of my 
marriage is this. This youth should be found out. Myself 
and my mother ate helpless women. Who will take 
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charge of our buffaloes ? We cannot go to the pastures. 
and keep watch over them. 

The match-maker went to Dingadhar with the message. 
When he heard this, Dingadhar disguised himself 

as a match-maker, and went to the house of the 
maiden. He bound his lon~ hair into a knot, after the 
manner of a n\~tcll-maker and spread an umbrella of 
split bamboos over his ~ad. Arriving at Singapur, 
he approached ~he maiden and made a hurried speech 
to this effect. "I am a brother of the match-maker, who 
lately called here. We have now heard of your strange 
condition. You should have told of it beforehand. We 
have repaired and reconstructed the houses· and paid off 
your debt to Asharia. The marriage is · fixed. The 
bridegroom has already come here and is staying on his 
boa.t in the-river. No_w what pretexts are these? Where 
can you expect us to find out your young herdsman? Who 
is he? We do not know. However, I am prepared to 
take charge of your buffaloes and serve as your servant 
from to-day. Now be true to the engagement and consent 
to the marriage." Saying so, he threw away his false 
hair and the guise of a match-maker. He became Qnce 
more the young herdsman he was, by wearing a cap on his 
hea.d and taking the shepherd's crook in his hand. The 
maiden looked intently at the youth ·and now recognised 
her herdsman-lover. He had the same flute in his hand, 
and sang a song-that old song, which had captivated 
Suj~ti's mind on the bank of the Surma. 

'rhe drums and tabors were beaten and the music of 
Sanai's note was heard from afar. Beautiful Sujati was 
thus married to lJingadhar.* (Ll. 1-82.) 

• After this we have some lines, composed by the ministrel, who sang this 
ballad, to this effect :-

" When this part of tl:m poem was sung, the audience became excited with joy. 
The night is far advanced. Will you give us a ' Silim' •f tobacco? After a little 
recreation and smoking we will resume the story. • 
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(9) 

Meghua, a merchant of Chittagong, was passing by 
the river Surmai with his five ships. The oars were 
coloured red and blue, and as they struck the waves, a 
musical note arose, filling tht:, air with the sound. ·The 
river, struck by the oars, WM in oommotio:q,• presenting a 
spectacle of wild turmoiL • • 

The oar_smea and the Captain asked the. fishers, who 
were throwing nets into the river, "Will you tell us, 
friends, the name of this country ?" "Go a little up," 
said they, "and you will find the landing-steps, known 
as Dingadhar's 'pat,' near the bend of the river." ·. 

'J.1he landing-steps were made of stone. Here the · 
young wife ~ujati was bathing. She looked beautiful as 
the full-moon. She was dressed in her blue 'sari,' 
through which the lustre of her body shone forth in 
bright contrast. There, sitting on the landing-steps, she 
opened .the fi. ve-fold braids of her chignon and with the 
end of her 'sari' wiped awfty the red dye from her feet. 

Staying in the mid-river, Meghua looked at her 
beau~ and .was charmed. She looked like a fairy with 
her blue ',sari,' her moon-like face and the curling hair 
which fell loosely round her head. She was busy with 
her toilet-articles on the landing-ghat, but when she saw 
foreign people coming on a ship, she hastily took t'he 
pitcher in her arm and in slow steps walked towards her 
home. 

She went all alone. Meghua ordered his ships to 
cast anchor there and, .for sometime, sat musing, forget
ful of himself. When evening came, he set out for 
Dingadhar's house. 

In a pleasure-house, raised in the midst of a tank, 
.Dinga~har sat in a happy mood, when Meghua paid. him 

0 
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a .visit and offered himself as a guest of the house for the 
night. On pretext of friendship, he spent the night 
there. He incidentally talked over many matters, con
cerning the prospects of his trade and said, "In the.north 
there is a place called Arang. I am going there for 
trade. It is a strange place.. In exchange of rice, -they 
give us large qpantities of gold. They are greatly fond 
'of dried fish, which is not.available in that country. For 
somA quantity. of dried fish, they would gi~e u~ a golden 
cup. For shaddock they would offer precious stones. 
In their country there are no betels ·or nuts. If they get 
these, they would gladly give oyster-pearls. They accept 
banana, . cocoanut and other fruits in •exchange of 

gold-leaves." 
These accounts inflamed the imagination of Dinga

dhar and he started for that northern city for trade with 
his false friend. He took leave of his wife Sujati 
and in great speed, in six days, he, performed a 
journey, which, in usual course, would take six long 
months. 

It was evening and the sun was setting with glittering 
rays. The ships were going fast over the waters,eaided 
by the playful winds. At a certain place, Meghua 
ordered his boatmen to cast anchor with a foul motive. 
Dingadhar entered his friend's ship for the purpose of 
playing at dice. There after playing fqr hours, Dinga
dharfell asleep ia his friend's cabin. 

Now the wicked Meghua cut off .the ropes of his ship 
which went straight to the sea with Dingadhar, carried 
by the current; and the oarsmen and others on Dinga
dhar's ship lay unconscious in deep sleep and the people 
of Meghua, at a signal from their master, led the other 
ship against t4e tide, which, aided by favourable winds, 
marched off, with sails unfurled. • (Ll. 1-60. ~ 
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(10) 

· In · the morning Sujati was taking rest iri her o.wn 
compartment, accompanied by her female attendants: 
Buddhu, a servant of the house came with the report .that 
a rumour ran in the city to the effect that the master of 
the house was coming back.• , 

Sujati, when she heard it, went: to• her toilet-room 
• 

and wore a 's~1·i/ gorgeous like the tail of a peacock .. 
In her arms, she · wore bracelets and an armlet. · She 
adorned her chignon with a garland of Champa-Hower 
and over it put some golden bees. Near her forehead, 
she wore gQlden stars, and a besar adorned her nose. A 
pair of golden pendants of the pattern of ' Jhumka' 
flower hang from her ears ; and when she wore the red 
sign of luck on her forehead, verily did she look like 
Lakshmi, the harvest-goddess. On her feet sounded her 
anklets, making a merry jingling sound. 

She made ready a fiat basket with sacred articles, 
chiefly blades of grass, a handful of rice and some sacred 
things, which were first offered to the. goddess ' Bana 
Dunga . .' .·Her husband had returned after six months, 
and she was there to give a due reception to his ships, 
performing the sacred rites. She came to the river-ghat 
and recognised her husband's ship. She was now to take 
the goods and· treasures from it, obse~ving the usual 
ceremonies. She came down to the river and first made 
a sign with vermilion on the prow and placed on it the 
blade~ of grass and a few grains of rice. After long days 
her husband had returned. Her heart was full of joy 
and a smile adorned her lips. At t~is st~ge, the de vii of . 
Meghua appeared there and with the suddenness of a 
vulture, which swoops down upon a fish, about to be cut 
by the fisher's lmif~; seized Sujati and carried her to the 
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ship. Then at a signal from him, his men immediately 
started the ships, which being favour13d by the strong 
current, flew off like a flash. The clouds were roaring in 
the sky and the sails were aided by high winds. The 
people on the bank stood stupi:fi.ed by .the suddenness of 
the action.- In an instant the·ship went out of sight so 
fast that they ciuld not believe that such a thing hat really 
happened before thetr eyes. Sujati was seen last time strik-

• ing her head with her hands. It was like.the ftakshasa 
carrying off Sita~from her sylvan home. (Ll. 1-35.) 

INCOMPLETE. 



THE YOUNG HERDSMAN. 

(A SECOND VERSION.) 



The Young Herdsman. 

(1) 
• 

. " 0 my youthful herdsman; 0 my fHend, my heart 
weeps for you ! From wheri do you sound your flute ? 
I look on all:sides in vain and see you noJ on the banks 
of the Surmai." 

"On one side of the Surmai, I see the hank, risen to 
great height, all black, and oft on the other, it is all 
white with sands. Between her black and white banks, 
flows· the Surmai.. From where dost thou sound your 
flute in this region? I cannot see thee. The Hijal-tree 
stands high there, I ask it, "w·m you tell me, my 
good tree, who sounds the flute so sweetly ?" 

·"The blossoming Champa and the flowers ·of the 
screw-plants adorn this bank of the river. Here have I 
lost all control over my heart at the sound ·of your flute. 
My social ties, my family honour have now no _meaning 
fo!' me." 

Her pitcher which was full to the brim, she empties 
and, on pretext of fetching water, she goes to the river
u?~at and gazes around. · 

The water, which is emptied from the . pitcher, is 
sucked by the earth and, with it, the tears that fall from 
bet; eyes. She cannot see the path through her tears 
and says, '' 0 my bee, why do you· not come to the flower, 
which has bloomed for you." (Ll. 1-16.) 

• 

(2) 

So indifferent was she .to everything else, while listen
ing to the flute, th.at she knew not that her pitcher · ha,.d 
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been carried away by the. current and floated far off. 
The sound of the flute captured her heart completely. 
She sat on the landing-steps and opened the five braids 

• from her chignon. From under her wet sari, her 
dazzling beauty appeared like a flash. With the help of 
a- gil/a (seed of scandres), ~he cleansed her body and 
wiped away tll~ d.i.rt with the end of her flowing sari. 
The red dye of her feet was-washed away ~y the waves 
of the river. Spe came down to· knee-deep water and 
washed her fair feet ; she descended still down and 
washed her fair limbs and then coming down still deeper, 
her body fully merged in water,-with her neck stretched 
out,-she cast her glance, full of curiosity, on· all sides. 
From the other bank of the river, came floating at this 
moment the sound ·of the youngman's flute. The air 
was sporting and became resonant with the sweet music. 
The girl "found her senses completely . subdued by the 
flute's appeal. The black clouds were moving wildly, 
driven by the winds. From what depth of the forest was 
the flute singing so sweetly? 

" Day by day have I heard the sound of this flute. 
But never felt its maddening effect as greatly as to-day. 
Ye, bees, that are flying from one flower to another in the 
grove of the screw-plants, in quest of honey, will you tell 
me, who it is· that plays on the flute ? Show me the path, 
so that I may find him _at last. My eyes. are nearly 
blinded with tears·. Every day I come to the ghat in qu6st 
of hi.m. I came yesterday, and have come to-day.· But 
in vain goes my search fer the player of the flute. Had 
I known how to swim, fain would I cross· the river and 

• 
cat~h him on the other bank." 

The wes!ern clouds went· flying to the eastern sky. 
The pitcher of bell-metal was carried by the current far 
off, Her day-d:ream vanished~ and comins- back to her 
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senses, she perceived the helplessness · of her situation. 
Who would help her to bring the pitcher back? It 
danced on the waves and went far away. She did not 
know how to swim. What should she do now? 

" At an evil hour did I come to the ghat. My pitcher 
is lost. My pa1·ents will .take me to task. It is high 
time to return. I shall be rebuked f9/ coming to the 
river all alone and losing the J»tcher in this way. How 
shall I return ~orne with empty hands ? • 0 the winds, 
and the gods of the sky~ ?rder the current to take the 
contrary course~ so that it may bring my pitcher back to 
me. 0 river, so cruelly sportive have you been; flow 
with favourable tide to gAt me back my lost thing." 

The Herdsman. 

" 'fhe winds will not obey your orders, nor the l'iver. 
But he1·e is one who will. I will get for you the pitcher 
back, you may return home quite at ease.'' 

It was middB.y. He came to me .with a cap on his 
head and a shepherd's crook in his hand-a perfect 
stranger to me. I had been alone, but now we became 
a pa:Pr. This meeting was ordained by Providence, and so 
we met." 

A sense of shame coloured her face with the scarlet 
hue of the Java flower. 'l'his was her first youth and 
this was the dawning of the first happiness on her 
maidenly soul. The bee imprints a kiss on the flower and 
leaves a sign. The impression of this meetmg, likewise, 
made a sign on her heart, never to be effaced. 

The youth brought her back the pitcher, And she 
• 

filled it with water, and carrying it on her arms, she was 
about to return home, when she softly said, "Who are 
you, handsome youth ? I never saw you before, nor 
heard of you. You nave really offered me a great help 

9 
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to-day, when I needed it most. The sound of your flute 
and the sweetness of your smile have such a charming 
effect on my mind! I cannot resist it." 

The Herdsman. 

"I tend my cattle on the other bank of the river . 
• 

My buffaloes ~~aze; in yonder pasture. In that unpro-
tected land, scorch1ng ray!\ of the sun burn me, and when 
rain comes, I become drenched with it. .So do I sing a 

• 
song of my sorrows through this flute to assuage the 
pain of my heart-not that others would hear it. From 
to-day I will wait in yonder a1'enue of hi;jal trees and 
you will come with your pitcher for water here. I will 
stay on the other bank and you will be here. It will be 
only for a sight of your face-nothing more." 

Be carried with him a reed-flute, eight inches long, 
with holes at interval. On other days, he used to sing 
the name of Radha through his flute. But how is it that 
a strange tune sounds from his flute to-day ? 

The Maiden's Soliloquy. 

"Why to-day has such a change come over •your 
spirit, my friend? Your flute, it seems, is pursuing me 
like an enemy, calling me away from home, to an 
uncertain life of danger. From day to da.y have I heard 
the sound of yom flute, but its music comes to-day with 
a strange message for me. It seems, a great trouble it 
will bring to my life.'' 

When she was robing herself after her bath in her 
pleasure~house, rich with floral wreaths, she listened 
with all-absorbing attention to the music of the flute, 
that came from the far-off groves of screw-plants. 

" How plaintive is the sound ! Is it the same flute 
on which he used to play before • or another? The 
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pathos of the sweet music fills the mind with alarm ; is 
the poor youth going to die of despair? 

" Leave your buffaloes, dear lad, in the pastures 
on the bank of the milky river. Do you know that your 
flute has charmed the soul of a helpless woman ? Why, 
my beloved, whydo you expose yourself to the alternate 
freaks of the season-to the burning r:ys· of the sun, 
or to the incessant rain, that dPenches your body? Why 
not secure a l~afy branch from yonder tree and thereby 
protect your head ? How helpless am I ! Fain would 
I wipe away the drops of sweat on your brow, caused 
by the sun and minister to your comforts I " 

Thus did' she lament in a wild manner in her lonely 

chamber. Now hear what happened to. the herdsman 
in the pastures. (Ll. 1-84.) 

(3) 

11he bright stars peeped through the clouds, torn by 
the gusts of wind in the azure, the youth looked at them 
and became reminded of the soft eyes of the maiden. 
And • when the dark clouds flew in sportive ways, 
spreading themselves over the sky, the youth thought of 
his love, clad in her dark-blue .sari, sportively going to 
the river-side. The playful winds created an array of · 
flowing waves on the river and this reminded him of 
the wavy dance of the long curling hair, that fell on her 
back. The beautiful lotuses, that bloomed in the water 
made him think of the maiden's sweet face, which he 
fancied to be made of soft petals of lotus . 

• 
Thus thinking always of the maiden he became in· 

different to everything else and forgot his duties to watch 
and tend the buffaloes. Now hear what took place one 
day. • 
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The buffaloes, uncared for, in the pasture made a raid 
in the corn-field near the bend of the river and ate up the 
crops. The field belonged to the Raja of the place and 
his men reported to him of the damage. 

The constables and peons, with long bamboo-clubs in 
their hands, marched to the :uiace, bound the youth, hand 
and foot, and' .brought him to the Raja, who took 
possession of all his bu&loes and ordered him to be 
banished from pis country. • 

The river Surmai looked menacingly in June and 
flowed in its mad course. rrhe young herdsman wandered 
about its banks in despair. No mother, no father 
had he, nor even a brother or friend. Whither he was 
to go, he knew npt. He was like a bird, flying in the 
infinite sky without aim or destination. 

"0 river, your course is towards the southern places ; 
tell my love, if ever she happens to come to your banks, 
that her friend, the youth has dt'Owned himself. Ye, 
black bees, that hover in the sky, tell her that the 
herdsman is no more. Y e, kites, that fly above the 
tops. of the bamboo-groves and ye, crows that croak, 
sitting on the boughs of yonder tl'ee, tell the m~iden 
that hPr beloved friend has died of unbearable 
grief.'' 

The herdsman tied his clothes like a rope round his 
neck and jumped into the river. The waves came on, 
furiously dashing and well nigh drowned him. The river 
was very deep at this spot. But providence wished it 
otherwise. A merchant from the east was going by 
that river with seven ships, which were laden with rice, 
chilly, salt, ginger and other agricultural products. 
The merchant's residential ship, which was the biggest, 
was plied by 22 oarsmen. l!"'t·om the water, they picked 
up the half-dead youth. • 
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Thus saved from death, he stayed with the merchant 
and learned from him the secret!' of his trade. The 
merchant gave him the name of Dingadbar or master of 
the ships. After a time Dingadhar was sent by his • 
master to the Garo Hills for trade. When be was re
tmning, he saw on the way large bamboo-groves. He 
cut a bamboo and made a fl•ute with i~. , (Ll. 1-48.) 

• 
• (4) 

Let me here revert to the story of the maiden's love. 
Separated from her young lover her beauty faded away. 
Her rich h~ir became knotted and wild like jute. Care
less of her apparel, she ate little and had scarcely any 
desire for toilets. 

The parents tried to assuage the pain of her heart, 
not knowing what it was, but all in vain. The very 
beasts of the forest and birds of the air seemed to 
feel a sympathy for her ; while all alone, she lamented 
thus. 

"I am a feeble maiden, 0 my friend ! and feel as if 
my heart is on fire. Like a shoal, produced by the sands 

• 
of the bank but owned neither by the river nor by the 
bank, I find myself cut off from all. Alas, I began to 
love as a child but felt its pain at the threshold of youth." 

"How difficult it is to select the object of one's love! 
If one wishes to get a lovely flowerj one should be 
prepared to encounter thorns. I feel shame in expressing. 
my sentiments. To whom may I open the doors of my 
heart and show my innermost thoughts ? 

" The sportive winds play with the .flower and tear 
i.ts petals. Even :so has Fate rent my heart. It is 
a great pity that I cannot tell my sad tale to my 
parents. 
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"I cannot go out of my house, lest people should 
blame me, but like a bird, sickened in the cage, my mind 
distressed by its environment, fancies itself flying in the 
free air. 

" How sincerely do 1 try to dissuade my mind from 
this mad courE.e, but in vain .• The pitcher of my life, 
once full, is ~~dually losing its liquid treasure. The 
beasts of the forest know it :aot, nor do the birds of the 
air know what. my grief is. Insupportabl'e is this grief 
of mine unshared by others. 

" Had I been a bird, I would have sat on a bough of 
the tree and seen your face, day and night, to my heart's 
content. No more can I thus deceive myself. My parents 
are discussing the question of my marriage. 

Sweet is the air that blows over the waters. Sweeter 
still is the milk in a cocoanut. But sweeter than that is 
the first love in the dawn of youth. Sweeter than all 
these and immeasurably sweet is to a woman the husband 
of her own choice. 

The playful waves rise high, driven by the winds. 
They send forth white sprays in the dark azure, wQ.i.ch 
look like white flowers in the midst of dark ones. Verily 
are the lovers like these white sprays, living in bliss in 
the midst of dark evils attending life. 

Look at the blooming Champa flowers! From whose 
neck has a garland dropped on the plants ? Whose smile 
is it that shows itself in these full-blown flowers? They 
do not drop from the stalks, nor do they fade. When 
I go to the garden to pluck these, my eyes grow tearful. 
When I sleep in t"he night, I see in my dreams a figure 
sweet as yours,-my young friend." 

Thus did the beautiful maiden lament day and night. 
• (Ll. 1-4J4.) 
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(5) 

Now my topic will be the story of a merchant, named 
Meghua, a native of Chittagong. He was going by the 
river in a pinnace plied by sixteen oars. Meghua heard 
the sweet sound of a flute, when he was near a bend of 
the river. It was so sweet•that the very ~urrent seemed 
to flow in a contrary directjon, in ~rder to listen to the 
music. • 

Dingadhar and Meghua met there "and both were 
pleased with one another. The merchant said to the 
youth, "My horne is at Ohittagong. Let us both go 
there. I would ask you to stay at my home for a full 
year. Then both of us will set out for some foreign 
country for trade." 

(6) 

From the bough of a tree, the cuckoo's note was 
heard and the night bade its farewell at this sweet signal. 
On the floor of her room the maiden laid herself down, 
lamenting her separation from the youthful herdsman. 

'.' vVhy is it, 0 cuckoo, that your note has lost its usual 
charm? And who is it, 0 sky, that has robbed thee of 
the glory of moonbeams? He went away long ago. 
Meantime, many a flower bloomed and faded away. Just 
as the honey of a blooming flowe1· dries within itself, 
the well of my happiness has become dry within." 

One night she rose up from her sleep-all startled. 
It was the sound of his flute, no doubt of it, that she heard. 

She did not ~ay anything to her father, nor to her 
mother. She had ·become completely fearless and cared 
not what the consequences of her action would be. In 
the morning the parents would fill the air with their 
l~ments and the ~ei~hbours would abuse her !'J.S a~ 
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unchaste woman. But she thought neither of this nor of 
that. As soon as she heard the sound of the flute, she 
straightway made fot• the landing ghat. The sky was 
covered with clouds and the night wore the hue of 
collyrium. rrhe moon had completely disappeared behind 
the clouds. ~ro the river she went, following the sound 

• of the flute. Tea, phe neighbours would call her a bad 
woman and re;ile" her. :rhe parents would be over
whelmed with e'rief. But she thought naither of this, 
nor of that. With her herdsman on the boat of his 
friend, she left the country. 

It was like a bird, cutting by its beak the bars of its 
- cage~ She thought of the frantic sorrow it W()uld cause 

to her riiother and of the grief of her father. She shed 
a few drops of tear at the recollection. When the 
neighbours would call her a bad woman, what would be 
the feelings of her poor mother ? How will she bear it ? 

With sixteen oars the pinnace of Meghua flew like a 
bird over the river. They shortly reached Chittagong, 
the native place of the merchant. 

One full year rolled by. The maiden could not be 
traced by her parents. Her beauty smote Meghua with 
love. She was neither tall nor short-statured. Her hair 
was soft and curling. Meghua became mad as he gazed 
on her beautiful figure. (Ll. 1-47.) 

(7) 

Meghua (to the Herdsman). 

" Hear me, 0 friend, how long shall we pass our time 
at home in this idle manner? I engaged carpenters to 
repair my ship. They have made it ready for a sea
voyage. Let us go to the north for trade. You are not 
vrobably aware of the vrospects of tra~ in those re€)ions. 
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I will tell you something of them, which will be interest
ing to you. The womenfolk there earn money by hard 
work. The males are lazy fellows and sit idly at home • 

. In the public market, you will see women only as sellers 
and purchasers. In their rivers, pearls and precious stones 
are found in abundance. 'fhese they secure by nets. So 
great is their number that they start' them without 
counting. In exchange of ve~y ordinary goods, they give 
very large qmmtities of gold. If you can SIJpply dried fish, 
they will give you hoards of money, measuring in the 
scales. They are madly fond of tortoise and goat. If we 
take with us some of these animals, we are sure to get 
countless g()ld and silver in return. Let us secure these 
and try our luck. If a person goes to trade -to that 
country but once, he will hoard up so much wealth 
that his sons and grandsons will not be in need of going 
abroad for trade. The money acquired by a merchant, 
will make the family well-off for at least three 
generations." 

After having made the head of his friend Dingadhar 
giddy with this false and exaggerated report, Meghua 
went into the inner apartments of his house and saw his 
sister Mayna. 

Meghua. 

" Hear me, my dear sister, I am going to the North 
for trade. 'rhe moon-faced maiden, we have secured, I 
leave to your care. Cover her with your flowing sari just 
as you would do a dearly prized treasure. Keep her in 
close custody--shut up within the walls of this house, so 
that even the sun or the moon, not to speak of any 

_ outsider, may not have a peep at· her. I will return after 
six months and then shall I find a suitable bridegroom 
for her and think of' her marriage. I will make for her 

10 
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_a gold necklace and purchase a sari as white as the waves 
of the Ganges. She will, moreover, have nose ornaments, 

. and gold bracelets for her arms, and anklets for her feet." 
With these allurements, he tried to please the maiden, 

and set out on his voyage, accompanied by his friend. 
The boat of Meghua was. plied by sixteen oarsmen, 

and that of" ))ingadhar by thirteen. Meghua's boat 
went ahead, and tlie latter!s behind. 

In the North there is a large tract of lt1nd, inhabited 
by the Garos and the Kookis. These men are fierce like 
the Rakshasas and eat human flesh. No one, who travels 
there, has a chance of returning to his native country. 
Meghua determined to send his friend thith~r on some 
pretext. After crossing thirteen bends of the river 
'Surmai' they came near a junction, and Meghua here 
addressed his friend and said, "There are two courses 
of the river here. Yonder dark and furious stream leads 
to the land of the Kamunis (Kamaksya). You had better 
proceed by it, against the tide. You will reach a place, 
full of fabulous wealth. I will go by the other stream, 
which leads to the country of Bharais. Now let us try 
our luck in two opposite directions for a period <1f six 
months. If you happen to come earlier, let your boat 
be moored here at this junction and please wait for me. 
If I come earlier, you will find me waiting. Both of us 
will go home together from here." 

'l'hus they followed the two different streams. Now 
hear of the misfortune, brought on by Providence. 

The clouds which had the look of the brownish knotted 
locks of Siva, the God of Destruction, rolled on mena-

• 
cingly in the sky. The winds with the furious voice of a 
challenge blew over the river. The turbulent waves 
broke the banks as high as hills and jumped like 
wrestlers. Who knows where wicked ~eghua was carried, 
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away, dashed by the waves ? Dingadhar thought 
"Meghua, like a traitor, has certainly led me astray." · 

The thirteen oarsmen cried out in one voice,· 
"Master, it is impossible to go against the tide. Shall 
we return home? Kindly give us order to do so." The 
ropes of the sail were all torn and the helm was on the 

• 
point of breaking. 'rhey could no .lo12~er control the 
boat. At this crisis, Dingadhaf complied with the wishes 
of his men, ~nd ordered them to ply h._omewards. · It 
would take six months in going ahead against the tide. 
But the same distance could be traversed in thirteen days, 
if the boat followed the current. 

He wenl to Meghua's native country in quest of the 
maiden. Meantime, a rumour spread there that Meghua's 
boat was capsized by storm. Three years passed and· 
Dingadhar stayed at Meghua's home, waiting for his: 
return. But as he did not turn up within this long time, 
Dingadhar felt sure that he must have died. So ~fter 

some waverings and hesitancy, he married Mayna, the 
merchant's sister. (Ll. 1-72.) 

• 
(7) 

There was a Raja in Chittagong whose name was. 
K.engu. He was a tyrant and oppressed his subject~ .. 
He had seven hundred good-looking women in his harem.· 
But even this number did not appease his desire for the: 
fair sex. He was always in lookout for handsome 
women, and ready to marry any number of them. 

Four years rolled by, and the fifth was also going to 
expire, when Meghua returned home, a wreck of his 

• former self. His body looked like a thin piece of wood, 
and· his beard had grown grey. On returning home 
after these long years, Meghua saw what had happened 
in his family during' his absence. He was inflamed like 
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a blazing fire, fed by butter. He called all his neigh
bours and friends to his house and wanted an explana
tion. They all said that their information was that he 
had been drowned. Most of them failed even to recog
nise him. His hair, which had been jet-black, was 
now grey. Some of them thought that Meghua. had 
died and that :i.ot was his ghost•that they saw before them. 
So they tried to d.ri~e him ~way from the village. Some 
wanted to have him arrested for false personation. 
Others advised ·patience and a full consideration of the 
matter before taking any steps. Those, who had borne 
him a grudge, now availed themselves of this opportunity 
and gave him some blows. 

Being dealt at home in this rough manner, Meghua 
went to Raja Kengu and lodged a complaint that his 
friend had played false with him. He had left his wife 
at home and gone for trade. This friend now turned into 
an enemy and took possession of his wife. He 
besides, married his sister Mayna. With the two women, 
the wicked man was enjoying himself in . his home. He 
drove him away by force on his return. With this com
plaint Meghua stood before the Raja, supplicant for justice. 

Now I am going to describe to you how the Raja 
disposed of this case. He took a great interest when he 
heard of the two women. It was reported that they were 
exquisitely handsome; so he forthwith sent constables to 
bring them up before him. They were now presented 
before the Raja, who passed the order of death by 
impalement on Dingadhar. At this stage, listen to what 
Sujati, the maiden did. 

* • * * * 
"He is my brother but has become my enemy.'' ....... 

cried Mayna and her laments made even the beasts of 
forest and birds of the air sad. (Ll. 1!84.) 



KANCHANMALA 

THE BRIDE OF A BLIND BABY. 



PREFACE. 

The song of Kanchanmala., or the bride of a blind 
baby, is a Gitikatha. 

The Gitikathas, as I hav43 defined them in my ' Folk 
•• Literature of Bengal,' are tales, l'larrated in prose, . 

interspersed with songs. 'fh~ prose-portions are some-
times. less gehuine, as the singers have simplified the 
archaic forms of the language in course of reciting them 
through generations. The chief interest of this class of 
tales lies in the poetical portions, which are full of the 
unadorned simplicity of rustic life, though the languag-e 
is oftentimes crude. 

The· tale -of- Kanchanmala was· collected by Babu 
Chandra Kumar from two men chiefly. 11he major 
portion he secured from one Hara Chandra Barm§. of 
Marichali (P. 0. Dauhakhola) and the remaining part he 
got from Ramkumar Mistri of Aithor ('P. 0. Kendua). 
The two versions do not seem exactly to fit each other. 
In the first version, it is indicated that Kanchanmala left 
her ·rather's palace with her blind husband, disgusted 
with her father's capricious conduct. While, in the 
concluding portion of a second version that we have 
secured, it is distinctly stated that she was banished · to 
the forest, owing to the wily contrivance of her step
mother. 'l,here is, however, no mention of a step-mother 
of the unfortunate girl in the first version of the tale.· 

It seems .that many of ·t·hese Gitikathas had several 
versions, which, though ag1·eeing in the .main with one 
another, di:fferred in minor details. 

I am sorry to ·find that the ·Gitikatha, as given in the 
following pages, does not appear to have retained its 
genuineness· in al:r' :parts. We· 4ave always found, in 
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these ballads and songs, instances of spirited women, 
whose minds are untrammelled by tradition or conventional 
ideas. The heroine has suffered all that a human being 
can endure ·for the sake of love ; but we scarcely find in 
these tales a trumpeting of Brahminical canons in regard 
to wifely duties and devotion .• Here, however (LC 31-44, 
Canto 10) theite. ia that distinct ring of propagandic 
ideas of the later • artificWi.l school. 'rhe stereotyped 
phrases of Brp.hminic wisdom, such as• "~~m '1'1.-S'f 
c~ 'l11M<tS1t:a1'l1 ~ I ~ ~~ '<It~ ~~ J'f~ ~ ?f~ II" 
(LC 39-40, Canto 10) " J'f~'ll ill ?ff~ ~~ 'ltt?!'lllftm ~M" 
(LC 31, Canto 10) are here and there preached in long 
speeches, sounding a discordant note in a. field~ which is 
full of the warblings of Na.ture's glee birds. These 
sentiments seem particularly sickening .and irrel~vant, 

when a girl of fourteen is found to lament in that style 
over the loss of her husband, only six years old. The 
minstrel, who sang this song before an assembly of 
men, imbued with the new ideas of the Brahminic school, 
must have tried to introduce some wise sayings, current 
in the air at his time, howeve1· ill-suited they might be 
to the occasion, in order to humour his audience. • 

But though the minstrel's interpolations contain some 
burlesque elements, marring the na'ive simplicity of the 
song, it is only occasionally that we find this to be the 
case ; the general spirit of the whole has remained true 
to the characteristic charm of rural life. It is interest
ing to notice the vivid accounts of the forests of Mymen
singh-full of 'Daruk '-trees and the swamps, abounding 
with lotuses. Graphic are the descriptions of the 

- . 
wanderings of Kanchnn, parted from her husband, 
through. countries full of sundha metki-sweet-smelling 
shrubs; whose leaves yield the red dye for decorating a 
woman's feet,-. t~rough wild tracts, With scarce human 
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habitations, where men live in the company of serpents, 
bears and tigers, often dying in the hands of these 
enemies in the forest,-and through the chilly regions 
of the· north, where the Kookis, the Garos and other 
hill-tribes live in a state of perfect nudity and eat 
human flesh. The simple portraiture of his native _land 
by the peasant-poet is really• charming; it .•s so life-like 
that the reader occasionally hears, as i~ w~re, the roarings 

• 
of clouds, and ~ees the landscape, lit up by lightning-
vividly, brought before the eye, by a poet, in whose 
simple soul Nature seems to be mirrored in her true 
colours. 

The account of the forest-life and of the joyful days 
that the Prince spent with Kanchan, given by him in a 
somewhat veiled language, lest it should hurt his wife's 
feelings, and the clever manner in which Kunjalata drew 
from him, unawares, the story of his childhood, bring 
out, by contrast, the psychological phenomenon of two 
struggling hearts, not actuated by candour but by a 
motive to suppress facts from each other .. The subse
quent Avents, happening by the agency of the green-eyed 
mona;ter jealousy, are drawn with exceedingly subtle 
hands, showing that our unlettered poet was no mean 
artist but an adept in all matters relating to the tender 
susceptibilities of the human heart. When Kanchan slept, 
stealthily did the prince stand by her, and looking on all 
sides with watchful eyes, lest he should be discovered, 
would gently fa~ her. But he could not hide his action 
from the ever-wakeful and vigilant eyes of the princess. 
At times the princess perceived that through the apertures 
of doors, he was intensely gazing at .the sweet face 
of Kli.nchan. It was the cruellest cut of all, however, 
when the Prince, while going on a hunting excursion, one 
day, took leave oj Kanchan but forgot to say a parting 

ll 
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word to his wife. Such omissions, however regrettable, 
are but natural, when the mind yields to a new fascination. 
(Canto 15, Prose, Line 7.) 

During the absence of the Prince from home, at a • 
deep· hour of night when the inmates of the palace 
were all asleep, and the clouds were roaring and the 

• rain falling in .. ince.ssant streams, Kanchan, requested by 
the princess Kunjlllata, wiJ;h her voice choked with tears, 
told her the story of het· forest-life,-how in the huts of . 
reeds, covered with creepers and flowers, she lived with the 
old man and his wife,-how her boy-husband blossomed 
like a wild flower in the fresh air and light of the solitude 
and she delighted in him as the greatest treasure of her 
heart, till at last he was carried away forcibly by the King 
(Canto 17, Lines 15-38 ). In all this simple narration 
there is an appreciation of rural life with its simple 
pathos which we miss in our modern artificial poetry. 

The most elevating portion of the tale is that in which 
the great renunciation of Kanchan is described. She want
ed that her husband should be cured of his blindness. She 
offered the Sanyasi all that he might demand of her, 
for this great favour. She was ready to give up her idng
dom and riches and would fain wander with her lord 
in the forest, as she once did, living upon fruits and 
vegetable roots. " Cure him of his blindness at any cost, 
and if all that I have offered is not enough, take out 
my eyes. I will prefer to remain blind all my days 
but let my husband have his eyes restored." (Canto 24, 
Lines 13-16.) 

She was turned out from the palace by the plottings 
of her co-wife '"Kunjalata. This had no doubt sharpened 
her bitter feelings towards her. The Sannyasi knew it 
and hit at her weak point. He said, " All right. Here 
is a fruit~ give it to your co·wife and 'with it, give yoqr 
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husband ·and your kingdom to her. You will never be 
,permitted to see your husband any more. He will b~ 

hers for ever." 
" There is another condition besides: when offering 

the fl'Uit and, with it, your husband and kingdom to 
the co-wife, you are not to .feel any pang in your heart. 
You will neither sigh nor sob, nor drop.li tear. If you 
can pasq through this ordea.l with "a tranquil mind, 
eyesight will be restored to your husband. .But if you feel 
the least tremor in your heart. he will remain stone-blind 
as he is." 

What a tr:ial! Here see the Hindu woman in all her 
towering strtmgth and firmness, evoked by love. Turn 
over the pages of these ballads and songs and again · and 
again behold the superb spectacle of renunciation and 
sacrifice, which are only possible by means of super
human love-a patience, which only.a statue may .show, 
but not a creature o! flesh and blood. 

In a moment she collected herself, like the great prince 
Rama, on the eve of giving up his kingdom,--" ~W\ 
~'11 ~~~~ ~~ f.t~ 1)." For a moment she felt herself to 
be dedicated at the altar of love. She had no right to weep, 
no right to sigh,-lest her husband should lose this great 
chance. She rendered herself into a stone, nay more, 
she even felt elated at the thought that by her supreme 
sacrifice, her husband would be saved. Inwardly feel
ing a contentment that her husband would again see the 
smiling face of Nature, she turned herself away and 
never looked again at him, surrendering a privilege, which 
was prized by her more than paradise. • Is this not a 
sight for gods to see ? 

How could these peasants conceive such a noble ideal 
of love ? Is· it not t•eally wonderful that crude minds 
without any cult'hre, driving the plough through 
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fields and tending the cattle all their life, could 
conceive and appreciate these wonderful virtues in 
womankind? 

It appears that the Buddhist ideal of noble self-abnega
tion and suppression of animal-passions gradually 
filtered down. to the lowest. stratum of our society and 
rendered this ·worjd of ours into a paradise of the highest 
virtues of the soul. • 

In the f<ilowing epoch of our history, when the 
Buddhist ideas passed away and stress was laid upon 
Bhakti or devotion, we begin to see another side of the 
picture. The tendencies of the age favoured abstract 
virtues, soaring above the secular plain. Prayers, fasts, 
vigils, ecstasies and esoteric joys became the craze of the 
spiritually-awakened soul. And in the place of a Malua, 
a Lila, a Madina and a Kanchanmala, we have had other 
types, such as Dhruba, Prahlad, and many other heroes 
of faith, described in the Purana~. With the age of the 
ballads and songs, we have lost the period of the secular 
school, elevated by its romantic ideas of love, and gained 
access to a new world, of which the characteristics are 
spiritual bliss and abstract devotion. • 

D. C. SEN. 



KANCHAN MALA 

'l'HE BRIDE OF A. BLIND BABY. 

P11ologue. 
• 

0 my audience, pray acct\l)t my sillu"tes. Be kind to 
hear this acoount of Kanchanmala with patience. 

I have no knowledge of the science of music and 
may not always keep time with the instruments. My 
only hope is that my master, who taught me the art of 
singing, bas blessed me. His blessings, I hope, will carry 
me safe through all trials. 

The sky is square-shaped and is lighted by stars. 
There the spirits and fairies wander in the air. 'l'heir 
palaces are made of clouds, shining like mica. Without 
any lamp there is light there. On the walls of their 
mansions illuminations Etre fixed. 'fhe doors are all 
made of gold, and bolts are of the same metal. On all 
sides, gold glitters and illuminates the background of 
deep purple. In such palaces live the spirits and fairies. 
On bedsteads, made of mica, they enjoy sound sleep. 

I shall relate to you incidents of one particular day. 
Kanchanmala is dancing before an assembly of spirits 

and fairies. The cymbals are being played by a musician, 
who sits close by her. 

'l'he spectators are beholding the sight with breathless 
interest. She is dancing, standing on and lightly touch
ing a clay vessel.' 

• 
' The Indian dancing girl of yore used to dance, lightly touching a clay vessel 

with her toes. 'l'hi8 unburnt vessel was naturally so brittle, that a slight pressure 
was enough to break i,t. The girl rested her whole weight on the air barely 

touching the vessel with her feet by a peculiar occult training, If the veseel broke 
under the pressure of thlfeet, ahe was branded as unsuccessful, 
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Small bells are ringing from her waist-belt and the 
anklets are jingling, keeping time with the music. Her 
toes scarcely touch the clay-vessel; so agile is her 
motion that she seems to rest her whole weight on the 
a1r. 

She was playing her part excellently well. But evil 
• 

was in her lue~. .Suddenly, the clay-vessel broke, 
touched by her feet." • 

The king ot the fairy-land was angrJi at this and 
cursed Kanchanmala. His first word of curse made her 
braids all loose. The second word made her ornaments 
drop from her tender body; but there it did not end. 
As he pronounced the third word, a death~ike pallor 
spread on her face and her eyes lost the power of 
sight. 

Ki11-g. 

" ~'hough you are a free spirit-a fairy, be thou born 
in the mortalland-in the house of mortals. For twenty 
years thou shalt remain a mortal and, on the expiry of 
that time, return to our fairy land." 

Now let us leave these topics of sph'its and fairies and 
• 

begin a tale of the sublunary stage-this world of 
ours. (Ll. 1-40.) 

(l) 

In a city called Bharai, there lived a merchant, who 
owned fourteen splendid ships. With these he traded 
over seas and became a master of immense wealth. He 
made a house with profuse decorations of gold, but lived 
there with a sad heart, as he had no child. The house 

• 
glittered like a show-thing, but the mind of its owner 
was ever-darkened with despair, for he considered all the 
wealth he had amassed to be of no purpose without an heir. 
His heart was sad and he bemoaned his'lot in silence. 
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"Pro'vfdence is against me," he thought, "what-is the 
good of being near a dry canal having not a drop of 
water to quench one's thirst? What is the good of 
having a house which has no light and is covered with 
perpetmil darkness? Even a monkey will not care to 
climb a tree that bears no fruit. 'rhe flower which has no 

• 
honey, does not attract the bees. This ll!Y house without 
an heir, is joyless to me." • • 

Thinking l!ladly in this strain, he came .out one day fat· 
a walk in the public streets and saw a sacllw,, going by the 
way. With his heart charged with sorrow, he prostrated 
himself at the fee~ of the holy man and said with 
tears in his- eyes, "I am a misel'able wretch, 0 master, 
without a child. People hate me because I am so. They 
turn their face to avoid looking at me.1 Often do I 
wish to drown myself. It may be that this my meeting 
with a saint like you is due to God's grace. Can you, 
revered Sir, help me in my distress?" (Ll. 1-20;) 

(2) 

The heart' of the holy man melted with compassion 
at the appeal of the merchant. He gave him a fruit and 
said, "Go home with this-fruit. • Let your wife eat it on 
a Tuesday or a Saturday. She will bear you a child,----a 
girl-of such exquisite beauty that the whole palace will 
be lighted by her presence. Through her you will have 
all joy and yoursorrow will come to an end. But take 
care of one point. You must give her in marriage in 
her ninth year. If you foolishly allow this period to 
pass even by a moment, all yourfourt~en ships will be 
wrecked, your city will be destroyed by fire and the 

1 The childless man used to be called an 'atklwia '--a wretch, and people would 
not like to !ee his face in the morning lest his whole day would go joyless, for the 

I 
sirht of au "atku1·ia" according to popular belief was inauspicious; 
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J)lanet, Saturn, will be annoyed and burn your riches 
with his angry look." (Ll. 1-12.) 

(is) 

rrhe merchant returned home with the fruit in his 
hand. The first two hours of ~aturday, held inauspicious, 
passed away. ~uring this time the merchant took care 
to wash the fruit~ A q liarter of an hour later, he 
entered the inn~r apartment and after ano~her hour, he 
interviewed his wife. When it was about ten 'dandas ' 
(about 9 A.M.), he placed the fruit in her hand and a 
quarter of an hour later, she ate t~e fruit, after having 
offered her prayers to the goddess Nava-Durga,1 

A month passed and the lady spent the time thinking 
all the while if really something would come out of this. 
The second month she felt weak and lay mostly on her 
bed. In the third month, she knew that she was 
enaiente. In the fifth month, the ceremony of Panaka
mrita was held in the palace. In the seventh month, her 
relations and kinsmen gave her feasts and clothes, by a 
ceremony called the sadk. In the eighth, she felt 
very uneasy in her mind and in the ninth, she WtiS so 
unwell that she could not move. On the expiry of ten 
months and ten days, a beautiful girl was born of her. 
So resplendently handsome was the baby that the whole 
palace seemed to be lighted by her smile. (Ll. 1-20.) 

(4) 

Time rolled on. The baby grew to be a girl of nine 
years. Only tpree quarters of an hour remained to 
complete her ninth year. 

' This dilatory procedure in handing over the fruit to the wife ie probably due 

to "aiting for the auspicious moment. 
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Her hair was flowing and long, it aspired to touch her 
feet and was so profuse that she seemed to feel -its 
weight, when she walked. Her eyes were like two stars 
on the blue azure. Her lips were deep purple and looked 
as if perpetually dyed with a rf'ld paint. Her appearance 
looked bright like a figure of molten gold. On her breast, 

• hang a string of pearls of rare worth apd ~eauty. 
The merchant was suddenly. reminded of the words of 

the Sadhu. Only three quarters of an hour remained to . 
complete her ninth year. 

It was all their destiny. Alas, what woe was reserved 
for the girl! She was like a star, born in the sky but 
by evil luck. thrown into the earth. The merciful God 
has no mercy for the unfortunate. 

Suddenly the merchant recollected the words of the 
Sadhu and he made up his mind. Perchance the curse 
of the holy man might really be fulfilled. Only three 
quarters of an hour remained. She must either be 
married within this time, or his fourteen splendid ships 
would .be all sunk in the sea and his palace destroyed by 
fire. As he thought over the matter, be grew firm in his 
resolve, "Whomsoever I ha.ppen to meet first within this 
time, to him shall I offer my daughter." This was his 
decision. What is written in one's destiny must 
happen. No one can wipe out the decree of one's fate, 
not even one's parents. (Ll. 1-24.) 

(5) 

At this tim~ a Brahmin-beggar came to the merchant's 
door. 

He was worn out with care and b·ent under the 
weight of his years. He supported himself by a stick 
and carried a baby in his arms. The baby was six 
months old and ~ind. With this child the old man 

l2 
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stood at the gate for a handful of alms. Shortly after 
the birth of this child, the Brahmin's wife had died. 
Though blind, the baby was fair to see and looked bright 
as a flaming fire. The old man spent his days in utmost 
distress, continually thinking as to how he should 
prepare himself for the next :v-orld. After much distress
ing thoughts ·~e pad come to the merchant. He said, 
"Be pleased, Sir," to give shelter to this baby. I will 
leave it to you .and being released of all anxieties, start 
for the holy shrines of Gaya and Benares. I have spent 
all my life, begging from door to door. What little 
time I may have before dAath, I want to devote to 
making myself prepared for it-living in -one of the 
holy cities. 'fo add to my innumerable miseries, as if 
they were not already enough, God has given me this 
blind baby. If I can trust it to your care, I shall feel 
myself quite free, having no attachment for this world." 

The merchant thought over the matter for a while 
and then took the baby from the Brahmin and carried it 
to his daughter. Very little time now remained. The 
merchant stood before his daughter with the baby in his 
arms. 'l·ears fell down from his eyes, as he stood eilent 
for a time. (Ll. 1-18.) 

(6) 

She was sorry to see the merchant m that condition. 
She addressed him with tearful eyes and said: 

"Why is it, father, that you are weeping in this way ? 
What have I done to wound your feelings thus? My 
mother died when I was born and you have nourished 
me all this tim~ with the affection of both a father and 
mother. Like a cloud, pouring out rain and causing 
rivers and canals to overflow, your tears are flooding my 
:mind with grief. Tell me whence 'fOu have obtaineq 
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this blind child, beautiful as flaming fire. Did its cruel 
mother leave it on the wayside, whence have you picked 
it up? Oh, what monsters must have been its pat;ents; 
to leave it thus uncared for I The poor baby, alas, has 
no eyes to see the Sun and the Moon! How miserable 
is this child froni birth ! •• Its whole life will indeed be 
like one long night." (Ll. 1-20.) • 

(7) • . 
The merchant began . to- sob aloud as he beard his 

daughter's words. It was not a thing to be spoken out. 
Yet it must be spoken.· The merchant wept and thus 
related the '!hole story: 

" I was childless and people called me names and 
hated me for being so. By chance I met a Sannyasi, 
who gave me a fruit. Your mother ate it and as a 
result, we have got you, darling, our best treasure. 
But woe to my luck ! Well it is that your mother 
is dead. Had she lived to-day, she would not be 
abte to bear the insupportable grief of this hour. It 
was settled that at your ninth year, you must be given in 
marri~ge. If the ninth year was allowed to pass and 
you remained unmarried, evil luck would pursue me. 
My fourteen ships would be l~st in the sea with their 
cargo and my palace destroyed. This was the oracle 
delivered. by the Sannyasi. Think not . that I . h_ave 
remained idle all these nine ye~rs. All along I have 
sought for a suitable bridegroo~, but. none could I find, 
to my choice.1 '11here remain only a few minutes for 

1 In Canto IV, it is stated that the merchant had f,orgotten all about the pro

phecy of the Sannyasi and was suddenly reminded of it in the ~leventh h<mr. But 

here he gives a different story. These 'anomalies are duo to the faulty narrations 

of the rustic folk who not infrequently miss the proper links in their . narratives 

and give accounts of an inconsistent nature. It should be remembered that these' 

ballads and songs were not written, and the errors and inconsistencies have oocurred . . 
owing to faulty memory, 
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you to complete the ninth year. How can I now keep 
you in this house as an unmarried girl? Strange to say, 
at this critical moment, a Brahmin beggar came to my 
house and leaving this blind child to my care, has gone 
to visit the holy shrines of Gaya and Benares. Now 
take over the child to your cl!stody. It was ordained by 
luck that you !i~oujd have a blind baby for your husband. 
How could this be" helped 4> " (Ll. 1-24.) 

(8) 

The roaring of the clouds filled the whole expanse of 
the sky. The deep sound was like the call of sympathy 
from heaven. On the boughs of trees sat- the forest
birds and sang a note of wailing. She wept and reflected, 
"Alas, my father has turned my enemy. God is against 
me. The path before me is dark, not illumined by a 
single star or moonbeams. In this stream of life, I have 
not a ferry-boat to help me in crossing it. A brother's 
affection is a great treasure. I have unhappily no 
brother born here. Here in this very room, my mother 
used to comb my hair. Alas 1 This unfortunate one 
will never see her any more, nor feel that tender em 'hrace. 
There is nothing so sweet as the morning-breeze, and 
one's mother's call of affection in childhood. Alas ! that 
sweet voice will never cool my burning heart. Had she 
been living, surely she would not have given me this 
blind baby for a husband. How can I blame my 
father ? It is all the work of my evil luck. 0 Sun and 
Moon, bear witness ; and you, little baby in my arms, 
bear witness, too. I elect you as my husband, as my 
father has wished. From to-day Kanchanmala is lost 
to him and lost to all happiness." 

For a long time she bewailed her lot aild then when 
night drew her dark ve!l over th8 world, she left the 



• 
• 

: Kanchanmala 
• 

• 
"I will try to read your future to-morrow and offe1· you 

what help I can.'' P. 93. 
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palace and the city of her father-Bharainagar .. As 'she 
w·andered forth in the forest, she called · its fierce 
dwellers-the bears and tigers-and asked them to eat 
her up, sparing her little husband. "It rent my heart," • 
she said, "in twain, to leave the city of Bharainagar 
and my father's palace." The strange and unlmown 
path faded in the depth of darkness. The sun shone 
like a mark of the red paiJ1t, vermtlion, on the brow of 
the firmament-so dense was the forest. The day gave 
a glamour, not brighter than the evening: so dense was~ 
the forest. The wilderness, dark as it was, grew terrible 
in the night-her only companion, a small blind child. 
There. she came near a large and ancient fig-tree. It- was 
there since the Age of Truth (Satya Yuga). She 
approached the tree with the prayer that it might afford 
her a shelter for the night. " Lord of the forest art 
t-hou, 0 noble tree, save this little child. Be like a 
parent to this unfortunate one." Praying in this. 
manne.r, she gave three gentle strokfs at the tree, which 
instantly opened i~self and showed a cavity inside. 

• (9) 
(Ll. 1-36.) 

From this hollow of the tree, came out a Sannyasi · 
and asked Kanchamriala as to whence she came and 
whither she was going in that da1·k night, whereupon 
s~e·related to him .her whole story. 

The Sannyasi. 

''I leave my seat in this cavity. Sleep here with the 
baby for this night. I will try to read your futur9 
to-morrow and offer you what help I can.•' 

. ·The clouds glistened in the eastern sky, which glowed 
wit.h. a. yellowish light. The· Sannyasi stood near 
~ancha_nmala at tlle dawn of the day and said : 
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"You were once in great happiness, being born in 
the family of a rich man. But great sufferings await 
you. These are due to your evil luck and there is no 

• remedy for them. 
" I give you this fruit. Let the babe eat it. He 

will gain his eyesight. As you will proceed on the way, 
you will meet with woodsmen. Follow them and live 
in their company: ~here y~ur husband· will grow into 
his ·youth. If you ever happen to fall into a danger, 
remember me, and I will try to help you." (Ll. 1-13.) 

(10) 

Kanchanmala gave the fruit to the child t~ eat. As 
soon as he had tasted of it, his eye-lids opened. He was 
a cripple from birth, but his body became straight and 
well-proportioned. It was as if a corpse came back to 
life, at the touch of a magician's wand, so did the baby 
thrive, tasting of that divine fruit. 

Proceeding on his wa.y, she espied the huts of 
woodsmen, as the ~annyasi had told her. 

An old woodman and his good wife had founded there a 
small colony of their kinsmen. Tho small huts were 
built with creepers and wild plants which looked fresh and 
beautiful. 'l'he woo:lsmen carried wood and fuel on 
their heads to market-places and sold them to customers 
and thus earned their living. The women had smiling 
faces, pleasant to look at, like the full moon. They 
lived there happily with their husbands and children. 
Their hair was curly and they wore bark-dresses. '!'hey 
all came to see Kanchanmala, as she approached thek 

• 
huts. 

"Where is your home, dear girl ? What is the 
viilage called ? Why have you come to this wilderness 
of ours? How cruel must be your parents to have· the 
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heart to send you thus away. Tell us all the facts, 
without hiding anything. Your vi!lagemen must be 
hard·hearted people to send you to this wild land. You 
are so beautiful! You look like a fairy. And they had • 
the heart to send one of your tender age all alone ! 
If you have done any vrong, what could be the 
fault of this baby, bright as the .maon. How could . 
they bear to send the sweet child in this way? It 
seems, your ·parents are void of all tenderness and 
affection. How are th&y bearing their life without you?" 

.Kanchanmala. 

''No fa-ther, no mother have L Like a weed, carried 
by the current, I wander ~bout helplessly, driven by 
Fate. That I am here in this forest is neither the fault 
of my parents nor of the people of my yillage. It is all 
due to my iil.Juck." 

In that place, the old woodsman and his good wife 
~ag no <:Jhildren. They welcomed the girl and the baby 
in the~r house.. Ka.nchanmala went with the woods
wome:tt and cut trees. 'l'he very path she trod became 
lit tlp with her graceful presence, so beautiful did she 
look. The woodsmen and their wives wondered as to 
who this little Queen of beauty was. 

Some .. said, she was a fairy, others held her to be a 
princess. One admirer said, she must be the spirit of 
the :moon, dropped from the. sl\y ; and a fourth swore 
that she was Lakshmi herself, •the Goddess of harvest. 
She had come thither to tast~ the. joys of forest
life. But all agreed in believing • that she was 
vouchsafed to that forest to remove the sorrows of 
poor woodsmen. They bowed their head down to her 
secre~ly, paying the whole-hearted and grateful respects 
9f their soul, • 
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Four years passed in this way. The woodsmen, 
during all this time, sold their goods at fourfold their 
usual price. They were firmly convinced that they 
owned their extraordinary good luck to her grace and · 
that she was a goddess in disguise. 

The little baby now grew t.o be a lad of six years. 
• . (Ll. 1-32.) . 0-0) 

One day it. so happened that the prin·ce of a neigh
bouring country came to that forest-land for hunting. 
The women of the poor people took Kanchanmala there 
in their company, and while they themselves carried 
loads of wood, presented fruits gathered there,· to her, as 
a token of their love. She tied these in the flowing end 
of her sari and cheerfully walked about with them. 

The prince saw the lad Phulkumar, who F"as hunting 
birds in the company of the children of woodsmen. 

He was barely six and strikingly handsome. The 
prince looked at him with eyes of curiosity. He was 
convinced that such a child could not be a woodsman's 
son. He called the child to his presence and looked 

. intently at him. He was surprised to mark, on • the 
forehead of the boy, signs of noble birth. The unique 
sign of royalty-the raj tika shone from his brows: 
The prince was surprised and pleased and ordered his 
men to carry the child to his palace. " If he does not 
agree to go, of his own accord, bind him by force and 
carry him to my city." This was his order. 

As soon as the order was passed, his soldiers laid 
siege to the w.hole tract, inhabited by the peaceful 
woodsmen and destroyed their huts, even as wicked boys 
break the nests of birds, built on tree-tops. The wood• 
boys ran away to their homes. All lamented the loss, 
done by the :prince's soldiers. Theif sm~ll money wa;s 
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looted by these robbers. They sat in despair, reflect- · 
ing sadly on their heavy loss. Some of them cried and 
sobbed aloud and others wept in silence. 

But pooJ' Kanchanmala was maddened with grief, los
ing her little husband. Like the fabled jewel on the hood 
of a serpent, which if taken ~way, it dies, was the lad a 
dear treasure of the chaste wife's heart .• •Parted, for a 
moment, from him, she felt he• life unsupportable. 

Alas, the grief of a true wife ! As a bQat Lsinks in a 
muddy pool without a II1,i1n to steer it, what woe befalls 

. the lot of a wife, deserted by her husband ! What is left 
of a woman, whose husband bas left her? She looks 
like a ·house, of which the lights have been put out. 
She may possess wealth, high rank and a retinue of 
servants and dependants. What will al.l these avail her? 
The stars cannot illuminate the sky, though they are 
many, if there is no moon. Like the sun in the sky and 
lamp in the house is the husband prized by a woman, 
who is chaste. 

This life, alas, is unbearable without a husband. A 
woman, deserted by her husband, becomes an object of 
ridiCJ1le by all. Some abuse her openly, and others do 

so behind her back. 
Thus did Kanchanmala lament and her wild cries 

and piteous wail made even the beasts of the forest and . 
the birds of the air cry in sympathy and_'grief. (Ll. 1-46.) 

(11} 

Kanchanmala wandered about like a mad woman, 
seeking her husband, in the company of. the old woods
man, her foster-father. 

In the Sundha-methi-Valley, where men- were ·like 
monsters and lived upon human flesh-in the far-off· 
Jiga-hills, where mf!n lived together with serpents, and 

13 
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where tigf>rs and bPars ldl.lPd them every year by 
hundreds-in the Garo hills, where the Kookis and 
Garos lived, a set of wicked savages of the North, who 

• had acquired gt·e·-lt ph~rsical strength by eating human 
flesh and wandered about., in a -state of complete nudity in 
the forests-Kanchanmala travelled like a mad soul, 

• 
searching her -l~ttl¥ husband. She often slip_ped her foot 
on the stones of the" hilly cctun try and got severe hurt and 
she sobbed alo_ud in pain. No one came to solace her 
by sympathetic words. In the deserts, where the sands 
were so hot as if they were fried on fire, uncomplain
ingly did she go on foot, wllich lmr11t and became full of 
sot·es. But she heeded not all thPse su:ffet:ings. For 
six years, she searched her husband through hills and 
dales, through deserts and plains and at last reached a 
city, named Soomai. (Ll. 1-:W.) 

(12) 

The name of the Raja there was Vidyadhara. He had 
a very handsome daughter, named Kunjalata. When 
Kancbanmala arrived at that city, she heard the drummers 
beating drums, with the proclamation that a maid-ser4'"ant 
was required in the palace foe the princess Kunjalata. 

When Kanchan heard this proclamation, she saw the 
woodman and his wife, who had all along travelled with 
her, and requested their permission to offer her services 
as maid-servant to the princess Kunjalata, saying, "0 
my mother of the woods, I am fatigued and can no 
longer travel. Your daughter bids you farewell. 0 my 
foster-father, you have been ever kind to this girl for all 
these years. Forgive and forget all the faults of this 
child. Do not, I pray you, be unhappy on my account, 
remembering the past and the sweet affection that 
has bound me to you all this tim~. • I never remember 
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to have seen my mother. But you have been tender 
to me in our forest-home and shown me a- truly 
paternal affection. rro-day I am going to start my life 
anew; my tale of sorrows, the thousand things of our 
forest life, will remain untold foe ever. From to-day, 
think that your Kancbanmala is no more in this world, 
and no more feel any anxiety foe my sake .. " 

The woodman's wife began.to sob .1Llo"ud at this and 
said, "The pain, dear girl, I feel at parting with you can 
not be expressed in words. We had no ch.ildren, but got 
a child in you. You have been, to us, like a t1·easure, 
unexpectedly found by a poor man. The cool shade of our 
fig trees an.d the fresh water of the hill stream have, alas, 
no more any charm for you ! If you would leave us in this 

. way, why did you allow our affection to grow thus 1 " 
It was by a· mere chance that they had become 

united in affection. 'l'he gid and . her foster-mother 
embraced each other and wept. (Ll. 1-14.) 

(13) 

Kanchanmala laid her hands on the drum of the 
public drummer. As soon as she did so, the soldiers of 
the Raja approached and looker! up for the person, who 
was her guardian. She was selected and they fouud out 
the woodman and satisfied him by offering a lakh of 
rupees as the price of the girl. 

Then did the people of the Raji:l. take Kanchanmala 
to his inner court. · 

Now I am going to relate what happened next. 
The same ]ad-once the. baby husband of Kanchan,-· 

had married the princ.ess Kunjalata in d!le course. The 
young bridegr.oom and Kunja spent their life in great 
happiness in a lovely bower, attached to the palace. 
Like a peacock, ~ith its mate in a rich man's garden, 
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did they happily reside in their apartments. Like the 
pigeon, which gently touches the beak of his mate with 
his, and sweetly spends the time, did the happy pair 

• remain together without knowing any sorrow. 
One day Kunjalata asked her lord to relate to her in 

full the story of his forest-life . 
• 

• Kunfalata. 

"When a mere child, y~u were nursed in a woodland; 
how could you live in the forest, infested with tigers and 
bears ? Who are your parents ? What place was your 
native land? What made you come to the forest and 
live there ? You are so handsome that kings take fancy 
for you. How is it that you were banished in the 
forest ? What makes you sad on occasions and sigh 
like (•ne, who hides a deep wound in his heart? " 

Phulkurnar. 

"No father, no mother, had I. Your father carried me 
away from the forest, taking pity on my forlorn condition. 

"Our forest-life, dear lady, was a very happy one," 
Saying this, he seemed to hesitate and hide something . 

• The princess, perceiving this, said with great eagerness. 

Kunjalat.a. 

"Tell me all facts of your forest-life. How do I 
wish to hear the account from your own lips? Do not 
hide anything from me. I am your wife-your beloved ; 
why should you not open your mind freely to me?" 

• Phulkumar . 

" In the depths of the forest did we live. Our days 
passed happily. A beautiful maiden looked after me. 
She was handsome beyond all description. I remember 

• 
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her faintly and even now feel a great· pain ·in my heart, 
when I think of her. She was my sole companion and 
friend in the forest. She was like a woodland goddess
a mother, whom the forest gave me in the days of great 
sorrow. It was she, who nourished me from infancy 
up. I still remember her with the load of woods on her 

• head,-the tropical sun burning overhea<l and making 
her perspire all the while. .She w~uld approach me 
with sweet forest-fruits and hand them to !11e with great 
affection. At times, she carried me in her arms and 
walked over the forest-path. If she would miss me for 
a moment, she would search me madly. Your father 
carried me !rom the forest, separating me from her. I 
do not know how she is bearing her life, parted from 
me." (L.ll-44.) 

(14) . 

Kunjalata. 

"What a tale of sorrow have -you told me, dear lord! 
The maiden must have felt a great pain, parted from 
you. Wherefrom did the unfortunate girl come to live 
in tb.at wild region? Was there nobody there, whom 
she could call her own? Has she no parents, no brother, 
no kinsmen in that forest ? She must be wonderfully 
beautiful, as you praise her so much. I ani eager to see 
a likeness of her handsome figure. Can you not draw 
her picture and give me an idea of her beautiful face?" 

The prince hesitated for a moment and then sat in 
that nuptial bower to draw the picture of the maiden of 
the forest. He drew her as he remembered-with her 
long flowing hair, touching her very a:tlklets. Slowly 
did he draw her eyes and fine eye-brows, her fair limbs 
and slender waist, and her breasts soft as the buds of 
Kadamba flowers .• 
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When Kunjalata saw the picture 
woman, she spoke thus to her lord, * 
not found here). (Ll. 1-16.) 

(15) 

of the handsome 
* * (some lines 

Then did she see her father, the Raja and said to 
him, "Here is.the picture of a woman. I want a maid
servant, like her, so far as ,possible." 

rrhe Raja ordered it to be announced by a beat of 
drums. 

People said that the girl,. whom the Raja had 
appointed as maid-servant for Kunjalata must be some 
princess in disguise, so beautiful she F"as. Some 
misfortune must have reduced her to this plight. The 
princess found that the woman was the very forest-maid 
her husband had painted. 

Now her mind became disturbed by conflicting 
thoughts. "I have perchance brought a crocodile by 
digging a canal myself. I am to blame for it. She 
seems to be my natura.l enemy. Better it was that she 
lived in the forest. Why have I brought her to the 
palace?" • 

I will tell you the reason of her sorrow. She was 
at first moved by a spirit of compassion. But now she 
felt very differently. From the day of her marriage, 
she was happy with her husband. But now. what a 
change! Phulkumar slept in the nuptial chamber that 
night and slowly Kunjalata approached him. On other 
days, they talked and laughed toget.her and felt like one 
soul. But to-day it seemed as if a cloud had covered 
the moonbeam!!'. The prince looked at Kunja and yet 
did not glance in the same sweet way. His smiles on 
other days were always on his lips, but to-day they 
disappeared too quickly like a flower .that bloomed only 
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to fade away. Perceiving this change in him, the 
princess became sad in her heart and did not know what 
she should do. 

But Kanchanmala was happy beyond measure. It 
was like the acquisition of a great wealth by a poor man, 
or like the recovery, by a serpent, of the jewel, dropped 
from its hood.1 Such was the great joY. of •Kanchanmala 
on getting her husband bacj{. Th~y ·lived happily, 
satisfied with a sight of. each other, like a pigeon and its 
mate, living in the same nest-like the cuckoo and its 
consort, singing the same song of love. If they did not 
see each other fdr an hour, they felt pain. They felt this 
strong bond.of love secretly in their hearts. 

It so happened afterwards that the prince would. not 
relish any food, unless it was served by Kanchan. He 
would not be lulled to sleep, if she would not be fanning 
him. She became indispensable to him in his daily life. 
The princess perceived that Kanchanmala ·had become 
her husband's maid-servant and not he?·s. She was at 
her wits' end to find out a remedy. More than this, she 
perceived that when Kanchan slept, the prince stealthily 
fann~ her. Sometimes he secretly peeped through the 
doorway and intently gazed at her beauty. The princess' 
heart burnt.with anger and jealousy. Now, one day the 
prince was going on a bunting excursion. He took leave 
of Kanchanmala but forgot to say a word of farewell to 
the princess. (Ll. 1-12.) 

(17) 

Kunjalata called Kanchan privately and told her 
that as her husband had gone away foi· hunting, she 
would not like to sleep in her chamber alone but would 

1 It is a tradition in this CJUntry that if the serpent with the fabled jewel on its 
hood, loses it by some chanca, it dies of grief. 
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have her as companion in her room. " We will spend 
the night happily in sweet conversation and sleep com
fortably on our couches." 

It was midnight and the stars shone on the sky 
brightly. Kunjalata at that still hour of night asked 
Kanchan to give an account of her past life . 

• • 
: Kunjalata . 

• 
" Your life, dear girl, is shroud(;;ld in a mystery. You 

lived in the forest like a wood-nymph. Who were your 
parents ? Have you no brother ? It seems that you 
are the most unfortunate girl in the world. I feel a 
curiosity every day to know your past life. But my 
husband would neither tell anything himself about 
you, nor allow me to ask of you. lie is to-day absent 
from the house and this is an opportune moment. Please 
tell me all facts, relating to your birth and past life." 

Kanchanmala was hitherto known to be a prudent 
girl. But imprudence prompted her to-day and she gave 
a full account of herself from the very beginning. 

She first related her life at Bharainagar. When she 
spoke of her parents, often did she wipe away her .tears 
with the edge of her Sari. At this time the clouds 
roared in the sky and rain fell in heavy drops. The girl 
could not proceed owing to overwhelming emotions that 
made her voice choked with tears. Often did she lift 
her hands to wipe away the growing tears. Anyhow she 
managed to give an account of her mother and of the 
mysterious Sanyasi, who gave her a fruit to eat. Then she 
related the story of her marriage and how she became the 
wife of a blind noy at her father's command. 'l'hen with 
tears, which she could not check but fell incessantly like 
rain, she told what she had sufferred in the forest. She 
then referred to the kindness and hospitality with which 
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the woodman and his wife had received her . in their 
home. And last of alJ, she spoke of the misfortune that 
befell her. She had gone deep into the recesses of the 
forest for wood, but on her return did not find her 
husband at home. For six months ha,d she travelled in 
quest· of him but in vain. 'J.'hen by the dispensation of 
Providence, she came to that city. Here. "she ended her 
story with a sigh. (Ll. 1-38.). • 

(18) 

She spoke sincerely but her words produced an effect 
which poisoned her life. 

Kunjalata privately spoke to her mother thus, "0 
my mother, from you alone I can expect sympathy. 
Hear what an woe I am suffering from. I felt a great 
pain in my heart last night. It seems as if a sharp arrow 
pierced my breast right through.'' Then she related to 
her mother the whole story of Kanchanmala, and ended 
by saying "A co-wife has come to our house to destroy 
all my happiness. It is like living in the same house 
with a venomous snake. Was it ever heard that a 
wom~n, living with her co-wife could ever be happy? 
Even if she sleeps on a soft milkwhite bed a thorn seems 
to prick her body and though she lives in the midst of the 
greatest happiness in all other matters, she scarcely feels 
happy for a moment. Just as the house is burnt to ashes 
by fire, it is even so by a co-wife. . She takes away all the 
good luck~ which otherwise would be her partner's. 

Then the mother and daughter laid their heads together 
to devise means to banish Kanchanmala to the forest . .. 

At this time, the Raja of that city, Kunjalata's 
father, died. Within a few days, the royal elephant, 
the pride of the stall, also died suddenly. All this had 
happened before the prince Phulkumar returned from 

14 
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hunting. A report was somehow in the air before his 
arrival that a witch had come to that city and all this 
mischief was her doing. 

The prince came back but did not give credit to the 
rumour. Then the old queen secretly formed plans with 
her advisers and had the fine~t horse, belonging to the 
royal stable, kliled .one night and besmeared the bed and 
floor of Kanchan{nala with the blood of the animal. 
This was shown to the prince as evidence. 

Then the report spread rapidly that the King had 
brought a witch to his palace, who was eating the 
elephants and horses of the stable. The people were 
frightened and resolved to leave the city for fMr of being 
devoured by the witch. r.rhus the prince was compelled 
to banish the unfortunate Kanchan from the palace. 

(l;l. 1-16.) 

(19) 

A moment's happiness is followed by continued 
sorrow. This life of ours, alas, is a sad mixture of 
weal and woe. Now the bright moonbeams light up 
the ·sky, but a moment hence, it is darkened by ctouds. 
Like the water-drop on a lotus-leaf, the fortune of a 
man is unsteady and fickle. For a moment, the drop 
seems to stand firm on the leaf, but a moment afterwards, 
it tremulously glides down. 'l'o-day a prince, in the 
height of pomp and .power-to-morrow a beggar of the 
street. To-day a millionaire, to-morrow a pauper. 
To-day the royal umbrella is spread overhead, to-morrow, 
a houseless vagabond, he seeks shelter for his head under 

• 
the branches of a tree. To-day a father of seven children, 
to-morrow childless, he laments the death of his dear 
ones. A queen the day before, but an exile in forest 

to-day. • 
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Be not too proud of your good fortune. One's luck 
shows the flow and ebb tides, like a river, and constantly 
changes. 

Kancha.nrnala. 

" Oh my luck, tell me which way I will follow in this 
forest. Ill-starred am I {rom my birth. My father 

• 
drove me away, when a mere chitd, iaking me for an 
unlucky wretch,1 and my God, who created me, joined 
my hands with those of a blind lad. My mother died 
untimely and I had no brother born. My lot has ever 
been to wander in the forest, weeping, helpless. If one 
is doomed to sorrow by Providence, who will, alas, help 
that one ? • Queen Sita, when enaei1~te, had to spend her 
days in the forest, ba--dshed from her palace. Ye tigers, 
that roam in the forest. seeking prey, eat me up and get 
strong by eating human flesh. Ye serpents, that wander 
in this wild region, relieve me from my misery, once for 
all, by biting me with your venomous teeth. Death is 
like life unto m~:; and life, to me, is bitter as death." 

So did the unfortunate damsel wander weeping and 
lamenting in the depths of the forest, but she did not 
S€ek ·out the woodman, her foster-father, lest -it should 
cause him pain to see her condition. Like the river in 
August, impelled by a strong emotion, she wandered 
from forest to forest and knew not when the day dawned 
or when it closed. (Ll. 1·34.) 

(20) 

Wandering in this way for six months she suddenly 
recollected the Sanyasi, who had promised her help at the 
hour of danger. • 

1 This is another instance of anomalous statements. In the beginning of the 

story it is stated that she left her home of her own accord, disgusted with the 

flagrant injustice of her fathar, 
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She sought the fig-tree for some days and then by 
chance found it out. 

She gently knocked thrice at the tree. The Sanyasi 
• came out of its cavity. 

She was still beautiful and bright as a flame. The 
holy man instantly recognised per. Kanchan fell at his 
feet and related. her whole story, as to how the mother . 
and the daughter had coaspired to banish her to the 
forest. It was all her own fault as she had sincerely 
confided the story of her life to her co-wife. That 
sincerity caused her ruin. 

The Sanyasi promised his help, but asked her to wait 
there for a few days. 

She lived in the hollow of the tree for three days. 
Once when the night was far advanced, she heard a sound 
like that of the strokes of hundreds of axes and felt as if 
many hands were employed in cutting down the woods 
of the forest. Each night she heard the sound and once 
in the depth of night, she came out of the cavity and saw 
ploughs made of gold and of silver. Bears and tigers 
were yoked together for driving the plough. Unnumbered 
labourers had assembled there and were constructing a 
city in the wood. A large number of palaces and houses 
were built there. 

Nine days and nine nights passed in this way, after 
which the Sanyasi called Kanchanmala to his presence 
and showed her the city that was built there. She was 
surprised to see the city, which not only surpassed, in 
grandeur, Bharainagar, the home of her father, but the 
one that belonged to Kunjalata's father. She had 

• 
travelled through many places in search of her husband, 
but nowhere had she seen a city like thctt. 

The Sanyasi proclaimed, by beat of drum, that a new 
city was built, of which the mistress was beautiful as a . 
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golden statue. "She will herself elect her husband at a 
public Durbar and desires princes to come and become 
suitors for her hand." Through seven big cities, the pro
clamation was made by beat of drums. Seven young 
princes of the seven cities came to sue her hand, with 
their retinue and attendants. But none of them could 
satisfy her conditions and win her. 

'l'he princess Kanchanmala~ the mistress of the city, 
knew a song. Half of it she would sing. The other 
half must be recited by the person, who wished her hand. 
This was her condition. The seven princes returned 
home disappointed. (Ll. 1-20). 

(21) 

Then came a blind beggar. He was so weak that he 
had to. walk with the· help of a stick. He stood at the 
gate of Kanchan 's new palace and begged alms, saying 
'' 0 princess of the new city, I have heard a good deal 
about your wealth and liberality." So saying, he stood 
at the gate. 

The princes_s saw the beggar from her balcony. 
Though blind, the beauty of his person was dazzling to 
the eyes. She filled a golden plate with alms and herself 
came there to offer it to the beggar. He had long hair 
and his beard had grown, as he had not shaved it for 
many days. 

"Where do you live1 poor man, and where would you 
go at the end of the day? " asked Kanchanmala. 

The Begga1·. 

" I have heard your proclamation. I 11m not here for 
begging alms. That was a mere pretext for having an 
opportunity of talking with you. But, maiden, will you 
sing the song, of which the remaining portion you want 
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your suitor to complete. And I ask you this question, 
if I can satisfy your condition, will you be ready to 
marry me?" 

Kanchan had to sing her song. She sang of her early 
life,-how she was born, and how she had to marry a 
blind boy, how, by the grace of a Sanyasi, the boy gained 
his sight and h9w she passed Iter life in the forest in the 
house of a wood!cu.tter-how that husband was carried 
away and how, after long wanderings, she at last found 
him and how the princess, with her mother, plotted 
against her and had her banished as a witch. 

Here she stopped and said that so far she knew the 
story. He who will be able to relate events that occurred 
after this, shall win her for a wife, according t~ her vow. 

The beggar said, "I will, with your permission, sing 
the rest of the song." (Ll. 1-34). 

(22) 

"Having banished his forest-queen, the prince became 
mad with grief. He had no desire for food or drink and 
one night left his palace. He cared not for his king
dom-nor for his throne. He cared not for Kunjalata, 
his beloved wife, nor for the golden couch on whicl1 he 
8lept. He left his army, retinues and escorts and 
wandered about in quest of Kanchanmala, like a mad 
man. He is still wandering and his eyeq are now blind 
with constant weeping." · (Ll. 1-10.) 

(23) 

The blind beggar was none other than Prince Phul
kumii.r himself. They recognised each other and 
Kanchan offered. her whole-hearted services to her blind 
husband. She washed his feet and wiped them with her 
own dishevelled hair. 'rhus did she pass he1· days in great 
sorrow. 
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Six months passed and Kancban had not seen the 
Sanyasi all this time. He returned after six months and 
Kanchan told him her sad tale. She said, " Once you 
helped me at a critical hour of my life. Now be pleased · 
again to 1~estore sight to my husband." Saying this with 
a look of entreaty and appe.;;tl, did she clasp the feet of 
the Sanyasi. 

"Once you cured my husband'; blindness. I am 
grateful to you. You can sympathise with a wife's 
grief. My happiness of life enthely depends on my 
husband. I do not care for my own self. I seek no 
other . boon at your hands than what will promote my 
husband's • happiness. Restore him his eyesight. I 
do not care for this kingdom, nor for wealth and pomp. 
Once I lived with my husband in the forest and I am 
prepared to do so again." 

The Sanyasi said, "I once cured your husband of his 
blindness. Why should you again and again trouble me 
in this ,way P " 

The girl said weeping, "It is because you held out 
the. promise that whenever I would be in distress, I should 
conre to you for help. And what misfortune, revered Sir, 
can .be greater than mine? Where is a woman whose 
sufferings are greater than mine? I do not crave wealth 
or kingdom. Take away my own eyes, if you will. I 
shall be glad to bear the life of the blind. But restore 
sight to my husband." (Ll. 1-16.) 

(24) 

The Sanyasi. 

"'l'hen accept my condition, and swear that you will 
act accordingly, whatever it may be. 

"You will have to leave this city this very night. 
You will have to l~ave your husband for ever. No more 
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in life will you be permitted to see him. Then and then 
only shall your husband be restored once more to his 
visiOn. You should not, moreover, leave him with a 
sigh .. With a perfectly tranquil mind, you will have to 
make this renunciation. On this condition alone, I can 
cure your husband. But hear something more. The 
princess KunjaraJ;a is here. She is a wanderer in this . 
forest in quest of her husba-nd. Now make a gift of this 
lovely city and your husband to the co-wife, with a mind 
not at all disturbed." 

When Kanchan heard this, she burst into loud sobs. 
It is the garden which adorns a house. The woman 

looks lovely when she has a child in her ~rms. The 
lotus adorns a tank and the land is beautiful, when 
flowers bloom on it. The flourishing kingdom gladdens 
the heart of a king and the store, which is full of wealth, 
becomes a coveted treasure. It is the lamp that illumi
nates the dark spot and it is the crown that adorns the 
head of a prince. Like all these and even more, is the 
husband prized by a devoted and chaste wife. If a boat 
is left by the helmsman, it sinks into the whirlpool of a 
river. The parents do not care for the daughter Mter 
her marriage and if the man, with whose hands she joins 
hers, gives her up what would her beauty avail her? 
Who will, alas, preserve the honour of a woman, deserted 
by her lord? To her, death and life art" the same. 

She lamented in this way and then wiped her tears 
away. 'l'hen she said in a calm and firm tone, "Yes, 
cure my husband's blindness. I will go away from him 
and from this place for ever." (Ll. 1-34.) 

• 
(25) 

Then the Sanyasi asked Kanchan to follow him till she 
reached anothor fig-tree. He gave three strokes to the 
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tree with his fingers and from the cavity of it, came out 
a woman. Kanchan saw that she was the princess 
Kunjalata, her co-wife. The Sanyasi gave a fruit to 
Kanchan, saying that her husband would be cured of his 
blindness on eating the fruit, but ordered her first to offer 
the fruit to the princess. • 

The Sanyasi. 

. . 

" Though painful the condition, make yourself ready 
to fulfil it, without feeling any pain. With this fruit 
give your husband to Kunjalata. Makeyour mind firm, 
so that you may not feel any pain in this act of renun
ciation. If, however, you give this fruit, with the least 
sorrow in your heart, your husband will not be cured." 

'l'hen did Kanchanmala with a great effort rise above 
the level of ordinary human beings and forget all about 
her own happiness and sorrow. With the fruit in her 
hand, she stopped a moment to collect herself and then she 
gave it to her co-wife, together with her husband and 
kingdom. No one saw a tear in her eyes. Nor did her 
heart beat but once in sorrow. She left her husband with 
a tranquil mind. Lest her tears should, in the least, 
interfere with her husband's cure, she gave up all 

___ sorrowful-thGu.-g-hts,-and--u-n-moved-in-her"11'!tn-d;-slfe maile~~ 
the great gift. 

It is the hardest of all trials, from.which she came 
out a victor. Though she was a feeble woman, she could 

• 
15 
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do so. Even the strongest of men could hardly cope 
with a situation like this.* (Ll. 1-18.) 

• A friend is telling me that KAnchan's renunciation resembles that of 
Gilliatt in Victor Hugo's 'Toilers of the Sea' where the hero made a sacrifice worthy 
of the Bengali ballad's heroine. But I cann~:t agree to this. With my great respect 
for the high cbaracteu.nd devotion of Gilliatt, I should say that he did nothing wonder. 
ful by giving up his clai~s m~'Deruchette. She had no love for Gilliatt,-not only so, 
Gilliatt found positive proof of her great dislike for him and actually saw her in the 
arms of Oaudray whom she loved with her whole heart. What sane man would care to 
marry such a girl ? Here in the Bengali ballad love is mutual and genuine and this 
makes the renunciation glorious and real. Gilliatt certainly suffered greatly for 
love, but his renunciation was forced, and cannot therefore be compared to the 
sacrifice made by Kiinchan who gave her husband to her co-wife, knowing that 
he was attached to her and not to her co-wife. She thus performed an act of great 
sacrifice, simply wishing the good of her husband-a sacrifice V:hich showed the 
greatness of her love, no less than the high ethical sense which inspired her action. 



Another Version. 

('26) • 
When Kanchan was about to depaft, the Sanyasi said, 

" Go to your father's city. You were banished from 
Bharainagar at the contrivance of your step-mother. 
She is a witch. Take this magic-rod with you. She has 
devoured many men and women of your father's city. 
As soon ail you will arrive at your father's palace with 
this rod, sbe will fly away in terror, and your father will be 
free from her charms." 

Kanchan did as she was directed and released her 
father from the influence of the witch. Then the 
ministers and other officers of her father advised him to 
look after a suitable bridegroom for Kanchan. 

But there was a hindrance to this proposal. In the 
countryside they talked about Kanchan's absence from 
the ~alace for a long time. How could it be known that 
she had led a chaste and virtuous life ? The wise heads 
assembled in the palace and expressed an opinion that 

·· -~ ~thBre-should_be __ an~ordeal to test her chastity. 
A long cobweb ~~h~~ld-be~thro~n u}dn-the-air-and· -----

Kanchan must steadily hang in the sky, catching hold of 
it. If she succeeds, it will then be known that Kanchan 
is a chaste woman. The report of the coming ordeal 
was trumpeted out all over the country and princes and 
potentates from the nei~hbouring cities • came th~re to 
behold it. In this assemblage of noble men was Phul-
kumar, her husband, who had come there with 
Kunjalata. • 
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Kanchanmii la. 

" I bid adieu to you, my esteemed father. Your 
unfortunate girl would no more be a source of trouble to 
you; and 0 my father's ministers and officers, to you, 
also, I bid a farewell. No more will you have to 
counsel my father as to the right path about his daughter. 
I call upon you· to ~e witnesses, 0 sun and moon, night 
and day, as to what sort of woman I am. I do not know 
what is right or wrong, wh~tt is vice and what is virtue. 

Now farewell, 0 Kunjalata, my dear sister. I leave, 
in your custody, my own husband, far dearer than life. 

And you, my dear husband, the true lord of my heart 
are you. I bid adieu to you. Return to yom.· city with 
Kunjalata. Do not, I pray, feel any pain for me. A 
hundred times do I bow to you, before final separation. 
Try to forget me in your whole-hearted love for 
Kunjalata. 

0 princes and kings, who have assembled here, I pay 
my respects to you, before I depart. The period of 
curse is over. I have passed my twentieth year.'' 

So saying, she slowly caught hold of the fine thread 
of cobweb, which her father's men had thrown up ii'l the 
sky and began to climb up till she completely disappeared 
from the sight of all. 

Like a room, wh~re the light is put out, the whole 
palace became dark for a time at her disappearance. 
'fhe citizens of Bharainagar lamented for one, who had 
been born of a heavenly spark and disappeared like a 
heavenly spark. (Ll. 1-32.) 

• 

• 



SANTI 



PREFACE 

The ballad 'Santi' was collected by Munshi Jasimud
din in February, 1925, fr<1m. an illiterate Mahomedan, 
named Esem Khan, aged 50, of Pearpur • in the district 
of Faridpur (E. B. R.). 

It contains a hundred and fifty lines and the· rules 
of 1·hyme are disregarded in many of them, though the 
metre of the ballad seems to approach the 'Payar '-the 
familiar measure of versification, generally adopted by 
our country-bards. 

Though the song has been preserved by Muhammadan 
rhapsodists for some generations past. It is essen
tially a Hindu-tale, originally composed by a Hindu 
poet. • 

The author's name is Jaidhar Bania. We have found 
several versions of this ballad and in some of them. the 
name of the poet is given in the colophon. In one 1 

· 

version the name of the heroine is given as Lila, instead 
• 

of Santi. But as· there is a general agreement in the 
details of treatment, these various varsions seem to he the 
offshoots of the one and the same Ballad, changed in 
places by the village-singers. 

It is an~ ~e:;_ql!isite __ ballad, -inspite~of--its--rugged·-and ·- -- -
- irreg~l;_-r rhyming. The old ballad-make1·s may he at 

times crude bU:t never verbose. This ballad, in the form 
of a dialogue, is more suggestive than elaborate, and often
times leaves gaps which the reader must an up by the 
suggestions of the stanzas, for appreciating the consistent 
beauty of the tale as a whole. He must, for instance, 
discover, closely reading between the lines, that the 
husband of Santi, who makes his appearance at the end 
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of the ballad, is none other than the person who tried to 
entice her away during all the twelve months of the year 
by temptations and threats. If this is not understood, 
the interest and the beauty of the ballad will be consider
ably missed. It is clear from the dialogue that the hus
band of Santi :tnarried her yflars ago and went abroad 
for trading pu\'p()ses. She was a mere child at the 
time of marriage. Her husband returned when she 
grew up and became a woman. Like most of the Hindoo 
wives, she instinctively felt the sacredness of marriage
vow and knew that her life was dedicated to her hus
band, even before she could have any opportunity of 
forming an intimacy with him. The usual c~stom with 
a young married girl in this country is that after the 
night of marriage, she spends eight, or sometimes ten 
days, called Astamangal or IJasamangal, as the case may 
be, in her husband's home and then returns to her 
father's home, where she remains until she comes of 
age. The husband of Santi returned after many years. 
The girl had merely vague memories about the marriage 
and could not recognise her husband. He want~d to 
put her character to a test and, disguising himself as a 
stranger, tempted her during each of the twelve months 
of the year in various ways. She was modest and courte
ous, but strongly rejected his overtures. She did not 
strut and fret at the insult of this offer of love, as a loyal 
woman of a more violent temper would do. But her 
replies, couched in clever words, oftentimes bordering 
on pleasant humour, showed the unrelenting strength 
of her charact~r that raised her far above the level of 
ordinary women. Though outwardly she showed a bit 
of coquettishness, it only served to show the lovely spirit 
in her of being able to enjoy pleasantries, without a:ffec-

• ting the dignity of her character in the least. 
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Then after the ·long and protracted trial of twelve 
months comes the stranger's profession that ·he is no 
other than her husband; She is staggered- at the report 
suspecting foul play again. &he hangs down her head, 
not fully knowing what'she should do. She puts to him 
question after question as .she has no distinCt memory 
about her husband and his parentage .• • But· when, on a 
reference to her own· parents ·she is :t'ully ·satisfied, then 
does the glow return to her cheek, and she sits with her 
toilet-box, robing herself· in the best of her bridal attire to 
receive her husband. 

We have had many occasions to remark that each of 
the twelve .months of Bengal has some distinctive feature, 
peculiar to its own. Some particular flower· that blooms, 
some gay bird that sends its high notes 'to the skies, not 
to speak of the festivities bearing pleasant associations, 
mark out the passing a'way of a particular month and the 
advent of the neXt. These Ba.ramasi songs are ·peculiarly 
Bengali, as . the clearly defined climatic features of a 
particular season and its · parts are scarcely found so 
distinctly anywhere in India outside Bengal. They lift up 
the ~eil from the face of Nature, showing her sometimes 
as ·smiling· with sunshine or blooming· flowers, and at 
others, casting her angry looks through her lightnings and 
clouds. The joyous flood, the shali rice,_tl!~ boat:il'ace,-the-~-

------- --·-bloom-of· -MaUikaand---:Keoa fl.;~ers, .the Durga Puja, 
the Manasa Puja and other festivities, the gay note Of the 
cuckoo and the . shrill song of ·the Papia., the mists that 
shroud the early mornings or the -genial sun-light that 
brightens them, !1-re associated with · particular months, 
and the Bafoamashis have an exclusive Bengali charin, 
which. the country-poets. are neve"r· weary of describing .. 
This ballad wilr recall some of · the passages of Shakes
peare's Venus an4 Adonis. It may be held in contrast 

16 
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with the famous Spanish ballad, " The ill-married Lady," 
which gives the tempter a nobler ch;J.racter than the 
husband. rrhe sacredness of conjugal love carries a great 
_weight with the rural-poets of Bengal and it would be 
inconceivable to them how adultery and libertinism could 
be elevated to an resthetic plane in the name of art, as we 

• find it to be the case in the Spanish ballad. The art 
that makes atte~pti at brushing aside the claims of the 
husband, elected by the woman herself, and sketching on 
the canvas a second figure, her next choice, cannot carry 
a high value, resthetic or artistic, in the soil of India, 
where true love is another name of life•long devotion. 
"La bella mal maridada," the favourite Spanish ballad 
in Sepulveda's collection, will appear shocking to Bengal 
peasantry, inspite of the appeal it bears in its concluding 
lines. Yet this Bengali ballad is as fresh as a flower just 
blown, without any conventional element in it. The date 
of the ballad is unknown ; but it carries the stamp of 
the age when the school of free love flourished in 
Bengal-when the spirit of Sahajiya had a strong hold on 
Bengali youths-before the austere Brahminic renaissance 
doomed our womankind to stern ordinances, declaring.that 
a young woman's path was not one of rosy dalliance, 
but the secluded domestic chamber, where music was 
forbidden and where she was not even privileged to listen 
to'a song of the cuckoo, lest it gave rise to some unholy 
thought. Another version of this ballad is published in 
Part II in which the heroine is named Lila. It bears in 
the colophon the name of Jaidhar Baniya as its author. 
I have got from Sylhet a quite different version pub
lished by one Md. Ashraf Hossain who calls J aid bar a 
native of Sylhet. - Jaidbar Baniya does not seem to be the 
original poet ; he may be a mere recensionjst, 

• 



Santi 

"False ! It +s the virtuous King who has dug the tank 
and made its landing ghat. for public use." P. 123. 



Santi 

(1) 

"Sweet October has· come, sweet is the milk in unripe 
' . 

aman rice. My mind is restless, 0. Sa.rtti, as I behold 
thy youthful charms;'' • 

"Calm thy restless heart and quiet thy soul, 0 lad, 
to-morrow at dawn shall I go to yonder landing-ghat 
all alone and meet you there." 

" ·Neither am I a physician, lad, nor versed in the 
sacr.3d lore;. a simple village-girl, daughter o~ Guno of the 
Baniya-caste am I. If indeed you suffer from a malady, 
how can I cure it ? " 

(2) 

"You are filling your pitcher, girl, go on doing so. But 
know that I am in charge of the tank and guard it here." 

"False! It is the virtuous king who has dug the t~nk 
and made its landing-ghat of stone for public use. I, 
the girl Santi, am filling my pitcher from the tank. I do 
not h<dieve thee and care not' for any guard." 

"You have deceived me, 0 Santi, all these days of 
November by your glib tongue. 'My ho.pes have ever
more remained unfulfilled. Behold wit_h new charms on 
the hmdscape, N ovem her ha_!_ m~<ie~its.~a.ppearance."-- . ~~- · ~-- --

- ~ -- --- -~-~-·~---

(3) 

" In this sweet November thou lookest like a silvery 
streak of moon-beams ; 0, do not vanish .away, but allow 
me, a stranger, to be revived by a sight ~f thee." 

-c~ Night is coming. I must tak_ecare that my mother
in-law ·may sleep· hi comfort. Know .me, 0 youth, to· 
b~e the darling of my husb~nd. I hold a stranger like 
you in the light of a··father or brother." . 

. . 
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" This month, too, thou hast deceived me by your 
glib tongue. Behold the change on the fair face of 
Nature, announcing the advent of December." 

(4) 

"It is December now and hear my vow. I will enter 
your sleeping ooom at the end of the night and get by 
stealth what I camiot get as a gift." 

"A hundred candles will I keep burning in my room 
to-night, and at the gate our elephant, Gajamati, will 
keep watch." 

"I will blow out all y~ur hundred candles, and the 
elephant Gajamati will I kill at your gate b~ the force 
of my arms." 

" I will cover my bracelets with the edge of my sa(Ji 
lest they jingle, and, sword in hand, shaH I keep 
watch all night. If, at the end of night, the thief is 
caught, this is my vow that I shall sacrifice him at the 
altar of tke goddess Chandi." 

"'rhis month too, Santi, you have deceived me with 
your glib tongue. With a change in the landscape has 
January made its appearance." 

• 
(5) 

"It is January. Look, dear one, the aarji you wear 
is too short. Spread its flowing end as far as you can 
and receive the humble present of sweet betels and nuts 
that I have brought for you." 

"Take away these presents, I do not want them, lad. 
You have an elder sister at your house, present these to 
her, if you lik~." 

"Cruel words hast thou spoken, 0 Santi. The 
presents I mean for you, and you wish them to be given 
to my sister! You cause pain to my heart by saying so. 
Now for all these days of January you have played 
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cunningly with me, deferring my hopes from day to day. 
Behold February shows itself with all its new and beau
teous colours in Nature." 

(6) 

"It is February. The nights are long. If on such a 
night a gue~t comes to 1our door, what will you do to 
receive him ? " • 

"A couch ~nd sofa will be spread "ror.him in the outer 
room ; soft pillows will be given to make his sleep easy 
and sound. He will have fine rice and pulses for his 
meals and a blanket will be given him to make the 
wintry night warm." 

"You .have beguiled me, dear girl, with your glib 
tongue this month also. My hopes remain unfulfilled 
evermore. Behold the approach of March, bringing an 
array of fresh charms to the landscapes around." 

(7) 

"It is March. The heat is scorching. Thy 
beauteous and youthful figure, 0 Santi, burns my heart 
with a desire, which I know not how to allay." 

~'A bad mother gave birth to you, wicked youth, and 
your father was a wretched eunuch. If there is heat in 
your body, why not jump down into yo~der river and 
cool your body's heat therein." 

"This month is also gone, 0 Santi. You have 
deceived me by your glib tongue and withheld the 
fulfilment of my hopes. 'On the fajr fac~ of Nature have 
bloomed forth. new beauties announcin,g April." 

(8) 

" It is April. now. Like the sweet • layer of cream 
over milk is your lovely youth, 0 Santi ! but what'' 
purpose does it serve, if like a miser, you guard your 
treasure from othw:s." 
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" My youth is not a water-melon to be cut to pieces 
for distribution at dinner. Nor is it the milk of a 
woman's breast for feeding her babe.'' 

"0 cunning one, this month is also gone and you 
have beguiled me by your glib tongue. I pine with 
unfulfilled hopes. Behold tpe new charms of the 
landscape, indicMing the approach of May." . . 

(9) 

"It is May. The mangoes are ripe in yonder 
grove; plenty of these fruits, besides jacks and black
berries, have I brought as my humble present for you." 

"Keep these aside, lad, I do not want them. Go 
home and present them to your sister." 

" Cruel are your words, 0 Santi, these presents are 
made to you and you cause pain to my heart by your 
refusal. This month has also gone and my hopes are ever
more deferred. Look at the change of landscape, 
announcing June." 

(10) 

"It is June, 0 Santi, behold the flood m rivers. 
Near Kancbanpur in the swelling stream has jour 
husband been drowned on his way home." 

"False I Had my husband died in the swelling 
stream near Kanchanpur, the chignon on my head would 
have been unloose of itself. The pearl-necklace on my 
breast would have been unstrung, the sh~ll-bracelets in 
my hands, known by their pet names, Ram and Laksh
man would have been broken and the brightness of the 
red sign of luck :on =my forehead would have slowly faded 
away. I believe in these signs and not in your reports, 
0 false lad." 

" This month, also, hast thou beguiled me by thy 
glib tongue. My hope(are unfulfilled and I am joyless. 
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Behold, on all sides, July's advent is proclaimed by a 
change in the landscape." 

. . ~11) 

•' It is July. The muddy knee-deep water is ·seen 
everywhere. When passing from one house to another 
through this watery path, you will be s~rved with some 
gentle strokes from my stick of twigs as punishment." 

"Beat me as bard as you can with.·your stick, 0 lad. 
Kill me and float my body in the river. But know, still 
I will not go to a stranger's house." 

"This month, also, hast thou beguiled me by your 
glib tongue, and my hopes remain unrealised. Behold 
Nature we~rs a new apparel at the advent of August. 

(12) 

"It is August. The rivers are full. I will give you 
a boat, rowed by sixteen men for playing race in this 
.Pleasing season." 

" Give your boat to your sister or to your mother, or to 
those who care for your presents. I do not value them." 

"This month, too, you have beguiled me by your 
cunning words. Nature now has changed her scenes 
and announces September." 

(13) 

It is September. In every bouse the divine mother 
Durga is worshipped. 

"Look at me closely, 0 Santi, I am here, thy own 
dear ~usband, returned home after long days. Don't 
you know me, dear ? " 

Santi bowed her head down at these words. '' Swear 
by God," she said, "and speak the truth." 

• "Which is your native city? What is your name, 
0 youth ? And who are your parents?" 

" I am a native of Babatia. There I own a house of 
m;r own. M! father ~s a Kal:pataru and m;r mother'~ 
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name is Ganeswari. I married you, 0 Santi, years ago, 
on the ·fifte.enth of an October. The pet name, by which 
I am called, is Kilian Sadagar." 

" If really art thou the dear one of my heart, be 
plea!!!ed to stay here a while. I will return instantly 
after enquiring of my parents_ if your account is true." 

• . . (14) 

"0, my old father and 0, my dear mother, what are you 
busy with, at this moment? Will you tell me to whom you 
gave me, your daughter, taking the due sum of money?" 

"You have passed your twelfth year, and now stand on 
the threshhold of youth. Is it the inclination, natural to 
your· age, that makes you discover a husband at"the gate?" 

With a lamp in hand and a toka on his head, the old 
inan walks in slow pace to see if really the son-in-law 
has come. , 

" It is he, 0 Santi, no doubt, it is he. Go, receive him. 
He, the jewel of your heart, has been found at last. Now 
open the chest, containing your dresses and ornaments. 
Find out your hair-comb of mica and articles of toilet." 

Santi divided her hair into two lovely rows and made 
a chignon, over which she spread garlands of cliampa 
and parul flowers. She put a tiara on her head and wore 
the ahandrahar ·and a waist-belt of the moon-pattern. 
From her neck hung a lovely necklace. She wore 
armlets on her arms and bracelets on her wrist. Anklets 
jingled on her feet and a string of the largest pearls she 
wore on her breast. Her eyes she beautified with the 
black kajjal·dye, and to finish all, she put, on her fore
head, the red :rp.ark of luck. 

See how bright anci lovely she looks to-night, as 
she softly treads the ground to go to the nuptial room 
to receive the husband of her heart. 

.. 



THE TALE OF BHELUA, THE BEAUTIFUL ONE. 
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PREFACE,. 

. The Ballad of Bhelua is coTnplete in five. p·ar~s ... The, 
first part descrihe_s the journey of M~dan, ·the young: 
merchant of Sankhapur, to' Kanchaimagar by ship for:. 
trade. Th~re · he 'falls in· love with Bilelua, daug4ter of 
Manik, a rich merchant' of that_ place. 'l;h·s .. fov.e deve~ 
lops into an ~ntrlgue and Madan returns home .. in a very 
distressed state ... of mind., owing to separat.ion from his 
beloved .. He" communicates the story of the love. to his 
friends, so that his father gradually comes to know· of this· 
~ffair. He sends a match~ maker to . Kanchannagar ~- pro
posing the marriage Of his S()rl with Bhelua. Iier father, 
however, rejects the proposal, on the -ground of Madan's 
inferioi· social status. - . · · · · 

The second part deals with another- visit of Madan to 
Kanchannagar and his absconding. with :Bhelua: -, He 
returns to Sankbapur with he1·, b~i Murari, his_ father, 
gets a~gr.y at his misbehaviour. and turns him out froiil 
his palace.. Madan goes with Bhelua to . Rangchapur ori 
Sy lhet-border and settle8 there1 securing,. for .. the time 
beingr the good- will of Abu. Raja, a cruel tyrant who 
reigns supreme at the place. ' • 
·· . In. the third 'and. fourth parts, we find Abu Raja 
plotting against Madan .and sending him away . to a 
foreign. country ·on some pretext .. He carries away 
Bhelua to his palace by force. :Bhelua. fties to the Jaintia 
hills, in obedience to her .husband~s wishes, expressed at 
the .time of partin-g, 'imd 'seeks shelfer .at tlie hands ~f. tlie 
merchant Hiran~. a· friend . of 'Mad&n, :aut the friend 

• 
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becomes enamoured of Bhelua and woos her hands. 
She escapes from his city with the help of Hiran's sister, 
Menaka, and meets Madan, while journeying by river. 
But being pursued, on all sides, by the ships of Raja Abu 
and of her own kinsmen~ Bhelua finds no other way of 
escape than by throwingherself into the river. Menaka, . . 

the sister of Hiran, who was on another ship, sees this 
and follows lie/ friend, with a view. to save her life. 
They are about to be drowned. Madan, also, shares a 
similar fate, trying to rescue them. 

An old merchant discovers t.he fair ladies, with their 
lives almost extinct, on a shoal ~n the Chou Ganga (lit. 
the junction of four rivers). · By his care they are 
restored to life, but the good oid merchant while trying 
to find out the city of Bhelua's parents, falls at the hands 
of the marauding pirate, Abu Raja, who sieges the 
girls and carries them home, sending a~ay the old 
man in a shattered boat from Rangchapur, after 
having robbed him of his fourteen ships, laden with 
merchandise. 

In the last part, the adventurous expedition of Madan, 
aided by the ingenuous contriva.nces of Bhelua and her 
friend, Menaka, is described in detail, ending in Bhelua'~ 

happy union with Madan, who marries her with the 
consent of her father and inflicts an adequate punishment 
on the wicked Abu Raja, by leaving him on a wild and 
desolate shore, bound hand and foot, to be starved to 
death. Madan not only marries Bhelua but also Menaka, 
both having been, from the beginning, bound by vows of 
sisterhood and love for Madan. 

This AbU' Raja might .have been a real historical 
figure, though the folk-tales of the country have evidently 
contributed a good deal to the development of this story 
in its present shape. · 
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Though the poetical value of this ballad is not:much, 
there are ma·ny points which would make up for the 
scholar's toil, if he could patiently read the whole. The 
origin of the tale must be traced to some incident, which 
occurred in· a remote period, when the Bengalis were 
celebrated for their commercial activities overseas .. The • 
account of profuse gold and jewels,. el!lployed in decora-
ting houses and ships, to be found in this poem, gives ·us 
glimpses, through much exaggerations and crude -rustic 
conventions, into the condition of our ·country, which 
literally teemE>d, at the time, with untold wealth. No 
doubt it was a report of such proverbial riches of the 
Orient jpread afar in the West, which made Mil~on 

sneeringl;v refer to the ' barbaric' gold and pearls of the 
East in his Paradise Lost. 

On the tre::tcherous banks of the great rivers· of 
Eastern Bengal, it was not safe to undertake masonry 
works on a large scale, but wealthy people. built artistic 
bungalows, spending fOl'tunes over their decorations. · To 
this point I drew attention in my introduction to the 
first volume of the Ballads. In this ballad very graphic 
descriptions are given of such bungalows, with four and 
sometimes eight slanting roofs. The houses were so 
spacious that often a hall contained fifty-two doors 
('rext, page 143, Ll. 3-4). The beams and rafters·· were 
plated with gold (Text p. 1, L. 2) and the bottom of the 
roofs were covered with the feathers of kingfishers and 
peacocks. The upper part used to be· decoratP.d with 
·artistic designs .of mica, inlaid with leaves of gold, from 
which shone forth jewels and pearls, elegantly studded 
therein. Merchants, who went to trade overseas, h~d 
·sometimes a fleet of a thousand ships. We need not 
place much reliance upon this description of the ·rustic 
poet. But t~~ humble fi~ure 9f . fourteen shi_ps, 
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generally mentioned in such accounts, seems to be a 
more rational number which we may believe. 

With much margin left for the excesses of popular 
fancy, one cannot but be struck with an impression of 
the great wealth and grandeur of the Bengali merchants of 
those days, while perusing these ballads. A rich 

• merchant's daughter always enjoyed the status of a 
princess. She had dsually twelve maiden-escorts to 
attend her, when she went to the bathing ghat (Text, 
page 145, L. 1). She_ carried soap-berries and other 
toilet-articles in golden boxes (TPxt, page 145, L. 4). 
Food was generally served to the rich people in golden 
plates: The infatuated chief would buy the favo~r of his 
lady-love by giving her landed estates, yielding seven 
lakhs a year (Text, page 175, L. 71). The mast of big 
merchant-vessels were plated with gold and the ensigns 
in which there were rich golden embroidery works, shone 
high up in- the sky, reflecting the dazzling rays of the 
sun. 

When a merchant reached his native shore after a 
successful sea-voyage, the elderly ladies used to come to 
the river-ghats to welcome the ships with due rites. Tjle 
details of these rites are to be found in the Gitikathas, 
published by Mr. D. R. Mitra Mazumdar and called the 
'Thakurdadar .. Jhuli' and referred to in my work "'fhe 
Folk Literature of Bengal" (pp. 65-oS). 

Though not marked by much pastoral poetry-the 
characteristic of the ballads of this class,-there are 
situations in this song, which are quite dramatic. The 
interest of the reader never flags and is even raised to a 
high intensity by-a rapid succession of events, especially 
towards the end. The freshness of river-breeze, the 
wild life in turbulent waters, with ships, tossed by dash- · 

Jn~ waves~ and_ the ~o~sta:nt alarm caus~d by the :pirate~ 
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are everywher~ inevidence, reminding the reader that the 
s_c~ne of tJ.le balla~s is laid in the wild river-districts of 

·Eastern Bengal,-. a country o~ swamps, m.arshes _ and 
·great water-·courses; where the ro.arings of ~louds above 
. are sometimes responded to ~y the clap pings of a thou-
sand waves, deafening the ears and where, every now 
and then, Nature assumes· an awe-i-pspi~ing aspect in her 
sky ~nd vast watery expan~es'. . ' · 

. The last seen~ where Abu Raja meets with the allied 
· fl~et of four great adversaries on the iimitless waters . of 
'Ch~u G.anga ta).{es us by a sublime dra~atic s1_1rp~ise and 
(this ~ould be. a fit theme for a thrilling cinemato-
graphic sho~, if it could be properly l;eproduced. 
. ,This ballad, in its original forin, must have bee~ very 

·old, for it seems to trample down all th~ canons of 
Brahminic social system. The ideas were n"o doubt 
anterior to the foundati01i of the modern social life in 
'Bengal. Both Bbel~a and Menaka are seventeen years 
·old when they themselves. ~hose their bridegrooms 
· (Te~t, p. 144, L. 33) .. The daughters are given perfectly 
)ree scope inlove matters and their conduct is not called 
i~:t question~ even when they intrigue with strangers 
before their marriage. Society . h11.r~dly condemns them. 
A woman, who lives with her elected lord as his· wife, is 

·sought after. by another lover, who offers to marry her 
(not merely to pay her attentions as a mistress), with the 
'full consent o'f his father and other elderly relations (Text, 
page 177, Ll. 13-16). When, after all kinds of adve'nturous 
'lo~e-makings, the woman r~tu~ns home, 'she is accepted 
in a ,generous spirit· of forgiveness so. that thro'ughout 
the whole of the poem, there: ar~ ~vents and incidents, 
which seem to be subver~ive of all.law. and order of . our 
present-day social· fabric. . I ~annot say if these· represent 
the conditions of an alien society of the Burmese and 
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Tibetans in particular, imbibed by the Raja-Varpshis and 
Kambojis, among whom the ballad was ori~dnally 

current,-or they show a state of things that existed in 
Hindu society itself prior to . the priestly Renaissance. 
One, who is at all conversant with the modern Hindu 
society, I mean, the society. which is about seven 
hundred years old~ .co~ld not have pmsibly conceived the 
incidents of the plot and it is for t.his reason that Bhelua 
is now mostly sung by Mahomedans, and the Hindus, 
even of the depraved castes, have given it up. The 
Brahmin is hardly mentioned in the ballad ; even when the 

.merchant is distributing money at a religious function, 
the poet refers to the poor people as recipients. of such 
charities and curiously here also the Brahmin has no place. 
(Text, page 206, L. 103). For such purposes in our society, 
the Brahmin would stand as the f~remost claimant. . 

The one redeeming feature of the t1tle is that though 
the accounts do not show any respect for social or. priestly 
conventions, the rustic mind that gave shape to it was 

·conscious of that superior law in. the sphere of tender 
emotions, which makes a woman adhere to a single 
object by her life-long devotion, and though surrouncied 
and tempted by many suitors, retains her co~>stancy in 
all her trials and would never break her vow of honour 

. and chastity. Though she cares not for marriage-laws, 
made by men, she has the heart of the chaste and the 
devoted ones, clinging steadfastly to the lord of her heart, 
elected by herself. 

The rhyme is very irregular and rugged. The metre 
halts in many places. This also shows that the original 
·poem was comp.osed in a remote age,-may be,. in the 

· pre-Muhammadan period, though it has undergone many 
changes in its language and spirit, during the long ages 
that have intervened. • 
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This ballad was once very popular and used to be 
sung, throughout the vast tract of country, from the 
Soorma Valley on the Assam-borders to the sea-shores of 
Chittagong. I saw a printed edition of a baJlad, called 
"Bhelua" a long time ago, to which I referred in my' Banga 
Bhasha-0-Sahitya' in the y~arl897. I drew theattention 
of my readers to the intermixture of tJ:iudu and Moslem 
spirit, which found place in that version, published by a 
Muhammadan of Ohittagong. I need scarcely say that 
the present version is quite unlike that one. I have 
presently noticed the awkward distortions of the simple 
country-ballads at the hands of the enterprizing Hindu. 
and Moslem publishers: They invariably recast the· 
ballads, introducing into them not only erotic scenes and 
gross things, but by thoroughly changing the style and 
making it approach more or less a classical model-not· 
at all dignified, as the recensionists are not scholars at 
all but assume a false air of pedantry, which is very 
repellant. This takes away from the published editions. 
the flavour of country life and the simple charm of ~ustic : 
songs. The ballads in their hands look like the very ) 
tomb!f of the poetical ideas, with which the simple rusticc: 
had built his temple. 

18 



• The Tale ·of Bhelua, the Beautiful One. . . 
CANTO I. 

(1) 

On the banks of the river Ujani, there lived a 
merchant, named Murai, in tho village of Sankhapur. 
Hear, my learned audience, the tale of this merchant. 

This merchant of Sankhapur was the lord of several 
towns. His wealth was immense. He worshipped 
Saturn, the planet, and by the grace of his deity, became 
the very prince of merchants. In fact, in the surrounding 
locality, there was none, who was his equal. So immense 
was his wealth that he measured his gold, like rice, in large 
scales. The story of his riches became proverbial in the 
countryside. His big houses had four, sometimes ~ight, 
slanting rooffl. These were plated with gold, at the top. 
The beams were made of silver and the roofs were covered 
with gold-h·aves, in place of straw. The rafters were 
ornamented with jewels and stones. His fleet consisted 
of a thousand merchant-vessels and it was a wonderful 
sight to behold the array of his ships, as they marched 
over the high seas, bound for trade. Their prows were 
plated with gold, the helms and the oars were of solid 
gold and the.masts of gold raised their heads high up in 
the sky and the golden flags fluttered in the air, making 
a. gorgeous show. In ·the landing~ghat of the river, 
adjoining the merchant's city, these ships lay anchored1 

&waitin~ his command, • 
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Marching with the help of ebb-tide, and at times, 
struggling against the current, the merchant once arrived 
at a stream, near the Jainta-Hills. I will tell you what 

, the object of his travel was. 
Murai had, by the grace of Saturn, got a son, bright 

as the moon. The lad was. twenty years old and shone 
with the lustre of gold or the mQrning~sun. He was 
called Madan, after the name of the god• of Love. When 
the lad had .J;>assed his. twentieth year, his parents became 

. anxious to get a suitable bride for him. 
Murai was touring in different countries, not for 

trade, but in quest of a handsome and accomplished bride 
for his sou.. 

I am going to leave the topic of Murai here and 
make a little digression. My audience should now be 
ready to hear the story of Bhelua,-of her birth 
and other incidents of her life, of her beauty and 
accomplishments. (Ll. 1-43.) 

(2) 

I am going to relate to you the story of Bhelua. It 
'is a•wonderful story, divided into five parts. I crave th~ 
patient attention of my audience. 

In the city of Kanchannagore there was a ~erchant 

named Manik, who, also, possessed immense wealth. His 
palace was divided into :five large apartments, in which 
the audience-hall particularly, bore profuse decorations 
of gold. This hall had :fifty-two doors ; its roofs were 
covered with mica, adorned with jewels and pearls. Th,e 
whole palace sparkled like the beams of the moon on the 
ripples of a river. Whoever beheld it admired the 
merchant's resthetic taste. There were many large 
tanks irtside the palace, with their landing-steps of solid 
silver. Inside one. of these, was a temple, dedicated t? 
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·Lakshmi, the goddess of Fortune. Manik was descended 
from the illustrious merchant Chand and had the status 
of a 'Kulin' in his community. Proud of his pedigree, 
the merchant held others in contempt. He bad a 
daughter, handsome as Rati, the consort of Kama, the 
god of Love. The beauty ~f Bbelua was a marvel. It 
shone like a flame, :tnd there was nothing to be compared 
to it, in the whole world. Her hair was thick and black 
as cloud and her eyes were bright· as stars. Youth had 
just dawned on her. Her slender figure had the bright
ness of gold and her eye-brows had the graceful curva 
of the rainbow. Her gait was so lovely that she 8eemed 
to spread a charm around her, as she walked. • Her face 
was lovelier far than the moon. When she walked, her 
hair seemed to touch her feet; the maids held it up 
behind her back. When her curling hair fell over her· 
lovely face, it seemed as if cloud covered the moon, for 
the time. Her father had given her jewels and orna
ments, which, as it were, vied with one another in 
adorning her fair limbs. 

The parents had given her the pet name of Bhelua, 
the beautiful. She had passed her sixteenth year· and 
stepped into the seventeenth. The merchant was anxious 
for securing a bridegroom for her. He went about 
visiting different countries for trade and sought for a 
suitable groom everywhere. The suitors were not after 
his liking. He at :first seemed to choose some one, but 
a little flaw was discovered, later on. In some cases the 
social status was not equal, so he could not agree to 
lower his prestige. " She is lovely as the moon," he 

• 
reflected, " the man who will be given her hands must 
be bright as the sun." Day and night he had· no 
other thought than that of the marriage of the 
daughter. 
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Then he settled a plan. He sent his five sons to fiv 
different countries to seek a bridegroom for :Bhelua. He 

~ himself marched on board a ship and visited different 
countries with the same object in view. 

" What will the success of my trade avail me and 
what good will my pala!ie and wealth bring, if my 
daughter is kept unmarried?" 'J h_us.did he think day 
and night. (Ll. 1-46.) 

(3) 

Bhelua goes to the bathing-ghat and meets Madan, 
the young merchant. 

She hetd in her hand a golden plate, containing soap
berry fruits, and also a silver one, containing betel, and 
proceeded towards the bathing-ghat, beaming like a 
flame of fire. The wives of the :five brothers· followed 
her, the twelve maids of Bhelua following. in ·the train. 
'fhe winds sported with her scented hair and the sweet 
smell of her perfumed body attracted the bees more 
than a flower-garden in the spring-season. Thus did 
Bhelua, the beautiful one, arrive at the landing steps of 
the Hver. 
. Now listen to what took place next, as recorded for 
her in the unalterable Book of Fate. 

Young Madan just at the time, with fourteen ships, 
was going by the river, near Kanchannagar. He saw the 
beautiful town on the bank · of the river and, being 
'attracted by it, ordered his ships to be anchored there. 
There, on the landing-ghat, was Bhelua., with her maids, 
for a bath. The five sisters-in-law and Bhelua all came 

• 
down and were in the mid-stream in an instant ; they 
pleasantly laughed aloud and sported in the river. Th.e 
five wives all swam till they came up to a great way in 
the stream, but Bhelua stopped and stood near the bank 
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and cast her curious eyes towards the approaching ships. 
She was attracted by thl-l sight of the ships. "Who is 
this merchant? Whence has he come to our city? 
Which country will he visit for trade and where did he 
spend the last night?" Thoughts like this occurred to 
her. Her sisters-in-law saw that she was in a serious • 
mood. For she did not swim with them, nor smiled and 
laughed, as usu~l. : Rhe hid her feelings from them and 
they wondered as to what produced this change in her 
mind. "A stranger he is certainly," she thought, as she 
adjusted her clothes to hide her charms. She was in 
knee-deep water and came further down and opened the 
braids of her hair, which floated on the water .like clouds 
in the sky, and hid her moon-like face. At this moment, 
the young merchant came out of his cabin. "Is the 
morning-sun himself the captain of the ships?" She 
asked herself as she glanced at the young merchant, " or 
is it the moon that has fallen in the waves?" 

Thus they saw each other for the first time in the 
river and the merchant's son at once felt the charm of 
her beauty. Both fell in love at first sight. It was like 
a meeting hetween the Sun and the Moon. What • they 
had to tell one another was communicated by their eyes. 
She could not walk, so depressed she was ; her feet, it 
seemed, refused to carry her back home. When she 
came up to the bank, she cast her glance on all sides to 
see if others had marked the change in her mind. Alas, 
her feet advanced slowly, but her mind wished to stay. 
Again they cast their eyes on one another and spoke 
everything by those silent messages which heart sends to 
heart. The message was understood by them and by 
none other. On board the ship, the youth peeped this 
way and that, his eyes seemed to say to her, "I am 
conquered." They bade adieu to one ~nother by means 
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of their stolen glances. With the full weight of her 
long flowing hair, now wet, she seemed to walk heavily. 
The maids came to her rescue and held her tresses up. 
Then did she adjust her clothes once again and with slow 
steps, returned home. 

Now what did the bes.utiful merchant do? He let· 
his trained bird, the 'Suka' go in-. th.e air. The bird 
followed the girl and entered her compartment. 

(Ll. 1-62.) 

(4) 

"Whence have you· come, Oh bird, where is your 
house? B~ what name did the merchant use to call 
you? From what country has the merchant come and 
whither would he go? Oh the moment, when our eyes 
met first in the bathing-ghat! How handsome is he, like 
the moon ! What dear name has been given him by his 
parents? He is surely going for trade, but on the way, 
he has acted like a. thief and stolen my mind! He has 
taken my mind, my life and all that my youth yearns 
for. But wicked is he, not to have taken me with him I 
He ~miles often, but his mind is not frank; with a 
glance, cast carelessly, he has caused me all this pain. I 
find no peace of mind at my home ; it seems, my youth is 
struggling against the tide. If you know it, dear bird, 
tell me, like an informer, when will the dear merchant 
be coming back to our country, after he will have left it 
now?" 

" On the banks of the river U jani i~ a village, named 
Sankhapur. There lives a merchant, pamed Murari. 
The youth is his son and his name is Madan.- He has 
given me the name of Hiraman. The young merchant 
is going to foreign lands for trade. Wait, maiden, he 
wfll return ~nd [lle"et you again, at the bat.hing-~ha~.'' 
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Madan had taught the bird this message and nothing 
~ore could the poor forest-bird, devoid of sense, say. 

In slow whispers did the maiden a~ain ask the bird 
question after question. But the bird made the same 
answer over and over again. For, beyond this, his master 
had not taught him anything .• 

The nights wer13 bitter as poison. The charm of 
youth lost its lu;tr;, owing to unhappy thoughts. She 
felt no rest either in pacing the courtyard or in lying in 
her bed. All the time, she felt an emptiness in her heart, 
which nothing could fill up. She brought a mate for 
the bird and looked at the pair, wishing ardently that 
she might meet the merchant in the same way. 

Alas, to what country has he gone! Night and day 
she looks at the river and pursues with her eyes the 
course by which he would return. One day passed and 
she recorded it. Then the second, and then the third. 
In this way, unnumbered days came and went. She 
could not give up her hopes but la.y expectant of his 
return all these long long days. 

She took no care of her apparels, nor braided her 
flowing hair. Indifferent to everything, she looked •like 
a girl, insane. The golden lustre of her form slowly 
faded away. What unnumbered tears did she not shed 
for the beloved merchant? The dark colour of her noble 
hair which had the look of summer-clouds, assumed a 
greyish tint without oil. She never combed it. Un· 
cared-for, it grew matted. It was the freshliest period 
of youth. Yet she looked like a stern ascetic. People 
began to whisper as to what had become of her. She 
shut the doors of her bed-room and lying in her bed, on 
which smiled a hundred flowers, she smiled not, but 
spent her night in deep mental agony. Her floral coqch 
bec~~e to her a bed of thorns. 
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She leaves the couches, and spreading a part of her sa4,i, 
lies down on the bare floor. There she sleeps and dreams 
that her young merchant bas returned. Often doe~ she 
awake with a start. 

There . she approaches the bird of her lover and says; 
" Go, dear friend, where .the me~cbant· has gone and 
tell him how I suffer." She asks tqe bird a hundred 
questions, alas, all in vain! 

The attending maids whisper 
" Alas, her head has gone wrong." 

(5) 

. . 
among themselves, 

(Ll. 1-60.) 

Now listen, ob my audience, to what transpired on a 
particular day. 

The young merchant returned from his ·voyage iri 
the sea. There behold the red flag over a mast~ glittering 
with golden embroidery .. " A great merchant is coming 
this way," people say amongst themselves; and the report 
comes to all. The bank of the river receives thedash or 
the waves, stirred by the ship, and the villagers assemble 
on the bank to have a sight of the merchant. 

Tl?e report is heard by. Bhel ua. She thinks within 
herself, " What should I do now? If my own merchant 
bas come to this city in quest of me, bow can I go td the 
bathing-ghat ? Who will accompany me ? ·Where shall 
r go,-to what country, with my beloved, if he will agree 
~o take· me with him ? " She indulges in all kinds 
of wild thoughts, like one who sleeps and dreams.· 'l'heri 
she resumes her thought and goes dn with her reveries. 
' Many are the merchants who come and go by the river 
~djoining our city. Many have come and·gone, but my 
sorrows have not come to an end. Who knows that this 
ship belongs· to my beloved ? My hopes and wishes are 
like day-dreams? }Vho will tell· me that they· will be 

19 
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fulfilled and assure me that it is he, that is coming P 
Alas, this ship may belong to some one else ! " At this 
thought her moon-like face became pale. 'l'he girl 
clasped the bird Suka with her arms and weepingly 
asked it question after question, " Tell me, 0 Suka, 
has your master· come back ill this ship ? " 

Alas, the igno]'ant, the senseless bird repeated what 
it bad said on the first day; it gave an account of the 
merchant's parentage and home,-the only thing it had 
been trained to say. 

* * * * 
The great merchant Manik sat in his courtlo surrounded 

by his friends and o:fficPrs. There our young hero, Madan, 
approached him with a present of some precious stones. 
The merchant said to the youth, "Who may you be, my 
young friend, possessed of such handsome features, 
shining as the moon? What is.the mission of your visit 
to this city of ours? To what illustrious family do your 
father and mother belong ? Give me a full account of 
yourself.'' 

Madan. • 

"My father is called Murari. He is a merchant. 
Our home is at a place called the Sankbapur on the U jani. 
I wander about in foreign lands for trade. My parents 
have given me the name of Madan. I am in some 
trouhle and have come to you for help. I have made 
~he sea my home, as most part of my life I spend in sea. 
The sea has swallowed my fourteen ships, with a.ll my 
treasure. Btit most bitterly mourned has been the loss 
of my bird ,~uka, which I held dear, even as my life 
itself. During the hours of night, it flew away from me 
~:p_d I have become like one :n1ad _to miss it. I sent 
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people far and near in search of the bird, and only the 
othei· day the informer has given me the news that a 
bird, of the 8uka species, has come over to your palace 
and that your daughter,· Bhelua has taken a fancy for it 
and kept it concealed in her apartments." 

Manik, the merchant, immediately sent a servant to 
the inner apartments, ordering that if &.ucp a bird actually 
was with his fair daughter she should at once give it up. 
The young merchant was right .glad at this order. The 
servant brought the bird in a cage; but ·before delivering 
it to Madan, the master of the city asked him to give 
proof that the bird belonged to him. Madan said, "I 
need not do that. The bird itself will do it." The 

· trained bird sang that one song, which it had learnt to 
sing, namely, " There is a city named Sankhapur on the 
river Ujani. There lives a merchant, named Murari. 
He has an only son and he is caUed Madan. He has 
given me the name Hiraman." 

Manik, the merchant, was astonished at the account 
thus given by the bird, and made it over to young 
Madan with the cage. In return for the presents 
recei"ed, he bestowed jewels and precious stones on 
Madan as a mark of his favour. He came to his ship 
with the bird, and after having travelled a bend of the 
river, ordered the ship to be brought back to the station 
from which it had started. It was now night and he 
anchored his ship near the landing-ghat. Then he trained 
his Suka to recite the following words: 

"Arise, 0 beautiful one, how long will you sleep? It is 
I, Suka, who wants to speak to you. Behold, a thief has en
tered your garden of flower-plants. He has 'robbed it ·of all 
its treasure. A wake, arise, and see the night has advanced." 

After having trained the bird in this way, he set it 
free at midnight. to fly towards Bhelua's apartments. 
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The bird flew away, and reaching the palace of Bhelua, 
repeated what it had learnt in the evening. 

The maiden rose up with a start, for she had hardly 
any sound sleep for many months. She opened the door 
and came out of her room. 

In the sky, a star met her.eyes,-floating in the blue. 
In the mid-firmament shone the moon and it was just 
past midnight. ·She sat a while, resting her head on her 
hands, and meditated as to how she could get free from 
her environment. 

She did not raise her maids from sleep nor spoke to 
anyQne else, but entered the flower-garden, all alone. 
She held in her hand the female-bird Sari and lo, in an 
instant, her mate, the Suka, flew to her side. She caught 
hold of a branch of a flower-tree, that stood near by, and 
bent it low in order to pluck flowers. Now, what is it 
that she sees at a short distance P Has the moon come 
down from the sky to her flower-garden ? They met in 
the depth of night and they retired to a lonely place and 
sat near one another. 

Bhelua. 
• 

"Whence have you come here? Who showed you 
the way? Don't you know, dear, how miserable I have 
been for you P I have become mad. Is it a fair act on 
your part, a respectable merchant as you are, to come to 
one's flower-garden without permission and steal its 
flower?" 

Madan. 

"From the day I have seen you, fair maiden, I have 
become maddened by your beauty. No longer do I care 
for trade.. My mind dreams of the fairy I saw first near 
the landing-ghat and thinks of nothin~ else." 
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He took out the diamond-ring, which adorned 'his 
finger and put it on the finger of the maiden. She, on, 
~er part, took away the garland of Malati-flowers from 
her neck and hung it on the breast of ~er own 
Madan. 

He said in murmurs, "Now, my sweetheart, farewell. 
• 

The moon is on the wane. Let me d~part hence and go 
home, before any one rises up and knows of ·my 
adventure." 

"But how can I live, dear, without you ? Come to 
?IY apartment and there I will cover you with .my long 
flowing tresses. I will wander with you to lands, far and 
near. Uppn my life, I tell you, I will leave my parents, 
my five brothers and this palace, in order to accompany 
you wherever you will lead me to. I cannot bear the 
idea of separation from you, now ha.ving tasted this sweet 
union. I fear, I may turn mad, if you leave me in this 
condition. Take me to your ship and with you I will go. 
But don't, for the sake of my life, leave me here to. pine 
away alone! I will surely chew the diamond-ring 1 and 
die, if you desert me cruelly.". Madan caressed her 
end(iaringly and said, "I am planning how to marry . you. 
I must first go: to my father and tell him everything. 
Meantime, have patience, my darling, I promise, you 
will not have many days to wait." 

"If indeed you are to leave me, kindly make me a 
·gift of ·your bird, Suka." He smiled and said good 
humouredly, "My bird is worth a lakh of rupees. What 
price are you going to .offer for it, my dear ? " She said, 
"Yes, I shall give its price. I have a female-bird of the 
species ; it is my Sari. Let us make ·an exchange." 
"That is not enough," said the merchant, "what.else 

1 There is a tradition in this country that the diamond is poisonous and that 

inany people have commit~ed suicide by chewing their rings. 
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will you give me?" "That I have already given. That 
is my own self," murmured the beautiful one. 

So he bade her farewell. The night was nearly over. 
The humming of the bees was heard in the garden. He 
came back to his ship and started homewards. It usually 
takes one six months to re!\ch Sankhanagar from that 
place. But the young merchant hurried on and hi:s . . 
native shores were reach~d in one month. 'fhe ladies of 
his palace, as soon as the report of his return was 
received, came to the banks of the river and after usual 
rites, carded home what treasure he bad got by trade. 
'fhe captain helped in unloading the ships. The women 
welcomed him with cries of "Victory " and the father 
asked his son many questions regarding his voyage 
abroad. (Ll. 1-150.) 

(6) 

But the thought of Bhelua was now uppermost in his 
mind. He looked pale like morning, covered by a 
thin cloud. It was an ailment, which made him sick at 
heart-a disease, which no doctor could correctly diag
nose. The parents did not understand what their .dear 
son suffered from. His friends talked among themselves 
and tried to find out the cause of his depression in spirits, 
but could not hit at the reason. But such a thing could 
not be long suppressed. Unable to keep his feelings 
secret, he divulged it to a comrade. A second one also 
came to know of it, so that, after a time, many of his 
friends knew the whole thing, and last of all the father 
himself heard of it one day from one of the intimate 
friends of Madlin. 

As soon as Murari, the merchant-prince, learnt of the 
desire of his sou, he ordered fourteen ships to be prepared. 

'They were laden with various goods. A match-maker 
• 
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was called·in. Together with the goods, the merchant 
sent a few· diamonds and precious stones; to be presented 
to the merchant, Manik; of Kanchannagar. He sent the 
match-maker in order to propose the marriage. 

The match-maker arrived at Kanchannagar and duly 
communicated the messa~e to Manik, the merchant
prince of Kanchannagar, in the followin~ words : . 

"We have learnt that you have a daughter of sur-
passing beauty. I have ~orne to propose a match for 
her. On the ba.nks of t.he river Ujani, there is a town, 
named Sankhapur. This town belongs to the merchant
prince, M urari. His only son is Madan. The old 
merchant .has sent me here for proposing his son's 
marriage with your fair daughter. Youn~ Madan is 
handsome as the god Kartikeya. His accomplishments 
and handsome appearance make him truly worthy of your 
daughter's hands." 

For a moment Manik sat 'still, meditating within 
himself, and then addressed the match-maker and said 
before his court :-

"I must tell you something about my lineage. My 
gre~ ancestor was Chand, the merchant of world-wide 
repute, whose son Likshindara was killed by snake-bite. 
I enjoy the highest social honour in my community. If 
I offer my daughter to one of inferior status, I shall be 
humbled in the eyes of my community. When any 
social furiction takes place, the merchants assembled do 
me a distinct . honour by offering me food on a golden 
plate; a special, seat is reserved for me there. In point 
of honour, 'social status and wealth, my family occupies 
the highest position and my communit"y admits it in 
every social function. How can I lower myself by 
offering the hands of my daughter to one, who ·has not 
·acq~ired the statu,i of a Kulin. If it werA my son, the·-
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case would have been different. A daughter, you know 
well, cannot be given away to a family, less respectable 
than mine. My family shines bright like the moon. It 
will be spotted with dishonour, should I accede to your 
proposal. Many are the proposals that I have hitherto 
received. But I cannot entert~in them for this reason." 

The Ghatak took.his leave, and returning to Shankha
pur, related the ;ho.le story to Murari in private. He 
became sorry, when he heard it and felt greatly humi
liated by the arrogance of Manik, the merchant. 

But when young }.fadan heard of it, it seemed his heart 
was pierced by a spear or as if a thunderbolt fell on his 
head. Home bec11.me like a hell to him and he.took leave 
of his parents, saying that he would go abroad for trade. 
The astrologer fixed an auspicious date and with fourteen: 
ships, he started on sea-voyage with various commodities. 

He took the bird Sari, the present of his beloved in his 
hand; and· bade adieu to his parents requesting them to 
allow the maid Saluka to accompany him. On the day 
fixed, he started for distant countries with Saluka, the 
maid, .as his· companion and confidante. The ships went 
through the high seas and at last Kanchannagar wl!s in 
1;1ight. When there were yet a few bends to cross, the ship 
marching by the flow-tide, the young man told the maid 
Saluka all about the pain of his heart. He concluded by 
saying, " Jewels and precious stones I will present to you 
to your heart's content. Now you must save my life at 
this crisis. Take this Sari with you and go about the 
town on the pretext of selling it there. She who will set 
no· price to it but demand it as a matter of right, to be 
sure, that one you must know to be Bhelua, the beautiful 
one. Have a private conversation with her and give her 
the Sari, which, in reality, belongs to her and which she 
loves ,dearly. Tell her, if there be reall~ no chance of my.· 
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being united with her, I swear by this ebb-tide, I will 
· fling myself into the river and drown myself. Tell her 
privately that if she has any love for me, let her meet me 
in the flower-garden." I 

She took the cage in hand, containing the bird and 
paid a visit to the town. SJ:le went to the palace of the · 
merchant-prince and sought a purchaser for the bird. 
But none came forward to buy it. Sh·e then entered the 
apartments of Bhelua. She was lying on a rich couch, 
her profuse hair lay dishevelled on all sides. Saluka 
stopped there and laid down the cage. Bhelua instantly 
recognised her own bird and asked in a tone of entreaty, 
"Tell me, maiden, where you got this bird." 

" My profession," said Saluka, "is to sell birds. I 
wander, in quest of purchasers, from town to town. Now 
I will tell you the story of this· Sari. This Sa.ri and her 
mate lived in a great forest, where there were big fig 
trees. These were blown down by a storm all on a 
suddeJ;}. and the bird Suka :flew away to a distant country, 
leaving his consort forlorn and in great distress. 
This little thing flew on and on and at last, all tired~ 
allow-ed herself to be caught by me and I have since put 
it in this cage and have been trying to get a purchaser."' 
"I will reward you," said Bhelua, "with. precious 
stones and jewels, if you can give tidings about him .. 
For I am sure, you know all the facts. Tell me, without 
reserve, if you have pity for my life." Saying so, :_she 
took the golden necklace from her breast and presented 
it to Saluka. 

"What is the price you want for the Sari,'' she said 
again, "Tell me the truth and do not deceive me." 

Saluka said, "Listen to me, 0 beautiful one, one_ who· 
will set no price to it but demand it as a matter of right,_ 
to her may I give it,-to none else." 

20 
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She gently drew Bhelua. with her soft hands to the 
shade of a tree. It was a lonely place and there did she 
sweetly murmur to her ears. "At a distance of fourteen 
bends from this city, where the ebb-tide flows, your lover 
waits with fourteen ships. Hear what tidings he has 
sent for you. If you have any love for him, meet him 
in the flower-gar.dep, adjoining your compartment." 

With these words, Saluka took leave of her and 
went to where the merchant was waiting when there 
was an ebb-tide in the river at the distance of fourteen 
bends from the city. 

* * * 
Her day does not come to an end, so cruelly tedious 

seems the march of time ; nor does the night come. 
There was no pleasure in taking the meals, nor does she 
comb her hair. 

'11he evening at last came to an end and the night 
presented itself to the palace of the old merchant. She 
lay on a couch in her room and thought random thoughts, 
all alone. 

Then as the night advanced, she began to comH her 
hair and bind it into a chignon. She wove a garland of 
Malati-flowers and hung it on her neck. She took a 
betel, the purple hue of which adorned her sweet lips. It 
seemed as if the ebb-tide had passed, giving place to flow· 
tide ; she seemed to revive with the fullness of youth, 
her handsome face became doubly so. When it was 
about 10 o'clock, her toilet and dressing were finished. 
The next three hours she spent, sometimes awake, 
sometimes sleeping, till it was the last part of the night, 
when she left her bed and came to the flower-garden. 
There in the garden, touched by the gentle air of the 
latter part of the night, Mallika, l{alati, Gandharaj, 
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Tagar, and Jessamine bloomed in splendid array, making 
the spot one of the loveliest in the palace. She plucked 
the flowers; and seated in a lovely place, wove a 
beautiful garland with them. 

There the rustling of leaves was heard. She .spread 
her Sari and slept. But suddenly opening her eyes, she 
saw some one, sleeping ih the shade of a tree. She 
slowly approached and at once rec6gnised him. She 
called him aloud, " How long will you sleep, my beloved I 
awake and see, before you, your own wretched Bhelua. 
Just look towards the East. Does not the sky there show 
the glamour of the rising sun ? If night comes to an 
end, danger may befall us." 

He heard her voice as if in a dream and then opened 
his eyes, from which the illusion of a dream had not yet 
passed away. He embraced her and said sweetly, "What 
is it fair maiden, that you have resolved to do? For me, 
I assure you, I have given up all hopes. If I cannot 
get you, I will throw myself into the river and die. My 
fourteen ships will I sink thither, so that there may be 
no trace left of me. Now be quick, we have no time to 
lose .• If you will make up your mind to leave your 
parents and go with me, there is not a single moment to 
lo~e. The night is nearly over, no time for vain talk. If 
you agree, come with me, and I will immediately start 
with you, with my fourteen ships, for my native land.'' 

Bhelua. 

"0 Sun, that is rising and 0 Moon, that is setting, be 
my witness. 0 creepers and trees of the . forest, be my 
witness. I leave my father and mother and five brothers 
to-day. I leave my dear native city of Kanchannagar. 
I leave my companions, my dear maidens all. I am 

• 
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desperately in love. For his sake I go to a distant 
country. Now adieu to you, 0 ye birds, that wander in the 
sky, and the plants and trees that abound in this city. 
Hide from my mother the tale of my scandal. If she asks 
you all as to where I have gone, tell her, "Your Bhelua, 
dear as your life, bas been drowned in yonder river." I 

• have not sought permission from my father or brothers. 
I have put the snah1e of scandal on their brows for ever. 
For the sake of my love, I have become like one, that 
has gone mad. 0 my friends of Kanchannagar, I bid 
you farewell in this solitude, in this depth of the night. 
I leave you all, all who were dear to me up to now, for 
the sake of one, who is now the dearest." . 

With fourteen ships and with Bhelua as the richest 
treasure of them, did the young merchant return to 
Sankhapur. rrhe voice of welcome was heard in the town. 
First of all came the mother, and then the aunts of 
Madan, to give him reception with their blessings of 
Dhan and Durba (rice and grass). Now, all on a sudden, 
a rumour spread in the country that the young merchant 
had brought in his ship a wonderfully beautiful woman. 
"He must have stolen her," whispered the citizens, 
"from some unknown place. Her hair in its curly and 
wavy dance almost touches her feet. There is no maiden 
as beautiful as this girl in our city." When the re
port reached the old merchant Murari, he called Madan 
to his presence and asked him what truth was there in 
the public rumour. "What has been your profit by the 
last voyage and where did you get the beautiful girl?'' 

Madan hid nothing from his father but made a clean 
breast of the· whole afiair and related the story of his 
love in full. 

Murari was wroth. He knit his hrows and said in 
a harsh tone, "Get out of my city. I bad sent a 

• 
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match-maker with the proposal, but he returned insulted. 
And you have, like a thief, stolen that maiden and brought 
her to my house. This will blacken the fair name of my 
family in the eyes of people for ever. Better I had 
no son than a son iike you. You have destroyed 
the honour of an honoured house. I am resolved 
that I shall have nothing t~ do with you in future. I 
wou.ld have called an executioner "ana had your head 
cut off, but that would be going too far. Go, and return 
the maiden to her parents and never venture to come 
back to Sankhapur." 

The mother cried and the sisters cried. Thete was a 
shadow of.great grief all over the city. Madan came to a 
ship with Bhelua and went by the sea for some days till 
he reached Ranchapur, the city of Raja Abu. 

Raja Abu was a pirate,-a disgrace and shatpe 
to his noble family. With what wealth and goods 
he had, Madan approached the Raja, seeking shelter. 
Abu was pleased with the precious stones that the· young 
merchant presented him and gave him a good house to 
live in. 

Here lived Madan with Bhelua for some time. 1 ·am 
now going to relate to you what followed. 
· Ob my audience, I have now finished two pal'ts of the 

poem, I shall relate to you the incidents of the third 
part. (Ll. 1-202:) 



PART III. 

(7) 
• 

I will now ~peak, in detail, about Raja Abu of 
Ranchapur. His wealth and power were unlimited. 
,He was a demon incarnate and every one held him in 
awe. The tiger and buffalo drank from the same fountain 
without quarelling with each other,-such was the dread 
in which he was held in his dominion. He had as many 
as five hundred beautiful wives in his h1trern. But 
unsatisfied still, he was always on the lookout for fair 
damsels of respectable houses. The spies were ever ready, 
giving him information about handsome women, and as 
soon as he got the report, he carried them by force to his 
palace. He was an enemy to the people and cared not 
at all for the gods. Women and wealth he plundered 
from everywhere. It was at the city of such a vicious 
chief that Madan built a house and lived for some time . 

• 
Now hear what followed next. 

There was a barber-woman named Kausalya, who 
went to the house of our young merchant one day 
to help llhelua in her toilet. She was struck with 
the splendid-looking house with its rich furniture and 
decorations, which bore ample signs of wealth in 
every room. But the most valuable of all the wealth 
of the house wa.s the fair-looking Bhelua herself. The 
barber-woman admired her beauty and thought that 
she had never before seen a woman, handsome as that 
one. She looked glorious in her youth like the moon 
with a halo round her. The barber-woman came home 
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and told her husband that the young merchant possessed 
a diamond which was worth all the riches of seven kings. 
" Her beauty is wonderful," she said, " her face is like 
the moon. I saw her lying on her couch with hair dishe
velled. Youth has just dawned on her and the profuse 
curly hair, I saw, touched ber feet playfully. I never 

. saw any woman, whose hair is so wom!erfully long. rrhe 
hue of gold emanates from her body and her eyes are 
soft and sparkling as stars. If you happen to go to the 
palace of Raja Abu, give him this piece of jnformation. 
I am sure, as soon as he will get this report, gladly will 
he reward you with gold in profusion." 

The ba~bet'.-" It is a clever bait that you have laid 
before me, my good wife. There is a little danger, 
however, in the matter. If our story proves untrue, he 
will have me beheaded forthwith. You say that her hair is 
very long and that you never saw any hair of the human 
head with such a curling grace. Now I will give the 
information to the Raja, if you will secure for me a hair 
fromher head, so that I ma.y show it to His Majesty." 

Now, on some pretext or other, the barber-woman 
agai'd paid ·a visit to the house of our young merchant~ 
She saw Bhelua, lying on her couch and looking hand
some as Rati, wife of the god of Love. She openly 
praised her beauty, which surpassed that of all other 
women. She gently touched her body and pressed her 
beautiful feet with her hands and said, " Even the nails 
of your toes have the lustre of the moon. 1\arely fine 
must have been the stuff with which the Creator made 
this angelic form of yours: I never saw the hair of 
human head so luxuriantly long and curling. The moon 
seems to be stricken by shame at the sight of your beauty. 
The hue of gold js seen in your body and your eyes are 
soft and sparkling }ike stars. Really, I never saw a woman, 
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so beautiful. There are five hundred fair women in the 
harem of Raja Abu and none of them is worthy even of 
being your maid-servant. Your husband, fair lady, is 
one of the most handsome youg men that I have ever 
seen, and you are fully worthy of him." 

She gently touched the fai~ maiden, pressing her hands 
and feet softly and fanned her at times with a fan, . . 
decorated with mica, while she went on saying " Had you 
been the consort of an Emperor, he would have adorned 
your body wit.h diamonds ; he would have been your very 
slave, carrying out your least wishes with the obedience 
of a menial." She continued babbling in this way and 
Bhelua, under the cooling influence of the fan,. closed her 
eyes in sleep. And now the barber-woman watched her 
for a moment, and with the help of a grain of rice, gently 
plucked one of the hairs from her head, and thus gaining 
her object, tied the hair in the edge of her Sari and went 
straightway to her home. She presented the hair to her 
husband. The beauty and length of that single hair 
filled the mind of the barber with astonishment and he 
exclaimed, " In my early days, I heard a fairy tale. The 
dream of my childhood is fulfilled to-day. Whence• has 
the young merchant obtained this fairy?" 

'rhe barber went to the palace, as usual, and with a 
razor in hand, was about to ply his task. But the king 
said, "I cannot spare time to-day for shaving. You have 
come without notice." 

The barber.-'' Really it is not for shaving that I am 
here to-day. I have dreamt a dream, which I would like 
to communicate to Your Majesty." 

" What is it ? " asked the Raja. 
The barber.-" It is a private matter. Not here." 
They went to a private chamber, where the 

barber spoke to him all about the beauty of the 
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merchant's wife and then he handed over the long 
hair. 

The Raja felt a thrill in his heart, as he touched the 
soft thing of wondrous length and then discussed with 
the barber as to how he could secure .Bhelua. He sent 
for Madan, and when the latJ;er appeared in his presence, 
he said, "You are aware, my young fr_ie~d, that I have 
five hundred queens in my harem. But woe to me, not 
one of them is fit to be the chief Queen I I want a lady 
whose colour will be like that of a golden beetle. ·Go 
forth in search of such a lady. A friend of mine, a 
merchant living in a distant country, has given me 
information• about such a lady and has sent me a hair 
from her head. It is here. Take it with you and find 
the girl out. You must report to me of any girl whose 
hair is as glossy and long as this one. Be satisfied that 
the lady has the colour of a true gold beetle and hair of 
the length of this one (he hands over the hair to the 
merchant). If you can get for me such a lady, I will 
make her my chief Queen. If, through your kind help, 
I can have such a one for my harem, I will reward you 
with ~ palatial house, which will glitter with its gold
decorations and you will, besides, have the gift of twenty 
pu1·ahs of rent-free land from me. I will also find an 
exceedingly beautiful girl and get her married to 
you." 

Sad at heart, with the hair in his hand, did the young 
merchant return home that day. (Ll. 1-110.) 

Madan. 

"0 Bhelua, dear as life, hear the sad tale. A thunder
bolt will shortly fall on my head. We were enjoying the 
:flow-tide of fortune all this time, hu.t the ~bb-tide has set 

• 
~1 
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in from to-day. Our fourteen noble ships will sink down 
in the sea to-day. The full moon will be covered with 
clouds and fire will break out in this house of pleasure, 
that we have built here. We came floating like stars in 
the stream of distress and hoped to find refuge in this 
land of a demon. Here we 31e destined to meet a miser
able end. Frorp rp.y own dear native land, I have been 
banished for your sake. But I bore this banishm6nt with 
a gladsome heart since you are by far more valuable to 
me than anything else. Your be~tuty is now a source of 
eternal trouble to you and your youth is your enemy 
to-day. Now, my sweetheart, cut off your long flowing 
hair and besmear your goldPn colour with soot. The 
wicked king has 01·dered that I shHll go to distant lands, 
leaving you here." . 

When she heard this, Bhelua felt as if a thunderbolt 
had fallen on her head; the hair of her body stood at 
their ends in fright. 

They both set their wits together, planning means of 
escape. The merchant said, "In course of this day, I 
shall have to start from here. This is the order on me. 
It is for securing you, dear Bbelua, that the king sends me 
to distant lands. So if I take you with me, there will be 
no escape. A female spy bas given him information about 
your beauty and he sends me away to make his way clear. 
Now listen to my plan. Near the Jaintia hills, there 
lives a merchant, named Hiran, a particular friend of 
mine. There you will have to go from here. I leave a 
boat in the river made of light " man pavan" wood ; 
the oars thereof are made by the famous artisans of 
Maldah. This boat will be your only hope in this 
dangerous night. I will take the bird Suka, leaving the 
female Sari with you. If, by the grace of Mother Durga, 
!ou mar flee from this land w~th the, help of this boat, 
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then go straightway to J aiteswar, where my friend lives, 
and wait there for me. If you cannot effect your escape, 
I need not remind you of the diamond-ring on your finger, 
the refuge of all chaste women in their distress. If the 
situation be a desperate one chew it and die. For myself, 
if such a thing happens, I will drown myself in the sea 
with my fourteen ships and will nev~r show my face to 
any mortal.'' • • • 

Early in the morning the merchant . started with 
fourteen ships. 

Abu Haja's generals and soldiers now proceeded to the 
merchant's house and surrounded it like ants. The Raja: 
entered tha inner apartments and there saw Bhelua, 
whose beauty at once charmed him. With the flowing 
tresses, long and glossy, with the colour that shone bright 
as that of the golden beetle, she stood in front of him, like 
the moon descended on the earth. The Raja said, " Come 
to my p::tlace, dear lady, I will be a slave to your wishes. 
I have five hundred queens in my harem; they will all 
be your slaves." Bhelua said, "I pray for justice, 0 
mighty monarch. I have a complaint to lodge before 
Yuur• Majesty. Madan, the young merchant, played 
wickedly with me; he carried me away from my father's 
palace, while I was sleeping, all alone, in my garden
house. My sleep was to me the source ·of the great 
danger that followed. He carried me into the ·ship and 
came up here to escape the wrath of my parents and five 
brothers. I have been cut off from ·my kith and kin 
and am leading this deplorable life. No more shall I see 
my parents, nor my five brothers. No more shall I have 
the privilege of talking gaily with the wives of my 
brothers. People are spreading all sorts of scandals, and 
I am weary of life. I. shall chew my diamond-ring and 
die of the' poison.". As she said so, she was about to act 
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up to her threat, when the Raja intervened and said, 
"What are you doing, fair girl? Do not rashly chew 
the diamond-ring. I will make you a gift of landed 
estates, yielding seven lakhs a year, and I shall, as I have 
said, be a slave to your wishes. Near the temple of 
Kali, in my palace, I have made a new altar; there shall 

• 
I sacrifice Madan as soon as he comes back. Come to my 
palace; there tbe ··couches and sofas have been softly 
spread for you. I will make you happy by all means. 
You will be the owner of immense wealth, of hoards of 
jewels and diamonds, and to crown your happiness, I will 
make you my chief Queen." 

...__ _ J3helua. 
~--~ ·-----

'' I have my parents and brothers at my home. How 
can I marry without their consent? My father lives at 
Kanchannagar, and he is known as Manik, the merchant. 
There send information at once. My parents and brothers 
will all come up here, and in the presence of them ~ll, 

the marriage will take place. Wait these few days and 
do not pay a visit to my chambers. Stay at your :palace 
these few days. If, however, you do not agree to my 
wishes, I will end my life by chewing this diamond-ring. 

The Raja was right glad and sent a messenger to 
:Kanchannagar. In the meantime, Bhelua began to 
discuss with Saluka as to how she could proceed to the 
city of J aiteswar. Just as a wild bird, put in a cage, 
ruts with its beak the wooden rods, and tries to 
treak the chain of its feet by constant biting, it was even 
n with Bhelua who constantly tried to effect her escape 
:rom the city of Abu Raja. Three days passed and on 
ihe fourth, Bhelua came to the river-ghat on the pretext 
lf floating lights in the water,-a rite which Hindu 

' 
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women perform in some special months of the year. 
She took with her the maid Saluka and also her dear 
bird Sa1·i and. went into the boat of man pava1~. They 
both plied the oars, made by Maldah carpenters. The 
night was dark and the waves roared. menacingly, and 
over them floated the srpall boat of man pavan. 'l1he 
wind was trembling and the ~ail was backed by strong 
wind, and the boat crossed rivers ··with the speed of a 
shooting star. Even without knowing the way, they 
plied the oars in unknown regions, and the boat reached 
the shore in half a day, which, in usual course, would 
take three days to reach. rrhe city of Rangchapur. the 
abode of ~aja Abu, lay at a great distance and the boat 
of man pavan approached the city of Jayanta. 

(Ll. 1-106.) 

(0) 

When they reached the city of Jainta, Bhelua, with 
her maid Saluka, went to the palace of the merchant 
Hiran. She introduced herself as the wife of his friend 
Madan. But Hiran, as soon as he saw Bhelua, became 
enatpoured of her. Strange that the flower itself came 
flying to the bee, so unexpected it was. What if the 
hed!3e, raised around the field to protect its corn, itself 
took to eating up its protege, the corn? It was a case 
like that,-all this being the result of evil destiny. 

"How unfortunate am I," cried Bhelua. "Whenever 
I catch a branch for shelter, it breaks at my touch. 
Alas, my beauty has become my enemy and my youth the 
cause of my ruin." 

A few days passed. The girl remained at J aiteswar 
without finding any means of escape. 

Meantime the merchant Hiran discussed with his 
people as to how he could win the hands of Bhelua an~ 

' 
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marry her himself. At last he confided the secret of his 
heart to his old father. The uld man thought over the 
question for a moment, but at last being swayed by an 
undue affection for his son, yielded and gave his consent 
to Hiran's marriage with his friend's wife. 

The whole thing was so sec"&etly arranged that Bhelua 
could have no in~ing of it at the outset. 

Now Hiran had a sister named Men aka. Youth had 
just dawned on her; she was a paragon of beauty. She 
was in fact considered to be the most valuable treasure of 
that family. The stars of heaven looked pale before her 
bright eyes, when she gazed upwards, and the moon was 
stricken with shame at the lustre· of her face. • She had 
jJist __ cQmy~~t~d her sixteenth year and stepped into the 
seventeenth. - · - - ·· - - - - - - - -

Some years ago, Madan had paid a visit to his friend 
Hiran's house and there they both saw one another. 
Menaka fell in love with him and began to brood over 
her feelings in solitude. Madan and she met privately 
and both seemed to exchange words of love.1 There was 
a whisper in the city about the marriage of the pair. 
Meantime, Bhelua came there and the matter grew com
plicated. rrhe proposal of Menaka's marriage with 
Madan could not be seriously entertained, as the time 
was declared to be inauspicious by astrologers. 

From the first day of her arrival at the city of 
Jaiteswar, Bhelua and Menaka became fast friends. 
Menaka now learnt everything and felt that she would 
surely meet Madan soon. The snake had left the jewel 
of its head there, and it was sure to come in se::trch of its 
treasure. Both confided to one another their love for 
Madan and felt a relief by unloading their sorrows to one 

_1 This had been, of course, before Madan saw •nd loved Bhelua;, 
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another.1 They both became one soul, one mind. At 
dinner, in the sleeping bed and everywhere they kept 
inseparable company. They bathed from the same 
landing-ghat of the river; they slept together on the same 
bed. 'rhey ate from the same plate. In fact they became 
as one body and soul. • 

The day of marriage (of Hira:u with Bhelua) ap., 
• • 

proached, and drums were beaten in the city. The flute-
players of J aita merrily played on their pipes. . 

Menaka one day privately said to Bhelua, "My 
wicked brother, 0 sister, is enamoured of your beauty 
and will marry you .. My father, who, owing to his dotage 
~tnd foolisb affection for my brother, has lost his sense, 
has given his consent to such an unholy thing." 

Bhelua felt stupefied by the dire news and could not 
speak for sometime. She then lamented her fate in this 
way, "I came to a friend's house in great distress, just 
as a traveller comes to the shade of a tree for protection 
from the sun. Alas ! the powerful sun sends its burning 
rays through the leaves and allows him no relief. I 
prepared a bed for taking rest and laid myself thereon. 
Ala~, the house caught fire and burnt it, owing to my 
evil luck." 2 

Menaka. 

'' Do not lament, sister, call my brother to your presence 
and ask him to grant you three months'·time before con
senting to this marriage. If your husband still lives, he 
will not go to Rangchapur but come to our city. If 
within these three months he does not turn up, both of 
us will drown ourselves in a pond. 

1 As a man often took more than one wife in those days, there was g-enerally no 

sting of jealousy in a woman's heart, when her husband married a second woman. 

She often took the matt11r lightly and even graciously. 

s Of. "~t~ ~tf-;tt~~ <!!'<IS! ~tf~, ~ ~~i:"lf C'ifa!" -Chandidas. , 
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Bhelua took the advice and sought an interview with 
Hiran. She said to Hiran, "You want to marry me; 
that is all right. But you must give me three months' 
time for deciding my course. My husband has gone out 
for trade. I do not know if he is still alive or not. Marry 
me after three months. Yov must wait till this time 
and should not ~pr9ceed further in your attempt to win 
me. If you do not agree to my request, I will chew the 
diamond-ring and put an end to my life." 

Hiran very privately discussed the matter with his 
people and made up his mind to follow this project, namely, 
that he would start from home on the pretext of trade 
-a~d find-out lils quorniam-:f~'imid.-!faa~I:J.,-now_Q,n_ ~n~m:t-_ 
If he can meet him on the way, he will assassinate him. 
He matured this plan, and before setting out, saw Bhelua 
and said, " It is for your sake, dear girl, that I am going 
to distant lands, in quest of my dear friend, your husband. 
If I can find him out, rest assured that I will bring him 
up here with me. I start after two days hence; I have 
come to take leave of you. " 

Honey was in his mouth but poison in his heart, when 
he told this to Bbelua and bade her farewell. • 

::Menaka overheard all that passed between Hiran and 
his friends. She divulged the secret intentions of her 
brother to Bhelua. Bhelua became mad with grief at 
the report, but controlling herself as best as she could, 
taught her parrot, the sari, her little tale of woe. :Briefl.y 
she recited to the sari the story as to how she came from 
Abu Raja's city to Jaitesw!tr, how Hiran consulted his 
friends and developed the plan of murdering him, and 
the sorrows she had been suffering so long. "You are 
to Rhun the company of your friend and fly away from him 
with the utmost speed. He goes to kill you. I am like 
a bird, put into the cage in this city. Do not think of 

. . 
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your_ unfortunate .Bhelua any more. I will throw myself 
into :fire and die, or cut my throat with a knife. [f you 
.still live, ·never come to this <city of Jaiteswar. If you do, 
death will ·be sure. Alas l my beauty has become my 
bane and my youth the cause of my ruin." 

When the sari was t~ined,- Bhelua sent for Hiran 
and insisted, in tendeJ• words, on his ta]dqg the bird _ with 
him. She said, " Go to ·distant ·lands with this sari, of 
mine. Take care that you do notJose this bird~ Whatever 
uountry you may •happen to visit; you should bring 
from it some new thing., some curiosity, after my choice, 
as a present for me. This sari ·knows well :th~ things I 
like and it .will let you know ·by signs what I would prize. 
You are to purchase those things and bring them for me 

( in your ship." 
Right glad was Hiran at this request from the fair 

one and -considered ·himself as a 'crowned ·king, being 
favoured with ,this command ·from the •lady. 

- He took the bird with him and set out <fOl' distant 
lands. 

Following the ebb-tide, he proceeded, and after •Seven 
days• met Madan. He had laid anchor to -his ship and 
was bathing in the river, where Hiran met ·him with the 
~ird in his hand. They embraced each .other, ·having 
met after such a long timR. All the time Hiran _ was 
bent upon devising some place to kill rhis -friend. At this 
stage, the bird sari was seen ·by Madan, who at once 
recognised it. He naturally itook a great interest in the 
pet bird of his wife and enquired of his friend as to where 
he could have got ,it. He c~ught it and ·kept it near him 
with his friend's permission. -

At the still hour of night ~Iadan brought the bird 
near him and said, "You must -have been sent here by 
Bhelua. Please r¥cite to me the words th~t sh13 might 

22 . 
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hav~ taught you at the time pf parting." Then did the 
bird deliver its message in the following way, without 
.understanding it: " She escaped from the city of Abu 
Raja by the help of the boat of man pavan and came 
to the palace of Hiran, the merchant. This young man 
got enamoured of her. He.has planned to kill you." 
"Fly, my lord, .fly •. in all haste to your own country. Do 
not tarry a moment to brood over my fate. Like a wild 
bird, put in ,the cage, I am here in this city. Do not 
think of your unfortunate Bhelua any more. I will throw 
myself into fire and die or cut my throat with a knife. 
If you are alive, my friend, do not come to this city of 
Jaite~war. Here death will be sure. Alas, ·my beauty 
has become my oane ana my youth tfie cause of my ruiri.H- -

Big drops fell from Madan's eyes, as he thought over 
the condition of his beloved wife. Two-thirds of the 
night passed and only one-third remained. Hiran, the 
merchant, was enjoying deep sleep in his ship. He would 
put poison in a betel and with that kill Madan the 
next day. This he had planned. Madan, who had not 
slept at all, rose from his bed at the dead of night. He 
cut the chain of his ship, which was moored there~ and 
set sail to it. Taking advantage of the ebb-tide and the 
favourable winds, the ship marched on, and in four days, 
the city of Jaiteswar came into sight. In usual course, 
it would take a month to reach the placa. He laid anchor 
to the ship at a bend of the river and in the disguise of 
a hawker came to the city with the bird in his hand. He 
cried out for a purchaser of the bird, and travelling 
through the paths of the .city, arrived at the:, bouse of 
Hiran Sadagar. The report reached the inner apartments 
of his house and Bhelua at once recognised the bird. She 
offered a price in the shape of her finger-ring to the seller 
and purchased her own sari, , 
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" Oh my san, 0 my·pet bird, dear as iny life, tell me 
now where my husband is. You must. have travelled 
a good d~al. Tell me now what countries you saw. Have 
you met my dear husband ·arid· has he taught you ariy 
message· for me ? " 

The sa1·i had learnt a song, which it began to sing. 
"Yes, yes, dear lady, I have seen-.Yopr dear husband. 

He wandees about in the guise of a hawker in quest of 
you. He has become mad for you. . He spends his days 
without meals· and nights without sleep. At the' bend of 
the river, where flows the ebb-tide, he is waiting for you 
with his ship. · Manage anyhow to escape from this palace 
and meet him there." 

·Bhelua now took leave of Menaka with tears in her 
eyes. 'rhey both wept at the hour of partin·g. tn the 
dead hour ·of night, she left· Hiran's house with the bird 
sari in her hand. She 'reached the bend· ·of the river, 
where the ship of the merchant lay anchored. Nobody 
knew of her flight except Menaka in that· large city. 

The merchant cut the ropes and set· . sail to the ship, 
which swiftJy ran through the waters in the ebb~tide~ 
Af.tere a- short journey, the flow-tide set in and the ship 
went against the· current, aided by the wind. Madan felt 
as· if he· had obtained the m·oon in his hands. He embraced 
his consortl and both we!e blinded by tears of joy, so 
that they could not see· one another for some time. They 
had met at last, but were afraid lest they should again 
be s-eparated by cruel destiny. The day _passed and the 
night came. The· night· also passed and another_ day 
dawned: 'rhey saw, in their -front, a shoal, known as 
Kaichar bak. Who is it whom-they see coming inthat 
direction?· From what country does he come,- raising a 
flag over his ship p· At the sight of this, Madan became 
pale· with fear. There the merchant Manik, the father of 

I 
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Bhelua, is coming with her five brothers. Madan recog
nised the ship and, turning to the contrary course, went 
in the direction of the current. But after going some 
distance, he saw another flag, in front of him, and again 
became pale with fear. It was the flag of Abu Raja's ship. 
He again turned to the cG.n.trary directiorr and took 
another course .• "\y.ith the speed of a shooting star did 
his ship steer on, but there was yet another ship, which 
nearly overtook him. It was the ship of Dhananjaya, the 
merchant, who was· advancing with his fourteen ships, 
with a large number of men and amongst the crew was 
there the beautiful Menaka. Three bend.s ·of the river 
Madan crossed but in front he could recogniss from the 
flag that the young merchant Hiran was approaching 
towards him. It was on the vast watery expanse of 
Ohouganga, the confluence of four rivers, where Madan 
felt his position a critical one, surrounded as he was by 
enemies on all sides. There was no escape this time. 
Providence was against him. 

Her hair was all dishevelled and her face was bright, 
this being the dawn of her youth. Bhelua ran like a mad 
woman through the deck of the ship and threw h~rself 

into the water. Slowly did the black hair of her head, 
like clouds strewn over the river, sink in it. Menaka, 
who observed her from another ship, also, threw herself 
into the river and caught hold of the hair of her head. 
They were both seen struggling in the river and at this 
point Madan, also, threw himself into the waters. '' Oh 
my Bhelua, oh dearer than life, what is it that you 
have done? " were the words that he had uttered before 
he jumped· into the river. 

At this time- the sky became menacingly black and 
underneath; the great river swelled, till the whole region 
seemed to be swallowed by waters. Tve sails of the· ships 
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were rent by storm and the -rivers roared, rising far 
above her banks. 'l'he ships all capsized. In·· the four 
directions, the ships of the four merchants· all went 
straight· into the bottom of the river with the creW.. 
They passed through a death-struggle in the vast' expense 
of Okouganga. None could..help th~ others in that criti
cal situation. Alas ! who would h~lp his co.mrades. to 
step into the shore, helplessly scatter~d as they were. 
Where, alas, was Mad.an; the merchant?· WheJ•e was Abu· 
Raja? Hiran, the merchant, was, also, punished· by 
Providence, as he deserved. · 

The ships capsized· and were carried far away. Alas! 
where was. the beautiful Bhelua gone~ dearer· to Madan 
far than his life.? (Ll. 1-258.) 

. 
(10) 

A grave-looking old merchant of saintly character was 
passing by the river against the• current in that region1 
His ship was plated with. gold and the flag bore the 
embroidery of mica~ It was loaded with gold and• precious·· 
stones. The Hag was seen fi:tr above in the sky; The sh'ip, 
as a.Joready stated, :was going against the current. She 
suddenly stuck into the shoaL The sail was ·pulied;. down: 
alld the helmsman and those, who· plied the oars; ex
hausted· their strength in their attempt to make the ship 
free. But she would 11ot move in the least and the mer
chant. in that dangerous situation felt as· if some . one: liad· 
struck liim with an axe on the head·,-so stupefied:he was 
at this crisis. Four days. passed in this way and' now; 
listen to me, oli brethren, what 'transpired ·next.·· The~ 

oarsmen were striding over that lovely shoal:andi tliey' 
espied, at some distance, two figures,. bright. as the SUD' 

ani! the moon, lying with their swan-like. Becks onr. ·the 
sand. . They 'looked -more like dead· than. living: · A·las, 

I 
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what unfortunate man had lost his best treasures on these 
sandy banks ? 

The old merchant had dreamt a dream last night. 
·was that fair dream going to be fulfilled to-day? The 
oarsmen came to him and said, " Look here, Oh master, 
the sun and the moon are lyin~ on yonder sandy bank." 
What did the merqhant do at this report ? He hied to 
the banks. He "ro~nd the sun and the moon, dropped 
from the sky an·d lying on the sands. He brought them 
to his ship. 

He gave them fine apparel and jewels to wear; they 
were, be~ides, served with rich meals. The ship· went 
against· the tide and in a few days, they ~ached the 
shore of the merchant's country. When the ships came 
to the landing-gh.at-,-the .women of the city accorded the 
merchant a hearty reception by singing songs of welcome. 
·with rice and tufts of .Durva-grass, the female members 
of the merch·ant's house came to the ghat in order to 
welcome "the treasures brought. They first placed flowers 
and sandal-paste on the prow of the ships, and then 
invoked hymn·s in honour of Padma (Manasa Pevi) and 
bent t~1eir heads in obeisance to that deity. They carried 
the vessels, in which were stored up the treasures of the 
ships, one by one, and then suddenly they saw the two 
beautiful girls of exceeding beauty. The citizens 
assembled there and were astonished at the sight. They 
said, in low murmurs, "We never saw such women, nor 
~ver heard of such exquisite beauty. Whence has our 
merchant brought them?" The wife of the merchant 
said; ".What country did you travel during the voyage 
and· from where have you secured this wonderful 
treasure? We have no children; our· house is dark. 
From what golden· city have you brought· these darlings? 
l tak;e them as gifts from God ; lucky is the day indeed." 
. \ 
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She assigned to them two rooms, in which a pair of lights, 
fed by butter, burnt the whole night. She took great 
care for the girls. 

The merchant brought from his treasure the best 
jewels, precious stones and -gold ornaments and with 
great taste, adorned the girls, just as people adorn the 
figure of the goddess Durga during th~ month of October. 

Three months passed, during which no question was 
asked as to who the girls were. 

13ut at the expiry of the third month, when they had 
grown sufficiently familiar in the house, the merchant 
one day asked them, "You are here, my girls, at my 
house and ~ooked upon as my daughters. May I ask you 
kindly to give me some account of yourselves. Where is 
your house? I travel in different countries and may 
perch~nce give you some clue to trace your parents. It 
is surely your cruel husband, who banished you in the 
lonely shoal in the mid-river. 

The girls could not suppres~ ~1eir J~~ling-_hnt. -1:-~;-:::::.-
__ - - - ~::---:-;~~1' c.O~--~:iit: -questwn:-'i'h-ey then related through their 

sobs and tears their whole history without reserve. They 
gave•an account _of their parents,-how Bhelua met 'the 
young merchant and fell in love, how they both -fled and 
went to the young merchant's house, where her fath.er-in
law would not allow the couple to reside any more, owing 
to their scandalous flight. fro111 her father's palace. Then 
she described in heart-rending words the story of Abu 
Raja,-how that wicked m(tn sent her husband. away 
from his city on some pretext, how she marched :to 
Ja'iteswar in a boat of man pavan and at las.t how the)· 
drowned themselves in the midday at the confluence ~of 

four rivers, known as Ohouganga. 
The merchant wept, as he heard their sad story and a]l 

the neople of·his town expressed their great sympathv fat· 
+ . I . - . . v 
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the girls. ·The old merchant and his wife put their wits 
together to decide what should be done for the girls. 
At last he settled to go on sea-voyage. He took the 
girls with him. He would first go to Kanchanpur 
(Bhelua's father's home). From there he would go to 
the city of Jaita, where Dhanltnjaya, the merchant, father 
of Menaka lived~ .He would make over the charge of the 
two girls to their respective parents. He took with 
him merchandise of various kinds, and thought that 
after having placed the girls under proper custody, he 
would go abroad for trading purposrs. This was his 
programme. At an auspicious hour, he bowed low to 
the goddes~ Padma and set sail to his ships .• So bound 
for .Kanchannagar, he set out from his own home. 

(Ll. 1-102.) 
Now listen to what transpired next. 
The wicked Abu Raja did not die, though his 

ship capsized. He returned to his city after having 
suffered much on the way. He -discussed with his 
ministers as to what should be done. Then he appointed 
guards to watch over the ships that passed by the great 
river, on which his city stood. The ships of merc:hants, 
who went by that river for trade took fright and fled 
away, be·fore Abu Raja's guards overtook them. But all 
could not escape. Woe to the ship, whi.ch fell at the 
hands of the guards. On pretext of a search, they 
plundered everything belonging to the ship. There our 
saintly •old merchant approached the landing-ghat, 
unaware of the danger. The guards and informers, wh') 
kept watch, cried out, "Stop, Oh merchant, do not go. 
For ,if you move an inch from where you are, we will, 
according to the king's commands, take possession of 
your fourteen ships and sink them in the river." The 
wer~hant -laid anchor there in ord~r to save hjmself. 

. \ 
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The guards came on board the ships and plundered 
everything that was there. Then they espied the two 
girls, bright as the sun and the moon and in great joy, 
they gave information to the Raja. Abu at once hied 
to the banks of the river with his ministers and other 
officers. He saw Bhelua aiJd said, " What luck ! I ha,ve 
not only obtained a gift but also ~ fee. I was madly 
searching for my lost lady and here she "is with another, 
equally welcome. Now these two ladies will be the 
ladies of my heart. One will adorn the right side of my 
sleeping couch and another its left. Ah me! What have 
I not suffered these six painful months for that pair 
of star~like eyes and that treasure of black hair, profuse 
as the clouds? . How many nights, have I not spent., 
dreaming of our joyous union? So long my wealth-nay 
the whole of my kingdom-was like poison to me, bereft 
as I was of my greatest fortune. Now God has at last 
been propitious to me." Saying so, he seized the girls 

__ ~by_force_and_broue-ht_them_to_the_v.alace of Rangcha:pur. 
'-"=-'----

The fourteen ships of the good merchant were taken 
away forcibly and he was placed in a half-shattered boat 
and •ordered to leave the city. Just see the condition 
of the old merchant. He is now helpless as a straw in 
the stream aFI the reward of a pious wish to help others ! 

(Ll. 1-46.) 

(12) 

Now I shall, for a time, stop the narration of this part 
of the story and resume the account of the young 
:merchant, Madan. 

The skilful oarsmen of Madan, who steered the boat 
of man pavan, trie'd their best, at the risk of their 
own lives, and. saved Madan, the merchant, at the junction 
of Ohougangli.· In that boat Mad~n carried tbe birds 

2s I 
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Suka and Sari and Wets accompanied by the trusted 
maid-servant Saluka. rrhe young merchant travelled in 
that boat from place to place in quest of Bhelua, maddened 
by grief. Then as he went in his boat, one day he 
espied the old merchant passing along the river in 
a shattered boat, supplied hip1 by Abu Raja. The boat 
could no longer stan!} the gusts of wind and the waves 
rose over its sides" till the leaky barge was about to 
sink. 

Madan saw the sad predicament of the old merchant 
and hastened, with his own boat, to the shattered one, 
belonging to the merchant. On his asking the oarsmen 
about the whereabouts of the old man, they gava him some 
account. Just at that moment2 the boat was about to sink; 

_the_ old_ .man came out .and-too-k -shelter -i-n- -the- -boat- -'Q-f·
Madan with his people. Meantime, his boat was carried 
away by the winds and sank in the waters, near the next 
bend of the river. The old man gave a full account of the 
dangers he passed through-as to how he happened to 
save two girls of exceedin~ beauty from perishing on a 
lonely shoal near the junction of Ohouganga. "The eyes 
of the girls were star-like and their hair as profuse• and 
black as clouds." When he was thus giving a full descrip
tion of the beautiful ones, Madan felt a sudden thrill 
i1;1 his heart and he eagerly asked the old man many 
questions about them. ''Where did you take them? 
Why did you come in a shattered boat? Have they been 
drowned in the vast expanse of waters ? " 

"No, no, my young friend," replied the merchant, 
"they were not drowned, I took them to my own country. 
Myself and my wife took care of them as if they were 
our own daughters. For six months they lived at our 
house. But evil fate betook us afterwards. I wanted 
to do good to them, but did them harm instead,_ owing 

. ' . 
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to the inscrutable will of Providence. I took the right 
course but fell in a great danger. One day the girls gave 
me an account of their respective parents and began to 
weep and wished me to take them to their paternal homes. 
I ordered my fourteen ships to be ready and planned 
to go first to Kancha.nnagar (where the parents of Bhelua 
lived). On the way lay •that 1,iger of men, Abu Raja, 
and as I was passing along the river:· which flows by the 
city of Rangchapur, he fell upon me, plun~ered all my 
treasures and forcibly carried the two girls. A thunder
bolt, as it were, fell on my head. All my ships were 
seized by that Rakshasa and the two girls are now 
living as prisoners in his palace." 

Madan," with the old merchant, first went to his city 
in the boat of man pavan. Now when the .saintly man 
was safe at his own home, the young man with Saluka set 
out for Rangchapur, the city of Abu Raja. Near a bend 
of the river, where the current was strong,he anchored 
his boat and discussed with Saluka as to the ways and 

----~~~~- ·~--~----------------------------!Ut::l:;I,U~ Htl WUUlU HOW l:;I,UUptJ. 

Saluka disguised herself as a Dom girl, selling fans 
and <Jane-baskets. She visited the palace of Abu Raja. 
She dyed her hair yellow, and bound them into a knot 
straight above the head in the fashion of a .Dom-woman. 
She tied round her waist the flowing ends of her sarJ,i 

and went into the inner apartments of the Raja's house; 
She said, "My husband's name is Sankar. My profession 
is to sell these fans and cane-baskets." This was how 
she introduced herself· to th'e queens of Abu Raja. 
They purchased her goods according to their choice, 
Last of all, she paid a visit to Bhelua's room. She saw 
Bhelua, sitting with her friend Menaka. From her eyes 
streamed incessant tears, . as she privately talked with 
Menaka. There was none in that big palace to feei 

I 
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sympathy for her except Menaka. When Menaka wept, 
Bhelua, with the flowing folds of her sac!i, wiped away her 
tears and when Bhelua wept, Menaka tried to offer her 
solace. Thus both of them lived in great sympathy for 
each other, sorrowing over their lot, like poor Sita in 
the prison of Ravan, the Raks.hasa-chief. When Bhelua 
saw Saluka, she felt like one, restored to life. She at 
once asked her i:rifor.mation a bout her lord. But Men aka 
put her fingers on her lips, signing her to stop. Menaka 
asked Saluka, "What is the name of your husband, 0 
.Dom-woman? To which country do you belong? What 
is your mission here ? " Saluka smiled at these queries 
and then introduced herself thus in a loud voice, "Our . 
village is called Ujani. I am the wife of Sankar, a 
dom by caste. I have come to this palace to sell my 
cane-baskets. You see how artistically these have been 
made. 'Rich men vie with one another to possess these 
fine baskets. If you want some, please purchase them 
without delay." Menaka took the gold necklace from 
her breast and gave it as price of several baskets and fans, 
that she purchased. She ordered the dom-woman to 
bring two fans more on her next visit. Saluka. took 
leave of them, after having received a present from the 
betel-box; but she had already handed over a letter to 
Menaka along with the fan, which she pretended to sell 
to her. Menaka read the letter. 'I'he merchant said 
in it that he was living in that city with Saluka and 
requested Bhelua to let him know, through the maid
servant, what means she would now devise for escaping 
from the hands of the Rakshasa-chief. (Ll. 1-94.) 

Now I will tell you of an incident that took place 
shortly afterwards. One day Menaka had a private talk 
with Bhelua, in the course of which she said, "Promise to 
rne, girl, th:a.t you will marry the man, whom I shall 

' 
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elect as my husband. If you will make this promise 
to me, all your dangers will pass away." Bhelua thought 
for a little time over the matter and then consented. 
Menaka then addressed her and said, "I have settled to 
marry this Abu Raja. He is handsome in features 
and possesses great powers and immense riches. In fact, 

• there is scarcely to be found another man like him in 
the whole world. His riches are unlJ•ouhded; his name 
is honoured and dreaded all over this vast country. I 
shall wear diamonds and jewels, being his queen, and you 
will be my dear companion." 

Bhelua. began to cry as she heard this and abused 
Menaka, saying that she was a vile and unchaste woman.· . . 
" If you like," she said, " you may marry Abu Raja . 
.For myself, I will drown myself in the river before I 
consent to marry the wicked Raja. There is that sharp 

·~.- steel-weapon in the house. I will put an end to my· 
--~~~-life with n;. ~~v-~::::-~?-<~h~.ll_I_go to the dancing hall." 

Saying so, she cried incessantly and wiped awa,y-~o;--~-
tears with.._ the flowing end of her sar],i. 

Menaka said, "My friend, set your heart at ease and 
follQ.W my advice. Try to be conciliatory to tbjs Raja, 
however bad he may be. Tell him the. next time he 
comes that you are willing to marry him and call him 
endearingly as the lord of your heart." 

In the depth of night Abu Raja paid a visit to her 
chamber and said, "Come to my embrace, my lost 
treasure, found again. Hear me, dear lady of my heart, 
have some affection for me. I have already appointed 
an astrologer to settle an auspicious day. Know that 
within a short time, the marriage will take place. Do 
not kindly put off the date on some pretext or other, as 
you have been doing these many months. I have ordered 
a valuable string of pearls for you. I will spend my 

I 
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night with you in the pleasure-house, which I have raised 
in the midst of our tank. How fine is your curling hair 
and how pleasing are your silvery eyes! I have six 
hundred wives in my harem. They will all be slaves to 
your wishes and you will reign supreme in the 
palace." 

. . . 
• 

Bhelua. 

"But before I consent to be your wife, I have some 
religious rites to perform. If you violate my vows, it 
will cause me great pain. I hope you will not do so. 
My friend Menaka knows all about my vows. She is 
here and you may know from her what they are. I am a 
merchant's daughter and our custom is to meet the 

. bridegroom in the great sea. -wherever there is a 
marriage amongst our kinsmen, the bride and bridegroom 
go to the sea on board their merchant-vessels. 

" So you are to marry me in the sea. · 'rhere shall I 
offer you the present of the customary string of flowers, 
due to the bridegroom." 

The auspicious day of marriage was fixed by· Abu 
Raja and he left the chamber of Bhelua, thus settling 
all points. 

" Hear mP, Oh Saluka; last night Abu Raja called 
on me. I have given him word, agreeing to marry him. 
I have, besides, made a vow to the Pi1·s, promising to 
make them presents, if my object is fulfilled. To-morrow 
it will be announced in the public streets by a beat of 
drum that Suka and Sari (male and female birds of the 
parrot-species) will be married and that two birds, thus 
to be united, will be purchased at a high price. The 
Raja's men will go forth in the country in quest of the 

' 
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birds. Tell my lord to come with our Suka and Sari 
to the· city. Let him demand the fourteen ships and the 
treasure of a merchant, lately looted. Our enemy, the 
Raja, will not mind the price but, in order to please me, 
purchase the birds, paying down the price demanded. 

"On receipt of the trea.;ure and the ships, you are to 
go at once to the city of that saintJy. man, who has 
suffered so much and lost so much for the sake of us, 
unfortunate women. Give hir.ct back the fourteen ships 
and the treasure that he lost. 

"Next proceed to the city of Kanchannagar. · Let 
my lord stay near a bend of the river, where the strong 
current flows and yourself go alone to my father and 
deliver this message to him, 'Your daughter Bhelua, 
Oh old merchant, is in the deep sea, alone and in great 
distress. Separated from her parents, she is in a dire 
calamity and helplessly she floats like a straw on the 
waters. She has asked me to convey this news to you, 
crying all the time that she SJJ9ke._!'lh.o-~::::;-~~::..t:ai-you~-
t,-- .-..~-- ___ ,__,_n-er · 
· ~0 .... _. ........ u. onve . 

" Next you are to go to Sankhapur; your own city 
and Approaching the father of my lord, acquaint him 
with all facts. Tell him, 'Your dear son, Oh master, is in 
the milk-white sea, helpless and about to be drowned.' 
It is sure that the parents, however strict and relentless 
they may be, bear a secret pain in their hearts for their 
only son. They have not surely. been able to give up 
their affection. Tell him, 'Go forth ~o save your son, 
In the milk-white sea his shattered boat is without a 
sail, without oarsmen ; it floats like a straw and your 
only son is at the mercy of the waves. This city of 
yours is dark without him. The queen is shedding 
incessant tears and . these hang on her ·eyes like a 
90b-web. S~e haf as i~ were, lost the most valuable 
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necklace of her heart. If you do not go and save him 
at once your son will be drowned.' 

"Next go to the cities, where our friends are living. 
Issue invitation-cards, stating that the marriage of Madan 
and Bhelua will take place in the milk-white sea. Let 
them all attend the functiQll. Invite all our friends 
and kinsmen in fi.tting language. Go everywhere," said 
Men aka, "but do not go to J aiteswar. Go not to my 
brother. If he gets the least inkling of the matter, 
great danger may befall us. Alas, he fell into the great 
junction of four rivers, called the Ohouganga. I do 
not know if he is alive. If he lives still, we may hope 
to see each other on some future day." • 

Sa.luka took leave of Menaka and Bhelua and went 
to the young merchant Madan and told him all that she 
was instructed to convey to him. (Ll. 1-107.) 

(13) 

When the auspiciOus time came at last, the Raja set 
out with his ministers and other officers: He took with 
him fourteen ships, manned by a promiscuous crew of 
musicians and drummers. One of the ships was mamned 
exclusively by soldiers, who were in charge of magazine. 
Bonfires, rockets, squibs and fireworks of various kinds were 
taken in plenty. Large kettle-drums were beaten inces
santly and people cried, "Victory to the Raja" on the 
eve of his marriage, which was to take place in the 
milk-white sea. 

But- the Raja, as he was about to start, saw evil 
omens on all sides. A blind fly sat on one of his eyes. 
Sneezes were heard in front ; the women, while rejoicing 
on ·the happy occasion, found their voices choked for 
some mysterious reason. The people's words of exultation 
sounded like laments. A vulture carne hovering in the 
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sky and sat on the top of the mast of the flag-ship. 
The ropes of the ships were torn by a sudden gust of 
wind. The ship which . carried the auspicious articles 
of marriage suddenly capsized in the landing-ghat. 
Those things were lost in the river. The queens appre
hended danger, and dissuade.d the R.aja from undertaking 
the trip that day, but he listened ,not to their good 
advice. In one of the ships, the Raja went with his 
ministeria:I officers and in another, Bhelua started with 
Menaka as her companion. The barber, the barber's 
wife, the priest and other people, whose services would 
be required at the function; started, too, in one of the 
ships. But. the inauspicious ·signs on the eve of this 
happy occasion cast a shadow of fear and unrest on the 
minds of all. 

Meantime what did Madan, the young merchant do ? 
He started with fourteen ships and their treasure (got 

_ ~S_ 11.rice_ of_thA_.hiw1~:~~-·~~~l:~· :,:::_:!· -~~~-;;·- ~UU-Went tO the 
city of the kind-hearted old merchant. The ships arid 
all that belonged to him were returned and he was, 
besides., formally invited by Madan to attend his marriage 
with Bhelua. 

·Thence· Madan went to the city of Kanchannagar. 
He remained in the ship, hiding himself from the citizens 
and sent. Saluka to the palace· of Bhelua's father. 
Saluka, with tears in her eyes, related the story of 
Bhelua's misfortunes to the inmates of the house. 
She tenderly appealed to the feelings of the parents, 
whose hearts, notwithstanding all outward indifference, 
were burning in grief for their dear girl. To the 
five brothers Saluka made a most pathetic appeal. 
"My heart breaks," she said, "at the thought that 
when you ·are living in all prosperity here, . your 
sister is about to die in the milk-white sea. She, the 

24 
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beautiful one, the heloved of all, is in the utmost 
distress." 

The message had its effect and the old merchant, with 
his five sons, immediately started for the milk-white 
sea. 

Then did Madan go to .his own city of Sankbapur. 
The young fello'Y· hid himself as before and sent Saluka 
to his father. She gave this mes~age to him, "Your 
only son, revered sit•, is about to be drowned in the 
milk-white sea. He is wandering in the vast waters in 
a shattered boat. I cannot tell you if he is still alive 
or all is over with him. You should try to save him, 
if be is not already lost for good." • 

Thence speedily did Madan go to other cities, the 
home& of his friends and kinsmen and distdbuted invita
tion-letters, wishing them all to be present at his 
mat·riage, which would take place in the milk-white 
sea. 

Only two days were in hand ; on the third day the 
marriage comes off. The merchants in all speed started 
for the milk-white sea. 'l'here all the chief men of the 
mercantile community met in a short time. • 

Raja Abu wonderingly saw ships on all sides, huge 
as mountains. "I never sent any invitation. The whole 
thing has been managed as pdvately as possible. I have 
brought Bhelua to this milk-white sea, without notice. 
Whence are all these ships assembled here? " thought 
he and became puzzled. 

Then did Madan pass orders on his people to arrest 
Abu Raja with all his men. The barber and the 
barber's wife and the rest of the crew, who came to help 
in the marriage, were bound hand and foot. rrhe Raja's 
ships were sunk in the sea and he, with his men, were 
brought to the great shoal, called ~he Alangker ckar, 

' 
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The sandy land covered a space of 160 miles. There no 
trees, no plants grew ; it was a waste land without 
habitation of men or even wild animals. If one happened 
'to be in that vast area of sands, he could not find 
his way out. With the clothes they wore,-the long 
dhuties,-the men of the Ra;a were bound. The barbe~ 

and the barber's wife (who had shown tjle long hair of 
B~elua to Raja Abu) were bound with the ropes ·of 
the ship. The Raja himself shared the same fate. As 
he lay helpless and bound, with his face downwards, 
Madan approached him and said, "Now, Raja Bahadur, 
come and marry." In that condition 'he was left 
there. 

Then with all humility, Madan described his mis
fortunes to the people of his community, assembled there. 
He took all of them, with imploring words to Sankhapur. 
His kinsmen and the father of Bhelua were pleased 

-W- ~--th--lll-m --a-nu"·- ···- ~-~·-' ~-e,.,l~!-L_-~,...;~_l_nf,,+,c n-f! Rh 1 _,-
lill~ J:'l~UO VL .l...l.L04.a. .....,..., ..... ___ -----· ~ - =~. t-'\ ll}l,ji;;., _ 

father, which was the cause of all these unfortunate 
events, was now removed. He now consulted the astro
logers for an auspicious day, as to when Bhelua should be 
formaUy given in marriage to Madan, the merchant. 

The prow of the ship looked bright with its workman
ship in gold and the sail, raised aloft, caused it to move 
wi~h the speed of the winds. Maladhar was the head of 
the oarsmen. The young merchant ordered him to go 
swiftly to the city of Dhananjaya and there present him 
an invitation-letter. 

Maladhar's boat went as speedily as an arrow. 
Dhananjaya, the father of Menaka and his kinsmen, all 
assembled at Sankhapur. Madan was to marry both the 
girls, Bhelua and Menaka. The loud music announced 
the happy event and the women sang festive songs. 
The merchant distributed gold and silver to the poor 
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people. Thus was the marriage celebrated. Young 
Madan was pleased with both his wives and spent his 
days in great happiness. 'rhe three were like one soul, 
one body. Saluka was rewarded with many valuable 
gifts. The kinsmen and friends went to their respective 
homes. Here ends the tale ef Bhelua . 

. . . 
The Minstrel's Apology. 

This is my humble prayer to the audience. May the 
president of to-night's congregation pardon me for my 
faults. For I am untrained and have surel1 committed 
many errors in music. The story of Ehelua is a long 
one, complete in five parts, and I am quite unfit to sing 
it. I am unacquainted with musical airs and modes. 
So I bow down at the feet of all and crave their pardon. 
Accept, sir, my humble salaam. Now, Oh brother host, 
give us some betels and tobacco and let us go back to our 
homes with thankful hearts. (Ll. 1-120.) 

• 



'l'HE BALLAD OF RANI KAMALA DEVI 

BY 

ADHAR CHANDRA. 



PREFACE. 

Th-e bq.llad of Rani Kamala Devi could not be 
• 

recovered in full. Babu Chandrakumar ·De sent mP, on 
~ . 

August 30, 1925, a short SJ.Immary' or the contents of 

the two missing cantos from memory. The tradition, 
widely ~prevalent in the district of Mymensingh, is that 
as no supply'of water came to· the tank Kamalasagar, 
though it had been dug deep, the queen Kamala DeV.i 
otSusang,Durgapur, in conformity with a dream, dreamt 
by ·her husband, Raja Janakinath Mallik, descended 
to the bottom of the tank and gave up her life by per:. 
:forrn'ing some rites there. When these were performed, 
ia: :rush . of .water came all on a sudden from under
-ground, riot only sweeping away the queen, whose ·;body 

-~~!---;,·~-:--~-~ 'hlu~lnct--.hn+_~.l~~r)_f1no·dinQ- the s'I'd·es of ·the ffQO .L&.a.vv-v•.....,•-~-.; --- 7 ---- _ ___, --- - "'--- __ 

:tank with its overflow. · 
~ . The tradition, so far as the death of the queen is 
ooneerned, may be acc:epted as. a historical fac·t. In _those 
days, utmumbered w.ere the instances of people, high 
.and Jow, in this country, who sacrificed their lifes as' -a 
result of prevailing :superstitions;_the most striking 
~·xamples being supplied by the· well-known Sati-l'ites. 
In· the pre'sent case when the tradition is. so widespread 
there can be no question as to the authenticity~ of the 
fact thilt :the quee:h became a willing victim to .supersti
tion. We have heard innumerable stories in the country
·side .of poor ' coolies being . sacrificed for propitiating 
the gods, when no supply of water was, obtained fro;m, th.e 
underground in a newly excavated tank. The- :KainaJa 
Oighi exists to this day. Wh-ether .the -ruijh of wate:r~ 
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described in the ballad, was due to some cun.ning 
priestly device or some natural cause, brought on at a 
later stage, by the persistent attempts of those engaged 
in the excavation of the tank, cannot be ascertained at. 
this distance of time. 'flie gods can only say if the 
water of Kamalasagar was pro~uced by their grace. : 

Babu Chandrakumar De approached Mr. Saurendra~ 

kishore Raychaudtiury, Zemindar of Ramgopalpur, 
Mymensingh, for being illuminated as regards the 
historical questions involved in this ballad. Mr. Ray
chaudhury supplied him with the following piece of 
information in his letter, dated the 3rd of April, 1925 : 

" Kamala Devi, about whom you want to know was . 
a contemporary .of Jehangir. She was the mother of 
Raghunath Singh, who got from that monarch the 
decoration of the title of Raja. She was the wife of Mallik 
Janakinath, an ancestor of the Susung Durgapur Raj 
family. The tradition of the place is that .Mallik Janaki
nath heard an oracle in his dream, in conformity with 
which Kamala .De vi gave up her life. A part. of the 
Kamalasagar still exists, the rest having been swallowed 
up by the river Someswari. Janakinath was a contem
porary of Akbar. He lived towards the end of the 
sixteenth century. The baby referred to in the tradition 
is the son of Rani Kamala Devi, who afterwards grew 
to be the illustrious Raja Raghunath Singh of Susung 
Durgapur. .A.ll noteworthy historical facts relating 
to Raja Raghunath are embodied in the 2nd part 
of my history of Varendra Brahmin Zemindars of 
Mymensingh.'' 

Mr. Lethbridge furnishes the following account of 
him in his book, called the "Golden Book of India": 
"MallikJanakinath was succeeded by his son Raghunath. 
The fragrant wood, produced largely in the Garo Hills, 
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called aguru~ was in request at the- Court of D'"elhi and 
Raghunath agreed to supply a quantity of aguru . to 
Delhi yearly as a tribute, in . ret·urn for the help of· an 
Imperial ] 1orce, which enabled him to subdue his turbu:.. 
lent Garo subjects and for the title of Raja. 'l'he 
Emperor further conferred ~n Raja Raghunath the title of 
Garo Tambi Munsavi or Commander qf Five Thousand." . . 

The first canto, which is missing, contained a des-
cription of the marriage of Raja Janakinath with 
Kamala Devi. The subject-matter of the first portion of 
the second canto may be thus summarised. The king 
and the queen lived happily }or some years. One day she 
asked her h.ushand as to what he would do for setting up a 
memorial for her in case she died earlier-in order to 
show that all his professions of love were true. ,The 
Raja said, " I promise to carry out your wishes, whatever 
they may be. Tell me what you would wish me to do.'' 
'rhe queen said, " I will spin a takua of thread in seven 
days and seven njgb_ts._ ~You_mm:t .. hl'l.vP_~_f!>~~-~::::::.-;:::.~,::;;:! -~--

~~my name, which will be of the size of the entire space 
covered by the length of the thread." 

TLle queen; working night and day for the whole week, 
spun the same takua of thread and the Raja ordered a 
tank of that size to be ~xcavated at his town, to be called 
after her, the Kamalasagar. But the tank, dug at so 
much pain and cost, had no supply of water. The populal,' 
belief on this point was well-known, viz., the ancestors 
of a man up to his fourteenth gene1·ation were doomed 
to hell, if the tank, dug by him, yielded no water. 

Unlike most of the other historical ballads of Mymen7 
singh, this one has a mythical and legendary element_ in 
it, which cannot obtain any credence .. But we find in 
the ballad itself that the Raja had grown a maniac after 
the death of his- wife. 'l'he subs.eq~~nt : developmen.t:9 

25 
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of the story may be taken as illusions, conjured up by 
his excited fantasy. The story is told in a graphic manner 
and with a candour, characteristic of the rustic poets. 
The legends, interspen~ed in this tale, have an old-world 
charm of rustic-poetry. 'fhe poet, Adhar Chandra, who 
composed this ballad, clevel'ly .touches the delicate point 
as to how the q'!ee!l met with her death. The Raja is 
described as having simply relfi.ted the dream to his wife . 
. He had not the heart to wish her to act up to it, he 
sePms to have yielded to a superstitious faith in the 
dream, but even this he' did not speak out to any one. 
He can by no means be accused of any deliberate act of 
cruelty. The ballad-maker does not even hint that he 
wished in the least • that the queen should sacrifice her
self. She herself became a willing victim. 'rhe Raja's 
great love for her is clearly in evidence in the succeed
ing events that transpired. If he did not actually come 
forward to stand in the way of his wife sacrificing her
self, it was due to a lurking fear in his heart of 
incurring divine wrath for offering obstruction to what 
he considered to be an act of religious merit. 'Jhis 
weakness on his part should not be severely judged, as 
we ought to make some allowance for the faiths and 
superstitions of the 16th Century. The queen believed 
that if no supply of water came to the tank, her husband's 
ancestors would all go to hell. Hence there was no 
other alternative on her part than to sacrifice her life 
in that tragic manner. Inspite of history and myth 
being blended together in this rustic ~;ong, it is a very 
enjoyable piece of· popular poetry and I am not sure 
whether I should like its historical portion or its beauti
ful myth more. ~'he latter adds a fascination to the 
tale and is as beautiful as the Idylls of the King, parti
cularly the Mort de Arthur of Tennyson. 
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.. We have no information about Adhar Chandra-. who 
compos'ed this ballad. 'rhet•e is no doubt that . it ·wa.s. 
composed in the beginning of the seventeenth century_;: 
S'ince all such ballads, in commemoration of acts or local 
heroism, are composed immediately after their occur~ence .. 
In many cases the language of the original is gradually-

• 
changed in course of their recitations through long 
generations. In the present case, ho,~ever, the language 
is crude and rustic and does- not seem to have undergone 
any substantial change. 

In the Ballads such as Mahua, Dewan Bhabna and 
the Washer-maiden, the art of the ruGtic poets seems to' 
be perfect in as much as superfluities find no place in 
them. The ballad-makers show an instinctive power 
of stringing together the essentials of the plot, leaving 
aside all irrelevant topics. In the present ballad, 
however, there is an element of rustic pedantry (as in 

Canto 7, Ll. 9-12, Canto 6, Ll. 17-20, 27-34) which 1!~~---
~-~ 

marred, to some extent,_tlu~-""~r~~iltJ::si::! ot the plot. 
~-------'.!_1~::,-l~nts especially are monotonous and wearisome 

(Canto 6, Ll. 1-10), the ballad-maker's fondness for 
met~tphorical phraseology, current in his rural districts 
seems to be often tinged with affectation, making his 
descriptions sink in to dullness. This element, which 
does not strike so much in the original text, becomes 
apparent in my translation. In the Bengali original 
there is a grace and finish in the style which is missed 
when put in the garb of a foreign tongue. Inspite of 
this shortcoming the ballad has an irresistible fascina
tion about it, due to the noble sa.crifice of the queen, 
though inspired by superstition, and also to the romantic 
nature of the legend, described in it, which, like the 
Holy Grail of Tennyson, leaves an edifying effect on the 
mind. 
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~ The ballad of Rani Kamala Devi, so far as we have 
obtained it, is complete in 342 lines. I have divided it 
into 10 cantos. 

I learn from various sources that this ballad was once 
very popular. I have not lost all hopes of_ recovering 
it in full. 

• 
. . 



The Ballad of Rani Kamala Devi. 
• 
(1) •• • 

In his big bungalow with twelve doorways, the Raja 
was having a quietsleep, when, in the depth of night, he 
dreamt a dream. 

' . 
The .dream disclosed to his wondering eyes a land, 

resplendent with diamonds and pearls,-from which came 
floating an "odoriferous and sportive breeze,-a land where 
it dawned at the glee cooings of the gold-winged cuckoo, 
-and 'Yhere at the deep hours of night the birds sat on 
the boughs of trees and sang. And he dreamt of many 
wild things, besides. 

- ,..-cr. - 1 '-1 -"-1-.--------- . .C-~~-J..~~-"l..,on, . .,...,rJ .o<>irl.:...~ .A.urA.lu~. 
~.J.o va.a..a.v" u.a..1.v '1. _.....,....., ............................ - --- ---- r -· , - _ .. - --

my beloved, how long will you sleep ? .I am here, 
calling you. Open your eyes and see me. 

"~hat a horrible dream have I dreamt, 0 queen I 
I cannot forget it for a moment. _ 

·"In the still and deep hours of night it see~ed to me 
that all the stars were sunk in the sky and that the 
world was filled with an impenetrable darkness. 

"Alas, why is it that the tank I have excavated in 
your name yields no water! I have dreamt a strange 
dream, which I am going presently to relate to you.'' · 

The queen lay in her bed,-bright and lovely as the 
full moon,-lost in deep slumber and the Raja called. 
her aloud sitting by the pillow, on whi~h her head 
reposed. It was the last part of the night. The little 
lovely baby slept soundly by the side of its· mother and 
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the Raja's eyes now rested on the child and now on 
the mother. (Ll. 1-18). 

(2) 

'l'he queen awoke with a start and found the lord of 
her heart, sitting by her side .• The quiet rest of the deep 
hours of night JVa:> broken and her eye-lids were still 
heavy with sleep. She said· to her husband in sweet 
broken words,-" What is it·, lord, that troubles you at 
such an hour as this ? Strange, I see your eyes, full of 
tears. Tell me, my lord, what may be the cause ? " 

The RaJa. 

''A strange dream have I dreamt. It is about the 
tank, newly excavated in my city. That tank, 0 queen, 
may, after all, turn out to be a cause of our ruin. Though 
deep it was dug, no water. has come· out of it. I heard 
an oracle in my dream, saying that should you, my 
beloved, go to the bottom of the tank, water "'ould come 
out of itself. I dreamt also as if, on hearing my words 
you descended to the bottom of the tank in slow ~teps. 
Scraps of unconnected scenes then presented themselves 
to my wondering eyes. I saw that all on a sudden there 
came a flood which swept you far away into the dark 
nether lands ; as if the great flood from the underground 
came furiously rushing with foam at its mouth and 
inundated all the four sides of the tank. Then rose a 
terrible uproar as splashes were thrown up from some 
mysterious regions. I do not know, Oh queen, what evil 
spirit induced me to have this tank dug-to worry us all 
in this manner!· My heart trembles in fear. Oh my dear 
queen, I do not wish my empire, nor my wealth, what 
pleasure will these yield to me if I lose you? (Ll. 1-22.) 



:Rani Kam~ la 

"Some maids took sacred grass and rice for worshipping 
the gods and the others carri~d the queen's toilet articles 
on their head." P. 199. • 
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(3) 

The queen rose from her bed and slowly approached 
the big outer bungalow with twelve doorways. Her 
maid-servants were sleeping there. She called them out 
from sleep and ordered tJ.lem to accompany her to the 
river-ghat. Some took golden pitc~ers, others c:ups of 
the same metal. Some carried towels: prepared by the 
artists of Meaha~country, others took valuable blue
coloured apparels. One maiden carried cups filled with 
incensed oil, the fragrance of which spread miles a·nd 
miles ·afar. Some of them took the powdered Gila-fruit 
for cleans\ng the queen's body, others beautiful baskets, 
full of. blooming flowers. Some maids took sacred grass 
and rice for worshipping the gods and others carried the 
queen's toilet-articles on their head.· In that dark and 
dead hour of night they all went to the river-gha.t. 
Above their head was the blue expanse ·of sky, w~j~h 
ShOWed _jhe _ ~St:tl'S.~hA,:.nf.:i_~:::~----;-;;;-- ~~le- (}nampa-b~dS Of 

-go Ide~-hue. · 

Neither the sun nor the moon could have a peep into 
the oface of the queen, which was then like an angel's, 
nor the people of the city who lay in profound sleep at 
that dark still hom· before the dawn of the day: . 'l'he 
maid-servants helped in washing . her body with the 
Gila-fruit. Her hair was anointed with scented oil. 'fhe 
queen got down into the river for bathing. · The maidens 
gently wiped the dirt off her body with the towels of J.1fech. 
When bathing WllS finished, they gave her a flame-coloured 
Sarli to wear. Seated on the bank of the Somai, she 
worshipped the gods with offerings of flowers, sacred grass 
and rice. And then she prl~yed. " Be witness, 0 river 
Somai; and 0 my husband, rest assured that. I am going 
to obey the oracle you have heard and am prepared to give 
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up my life. Be witness, ye trees, standing still on the 
sides of the tank, and ye sun and moon, and 0 ye gods 
presiding over the world, bear witness too ! whom else 
may I call at such a crisis of my life ? For keeping the 
pledge of my lord, I am going to sacrifice my life. 
Strange that though dug so deep, the tank has yielded no 

• 
water! The ancestors of this house up to to the fourteenth 
degree in ascent wi!i visit hell. 0, what a horror ! 0 gods, 
I pray unto you all, save us from this danger. Save this 
glorious house but tal<e my life, if indeed that is needed 
for it." With tearful eyes did this queen offer the 
sacred bel-leaves and flowers at the. feet of the unseen 
powers. She .repeatedly prayed that they • might be 
propitiated and graciously inclined towards her lord. 

After having offered the Puja, she returned home. 
No one, in that vast city,~outside her palace-knew of 
her holy bath in that deep hour of night. The night 
was fast wearing away and the gleam of morning 
was seen. 

After return home, what did she do? The little baby 
was sleeping on a couch. She took it in her arms and 
gently kissed its sweet face a hundred times, shedding 
incessant tears all the while. " 0 my dear son," she 
cried, "You are to me what the prop is to a blind man. 
From to-day we shall never more see each other again." 
She suckled the child and, with a choked voice, said again, 
"Your beautiful face, dear child, which is like the moon, I 
will see no more." She then silently wept without uttering 
a word. Her heart was, as it were, pierced by a spear, but 
she bore her cruel pain mutely. (Ll. 1-53.) 

(4) 

From the depths of her heart, rose a plaintive appeal all 
secretly, "0 lord of my heart, I leave this poor baby of 
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mine to your caret Inaudibly murmuring this, she 
addressed the old and trusted maid Sua and said, . '·' To 
you; maid, I leave this baby-this treasure of my heart." 
She looked up to the birds, Suka and Sari, whom she had. 
brought from her father's house and asked them to teach 
the b~by the sweet word ' mamma,' which they had 
learnt to recite. To all the servants of the house her 
silent request was that they might take care of one, :who 
was far dearer to her than all the treasure of her palace. 
"That I leave thig -~w-p-lro--cmd· -ihe throne," she said 
with a sigh, ''is not at all a matter of sor:J:OW to me. But 
I feel a pain, which pierc~s my heart like a shaft, at 
parting with this child." 

After weeping long, her eyes became dry. And then 
she made over the baby to Sua, the maid-servant. The 
attendants, male and female, stood aghast and did not 
know what would happen. A .feeling of awe struck them 
and they cried in silence. 

· mt.~~-..;~:.L.Ll--.---~-·-· · · ··u-;:;n-piTcne_r_I_n lle:r~-ha-nd- -
- - ~··----- ~&~ •~v 'i U.'-'OU IJC:U\.I:l 1:lJ t5Ul v . ~ • 

In the flowing end of her sac#, she tied some sacred grass 
and rice. And then she hied to the side of that ill-fated 
tank.. She, who had never been seen before outside the 
harem, was seen to-day by hundreds of_men' and women~ 
assembled the1·e to see the woeful sight of the hour. It was 
very early in the morning when the chief queenapproach 
ed the tank. The morning-clouds above were tinged with 
a red colour and crows were cawing, seated on dry boughs 
of trees. The wind was blowing forcibly at times. A crow 
seemed to say to its mate, " What a pity ! we shall never 
more see the face of the Queen-mother. The whole 

. . . 

kingdom will, as it were, lose its eyes to-day and the 
throne will be void. Let us depart from this cursed 
land." Signifying some such .resolve. by their cawing, 
the crows hovered in the sky for ~ time, and then flew 

26 
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fa; aw~y. !.rhe peopl6, assembled thereJ saw, with eyes 
~plifted, the :Strange spectacle .. ~Some~ men :Siii<f, ~ "Alas,_ 
what a:misfortune !!' ~ Others remarked that the virtuouS' 
king had lost biS: head. One man .observed hO-w foolisn 
it was jor the -king to send the queen to that . cursed 
tank for ~suoh -a purpose. ,, n: mai be that he is going 
to lose her- for .ev~r. What _ good will the tll:!nk serve 
him? _What; if. there be no water in it? J.. . .-et not the 
queen descend to- the -bottom of.t_his tank." (Ll.l-36.}: 

. -

: . ( 5 ) 

The queep,. now in fir_m step.§ an_d ~ )Vith a< calm 
majestic look~ ~descend-ed t<i the bgttom of the tank.. As 
she went:down, she threw th~ sacren grass and rice on 
all sid€s from tile j:lowing .end ofJ;!er. sarJ,i. The people 
were mying, "Alas, alas! " all the.: whife .. T}J.en aid 
she o~er. this .prayer - pq_blicly. . " If_ I :am~:a · cliaste 
WOID9ll-, and have Jived true. -to the :will.of Qod, tli.en may 
water :S-pring~ up: .from the bottom of this ·dry tan.k. ~If 
I am ohaste and~ have lived true to the w~ill =of GOO, may 
the water uf the- tank overflow jts sides and may my: 
people see th.is sight .. ~Jf i am chaste, then fuln~ .d God, 
the desire of .m:r. lord,: the. kiQg ~ This object.attained, 
it--win:· not at all cause- me pain,-. if l be swept- ·away.' fiy 
a stream.t@ the: nether _world." She sprinkled water from 
her· golden pitche:t:. on all sides ... What an ine-xhaustible 
quantity of water _dip. the.-:pitcher hold! . I_t seemed as 
if:it~woul~ never..get empty. Then dirl water gush out 
from the bottom o~ the .tank .and drench it gently tog.e!hei 
with the~ .queen's bea!ltiful feet.. She continued sprinlf.: 
lLng-. water. and the w:iter of ~the tank ~~ca!lle __ knee:d.eep: 
She· wen.t • on throwing- 'Yater .from her pitcher and tlt'e 
water of the tank swelled up to her neck, She raised 
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her hands up and still continued sprinkling·. water and 
h~.r no~le figut.:~ b~came gr~du~llJ. a,nd ,totally subme~g~d 
under water: Her dishevelled hair now- floated-over the 
rippl~s of }he ~~~·~~ace- l~~e .the, stre~m 'q_f th~: (!ange;, 

~owing -f~om, i}1e matted l<?~k~ !3f ~\1-e gre_at. Gad, .~J va. 
Look there arid see the fl·owing ends of her flame~ 
colour~d sadi, carried bv •the flood .. 'fh~ water ~f th% 
'_.,•;, ·~ \~ • _,.,, ::..0\..._,,.... •·· 'f ·r ·.a.. '-~ ~ ;:~ J.\L 

. ~a~~ rose higher. a'nd hig~er '~n?- }nunil~ted, _the s1de~ ,__.g! 
,phe ta~1k, fgaiJ.ling i~ ~urio,_us :ag_e. 'J.1he people w~o,s~ood 
there began to lament loudly, saying '~;~las, ala~l~~ 

Whence came that great flood, no one could saY:.· AJ!.the 
fo!}r ~~~es of tpe ta..~k. were no~w 1f,ood~~ over ... A roa,_ring 
soun~-, whi9h iq.spit:~~ ~'Ye~ ro~e , fro~~ UJ?-de~grou~d. 
Alas, to ":h"at Jand, tp.e qqe~_?. h~d · gone,_ nobody" cg~ld 
kn!J~. (Ll. l-27.) 

£ ~· 

L6) 
..... ,1\ ,J .,, 

Then did the Raja thl'Ow hi_!'!.l§.eJf__on_t_~;:-5L:<:TuiiU, 

0!~·-~_llehm~fl __ ur~~~:-~~~~;--aq~-beg~n tC! cry ,wiJdly ~ike a 
--rnad map. t The v,;,ry ~rees, ,o,n . t~e ~ide~ of thet~~k1 
de~ply alfec,ted by .. the'- king:~ s?>rrmys, s~e~~d to us~.1d 
~l).~ir \ea;ves ip. sym,pa~hy. The c~ws? ~n t~eir sheds, a!!:~ 

~!!e bi~_ds, -in. their ,_cages, .we,re s!'le.n to dro.p spet:tt te~r:,~ 
The cowherds, the horses of the stable and t~e eleph~~~~~ 
men and beasts, all seemed to be alike stricken .with 
· ' " e:Vo..-.1 ... 

gdej. Tpe ;~ig~o~s of. th~ ,palace ~and '!ild b~rds_ o~ the 
~i~ ·~~topped". t~_eir · c~irpings and. s~o'!ed ;}heir grief, 
re}p~ining, m-q~e. all~-_,t~e";~vhile. :Th~, ministers, y:fficer~_, 
the ·servants and maid-servants did not speak butoshrank 
i~t~ a' c~r~e-t of thei~ h~~~e~·. crve;whelmecl·- with 'th~ 

. J• - 1(,~ ~ ,' ,.. • • . ' •. f.J<._ _,.. .J 

general sense of grief. The mothers of that city ,did·- riot 
care to sucki~ th~ir b·~bies but sil~ntiy wept', 'teaving 
their dear ones aside. The good wives did· not care' for 
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their toilet but, with dishevelled hair, we'pt, forgetful 
of the prese~ce of their husbands. In the gardens the 
flowers bloomed not but strangely faded away. Weep, 
weep, 0 river Somai, and sing the sad tale of how the 
goddess of the city left it for ever. 0 flood, roar out 
the tragic tale of how she. was swept away for ever 
from the land .of..the living. The citizens cried, saying 
"To-day is the lJasami-day 1 for us, when our goddess 
has been taken away from the temple, to be drowned 
in the water." 

The sky shines brightly with the moon and stars,
the house with its flower-garden and the river with her 
sailing-boats. The dark night is illuminated-by a lamp; 
one's home, likewise, is brightened by the presence of 
the wife. The Raja saw everything dark before him, 
losing his beloved queen. "Ah my bird, where hast thou 
flown away, leaving thy golden cage." He cried day 
and night. 

The Raja turned nearly mad with grief. He wandered 
night and day by the side of the tank, sometimes 
lying there, stretching his body like a dead man,
silently shedding tears. 'fhe ministers :;md officefs met 
him often and advised him not to indulge in grief. He 
listened. to their advice but, at the end, simply said, 
"Alas, alas ! " 

What becomes of the house, when the lights are out! 
What is the value of a twig deprived of its floral 
treasure ? What good is served by a tank, in which 
there is no supply of water? What is the value of the 
body without life ? And how does the hole look when 
its pigeon bas fled away ? Like all these and worse 
than all, is a man's house, deserted by his wife. 

'. On the Dasami day the image of Durga is thrown into a river or some adjacent 

ank. 
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"Am I not like a bird, whose mate has been killed 
by the arrow of a hunter? Alas, who has taken away 
the diamond of my heart, worth seven times the value 
of this my kingdom ? What shall I do with it 
and with my riches ?" Thus did the king lament day 
and . night. He would. not touch food, nor drink 
water. .. . 

. Adhar Chandra sings this song of sorrow. The· grief 
of the Raja was so great that the very stone melted at 
the sight. 

The Raja walked by the sides of the tank, and some
times with vacant look entered the deep jungly land of 
Durgapur,.foolishly believing that he might perchance 
meet his queen there. But days and weeks rolled by; she 
no more appeared before him. " What is the good of this 
nice hall with twelve doorways, that I have built ? 
Woe be to my pleasure-house, built in the midst of a 

That house saddens my heart with the sight of its for
lornness and desertion." 

One month passed in this way. The waters of the 
tanlt Kamalasagar looked dark and transparent, as on 
the day when the queen was carried away by the flood. 
Suddenly an idea came to the king's mind. He called all 
the divers of the land and ordered them to get down and 
bale out the water of the tank. " Some evil spirit made 
me exacavate this tank, which has caused my ruin. 0 
my good men, bale out the en ti!e water with seyat (a 
vessel) so that I may make a last attempt to find her 
out. Six thousand and four hundred mEm were employed 
to empty the tank of its liquid contents. For nine days 
and nine nights they applied their whole strength to 
carry out the king's command. But though they 
employed their whole might, not a hair-breadth of water 
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decreased. The tank remained full as ever. The coolies 
in terror fled away. The vast body of water, baled out 

,_, .• • - '- • < • A e.• I '·· .t. 

<tf .f~~ taP.k, fto,~ded- the s~oals of_ th~ riv~r .~omai:. ~~l 
!~e ~l!eigh bour,ing la:p.d ~aJ., •. dro~ned,, an_d. the ho~~~s _5)f 

~he p90r rypts w~re sw~~ away. _ .. {hey. fled to _,distant 
lands in fear. But still the dark waters of that omin-ous 'to" _,j,, '(., ..~.... _1. 4 ~ • • •"'-" • ! t i 

tank did not decrease by aa inch. The current of the 
Somai flew in a ~ontrary course and the foaming, !lood 
~reac-hed the very tree-tops. (Ll. 66.) 
,J..._ ... 0 \ . .. (. ,,J j ' "" _14\1' 

( 7 ) 

--:-_;~_X(.:: ,l;. .J "' ~t·_, .~..., . .,.'~ "- ~ ~ _,. 

c: Now listen ~to what transpired next, to add to the 
~gn:d-;rs of this''wonderfui' tale.' · · ' "' '· ''" 
- .... , - .. j, -'"il ~ ~ . .; ' J~ J. • J. 'I :. 

, . The Raja again dreamt a'' dream. " . 
}1 ~L- t - _,J • ~ .4J"'"'"'' _ • ... ~ e . , ...... 

~. ,;,;T~ere, in. the gre~p hall, wi~h t'Yelve d?or-~ay~, t~e 
~il!~ "W~~ slee~ing: --.I~ ,the depth of p.ight,' h_e d,rea~-~ 
a dream, He was half-awake and half-asleep ; and in 
II- ' ' t . 1'-' ' ._ .r t• .i'c 

~h~t s~.~~-con~c~,ous ~on~~~ion it appeared "t?at he vi~id!l 
saw his queen slowly approach hiin" and take her seat 
by the side of the pillow, on which rested his heal. 

. ~ .. ~,._ 

The queen spoke :- -
, _- ". 0 {py dear lord; listen t~ my ~ad tale~ ·1 am pas~ing 
i.._ b.-. ..I.. .• --- J. • . ,, • Jl. -, 

my dayscin the nether world in great sorrow. 
t_. ·A,_s~pnd1.~le~p i1l_,t~~- nii:ht'' gives' refre;piJ?-ent t?~ tli:~ 
~,puL J ~p.ever enjoy ~hi' blessings _of .such a sleep~ _ J 

;;;~. When one's baby is near its mother, how happy she is! 
How ~oot is a sweet . :Uat in the. ~ummer and how 

>,..)' ' . \, I ).~ ,_, H 

~pp~ .. one, f~els, wh~n,. in a _dark roo~, light ,~~m.es 
f~dd~,nly to dispel th!3 d~rkn~ss! .. __ , "' ,, , 
r• •.• uSwe~,ter th,~u al~ this is the c~mpaJjty ?f ~ husband t~ 
a(;9~an J _ , ,. ., .. . . . , 

T have lost both my husband and my child. "'How 
tJ!l~~ra~~ ~!!1 I -_i .... J: a~ madd~ned wit~ grie~ li~~ a twild 
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bird, desiring to break open the bars of its cage, I yearn 
to break thrqugh my preseQ.t enviro!!ment and~ hav.e,, my 
chilO. once nior'B neaT my bosom ! ' . How_ can z..r: :Iive. 
without him ! . - · ·: _ .: . -fi ,,, · 

·~~ No.w,·:m.y belov_ed, J.dndly'ju·lfi:L ·mf:Wishes, tlf whiCh f· 
·am going_to~t£11 you: Build·a house on a side of. the tank!: 
Le.t the miiid-servan~ Sua~ spend the night' :in ·thlit 'hous-e: 
with my~· child,:· mentally. wisliing for my return·. Let:• 
noj; even tlie :tailo~: bird, nor a fly;:~ know of 'this::" Ev(;liY;.; 
thing' shou'ld be ~dori~ secretly._ :~Let·~ not . the citizens. 
nave anylnkling of tliis. I will~:COlpe to' sae the:.,~?ild! 

in the d~ep hour of:the night if .thi~ is~ 'done.~ ' ·;For->:xme~ 
fulfyear~yo'!_l must not slied :·a single :nrop· .~Qf ·t~ar· foi1 
m~. l: will come everf-~ night: and suckle':. tlie chilo;~ 

After one~ full year :both of us :will·_ meet again;.:.anH if:~ 

for.thi's_orreye:tr, r:can~ suckle therc.ni!d".everynight,:.ir 
wi1r !!'row_:to lie_as ~nowAr.fnl: 1\"_T.nnrll. __ :-t.h AcO'nrl.nf_h":'? . ..t::.-~l:~~ ~ 
. . . - - .... ~ ·- v . 

_.There ~he stood :beforE( him, : .. : not'l a, :w.hit:;-s£o~ti:n·;[ 

n~t a whit thinner, exaQtly as· s~_e :'!as~ before:: ,:.:i!er: 
complexion shone with the· same lovely gra.b'e·~ ,~:.;the: 

same_ftame-c.olour.ed sa{li. she _wore ; the_ very.~ofila,fl&nts 
that: ·on de_ ~darned the.~ bddf; ot. the>:C.liief .: q'deep~ added~ 
th:e· same Austre.: to ~.lier grac~l~l figure.::~ Her~·flow.i~ 
sarJi wav~a in t"he~air, :praying-with~ het disbeveUelt/ 
hair. as frefore, arl,dJier:ey~s~bore tbe mil~ lighkof·'Sj;aTrs·~:· 
as ~e!ore~ .Th~ saine sweet voice :: the perennia:l P,e"light' 
of: the li:i]_!g's ears, - .:Sbunded':j]ike' Jhe:]husicaL nbte '"ot 
tll.e..c¢uckpo. • ~ ·. • ~ .::. ~-~E :; ,: ~ ~- _· :.· '-·0"C.~~ 

,,. ~T.he~ Raja awoke fiorb his~ slelrp wiih a start and:lo_pke& 
ai\dund.:: He had · alre~Jly beco.lne. h~lf-mrul f.dr2~riei.~ 

13ut fro !it ~that day :1t appeared tlia:t~ h..e~cumpletely:lost; 

hiS:~ setis:es· ... The inter.'vh~w >was in. the.~and .of :dTeanrs.[ 
• 1<.1 " \J '· '4.1 

Could it e,vett. be brough~ witliin~ toe range of realisation R:-.· 
(Ll. 1~38.) 
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( 8 ) 

When the morning dawned, he gave orders to his men 
to build a spacious house on one side of the tank. The 
architects prepared strong posts of the sal-wood and the 
roof was covered with straw of the ulu-species. They built 

• 
the house in one day, as the order of the king was to 
have it doria with the utmost promptitude. The walls 
were covered with fine mats and were so thick that even 
a fly could not enter. There was riot a pore left, through 
which an ant could pass, though it was a straw
bungalow. In the day-time not a streak of light could 
penetrate into the hall, nor the wind had any access 
there by night. Thus was the house made, packed like· 
a box. In the centre of the hall was a bedstead of ivory. 
A valuable mat was spread over it, with a goodly curtain 
a:qd a number of pillows. A fan of mica and a pitcher, 
full of water, were placed by the side of the bed. 'l'he 
bungalow . was furnished with all necessary things, 
required for a sleeping room. In a corner, burnt a lamp, 
fed by butter. 

The Raja sent the nurse Sua there with the child on 
the very first night. A betel-box was supplied her. 
There was, besides, a supply of sandal and sweet-scented 
chua and the bed was milk-white. Many a night came 
and passed away; and one day the Raja asked the maid-. 
servant, " Have you, 0 nurse, observed anything happen 
any of these nights?" The maid-servant replied in 
slow accents, " Strange sight I see my lord every night, 
the queen comes and suckles the child at the deep hour 
of night. The figure is exactly the same, not a whit 
stouter, not a whit thinner is she. The same bright and 
lovely colour,-the same curly hair, waved ·by air, the 
same or:n~ments, adorning her person, and the same 
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flame-coloured saf],i which she used to wear. She spends 
the whole night with the child and suckles it. It is 
she, I solemnly avow to you, my lord,-your wife, our 
gracious queen, and none other. rl'he doors are bolted, 
the windows are shut. In the morning she goes 
away. Strange and mysterwus are her ap·pearance and 
disappearance. I cannot find out ha~ ~he comes and 
goes. (Ll. 1-38.) 

( 9 ) 

The Raja, who had been known for his wisdom, acted 
foolishly that day. He asked the nurse to come to the 
new house •with the child that day before nightfall. 
Only a day had remained to complete the year and the 
Raja missed a great opportunity, losing his patience for 
that one day. 

In a golden box were preserved betels, scented aguru, 
nl.n1li <>nfl .,,...,rJ, 1 rJlho ntn•go ~!HYIA t.n t.hA 'l'f'II"\YI'l ~•rHh' t.ho 

child, rather early that day. She shut all the windows 
and doors. On the bed she slept with the baby. 

In the midnight the Raja did no~ find any peace of 
mind. • He had not a· wink of sleep that night. Slowly 
did he come out of his great hall and wandered about 
the side of the ta-nk. 'l'he moon and the_stars glanced at· 
him from the sky. He slowly approached the new 
bungalow. There he saw flower-plants, standing stiU 
with their soft-petalled treasure and not gaily playing with 
the air. People all around were_ merged in deep sleep. 
The citizens slept soundly in that vast town, but its lord 
had no sleep in his eyes. He bemoaned his lot, walking to 
and fro like a mad man. 

The cuckoo suddenly sent a shriek through the sky 
and left its nest. At that hour the Raja lost his 
sense. (Ll. 1-22.) 

27 
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( 10 ) 

Who ever saw a stone at the top of a mountain, which 
could illuminate, by its brilliance, all the fourteen regions 
of this universe? Who ever saw a lamp, so bright, 
that, lighted in one house, it c;ould dispel the darkness of 
all the houses in the world? The sun is that brilliant . . 
stone and that great lamp. He, ·the Lord of the day, 
bathed in the Eastern Sea and found a chariot ready for 
him. He would presently ascend the chariot and begin 
his journey through the world. The horses of that 
chariot were milk-white and their wings were fire-red. 
The speed of the horses surpassed that o( the winds. 
So quick it was that they could scarcely be seen. Th~ 
palaces of the great luminary were made of mica, which 
sparkled like fire. The god of ·the day was ahout to 
ascend his chariot-he was going to meet his consort, 
the Dawn. 

At that hour of junction of day and night, the Raja 
stood at the gate of the new house with his hair loose 
and wild. He cried hoarsely, "0 nurse, open the door and 
show me but once my queen." At the sound uf his 
foot-step, the queen herself came o~t, opened the door and 
stood before him. 

"0 my life I "-more the king could not say but clasped 
the queen to his breast .. 

The Queen. 

" 0 my beloved, 0 my king l Allow me to depart and 
leave my hands. The period of my curse is over. I 
must go back to the abode of the gods, from where I 
came." 

Saying so, the queen freed herself from his embrace 
and disappeared. The Raja, when he rose from his 

• 
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stupor, found a fragment of her flame-coloured sarJ,i in h!s 
hand,-this was torn in his attempts to keep her. 

Adhar Chand, the poet, is sorry and laments thus :
"Why, Oh Raja, did you become impatient r Else, your 
son, the prince would have been as powerful as Indra, 
the God of heaven." (Ll. l.e-22.) 

.. 

THE END. 



THE ADVENTUROUS CAREER OF A YOUNG 



PREFACE. 

"The adventurous life of a young dacoit" was collected 
by Ba bu Bebari Lal Ray f_rom M ymensing and sent to 
me on the 22nd of September, 1925. The ballad is 
called " Maniktara " in some localitie~, after the name of 
its heroine. Babu Behari Lal Ray wrote to me that 
he took infinite pains to collect it from different places 
of the district. It is complete in three parts, of which 
the first part only was .§ecured by him. " The remaining 
two parts," wrote Behari Lal on the 22nd of September, 
192_5, "wiil take some time to collect, as it will involve 
journeys of a difficult nature; for the minstrels who 
know it live in widely distant localities." Two days 
after, on the 25th of September, Behari Lal died of 
failure of heart all on a sudden. He had been suffering 
for a long time from chronic fever, and the task to 
wmcn tne u mverslty appomtea mm required him 
to tour· in unhealthy places of mofussil in his very 
deli<;ate state of health. He died in harness, as it were, 
having worked till the last day of his life in the cause 
of the collection of old Bengali ballads. 

It is very doubtful if the remaining parts of this ballad 
will ever l;le collected in future. I do not know from 
what villages Behari Lal had collected the first part. I 
expected that, as usual, he would furnish me with such in
formation, later on. But there is no means, now available, 
to ascertain the localities w h~re this ballad is sung. I 
will, of c?urse, try my best to collect the remaining parts. 

This ballad does not seem to be a very old one. 
'fhough it is composed in a colloquial language, spoken by 
the rustics of the backward villages of Eastern Bengal, 
and there is. no attempt at embellishing it by felicitous 
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classical words, yet the rhyme seems to be more regular 
than that of our earlier ballads. The words here are 
rugged and coarse, befitting the illiterate peasantry of 
Eastern Bengal ; but the lines conform to the regular 
cresura and pauses of the Payar metre, though they do not 
always follow the canon of 14 l-etters a line. The classic 
influence had rea.chad the masses at the time of the 
composition of this pallad so far as to produce a rough 
impression of the developed Pa!far-metre on the rustic 
poet,-which accounts for the somewhat crude regularity 
of its measured metrical sound. But the ballad was 
composed certainly before the advent of the English. 
There is no indication of any European influenc~in it and 
no trace of western ideas in the description of village-life. 
'rrade was carried on, at the time, chiefly by a system of 
barter and we find the currency of a very large num her
of cowries in ordinary transactions of life. A ferry-boat, 
for instance, sometimes charged as much as 12,800 cowries 
from each passenger, which shows scanty or no use of 
coins in those days in our villages (Canto I, Ll. 37-43). 
'!'his. state of things existed before the couritry passed 
into the hands of the British. The villages of Benkal 
and her rivers, in those days, were haunted by gangs 
and the passengers feared the pirates more than the 
wild storm that raged in the waters of the dreaded 
Brahmaputra. All this takes us to the declining days 
of the Muhammadan rule, when the Imperial power was 
not adequate to cope with the revolting chiefs or even the 
marauding gangs, who oppressed the people, unchecked 
and fearless. 'rhis ballad was composed not later than 
the middle of the 18th century .. 

Women of those days were sometimes expert archers; 
nay, they even learnt wrestling and other masculine 
games-:-a fact which we find proved not only by 
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evidences of the ballads but also from various other 
circumstances .. We have found in the ballad of Feraz 
Khan how Sakhina fought in the :field of Kella Tazpur 
against the Imperial Army in the 17th century. 

There are very ·many other curious facts on which 
the ballad throws light. Th~ mode of operation ·of the 
rohbers,-how they 'killed innocent·· w.ayfarers,-how,· 
with the help of ropes, tied secretly to the ferry-boats~

they made escapes with their booty after the boats were 
made to capsize in the big rivers with passengers ,and 
how the booty was buried underground,-all these are 
vividly drawn in interesting sketches. 

We hav& found names of two poets in the colophons 
of the ballads-· viz., Amir and J amait Ulla. Both of 
them write in the same strain and it is difficult to find: 
any special feature by which the compo8ition of the 
one may be distinguished from that of the other; By 
~ . . . . . ... . . . . . .. ~ 

HloC LllU 0 ru<:uta· f1UHJ1Ull UL IJUI:1 U1:U1CIU 1~ llllt:1 . UUlll f10Sllil0ll or • 

Ja.mait Ulla, and Amir has so wonderfully adapted hilS; 
com position to the style of the other poet that the . ballad;' 
as a whole, shows a compactness and homogeneity in style. 
and ·diction. . I am ·at times led to believe that Amir is 
the name of the minstrel, who sang the ballad at one time.~ 
We find it on occasions that the rhapsodists sometimes put 
their names in the colophon· cla:lming the dignity of author:. 
ship. It is rather difficult to say anything definite on the . 
point, until we get some more recensions of the ballad. 

The chief excellence of this ballad does not lie in its: 
poetry, though occasionally we meet with passages of . 
much ingenuity ; nor is the ballad noted ·for· any 
dramatic quality. It is more like a narrative;· giving,.· 
details of the life of some of. its chief characters,-the 
main.eompliment being due to the graphic domestic and 
social sketches with which the ballad abounds. 1'hough 

28 
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the· accounts of particular episodes are long, they are not 
wearisome or verbose, so that there is a sustained interest, 
preserved from the beginning to the end. The poats 
display a good deal of humour in many passages. The 
portraiture of the physician Tinkari (Canto IV, Ll. 
80-96) is drawn with consid~rable skill. The quaintness 
of the country-dialect, with its pointed and forcible words, 
sometimes verging on the slang, gives to the figure of the 
village-quack an amusing interest, hardly conveyed in 
my translation. The much-vaunted efficacy of the three 
pills, one blue, one red and one white,-the ingredients 
with which they are to be swallowed, the physician's 
diagnosis and the almost immediate fanure of his 
prognostications are meant to hold the physicians as a 
class up to ridicule. During the Muhammadan times, 
all references to physicians in our literature are ungracious 
and even acrimonious. I do not know how to account for 
this sarcastic treatment of physicians as a class. In the 
Chaitanya Bhagavata, written towards the end of the 16th 
century, Chaitanya Deva is represented as satirising the 
physician Murari Gupta over his knowledge of drugs and 
pills, though the latter was a profound scholar. Kavikankan 
about this time gives a sketch of physicians which is far 
from complimentary. His great Eu1·opean contemporary, 
'RA.~on. wrotA in hiR essan. "Phvsicians cure diseases ., .. ~ .. 
as the sailors bring wind by whistling." The thing 
is that in good old days the countrypeople-believed 
more in the rules of diet and habit for preserving their 
robust health than in the physician and in his patents. 
In the present case, the use of tamarind as a sequel to 
swallowing pills prescribed by the physician is significant. 
It suggests the conclusion that the village-doctor often 
used poisonous drugs and it is well-known that tamarind 
is an antidote to poison, The village-people would not 
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wait patiently for their cure for a reasonable time. When 
they paid something to the dQctor, they wanted instan
taneous cure. I know a physician, who was once assaulted 
by the illiterate relations of a patient in a distant villa~.e 

of Tipperah, because he had taken a rupee but couid 
not effect the remission .of fever in three days. On my 
asking how his predecessor in the J?'ro!ession was so 
popular with the village-folk, the physician said, "He 
was a quack, sir. He used mitha bish (poisonous drug), 
the result of which was immediate remission of fever. 
In order to prevent the patient's temperature coming 
down to a sub-normal point or his succumbing to the effect 
of poison, t~marind and other antidotes were prescribed. 
If the patient died in spite of them, the good name of the 
physician still.remained intact. The village-people would 
say that the treatment was all right, that the doctor caused 
a remission of fever by his potent drug, but that the fellow 
died of sheer weakness, as he. was destined to die. These 
villages do not require a physician, sir, they want quacks.'' 

The poet Jamait Ulla sometimes aims his humorous 
attack at some vulnerable points of Hindu rituals with 
consicierable effect (Canto VI, Ll. 24-30). 

The love-scene introduced in Canto V (Ll. 36-108) 
breathes an air of vigorous country-spirit and freedom 
without . showing any trait of . undignified coquetry or 
lack .of feminine modesty in the heroine. Life, in the 
lower stratum of society in ·Bengal. is even now . some-

• times healthier than in the upper grades. .This will 
.be , evident from many passages. of the ballads. The 
characters are bold, natural and full of the vigour >'.of 
life. There is of course wickedness rampant in the 
incidents of the story ; the hero himself is a notorious 
robber-chief and the heroine, too, so far as we can 
guess from this part of the ballad, is one of his 
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accessories. While taking recourse to stratagems 
and manreuvres for achieving wicked ends or engaged 
in a piece of daring .and downright robbery, Kanu 

·(and Vashu are undaunted figures, whose actions are 
characterised by . a superabundance of masculine 
·energy, .untrammelled by "ny hesitancy or wa.!ering. 
:Maniktara's character is just rising into prominence in 
this part, indic~ti~·g the future achievement of some superb 

. point of glory ; but we have not yet secured material 

. to see its flowering point. As the ballad is sometimes 
called by the name of Maniktara., we believe that the 
heroine cut a prominent figure towards the end. 

While the accounts of villainous deeds,. perpetrated 
by the hero and his colleagues become sickening to a 
degree, the character of Vashu's mother, sketched .in a 
few lines, redeems the atmosphere and shows what 
spiritual grace and moral apprehensions adorn the 
character of our country-women. Vashu was dearer to her 
than life; yet when she heard of his wicked adventure, 
she sighed and said that it would have given her a 
greater relief to behold the corpse of her son -than 
to see him turn a robber (Canto 4, Ll. 71-72).• Her 
great grief at the discovery of her son's villainy blasted 
her life and she died of a broken heart. 

This ballad . has many points in common with a 
modern romance, though its authors were thoroughly 
illiterate and belonged to an age when romantic 
narratives of this kind were not generally composed; : 

Thi::; bulla.d i5 Cuiu_pl~~e iu 832 lines. 1 have divided 
it into ten cantos. 

16th November, 1925. 
' 

D. C. S. 



· The Adventurous Life of a Young Dacoit. 

( ~ ) 
• 

Dire·ct to the north from here is 1J! river. But 'river ' . . 
· :is a poor name for this vast reservoir of water-looking 

like seven (mythical) seas, blended together. This vast 
sheet of water is called the Brahmaputra. It seems as if 
a· Brahmadaitya (the fabled goblin) roars night and day 
·from the bottom of the river. How grand is the river 
to behold I . 

One may see its bank from the Ganja-ghat, but the 
other bank is beyond the range of human ken. It seems 
that the river bas one boundary-line, but bas none to 
indicate the other side. 

· When storm blows over it, the ordinary boatman dares 
not steer his boat across the river. The waves, high as 
house-tops, fall and break, foaming furiously. 

The little tailor-birds leave their nests and scream 
ovei' it, struck with fear. Many a tree is observed 
floating down the stream, drifting towards the eastern 
·hills. 

· But ·this turbulent temper is set at rest, when· no 
storm' blows over the stream. Then ·one may see it 
·running a quiet course, without sound;-smoothly flowing 
from bend to bend-when through its transparent water 

· t!J.e boatmen· and· rowers are seen merrily plying their 
-boats and pinnaces. When the air is still, the river has 
scarcely a· ripple on its surface but looks plain like a 
·flat can. 

' · On the bank of the river is a landing"'place n·amed 
· Ganjer-ghat, and close to this, there is ai mart; known 
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as the Ganjer-hat, held regularly thrice a week. The 
mart is a flourishing one, astir with brisk traffic. People 
every day assembled there, having crossed the river 
by the help of ferry-boats. They came to the mart in 
the morning, hired a house for the day and after making 
purchases, cooked their meals apd passed the night in the 
house and departed the next morning. Hundreds of such 
ferry-boats and smaii fishing canoe-shaped vessels might 
be seen day and night, carrying men to the mart. 

These boatmen are recklessly bold-they do not care 
a fig for storm or wind. When the river is furious, they 
face it like bold soldiers and when, as ill luck would have 
it, their boats capsize, they do not fear at all to meet with . 
a watery grave. 

They charge heavily from passengers. Heaps of 
cowries-regular hills of them-the passengers have to 
pay to the boatmen, in return for the risky F~~rvice, 

rendered by the latter, namely, carrying them across the 
river. I will calculate the charge in detail. One pan is 
equal to 80 cowries, and a kahan is equal to 16 pans. A 
passenger is required to pay 10 kaha)lS (12,800 cowries) 
per trip. Even after this heavy charge is met, their lives 
are not secure in the boats. Some are carried safe to the 
other bank of Sherpur by the grace of God, but instances 
are not few when passengers get drowned. From Ganjer
hat to Sherpur, as already stated, the ferry-charge is 
10 kahans. Hence this port oi ~he i"i>:::::o ie C?·11Ail 

Dashakahania. 
The ferry-boats have also other dangers to face . 

. Thieves often rob the passengers of their money and 
jewels, and before they can reach Sherpur, they are 
sometimes cruelly murdered by wicked gangs. Among 
these boatmen, however, all are not dishonest; but many 
of them feel no scruple whatsoever in thrusting their 
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knives into the breasts of people and seizing their property, 
even in broad daylight. Sometimes they forcibly plunder 
all · jewels and other valuables of the passengers ; they 
take them. to the very heart of some dar~ and shady 
jungle, and leave their poor victims there, all naked and 
in abject forlornness. Sometimes these dacoits cut the 
throats of these people by sharp-. swords, sometimes 
they rend their skulls by strokes of axe and fling their 
body into the river, binding them, hand and foot, with 
ropes. They seize the valuables and ornaments from the 
persons of their victims and loot their property by break~ 
ing open their trunks and baskets. All these are duly 
made ovel" to the leader of the gang. (Ll. 1-56.) 

( 2 ) 

·Close to the Ganjer-hat lived a barber, named Vishu, 
who had, at one time, pursued the avocation of a boatman. 
He had his wife and five children. So poor was he that 
Q-e had not a cowrie in his hand, to provide his family 
with food and raiments. He could not secure a bundle of 
straw for repairing the roof of his little house or wooden 
pas~ for fixing the thatch-walls. 

Vishu, in his distress, had no other resource, left to 
him, than to live by begging. But even though his wife, 
too, became a beggar, their joint earnings were quite 
inadequate. Of, the five· sons, Vashu was the eldest, 
aged twelve, but he had not yet learnt any trade. Then 
came disaster upon disaster on the poor family. · The second 
son Kushai unfortunately got drowned in the Brahmapu~ra. 
The third Dashu was one day carried off by a crocodile 
from near the landing-ghat. The fourth one, in his 
attempt to climb a tree, fell down on the earth and died 
of a mortal wound that he had got by his fall. The 
youngest suffered long from infantile diseases, · till: 4e, 
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toof was finally relieved of all trouble by the hands 
of death. 

Vishu became almost blind with tears. Many a time 
he blamed his Maker for creating him and found fault 
with His dispensation. 

" You have made me a poor wretch without a cowrie 
!n my hand. Weosta.rve for want of diet-which no doubt 
you can see. You. were gracious enough to grant me a 
valued treasure in my children. When the five children 
would talk, their merry voices would make me forget, 
for the time, the stings and anguishes of poverty. Now 
all,the lights you have put out, save only one. I do not 
know when that one, also, you will take away. This Vashu 
of mine is the only lamp of the house. If this, too, is 
blown out, it will be all over with me. 

''Alas, thou cruel Sporter, why dost thou play with 
human ·heart in this manner? If thou gavest them 
out· of thy grace, why hast thou taken them away again P 
Thou hast no regard for the feelings of the old parents. 
I cannot bear my grief. Why dost not thou, 0 God, 
take me away from this world, to heal my bruised heart 
for ever ? " • 

Often would he sit on the. bank of the river and 
lament in this way. He became so absorbed ingrief 
f,hA.t. hA forgot that it was a treacherous bank, which, 
yielding to the force of the under-current, would some-· 
times crumble down unwares; and one day while thus 
grieving, the ground beneath his feet gave way 
and fell into the bosom of the river with a 
violent crash. The boatman Vishu was drowned in 
this way. 

Losing her hus-band after all the bereavements she· 
had already suffered, Vishu's wife became almost insane 
with ·grief. 
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" All the grim sufferings of poverty I bore with 
patience, picking up strength at the sight of my husband. 
I have now lost him, too. I will hang myself on a 
tree. in yonder jungle and put an end to all this misery . 

. ·If I cannot hang myself, t~ere is the cool breast of the 
river, where I will find rest, as my husband has done." 

• Grieving in the above manner, she left her home and 
went towards the neighbouring forest. 'vashu, at this time, 
called "mamma" from behind. She turned her eyes back 
and saw the lovely face of her son. The sight filled her 
heart with affection. She forgot the great bereavement 
and also that she had nothing to eat at home. Amir, 
the poet, says, "Why should you now give up your 
life? Return, 0 mother, to your cot nnd wipe away 
your tears." 

The widow, with her young· son, begged from door 
to door, and kind-hearted men do]ed away small gifts 
in charity. She did not leave her cot, nor her little 
son. Like a bird, hatching its young one under its wings, 
she attended to her charge with utmost devotion. 

(Ll. 1-58.) 

• (3) 

Near her little cot lived fishe1·men and Kochas. She 
had no kinsman, no relation, in the neighbourhood. No 
parents had- she, nor any brother, under whose roof she 
might expect to live for a few days. 

On~, who is deprived of all help from outside, re
ceives help from unexpected quarters. From among 
the l{ochas, a woman, whom people called Kanu's 
mother, ·came forward, full of compassion at her dis
tress. Vashu's mother and Kanu's mother became 
bound in fast friendship. Kanu's mother considered 
this friendship as god-send to her. K~nq, a:oq Vashq 

~~ 
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were nearly of the same age, Kanu being older by three 
years only. Kanu had stepped into his twentieth year; 
streaks of thin moustache had just appeared on his 
chin. He became now Vashu's guide and friend in all 
matters, leading him sometimes to evil ways. Vashu's 
mother tried to dissuade him, but he heeded not his 

• 
mother's advice. 

Obliged as ·sh~ was to Kanu's mother for pecuniary 
help, rendered now and then, she could not too strongly 
insist on her son's dissolving all connections with Kanu. 

The heart of Kanu's mother was full of kindness 
for her friend, and Vashu's mother knew this very well. 

She prepared almost every day some dainty dishes 
to entertain Vashu's mother. Seldom did sh~ visit her 
friend when in her towel she did not tie some pulses or 
rice for her, nor brought a little cup filled with oil. Fresh 
brinjals, chillies and fruits of garden-she brought every 
now and then and presented to Vashu's mother. Behind 
her house were large pastures, where she used to milk the 
buffaloes and this she stored in bamboo-cups and brought 
to Vashu's mother as her little gift from day to day. 

Vashu's mother, however, diii not sit idle, relying 
on her friend's help, but worked as best as she could. 
She spun thread for the nets of fishermen and husked 
rice; this she did not consider beneath her dignity, 
though she earned only a little by these stray occupa
tions. Sometimes she got a quan.tity of rice-dust and 
at others some small fishes by her own labour. 

She spent her days in this way, feeding herself 
all the while with the hope that her child Vashu 
would soon grow into manhood and relieve her of all 
her sufferings. "Then will our wants be removed and 
we shall once more be blessed with prosperity and 
happiness/' thus did she think within herself. 
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Now Vashu became a strong lad of twenty. He 
d~lighted in sports, jumped and played in the village
paths and woods like a wild horse. Kanu, the Koah, 
became his guru and Vashu, the barber, became Kanu's 
worthy disciple. They two were utterly reckless and 
feared not men or beasts. They walked about, twisting 
their moustache in truly gallant fashioh. • • 

Behind Vashu's cot there were some fig-trees. The 
people of the locality said that these trees were haunted 
and hence no one dared enter the wood land at night for 
fell.r of being molested by ghosts. 

One midnight when Vashu's mother was enjoying 
a .sm;md sleep, she became suddenly disturbed by a voice 
which awoke her from sleep. 

"Arise, 0 Vashu's mother, and look at the sky. 
You consider that your cot is very secure with its 
wooden posts and thatches. Not at all. If the storm 
comes, those will be shattered in no time and your cot 
will be swept away from the earth, leaving no trace of 

·its existence. Then, 0 Vashu's mother, where will you 
put ~ur head and find a refuge? " 

The barber-woman became frigh~ened. She caught 
hold of her sleeping son and hel_d him tightly in her 
arms. Then gathering a little courage, she addressed 
the voice, which she believed to be a ghos,t's and said :-

"In this depth of night you. are calling me from 
behind this house. Who may you be? If my cot is 
to be swept away by inclement winds, what can I do 
to prevent it ? How can I resist my ill-luck? God 
ha~ taken away my children, one by one, and I know· 
not if more evils are in st.ore for me. But is it worthy 
on your part to joke with a woman in her distress, living 
in this shattered cot ? " . 
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"But, aunt, why should you be angry with me ? 
You seem not to have known me. Your son Vashu 
ealls me Kanu Dada. I am his companion and friend 
and my mother, too, ha8 been bound fast in solemn 
ties of friendship with you .• I expect you to regard me 
as your son. 'Yhl should you be angry with one, who 
knows and respects you as his mother ? I have got 
some work to do at this dead hour of night. Many ripe 
fruits are there in the woody-land. I have come to 
take Vashu with me to gather those and eat them at 
ease together. Do not fear, aunt. Just look at the sky, 
the wind has blown away the storm that. had filled 
the sky a little before the black clouds, that had 
darkened the atmosphere,-have all gone away and left 
the sky bright and clear. Rouse Vashu, Oh dear aunt, 
from his sleep and let him accompany me." 

The barber .. woman was ashamed of her conduct 
and regretted having used rude words to her friend's son. 
She changed her tone and said in an apologetic voice, 
"How could I kno"·, dear Kanu, that you were seated 
on that haunted tree. I was sleeping and was • in a 
semi-conscious state, when I spoke unkind words to you. 
Do not, dear Kanu, take offence, and you must also 
excuse me for not complying with your request. I 
cannot allow Vashu to go out of the house at this 
hour of midnight. You know that Vashu is to me 
what the prop is to· a blind man. He is dearer far 
than a rib of my breast. While I walk in the village
paths, it is his lovely face which I recollect and thus do I 
gather strength to bear the hard lot of day-time. In 
the night he is my -treasure, and I cannot spare him 
for a · moment. Come in the morning and I will 
allow him to go with you wherever you may wish 
to take him." 
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When she was speaking, V ~su was roused from 
his sleep by his mother's voice. He said to his mother, 
" With whom, mother, are you talking in this lonely 
hour of midnight ? " 

Vashu,'s.Mother. 

"Kanu has come; he has climbed .up that haunted 
fig-tree and is talking from there.'.' 

At these words of his mother, Vashu at once sprang 
up from his bed and opening the door of his hut, ran 
towards Kanu and soon overtook him ; and ha.ving 
embraced Kanu, he asked him in all eagerness, "Why, 
brothel', what is the reason that has made you visit this 
house of ours at night ? " 

Kanu replied, " I came to take you with me, but 
your mother is not willing to part with you. There is' 
the difficulty." 

.. Vashu said, " Don't, brother Kanu, worry yourself 
about that. I am presently going with you and what 
you have got to eat I will share with you." 

·He said to his r_nother, " Arise, mother, shut the 
door. A brother is going wit~ his brother. Why should 
there be any foolish anxiety over tb is ? " 

Vashu left home with K~mu. Vashu's mother 
spent the remaining hours of the night in sleepless 
anxiety. 

S~ruck with fear and anxiety, she lamented thus: 
''You came to this cot, Oh cruel boy, like an enemy 

to steal away the peace of my mind I Your face. is my 
only conso]fttion. I hide you like a treasure in my breast. 
But, foolish lad, -you have h·eated me like a beast or 
a savage and cast me away without any respect for 
my feeling." '' Oh Sylvan deity, ·I pray unto you, keep 
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my boy 8afe ana secure. I will worship you with fried 
oat, molasses and rice. My prayer to you, Oh Goddess 
Subachani, is to keep my boy safe and I will worship 
you with betel and betel-nuts." 

Just at that moment an owl screamed from an adja
cent tree-top. Vashu's moth~r, in all haste, prayed the 
bird to stop its Qminous moping. " I will roast a Boal
fish for you, Oh black owl, and also burn a skail-fish to 
offer you, if, through your grace, he, the treasure of my 
heart, returns home all hale and hearty." 

Vashu's mother wept all night, lamenting in this 
strain. I have no adequate words to describe her grief. 
It was. when the raven cawed from the • house-top, 
indicating the advent of morn that her eyes closed, 
yielding to the influence of sleep. (Ll. 1-100.) 

(4) 

Walking to a considerable distance, Kanu sat under 
a tree and disclosed his object to Vashu. 

" You know the old Brahmin and his aged wife, 
who live in a hired house on yonder river-bank. -They 
are going to cross the river and go to the other bank 
before it dawns. I shall have to carry them thither 
in the ferry-boat belonging to Sona, the boatman. 
You must be my companion in my trip; so hurry up, 
lad, lest the night should pass away." 

P'asku.-'' Why should Sona, the boatman, make 
over the charge of his boat to you? The hire he might 
enjoy himself? Why should he give up his share?" 

Kanu.-" Oh dear boy, you do not knnw, for these 
four or five days Sona Majhi has reen down with fever; 
for another four or five days, his boat-hooks will remain 
fixed to the ground, as there is none to ply it. 
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" Now hear my plan. I will carry the old Brah~n
couple in the boat, and somehow the boat will capsize 
near the treacherous sands of the river at Ganjer· hat. 
I 'had a peep into his gold m'ohurs, ornaments and 
other valuables last evening. 'l'hey are indeed a 
tempting sight." • 

Vasku.-" But, brother, it is all right; when the 
boat will capsize we two together, with' all the valuables, 
will get drowned, as :well, in the . mid-river. The 
sands are treacherous there ; no one can escape from 
them, if one gets plunged. How will you save the 
things and how will our lives be sa.ved ? " 

Kanu.-" Do not worry yourself over that. · T have 
thought ov~r the problem and hit· upon a solution. I 
WBnt to the fisherman Sambhu 'this evening and procured 
a strong rope from him. One end of the rope will be 
fixed to the trunk of a Simul-tree on the bank and 
the other end will be fixed to a raft made of banana
plants. I will loosen the rope in the middle and the 
raft will float behind our boat at some distance with· 
out attracting notice. When we shall have .done our 
work, we. will return horne by means of the raft. We 
will· plunder the jewellery. and othe~ things and. with 
them plunge into the river, after having broken open 
the lower planks of the boat with an axe. The old 
Brahmin will verily shake his beard like a goat, 
while bidding adieu to the earth. In the meanti ne, 
we will drag the rope of the raft, so that . in 'no 
time we shall be able to reach the bank. ·"r,hen the 
old woman and the still older man will breathe their 
last, who will be l@ft there to help, the detection of 
our deed ? I will return the rope to Sambhu to-morrow. 
WelL! there will end all matters and ther.e will be none 
to whisper the ~rim tale of the ni~ht, 
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" The much desired-for property we will make over 
to our mothers; and then, dear Kanu, we shall, be placed 
far above want, and marry two fairies ! " . 

Vashu and Kanu, in a firm attitude, left for Ganjer 
ghat, determined to carry out the plan. They led the 
Brahmin-couple to · the bank of the Brahmaputra . 

• 
Whatever they had planned; they carried out fearlessly. 
'The tragedy was duly enacted and. then they returned 
home with the booty on the raft, being dragged to the 
bank by means of the rope. 

When they returned home, just at that moment 
vultures shrieked overhead, ravens croaked and other 
birds and beasts proclaimed by their confused cries the 
advent of the morning. • 

Vashu knocked at the door and called out, "Oh 
mother, awake ; Dawn's light is just peeping in .. How 
long will you sleep? Now our misery is at an end; 
just come and see what I ~ave got. You may now 
live at perfect ease. No more, mamma, -rvill you have 
to shed tears, for having no food in the house for 
your son. Your days of tears and sorrow are over." 

The mother, startled at her son's voice, rose. from 
her bed and opene.d the door. In the meantime Vashu 
took the load from his head and handed it over to his 
mother. Vashu's mother said, "What is it that you 
have got r 'rhe contents, if they are food, cannot last 
for many days. How is it that you are vaunting about 
this small basket ~o much ? " Vashu replied, " It is 
no food, mamma; open the basket and see that in it 
are stored things, which will supply us with food as 
long as we live." 'rhe old woman wonderingly opened 
the basket and was astonished to find the whole house, 
illuminated, as it were, by the riches contained in it. 
The sisht struck her with surprise. There in th~ basket 
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were a number of Beshara (nose-ornaments), fhumkas 
(ear-rings) and various other ornaments of flower and 
fruit patterns, inlaid with precious stones. There 
were some precious neckl!:i.ces, head-orcaments, beautiful 
gold-flowers for ears, also bracelets, lockets and garlands, 
strung with gold-flowers .• There were nice pins , and 
nose-ornaments, studded with pearls and diamonds. 
In one corner were observed about"' a "hundred golden 
amulets and other ornaments of various patterns. There 
were, besides, belts with gold and silver pendants and 
beautiful Gujris for feet. Besides these, there were a 
iarge number of gold coins of. the days of old emperors, 
bars of gold and silver of various sizes and golden . . 

cups and hair-combs of mica, of which the handles were 
solid gold. In a bundle lay valuable fl.ame-coloured 
SacJ,is, which only ladi~s of the highest ranks wore. 

Vashu's mother was W{)nder-struck, and, with gaping 
mouth, looked at her son and said, "What are all these 
things ? How could you secm·e this property of :a 
monarch ? " --· 

Then -did Vashu relate the whole story from· the 
beginning to the end, and as she heard it, Vashu's m-other 
began to tremble in fear. She said in a sad tone, 
"What is it, Vashu, that you have ·done ? You ·have 
killed a Brahmin, and know for certain that tile curse 
that came out of his lips at the moment of his death 
-will blast away all our future happiness. The lamp 
·of our house will burn . no more. There will be -no 
children born' in a_ house, cursed by a- Brahmin, to -light 
the ~vening lamp. If you were dead just after your 
birth, it would have been much better for me tlian to 
·see you turn a robber.· I sincerely wish now· that 
you be drowned. Your death will ·indeed gi~e ni~ 
some relief." 

ao 
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She began to shed incessant tears. In the meantime 
Vashu took care to bury the treasure under ground. For 
the whole day Vashu's mother did not eat a single 
morsel of food, and, in great anger, did not speak to her 
son. When it dawned, her eyes appeared abnormally 
dull, sunk in their socket~; and a fever seiz~d her, 
making her body dark as charcoal. For five or six days, 
she remained in her bed without any food and without 
speaking a word, The neighbours were full of sympathy 
and said, "Your mother has suffered much in her life. · 
Try your best to place her under proper medical 
treatment." 

Tinkari was a great physician in thM>t locality. 
Vashu walked ten hours and reached hi'~ '-,mse. Vashu 
called on him and said in a hurry, "0 doctor, my mother 
is passing through a great crisis. ;you must accompany 
me at once to my house." Tinkari, the physician, 
dressed himself decently and in the corner of his ohudder 
tied some medicine. He took his long stick in hand 
and spread a big umbrella over his head. Before 
starting, he bowed to the sacred Pulsi plant in his house. 
The physician was of a dark complexion. His· body 
seemed to have been polished by constantly rubbing oil 
over it. He had a flat nose and his whiskers were cut 
short. But his feet bore marks of sore on account 
of his having to walk along the uneven village-paths. 
His eyes were small and he looked around like a pigeon, 
as he walked. At times, he stumbled 9ver the hard 
ground ; but anyhow he reached Vashu's house in due 
time. Reaching the patient's house, the doctor said, 
"Only three pills, Vashu ;-these will cure your mother, 
I assure you. To-day you are to give her bark of bel 
and nim-leaves, well boiled in water, to-morrow give 
her some spices boiled in hot water, On the third 
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day you are to give her that red pill, mixed with 
a few drops of country-wine, and the day after, you 
are to give her that blue pill with cold water, and 
on the day next, you are to administer the white one. 
This will bring her round, rest assured. When the fever 
subsides, give her a hot bath, and then she may be 
allowed to take rice of a very fi:ae • quality. But 
when you will give her the white pill, you must also give 
her the broth of tamarind to drink." 

Vashu took "the pills and the physician said, " Now 
I must depart." Vashu gave him one kula of rice and 
a basketful of pulses. "From ·his orchard, he gathered 

. some brinj~ls, chillies and bananas. He gave him, 
·besides, some turmeric and salt and also a cupful of 
oil. The doctor was right glad, and smiling, left his 
house. In the evening of that day, Vashu's mother 
opened her eyes and looked at her son. That was her 
last and she left Vashu for ever and went straightway 
to the other world, whence her call had come. 

(Ll. 1-112.) 
( 5 ) 

• 
Vashu took his mother's dead body on his shoulders 

and went to the river-ghat. There, in conformity with 
the usage of the Hindus, he first set fire to his mother's 
mouth and then floated the corpse in the stream. He 
then returned home and wept bitterly. In the whole 
world the barber-lad Vashu had none other than a mother 
to call his own and she, too, now left him for ever. Many 
a time did he lament, saying, ''In this country, I will live 
no more. I must go to some foreign land. There I 
will live by begging from door to door. It is my crime 
that shocked my mother and thus caused her death .. 
I cannot bear the stings of repenta.nce. Grieving over 
her, I will give up this sinful body of mine." 
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For four or five days, he did not stir out but 
continually wept in his lonely room. Kanu and his 
mother visited his house frequently and tried to_ console 
him. By the healing influence of time, Vashu once 
more applied himself to his work. His occupation now 
became definitely settled. He used to kill the wayfarers 
by the blow of. ll,is long club and plunder whatever they 
possessed. Day and night Vashu and Kanu pursued this 
avocation, bound in brotherhood, and sometimes in the 
night, Vashu returned home, cooked his own meal, ate 
the same and went to bed in tha·t lonely house. 

On an auspicious ddy, fixed by astrologers, Kanu 
married a suitable bride and Kanu's mother JJ.OW advised 
Vashu to be on the look out for a bride. ''You burn your · 
hands in cooking your own meals, my lad, and some
times you have to live upon raw ahira. You have been 
reduced to a skeleton and you know no peace of mind. 
About six miles from this plaae, there is a village called 
Mainda. There lives an honest man named Sadhu Sil. 
I have heard that he has got a real fairy in his daughter. 
Her name is Maniktara. She is exquisitely handsome. 
Why not go to that village one day and open n~gotia
tions? And it may be that, by the grace of God, you 
will be happy by this marriage, if you can win her 
hands." 

Being advised by Kanu's mother in this way, Vashu 
realised his situation and thought that it was a good 
advice. He resolved to go to Mainda the next morning. 
When it was morning, Vashu dressed himself decently. 
The day was very hot, it being the month of April. 
He covered his body with a ahudder to protect it from 
the Sun, when he reached the village, it was about 
2 P.M. He was perspiring and sorely feeling the heat. 
Olose by, flowed a canal with transparent water in rapid 
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course. The women of the vHlage came over there 
with their pitchers to carry water. On one side of the 
canal were rows of beautiful houses, but on the other 
side there was none. So Vashu sat under a Simul-tree . 
He breathed heavily and looked with thirsty eyes at _ 
the stream. He felt a d~sire to drink water, and so 
came down the landing-steps. Just at the time a .. . 
maiden came from the other side. On her breast was 
a fine towel of green-coloured cotton and her hair 
was. dishevelled, which waved playfully at her back. 
The hair was so long that it nearly touched her ankles .. 
The coy maiden bent her eyes towards the earth and 
descended. to the stream. She was quite una ware that: 
Vashu was on the other side. Vashu, while drinking • 
water, looked at her and felt as if a fairy had 

·come down from the heaven. Vashu himself was- a 
youth of handsome features and he felt love for the 
maiden at first sight. The girl, as she looked at him, 
became pleased with his handsome appearance. In 
her mind for the first time grew that passion, which, to 
maidenly souls was a novel experience, full of sweetness. 
Appeasing his thirst, Vashu the barber-lad, went back to 
the s~ade of the Simul-tree, but with crooked glance, 
looked again and again at the stream of Bailakhali. He 
reflected thus, "This girl is assuredly not a human being. 
She must be a nymph of heaven, I must try to know who 
she is." Thus· resolved he addressed the maiden in a 
gentle voice and she was right glad at his words, stand
ing on the other bank. _ 

"Who are you, gentle maiden, all alone here, at 
this hour ? Verily is your face like the moon. How • 
beautiful do you look ·with sweats on your brow. 
The transparent water of the Bailakhali is playing with 
the flowing ends of 'your Sa(Ji, Your lovely figure 
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produces an ebb and flow in my blood. Your black 
hair is to be compared only with the black tip of the 
Kuch-fruit. Your lovely brows delight my eyes with 
their gentle curves. Your two black eyes throw their 
dart by sweet glances, which make a human being 
tremble as if shot by an arro~ How happy are you, 
0 stream of BaJiafhali ! you seem to be so cheerful 
because you have got her sweet embrace. Thanks to 
this shade of the Simul-tree, from where I have ob
tained a glimpse of you. With sacred blades of grass 
and rice, I will worship you." Pausing for a few 
moments he again addressed' the maiden, ''You are not 
a fairy, nor a nymph, nor any spirit of tQ.e air. I 
........ , .... ··--- . v- --- 'J...~. -:-'"",. mnnn.lilm face. I remember 
to have seen you in the landing-ghat of the mart; and 
to-day I see you here in the stream of the Bailakhali. · 
It now seems that my good luck has to-day given me 
my goddess, who is to adorn my house. 

"Who are you, maide11, and whose· daughter are 
you? You have cast your sweet glances upon me, 
which have made my head unsteady. I have lost my 
parents, I have lost my brothers and thus do I sur~ive, 

-a wretched vagabond. I remember to have seen you 
some day in a mart near the GanJer-ghat, and to-day you 
are here,-a piece of unparalleled good luck for me." 

Maniktara. 

"All is done by the will of God. Human agencies 
are powerless. Though God has put you to a trial, 
that has not diminished, in the least, your worth in my 
eyes. Sometime ago, I went wjth my parents to your 
house. There I saw you in your room, though you did 
not notice me. Your mother treated me very kindly. 
She gave me phul-batasa (sugar-balls) with fried rice 

• 
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of the binni-species. She also ser\'ed me with curd of 
excellent. quality. She took me kindly in her arms ·and 
said, "How happy would I be,' if I could have you for my 
daughter-in-law ! " My name is Maniktara and my father's 
name is Sadhu Sil. If you are willing .to have me, I do 
not think there will be an~ difficulty in your way." 

Vashu.-" I do not know whe:r:e your house stands 
on the other 8ide of the canal. Will you point out the 
path leading to your house ? " 

Maniktara.-" There is a ferry there on the eastern 
side of the canal. On crossing it, you will find a temple 
dedicated to the Goddess Chandi. That temple and 
the lands,.adjoining to the same, belong to my father." 

Maniktara remained in the bathing-ghat and Vashu 
hurried towards her home. Reaching there, he called 
out, " Who is there in the house ? May I come in r " 
8adhu Sil had just finished his bath. He came out at 
the voice of a stranger and young Vashu saluted him, 
when he came near. Sadhu said, "You do not seem to 
be known to me. Who are you, young man ? Where is 
your _home and what is your father's name?" 

•" My house," said Vashu, "is at the village Ganjer
ghat. My father was Vishu Sil. But my mother and 
brothers are all dead." Sadhu recognised him after this 
introduction. He spread a mat in the temple-compound 
and showed him a warm hospitality. He entered the 
inner apartments and said to his wife, "The son of Vishu 
Sil is at our house. I do not know what may be the 
object of his visit." The good wife said, "Could you 
not learn why he has come?" ''I have not asked that 
yet," replied Sadhu. 

With a pillow in, his· hand, meant for the repose of 
his guest, did Sadhu Sil come near Vashu again arid 
~sk him· the object of his kind visit to h~s hoqse! 
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Vashu bent his eyes towards the ground and in a voice 
half-choked by shame, delivered himself thus, "You 
know, Sir, that there is none in my house now. All are 
dead and gone. 'l'his is just the time when I should 
seek for a suitable bride to look after my household. I 
have come out in search of one, who would take charge 
of my household.. I have heard that you have got a 
marriageable daughter. I have made myself bold enough 
to approach you with the proposal. If you would kindly 
approve of it, I shaH be a slave to you all my life." 

Sadhu was right glad at his heart at the proposal and 
went into the inner apartments to discuss the matter 

-· With his wue. .tie smumg1y sam w 1111!1 wu~ .a:J.~utn.· 

tara's bridegroom is there in our temple-compound." She 
replied, " It is a very good proposal. Now make 
arrangements to entertain him suitably (lit. to kindle 
the hearth)." Sadhu Sil had three sons, but none of 
them was present at that time. All of them had gone 
out for fishing. So the old man was in some difficulty. 
The mistress of the house ordel,ed her second daughter
in-law to cook and the two others were required to do 
·~mndry things. "It is nearly noon-tide, already ·late. 
Send him some oil for bath." ~Saying this, the old woman 
began to look after other things. 

Vashu rubbed oil over his body a.nd went to the 
l'iver for bathing. The second daughter-in-law was 
cooking and the other two were helping her in the 
necessary preparations. Just at this moment the eldest 
son returned home with a big Rui-fish in his hand. The 
second son also appeared shortly after, with some koi, 
puthi, khalisha and other small fishes. Next came the 
third son with a basket, full of vegetables, especially one 
big ahai-plant. Vashu now came back from the river
ghat and was served with the kerl:lel of cocoanut, fried 

• 
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rice, molasses, sugar-balls and other confectionaries, 
such as chirar-moa and tilm· la1·u. He was, besides, 
served with the doa-fruit, bananas and a cup, full of 
sweet milk with some sugar. This was light refresh
ment, which Vashu partook of with avidity and then 
took a midday-nap in the temple-compound. 

The se.cond daughter-in-law was }Jus.y preparing the 
soup of pulses and the male members of the household 
grew impatient· at the delay in preparation. Her 
brothers-in-law, the younger and elder ones, went to take 
their bath ; but when they returned home after finishing 
bath, they could not be pleased with what they saw. 
For, ·their Siiter-in-law was still busy with a fork, trying 
to dissolve the pulses in the ~ot watel.·; the soup had not 
yet been prepared. The eldest son's wife sat over the 
kitchen-knife, dressing the fish ; while the youngest of 
the three wives hurried to the pond to wash the rice. 
To add to .. the confusion, the eldest daughter-in-law 

. sustained a wound in her finger from the prickly bone 
of a_ singi-fish. The mother-in-law administered pepper
paste to the wound. It was midday; but the soup of 
pulses· was not yet ready, and as such, how could it be 
offered to the bridegroom-elect? ·rhe second daughter
in-law, in utter confusion, diligently applied the fork 
to the yet unboiled pulse-soup for dissolving the peas; 
and a sound was thus generated, resembling the rattle 
of a spinning-wheel. Everybody became impatient 
with hunger. The elder brother-in-law was grumbling 
over the delay: the younger one was muttering out his 
discontent; while the old father-in-law sat in greedy 
expectation,-spotted, like a tiger, all over his body, with 
sandal-marks. All were dying in hunger, as it were; 
the husband (the second son) in a rage, rushed into the 
kitchen and caught his wife by the forelocks. The 

31 
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mother came to the rescue of the daughter-in-law and 
delivered her from the rude grip of the infuriated son. 
She then gave her three sons water to drink. 'rhe pulse
soup was ready in the meantime, and so was the fish
curry, too, though prepared in a hurry. Seats were 
spread on the floor of the. spacious dining-chamber. 
The old man Df .the house, together with Vashu and 
the three sons, sa~ on the seats, assigned to them, to eat 
their dinner. Five plates were placed· before the five 
men. But Sadhu's eyes waxed red in anger, as he 
looked at the plate that had been offered to Vashu. 
m1..~ nltl man howled ob.t his strong disapproval of 
the conduct of the old mistress ami ~~~"' ..;. .... ~b::.:..::-:: :.:· ~ - -~ 

"Being women, you do not know the rules of domestic 
discipline, By your unworthy conduct you will bring 
about the ruin of my household. My daughter is 
matchless, all points considered and every virtue 
reckoned; and you, ignorant hags, have conspired to 
blast her fortune. What stupidity, first to offer 
fried fish to a son-in-law ! Have you considered the 
evil that would follow from your conduct ? The 
effect is that the son-in-law becomes half-dead ill his 
father-in-law':! house. (Other) sons-in-law taunt him, 
the mother-in-law maligns, the sisters-in-law torture, and 
the brothers-in-law despise the poor fellow." 1 

At these words, the guilty matron took the plate in 
her hand and removed all fried and roasted items of food. 
Vashu, however, felt it to be a loss, thus to be deprived 
of the big fried_ fishes of the Koi-species, roasted brinjals, 
fried potatoes, sesamum-balls, the toasted 'ltlkis, flavoured 
with the paste of split peas and also the overdone chapati. 

1 This superstitious belief is still current amon~ the rq.stic folk c£ somf;l district:;~ 

qf l!i~stern Ben~al. 
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"I got the delicacies," he mused within himself," exactly 
to my liking, but have been forbidden to take them. 
This, however, augurs the intended matrimony and makes 
me glad at heart." 

Pulse-soup, prepared in combination with fis4-heads 
and herbs of the Balai-species, was next served in a good 
quantity by the youngest daughter-ia-la.w. She also 
served the Suktd (a sort of slightly bitter vegetable 
condiment) and the preparation of gourd. ·She then gave 
the dried sauce of khalisha and puthi fishes and also a · 
cupful of half-boiled pulse-soup, prepared with Masha~ 
peas. Vashu, however, did not•take the last-named item, 
which remained as it was, full in the cup. But another 
cup, containing the muga-soup, prepared in combination 
with the flavorous heads and bones of Boal-fish, Vashu 
emptied over his plate. Another cup, filled with the 
soup of Boal-fish, was also served, but this was not much 
relished on account of its pungency. The broth of 
Rui-fish, however, together with five pieces of soft fish, 
was tasted with good appetite. The murighanta-a pre
paration with- the head of Rui-fish beaten into fine 
pieces \vith a pestle-Vashu smilingly partook of, and in 
greedy appreciation of the flavour, he ate up the last 
grain of rice from his plate. The. sour gruel of unripe 
amni was next served, which Vashu sipped up in the 
fashion of drinking water. A cupful of sweet milk and 
another cupful of curd were then relished with fried 
corn (khai). 

Sadhu became pleased to witness the appetite with 
which Vashu relished the dinner. Sadhu became thus 
resolv~d, "I will give my daughter in marriage to this 
youth. This is my intent. May the youth be granted 
a long life·! Let the will of God be fulfilled. But I 
will not disclose anything now." 
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Dinner finished, the five men left their seats and went 
to wash their face. Sadhu then, together with his three 
sons, repaired to the drawing room adjacent to the temple; 
and when all had seated themselves at ease, Sadhu Sil 
spoke to Vashu in a soft and slow voice, " Hear me, Vashu, 
my girl is possessed of ~All maidenly virtues. She 
performs all the. household duties, inside and outside, 
with a neatness and dexterity, which would surprise 
the male members of any house; and there in the sphere 
of her activities, she would not brook any intermeddling
she must do everything herself. She is verily a paragon 

my mind now, is that of seeking out a suitable groom for 
her. Who knows what has been decreed by Providence? 
You see, the difficulty about you is this, that your parents 
are, neither of them, alive, and as such, how can we 
entrust our treasure-the very moon on earth-to your 
care ? Whose help will she count upon in your house 
and who will be her help-mate in restoring order to your 
household? When, at night, you may be off, rowing 
your-boats in the river, Maniktara will be all alone in your 
house and this thought makes me particularly anxi(')us." 

But the three sons of Sadhu Sil had already conceived 
a liking for the youth. .'lhey said to their father, "Why, 
father, what makes you vacillating still? Our eldest 
sister Pancha is a widow. She is, besides, perplexed 
with the problem of procuring her bread." V ashu gladly 
approved of the idea of taking this lady to his house 
and promised to maintain her as long as she would live. 
This assurance from Vashu encouraged the old man and 
he gave something like a half-assent to the proposal. 
The three daughters-in-law expressed their consent and 
the mother, too, could not but approve of the proposed 
matrimony. 
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The date of celebrating the marriage was fixed 
sometime early in Baisakh. Fried paddy with sweet 
milk formed the evening-repast of Vashu. And glad 
at heart, Vashu then donned his dkuti and ckudder and 
proceeded homewards. (Ll. 1-25.0.) 

• 
( 6 ) . . 

Astrologers were next consulted by Sadhu and an 
auspicious date was fixed. As for. the rest, namely, the 
future of the match, they could not have any fore-glimpse 
of that. Fate alone would determine it. The fifth day 
of Baisakh was fixed and Sadhu Sil, with the help of his 
three so~s, set about preparing themselves for the 
occasion. A toll of three hundred rupees was exacted 
by Sadhu Sil from his son-inelaw, and the celebration 
duly took place on the 5th of Baisakh. The night of 
marriage was spent in high glee, amidst the festive 
songs and merry-m~kings of the three wives of the three 
brothers and other girls of the village ; and on the day 
following, the customary so~ial banquet was provided. 

•Vashu started homewards in company with the bride, 
Maniktara. While parting, Maniktara spoke to her 
mother, "Do not forget, mother, to send for sister Pancha. 
Her absence on the occasion of farewell-greetings makes 
me sad at heart. When she will be here, ask her to' go 
to me." On the eve of their departure, Vashu and 
Maniktara stood before their superiors; the ladies qf 
the house blessed them with offerings of sacred grass . 
and paddy. The mother, too, pronounced her benedictions,··· 
wishing the couple long life and unbroken happiness. 
She also said to her daughter, " You· will be alone there 
my child, do not neglect your health." Maniktara shed 
silent tears; she had no speech to suit the occasion. 
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" Grieve not, mother ; should God keep me safe and 
sound, I shall return to your arms," she delivered herself 
in these few words. The mother then stood before Tara, 
and performed certain rites which would have the effect 
of making her beloved of her husband and then threw 
away a 'I_Uantity of dust from the hole of a mouse, an 
observance which symbolises the daughter's formal abso
lution from the· d;bt she owed to her mother for her 
sustenance and upbringing. 

The poet Shekh Jamatulla enjoys the fun and 
smilingly remarks, " What would this formality avail ? 
It is a puerile idea. Every !fingle drop of milk, sucked 
from the mother's breast, binds the child .fast in a 

" 
, :1 , J (1 (1!" l. 

on earth can rep1:.y. The scriptures of the Hirrdus are 
authoritative indeed. But is this idea very commendable, 
namely that parental debt may be repaid by means of 
the gift of a quantity of dust from a rat's hole?" 

(Ll. 1-30.) 

( 7 ) 
Vashu arrived, with his young bride, at Ganjerghat. 

Not being attended by any procession or party, they 
entered their house and seated themselves on a bedstead. 
In the meantime, Kanu's mother arrived there, and 
Kanu, himself, came, followed by other relatives and 
neighbours. The wives of the fishermen, too, came there 
to have a look at the bride, and their object fulfilled, 
they went away, remarking that the union of the two 
was suitable and would prove happy and peaceful. 

A day passed; another rolled by and thus a fortnight 
wore away; and Vashu Sil did :pot, for a day, stir out of 
his house, leaving his lovely bride alone. One day finish
ing his mid-day meal, Vashu retired to the shade of an 
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adjacent tree, oppressed by heat and perspiring profusely. 
The gentle breeze that blew, shaking the leaves of the 
tree, cooled him and removed the drops of sweat from 
his body. Tara, in the meantime, finished her dinner aud 
retiring to her own room, did not find her husband there. 
She prepared betels, took sOifile of them herself, and taking 
some in her hand, began to loPk for him in every part·of 
the house. While, coming out of the house, she looked 
around, she found him resting beneath the shade of a 
tree. She then went up there and said, "Lo! how long 
have I -be~n seeking for you with betels in my han~ and 
having left me alone, you are" sta.ying here, gazing at the 
sky ! what. default of mine are you pondering over and 
what has made me guilty in your eyes ? Pray tell me, 
whose love has turned you mad ? But hang me first 
before anything else." 

'.'What ci.o you mean, Tara, by all this? Have you 
gone mad? You are the very ribs of my breast-the 
collyrium:..paint of my eyes. 'fhere is sweet drinking 
water, close beneath my lips, and shall I drink the cup of 
hemlock, rejecting that ambrosial draught?" 

''Tell me, please, what wonder in the sky has caught 
your vision and what thought has kept you gazing 
heavenwards ? " 

"Yes, I am telling you, Tara, what has kept my ey~s 
fixed towards the sky. I m11an to catch the Harikal 
birds by spreading a trap. Twelve species of birds, 
during the twelve months of the year, build their nests 
and roost upon the boughs of this tree. I have conceived 
to-day a longing for the sweet flesh of Harikal birds." 

''I cannot quite understand you; my wit fails me. 
But I am burning within, with an intense desire-! know _ 
not how it will be satisfied. If you had a mind to taste 
the flesh of Ha;rikal birds~ why did you not tell me that? 
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I might have given you necessary instructions about the 
contrivance of catching the birds. Go to my father's 
house and tell him, "I want Taramani's 1 bow and missiles 
before night-fall." Vashuforthwith left for his father-in
law's house, anxious for securing the Harikal birds. 
Taramani here sat in the hoose, constructing arrows to 
shoot at the bird~. • She also made a score of earthen 
bullets; she looked up, at intervals, towards the nest of 
Harikal birds. 

" Come, 0 Tara, make haste and take these missiles of 
yours. But who will discharge them?" 

" My bow and missiles I will wield. Will you be 
satisfied if I can give you those Harikal birdR.-lTAI> n 

good num h"'" ,.,..f! l-1 
J 

" Yes, yes, prove your skill by acts. Just kill two of 
them first. Give me four daily, afterwards, if you can." 

Tara discharged two bullets at a shot and two Harikal 
birds were struck down and fell, screaming and writhing 
on earth. 

"Bravo," exclaimed Vashu, "Expert indeed you are! 
Two birds at one shot I " 

'rara said, "Four shots are sometimes discharged from 
this quadruple-stringed bow ; and five animal!! are 
sometimes struck down with a single missile. Two 
Koohas, Daru and Suma ru, lived in my father's house. 
Hundreds of unruly animals were sent to Death's region 
by means of their arrows and missiles. They were my 
teachers in archery and I have learnt much from them. 
Even if a hundred enemies confront me, they cannot 
long hold their own before tbe volleys of Tara's arrows." 

At these words of Tara, Vasu thought within himself, 
" How shall I carry on my tratie before Maniktara ? My 
energy shrinks within me and I feel abashed before her 

1 M~niktlri is sometime endearingly called ' T~rl ' aJ:l.d ' TllrllmaJ:~.i.' 
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superior skill.'' Tara beheld this and tende]·ly put this 
question, "Why, darling, do. I :find your lovely face 
so gloomy and pale? Have my words pained you 
any way?" -

" No, Tara, " replied Vashu. " No sorrow do I feel 
at heart. But one thing I. am hiding from your know-

.. ledge-'-which I dare not disclose." • • 
Maniktara came closer to Vashu and clasping his 

hands in her own, said, " If you keep it a secret from me, 
no more shall I take my meal. _ 'fhe matter will one day 
come to my knowledge, be it to-day or to-morrow. The 
household cannot run smooth"ly unless there is mutual 
understandipg between you and me. So, my lord, tell 
me your secret. I am bound to obey you in all matters 
and consider myself to be your trusted servant. Why 
should' you not take me into your confidence ! ·Don't 
you c~msider me worthy of. your trust? " Vashu said, 
''Who else, then, is to be trusted with my secrets? After 
meal, I shall make a full disclosure to you." 

Tara made a delicious~preparation of :fish-curry and 
Vashu relished it with good appetite. Finishing supper, 
both nusband and wife entered their bed-chamber. rrhere. 
Vashu dug the earth of the floor and a wooden casket 
was exposed to their view. Maniktara started at the 
find-the casket with its contents of gold mohurs-even 
as one starts in fright at the sight of a snake. She fixed 
her wonder-struck eyes upon her husband's face and 
asked, "Whence have you got this treasure? " 

" That is what I am hesitating to tell you. I do not 
know what you will -think of m·e if I tell you all ; the 
disclosure may hurt your feeling. 

"Our neighbour Kanu .and his mother are indeed 
bound to me in deep affection-! regard Kanu as my 
brother, and his mother is verily my mother too. To 

32 
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them indeed I owe my life. My · mother was in abject 
poverty and lived by begging, till Kanu's mother came to 
her succour and our sufferings were over. Kanu became 
my constant associate and guide in all affairs. How 
many acts of theft have we committed in a sportive 
spirit ! When we came ~f age and became strong 
in physique, we.to~k to the game of robbery and thns 
have we amassed some fortune by committing violence 
on the persons of way-farers. Only for the last twenty 
or twenty-two days, I am not stirring out to carry on our 
felonious pursuit and have, besides, removed all plundered 

Maniktara." • 
Maniktara said with a smile, " Is this the cause of 

your fear and hesitancy ? , Admit me, my lord, into 
your comradeship. The husband is a woman's aU-in-all; 
implicit obedience to his will is the very essence 
of womanly virtues. Wherever the husband may 
live, be it in a lowly hut or at the foot of a tree, 
the wife should bear him company, even at the risk of 
het• life. No sacrifice is too great, which a good 
wife should not undergo for her husband's Mke; 
a husband should not be deserted, even when he treads 
on forbidden paths. Banish, my lord, all your fears 
and scruples; I shall be your partner, in every sphere of 
life." 

These words of Ta.ra roused the drooping spirit of her 
husband. He then made a full and frank confession 
before Maniktara. 

" Kalu, the notorious thief of Khaiea, is my formidable 
enemy. I can, by no means, cope with him; even as a 
snake of the ' Dhora' species is powerless before the 
poisonous Sankhini (snake), so am I before this rogue. 
Many a defeat has he inflicted on me and has, only through 
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grace, spared my life. 'fhe nex-t scene of his marauding 
operations will be Naterkhuti, whither he will start 
to-morrow, crossing the forest. My band will attack 
them near about the pond named " Rajdighi" and seize 
their ill-gotten wealth. So I am waiting for the 
opportune moment. Bu1 I am not without my 
anxietv. You will have to Atay alone in the house. 
How ~hall I go aw'ly, leaving y01; ~ngua.rded in this 
lonely house ? '\ 

Tara replied, " What is the meaning of all these foolish 
apprehensions? What is the harm if I have to stay alone ? 
Rest assured, my lord, Tarll single-handed, will be a 
.battalion .herself,-she is a match for a hundred. 
'I'wenty trt~ined wrestlers I can easily cope with." 

Vashu was" pleased with her words; his mind now 
became free from all anxieties and premonitions of 
danger. He opened the casket of ornaments and 
adorned his consort with them-which '\Uade her look 
like a fairy, descendeG. on the earth froin her etherial 
abode. 

A husband's presence is like unto a lamp, illuminat
ing- It dark mansion. A husband is the very crest-jewel 
of a woman, even as the fabled gem on the hood of a 
serpent. To a good wife, he is like the blessing of eye
sight, vouchsafed to a bl~nd man. He is" indeed the 
honey of the honey-comb on the tree. The love 
of husband soothes the heart of the wife; nothing can 
make her happier than the affection of her lord. Tara 
felt much satisfaction at having worn the ornaments. 
She gently touched the dust of her husband's feet, and 
for a time, merry conve1·sation and blithe exchange of 
jokes went on between the happy pair. 

Jamaitulla, the country-bard, now advises you all 
to retire to bed. (Ll. 1-136.) 
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( 8 ) 

The bandits, twenty in number, led by their two 
chiefs, started out stealthily on their wicked errand 
towards ev~n-fall, when the lingering rays of the setting 
sun glistened over tree-tops. Vashu and Kanu, each 
took a dagger in his hand • and their grim associates 
armed themselv~s with spears, clubs and shields. Rea,ch
ing Palasbari, they reposed for a while. Kanu, 
pointing to the pond at some distance said to his comrades, 
" There you can see the pond of the "cowherd-chief," full 
of clear crystalline water. We shall throw the bodies 

• 
Of ()lll' pnPl'YllPQ int.n it nnl-J.;~~ <-t.~~ '-~ _: · 

Fortunately for us, the rogue Kalu is off h'is guard to
day, and has not got any track of us ; besides, this being 
Thursday night ( Jumma bar) the party will not pursue 
their usual avocation to-night." These and other topics 
kept the mirthful band engaged there. They spread a 
worn-out mat on one of the sides of the pond and seated 
themselves ther~. They took light refreshment, 
consisting of sugar, plantain and fried rice. 'l'hey next 
drank from the neighbouring pond and felt refreshed. . ' 

Then they resumed their seat on the mat and began to 
chew betel~, when, on a sudden, the distant rattle of the 
wheels indicated the approach of a bullock-cart. Kanu 
whispered to his comrades, " There comes the treasure. 
Be alert, my freinds, ready to wield the clubs. Prepare 
your mind; do not, my friends, slip out from the scene 
of action." 

Kalu's men arrived straightway there, carrying bags 
of coins on their shoulders, escorted by mounted guards, 
who formed the frontal array. All on a sudden, heavy 
blows were struck at the legs of the horses and the riders, 
too, were, in no time, sent to Death's door, their heads 
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being cut off-. their mouth stopped for ever. The six 
carriers of the purses were also quickly dispatched, their 
possessions being, as it were, spirited away. The si~ 

custodians of the sacks of coins lay dead in the neighbour
hood of the pond. 

Vashu accompanied Kanu to his house, where the 
• 

booty was carried. A great hue and cry was raised, 
in the meantime, in the vicinity • o( the pond. On 
receipt of the news, Kalu rushed to the spot but missed 
Vashu theee, who had made good his escape, snatching 
away the morsel, as it were, from his mouth. In presence 
of some fifty of his comrades, Jralu felt himself humilia
ted ; he pursued the marauder and overtook him within a 
few paces. • Fi~e robust persons caught hold of Kanu, and 
Kalu, their chief, seated on the pavement of the bathing
ghat, proclaimed his order, " Here is the miscreant Kanu 
with his men. Bind him fast to the wooden post inside the 
boat. You must take care to bind them tight, their legs 

. fettered by strong chords and the hands of two persons, 
twisted backwards and shackled together. Let the night 
pass away; when the day dawns, they will be hauled up for 
trial.. We need ·not return. h?me in this dark night; 
let us stay here. Those of us, who can find leisure, will, 
in the meantime, roast fowls and prepare Khichuri. 
Returning home, you must behead these scoundrels or 
drown them in the river near about the Ganjer ghat." 
Supper finished, Kalu and his gang fell fast asleep. Who 
knows what dire fate was awaiting the victims? (Ll. 1.-42). 

( 9 ) 

Vashu carried the sacks of coins to Kanu's house and 
made them over to Kanu's mother, addressing her as his 
foster-mother. The old "''oman said, "What have you 
done, my child? Leaving my Kanu at the mercy of 
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enemies, you have brought these purses to my house!" 
Vashu replied, "What makes you afraid, aunt ? Kanu 
is not alone; my band is there. Kanu will come back 
presently with the rest and then you will be relieved of 
your apprehensions." . 

Just at this moment, foUl' or five men of their party 
came up to the s~ot• their amdous look betraying their great 
concern. Thev delivered themselves thus, "What a melan
choly news, b1:other Kanu, are we bearing to you? Kalu fell 
upon us, and took away Kanu, together with four or five of 
{)IJJ' men, hound in ropes. They have moored their boats at 
the •camu-e,~- : _ .,~ ... rl~=H1 by a strong array of men. The 
next morning the r<?gue Kalu w u~ • _. 

1
' '"'"'"-' " 

Vashu, as he heard this, left the place, and going nuwv, 

related all that had happened to Maniktara. Vashu 
said, "Will you feel yourself secure at home, if you 
have to stay alone?" 

"You need not be anxious on my acc<!unt; sister 
Panch&, has come." 

Relieved by the news, Vashu rallied together his 
men and hurried towards Kalu's boat, determined to 
deliver his captive friend. Darkness had now dissi'Pated 
and the sky was lit up with the silvery rays of the moon. 
Kalu was sleeping, surrounded by a strong body of 
guards, who were keeping. watch during the night. 
Vashu, on arriving at the spot, paused and said, "It 
would be an act of rashness to jump at the point of 
enemies' weapons. I would rather keep myself conceal
ed in the yonder bush and wait for an opportunity." 

(Ll. 1-22.) 

10 

Tara, in the meantime, tried to think out some 
device, whereby she could bring about Kanu's release. 
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This act alone would satisfy her as releasing her and her 
husband from the debt of gratitude they owed to Kanu's 
mother. While engaged with this thought, Tara's face 
was euddenly lit up with a :flash of joy. She went forth
with into her room and set about dressing Pancha, whom 
she adorned with ornameJtts of various colours. 'She 
then equipped herself with a how and ,prJ;ows and selc•cted 
some of the picked men from amongst- her husband's 
associates. Coming to the river-side, they got into 
a picturesque barge. 'rhey went pa.st Ka.nu's house, 
which stood on the left-hand side of the river, and far'
ther down the stream, at a short distance from the spot, 
Pancha att.ired herself as it dancing-girl and Maniktara 
in a jovial spirit began to sing a tune, in a musical 
voice. Pancba danced to the accompaniment of the 
jingle of her anklets and Tara sang . a merry tune ; 
and thus with· great pomp, the boat floated down 
the current, wafted along the ebb-tide. Kalu's house 
was seen at a distance; but no elderly member was 
at home at the time. So Kalu's son, Dulu, shouted 
out to them, "Ho, blithe dancers on the picturesque 
boat: who may you be ? If you have no mind to court 
evil, give us all details about your whereabouts; 
remember this is Kalu's house." 

At this invitation. from Dulu, they moored their 
boat there; and although a Kazi was seen approachin~ 
from a distance on the river-bank, they gave the following 
false account about their party and their pursuits. 

" On occasions, like this, we generally make merry by 
drinl{ and dances ; if, at this moment, we are fortunate 
enough to secure a lover, we lock him fast in deep em- · 
brace and entertain him with our dance. Now we have 
come to you. Give us some drink, come to the boat 
an.d fultil the desires of our young hearts." 

.. .. · ., ' 
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Dulu, the young rogue, jumped into the boat-a 
dupe to their coquettish charms. They steered the 
boat homewards, . E"inging and dancirtg all the while. 
On reaching home, Tara first made a display of the 
warrr.th of her feelings and provided, for him, a well
furnished bedding, spread out.on a bra11d-new beustead. 
But next to that, 'Qulu was in fetters, bound hand and 
foot and tied to a pillar. His release was made condi
tional upon Kanu being Aet free. If :Kanu was to lose 
his head at Kalu's hands, Dulu, too, was to meet with a 
similar fate. (Ll. l-32.) 

lNCOM?LETE. 



INTRODUCTION 

TO 

SANTAL INS"ORRECTION 

This short ballad was collected fr~~ Suri by Babu 
Sivaratan Mitra and sent to me on the 8th of September, 
1925. 

_The theme of the ballad, 'as the title suggests, is the 
rising of the Santal populatil1n, inhabiting the hilly 
frontier of .western Bengal-which presented_ a great 
menace to the security of life and property among the 
people of the frontier districts of West Bengal about the 
middle of the last century. 

A brief preliminary account as to what were the 
circumstances, leading to an arme~ insurrection on the 
part of the San tals may not be out of place her.e. 

The Santals of Birbhum, a branch of the ancient 
race of aboriginal descent, live in small sequestered 
hamlets, where they procure a living by hunt, but not 
unoften follow the avocation of agriculturists by growing 
paddy and other indigenous crops. In the past they eyed 
the Hindu lowlanders with suspicion .and distrust and. 
shunned, as far as possible, all contact with them. They 
did not grudge, however, people of the blacksmith caste, 
dwelling in the outskirts of their villages, as the services 
of the latter were requisitioned for making arrow-beads 
and also for fashioning iron-ornaments for Santal women 
-a fact, to which reference is contained in the text 
(Ll. 17 -18). 

The neighbouring lowlanders were not immune f1·om 
the marauding r,aids of these hillmen; the latter, after 

33 
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having gathered in their winter-harvest,· stirred out on 
their hunting excursions, in course of which they would 
often make a sudden descent upon the lowlying tracts 
and plunder and frighten away the people. Thu's, for 
a long time, the mountaineers remained a terror to the 
western border of Bengal. • 

But an impQrt~nt change was wrought on their habits 
of life by the introduction, in 1790, of Lord Cornwallis' 
momentous legislation, known as the Permanent Settle
ment Act, by which the Government became pledge
bound not to make any further assessment of land-tax 
on reclaimed lQ.nds. This resulted in a wide extension 
of tillage, which made the capitalists seek. the aid of 
labour. So the services of the sturdy Santal were much 
in demand for reclaiming waste land by clearing jungles 
and chasing away wild beasts. The Santals, too, earned 
an easier living by working as day-labourers; sometimes 
they were given small grants of land, where they settled 
down to peaceful habits, turning waste lands into culti
vable fields. 

But the growing numbers of these Santal immigrants
-who often turned into restless wandering bands, caused 
an alarm to the inhabitants of the slopes. To prevent 
them from relapsing into their old marauding habi~s, 
the Government · raised a solid fencing of pillars to 
wall off the Santal territory from the lowland districts. 
But a vast stretch of land, intervening between the 
fencing and the actual boundary of the tract occupied by. 
the Santals remained for some time unoccupied, as the 
low-landers dared not come too close to the enclosures of 
the Santal territory. Here the Santals :flocked in over· 
whelming numbers, quitting their crowded mountain
home, and were soon blessed with a life of plenty and 
prosperity. In these fertile slopes, the Santals lived for-
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a considerable length of time, as peaceful neighbours 
of the lowland people. 

But this state of affairs· did not long continue. 
The money~ma.king zeal of the Hindu .shop-keepers 
and tradesmen tended to strain the tranquil relation 
existing between the tw~ sections. The Santals were 
simple and straightforward, hones& .and scrupulous, 
the Hindu merchants were often found to be crafty 
and unscrupulous. The dishonourable Hindu merchants 
practised deception upon the unsuspecting Santals in 
numerous ways in their daily transactions. The Santals . . . 
brought' rice and othet· grains and clarified butter for 
sale, for which they got cloth, oil and salt in exchange. 
But false weights were used in measuring the Santal's 
supply. Gradually, however, the Santals came to realise. 
that they were the dupes of the Hindu speculators. Their 
miseries were further accentuated by usury. Sometimes~ 

after having exhausted their little harvest on festive occa
sions, the Santals were driven to the need of approaching 
the Hindu usurer, who gladly advanced them loans. 

But this act of kindness practically bound them down 
to a· state of serfdom. The Santals found it difficult to: 
extricate themselves from the liab_ilities of their debts, and 
some day they were surprised to find that their kind bene
factor had managed, without their knowledge, to obtain. 
a decree against their pet•sons. 'fhus usury, in a large, 
number of cases, developed slavery. The Santal could' 
not get redress in law· courts ; the protection of 
law was hardly of any avail to the ignorant Santal. 
The administration of the Santal territory was not 
bey_?nd reproadh. Mr. Hunter, in his "Annals of 

· Rural Bengal," while criticising the cheap and practical. 
mode of administt·ation, obtaining in the SantaL 
~rea, remarks, "In the administration of the Sant~l 
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settlement, everything that cost money without 
bringing in a tangible return was avoided." 

The Central Government knew nothing of the 
grievances under 'which . two millions of human people 
were groaning. The English Superintendent of the Santa} 
territory was busy collecting re~enue and took no pains 
to ascertain the. g»ievances of the people, whom he was 
deputed to rule. The Divisional Commissioner, too, was 
approached without any result. rrhis indifference on the 
part of the authorities upset the balance of mind 
of the rude mountaineers. They massed together under 
two Santal leaders, who we;e brothers and one of whom 
was probably Subha Babu, mentioned. in thil opening 
lines of the text. Emissaries were sent all ove:r the 
Santal-world; and there was raised among the Santals 
a general expectation of some mighty event, for which 
they thought they were called upon to be prepared. 

In a ft'W days, a great expedition. set out and moved 
down upon the plains; but so long as food lasted, the 
expedition retained the character of a peaceful proces
sion. The original intention of the expedition, Mr. 
Hunter holds, had been to march on to Calcutta with a 
view to laying the tal~ of their grievance before the 
Governor-General. But the danger of undisciplined 
armed masses, with no provision for food, marching 
through prosperous citie-; and villages, soon manifested 
itself. The character of the expedition changed; 
slaughter of Hindu usurers, looting of shops and raiding 
the houses of well-to-do citizens followed in the wake. 
The local authorities were not at first alive to the gravity 
of the situation ; on the other hand, they ~eemed to treat 
the matter lightly, disbelieving that an armed insurrec
tion had really burst forth within their jurisdiction ; and 
w.e find in the te4t harrowing details of the sufferings 
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which the blunder of the authorities entailed on the 
people. _ 

'l'he ballad-maker. has given the route, which was 
followed by the rebellious band and localised the scenes 
of disturbance. Thus we find in the ballad that the 

I 

San:tals first mustered ~trong on the bank of the 
Maurakshi, whence they probably _.moved to a village, 
named Bashkuli. Here they assassinated a money-lender, 
named Becharam in cold blood. 'rhence they proceeded 
towards Sadipur, having created a havoc among the 
innocent villagers on either side of their route. At 
Sadipur, they plundered the cloth-shops and then went· 
to a place named Kapistak. From Kapistak, they 
moved on and burnt down, on the way, the police
station of Langul. They were proceeding towards the 
east, but on meeting a detachment of sepoys under a 
commander marching to meet them, the Santals changed 
their course and turned back'' towards the wes~. -They 
etopped at the house of one Gayaram in a village named 
Pererpur. In the meantime, while engaged in their 
plundering raids, they found the Sepoys on the opposite 
bank of the Maurakshi. But neither army dared cross the 
river. The Santals·were beating their drums and making 
merry on one bank of ~he river, but the Commande1· of 
the Sepoy army was keenly watching the situation from 
the other bank. All on a sudden, the Commander of the 
Sepoys ordered his army to beat a strategic retreat. 

Unab~e to comprehend this strategic move, the un-. 
disciplined Santals jumped into the river, elate with a 
serise of· their supposed victory, and crossed over to the 
other side. The Sepoys now turned back and opened . 
firing; a havoc was thus cr£>ated among the Santal rank 
The news reached the -Santal head-quarters and caused 
a general depression of spirit among the mountaineers. 
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But soon a re-inforcement of twelve thousand hillmen 
from the Rajmahal hills swelled their rank and, with 
renewed vigour, they marched on to the neighbouring 
villages and towns and perpetrated unnumbered atrocities 
there, details of which are given in the text. 

Speedy measures were, how~ver, subsequently taken 
to reduce the insu~ge.nts and peace was soon restored in 
the affected areas. Compared with what we have known , 
about the Santals from a perusal of historical accounts, 
the ballad seems to have presented them rather in an 
unfavourable light. We have seen, however, in the 
text itself, how the half-armM and undisciplined Santals, 
quite innocent of military stratagem, were mow.ed down 
b.y the disciplined British troops. The S~nt.al101 knew 
not how to surrender. They answered the call for 
Sl;lrrender by volleys of arrows, which made their mighty 
opponents open firing, and thus the poor Santals perished 
to a man on this spot. Mr. Hunter has, in this connec
tion, quoted the remark of an officel\ who took an active 
part in putting down the insurrection. " It was," said 
the officer, "no war, but execution." 

The ballad-maker subscribes himself as one Krislma
das R!tY in the colophon ; from the vividness of its 
descriptive details, the ballad seems to have been 
composed shortly after the rebellion had been quelled. 
"In 1262 B. S.," writes Krishnadas, "when the country 
was inundated by a great flood, innumerable men were 
slaughtered by the insurgents at Abdurpur." (Text, 
ll. 126). So the author's own statement brings the 
date of the insurrection to 1262 B. S., which corresponds 
to 1855 A.D.; and ft·om ,this, we may conclude that 
the ballad was composed sometime towards the latter 
half of the nineteenth century. 



• 

The Ballad on the Santhal Insurrection . 
• 

Lend me thy ear, brethren. To thee, my worthy 
audience, I shall relate the narrative. • • 

The Santha.ls are up in arms, rallied together a.t the 
command of their chief, Subha Babu. They are raising 
their battle-cry and gathering in thousands. The 
security of life is at stake. ARy moment, they can invade 
the locality and plunder the citizens. Wailings of 
widows are rending the sky; a general consternation is 
being felt everywhere. Even utensils and other small 
articles of daily use· are buried underground by the 
panic-stricken people, who are always apprehensive of a 
general raid. The Government, of course, are anxious 
to devise means for the defence of their realm. Relieved, 
to a certain extent, on getting correct information about 
the resources of the insurgents, the people are speaking 
to om:~ another thus, ".Do not run away, leaving behind 
youi· properties. Hold on to your home. There, the 
British soldiers are coming to our rescue, ·with their 
bayonets erect, girt in their martial cloak. Their guns 
are loaded and they are, besides, expert riders 
themselves." 

"Just tell me where the rebels have pitched them
selves,, some one asks, to which another ~eplies, "Ob, 
we have just seen them arrayed on the bank of the 
river ·Maurakshi, where they are lying in ambuscade, 
turning towards the east and parading their skill· 
in archery by · shooting arrows at trees. Quite a 
colony of blacksmiths are being maintained on theh· 

3~ 
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staff (of armour-makers). Arrow-heads are being 
supplied on demand and weapom; are made to order 
with a surprising promptness, lest the supply should run 
short. The rebels are tight-girt in their peculiar 
uniform, with strings of sacred thread hanging across 
their breast. They proclaim.their approach by the beat 
of drums; they take delight in slaughtering and revel 
in meat and driiik: Having crossed Bashkuli, they have 
stepped into. the village-area ; and people, at their sight, 
are· flying in hot haste. Somebody, in the meantime, 
was expressing his deep lament for having to leave 
behind the big pieces of cooked fish. "Fly away ! 
what a catastrophe! " these were the word.s on every 
lip and there was raised in the locality a great hue and 
cry. The rebels have grown furio_us,-thirsty of human 
blood, after having slain Becharam, the money-lender. 
They set the courts of law at open defiance and over
throw all authprity. They are keeping to the forest-track, 
and arriving at Sadipur, they have looted the cloth-shops. 
Having looted as many pieces of cloth as they desired, 
and having made bundles of those, they have departed 
thence, carrying those bundles on their shoulder~. In 
the course of one night, the bundles have been briskly 
removed from the spot and they have arrived at 
Kapistaka. 'l'he drums, which are beaten day and 
night, have become a regular nuisance. At mealtime, 
the children of the Sa.nthals come thronging in batches, 
with _ these words on their lips, " Brethren, we 
will gain the kingdom for ourselves and make our 
fortunes." 

After two days, they set fire to the police-station at 
Langul. On receipt of the report, the sepoys marched 
with their guns and met Darga Munshi on the way, who 
promptly retreated to the west in fright. The Munsbi's 
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b~nd stopped at the house of Gayaram at Gor er PU. 
Tb.ey next broke open the locks of all the rice-granaries 
and looted them; and hungry as they were for having 
had no food for several days past, they held a sumptuous 
feast there. 

At once a detachment of jepciys, equ~pped with their 
bayonets, arrived at the river-side, corptr}anded by their 
captain. They studied the situation very carefully and 
postponed, for the time being, crossing the . river 
Maurakshi. On the other side of the river, the opponents 
were ready with their bows and arrows, and other _equip
ments, but the fight did nM. commence yet. The 
Santhals we!e beating their drums and dancing in merri
ment. Nobody would, for life, dare to cross the river 
at that point; there was danger on either side of 
the river. The .captain held a lance in his hand and 
closely'watched the situation. Calculating the numerical 
strength of the opponents, two of the commanders held 
a private . consultation between them and ordered the 
sepoys to keep the guns ready for firing. After a time 
the Haoldar asked the Subadar to bring hill1 a telescope, 
which • ~ing very promptly supplied, he mounted an 
elephant, and taking his seat on the back of the animr:tl, 
fitted the telescope to his eyes. He noticed, from a 
distanee, that the Santhals were staying in bushes and 
thickets, occupying an area of two to three miles. 
"Beat a retreat" was the order issued by the Sahib, 
and he himself led the strategical retirement. The 
Santhals, at the sight, marched quick almost with the 
speed of the wind. Elate with a sense of their supposed 
victory, they jumped into the river and thousands of the 
Santhals swam over to the other side. Their only cry 
was, " Ho ! catch them and kill. To-day we will 
plunder the head-quarters of Suri and overthrow the 
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authority there. We will rush into the jail-compound, 
muster strong there and set the prisoners at liberty. 
Our Subha Babu will henceforward become our king. 
The Judge Sahib will be put to death and all authority 
will be snatched by our chief. We will break open the 
grog-shop, owned by Krishna Saba, and drink wine to 
our fill." . . 

In the meantime, the order was shouted forth to the 
sepoys, "Ready quick. Take arms. No delay." Alas, 
the Santhals were now brought to bay by the stratagem 
of the sepoy-force. An un-organised tribe, without any 
military training and taCtics, the Santhals could not 
apprehend this strategical move on the p1\rt of their 
mighty opponents. All on a sudden, they heard the order, 
"Fire'' thundered out from the enemy's rank. Promptly 
did the sepoys hold their guns aloft • and discharged 
fifty shots at a time. The bullets flew in all directions 
like shooting stars, striking the Santhals on their rack and 
piercing them through. Those who survived took to their 
heels. The rank of the Santhals was thinned by the loss 
of eight score of lives. . The Santhals fled from the 
field in hot haste, not even daring look behiTicr, and 
arriving at the Salakh hill, reported the sad news of 
their defeat to their chief. 'l'he report caused a depression 
of spirit among the Santhals. 

The next morning, they all assembled together,-a 
re-inforcement from the Rajmohul hills was added to 
their number, their numerical strength now increased to the 
figure twelve thousand. 'l'hey were now past all fears of 
death, always ready to give battle, equipped with bows 
and arrows. They came as far as the bounds of the town
area and sounded the trumpets. The citizens began to flee 
in great confusion-all castes and ranks of the towns
people. The people of the milkman caste-the 



Sadgopas-fled from the city, not forgetting, while flying 
away, to take away the pots of delicious preparations. 
Old and decrepit people struggled to effect their escape, 
supporting the weight of their body on their sticks. 
The Mussalmans and Fakeers, with grey beard, fled in 
great haste, with these worfls on their lips, " Oh Alia I 
how sharp are their arrows ! Oh thou great :Pir of 
·Truth, save us in this crisis. Alas, alas 1 we are going 
to lose our life and all. What a dire calamity has 
befallen us ! " But the mother of one Kalu Sheikh , 
was lamenting only because her hen was missing. 
Everybo.dy was anxious to make his escape ; so there 
was a great rush-a whole population was on the heels, . . 

deserting the city in great consternation. 
In the mean-time, two thousand of the ·santhals made 

a forcible entry into the palace of the local Raja. 'rhey 
crowded thick there and looted all the apartments, setting 
up' a great uproar. 'fhe number of the victims, killed at 
their hands that day,· exceeded two score and a half .. After 
all this was done, the Santhals, in great exultation, sat 
there, sharpening their battle-axes. Subsequently they 
beheaded the bald-headed fellow at Laujur. Next they 
marched on to Kumrabad and crowded the locality by. 
their overwhelming numbers .. This village, too, was 
devastated by fire. Granaries· of rice, sesamum and· 
other seeds were burnt down to ashes. Cows, buffaloes, 
goats and sheeps were hurnt in hundreds in that great 
conflagration. . Just as, in the days of yore, the monkey
beta Hanuman jumped from one house-top to another, 
burning down the city of Lanka, even so were· the. 
Santhals marching from one house to another, setting 
fire thereto. · Sadhu Das, a native of that village, in 
company with four others, approached the Di'3trict-Judge 
and made the following representation to him: "Our. 
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lives are insecure. We do not know what stepi your 
lordship is contemplating to take. My paternal home
stead has been reduced to ashes, and my brother, too, 
has lost his life at their hands. So please devise means ; 
punish the rebels and defend the subjects from the 
horrors. With battle-axes they are devastating the 

• 
country, which will soon be reduced to a forest-realm." 
On hearing this: •the sepoys held their guns over 
their shoulders · and marched on to Kumrabad before 
daybreak. 

Now the fight that took place there will take a long 
time to describe; besides my attempt to describe the 
same vividly is like the.dwarf's venture to catch the moon. 
The rebels took their bows and discharged arrows. They 
had thousands of trained dogs with ·them. 

The Santbals heard the Sahib shouting forth the 
command " .l!'ire " ; and thousands of their rank were 
shot dead at once. This put the Santhals to rout and 
they fled towards the west. Some twelve men were 
killed that day in the Boragar. What untold sufferings 
and indignities were inflicted on the people by. the 
Santhals! Many a woman, who were enceinte, Vl'ere 
delivered of child on the way. In this way the Santhals 
went about looting houses everywhere. What to speak 
of men, even gods like Gopal bad to fly away from 
their presence ! Borne on the bead of the temple-priest, 
the deity fled in haste from the Bhandi-forest. 

"Oh mother Kali of Birsingpur, how can I describe 
your glory? Krishnadas prays only for this, mother. 
Allow him a place at your feet. Take pity on me, 
mother, and in your infinite kindness, deliver me from 
the bondage of the world. In 1262 B.S .. when the 
country was inundated by a great flood, innumerable 
men were slaughtered by the insurgents at Abdarpur." 
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Krishna Das Ray says, "The Santhals have achieved a 
deed. All that I have recounted before ym~, my 
audience, are true. Believe me, brethren, my account 
is not a creation of fancy. Now before we part, let us 
utter the name of God; for our days are numbered." 

• 
'fHE END. . . 



PREFACE. 
• 

The ballad of Nizam dacoit •was collected by 
Babu Asutosh Ohowdhuri, one of our ballad-collectors, 
from several sources. The gt·eater part was collected 
by Ashu Babu from a village-rhapsodist named Sadar 
Ali Gayen of Allah, a village within the jurisdiction of 
the Police Station of Boalkhali in Ohittagong. Sadar 
Ali, like aU other rustic minstrels, follows an agricultural 
avocation du!'ing a major portion of the year, devoting 
himself to singing songs of this nature in neighbouring 
localities in December, when he is free from field-work. 
The remaining part of the ballad was collected from a 
juggler named Matiar Rahaman. 

. This ballad is still extensively sung by the village
peasants of Ohittagong and is very popular with the 
Muhammadans. . . 

The date of composition and the name of its author 
are unknown. The ol'iginal might. have been composed 
in the fourteenth centu1·y or earlier, shortly after the 
death of Nizam, the robber. But evidently some 
changes were introduced into it by the rhapsodists of 
later times. 

It has hardly any poetic value. But it should be 
remembered that the simple village-folk greatly enjoy this 
class of songs, sung in a melodious voice, accompanied 
by a chorus-the. charm of which is accentuated by 
the sound of musical instruments. Thus the ballads, 
which show no intrinsic poetry merely as a piece of 

35 
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literary production, do not lack in the pathos of 
emotional poetry, when sung by a trained. band of singers, 
and I have heard that the hallad of Nizam, the robber, is 
much enjoyed by the masses of the countryside when 
it is sung. 

I have already found it. to be the case in regard to 
these ballads tha~ if the topic is social or domestic, the 
ballad is often found to contain fine lyrical sentiments, 
enlivened by flashes of true poetry. But when it has 
for its subject a religious tale, it becomes full of 
miraculous legends, much on the lines. of the well-known 
Mainamati songs. There ·is no difference in this respect 
between a Hindu and a Moslem tale. They btistle with 
accounts of supernatural and superhuman feats, full 
of mysticism and wild beliefs. It is borne out by 
history that there was a Mahomedan dacoit named 
Nizam and th~t he latterly became a true saint, after 
passing through great penances and austerities. But in 
the legend of all the saints of the world, the element of 
miracle is a dominant factor; and this is as true on the 
Northern shores of the Mediterranean as it is on the 
hilly tracts of Chittagong or other provinces of Ifldia. 
The ballad is important from the point of view that the 
legend bears ~ffinity to many Hindu tales and shows 
human psychology working in the same manner in the 
East and the West, in the account of saints. This ballad 
holds before us an important phase of popular Moslem 
belief and we, as neighbours of our brethren professing 
Islam, ought to be interested in these legends and 
traditions. When a person, whether a Mahomedan or 
a Hindu, rises above the level of ordinary men and 
becomes a saint, he is claimed by all, irrespective of the 
faith which he might profess in his earlier days. He 
becomes a friend of the world, fully cosmopolitan in his 
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THE BALLAD OF NIZAM DACOIT. 
I 

• 



NIZAM DACOIT 

views ; and many are the Pirs at whose Darga the 
Hindus offer their puJa and similarly . many are the 
Sannyasis amongst Hindus, who receive a tribute of 
worship in the hands of the Mahomedans. 

It is a curious thing to observe in this ballad that 
the Muhammadan rustic • had a great respect for the 
Hindu shrines, nay for the Hindu deitie~, in those days. 
In the prologue, evidently composed by a Mahomedan, 
he sings hymns in praise of some of the local Hindu 
shrines and even pays his tribute of worship to Radha 
Krishna and other Hindu deities. It is a well-known 

• 
fact that there are still many Muhammadan singers in 
Bengal, ~hose avocation is to sing the song of Manasa 
Devi and even of Kali. This respectful and sincere 
recognition of the Hindu gods and goddesses by 
the Mahomedan rustics of the countryside and the 
corresponding regard which the Hindus have always 
shown to Mahomedan Pirs and to their IJargas, once 
strengthened the bond of unity between the two com
munities and caused them to have a genuine regard 
for the feelings and sentiments of each other. I . do 
not k·now why, but the Mollahs and orthodox Brahmins 
are now trying to create and widen a gulf which never 
existed, and which is so fatal to the cause of our country's 
welfare. 

In the preliminary hymn, we find mention of the 
Bara Pir Sahib. The mosque of this worthy still exists 
in the village of Noapara on the Karnafuli, within the 
jurisdiction of the I'olice Station Ranjan in the district 
of Ohittagong. This mosque has a great celebrity among 
the Mahomedans of Eastern BengaL Pilgrims gather 
here in particular seasons to pay their respects to Bara 
Pir Sahib from the remotest ·parts of Chittagong, 
Noakhali, Mymensingh and Dacca. 
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Sheikh Farid is one of the great saints, mentioned 
in the ballad~ 

Only five miles to the north of the town of Chitta
gong, there is a village named Nasirabad within the 
jurisdiction of the Police Station Panchlish. Here the 
Darga of Sultan Bazed Bostami exists to this day. Close 
to it is a fountain. of transparent waters, which gushes 
out from a rocky underground and goes by the name 
of " Farid's Spectacles." 

The villa~e Nizampur of Chittagong was, according 
to some, named after Ni.zam, the hero of this ballad. 
Chittagong is held sacred by Mahomedans owing to the 
fact that this district was a resort of twelve• celebrated 
Aulias or Moslem Saints. Iban Ba 'l'uta, the celebrated 
Arab traveller, paid a visit to Chittagong in order to see 
the mosque of Pir Badar. 

The meeting of Sheikh Farid with Nizam is 
described in a legendary tale, which has many points 
in common with the account of Valmiki, who had 
originally been a robber, named Ratnakar and was 
latterly reclaimed by Narada, the sage,-as given in the 
Ramayana by Krittivasa. I will presently make exlracts 
from the two legends and place them side by side in 
order to show this striking point of agreement. 

'''1.~~ <t~ ?~t9f ~ m ~ 1 

C'!>~ 1.!1 9ft~~ c~ ~ ~t~ 11 

~ ~ '5ftflf ~ "!~ ~ ~ I 
'ift\51 ~~ ~'1 '5Ttfif ~~ l>tf?l;sr~ II 

c<l<li ~ ~ ~fil ~t~ l>t~ ~ I 
'5{'t~'h! 9ftC?l~ ~~ ~<li{;a; l!\~{;'1 II . 

~femt ~~ ~ ~~i{ ~C<l 1 

~t~ ?flt?RI ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ II 
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<ffll~ <!~ ?it?! ~?Mt~ <lit~ I 

~t?!f"l" <lim~ ?it?! '!ift~ w~ 11 

~~'1 ~'tlmf"', ~tfw<fiW I 

* * * * 
<?~~ <{i~-"~ <IS"~ i.!l<li <fl~ II 

'<fe~ Ci!>t~t~ ~ ~~~ fu'~ 9J_~. '51~ I 

1.!1~ ~t<li1 C"!ID ~fir <it'B ~~-rn ~ II 
~~ <li~~i"W ~t<ti1 ~<li ~t~<f <lit~ I 

~Rsfvf <!t"l"~~ "!~ C"\{;<1 C~ ~tfS II 
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f~~ IS~~ ?!t"!1, \!J~ ~~ I 

Now a word about the history of Nizamuddin Aulia. 
According to my friend, Maulavi Sahidulla, M.A., B.L., 
Lecturer, Dacca University, Nizamuddin flourished 
in ~he 13th century and was a native of Delhi. As a 
robber, he is said to have killed fifty-two men before 
he had met the celebrated saint :Parid and latterly, 
after having undergone great austerities and penances, 
he killed the infamous Jabbar. He is said to have 
exclaimed ii~1 <!tmi'f ~t~1 c~~ti'f-a phrase, which has since 
become a familiar adage in this country. There is this 
difference between the versions given by my friend and 
what we find in the ballad, that in the latter we find 
Nizam first meeting }.,arid after having killed innumer
able men at the rate of ninety-nine men a day, whereas 
the number of Nizam's victims, as laid down by my 
friend, is only fift~-two. · 
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But a story very much like the one described in this 
ballad and in the Krittivasi Ramaya.na is also related 
of the saint Fariduddin, who flourished in the 13th 
century. An account of this is to be found in the 
"Tazkiratul Aulia." 

It is difficult to ascertain • whether Krittivasa, who 
composed his lHi.milyana in the beginning of the 15th 
century, attributed a legend prevalent in his times, to 
Ratnakar (Valmild), having taken it from the legends 
related of the two Mahomedan saints, or it was an 
ancient legend about some forgotten saints of the past 
-the original source fr~m which the Hindu and 
Moslem writers copied it and attributed to their own 
aposties. 

I do not know how Nizam dacoit, who was born in 
Delhi, could be so popular in Chittagong that even the 
rustic people there have been singing his praises for 
long generations with such warmth of admiring 
devotion. 

The description of Nizam, the robber, his awe
inspiring figure and great physical strength, have t~eir 
parallel in Kenarfim, the hero of the ballad of the same 
name, published in the 1st Volume of this work. One 
striking point of difference cannot, however, be ignored. 
Chandravati, the poetess, who described Kenaram, was 
the very soul of candour. She gave the story as she 
knew it, without trying in the least to heighten 
the glory of the saint, her father, by attributing to him 
any miraculous powers for effecting the reformation. 
Yet the simple pathos of her tale shows the great 
saintliness and spiritual power of Bangshi Das and the 
sincere repentance and devotion of Kenaram in such a 
powerful way that no legends, full of miraculous tales, 
QOuld so effectively produce an impression about the 
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power of faith, as her simple narration of facts, in her 
beautiful poetical style, has done. 

Many traditions are related in Persian Literature 
about Nizamuddin Aulia. Tuzuk-i-J ahangiri relates a 
story showing the liberal views of the Aulia. On one 
occasion when he saw a latge concourse of Hindu people 
reciting the name of Siva (Hara-Hara) on the bank 
of the Jumna, Nizam composed the couplet "Har 
Kaumarasth Rahe dini Okili Gahe '' (Every nation has 
a straight path to heaven in their religion) upon which 
his disciple Amir Khasru replied by another couplet 

• 
" Man Kibla a rasth kardam, bar simal-a-kaj kulahe " 
('fhe crooked turban of my Guru is my own straight 
path). This refers to the slanting turban which Nizam 
wore. There is a tradition to the effect that the prophetic 
curse of Nizam, incensed at the oppression of Sultan 
Muhammad Toghalak, reduced Toghalakabad into a 
desert inhabited by the savage Gujar·tribe.1 

The ballad of Nizam, the robber, was received by me 
on the 15th of July, 1925. 

• D. c. SEN • 

1 From an article by Mr. Jadunath Sarkar, C.I.E., in the Anandabazar Patrika 
15th Falgun, 1332 B.S. 
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The Ballad of Nizam Dacoit. 
: I 

: _ First of. all, I pow <I own- to the S~preme Deity; and 
s;ecortdly to (the same Omnipotent HAing· conceiv~d as) 
the Creator; and thirdly to the benign Incarnation of. 
Light. rrhe Koran and_ other Scriptural texts I regard as 
revelationR-the sacred utteral\ces of the Lord himself. 

·When the Lord _was engrossed in deep meditation,. 
the l_umi~ous figure of- Mahomet flashed before His, 
mind~s ,eye, and as He gazed and gazed upon the vision, 
He began to feel a certain softening . of the heart. So. 
out of love, He created the prophet· Mahomet and sent. 
him .down to the earth as the very flower of the Robikul 
(the solar ra.ce). He next ._created __ the entire universe. 
Had ~there _been no inca.rnation DE Mahomet, there would. 
not have been established the seat of God in. all the 
three .worlds. 

All ·reverence to_ Abdulla .and to Amina; .salutations: 
at the feet of her, who _bore in the womb Mahomet (the 
deliverer) _of the earth. _ .All honour to .the city of Mecca 
i-n. the :west_ and_ -to the Mahomedan .saints ; and further. 
west, I do reverence to the city of Medina-the. __ burial 
place of. our Rosul. Bibi Fatemah, daughter of Hosul, 
~onoured of all,· was called ' mother ' by all exc~pting Ali.~ 

In the north, _I · offei.· my: tribute of respects to the, 
Himalayas, beneath whose snowy heights lies the entire 
universe. I bow down to the rising sun in the east, and -
al~o to the sh~ine ~f Vrindavana, toget}ler_ with Lord 
Krishn~, · the Eternal Lover of sweet Radha. I next do_ 

• 
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reverence to the milky rivers and the ocean, dashing 
against the two shores, with sandy shoals in the middle. 
In all the four directions, I tender my respectful 
compliments to all the four sects of the Mussalmans. 
I pay my homage to Mother Earth below and to the 
heavens above. I bow down to Mother Isamati in the 
village of Baunya and also to the mosque of the great Pir . . 
at Nawapara. I next make my salaam to the hill of 
Kuralyamura to the right and the mosque of Hirmai 
to the left. The great upholder of truth once passed 
through these tracts. The river Sankha is also sacred,
in the middle of which •there are shoals, obstruct
ing its course; so the stream seems to be crying for 

• 
deliverence from the threatened silting up of its bed. 
Tendering my regards to all these sacred spots, I proceed 
onwards and arrive at Sita Ghat, where I offer my 
tribute of worshipful regards to that ideal of womanly 
virtues-Sita Devi,-and also to her lord Raghunatha. 
But the worthiest object of my worship is my father 
and mother, to whom I owe this corporeal existence on 
earth. The ungrateful son, who speaks harsh words 
to his parents, is first allowed a peep into Heaven and 
then hurled down into eternal Hell, the horrors of 
which become thus glaringly presented to him. There 
the wretch is doomed to rot for ever, surrounded 
by hell-fire and to cry for deliverance in the agony 
of his soul. 

Finally do I make my obeisance to my teacher and 
then begin, with your permission, my learned audience, 
to sing the ballad of Nizam dacoit. (Ll. 1-44.) 

(2) 

In the eastern hills lived Nizam, the dacoit. He 
roamed ove:r thos~ tracts, always on the lo?k-out fol' 
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victims, whom he would ·dispatch on sight. Early in 
·the morning the dacoit used to ·rise from his bed and 
proceed towards the Dighar-forest, sword in hand. He 
had a strong-built physique and a very dark complexion. 
His eyes were fiery, and red like the Jaba-fl.ower. His 
hair was crisp, and beard an4 moustuche long. His arms 
and legs were like wooden pillars, built from the trees 
of the Jarail-species. The grip of his liands was verily 
like the tiger's paw, his neck being like unto a lion's. 
His gaze resembled that of a buffalo and his movements 
could be compared to an elephant's gait. 

To the east of the J)igar-for~st, stands a steep hillock, 
surrounded by thick bamboo-groves and cane-bowers. 
Tigers and· bears, elephants and boars roam over this 
tract. To the west stand small mounds, overgrown with 
straw; and between two such mounds, runs a n~rrow 

pass. At one extremity of the pass there is a 'big banian 
tree, beneath the shade of which Nizam takes his seat. 
When travellers are seen pass~ng by that tree, the dacoit 
suddenly makes his appearance before them and snatches 
away all their possessions. If they do not easily consent 
to paort with their riches, Nizam bursts into rage and 
terrorises them; and somethnes the heads of his poor 
victims are blown off. Thus innumerable innocent way
farers los~ their lives in the J)igar-forest. (Ll. 1-24.) 

(3) 

''l'here was a Muhammadan saint, named Shaik Farid: 
In the deep forest he lived in seclusion, absorbed' in 
meditation. He would . constantly mutter· the sacred 
formulre and his eyes kne1V not a wink of sleep. It so 
happened on an occasion, that as the Fakir sat steeped 
in contemplation, his mind was distressed by thinking 
&bout this l?est of the forest, and 'by -dint of Ibis 
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meditative concentration, he knew at once that the 
robber killed every night about a hundred wayfarers,: 
in a ruthless manner. 

The next morning the Fakir rose, and after .thinking: 
a while, assumed the guise of an old· man. He 
filled a bag with plenty ot money and having placed 
the same across his shoulders, proceeded on his way .. 
With an iron "stick in his hand,. the old man walked
slowly, bent with age, his eyes fixed downwards. When he. 
came near the entrance of the n'trrow pass, he heard from, 
a distance the thundering voice of Nizam dacoit. 'l'he dacoit 
had his sword unsbeathed,•his eyes .reddened with rage. 
Then did. he approach the old man and .accost him thus, . 
"·Hear me, olQ. man; give me all the money . you have.· 
with you, or you lose your head." The. old man asked, 
'~How -much .do you. deroond of me ? " " Two hundred. 
rupees paid," . replied Nizam, . "might save your life." 
The Fakir, .on hearing this, put his hand into the bag,· 
brought o1;1t tha amount of two hundred rupees and 
made it over to the robber. When his firstdemand of 
two hundred rupees was promptly .satisfied, the robber 
gazed at the Fakir's bag, which still seemed almos.t• fulL 
The dacoit paused a while and .then made a further demancl 
of five hundred rupees i~- the following .words : "Be, 
prompt in complying with .my demand,. or you die." 
Uttering this threat, he began to brandish his sword. 
So the Fakir counted another five hundred rupees and 
handed it over, with great promptness, to the. robber. 
This demand, too, being satisfied, the dacoit gazed some
what surprisingly at the bag, which remaine_d e~en then. 
as full ~s ever. 'l'his set him a~thinking and tp.us did 
the dacoit muse within himself, "No ordinary mortal this; 
old man seems to be .. ·No drain or diminution has be-en. 
caused to the colJ.tents of the bag even after this rat;her 
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heavy payment. ·· So he must be $Om.e Darwesh or 
Fakir." He then addressed the old man thus,." Hear ,. 
me, old rp.an; more money you -must' give me -or your 
~.ead w-ill be -dashed to pieces."· 

·· ';rhe Fakir,.on hearing· about this fresh demand, .silently 
opened: the bag and coins pot1:red forth· in profusion with 
a jingling noise. Very soon, quite a bea.p accumulated
there, which looked ~s high as a small bill· and Nizam 
saw this. r.rhe Fakir said to him, "Just do one thing. 
You ha.v.e your ... mother,. wife and children at home ; 
go to . them with this money. A vast wealth have you 
am_assed by making slaughter· of men your ·avocation 
in· life. . B11t this body of yours is composed of earth 
and into earth will it finally. di~sohre. So please do not 
pursue this sinful avocation any longer, I beseech you. 
Mend your ways from now and return home." With this 
exhortati-on the Fakir stopped. The dacoit·felt somewhat 
abashed and hung down his head. A .shiver went through 
:o,rizam's body, as if an earth quake shook t~he Digarforest, 
· Once again the Fakir smilingly remarked, "What 
benefif~o· y{>\1 deri:ve from the slaughter of men ? . How 
do· yofl, profit· by ·this. inoney? · Why do you build up a. 
~~;ucture of mi~deeds for your future ? By your murderous 
ac~ivities, yo~ make ym,irself gt1ilty before God. . When 
the. final cri~is will come,' )10body will share the evil." ~ 
- .Nizam, looked .heavenwa1:ds- first and then towards. 

the -gro~rid. . He loolred vacantly and it seemed as if he. 
saw-d~rkness ali ar~und. :B:e stood there -motionless, .a~ 
ift1;ai1 ~fixed to the ·spot like-one· thunder~truck. · :B:fs. grip 
loosened aiid the' ~sword dropped -~n the 'grou~d .. anc( 
N:izam,_. the •.. dacoit,_ sat . there,· ",weeping 'i'n. distress,: 
s.uppor~in_g_:. his . h-ead on.· his. bands·.-. --s:heddin'g ·. p.rofuse 
tear~,,-the robber approached,the-Fakf~.and ~brew himself 
d.own-~thisfee~.--- : ___ : ,_ · ...... _· ,--._,, __ --.~ 
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" Thousands of people have I slain for the sake of 
money. But how is it that my heart breaks to-day, 
as I am proceeding to take this money ? Countless 
murders have I perpetrated for the sake of money, 
incurring overwhelming demerits thereby. Plenty of 
money have I earned to-day, but my heart is sinking in 
dismay." 

Nizam wept violently, incessant tears flowing down 
his cheek. Sheikh Fa.rid drew him close to his breast 
and asked him in compassionate terms, "Why do you 
shed tears? You wanted money, which I have given . . 
you in plenty." The dacoit replied, "No more craving 
for money do I entertain now. Accept me as.your slave; 
this is my only dBsire." (Ll. 1-78.) 

(4) 

Sheikh Farid took Nizam in hh~ company and wanted 
him to carry the empty bag in his back. In course 
of their wanderings, they found themselves in the heart 
of a dense forest. Nizam looked around in a restless 
manner and the Fakir now thought of conductin$ him 
through a trial. So a plan was devised by the far
sighted Fakir; the stone of the hill was at once 
transformed into gold. Looking towards the ground 
below, while walking behind theFakir,Nizamnoticedlumps 
of gold. He thought that luck had become propitious. 
A golden hill had greeted his eyes to-day I So he 
gathered a fairly large quantity of gold and placed it 
inside the bag. The Fakir, however, though walking 
ahead, perceived everything, and turning round, noticed, 
with regret, that the bag was quite full. He then said, 
"What is there, N izam, contained in the bag ? Just 
show me the same." At these words of the Fakir, 
Nizam opened the bag. But what were the contents? 
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Gold no more, but all trinkets of no value' f Shalk 
Farid demanded, " Oh, where is the gold ? " to which 
stu petied N izam replied, " gold has been transformed 
into stone." Then the Fakir said, "Just return home. 
For, what~ will you gain by following me ? " The dacoit 
replied, " The world is a4 illusion and so I have stuck 
to your company for initiation at yop.r. hands into the 
life of a Fakir." 'rhe Fakir stood up and said, "Oh :Q.o I 
You a·re not meant for that. Robbery and saintiiness 
are quite different things. A vast treasure you have 
alliassed by the slaughter of men. Why, in an advanced 
career, s_hould your choice fall•upon the life of a Fakir ? 
You still .cherish in your heart a hankering after wealth. 
So. it is useless professing your choice for Fakir hood." 
Nizam, .as he heard this, burst into tears and threw 
himself at the feet of the Fakir. Iiis eyes bathed in 
tears of remorse and he said at last, " No mor·e, I take 
an oath before you, shall I entertain in my mind any 
greed ·£o1· wealth. If you do not· take pity on me, l 
~ill kill myself in your presence." So saying, the 
dacoit began to strike his breast against the rock. The 
rock • was flooded with · tears from his eyes and blood 
from the wound in his breast. Shaik Faritl hastened 
there and clasped him in his breast. The Fakir then 
said, ''· Y u have your mother, children and wife at.home, 
all in anxious eagerness, looking for the moment of your 
return." . Nizam said, "No, I must not think of them 
3tny longer. Certainly they will not share the evils 
th>~t will befall me as a sequel to my sinful career. Evil 
company has ruined me. Save me, father, by initiation 
into the .life of a ],akir." 

, . Shaik Farid, on hearing this, fixed his iron stick 
tQ :the ground b;t that deep forest and thus addressed 
Nizarn, "Hear me, Nizam; this is. the stick of my 

37 
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liking and I prize it much. I would only leave you 
the following instruction to-day. Hold your gaze 
steadfastly towards the tip of this stick. Go on reciting 
the sacred formula with undivided attention, takin~ 

no thought for food or sleep, with your eyes rivetted 
on the tip of the stick. When, after the lapse of twelve 

• years, you will split the point of the stick, a fine creeper 
will come out €herefrom and greet your eyes ; and on 
the very day of this occurrence, I shall make my 
appearance before you. So saying, the Fakir paced a 
few steps aimlessly and then went about his own 
business. • . 

The forest was deep, infested by boars and tigers ; 
but Nizam did not mind anything else. He went on 
contemplating the sacred formula with a concentration 
that nothing could perturb. His wife and children 
were left at home, quite ignorant of what had happened 
to Nizam. In the meantime, a rumour came floating to 
their ears that Nizam had been devoured by a tiger. 

Six long years rolled by. A very wonderful incident 
happened in the meantime in the kingdom of one Jangli 
Patsah (the chief of a hilly tribe). (Ll. 1-68.) • 

(5) 

Jangli Patsah was the chief of a hilly tribe. He 
lived in happiness in his forest-dominion. Riches he 
possessed in super-abundance. He had a daughter born 
to him-a wonderful creation of beauty. Her face 
could only be compared to the full moon; her voice 
was sweet and musical, resembling the notes of a 
cuckoo, or some ~oft tune of Kanu's flute. Her whole 
frame was comely and bright. She ·had a very slender 
waist and her breasts were like the budding growth of 
the plantain-flower, She was a rare beauty, havin~ 
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scarcely an equal in the world. Lal Bai was the name 
given to her by her parents. She had just stepped into her 
youth and even now, the lustre of her person could 
scarcely be concealed by her cloth. 

Now hear me, my learned audience, what an' un
toward incident took place !n the kingdom of the Patsah. 

Thfl Patsah had a Vizier,-a very .good man, held 
in great esteem. This Vizier had a son named Jabbar, 
who brought on a great evil by reason of his improper 
sentiment towards the daughter of the Patsah. Jabbar 
was a rogue and· a scoundrel. He tried to think out some 
device whereby he could abdu~t the girl. 

Being the son of the Vizier, Jabbar had a free access 
into the Patsah's harem, which he visited frequently. 
He had already conceived a passion for Lal Bai, and to· 
achieve his wicked end, he resorted to the following 
trick. One who is pierced at heart by the dart of the 
triple-lettered word Pi-ri-ti (love) beoomes forgetful 
of his prestige and honour, caste and pedigree. The 
fruit of love, even if swallowed, does not appease one's 
hunger; this evil fruit has been sent down to earth by 
God ·for the trial of men with an appeal to senses. 

It one~ so happened that in her harem Lal Bai was . 
training her female-parrot to speak in sweet accents of 
human speech. She was all alone there. Jabbar Mia 
seized the opportunity and hastened to the spot.· 
Drawing near Lal Bai, he caught her by the hand. 
Shocked at this unexpected incivility she cried out. 
Jabbar left her at once with a start and took to his heels. 
Lal Bai's mother came there and found her daughter· 
weeping. So she asked, "Ah, my Lali, how is it that the 
golden hue of your face has grown pale and lustreless? 
Lali replied with tears in her eyes, "The wicked Jabbar 
came and caught me by the hands, I know not why." 
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When the matter was reported to the Patsah, the 
Vizier was summoned to his presence. Addressing the 
Vizier, the Patsah said, "Your son Jabbar had the 
audacity to clasp the hands of my daughter. Bring 
him here in my presence without delay. I will have 
both his ears chopped off." • 

The Vizier f\e'Y into a rage, ablaze like a torch, and 
hied home. Jabbar had just finished his meal ar:d put 
a betel into his mouth, when the Vizier reached home 
and seized him by the ears. He took off the shoes from 
his feet and struck Jabbar on his head. Jabb~tr fell 
down on earth and rollecf about in pain. He had his 
ears ~opped off at the Nawab's command, h,.is father, 
the riri-~\t"ter, had a broom, fastened to his neck. ,, 
Subjected to these indignities, J abbar made his escape 
from the country. Nobody knew whither he had 
gone. (Ll. 1-56.) 

(6) 

Let me now relate to you what happened next. 
Lal Bai fell ill and was reduced to the state of bed-ridden 
prostration. She began to wither like a flower, dropped 
from its stock. Her mother's tears now became 
incessant. Lali-the image of gold-did not recover. 
Shedding her hst tears before the near and dear ones, 
she passed away into heaven. Loud wailings rose 
up in the sky and rent the atmosphere. Her father 
wep.t violently, beating his breast with the hands ; 
her mother, too, vented her unbearable grief by 
~triking her. breast against the earth and tearing off 
her hair. The female attendants and maids of the. 
house retired to a corner and shed silent tears. The 
neighbours and kinsmen, too, shared in their piteous 
lament. The whole forest-dominion join.ed in the. 
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mournful chorus . of bewailings for the loss of that· 
maidenly paragon of beauty. 

Listen, then, my audience, to my account of what 
happened next. The last remains of that youthful 
figure were carried to an open spac~, where they were 
duly interred. • 

In the meantime, a horrible deed .wl)s going to be 
perpetrated by villainous Jabbar. He called one of 
his companions and after having held a consultation 
with him, came up to the burial ground during the 

· night. · There the wretch indulged in numerous wild 
thoughts, all of which cannot certainly be recounted. 
here. His •. beastly propensities became kindled again. 
He became resolved to exhume the dead body and 
commit violence upon it for the satisfaction of his 
carnal desires. Planning thus, they began to dig the 
grave. Nizam came to learn about this. He faltered 
in the course of his recital of the sacred formula 
and suddenly rose up with a start. "A hundred victims, 
less only 'by one, used daily to lose their heads · at my 
hands ; but even those misdeeds of mine are surpassed in 
heinousness by this villainous outrage." Thus musing 
within himself, Nizam made up his mind and hastened 
to the spot with the iron stick in his hand. The rogues 
had, in the meantime, disinterred the body. Nizam 
first recoiled at the sight. But when the scoundrels 
were about to take off the sheet which covered the 
dead body, Nizam, the quondam dacoit, forgot himself.· 
He took the iron stick in his hand, and for a time, sobriety 
of temper quitted him .. He brandished the club and 
struck the two villains on their heads. 'lhe blow of the . ' 

club rent their skulls and killed them on the spot. . ... 
Nizam now returned to his former plac(;} of wors~ip. 

He fixed the stick to the. ground and once again turned 
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his eyes towards the tip of the same. Now he came to 
see the twigs of a creeper issuing from inside the club. 
The Fakir, too, made his appearance at this stage. 
Nizam stood up and did reverence to . the Fakir, and 
then said, "Pardon me, Fakir Sahib, once more have 
I sinned ; I have added tw~ more names to the list of 
persons, slain at II)Y hands. Forgive me, Fakir Sahib; 
0 forgive me, my preceptor." Shaikh Farid, as he heard 
this, held him in deep embrace and pressed a thousand 
kisses on his brow. The Fakir then said, "You have 
retiuced the period o~ your penance from twelve· to six 
years by killing that scl>undrel. If you can achieve 
such noble deeds, surely you would be carried .to heaven 
iu a celestial car,'' (Ll. 1-51.) 

( 7) 

. Let me tell you, my worthy audience, what transpired 
next. Nizam, this time, followed the Fakir. Aft~r 

having . tra veiled through the lJigar forest, they arrived 
at the bank of a river. Sheikh Farid paused there for 
a while and then took off the cap from his head. 
Having floated the charmed cap in the river; the 
preceptor and the pupil easily crossed the stream through 
grace of God. On the other side of the river, behind 
the market-place, an old woman had a shop of sweet
meat. Delicious preparations of cakes of many 
varieties the old woman used to sell. She was endearingly 
called 'aunt' by the local people. Now Farid and 
Nizam reached there and the woman salaamed the 
E'akir. The Fakir addressed her thus, "Hear me, 
aunt, this is my friend Nizam, whom I wish to 
consign to your care. Two meals von . will give 
him daily, in return for which, he will tend your 
cows. If he can win your praise by carefully 
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attending to his duties you may give him something 
more as his wages, but that would rest entirely on your 
own discretion." Saying this, the Fakir took leave of 
her. Nizam fell at the feet of his preceptor. The 
Fakir consoled him thus, "Do not fear, my child, you 
will surely have me by your.side in times of need." 

· Nizam accepted service in the house of the woman. 
In the forenoon and in the afternoo~, • he grazed the 
herd in the neighbouring meadows. Indifferent to 
what passed around, he always looked distracted in 
mind; the neighbours took him to ·be crazy. He did 
not resent or cry, even if he ~as beaten. He drudged 
all day long without any sign of toil or fatigue and 
seemed alm~st insensible. Bearing patiently all sorts of 
harsh and abusive words, he would still ·devote himself, 
heart and soul, to the services of anybody· who might. 
demand them of him. 

'rhe old woman had a son, named Sundar. He 
was an exquisitely handsome lad, whose beauty put 
to shade even the lustre of the sun and . the moon. 
Since the death of her husband the woman waf? rearing 
the child with all the warmth and tenderness of a mother's 
hear.t. The child was always jolly and cheerful at heart; . 
the cowherd became his fast friend. 

Now there lived a great Mahof!ledan Saint, name4 
Bara Pir Saha, who was known for his great piety and 
spiritual attainments, for his unbounded compassion and 
wonderful self-possession. He had a great affection for 
the lad Sundar, whom he loved and caressed as if he 
were his own child. 'l'he house of the woman, who owned 
the shop, was graced by the presence of the Fakir, who . 
came there frequently to see the child Sundar. Sundar 
was indeed a very fortunate child, as it was his personal_ 
&ttraction~ tha~ brought th~ s~i:qt ~o his . wother'~ .: 
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cottage, which became now a· habitual resort of the 
Fakir. 

One day the old woman called the cowherd Nizam 
to her and he appeared shortly, before her. She asked 
Nizam how much he would demand of her as his 
wages. Nizam replied, '~No money do I want, 
mother. I have no attachment for matters terrestrial. . . 
My mind is like unto a dry -sea, it craves for 
an abundance of water. I seek one favour of you, 
mother. The great Pir Saheb visits your house fre
quently; he is the prince of Saints and a hundred salaam6 
do I make at- his feet. • My one desire is to sit at 
his feet and receive instructions from him. If you . 
are propitious, mother, then alone will my desire be 
fulfilled." At these words of Nizam, the old woman 
asked him,·" Whose son are you P Tell me all about your 
family and parentage." Nizam replied, " I am Nizam, 
the dacoit. Long years have I spent slaughtering people 
in the IJigar forest." 

The old woman was struck dumb at the reply. Si...J 
had no words to utter, courage failed her for the 
moment. She began to shiver violently, as if she had a 
sudden attack of a malignant fever. What did then Nizam 
do? At once he threw himself at the woman's feet and 
exclaimed, " You are .mY foster-mother, and more respected 
than she who bore me in the womb. Many a sin have I 
committed in my life. Save me, mother; 0, save me 
from those." 

Just at this moment, the great Pir made his arrival 
and announced himself by a shout. The woman hurried 
there and made her salaam to the Fakir. 'rhe Pir 
said, " Where is Sundar? Bring him in my presence 
without delay, as I shall depart soon to-day." The 
woman replied with a smile, " He is laid down with -~ 
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illness. Please come early next morning, when I shall 
arrange your meeting." The Pir then· said, "Do not 
deceive me, Why do you object to my seeing him 
to-day ? " She replied, "First promise me a· boon; 
~hen I shall show you my darling., The Pir said, 
"What may your needs be: which make you a supplicant 
before me ! Why this falsehood, thEm Cl And whence 
this hesitancy again ? " The woman replied, "I have 
another son, whom you must admit as your disciple." 
'l'he Fakir said, "Yes I may initiate him "into the 
mysteries of spiritual life, if he has the inspiration of the 

• Prophet at heart." 
The wrnnan then opened the door and pointed to 

Nizam, at which the Pir exclaimed, " Oh my God I he is 
the dacoit." 

With folded palms did Nizam recite the . sacred 
formula. The old woman then addressed the Pir thus, 
" A confirmed marauder, he has now become a real 
Fakir. Let me now relate· to you the whole of his 
past history." The Pir said, "No need of ~hat, I 
have heard of him from Sheikh Farid. Besides, Nizam 
dacoit has attained notoriety enough and is widely 
known." The old woman said, "Know for certain, 
my father, this Nizam is dearer to me than my own 
child Sundar." Now the Pir was in a mental see
saw as to whether or not he would admit an old dacoit 
into his discipleship. Thus vacillating, the Pir became 
somewhat restless and the utterance slipped out of his 
mouth, namely that, "Nizam's father is admitted into 
the ranks of an tiu!ia (a mystic saint)." Not satisfied 
~ith that, the old woman said. "I beseech you, father; 
once admit that Nizam is _ an aulia." The great Pir 
Sahib, on hearing this, made an utterance to the effect 
that Nizam's jorejathe1·s up to the seventh degree 

as 
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in ascent would be henceforward accepted as du~iii.s in 
heaven. . Not even satisfied with that, the woman im
plored with· tears, " No, that will not do. ' Niazm is an 
1/,ulid' this you must utter." And the child ~undar, 

too, joined in his. mother's prayer and imploringly clasped 
the hand of his beloved Pir. Just. at this moment, Sheikh 
Farid, too, made. h!s appearance and repeated what the 
other two had desired. So a triple alliance was formed 
and the · request was pressed with their combined. 
ardour,-which the Pir Sahib could no longer resist and 
thus, finally, came out of his lips the gracious pronounce
ment, "Nizam himselfis ail dulia." 

Scarcely had this declaration escaped the )ips of the 
truthful Pir when Nizamuddin, who stood expectant by, 
melted into air. (Ll. 1-116.) 

THE END. 

• 



ISHA KHAN MASHNADALI OF 

JANGAL BARI 



INTROIHJCTION 

Regarding Isba Khan Mashnadali, the most authentic 
Our sources of i:n. source of information is the famous 

formation. Ain-i-Akbari itself. Abul. Fazl states 
that Isba Khan's father was killed in battle by Salim 

• 
Khan and Taz Khan of Bengal, and his two sons, !smile 
and Isba ware sold as slaves. They were subsequently 
traced by Kutubuddin, Isha's uncle, to be living in Turan 
whence they were brought back to their native province, 
and Isha Khan soon became the ruler :of Bhati and 
had twelve great Zeminders dependent on him. Hence 
he is called by Abul Fazl 'Mazban Bhati'-the governor 
of Bhati. Isba Khan gave endless trouble to the 
Imperialists.1 

Dr. Wise, Civil Surgeon of Dacca, contributed an 
article to the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
in 1874 A. D. (pp. 209-14) in which he gave us a mass of 
information about this chief, who finally settled at Jangal 
Bari in the subdivision of Kishoregunj (Eastern Mymen
singh) and became the founder of the famous .Dewan
family of that place. In another article on Ohand Ray 
and Kedar Ray of Vikrampur, published in the Journal 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1874 A. D. (No. 3~ 
pp. 202-3), Dr. Wise gives us some further details about 
Ishi\ Khan. Mr. H. E. Stapleton, in his notes "on seven 
sixteenth century cannon" (J. A. S. B., pp. ·367-75, for 

1 Ain•i-Akbari, Vol. I., p. 3421 n. 
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1909), discussed some historical questions relating to the 
Dewan family and their ancestry. 

In a work, called the lliashnad Ali Itihasa, written in 
Bengali by Munshi Raj Chandra Ghosh and Pandit Kali 
Kumar Chakravarti at the instance of Dewan Sovandad 
Khan and Dewan Azimdad Kltan, and published at Dacca 
in 1298 B. S. (Ie9~ A. D.), the writers have tried to trace 
a full history of the Dewans from Kalidas Gazdani, the 
father of Isha Khan. 'fhe two scholars had access to the 
State-papers, preserved in the archives of the Dewan 
family at Jangal Bari and consulted the historical works 
on the subject, written by European and Mahomedan 
historians and gave a connected narrative of the Dewan 
family there. 

' We have got numerous ballads, in which we find 
accounts of the exploits of Isba Khan and details about 
his descendants. First of all, we have an old ballad, which 
was composed by an anonymous poet probably in the 
18th century. This is the most important of the ballads, 
mentioned above. The second one we have got was written 
by Munshi Abdul Karim of Galachipa in the subdivision 
of Kishoregunj, Mymemsingh, about seventy-five ·years 
ago. It is a fanciful work on the historical accuracy of 
which little reliance can be placed. 'l'he third ballad, 
written by the same author, chiefly describes the incidents 
of the life of Dewan Mannower Khan, a grandson of 
Isha Khan and incidentally refers to the latter. The 
fourth ballad, composed by an anonymous writer, evidently 
a Mahomedan, is entitled 'The Songs of Dewan Feroz 
Kht1on.' In this ballad some account is given of Jsha 
Khan, the ancestor of the hero of the tale. Be.sides these 
four ballads, there are many songs incidentally bearing on 
the life of Isha Khan, sung by illiterate rustic folk of 
Eastern Bengal. · 
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· I am sorry to say that the accounts given· in the 

The ·discrepancies. 
ballads do not always agree. We must 
try to trace the real history of. the 

sturdy chief of Jangal Bari, the hero of a hundred fights, 
from these conflicting rwcounts and from those,· given by 
Mahomedan and Christian writers. In 1586 Ralph Fitch 
visited Sonargaon. He remarks, "~he chief king of 
these countries is called I sa Kan and he is the chief of 
all other kings and is a great friend to the Christians." 
From the Ain-i-Akbari we gather that Isba Khan success
fully withstood the invasion of the Imperialist General 
Shah Baz lr_han in 1585. We· have an account of h~is 
valiant fight with Man Singh, and all these indicate to the 
great power that he had acquired over East Bengal in t.he 
latter part of the 16th century. rl'he 'Ain' frequently 
calls him " The wealthy Zeminder of Bengal." 

The description of Isba Khan's expeditions, of his 
memorable fight for independence and of his romantic 
abduction of Sona Mani (S\lbhadra) is more or less familiar 
to the people of Eastern Bengal and though tinged with 
the colourings of rustic imagination, they have an un
doubted historical background. But it is the question of 
his ancestry that offers us a puzzling problem. 

When Dr. Wise wrote to the Dewan Sahebs of Jangal 
Bari in 1874 A. D. for accounts of Isba 

The' identity of Solo
man Khan with Solo
man Kararani disprov
ed. 

Khan, they supplied him with the infor
mation that Kalidas Gaidani, the father 
of Isha Khan, · married a daughter of 

Hussein Saha. But in the history of Jangal Bari, the 
Dewans must have latterly altered this view; for their 
prot~ges, the authors, declared that Kalidas Gazdani had 
married a daughter of Ghyasuddin, who ruled in Bengal 

' J"; A. 8 B, of 1874, pp. 209. 
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from 1560 to 1663. I suppose, I have been able to find 
out the .reasons for their change of views in this matter, 
but I shall dwell on the point later on. 

From the various accounts, available to us about the 
ancestors of Isba Khan, it seems to be an undisputed fact 
that Isba Khan was a son of •Kalidas Gazdani, who had 
accept~d the lilamic creed and assumed the title of 
Soloman Khan. Not only d.o the Dewans themselves 
attest to this view of their ancestory, but the fact of an 
ancestor of the Rajput Chiefs coming from Baiswara in 
the district of Oudh and settling in Bengal, and of 

• 
Kalidas Gazdani's marrying a daughter of the reigning 
Mahomedan monarch, has had corroboration • in various 
outside evidences. Mr. Stapleton writes, "Mr. B. Buru, 
C. S., Deputy Commissioner of Gonda, to whom I referred 
the question of Kalidas Gazdani's ancestry, suggests that 
he was a Dais Rajput of Baiswara. This is curiously 
confirmed by the note given at the bottom of p. 1. of the 
Itihasa (Mashnaa Ali Itihasa) . c~ti:'"Illti{ .Qft~ ~~~'lt't1f 
'liltNM<ftJf ~t~J1 ~t\1-t~~~ <~t~1l '<3~t~1 ~tt:~J I" ( J. A. S. 
B., Oct. 1919, p. 370). • 

The first ballad gives some further details on this point. 
It says that Raja Dhanaphat Singh of Baiswara was a 
friend and powerful ally of the Delhi Emperor of his time. 
And Bhagiratb, a scion of his family, came to Bengal with 
the object of visiting the shrines; he was very warmly 
received by King Ghiasuddin of Bengal. Kalidas Gazdani 
was descended from Bhagirath and latterly became a 
Mahomedan convert and having married the third 
daughter of that monarch, ascended the throne after his 
death in 1563 under the name of Sulaiman Kararani. 
. The older tradition of the family was that Kalidas 

having turned a Mahomedan convert and assumed the 
title of Sulaiman Kararani married a daus-hter of Hussein 
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Shah, who ruled from 1493 to 1520 A. D. Hussein Shah 
was succeeded on the throne of Bengal by the following 
Pathan rulers-Nasarat Shah (1520-1534. A. D.), Ghias
uddin Muhammad Shah III (1534-1536 A. D.), Sher 

. Shah (, 536-1545 A. D.), Muhammad Shah Gazi (154:5-
1556), Bahadur Shah (.t55tl-l56C), Ghiasuddin Jalal Shah 
(15n0.,.1 563), Sulaiman Kararani (1568-1572). I have 
taken this table with slight alterations fro!ll Mr. H. Nelson 
Wright's catalogue of . coins in the Indian Museum, 
w;hich is a reliable work, based on numismatic 
evidence. • 

Now the tradition that Sulaiman Khan and the 
notorious -Kala-Pahar were both of them sons-in-law of 
the .same Mahomedan sovereign is largely extant in this 
country. Babu Doorga Churan Sanyal's Social History 
of Bengal, though it may not deserve the credit of a 
reliable history, embodies a vast mass of the legends and 
traditions, preserved in the genealogical works of too 
Varendra Brahmins. He says that Kala-Pahar married 
a daughter of Hussein Shah, and gives an interesting 
accop.nt of this marriage, which is a love-romance. Such 
instances are not rare in the history of conversion and 
Cupid is admittedly the most , powerful ally of the 
missionaries in the history of all religions. 

Now if, as alleged in the family history of the Dewans 
of Jan gal Bari, Kalapahar and Kalidas Gazdani married 
two daughters of the reigning Mahomedan monarch· of 
the time and if -the tradition of the Brahmins be true 
that it WM a daughteJ• of Hussein Shah- whom tbe Kala 
Pahar married, it must follow that Kalidas Gazdani also 
married a daughter of the same king. This tradition was 
In existence also in the family of the Dewans. Or how 
should it be explained that when Dr. Wise. asked for 

. information about thier ancestry, the Dewans furnished 

39 
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the information that Kalidas had married a daughter of 
Hussein Shah ? 

But when, later on, a history of the family-Mashnad 
Ali Itihasa-was written, the authors consulted various 
English and Mahomedan histories, and probably inspired 

• by the motive of establishing the identity of Sulaiman 
Khan with Sulti.iman Kararani and thus proving the 
Dewan family to be directly descended from an Emperor 
of. Gaur, made a statement that Fatema Bibi was a 
daughter of Ibrahim Malikul-ulma, who had married 
the first daughter of Jalal Shah (J. A. S. B. for 1909, 
pp. 37) and that Kalidas Gazdani had married the third 
daughter of Jalal. Had they upheld the olde·r tradition 
of Sulaiman's marrying a daughter of Hussain Shah, it 
would not have been possible to prove the identity of the 
hero with Sulaiman Kararani. It is,· therefore, evident 
that the old tradition of the Dewan family was changed 
in order to ascribe to their ancestor the status of a King 
of Bengal. When a new aristocracy springs up, such 
attempts to connect it with some time-honoured royal 
line are often made by the court-parasites and fJ;iends 
of the family. 

Now it is proved beyond doubt that Daud Khan 
was a son of Sulaiman Kararani. We find it proved 
by the coins (Wright's Catalogue, p. 182). We find 
it mentioned in the history o£ Pratapaditya, written 
by Ram Ram Basu in 1801. This treatise, its author 
writes, was based on an early sketch of Pratapaditya, 
·written in Persian. Pratapaditya's father Vikramaditya 
·was a minister of Daud Khan, and in the family records 
of this valorous hero of the 16th ·century, many 
interesting accounts are given about Daud Khan. If 
Daud 'Khan were a brother of Isha -Khan, it wou'Id 

··certainly have been mentioned by Ram Ram Vasu. 
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And curiously. enough we tind it stated in the ' Ain ' 
distinctly that after Daud Khan's death, his old mother 
threw herself as a supplicant of the mercy of Khan 
Jahan, who had captured and killed her son. Can it 
be believed that the old lady would have done this, 
if Isha Khan were his son? The 'Ain' mentions the 
name·s of some of the cJ.Iose relations of Daud Khan, 
but there is no mention of Ishar Kha.n there. On the 
other hand, t~at famous history traces the ancestry of 
Isha Khan, describes the death of his father and 
relates the circumstance of Isha Khan being sold as 
a slave and living for a time in that humble capacity . . 
in Turan. The early career of Isha Khan, from this 
account o.f the 'Ain,' seems to be obscure. How he 
gradually rose to power and wealth may be traced from 
another authentic source. The Rajmala of Tipperah 
gives the narrative of the Kings of Tipperah very 
faithfully from after the legendary period when their 
connection with Yayati of the lunar race is sough~ 

to be established. rrhe tale of this pre-historic period 
is no doubt mixed with fiction. But the court historians 
preserved authentic records of the later administration, 
and barring some sh01·t accounts, where they now and 
then tried to extol the monarchs wilfully by giving them 
victories over their enemies, which they did not win, 
the general treatment of the family-history is quite 
reliable. Perganna S.arail keeps afresh the memory of 
Isba Khan's exploits and fights with the Imperialists. 
There is no doubt that Isba Khan for a time was a 
general of the Tipperah Raj and sought to please Amar 
Manikya in. vari<ms ways. I will, later on, . give in 
this discourse, an abridged translation of t~e texts of 
the Rajmala . bearing on Isha Khan. It must, however, 
be admitted, for the sake of trut?-, that. the court-parasites, 
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who wrote the book, probably made a wrong statement 
when they said that the title of Mashna.d Ali was conferred 
on Isba Khan by the Tipperah Raj. This might have 
been done evidently to pa.nder to the vanity of the 
descendants of Amar Manikya under whose orders the 
latter part of the Rajmala was written. But in all 
other points, coimected with the Moslem chief, the 
account of the • book seems to be a reliable presentation 
of facts. 

Now the family history of Jan gal Bari Dewans, as 
also the ballads, make no mention of the early career 
of Isba Khan. These records bring him at once into 

• 
prominence after the death of Sulaiman Kararani, as 
a warrior who fought against the Imperialists. His 
obscure and humble life is ingeniously brushed aside 
in order to present him in full glory from the very 
beginning. One of their objects for doing this may 
be also to shorten, by -suppression of facts of Isha Khan's 
youthful life, the distance of time, so that he could be 
represented as a son of Sulaiman Kararani. As we 
have already stated, the first ballad says that the ancestor 
of Kalidas Gazdani was Dhanapat Sing~ a Kshattriya 
Raja of Oudh; next it mentions that Raja Bhagiratb, 
a descendant of Dhanapat settled in Bengal and that 
Kalidas Gazdani was a scion of his family. None of these 
later descendants is said to stand in the relation of 
father and son but mentioned as mere scions of a family, 
of which the. great ancestor is Dhanapat. I believe 
these names to be historical; but the statement of the 
ballad-maker suggests that there were many names in 
the genealogy of the Baiswara Rajputs, left out from 
the list. In order, however, to make Kalidas Gazdani 
same as Sulaiman Kararani, he is Ir'ade to be a minister 
of at least three Kings and still retain the youthful 
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attractions of his person so wonderfully well that 
the youngest daughter of the last King falls headlong 
in love with him. 'fhere is evidently a good deal of 
patchwork in all these, which shows that Sulaiman 
Khan was hurried down to the time of Sulaiman 
Kararani to become identical with him. 'fhe similar~ty 

in the two names was •certainly a fact, of which 
advantage was taken by the manipulator,;. 

That this alleged ancestry of the Dewans of Jangal 
Bari from Sulaiman Kararani was a point, neither firmly 
established in the traditions of the family, nor in the 
popular mind, is evident. from the circumstance that 

• 
Abdul Karim, who wrote a ballad about Isba Khan at the 
instance oi some of the later Dewans, states that Sulaiman 
Khan (Kalidas Gazdani) had married a daughter of 
Baber, the founder of ·the Moghul dynasty. In his 
zeal to sing the praises of his illustrious sponsors a:n:d 
extol them as far as he could by a stretch of his rustic 
imagination, he describes how, on the death of Baber, 
Isba Khan usurped the tht•one of Delhi at a public 
Durbar, held on the occasion of Humayun's accession 
and how the· latter, struck dumb by fear and surprise at 

• this conduct of his brother-in-law, made a compromise 
with him · by according to him the first rank amongst his 
allies and Feudatory chiefs, assembled there. These 
statements are not more authentic than the Arabian 
Nights' Tales and are scarcely worthy of any serious 
notice. 

Another weighty objection to our accepting Isba Khan 
as a brother of Daud is the fact that though Isba Khan. 
achieved· the status of an in9ependent King of Eastern 
Bengal, he still prided upon the title of Dewan, inherited 
from his ancestors and called himself Dewan Mashnad Ali. 
Had Daud Khan been his brother, he would have et1ual 
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reasons for calling himself a Dewan, as all other members 
of the family, descended from Kalidas Gazdani, have 
chosen to call themselves. But "Dewan" Daud Khan is 
unheard of. On the other hand, we find Daud Khan 
mentioning his family·surname "Kararani" in the coins, 
whereas nowhere do we find Isba Khan calling himself 
Kararani. Daud Khan is not~nown as Ismail, except in 
the State-1·ecords •of the Dewan family of a later period. 
Here the Ain's statement is in favour in our theory. 
The later chroniclers of the family give Daud the name of 
Ismail to make him a brother of Isha Khan and thus 
establish him as a scion of. the Kararani family. 

If we summarise the three different versions of Isha 
Khan's ancestry, we find the following ditlcrepancies.· 
Dr. Wise states, on the authority of the . information 
supplied by the Dewans, that the father of Isba Khan 
married a daughter of Hussein Shah. The "Mashnad 

. Ali Itibasa," published at the cost of the Dewa.ns, says, 
not long after, that Isha Khan's father married a daughter 
of Ghiasuddin. And the Second ballad, alleged by its 
authot· Abdul Karim to have been written at the instance 
of some of the Dewans of his time, states that Isba Khan's 

• • 
father married a daughter of Baber! Either all these 
three accounts· should be discredited, or the first one 
believed, as it has some corroborative evidence to support 
it. The fact, however, remains proved that Kalidas 
Gazdani turned a Mahomedan, assuming the name of 
Sulaiman Khan and that he married the daughter of a 
ruling Mahomedan King. In this all the three accounts 
and other evidences agree. 

Barring the question of ancestry, there is a general 
agreement as regards the episodes in the life of Isba Khan, 
described in the "Itihasa" and in the different versions 
of the ballads, though there a.re points in them, which 

• 
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received some colouring in the hands of the various bards 
and historians. None of these accounts, however, as I 
have already stated, noted the incidents of the early career 
of Isba Khan, which, on the authority of the "Ain" and 
the Rajmala, remain as outsta1,1ding facts of unquestion-

• 
able authenticity. 

I will, here, give a brief accoun"t ·of Isba Khan's 
adventures in Tipperah from the year 1578, when Amar 
Manikya was the ruling king of that place. 

It seems, on his return from Turan to Bengal, Ishii 
Khan did not at once rise to ce~brity. He seems to have 
gathered a force and settled in Pergarra Sarail in the distruct 
of Tipperan. I will here pursue the narrative of his life 
in Tippera.h, as given in the Rajmala. 

Amar Manikya asked Subuddhi Narayan, a son of 
Harish Chandra; as ~o the number of coolies, supplied by 
each of his allies and tributary chiefs for excavating the 
"Amardighi," which he had undertaken to construct at 
Chouddagram, on the west of the Udaipur Hills in Saka 
1504 (1582 A. D.). 

fiubuddhi Narayan replied :-
"'fhe Zeminderof Vikrampur, Chand Ray, has supplied 

us seven hundred men. These men are all hard-working 
and clever. . The Vasu · of Bakla (Buckergunje) has sent 
seven .hundred and the Zeminder of Bhowal (Jaydevpur, 
Dacca) has supplied one thousand men. We have received 
five ·hundred men from Ashtagram and another five 
hundred from Baniachung (Sylhet). We ·have got one 
thousand men from. Ra:Q.a~Bhowal and one thousand tMti 
have been· supplied by Isha Khan of Sarail. We 
have got one thousand men from Balaram Sur of 
:Bhulua (N oakhali)" : .. . ~ ....... ''We have thus secured 7,100 
men from outside and these are engaged in excavating the 
tank. Some of these Rajas and Zeminders have supplied 
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men out of fpar and others out of love and respect for the 
Tipperah-throne. All the twelve Zeminders have thus 
come forward to help us with men. But the Raja of 
Tarap (Sylhet.) has refused our demand." 

Amar Manikya was h~ly incensed at the conduct of 
• the Raja of Tarap and sent an army, 22,000 strong, under 

prince Rajdhar/to" subdue Fateh Khan, King of 'fa1•ap. 
The prince defeated and captured Soddhoram, the general 
of Tarap-Raja, with his son. They were put into 
a cage and sent to Udaypur. The Tipperah-army 
next proceeded to conqum.· the Pathan King of Sylhet 
(Tarap) and Isha Khan was plaaed at the head of the 
navy. 1 

"At the command of king Amar Manikya, the Bengali 
soldiers unde'rtook the expedition under Isha Khan. They 
went ahead of the tide by the river Surma and reached 
Sylhet." 

'Ihen follows an animated description as to how the 
Afghan chief, Fateh Khan, was conquered by prince 
Rajdhar and Ishii Khan. The names of the Bengali 
generals, who fought under them, have been given with 
some details of their qualifications in the account. Fateh 
Khan surrendered himself and was brought to_ Udaypu.r 
on the 1st of Magh in Saka 1504 (about the middle of 
January, 1582). "The king publicly praised Ishii Khan 
for his valour and gave him a seat on the left side of 
his son-in-law, Dayavant Narain,'' q,t a Durbar held to 
commemorate his victory. 

Sometime after this an Amir of the Delhi Emperor 
(probably Shah Baz Khan) led an expedition into the 
very heart of Eastern Bengal and attacked Isba Khan 
who seems to have planted himself firmly at Sarail and 

1 The italics are ours 
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the adjacent locality by this time. Ishii. beat a retreat 
and sought the help of Amat· ltanikya at this cri~is. 

He consulted two generals of the Raja-Taz Khan and 
Baz Khan, as to how be could secure substantial help 
from the Tipperah Rnja and was advised to apply to . 
queen Amaravati Devi 1or interces~ion in his behalf; 
u~'J.1he .King,'' they said, "was a de"oted husband and 
listene<l to th~l counsel o£ his queen in all matters." 
Ishii. Khan sent a petition to queen Amaravati arid 
addressed her as "Mother " in the Iette1·. 'l'his iort of 
a:ddress to nn Indian lady is sure to appeal to her ten.derly 
and ensure sympathy fol' th~ supplica11t. 'l'he qnef~n, n.t 

the requeliit of Isba Khan, wa::;hed her bl'east with water 
and sent him a drop to dt·ink, which the Muhammadan 
Chief ·did with all affection and respect. 'l'his act was 
tantamount to his sucking the breast of the queen in 
the manner of a child, and Isba Khan was treated from 
this time as a foster-son of Amaravati. Curiously Mr.-. 
I.Jong in. his abridged translation of the Rajmala renders 
the Bengali passage in the following words :-

"He (Isba Khan) also won the favour of the Rani 
• who tested his sincerity by giving him the water· with: 

which she had washed her body. He drank it." 1 What 
a queer and monstrous idea I But a foreign writf'r may 
be excused for his mistake on a point like this. We'
wonder· how a scholar like Babu Kailas Chandra. Sinha · 
could paraphrase the verse in the following rendering ! ·· 
"'Ol~~llt~n:~J~ ~t~-s ~~~ ~tf:~ 9fttwtw<~~' c~~'l <tSftBt1 <~~~~ 
9ftit?it~"'·" etc. He calls it the water in which th~ king's ·. 
feet were washed. He "''as evidently n:haid of referring to 
the breast of the queen, lest it should offend the delicate : 
sense of decency of our. educated counb·ymen, imbibed., 
by them . horn the western people.. This is, however, a. · 

-~ Annly~is of RocjmliJa by _Rev; J.·l;.ong;p~. 16, · . . .. ·:.: _ : ..... : •:; 
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sacred convention with the Asiatic races and there is 
nothing unholy or indecent in referring to the mother's 
breast at least in the eyes of the Oriental people. 

Isha Khan thus succeeded in ingratiating himself 
into the confidence of Amar Manikya, who was already 
predisposed in his favour for• his past services in the 
interest of the ~tStte. The king granted him fifty 
thousand soldiers. As soon as Isba Khan reached Sarail 
with this army, the Delhi General retreated from the 
field without venturing an encounter. It is stated here 
that Isha Khan got many tokens of royal favour from 
Tipperah ; but when we find •the author of Rajamala, men
tioning in this connection, that the title of ' Machalan
dani ' was conferred on Isba Khan by Amar Manikya, 
we feel that the court-parasite was perhaps trying to 
humour a descendant of that Raja, at whose order the 
history was written. But here, also, we reserve our 
judgment for reasons stated in the foot-note. 1 

Isha Khan was now the master of 52,000 soldiers, as 
we find in the account of Rajmala. He probably 
conceived from this time the idea of establishing his 
independence in Bengal. He could not have possibly 

• Curiously the fit title of Isba Khan, inscribed on his gun is not " Mashnad 

Ali," but, barring the 1st letter, which cannot be deciphered (probably a mere scratch) 
and which Stapleton reads as~ with a sign of query, the word reads :Ma!E>nand&lwi 

(>1010\ii!IN). The reading of this word by Mr~ Stapleton as "~fir" is 

evidently incorrect. The word "~<'filftf<r" (the D and :II have similar wund in 
ordinary spoken Bengali and the Of, the last letter in the word, may have been 

confounded with~ by the Bengali copyist) seems very much similar to '>l<r-Rtf.li 
of the gun. Is it the Bengali form of the word Mashnad Ali ? That the title of 

Mashnad Ali was granted to Ish!i. Khan by Akbar, is not known, so far as I am aware, 

from any other source than the State.record of the Dewan family itself. The 

repeated attempts of the historians of Ja.ngal Bliri to connect the Dewans with the 

emperors of Delhi in all matters make us view this point with some suspicion. What 
is the reason for their having obliterated all fact,s relating to Ish~ Khan's dealings 

with A mar Manikya, the king of Tippera? It should be stated here that the Khilat, 

it it wa1 conferred on IsM Khan b;r Akbar, has t!Ot beer. preserved in the famil;r. 





• 
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achieved this end, remaining in the district of Sarah, 
for there he could only hold the status of a Feudatory 
Chief under the Tipperah Raja. Besides some other 
developments took place at Sara.il, which made · his 
po~ition there not a very enviable one. Prince Rajdhara 
in one of his hunting e~ursions, found Pergana Sarail 
as abounding with jungles-a resort of. buffaloes; bears, 
tigers and antelopes. The game attracted him and crossing 
the Titash, he wandered through the 42 villages of the 
Pergana, placed in the midst of a great wilderness 
and conceived the idea of founding a country-house at 
Sarail, from which he colild go out a-hunting and 
extend ~is dominions by cutting down the jungle (the 
Rajmala, p. 193). 

Shah Baz Khan was, in the meantime, preparing 
himself for a fight to avenge himself upon Isba Khan 
for the affront the latter had given him with the aid 
of the Tipperah Raja. Isba Khan, now master of a great 
army, wanted to find a secure place where he could be 
safe from the hands of the Imperialists and extend his 
power by new conquests. 'l'he details of his fights with 
the ·Delbi army and of his flight from the field are 
given in some- of these ballads. It was at this time 
(1585 A.D.) that the ·unfortunate Coch R~jas, the 
brothers, Ram Hazra a.nd Lakshman Hazra, were suddenly 
attacked by Isba during the night. They fled by means 
of a tunnel in the palace-the relics of which are still 
in existence. The capital of the Coch Rajas, the Jangal 
Bari !(the Forest-home) ·became the chief seat of Isba 
Khan's family. 

In the ballad .of Dewan Mannowar Khan, a grandson 
of Isha Khan, we ·have got a reference to the palace 
the former had built at Dacca. The place where the 
stately ma'n.sion once stood; is still called "-Dewan 
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Bii.gY 1 Tn the ~urvry-map the place is called 'Mannowar 
Khaner Bag.' It is siLuatP dnear the junction of the A katia 
Kha] and Sitalakshya, sev1·n miles north-east of Narairr
gunj. In the ' De wan Bag' ~even brass cannon w:ere 
discovered by some men, while excavating earth, some~ 
time in February, 1909. ~b. S. E. Stinton, the then 
Magistrate of ~a~oa, made over the cannon to Mr. 
Stapleton for description. The latter has given a detailed 
account of these guns in the October number of the 
Journal of Asiatic Society Bengal, 1899. The first of 
these is tiger-mouthed and bears an inscription of Sher 
Shah, dated the 949 H. E. (1542 A. D.). 'l'he second, 
third and fourth are nearly of the same ll).odel and 
have tiger-heads on the top. This tiger may be taken 
as a symbol of Sher or tiger, in compliment. to the King. 
The remaining three guns evidently belong· to Isba 
Khan. On the first of them is inscribed his name; the 
other two are of the same type. These sevencannon 
were undoubtedly the possessions of the Dewans. 'l'he 
inscription in Persian on the first gun shows that Sher 
Shah cast it in the year 1542 ; but it is noteworthy that 
at the other end of the gun, below the breech, is fo·und, 
in Bengali, the word " 'l'arap Raj<t." 

We have already found it, on the authority of the 
ltajmala that Isba Khan and pdnce Rajdhar led an 
expedition to 'l'arap and conquered the Pathan chief, 
Fateh Khan. Thi'l Fateh Khan must have secured Sher 
Shah's guns by inheritance or by force and when they 
became his property, he had, at least on one of them, the 
word "'farap Raja" inscribed in Bengali, implying his 
present ownership. Sher Shah came from the northwest 
and hence his inscription was in Persian, the court-language 

It 1. According to Dr. Wise, this garden-house coverred an area of 169 ocren, 
See ~'Isha Khan M:asnadall of Khizirpnr". J, .A. S. B. 1874. pp. 209.214. 
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:of· ''Delhi and . other western 
·by the Mahorriedans. Uut in 

provinces; · occupied 
Sylhet, Assam and 

''l'ipperah in Eastern Bengal, generally the court-language 
was . Bengali during the l·.Lth to 18th centuries, as is 
proved by the coins and copper-plate grants, issued by 
the rulers of these countries. This accounts for the 
fact that the fifth guu, bearing Isha.~han's name, has 
its inscription in Bengali characters. We have thus 
found a sure clue as to how the four guns of Sher Shah 
came . to ~he possession of Isba Khan.· Sher Shah 
was an Afghan and Fateh Khan of Tarap was also of 
.the same tribe. So it is quite conceivable that Fateh 
Khan secu.red the guns of Sher Shah by direct 
inheritance or from some of his kinsmen. Isba Khan 
obtained them by his victory over Fateh Khan. The 
remaii1ing three guns belonged to Isba Khan and no 
comment is necessary on them, except a historical point, 
involved in the date, inscribed in Bengali on one of them, 
to which I wish to draw attention. It is liizra 1002 
or 1593 A.D., the year when Man Sing was sent to conquer 
the redoubted chief of Jan gal Bari. It was evidently for 
the purpose of equipping himself for fighting with the 
Hindu General of Ak ba.r that Ish a Khan cast some 
new guns and these three indicate the martial 
exigencies of the year. 

'rlms from the year 1578 when, as a landlord of some 
status, Isba Khan sent one thousand men responding 
to a call from Amar Manil\:ya to help in the excavation 
of the '~Amar Dig hi u ncar the U deypur hills, down to 
the· year 1593 when he fought battles with Man Sing 
a.nd ·surrendered himself at Egara Sindur to the latter 
after a strenuous warfare, which evoked the· admiration 
of Akbar and led him to order his release and c.onfer a 
grant of. twenty-two Perganas on· him, we have· ·a 
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connected narrative of Isha Khan's life, gathered from 
different sources. The first part of his career was 
ignored by the bards and chroniclers, who were appointed 
to write the history of Jangal Bari by some of the 
Dewans themselves. But., for the detailed account 
of the latter part of his lif.'e, we have enough material 
in those treati~es. and ballads, though the reader must 
always be cautious in accepting the accounts as correct 
in their details. 

The State-records, and following these, Dr. Wise 
·have declared that Kalidas · Gazdani was convinced of 
the superiority of Isl~~ by the learned lectures of 
the court-minister of the reigning Moslem. King and 
renounced Hinduism in his sincere faith in the new 
creed. But the first ballad relat:as a romantic love
affair. As it is certain that he married a 1\foslem 
princess, the greater po~sibility is that he favoured 
Muhammadanism because he loved a Muhammadan 
princess. He was a Hindu of the orthodox type. He 
gave away every day an elephant, plated with gold, to 
Brahmins, for which he was called "Gazdani" (of 
course the elephant was far from being life-size)~ We 
are not inclined to believe that such a devout Hindu, as 
he was, could give up his religion at once, listening to the 
discourses of a Mahomedan minister, who is not known 
to have been an inspired prophet. A greater probability 
lies in the other direction where the omnipotent deity, 
presiding over the heart of human beings, found an 
opportunity to aim his dart. The State-papers of 
Jangal Bari. have very solid reasons for giving this 
shape to the story. They would naturally try to 
suppress anything that might look like a family scandal, 
as in Indian homes these points are 80 delicate that a 
very slight matter often proves damaging to the honour 
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of a household. At the same· time one point may be 
urged . by way of discrediting the accounts of the· 
ballad-makers that it is very usual with them to 
introduce a love-tale, wherever they find a margin or 
blank space in the body of the narrative, where they 
can conveniently manage t~ do it. With these remarks, 
I leave the readers to f<Jrm their own •judgments. rrhe 

. Dewans of Jan gal Ba.ri once wielded great power 
over Eastern Bengal, but in spite of it, they were looked 
down upon by the genuine Mahomedan family, who 
had come from the north-wesJ; and settled there. In 
the ballad of Dewan Feroz Khan, we find how a proposal 
of his marriage with a princess of Kella Tazpur was 
indignantly rejected by her father Omar Khan. He 
called the Dewa.n family of Jan gal Bari kajirs, and 
infidels, guided by Hindu tastes and having Hindu 
blood running in their veins. 

The name of Kedar Ray's daughter, as given in the 
ballad, is Subhadra. She is, however, traditionally 
known among the Hindus by the name of Sona or 
Sonamani, which our writers sometimes turn into its • 
Sanskritised form ' Swarnamayee.' It is not unlikely 
that amongst her own people, she was known by her 
more familiar pet-name of Sonii or $onamani, and when 
she entered the Mahomedan harem, she assumed her 
more dignified name Subhadra. Difficulties have 
sometimes arisen in respect of the names of many of 
the personages, mentioned in these bal1ads. The 
p0pular baJlads have sometimes given the more familiar 
names, quite different from those used in official 
documents. Amongs:t strangers, whom latterly Sona 
adopted as her own, it was most natural for her to 
giv~ up her undignified pet-name and . use the classical 
word 'Subhadra' instead, All accounts agree in stating 
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that the Mahomedan name she adopted was Niyamat 

Jan.1 

We do not find any mention of the sons of Subhadr!i. 
either in the 'Mashnad Ali Itihasa' or in the genealogy, 
aive11 of the Dewan family 'hy 1Mr. Stapleton in his 
0 . • 

article. But the names of Adam and Biram are-quite 
familiar in the "literature of the ballads, dealing with 
the history of the Dewan family, mostly written by 
Mahomedans. 'Ve find a good many incidents of their 
lives described in thPs~ hallarls. 'rhere se~ms to he no 
r~ason to doubt that Isllk1 Khan g-ot two sons by the 
Hindu prinCl'SS and that they were called Adam and 
Biram. Of course they were fa~niliarly called by these 
names. 'l'hey had certainly some dignified names, used in 
official records, to which we have not been able to get a 
clue. Babu Durgacharan Sanyal gives an account of 
Sonamani's (Subhadra's) return to her father's lwme 
on the death of Isha Khan and living an ascetic life, 
as an outcaste. He says· that the Dewans of 
Haibatpur were descended from the sons of the Hindu 
Begum of Isba Khan.2 I do not know how ~r the 
statement is true. 

Of course, the orthodox Mahomedan writers would 
not like the idea of tracing the descent of a noble 
Moslem family from a Hindu and hence it might be 
quite possible that some of them would try to oblit~>rate 

all trace of a princess of Kayastha family from 
the genealogy of the Dewans. We all know that 
Jahangir was a son of Jodha Bai and there were many 

' ·we have rec-ently come across a ballad eviilently composed by a Muham- · 

mad"n in which she is ntlled S .. nai an<l not SnLhndra. 

'Printed as SRhnbatpul', but. coneetcd in the 11ut-hor's own hnmlwriting in the 

margin of the copy, pt·escnted to me, as Haibatpur.-Sanyal's Social Historv of 
Bengal, p. ~3, 
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such cases in the aristocratic Muhammadan families 
of India. But an Emperor of Delhi could assimilate 
foreign elements in his home, and he was too high to be 
criticised. Besides, when a point was an undisputed fact 
of history, there was no help but to admit it. But 
in smaller communities, ~nd where one could easily 
wipe away all signs of a foreign. c.onnection, it is 
not unlikely that such a thing should happen. A 
Mahomedan nobleman may be naturally looked down 
upon for being descended from a Hindu wife, by 
orthodox people amongst Muhammadans. In the face 
of the existing circumstances, • however, there is no clue 
to discover if any of the numerous branches of the . 
Dewan family has wilfully blotted out the name of 
the princess of Sripur from their genealogical accounts. 
We attach no importance to what Mr. Sanyal says 
about the Haibatpur branch being descended from 
her, as the writer gives no authority for his state
ment. Dr. Wise mentions that there is a curious 
custom in one of the branches . of the Dewan family, 
settled at Harishpur in Tippera, that the eldest son 
of thE! Zaminder is always styled 'Thakur.' This merely 
proves the existence of a Hindu custom in the family. 
And it should be known that the title of Thakur is 
not confined in Bengal to the Brahmins alone ; it is 
also found amongst the Kayasthas and some other 
high castes. I do not know if this title refers to 
any custom in the family of the abducted Hindu 
princess. 'Jhe title may also imply that the parti~ 

cular line of the De~an family, stationed in the 
Tippera Raj, adopted the custom in imitation of the 
Tippera. Rajas, whose eldest son inherits the Raj .and 
is called "Yubaraj" and the second son is called by 
the title " Thakur." 

~1 
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There is, however, another possibility, which T beg to 
suggest, in spite of its doubtful character, in the absence 
of any his tori cal evidence. 

It is a well-known fact that the residence of Isha 
Khan at Baktiarpur was destroyed by the imperial 
troops under Shah Baz Kh~tn in 1583. Dr. Wise refers 
to this catastrophe in his article, already referred to. 
In one of the ballads on Isba Khan, we find a curious 
story that one of the Dewans, after Isba Khan's death, 
had set fire to the palace of J angal Bari and destroyed 
his whole family, because the Delhi troops had peeped 

• 
into his Zenana. The sense of honour of the Dewan 
must have heen so delicate as to verge ou madness. 
But the whole thing seems to me to be a mere piece of 
fancy and nothing more than that. When we read a 
ballad, composed by an illiterate peasant, his accounts 
are generally found correct, at least his mistakes are 
bona-fide. But when a half-lettered villager garbles 
out a tale with the conscious effort of making a 
display, we cannot conceive to what extent he may 
show the monstrous range of his fancy by distorting 
facts. The author of the ballad in question seems •to us 
to belong to that school. He tells us that as soon as 
Dewan Abdul hPard that the Delhi troops, his own 
allies, had constructed. a high ladder with bamboo-poles 
out of curiosity and peeped into his Zenana, having a 
full view of the ladies, he was covered with a sense of 
disgrace and ordered that all the gates of the inner 
apartment should be shut. He then proceeded to set 
fire to· the palace, which was burnt down to ashes with 
its inmates, and only a poor baby of six months, 
Machoom Khan survived, having been thrown down 
by a maid-servant from over the roof into the baske_t 
of a fisher-woman, who saved the poor thing from 
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death. All other members of the Dewan family· and 
their attendants . died in the conflagration as the 
doors were shut from outside; and this is the way 
in which the Dewan Saheb revenged himself upon the 
Delhi troops ! 

. The whole seems to 8e a myth, pure and simple. 
But I refer to the story for one reaspn.. May it not be 
taken as indicating some historical event, relating to 
an expedition of the Imperialists into Jangal Bari 
and the sub~equent destruction of the palace by them? 
.The incident is said to have occurred shortly after Adam 
and Biram had returned to the palace, having married 
the two da.ughters of Kedar Ray. If there is any grain 
.of truth in this account, it certainly hints at a tragedy, 
in which the princes met with a melancholy end. 
There seems to have been some popular tradition of the 
Jangal Bari palace being destroyed by the Moghul army 
and of the consequent destruction of many members 
of the Dewan family. Such a tragic event could not 
but have left an impression on .the popular mind. But 
the author of the ballad would not like to describe an 
event, showing the defeat of the invincible I)ewans, 
whose prowess he had extolled beyond all measure, 
-even to the extent of declaring that Isba Khan had 
usurped the throne of Delhi and thereby struck terror 
into the heart of Humayun. Thus he gave out a 
version, monstrously distorted, in which he attempted 
to prove how d~licate was the sense of family honour 
with the Dewans ! 

. 'r.he ballad-maker also states that the army of the 
Moghuls was one thousand in number' and that they 
had lived for six months at the cost of the Dewan Sahib. 
All this hints at some alterca~ion in which the Moghul 
.army suddenly besieged the palace of Jan gal Bari and 
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setting fire to it, deliltroyed it with many of the members 
of the Dewan family. , t is also mentioned in the 
ballad that for fourteen years the Jan gal Bari palace 
was in a deserted condition and when Machoom Khan, 
the survrvmg scion ·of the family in that locality, 
grew to be a lad of fourt~en, he was invited by the 
people to take • t}le reins of administration in his hands 
and that he had the old mansion, thoroughly repaired, 
before he sat on the ' gadi' of his ancestors. 

The destruction of the residence of Isha Khan at 
Baktiarpur in 1583 by Shah Baz Khan has already been 
mentioned by me. 'fhrough the vista of these tragical 
incidents in the family of the Dewans, we hav~ glimpses 
of events, which may indicate some catastrophic end 
of the sons of Subhadra. At the same time it must 
be admitted that the genealogical accounts of the 
Dewan family, that have been hitherto available to us, 
are neither exhaustive nor accurate. In Dr. Wise's 
table we find that the line of Haibatnagar is descended 1

J' 

from a brother of Isha Khan, whereas the genealogy, 
given by Mr. Stapleton and in the 'Itihasa' it is traced 
directly from Isha Khan. Not only are discrepimcies 
of this sort very common, but throughout Mymensingh, 
there are innumerable families, who claim their deseent 
from Isha Khan. Some of these are undoubtedly 
"Nazar Marichar Chhele" or descended from the 
beautiful Hindu maidens, brought into the harem of 
the Dewans in lieu of "Nazar Maricha" or marriage
tax. I have written about them in full in my Introduc
tion to the first part of the ballads. These children of 
"Nazar Maricha" not only inherited their paternal 
property but were called Dewans by courtesy. None 
of these lines would now admit that they are descended 
from Hindu women in that way, for reasons I have 
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~tated in connection with Subhadra. It is impossible 
to collect a genealogical account of the different branches 
of the Dewan family, some of whom have sunk into 
abject poverty and low status and lost all touch with 
the main stock. In the face of these difficulties, it is 
not possible to find out ~ny clue as to the immediate 
descendants of Adam and Biram, if they lived long · 
enough to have issue. But as I h~ve already stated, 
it seems certain that they were sons of Isba. Khan by 
Subhadra and that their uncle Kedar Ray had tried his 
best to ravenge himself upon the' innocent lads for t.he 
fault, if any, of their mother, 'Who, instead of committing 
suicide by. 'Jahar Brata' or courting death in some other 
way, had clung to Isba Khan as a devoted wife and thus 
brought a great disgrace on the Raj family of Sripur.1 

1 Babu Swarup Chandra Rt.y in his 'Snvarna Gramer ltihiisa,' published in 
1891, gives a<>me interesting facts about Sonilmani. He says that Sonamani was 
abducted hy Ishii Khan with the help of a treacherous officer of Chand Ray, who 
had been bribed by the Dewan. H is said that a good many bloody wars were 
fought between Chand Ray and bhil Kht~n ovt.r the great insult, done to the .noble 

Hindu family. Chand Roy seriously damaged the fort of Ishii Khan, built by him 
at Kalaigachha and devastated the town of Khijirpur, which had once been the 
capt'tal• of the Moslem Chief. It has been further stated that after Ishii Khan's 
death, Chand Ray plundered the town of Jangal Bari and tried various other ways 
to take revenge on his family. 

It is also related that Sontimani met a tragic end. She fought hard against 
the Burmese marauders, who had laid seize to the fort of Jlazigunj, in which she 

had taken refuge. Bnt being unable to hold her own, she courted death by 
throwing herself into fire, for fear of being captured by the enemy. We find, also, 
a statement to the effect that the Tipperah Raja joined with the Burme se and 

Kedar Ray of Vikrampnr in attacking Jan~al Bari and plundering it after the 
death of Isha Khan, We have already referred to the fact, on the authority of the 
Rajmala, that !shit Kha.n was once a great ally of Raja Amar lllli.Likya. That 
latterly there was an estrangement of feeling between the M·oslem Chief and the 

Tipperah Raja may be inferred from the fact tha.t no notice was taken, even by the 
ballad-makers of Mymensingh, of the hard figlJt which Ishii Khan had once fought 
in t.he interest of the Tipperah State. They wanted to obliterate all memory 'of 

Ishii Khan's association with Tipperah. According to the "Suvarna Griimer 
Itihiisa," Adam and Biriim had no issue. Like one or two other historical accounts, 

this Itihil~a states that Soniimani was a daughter and not a siste1· of Chand Ray. 
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In the account given by the Dewans, we find 
Mansing's wife, appealing with tears to Isba Khan to 
agree to accompany her husband to Delhi. rrhe plea 
was that if he would not comply, the Emperor was sut·e 
to behead her husband. And Dewan Isba Khan, taking 
pity on her, gallantly agreed t~ be taken as a captive to 
Delhi and allowed himself to be thrown into prison there 
with the noble purpose of saving Mansing's life from the 
wrath of the autocratic Emperor. This story evidently 
exaggerates the valour and other noble qualities of 
Isba Khan at the cost• of Mansing, who is represented here 
as a general of no high merit, if not altogether a coward. 
Dr. Wise has believed in this story fumished by the 
Dewan family. But the popular version, written by a 
Mahomedan ballad-maker, gives a more reliable account. 
It glorifies Isba Khan without lowering Mansing. The 
valour of the former is praised ; he is represented as 
holding his own in the fort of Egar Sindura like a 
brave hero that he was. It, besides, gives details of the 
stratagem, employed by Mansing to make him a captive. 
The whole thing appears quite natural. It does not 
diminish the glory either of Isba Khan or of Maasing 
and describes the situation very well in which both 
these warriors found ample opportunities to discover, 
and appreci::tte their respective merits in the battle
field, eventually leading to the release of Isba Khan 
from the prison of Delhi and to the bestowal of great 
favours on him by the Emperor through the intercession 
of Mansing. 

Some historians have recorded that Kedar Ray 
died of the effect of an wound, received in battle with 
Mansing. The ballad, however, gives a totally different 
account. Mansing came to Bengal to subO.ue some of 
of the refractory chiefs of Bengal and he no doubt 
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fought with Kedar Ray. It is not unlikely that the 
latter was wounde.d in some affray with· the great general 
of Akbar. If it was true that Karimulla ·actually 
killed Kedar Ray, as stated in the ballad, it would still 
be quite possible for Mansing to have appropriated_ the 
credit to himself in his report to the Delhi Emperor. 
The reput.ation of Karimulla, a vill~g~ hero, could not 
have possibly gone beyond Bengal. In the ballat\ of 
Manoowar Khan, we find that Sripur was destroyed by 
the army of Jangal Bari with the help received from 
])elhi. So the heroic exploits and successes, achieved 
by Karimulla, might have been ignored by the great 
generals of Delhi, in their accounts, sent to Delhi, in 
order to appropriate the entire credit and full share of glory 
to themselves. 

Isha Khan, it is indicated in the Muhammadan 
chronicles, reigned "from Ghoraghat to sea." It is not 
true that the other eleven sub-lords of Bengal admitted him 
as their feudal lord. It may be said with some certainty 
that he was the most powe_rful of. them. ~edar Ray 
reigned at Sripur, which once stood on the banks of the 
Padma. On the bank of that river was Khijirpur, once 
the principal seat of Isba Khan. The grandeur of the 
city of Sri pur is on record and Kedar Ray seems to have 
wielded a great power over the tract of land from Sripur 
to Dacca. Karimulla, the famous general of the Dewan 
family, found himself safe from his jurisdiction, while 
reaching the latter city, where a strong Mahomedan 
power was stationed, as we come to learn from the ballads.· 
Kedar Ray and Chand Ray reigned over the large and 
important Perganna of Vikrampur, "and between Isba 
Khan of Khijirpur, whose strength was on the opposite 
bank of. the Ganges (Padma) and the two brothers, there 
was constant warfare.". The historic temple at Rajbari 
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which was reckoned as one of the typical monuments 
of Bengali sculpture and which Dr. Wise has described 
in detail, has recently been washed away by the trea
cherous river, on the bank of which it stood. The temple 
was associated with Kedar Ray. But the temple evidently 
bore signs of Pre-Muhammadan art and showed many 
features of Bqd<J.hist sculpture. Dr. Wise, while 
assigning its foundation to Kedar Ray, remarks, " The 
walJs are eleven feet thick, larger than those found in 
Mahomedan buildings of the same age, being eight inches 
square and one and a half thick." The massive walls are 
of the prc-:M:ahomedan period and the vast reservoir in 
front of the monument, called "Keshaber Mar .dighi" is 
probably indicative of some forgotten lady, at whose ..,,t

order the Math was founded. We cannot endorse llr. 
Wise's statement on the authority of an absurd rustic 
story that the Dighi was constructed by one of the servants 
of Kedar Ray. The Mrdh a,nd the tank are always con
structed together by the same person. My belief is that 
the Math was built in the Buddhist times and that Kedar 
Ray and Chand Ray had it thoroughly repaired and 
associated it latterly with their own names. Its arcnreo-
logical features have led us to derive thi.s conclusion. 
With this historic edifice, Eastern Bengal has probably \ost 
one of her noblest of monuments of the Buddhist age. 

After the settlement of Bengal in Akbar's reign, Isba 
Khan is said to have possessed 22 pergannas in Eastern 
Bengal, the names of which are mentioned in the body 
of the texts. 'l'he original residence of the family, as has 
already been stated, was at Baiswari in Oudh. Mr. 
Stapleton says " Bais .and yara" written without spaces 
on either side of the "\!.>" is simply Baiswara. The name 
Baiswara has apparently reference to 22 pergannas, held 
by these Rajputs, and the fact that Isba Khan was also 
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granted the same number of Pergannas in Eastern Bengal 
may be regarded as some actual proof of his descent from 
the Raj puts of Baiswara." 

'l'he baJlads give accurate details of customs and 
manners prevalent in_ Eastern Bengal in the 16th century. 
They refer to the artistic des~ns, with which bungalows . 
were constructed in the district of MyMl(msingh in those 
days. The feathers of the crane, of the king-fishers and 
of the pea-cocks were used in plenty for the purpose of 
decorating the roofs. It was a fashion to erect a number 
of crystal pillars in the mansions of the nobles and chiefs . 

• 
rrhe relics of such pillars are to be found even to this day 
in the· debYis of the palatial buildings of Mujlis Jelal. 
We also come to learn from these ba.Ilads that the big 
boats, which still go by the name of "kosha" in Eastern 
Bengal is suggestive of the fact that in olden times, a 
whole fleet would be so large as to cover two miles-a 
krosha. Of course Isba Khan's ' kosha,' though un· 
doubtedly a very big one, was far from being the 
monster-ship of the ancient Hindus and only proved the 
tradition of the old-world trading vessels. In ancient . . 

times it was the fashion to construct huge things. The 
Babylonians and Egyptians were famous for building 
gigantic monuments. This fashion was preserved till 
much later times in India. Huen-tshang saw, in Northern 
India, many huge figures of the Buddha, one of which 
stood as high as the Ochterloney monument, and that 
is a matter of the seventh century A. D. 

We come to know from the ballads that the Muham
madan ladies of high rank used to wear Persian 'saris' 
in those days and young Moslem noblemen favoured coats, 
made in Egypt. 1,hey wore caps made in Arabia, and 
used gorgeous shoes and slippers, inlaid with jewels, 
made by Persian artists. 

42 
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Dr. Wise refers to the three Sanads, preserved by the· 
Jangal .Bari family. 

The first is from Shah Suja and is dated the 21st 
Julas of Shah Jehan A. H. 1057 (1647 A. D.) It directs 
Ahmad and I waz Muhammad, members of the family, 
to pay the revenues of the es~tes, jointly held by them 
to l't Quid Khlill.• 

The second is dated A. H. 1059 (16i9 A. D.) and 
is sent by Shah Suza to the M unsabuars and other officials 
to make over some dockyards, which had previously been 
built by tho government . 

• 
The third is dated 1700 A. D. and is an order from 

Azim ush Khan requiring Haibat ~ahomPd to keep in 
readiness 37 kosha-boats with 32 01\tmen in each and 
to pay Rs. 10,267-7, the rev<'nue of the Pergannas 
Budak'hal, etc. 

The ballad of Manowar Khan, which, for some reasons, 
we cannot publish in this volume, scarcely possesses any 
rural simplicity or directness, which is the most important 
cbaracterilltic of this class of songs. In it we come acros~ 
the pedantry of a half-lettered village-poet, reminding 

• us often of the age of Bharat Chandra, when amorous 
~ubjects carried to abnormal excesses, received favour. 
But in Bharat Chandra, his inimitably finished style, 
the classical dignity of words and their wealth of 
music invest even the most erotic matters with a literary 
fineness which, to some extent, hides the nudity of a 
disgusting scene. Many of his imitators, however, 
without possessing the grace and scholarship of the great 
master, imbibed his faults to a point outrageous to 
dPcency. Though this ballad may be charged with some 
of these blemishes, it no doubt gives us some real accounts 
of Manowar Khan and his dealings with Shah Suja, 
from which the historian will be able to trace the later 
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career of that unfortunate prince, now covered with a mist, 
which hardly leaves a vista to give some glimpses into the 
real facts of that period of .his life. This account, 
coupled with that to be found in one of the works of 
the celebrated Mahomedan poet Alwal are perhaps the 
only source from which a:Q account of the later events of 
Shah Suza's life may be gleaned. 1 . . 

In these historical ballads, we can hardly expect to 
meet with much poetry. But still the ballad of Feroz 
Khan gives a picture of a real epic grandeur towards the 
end in the death of Sakhina,--a picture which, more than 
brass or marble, is a lasting me,norial to that great hel'o
ine, presenting her unique and sublime martyrdom for 
love in the" rude but simple language of the rustic poet. 

·we have noticed the episode fully in our Introduction 
to the first volume. Though lacking in poetry, these 
ballads do not lack in interest. In most of these, the 
reader follows the incidents described, with ardent 
curiosity and these descriptions have none of that haziness, 
which characterise the flamboyant and frothy style 
of some of our modern writers, but are vivid and ~tl ways 
relevPtnt to the point. Conciseness is generally the 
special quality of the ballads and their authors seldom use 
two words, when they can convey their idea by one. 

1 We have just received information from Babu Ashutosh Chowdhury, one 
of our ballad-collectors, that he has heard some ballads describing the love of a 

d!tughter of Sllh Suza with a Burmese prince. The ballad-maker humourously 

asks the Moslem princess as to how she would wear lnngi in the place of her 

gown and adapt herself to other curious ways of Burmese life. The ballad was 

sung to Ashu Babu by some Bediyas of Chittagong. · 



.d.. Oomparative Review of tke Genealogical 

.Beco·rds of tke J)ewan Famil!J. 

We subjoin here three genealogical tables which we 
have got of Isba Khan's family. Of these the one given 
by Mr. Stapleton in his article publisbed in the Journal 
of Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1909 is based on the 
Masnadali Itihas written by Munshi RaJ Chandra Ghosh 
and Pandit Kali Kumar Chakraborty. We give Mr. 
Stapleton's table below.1 

Kali Das Gajdani = 
alias Sola.iman Khan 

. I 
I 

Ismail 

I 
Musa 

I 
Machoom 
(alive till 

Hl67 A.D.) I • 

I 
Ishii 
d. 1599 

I 

I 

:1rd daughter of Jalal Shah Siiri. 

I 
Muhammed 

Ruler of Bengal 
1561.1563, A.D. 

1,--------.1 
Iwaz Muhammed Ahmad 
alive in 1650 

I 
I 

I Hidayat Hayiil 
Manwwar 
(conquered Chittagong 

in 1666). 

I I 
Sharif At least four other sons 

I 
Latif 

I 
}'atima: Bibi 
(M. Haibat Khan) Mahbbat 

Adam and Masum 

I 
Haibat 
(founder of 
Haibatnaga.r 

near Kishorgunj) 

I 
Abdullah 

! The table is given with good many omiesions, specially in respect of the 
matrimonial alliances contracted by the family. 
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(2) Table given by Munshi Abdul Karim of the 
village Galachipa in the Subdivision of Kishorgunj 
(Mymensingh) in his Ballad of Manwwar Khan. 

. . 

Kali Das Gazdani, m. a daughter of Babar 
alias Solaiman 

Khan 
I • 

Dewan Isa Khan 
I 

Abdul Khan 
I 

:\hchoom Khan 
I 

Manwwar Khan 
• 

In the ballad of Isba Khan, Abdul Karim says that 
Machoom Khan had five sons, viz., Manwwarali, Latif 
Amhali, Latif Khan and Haibat Khan. 

(3) 'rhe genealogical table given in 'the Subarna 
Gramer Itihas ' by Swarup Chandra Roy, published by 
Lalit Mohan Das from the Sakha Press, 33, Musalman 
Para Lane, Calcutta, in 1891. 

I 

Kali Das Gazdani 
I 

Isba Khan 
I • 

Adam Khan, Biram Khan 
I 

Abdul Khan 

I 
Latif Khan 

I d . Khodada Air 

I 
Lal Khan 

I 
Mahammed Khan 

I 
Ali Noaz Khan 

I . 
Kamarah Khan 

I 
Omedali Khan 

I 

I 
Machoom Khan 

I 
I I 

Manwwar Khan Sari£ Khan 
I 

Bulban Khan 
I 

Alimurdan Khan 
I 
I 

Samshor Khan 
. I • 

Bahadur Ali, Kumar Ali 
and J amsher Khan 

I 
Hasan Ali 

I 
Umed Ali 

I 
Enait Ali 

I 
Ehadali 
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The two tables, viz., the one given by Itihasa and the 
other, fo1· the most part, copied f1·om it by Mr. Stapleton 
are practically the same, though the latter has the value 
of important footnotes by that scholar. But from a 
comparison of the other three tables and references to 
the genealogy of the family• in the a1'ticle of Dr. Wise, 
it appears that none of these has an.y .substantial claim 
to reliability. 'rhe table given by Babu Swarup Chandra 
Ray was no doubt, collected from a branch ·of the 
Dewan family, settled in some locality near Suvarnagram 
and reveals names, which are mostly not to be found in . 
the other tables. The fact is that the descendants of the 
Dewans, l~gitimate and illegitimate, all called Dewans 
by true lineage or by courtesy, are so numerous and 
their status &o varied that each of these families has a 
different record of its own, sometimes manipulated by 
the members in such a way as to enable them to establish 
their claims on direct descent from the main stock by 
lawful marriage. It is difficult to find out a real and 
accurate record from the forest of genealogies, supplied 
by ig.norant and illiterate people. 



Dewan Isha Khan Mashnad Ali. 

Chorus:- • 
"Let the drum beat in honour of Isha .Khan." 

(1) 

In the Western country there was a Raja named 
Dhanapat Singh. He was a great chief and his riches 
were immense. His slaves ~nd maid-servants were 
innumerable. He was on terms of great intimacy with 
the Emperor of Delhi, who protected him at the hour 
of danger-as does the shadow of a tree the weary 
passenger scorched by the rays of the sun. 

In the family of Raja Dhanapat Singh was born, in 
course of years, Raja Bhagirath, the worthy scion of 
an illustrious aristocratic family, who, for the well-being 
of his subjects, was ready to sacrifice every interest,
nay his life. Raja Bhagirath in course of his travels, 

• 
visiting the Indian shrines, came last to the 
province of Bengal. After he· had seen different parts 
of the country, he visited Gour-its capital, where 
Sultan Ghyas Uddin was reigning at that time. The 
Sultan received the Raja rery warmly in his court and 
treated him with every mark of respect. It is only 
the noble heart that can appreciate nobility in others. 
Says the poet-" To the dog clarified butter has no taste 
or value." 

'l'he Sultan began to admire the noble qualities of 
Raja Bhctgirath and with earnest en.treaties persuaded 
him to accept the post of his Prime Minister and to stay 
at his capital. So Raja Bhagirath settled at Gour and 

43 
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by his piety and administrative talents soon made 
himself esteemed of all. The subjects of the Empire 
he treated as his children. No one ever saw him indulge 
in pride, though . he held such an exalted position. 
His fame s11on spread far and wide in the country . 

.J3'rom him was descended Kalidas, who, in his turn, 
. . 

held the rank of the Prime Minister of the Sultan of 
Gour. Jainudoiri was at that time on the throne of 
of Bengal. 

Now, KalidaR, the Prime Minister, was a youth of 
exceedingly handsome· appearance,-in fact, among the 
youthful members of aristocratic rank none was equal 
to him m personal attractions. He shone, as it 
were, with the brilliance ol' ~ito .,u.iJ.. If !!~~ ~iroid.el' 
stood in a dark chamber, it appeared that its darkness 
was dispelled in an instant. Even Madan, the God of 
love-husband of Rati, was no ma.tch for him in 
personal gr~ce and beauty. 

He was, besides, known for his extensive charity. 
The poor people and the Fakirs daily received gifts at 
his hands. His court was a resort of scholars and 
ascetics. With their advice the minister performed the 
duties of his responsible office. At his order the figure 
of an elephant used to be cast in gold every morning, 
and this he gave as a gift to the Brahmins daily. For 
this, Kalidas, the minister, was popularly known by the 
title of ' Gajdani' or ' the~iver of elephaats.' In his 
eyes there was no distinction between the Hindus and 
Muhammadans. There was no envy or spite in his soul. 
Every year he performed with great eclat the ceremonies 
of Dol-the swinging ceremony of Krishna-and the Dur
gotsava (the well-known Pujas held in October). Besides 
these, he performed all other ceremonies mentioned in the 
Hindu almanac~ omitting none. He kept in his palatial 
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house a collection of all kinds of rare things, some as 
curiosities and others for luxury or use. If. any of his 
friends wanted anything from him he offered it with 
sincere love to oblige him. If a foreigner became a guest 
at his house, he was hospitality i.tself, while entertaining 
him. And until the guest was served he. never tasted 
a morsel himself. In a word, there was· scarcely another 
man in the country as conscientious, honest.and good 
as Kalid~s Gajdani. 

Bahadur Shaha had died without lea.ving any issue 
after having spent large sums OJl religious purposes a~d 
in charity. And on his death, Jainuddin (Jalaluddin) 
was install~d on the throne of Gour, and young Kalidas. 
as Prime Minister was at the head of the administration 
of Bengal. (Ll. 1-56.) 

(2) 

Jalaluddin had a daughter named Mamina Khatun, 
beautiful as the moon. Many . young princes came 
to Gour seeking her hands but she did not choose any . of 
them .• So they went away disappointed. No young man 
did she find as accomplished as could win her heart. So the 
world lost all its charm for her. Now brethren, allow me 
a little time to describe her beauty. Like a living flame in 
a lonely place, her charms unfolded themselves 
brightening the Sultan's harem. Her long hair flowed 
down her waist in profuse curls. Her face was· like the 
moon and her eyes were lovely as those of a gazelle. The 
fairies, when they beheld _her, felt 'ashamed of themselves 
and readily admitted their inferiority. Youth had just 
dawned op. her. With her attending maids· did she 
spend her time gaily in sweet talks. When she walked, 
it seemed that a flood of beauty flowed on the earth. 
She appeared too delicate to be~r the burden of her 
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growing charms. AlaR, wbo is that fortunate soul for 
whom God had createrl this maidPn, exhausting all His 
artistic skill ! 

One day she happened to go to the bathing ghat of 
the river, surrounded by her maidens. And there on 
the way she saw Ka.lidas th~ minister. As soon as she 
saw him the -Burprising beauty of his person maddened 
her soul. . She forgot herself and stood transfixed to the 
spot, glancing at his noble form. 

From that day she did not relish her daily meals, and 
the Whole nigu~ ~ohC by C;' hAl' hed without sleeping for 
a' moment. At last she took a desperate step. She 
wrote a letter to Kalidas Gajdani and handi11g it over to 
one of het· maids said, " Go with this to Kalidas 
Gajdani." The letter ran thus, "I have been yearning 
for you. From the day I saw you first, I have been 
feeling as if I should leave my house, kinsmen and all 
and join you. I should like to be your slave though I 
am a princess. I value you, dear lord, as does the 
blind man his eyes that he has regained." 

The maid-servant started with the letter and r~ached 
the place of the minister. She unloosed it from the 
edge of her sar}i wherein sh~ had tied it, and handed it 
over to him. 

The minister read the letter attentively; a smile 
was observed on his lips as he finished reading; and 
then he returned to his private chamber and cautiously 
wrote a reply to this effect :-

" Esteemed princess, listen to my ad vice and do not 
take me amiss. I am indeed very sorry for you. You 
are a Muhammadan and I am a Hindu. How can there 
be a marriage between us unless. we profess the same 
religion ? By my life, I cannot give up my faith and 
turn a Muhammadan ; your beauty I do greatly admire, 
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but this valuable thing I should not purchase at the. 
price of my religion. nather should I beg alms from 

. door to door aml turn a Fakir, than forego my religion 
by marrying a Muhammadan. ·were I born a Muham
madan, there could be nothing to obstruct our union. 
If I forego my religion: my shqst1·as say that I shall 
·have to pay the penalty of great 'SUfferings in seven 
future lives. So, do please accept my advice, esteemed 
princess, change tLle course of your mind and do not 
entertain the sort of feeling that you are now in
dulging in." 

With this letter the maid-servant returned to the 
princess. • (Ll. 1-58.) 

. (3) 

When she read the contents of the letter, the face 
of Mamina Khatun reddened in humiliated pride and 
deep shame. She spent her nights and days absolutely 
without a wink of sleep in her eyes, she did not eat her 
daily meal, nor drink water, when thirsty. · She took the 
sile:g.t vow of starving herself to death to hide her dis
appointment and shame. 

But at a seconrl thought she devised a plan, and 
resolved to destory the caste of Kalidas by a stratagem. 
She privately called the cook of the minister to the 
palace and contrived the following plan ; she would 
have. meals prepared at the palace· and trust it to the 
coqk. ; The minister wcmld confidently partake of it 
without suspecting any foul play. If the cook could 
successfully carry out this plan, he would be rewarded 
with the grant of one pu1·a of land; besides a beautiful 
bride would be secured for him and provision would be 
made for the maintenance of the couple, so that he 
would no longer have to earn his living by serving 
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others. The cook was gratified at this prospect and 
assented to the princess's wishes. 

A rich Kalab was prepared with the meat of goat and 
beef. Kurma and Kopta and various other dainties were 
also prepared and sent from the palace to the minister's 

• cook who served him the meal at dinner-time. 'fhe 
cook told his mrnister that some special preparations 
had been made by him that day with great care. 
Kalidas was pleased with what he ate and had a pleasant 
sleep in the night. In the morning the cook appeared 
before his master and said, " I took recourse to a 
stratagem and made you eat beef last night. You saw 
the beef with your own eyes and ate the forbidden meat. 
I was employed to adopt this device in order to destroy 
your caste and I have succeeded in doing so." 

Not a moment did he tarry after this short speech 
but instantly bolted away from the place. (Ll. 1-34.) 

(4) 

The minister began to lament and say, "Who is the 
person at whose instigation the fellow dared. to 
ruin me thus ? " ·He stru0k his head with his hands 
and said again anci again, "Who is such an enemy of 
mine that has thus ruined my position in society?" He 
bitterly lameuted his fate and turned half-mad with 
grief. Finally he determined to put an end to his life 
and said, " What is the use of this cursed life ? When 
my caste is gone, I will tie a halter round my neck and 
commit suicide". 

When the minister in deep anguish abandoned his 
home and wandered about in the streets like a mad 
man, the Emperor Jalaluddin called him to the palace 
privately and gave him some good ad vice. He said, 
" The decree of God is inviolable. Is it not your good 

• 
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luck that you have turned a Muhammadan? If you 
behave like a mad man what good will you reap from 
such a course ? Give U'(> despair and try to compose 
yourself. I may now call you a Muhammadan as you 
have lost your religion, why not marry my daughter ? 
She is · a beautiful girl. 1 propose that you do marry 
her. You know that I h·ave no son. So after my death 
you will inherit all that I have. • kll my riches and 
property will be yours. So you see that you lose 
nothing but gain much by becoming a Muhammadan." 

When the minister heard these words of the Sultan, 
he thus thought within hiQJ.self, " Indeed, why should 
I act like a mad fellow ? Now I have practically 
become • a Muhammada·n being an outcast and it is 
not in my power to become a Hindu again. What 
is the reason that I should givA · up all the good 
prospects of my life ? I shall marry the princess 
and accept the proposal of the Sultan. And then 
in due course when I shall be the Sultan of this province, 
there will be nothing to regret in future." 

Now hear me, my .learned audience, what happened 
ne~t. 'l'he name of Kalidas was changed into Sulaman 
Khan. He performed the 'Jumma' ceremony at the 
sight of the young moon. The marriage of Sulaman 
with Mamina was duly performed. It was stipulated in 
writing that all the property of the Sultan would, on· 
his death, pass on to,..Sulaman; Sulama.n was pleased 
with this marriage and the prospects that it gave him. 
He lived happily with Mamina Khatun and in. course 
of time had two sons by her. He gave them the names 
of Daud Khan and Isa Khan respectively. 

For fifteen years Sulaman reigned in Gour and then 
departed from this world. Daud Khan succeeded him 
on the throne of Gour and in great pride ~topped paying 
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revenue to the Emperor of Delhi. The latter sent one 
of his officers to Daud with a mandate for immediate 
payment of his arrears. 

Daud heaped insults on him and then turned him 
out of the court. 'l'he officer returned to his master in 
Delhi and conveyed to him the news of the treatment 

• he had received from the Sultan of Bengal. He added 
in conclusion, " ~11 my Master, my life was spared, 
but I was so severely beaten that my limbs seem to have 
been paralysed. Such an enemy should at once be 
killed eithet· in an open battle or by some stratagem." 
The Emperor was greatly elll'aged, and sent aa army to 
Gour. A severe fight took place between the army of 
the Emperor and that of Daud Khan with the result 
that the latter was l< illed. (Ll. 1-56.) 

(5) 

Isa Khan succeeded him on the throne of Gour. He 
ruled his subjects with affection and was ever ready to 
undergo great personal sacrifice for them. After three 
years I sa Khan too stopped paying revenue to the Delhi 
Emperor. The Emperor on hearing this, sent five kaltans 
of soldiers to Gour with the order "Get Isa Khan up 
here, bound in chains, forcibly or by some stratagem." 
Sbahabaj Khan, the Foujdar, well-known for his martial 
abilities far and near, was placed at the bead of the 
army to conduct the expedition. There was none in the 
country to match him in the battle-field. He crushed all 
the enemies of the empire wherever they mustered strong. 
When such a great champion appeared in the field, 
lsii. Khan being well-equipped, stood facing him with firm 
resolve. Isa Khan, the hero of a hundred fight, killed 
countless enemies and Shaha.baj fought with equal valour. 
In fact~ they looked like Hassen and Rossen. 'J.1he 1 
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army of Isba Khan was extirpated and he alone was 
left in the field. At this crisis he saw no other cours~ 

left to him than to retreat from the place. He crossed 
canals and rivers and fled through forests and dales 
and thus saved himself from the enemy. He reached 
Chittagong safe. There was none amongst the enemy 
who had the courage or tact to overtake him. From . . 
Ohittagong, he came to the city of Dacca and spent his 
nights in the forests. In course of his. flight from 
Chittagong he had brought some cats with him. 
He had nothing with him to feed these poor creatures. 
In a jungly land he let these cats loose. When they 
pursued some rats, curiously the latter seized the. cat:9 . . 

and killed them. Isba Khan wondered at this strange 
sight and declared that he had: never seen rats killing. cats 
anywhere. "Here shall I settle with bag and baggage. 
Here I shall be able to make the impossible happen. 
I must build my residential house here in this jungle.". 

In that forest there dwelt two chiefs named Ram and 
Lakshmana. 'rhey were brothers and. belonged to ·the. 
Koch tribe. In the depth of night; hiding himself in 
darkl1ess, Isba Khan attacked their palace with the object 
of . killing the brothers. They had, however, been 
apprised of their danger beforehand and. fled frorri the 
place in precipitous haste and were never heard of in 
that part of the counti·y again. 

Isba Khan had the jungle cleared and founded a city 
which he called Jangal Bari. He prepared plans of a · 
palace a1,1d other buildings with the help of experts and 
constructed the city in the most approved meth_ods of 
that age. 

He had beautiful houses raised in the inner compart
ment. The roofs were covered with the picturesque 
feathers of king-fishers; Each room was furnished with 

44 
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glass-doors. The pillars were made of crystal which 
sparkled in the rays of the sun. The outer houses 
had their roofs covered with the milk-white feathers of 
cranes. The palace was surrounded. by a ditch. The 
audience-Hall was a bwtglow with roofs decorated with 
peacock-feathers. Isba Khan•used 'to hold his dm·bar in 
that hall. Many garden-houses were built with beautiful 
tanks dug inside them, some of square and others of a 
circular shape. Formerly it was a jungle infested with 
tigers and bears, now it was made a flourishing city 
retaining its old name Jangal Bari, or the Wood-land 
Palace. Brilliant and smi!ing was the city like the moon, 
having no place to match it in the whole world• 

Enthroned there in his ne.w. city, Isba Khan now set 
his whole heart to extend the jurisdiction of his kingdom. 
He increased his army, which now consisted of innumer
able soldiers. Many forts were constructed in various 
centres. The report of all this procedure reached, in 
course of time, the ears of the Emperor of Delhi who 
sent one of his officers in order to summon Isba Khan to 
Delhi. On receiving the summons the Chief of Jangal 
Bari had the officer arrested and placed a heavy stohe on 
his breast. He kept him confined in this condition, in 
his prison. On~ month-two months, the whole year 
passed but the officer never returned to Delhi. The 
Emperor consulted the almanac and fixed an auspicious 
day when he sent an army placing Raja Mansingh at 
the head. There was none who could cope with the 
Raja. 'l1he enemies of the Emperor he used to destroy 
with the ease with which one cuts the kuslta plant (a 
species of esculent roots). 

The first battle was fought at a place called Bukai. 
Isha Khan was made to retire from Bukai to Sherpur. 
He was pursued and pushed his way from Sherpur and 
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took refuge in the fort of Dewan-bag. Thence he went 
to Murapara. Thus the chief of J a.ngal Bari moved from 
fort to fort ; and Mansingh pursued· him all the while 
driving him from all his strong positions. But still the 
Raja could not overtake him till he was tired by his 
pursuit.. He took recourse to a stratagem· to catch hold 
of the wild hero. The last place where Isba Khan had 
taken refuge was the fort of Egaro Si~dur. From here 
he beard a report ·that Mansingb, weary of pursuing . 
him, had resolved to return to nelhi. Right gla~ at 
this news, Isba Khan, with the generals of his army, 
passed the night in merriment ~nd glee. Now, Mansingh 
had constructed strong iron cages which he placed at 
the several gate-ways of the fort of Egaro Sindur. So 
any one who attempted to cume out would be caught 
in the trap. 'l'he Raja now set fire to the fort. The 
inmates could no longer stay but tried to escape and 
in their attempts, found themselves e?tangled within the 
cages placed at the gate-ways. Isba Khan shared the fate 
of his followers and was thus caught by the Raja. The 
cage in which Isba Khan had been put was now carried 
to 'De\hi on the back of an elephant. 

One day-two days-a week passed ; no one took any 
notice of the prisoner. His position was exactly like 
that of a lion fallen into a snare. No proper food was 
given to the chief who suffered intensely from hunger 
and thirst. He thus reflected within himself, "If I 
could but once make my escape from here, I would see 
how the Emperor reigns supreme in future." 

One day the Emperor Akbar with his viziers and other 
courtiet·s sat in his durbar and called Mansingh to his 
presence. He asked the Raja to give him a report of 
war. Mansingh was pleased at this order and said, "Many 
a battle have I fought, Oh monarch, many a great 
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wrestler and sturdy soldier have I seen, but I never 
saw a valorous champion in the field like Isha Khan. I 
think there does not exist a second hero in your realms, 
possessed of such superior skill and valour as this chief. 
Your Majesty has cruelly deprived him of his usual 
meals and ordinary comforts of life. He has been 
suffering greatly. Such a handsome man as be is, he . . 
now looks emaciated and pale. If your Majesty would 
place him under an obligation by a show of courtesy 
that. a hero of his merit deserves, he may render 
valuable service to the state in future. lf your Majesty 
can subdue the enemy b~ good treatment, he will be 
eventually won over to your side. It is well-known 

• 
that this Isha Khan is not an ordinary man ; if he can 
make his escape, he may be a source of trouble to·the 
Empire in future. It will be well if your Majesty talks 
with him face to face. I am sure, it will lead to a mutual 
understanding, removing all feelings of hostility. 

The Emperor, on hearing the words of the Raja, 
himself paid a visit to the prison and said to the prisoner, 
"I am very sorry that your dress is so unseemly and 
bad. I repent my cruelty towards you. I am goi:lig to 
release you from the prison "-saying so Akbar with his 
own hands, released the chief. 

The chief, regaining his freedom, fell at the feet of 
the Emperor and bending low on the ground craved 
his ·Majesty's forgiveness, The Emperor was right glad 
at the conduct of the chief and lifting him up from the 
ground, embraced him. The Emperor then made Isba Khan 
sit. by his side at the JJurbar and showed him great marks 
of honour before his courtiers. He, moreover, conferred 
on him the title of " Mashnadali" with a sanad
granting him the ownership of 22 perganas on an annual 
revenue of Rs. 10,000. '!he names of the perganas are 
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as ·follow-' Sherpur,' · 'Joyan Shai,' 'Alapsingh,' 'Joar
sai,' 'Nashir-u-Jiral,' 'Mymensingh,' 'Khalia,jurl;' 
'Gangamandal,' 'Paitkara,' 'Baradakhat,' 'Svarnagram;'. 
'Baradakhatmanra,' 'Husen sahi,' 'Bhawal,' 'Maheswar
di,' 'Katrar,'. 'Kurikhai,~ ' Sinda,' ' Hajradi,' 'Darjibazu;' 
'Goair,' 'Husenpur.' • 

Isba Khan started for Jangal Bari ~ri~h the Emperor's 
sanad. He · had constructed a ship at Delhi, which was 
a curiosity, drawing admiration from people far and 
near. It was 150,000 yards in length and 2,000 yards 
jn. breadth and 100 yards high. The ship movAd 
covering an area of 2 miles (a·krosh), hence it was called 
'Kosha.' 'l'he ship was manned by 2,00() oarsmen . 

• 
The captain of the ship was a man named Sbadhao, 
an inhabitant of a village on the banks of the 
Padma;,. When the oars were. plied by thousands of 
hands, the ship flew swiftly like the wind. It seemed, 
as if it could, if it wished, run on dry lauds. Isha 
Khan came on board this ship. which was decorated 
with flags and ensigns and started homewards. The 
Emperor embraced him before be parted and sen.t with 
him -t~elve officers of his court to escort him. With 
the speed of the wind, pushed by sixteen thousand .oars 
the ship moved on like a bird in the air.* In.a moment 
she passed many a lake, many a river and many a :canal 
and last of all reached the great river Pad pia. Down~· 

stream the ship marched, spreading .her sails and in her 
f.ront, lay the city of Sripur, where Kedar Roy reigned .. 
He had hundreds of officers, courtiers and ministers and 
the·people of that country held him in great esteem., His 
wealth was unbounded and his palace a bounded with 

"" This ship is a evidently myth, but then·e is this snbstmtnm of truth in the 
that story, Isba Khan had really consLrncted a gigantic ship which took the Ahape of 

this wild and monstrously exaggerntea picture in r11stic fancy. 
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innumerable servants and dependents. 'l'he city smiled 
with many a temple and building. A staircase made of 
white stone dt>scended from the city to the river, and 
here and there peeped from the forest-groves brick houses 
of varied colour. There were many three-storeyed and 
four-storeyed houses in that ~ity and as the ' kosha' of 
Isba Khan passed by the river, favoured by the currents, 
people gathered ~n.her banks to see it, (Ll. 1-176). 

(6) 

From the ship the Moslem-chief 'observed a fair maiden 
sporting with her gay companions on the roof of a three
storied building. It appeared that the whol~ mansion 
was lit up by her beauty. Isba Khan had never seen a 
maiden as beautiful as she. The chief fixed his gaze at 
her, awaiting the prospect of exchanging a glance. She 
was playing " Pala buji " with her maids. Suddenly her 
eyes fell on the waters of the Padma where she beheld 
the ha:J:dsome chief gazing at her. Eyes met eyes at an 
auspicious moment. Love thus sprang in both the hearts. 
Four eyes. met and the sequel was fraught with important 
historical developments. Oh my audience, listen to what 
happened later on, as the result of this love. 

The maiden and her companions wondered at the size 
and grandeur of the ship, which seemed to have covered 
the whole river as far as they could see. They all beheld 
the ship with curious eyes but she cared not to see what 
they so eagerly saw, keeping her gaze fixed· on the hand
some person of the master of the ship. As she beheld the 
youth, her eyes were tinged with passion ; she lost not a mo
ment, but entered her bed-room and hastily wrote a letter 
which she put inside a cork. 'rhen she went to the bathing 
ghat. The ship was moored to the bank and there she 
sported with her maids who were never weary of admiring 
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the ship. But her thirsty eyes sought the figure of the 
noble chief. Just at that moment Isba Khan stood on 
board the ship in the mid-stream and four eyes again met. 
Casting her glance at him, she floated the cork in the 
current. The chief saw that something was thrown into 

.,. the river, meant for him .• The cork, meanwhile, came 
floating near the boat and he instant}y. took it up in his 
hand. He now drew the letter out and began to read it. 
When the maiden saw this, she returned homeward 
with her companions. 

The contents of the letter were as follows.:-
,, Oh stranger, my heart •has become mad for you. 

You saw me when I was bathing,-my mind yearns 
' . 

for you,-I care not for my religion or for my society. 
In you I will find all that is dear to me. If you feel any 
comp~ssion for me, hasten to meet me. In the month of 
Chaitra (April), on the eighth day of the waxing moon, 
I will come to the landing ghat of the Padma for bathing 
again. Come with a strong army on that day with your 
ship and carry me by force; Come with a large number 
of oarsmen, so that the ship may go with the utmost 
speed. Bear this in mind that if my brother can overtake 
the ship, destruction will befall all of us." 

The chief went to Jan gal Bari but his vl'lwle soul 
yearned towards Sripur, (Ll. 1-52). 

(7) 

On the eighth day of the waxing moon in the month 
of Chaitra, the chief ordered his ship to be ready. He took 
a.strong army with him and started for Sripur. He cast 
anchor on the landing ghat at Sripur and sat on board the 
ship awaiting the approach of the fair maiden. She came, 
as expected, for bathing, a short while after. She too was 
restless and wanted to be at once united with the youth. 
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The maids-her companions, were with her as usual. A 
camp of canvas was stretched round a part of the Padma 
and therein she sported with her gay friends. Her heart, 
however, was not in the sport.. She only thought, how 
soon she would meet the lord of her heart. The chief 
perceived a brilliance throug.b the Padma; it seemed to ,.. 
him like a glow of fire reflected from the canvas and . . 
knew that the maiden had entered therein. He leaped 
out from his ship and catching hold of her from the midst 
of her attending maids, sprang on board the ship and 
at once ordered a speedy march homewards. The oarsmen 
plied the ship with all thetr might and it flew like a bird 
on the air. 

The message at once reached Kedar Roy, ;hose sister 
Isha Khan had thus carried off. With hundred boats, each 
carrying a strong army, he pursued the enemy but the 
Koska oi the Khan went with a speed, which could only be 
compared with that of a bird, and the Raja could not 
overtake the abductor of his sister. His boats remained 
two miles behind the '' Kosha " of the Moslem Chief. In 
great despalt· he called aloud to Isha Khan and exclaimed, 
"What city is there that will give you shelter, prot~cting 

you from my wrath after such an insult done to my 
family ? If but once I can catch hold of you I will 
kick your head out and humilia.te you like a slave; 
whether you hide yourself in the depth of water or 
in the air, I will one day catch you. Even if I 
cannot do so, my wrath will be visited on your sons ; 
.so that any how I must have full retaliation for this 
wrong. I take this solemn oath in the name of God." 
With this threat the Raja traced his way back to Sripur 
and Ish:'v Khan with his precious booty safely landed at 
Jangal Bari. A short time after, he married her. Her 
Hindu name Subhadra was changed into Nyamat Jan, and 
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the chief became greatly attached to her. So deep 
was their love that they remained together . night 
and day and never separated from one another. Three 
years after, she gave birth to a son. In- the lap of the 
mother, the baby looked bright as the moon. It was a 
thing so beautiful, that wor~s fail to give an idea of its 
charming appearance. The baby filled.i~s mother's· heart 
with affection and they gave him the name. of Adam Khan 
Mashnad Ali. 'rhree years passed and another son was 
born to Isha Khan. He was as beautifulas Adam and they 
gave him the name of Biram. Now listen, oh my audience, 
to what happened next. (Ll. r-58.) 

• ( 8 ) 

When Adam reached bis fifteenth year, Isha Khan 
Mashnad Ali passed away from this earth. This world 
is a vain show, my brethren,-none is one's own on 
this temporary stage. No one will travel with you 
to that unknown region,-be the person your wife, 
or son, or your own brother. 'l'hey will readily take 
a share of your earnings and enjoy, but none is there 

. . . 
who will be your fellow·traveller in the path of 
eternity. So all is vanity and one born must inevitably 
be a prey to death. 

"Alas ! who could fill up the gap created by the 
death of Isba Khan at J angalbari ? " Every body who 
heard the news of his death, asked this question to 
himself. And the news was heard by the people of 
the neighbouring countries. In course of time· Raja 
Kedar Rry also heard the report of Isha Khan's death. 
This wicked man thought it to be an opportune moment. 
He made ~ourteen of his best·eq uipped · pleasure-boats 
laden with sweets and delicacies and led them to 
J angalbari. He went direct to the palace of- Isba Khan 

45 
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and paid a visit to his sister. The widowed sister was 
overjoyed at the visit of her brother and gave him 
a Wltrm welcome. They sat together and passed some 
hours in pleasant conversation. The Raja, in course 
of his talk, said to his sister, " Oh my dear sister, you 
have been very happy, though you gave up your caste. 
Isba Khan was certainly a more prosperous man than 
myself. You at:e • besides happy in your two sons, I am 
right glad to see them. I had a great mind to see Isba 
Khan up here, but it was not my good fortune to 
fulfil that wish. I was extremely sorry to hear the 
news of his death. God has granted me two daughters. 
I do not find suitable bride-grooms for tht)m. I am 
much worried over the question of t.heir marriige. Your 
house is certainly a noble one, and I have come here 
with great expectation. I am quite willing to marry 
my daughters to my two nephews, if you would agree 
to this match. I may, in that case, take my nephews 
over to Sripur for performing the marriage ceremonies. 
What do you say, my dear sister, to this proposal of 
mine?'' 

The sister began to tremble in fear as she 'beard 
the words of her brother. 

"My brother," she thought, "has come here to ruin 
me. His heart is still beating with a spirit of revenge 
and he has come with the object of retaliating the wrong 
done to my father's family. He is trying by his artful 
words to win my heart ; he will sacrifice my sons at 
the altar of Goddess Kali. That assuredly is his object. 
The two birds of my affectionate heart, he has come to tear 
off from me." She was seized with great . fear and 
thought within herself as to what means she should 
adopt to save the children at this crisis. But she hid 
her fears and said, "I see no objection, dear brother, 
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to the proposed match. But how, being a Hindu, can 
you think of marrying your daughters to your nephews?" 
The Raja said in reply, "Amongst Mahammadans, there 
can be no objection to marrying cousins. So there is possibly 
no objection on your side, and I will make matters 
smooth as far as we are concerned. Don't entertain any 
doubt on this point." • • 

Then at this critical point, she was at her wit's 
end to devise a plan as to how to get rid of this enemy 
of a brother, and slowly collecting he1·self, she said, "You 
propose that the marriage spould take place at your 
house, but that is not the custom with this family. My sons 
cannot ·go. to your house before marri<tge, which is to be 
celebrated here." 'l'he Raja said in reply, ''My mother, 
dear sister, wants to see your sons. 'rhey are her grand
children, I have no 0bjection to the marriage being 
celebrated in your palace, but before the marriage takes 
place, it is my mother's wish that she should see your sons. 
Her bereaved soul will draw a great consolation from 
seeing the faces of the lovely boys." 

The sister, after a moment's pause, replied, "I feel, 
• 

oh dear brother, the presentiment of some evil in sending 
my sons to your palace. My heart throbs at the thought 
of some evil which I cannot fully expre:-r;:, but which, 
my mind tells me, may happen if they leave are allowed 
to this city." (Ll. 1-70) 

( 9 ) 

The Raja understood his sister's mind and taking 
leave of her came to his boat. He now thought about 
this matter and sent invitation-letters for dinner at his 
boat to all people of Jangalbari, high and low. The 
minister, the high officials, the land-holders, the citizens, 
the army and the police force were all invited. 'l'he 
great warrior Karimulla was also among them. The 
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two nephews of course got the most cordial and special 
invitation. 

They all took their repast and returned home after 
dinner. 'fhe wicked Kedar Roy sat with his nephews 
in the boat and had a pleasant conversation. They were 
charmed with the affectionate conduct of their uncle 
and forgot the .hour when they should have returned 
to their palace. Evening passed away, even 
then the conversation between the uncle and the 
nephews did not cease. It was now 10 P.M. 

'l'he nephews became anxious to return home. 'l'he 
wicked Kedar Roy said, " !t is not a stranger to wh0m 
you have come ! Why are you feeling restl.ess? Am 
I not your nearest relative P Do you really take 
me for a stranger ? What harm if you pass one night 
with your uncle ? Don't be anxious, lads, remain here 
this night. In the morning you will return to your 
palace." They were charmed with the show of affection 
from their uncle and slept on the boat after a lively 
conversation. When they had fallen into a deep sleep at 
mid-night, t.he Captain sailed the boats homeward under 
the Raja's orders. 'rhe sails were all unfurled and aided 
by the favourable wind and skill of oarsmen, the boats 
travelled in a day what in ordinary course it would take 
three days to travel. (Ll. 1-32.) 

( 10) 

In the morning the two brothers Adam and Bil'am 
rose from their sleep and asked their uncle as to where 
the boats were going. " Why not, oh uncle, land us 
here so that we may go and meet our mother. She is 
no doubt very anxious for us." The Raja said that the 
palace of the brothers where their mother lived was not 
far , off. They would very soon reach it. Under such 
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pretexts he took them to Sripur which they reached in 
two and half days. The boats laid anchor at the landing 
ghat of the Padma where the city of the Raja sto.od. 
Immediately by his orders the brothers were put under 
chains. They were imprisoned in a dark room, 
and the Raja in thee presence of his officers 
abused the brothers in the filthiest language 
referring to their parents. " You have come here . to. 
marry my daughters. I will shew you what sort of 
marriage I meant "-saying so he ordered the brothers 
to be laid down with a stone weighing 40 lbs. on the breast 
of each. They began to cry 'Alrah, Allah' in great distress. 
T·heir lam~nt would melt a stone. " If our mother get 
the news of this,"-they said weeping, "she will die of grief. 
we are like the two ribs of her heart. How can she for 
one moment feel a sense of relief as our father is dead 
and she has none to call her own except ourselves." They 
almost fainted crying helplessly. "Ahs," they said, "who 
is here to feel com passion for us ? If brother Karim ulla 
would have been h~re, with his huge club, he would 
pursue our wicked uncle and send him to the region of 
death•. Oh God how cruel is thy decree! we are going 
to die here in this utterly helpless manner ! " 

Now, my audience, for a moment let me leave the 
topic of Sripur and revert to an account of the events 
that . took place at Jangalbari. The invited guests,, one 
by one, returned to their house. Niamat Jan, the mother 
~f the princes, anxiously awaited their return in her 
bed~chamber. But the night passed and it was dawn 
when still the lads did not return. Her soul, as·· it 
were, left the body in great fear. ·"Where have my two 
sons gone ! " She thought. " Surely Kedar Roy has done 
some mischief." She called the great warrior Karimulla 
to her presence and told him that her sons had not· 
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returned after the dinner given by her brother. Karim
ulla became anxious at the news; he ordered a slave to 
go to the river-ghat and bring information as to why 
they did not return in the night. The slave went and 
found none on the river-bank,-the fields there were 
deserted and there was no hurrfan being to be seen. The 
princes were not there nor was there any trace of Kedar 
Roy and his fourteen boats. When this news reached 
Niamat Jan, she bitterly lamented and was almost mad with 
grief. Unable to bear the lamentations of the bereaved 
mother, Karimulla 1·oared like a lion and said, "Do not 
cry, oh venerable lady, re~ove all grief from your heart. 
I take the vow of bringing to you the decapit6tted head 
of Kedar Roy. I will restore your sons to you. Do not 
weep, I take the solemn vow, that so long I cannot bring 
back the princes, I will not return to the palace." 

'rhis is the great warrior Karimulla. No one ever 
heard that he had been defeated anywhere in any battle. 
If a thousand men attacked him, all together, with 
strokes of his huge club he would send them all to the 
regions of the dead. His statu1·e was tall as it was heavy, 
so that he looked like a hillock ; his colour was deep black 
and flashes like embers of fire emanated from his 
eyes, when he got angry ; his limbs were like 
the trunks of a fig tree ; on his shoulders he bore a 
club, twenty maunds in weight. With that club thrown 
over his right shoulder, the warrior marched in great 
haste. · "Wherever I shall find that wicked Kedar Roy, 
I will crush him to death like a fly by a stroke of this 
club "-thus did he muse within himself, as he proceeded 
on. In three days he reached the city of Sripur. When he 
heard about the sorrowful condition of the two princes, he 
turned as one mad. He hegan to kill and assault any one 
and every one whom he met. Kedar Roy heard this and 
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became very sorry at the destruction of his people by the mad 
giant. He ordered his army to capture him. The whole 
army surrounded one man. He began to beat and assault 
them as best as he could-but how could he continue such 
an unequal struggle for long? Wh€m he found himself 
quite. helpless, he hastily fled away to save his life. He 
came running to the landing ghat of the. Padma but was 
pursued hy Kedar Roy's army. He plunged himself into 
the waters. The river was full, but he swam across under 
the waters raising his head only thrice over the river 
to draw his breath. He thus crossed the Padma unseen 
by others. They all concluded that he must have been 
swallowed. by a crocodile. The army returned from the 
river-ghat. 

On the other bank of the river lived a boatman named 
Sadhan. In the depth of night Karimulla called him out 
and gave full account of himself. Hearing all from the 
beginning to the end, the boatman fed the warrior 
sumptuously. The menu consisted of one maund of ahira, 
fifteen seers of sugar, two maunds of curd, with one seer 
of salt. He exhausted all this and Sadhan with his swift 
fishing boat, led Karimulla through the Padma to Jangal
bari which they reached in a day. Having come back to 
his city Karimulla took the whole arm,y of the palace on 
the Kosha and started for Sripur. It flew like ·a bird 
helped by the wind. 

Now, let us resume our story of Sripur. The two 
daughters of Kedar Roy came to know that their cousins 
of Jangalbari had been brought there on the false pretext 
of marriage with themselves. They put their two heads 
together and discussed the matter fully. "These princes," 
they said," have been given hopes of getting us for their 
wives. Now it behoves us to accept them as husbands. 
As our father has pledged his word, if we do not become 

\ 
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their wives, ill will it fare with our parent in the next 
world. It is our duty to save these youths from danger. 
My parents may do things on the impulse of anger, but 
we should take a quiet view of matters and try our best 
to help the princes." They took rice and other food 
in golden plates and, when the night was advanced, paid 
a visit to then. in the prison. They said with great 
tenderness, " Our father has brought you here on the 
pretext of giving us in marriage to you. You were, no 
doubt, pleased at the proposal and have come here joyfully. 
How happy would it be also for us to get you as our hus
bands. We will try our best to please you by our whole
hearted and life-long devotion. It does not m~tter what 
my iathP-r will do. Pray, do not take us for your enemies. 
Whether you marry us or not depends on your will ; as for 
us, we assure you, even though one should cut our throats, 
we would not agree to seek our bridegrooms elsewhere. 
We have elected you as our lords and for your 
sake, dear ones, we are here, prepared to give up our 
parents." 

On hearing this Adam replied, " We will not marry 
you stealthily, so please go back home. We giv·e you 
words, we will marry you [openly, if Providence grants 
the day for it. We will take meals prepared by 
you-but not to-day. Take back the plates full of 
rice. If God be willing, you will serve us meals in our 
palace, and we will gladly partake of the same on 
some future day." 

The girls were sad at heart at the words of the 
brothers and returned to the inner compartments of the 
palace, in a dejected spirit. 'rhis ev-ent was like a great 
fire that overtook the Sri pur palace that day and it was not 
extinitguished till it burnt all happiness of the house, not 
sparing the life of Kedar Roy himself. (Ll. 1-150.) 
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(11) 

On the tenth day, th~_ 'Kosha' led by Karimulla 
reached Sripur. He landed there with his army. 'They 
raised the cr.v 'kill,' 'kill' and attacl{ed the palace. 
Kedar Roy perceived that it- would be impo~sible to make· 
a mccessful stand against the· vast number of enemies 
assembled there. Finding hi.mself helpless he ordered the 
pl'inces to be taken to the temple of Kali for sacrifice. 
Some soldiers hastily took them there at the Raja's order. 
The daughters of Kedar R.oy heard the news from their 
inner apartments and made co~stant enquiries as to what 
was happeiJing b1,1t could not obtain any further news. 
'rhey became maddened with grief. Each of the princesses 
took a sword in her hand and paid a visit to the temple. 
They saw the young lads tied to the altar~ and. a m~n 
whetting his waapon to give the final stroke. One of 
.the girls forthwith ran and -with a stroke of her sword __ _ 
killed the man." ThP-y did not stop there, but killed 
another se.rvan t of the temple, so that all t~e peopl~ fled 
fr9m there. They thus. saved the life of the brot4ers, 
and ·stood in the gate-way ready with. their. swords. 
Whoever tried to enter the gate \1'ith the object of 
sacrificing the princes at the altar, was killed by the 
sisters in the same way. The army of Jangalbari in the 
meantime surrounded the city of Sripur and set fire to 
the houses of the citizens. · 'l'he golden city wa.s destroyed 
in this way. Men and women fled in all direction~ in 

. precipitous haste, and many were killed. 
And now hear what happened to the wicked Ked::tr 

Roy next. He fled with his life, and Karimulla wit.h 
his utmost vigilance could not find out the place w~ere 
he had bidden himself. The warrior resolved to kill him, 
"for," he thought, " if he be spared, he may form so~e 

4.6 
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plot in future to endanger us all. I will kill him 
wherever he may have hidden himself, and I will not 
return home until I have taken his life." 

Now the daughters of Kedar Roy with the princes 
came where Karimulla was; and they all were highly 
rejoiced at the sight. The da\lghters mid, "It will not 
be safe, Oh Kar~m, to spare the enemy. Even if he be 
a saint he must be killed. If he be spared none of us 
will be safe. We know where he is. We will give you 
the information. You are to go there and kill him with 
your own hands. Whe~ attacked by the enemy, he 
seldom stays at his palace. In the forests of Asua, 
there is a nice building under-ground. Th& surface of 
it is covered by a thick jungle; it is connected wilh the 
,river by a tunnel and thither does he retire at the llClur of 
danger. The house bas nine gate-ways and a big 
hall, and- there he reposes on a couch. Karim was right 
glad at the news and forthwith went to meet the enemy. 
Asua was five Bashis from Sripur. The place was 
covered with an avenue of tamarind trees. On the 
southern side of the forest, Karimulla discovered the 
mouth of the tunnel and straightway he entered.it and 
found nine gate-ways which he crossed one by one till 
he reached the Raja's hall where he was found sleeping 
with a feeling of absolute security. Karimulla, as soon 
as he saw him, roared like a lion, The Raja's sleep was 
gone and he held fast a sword that lay near hi1n. But 

:before he could aim a stroke with it, Karimulla smashed 
his head with the huge club that he carried with him. 

··Then with the sword he cut off his head, and carrying 
it in his hand, came hack to Sripur. His army greatly 
rejoiced at this victory. Karimulla next started for 
Jangalbari and arriving therP, made preparations for the 
marriage of the brothers. The Moulvi of the Court 
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fixed an auspicious da.y during the period of the waxing 
moon. The city of Jangalbari was beautifully decorated, 
and it smiled like a second heaven. Bonfires were 
lighted and guns were fired. Thousands of respectable 
men assembled. On the ma.rriage day, the brides and 
bride-grooms wm·e bridal ct>stumes and ornaments after 
bath. 'l'he brides wore gorgeous sa~is_ brought from 
Persia. Their dt·ess Wi:lS so rich and ornaments so beauti
ful that even the fairies could not cope with them. 
Adam and Bairam wore valuable Egyptian coats, and 
caps brought ft·om Arabia. 'rheit• shoes were m.1de at 
Pe1·sia. Kasturi, kumkum, atlar and other perfumes 
were sprinkled over their persons. When after robing, . 
they met theit· consorts, the whole city, as it were, 
shone with their beauty. Now came the pleader (~~f) 
and asked the daughters if they willingly chose Adam 
and llairam as theit· bride-grooms. The princesses assent
ed to the marriage. Then Adam and Bail·am also agt·eed 
to it. Thus the memorable marriage came to an end and 

--agreaCfeast-followea wortlfyortlie occal'i~(Ll:--t::ro4:; 

• 



Another Short History of Isha Khan. 

The Dewans of JangaJbari had a historical account 
of their family written by competent persons, which was 
some years ago published from H~tibatnagar. . 'l'he 
materials of this history were collected from .the papers 
preserved in the archives of the Dewan family and were 
also drawn freely from the Aini-Akhari, the Akbarnama, 
Syer-ul-Mutakherin, Alumni •and the historical treatises 
written by Marshman and other European writers. A 
large mass of material was also collected from the tradi
tions current in the country and the compilers used their 
discretion in dealing with popular versious of the 
accounts of the administration of the_D~ewans,-hy-reje~t-~---- --

-- __ ----ing-such-elementsiuthem as were untrustworthy oi· 
could not be substantiated by other evidences. This 
treatise is, by no means, to be called a perfect or complete 
one as the writers could not lay hold upon the ancestry 
and • other particulars about a considerable number of 
families who still live in Mymensingh and call themselves 
scions of the Dewan family. The main difficulty ·arises 
from the fact that along with the genuine Dewan 
families, numerous families hare sprung up recognised 
as Dewans but whose claims to legitemacy are of a· 
doubtful char;tcter. Some of the olcl Dewans used to 
fill their harems with fair-looking Hindu women carried 
by force. 'fhe children born of these women were 
called Dewans by courtesy. And in many cases they 
also inherited some property of the Dewans. 

The historical treatise referred to above was under-· 
taken, at the instance of Dr. James Wise, late Civil 
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Surgeon of Dacca, by Dewan Sovandad Khan. The Dewan 
app::>inted his chief offi.Jer l\{unshi Raj Chandra Ghose 
to cotlect inform ttion for tile put• pose. H9 wa~ help31 
by hte M~Iharnma.cl Idds, the then manager of the St tte 
of Haib:ttn·t;·tr in colleJting these materials. But a"! 
Dtnvan Sovandad Khan had «lied a short while after, the 
undertaking c:mld not proceed and was inpeded for some 
time. But luckily Dewan Ajimdad Khan, the brother of 
the deceased Dewan, interested himself in the work and 
encouraged Munshi Ra.j Chandra Ghose in resuming his 
task. This gentleman in co-operation with one Kali
kumar Cllakravart~T' the thEm Head Pundit of the Jangal
b:tri School, compiled the historical treatise tracing it 
from the founder of the family. The Head Pundit had 
lived in that part of the country for twenty-one years 
and succeeded in collecting a lat·ge amount of bistodcal 
inform::ttion from various som·ces. The history of the 
Dewan family covers a period of nearly four hundred 
years and as no systematic account was preserved of 
them, the authors ofben found historical inform·ttion 
scanty and had to dep3nd on traditions current in the 
countryside. They would glcldly wait for getting- an 
opportunity to obtain fulle1• m·tteria':.s; but the pressing 
requests ft·om Mt•. L)wes, Commissioner of the D:tcca 
Division, and 1\ir. R. C. Dutt, Magistt·ate of Mymensingh, 
made it necessary to publish the history hun·idly and in 
a somewhat imperfect shape. 

This book is divided into eleven chapters. Unfortu
nately, owing to the whims of one of the Dewans, many 
important documents of the family wet•e destroyed. 
Dewan Haibat Khan, fourth in descent from Isha Khan, 
separated himself from the m<tin family and founded a 
town called Haibatnagar, 8ix miles to the west of Jangal
bari. Dewan Shaha Neoaj, who was fifth in descent fro:n 
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Dewan Haibat and died in 12~7 B. E., is said to have 
done a very queeJ• and whimsical thing. It is said that. 
he, opened one day, an old chest containing the Sanadas. 
granted to the family by the Delhi Emperors and some 
other valuable State-papers and letters. Looking at these 
he exclaimed, "We are no•longer what we were. These 
only sm·ve to make us conceited.'' Aoo he threw them 
into the Narshindha. 

I give below a short summary of the history of the 
Dewan family as given in the tt'eatise. 

The Eastern part of M.ymemigh is popularly known as 
• 

Haibatnagar-Jangalbari. This includes, amongst others, 
the l)erganas of Hajradi, Husain Sahi, and N ashir-u
jiral. Jangalbari pwpc}r, the site of the .De\vans,_ 
was originally comprised within the _!_i.liage_Kadir-- --- ---

. ________ .jangal--and--covered-a space of 50 big has only. The. 
people of the surrounding villages, however, to the 
extent of hundred miles on all sides, still call them· 
selves, when they visit other countries,. as inhabitants 
of Jangalbari." 

Tj1ere are two ports in this part of the country, viz., 
Kishoreganj · and Karimganj. From these ports are 
exported every year a large quantity of very fine species 
of rice, jute, sugar, molasses, clarified butter, mats and 
other articles to N arayanganj, Dacca and other western 
districts. 'rhis country produces fine clothes of a variety 
of t.extrues manufactured at Sharfarali, Jangalkhas~ 

Salman, and Abruagunj, Half a century ago, Jangal.._ 
bari was in utter darkness,-ign6rance and supersti~io!l 

reigning supreme in it. Shortly after the creati<;>n of 
Kishoreganj as a Sub-divisional headquarters, a middle 
vernacular school was establishe(l there mainly through 
the efforts of Babu N a.ndalal Bose, M unsiff, and was 
called Haib::ttnngar Minor School. The establishment of 
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a Brahmo Samaj was the next step towards the advance
ment of the people and the bte illustrious Deputy 
Magistrate Rai Ram Sankar Sen lhhadur took a lively 
interest in the C<tnsc of local education and helped in 
the foundation of other schools. 'l'here are two high 
schools, one at Haibatnagar •and another at Bajit.pur; 
ten or twelv0 mjddle vernacular schools have since come 
into existence at .Jangalbari and neighbouring villages. 

Masnadal·i. 

Kalidas Singh Gajdani., a IC5ha.triya by caste, became 
convert to Islam and assumed the title of Soleman Khan. 
'l'he family originally came from a place called 13aish wara 
in Oudh. Before he became the Sultan of Bengal he 
was an orthodox Hindu and used to give away a golden 
elephant to the Brahmins every day. Kalidas thus 
earned the name of Gajdani-the giver of elephants. 
Kalidas was the Prime Minister of Bahadur Shah, the 
ruler of Bengal· who died in 1570 A.D. His younger 
brother, Jelaluddin (popularly called Jainuddin), suc
ceeded him. He had three daughters and a little son. . . 
'fhe eldest of these daughters was mll.rried to Syed 
Ibrahim ol-olelma. and the second to the illustrious (?) 
Kalapaha.r. 

Syed Ibrahim was known for his high character and 
piety and Kalidas Gajdani often discussed religious 
matters with him. lie was gradually convinced of the 
superiority of· Islam and finally gave up his faith in 
Hinduism sometime between 1561 and 1565. The little 
son, Jelal, had died when a mere ch:ld and Kalidas 
Gajdani who had married his third daughter and adopte.d 
the name of Soleman Khan now succeeded to the throne 
of Gour. He ingratiated himself into the confidence of 
the Emperor Akba1· by offering him valuable presents .~.nd 
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considerably increased his kingdom which now compris.ed · 
Bengal, Behar, Orissa and portions of Allahabad. 

Soloman Khan died about the year 1571 leaving. two 
sons, Dewan Ismail Khan, popularly known as Daud 
Khan, and Dewan Isha Khan. 

Soloman had also a daughter named Shahen Sha. 
She was married to 11ajiuddin Gada, a remote descendant 
of the illustrious king Haroun-al-rachid. 

Dew~li Ismail, on ascending the throne, stopped paying 
revenue to the Emperor of Delhi. A . battle ensued 
in 1575 when he was killed. His brother Isba Khan 
succeeded him, but following the· example of his elder 
brother, he also quarrelled with the Delhi emperor. A 

• 
great battle took place in which Isba Khan was defeated 
by the eminent general of the Mogul army-.:..Shahabaj 
Khan. Isba Khan, after his defeat, fled to Chittagong. 
The news of the victory of the Mogul army was commu
nicated to Akbar· by Munshi Abul Fajal. On page 119 
of the treatise Almuni, written in Persian, the very 
words of Akbar expressing his delight at the event are 
quoted. They run thus-" A highly gratifying news has 
been received from Bengal. By the grace of God, 
Shahabaj 'Khan, our general, has conquered the vast 
tract of land from Ghoraghat to .Sagar. Isha Khan, who 
he!tded the t•ebels, has fled towards Sagar after his defeat." 

Dewan Isha Khan after his defeat first paid a 
visit to Chittagong and then came to Jangalbari. At 
that time the place was an impenetrable jungle
infested with wild beasts. Hence Isha Khan gave it the 
name of Jangalbari or the Wood-land Mansion. The 
inhabitants of the place generally belonged to the Koch 
tribe. . Here stood the beautiful palace of Laksman 
Singh -the Raja of the tribe-surrounded by a ditch, 
100 yds. in breadth. On the south a .road, 15 y-ds. in 

47 
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breadth, ran leading to the palace. Isba Khan with his 
army entered the Raja's house with the object of killing 
him and made a great search to find him out. But the 
Raja had made his retreat by a sub-terranean tunnel, made 
of bricks, which lay beneath the eastern part of the ditch. 

Traces of the road and the ditch, with an area of 50· 
bighas of land ~ontaining debris of the ruined palace, are 
still to be seen. 

Isba Khan firmly planting himself at Jangalbari now 
made deliberate plans for extending his territories. He 
built forts at each of t~e following places :-.Murapara 
in the district of Dacca, Dewanbag and Hajiganj 
(near Murapara), Egarasindur on the B.rahmaputra, 
Sherpur, Dasa Kahania and Rangamati. Akbar in the 
meantime heard of Isba Khan's attempts to assert his 
independence and sent his famous commandar Mansingh 
to punish the rebel. Mansingh pitched his tent at 
Demra in the distdct of Dacca, and he had a large tank 
dug in that place, which was filled with water from all the 
famous Indian shrines. He gave it the name of Ganga
sagar. The neighbouring place he called by the mtme of 

• 
Rajar bag or 'the garden of the Raja.' Up to now the 
place is considered sacred, and hundreds of pilgrims visit it 
on the eighth day of the waxing moon during the Baruni 
festivities, and a large fair sits there on the occasion. 

After Mansingh had arrived at Demra, he fought a 
battle with Isba Khan near the fort of Dewanbag. The 
latte1· was defeated and retired to the fort of Egarasindur. 
Here a most sanguinary battle took place lasting for 
three consecutive days, in which considerable armies on 
both the sides were destroyed. ~Phis made. both parties 
willing to settle matters by a duel fight. When according 
to mutual agreement, Isba Khan came out on his 
war-horse challenging::Mansingh, the latter_ .instead ·of 
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appearing himself in the field . took to the device of 
sending his son-in-law who accepted the challenge.· 

The son-in-law was' a good warrior but though he 
fought well for a long while, he could not maintain 
his position up to the end. He feU struck by the 
sword of the Dewan. Tlie soldiers of Isba Khan 
thought that it was Mansingh who· had been killed 
and raised the cry of victory. Mansingh · in wounded 
pride and grieved at the death of his son-in-law, now 
appeared in the field, "angry as a serpent struck on 
the hea~.by a ·club." The t)Vo warriors fought with 
a skilf wb.ich raised a feeling of wonder among the specta
tors, and far a long time no one could foresee who the 
victor would be. In the evening the sword of Mansingh 
broke, struck by that of Isba Khan. 

Isba Khan requested the Raja to take another sword, 
but the Raja without giving ·a -reply· came-down from 
his horse. Isba Khan thought that the Raja wished 
to fight the duel by wrestling. So he too left his 
weapons and horse, and stood facing him. The Raja 
at thjs stage, expressed his wish to desist from tile 
fight altogether and extended his right hand to Isba 
Khan as a sign of friendship. Isba Khan shook hands 
with him in joy. There was for some time great rejoicings 
in . the camps. Now, the time came ·for parting. 
The wife of Mansingh interviewed Isba Khan privately 
and said, "If you do not accompany us to Delhi, 
a great danger will befall us, for, the order upon 
my husband is very severe. He must t.ake you with 
him to · Delhi; otherwise the punishment of .death 
would be visited on him. Now if you sincerely wish 
that I should not be made a widow, kindly accompany 
us to Delhi." The importunate tears of his friend's wife 
moved Isba Khan whose nature was generous and 
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he forthwith agreed. to go to Delhi in Mansingh's 
camp: On his arrival at the great city of the empire 
Isba Khan was unscrupulously thrown into prison. 

A short while after, through the intervention of 
Mansingh and his sister-the queen of Akbar, JSha 
Khan was released from the ·prison. When the Emperor · 
heard from Mansingh the account of· Isha Khan as to 
how bravely he had fought and how nobly he volunteered 
to be taken to Delhi, he was exceedingly pleased and 
gave him a seat on his right in the court as a mark 
of special honour. H~ conferred on Isha ~ .. Khan the 
title of Masnadali and the grant of 24 Parganas as a 
rent-free gift. He moreover placed four ·Gajis, four 
Asahebs and four Majlishis under him and made him 
the head of these twelve sub-lords. The descendants 
of Isha Khan still bear the proud title of ~asnadali. 

With these new honours and title Isha Khan 
returned to Jangalbari. The four Asahebs were given 
lands at Tarap and other villages of Sylhet where they 
settled. The Majlishis settled at Khaliajuri in Pargana 
Nasir-u-jiral (Jian), the Gazis settled in Parg~J.nas of 
Bhowal and Sherpur where their descendants are living 
up to now. The descendants of the four Majlishis are 
to be found even now at· Panch Kahania and Fatepur 
in Pargana Nasir-u-Jiral. The ruins of the famous 
palatial buildings of Majlish J alai are still to be seen at 
Rowail-the native rilllage of tbe chief-with their fine 
crystal pillars and artistic designs carved on the walls. 

Isba Khan, the Lord of 24 Parganas, had now a firm 
footing at Jangal Bari. He married his cousin-a daughter 
of Syed Ibrahim-Malik-ul·ulma. Isba Khan got two 
sons by her, Dewan Musha Khan and Dewan Mahammad 
Khan. Isha Khan died in advanced years. His grave 
is still to be seen at Baktiarpur in Pargana Bhowal. 
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The Names of the 24 Parganos. 

(1) Atia, (2) Kagmari, (3) Bambaju, (4) Sherput, 
(5) Jayan Shahi, (6) Alapsing, (7) Mymensingh, (8) Jafar
shah, (9) Nasir-u-jiral, (10) Khaliajury, (11) GaHgamandal, 
(12) Paitkura, (13) Bardakhat, (14) Swarnagram, (15) 
Baradakhat mandra, ( 16) ~usainsahi, (17) Bhowal, ( 18) 
Maheswardi, ( 19) Katrar, (20) Kurikha.i,• (21) Jour Husain
pur, (22) Singdba, {23) Darjibaju, (24) Hajradi. 

The. Genealogical Tree of the Dewan Family._./ 
Raja Dhanapati Singh of Baisbwara in Oudh 

Raja Bhagimth Singh. 
l. Kali Das Gazdani (Solomon Khan) 

I 
I I 

2. Daud Khan 2. Isba Khan 
I 

I I 
3. ·Musha Khan 3. Mahamad Khan 

. I --------
4:. Mosum -Khan 

- I 

- I -
5. Manwar Khan 

4·. Eoz Mamood·Khan 
(1059-1078. B.E.) 

I 

• I 
6. Sharif 

Khan 

t 

I 

7. Asalat Khan 

I I 
6. Mahabat 6. Adam Khan 

Khan (Manai Khan) 
I 

7. Eoz Mabamood 
(D. 1241 B.E.) 

'I I 
7. Molaim Khan 7. Multaf Khan 

I 
8. Ajjor Khan 

5. Hayat Khan 

I 
6. Haybat Khan 

I 
7. Abdulla Khan 

I 
8. M amood Khan 

I 
. 9. Jolkaran Khan 

I 
10. Shaha .. 

Newaz· 'Khan· 
(D. 1247. B.E.) 

~-----------------~·' I I 
ll. Khoda Newaz Khan I l. Nabi Newaz 

(D; 1266 B.E.) I .. 
~t 8hachi Pan Daripa H. Elaha Newaz Khan 

Dacca (D. 1279 B.E.) 
. I (1872 A.f?.) 

12. Rahim Newaz Khan 
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I shall here jot down a few notes in connection with 
some o·f the Dewans. 

1. There are two grants of Shah Jahan written in 
brilliant golden letters to Dewan Eoz Mahamad Khan 
preserved by his descendants. 

· 2. Dewan Haybat Khall" founded a town called 
Haibat-Nagar six.miles to the west of Jangal Bari. 

3. Reference has already been made as to how Dewan 
Shaha N ewaz Khan destroyed some of the important 
documents of the Dewan family. 

4. Dewan Khoda N ewaz had for a time turned a 
l!.,akir and then returned to ~esume his duties as a worldly 
man. 

5. Dewan Ibrahim Khan spent Rs. 50,000 in getting 
the whole Epic of Mahabharat recited and explained by 
competent pundits to the people of Mymensingh. 

6. Dewan Rahim Dad Khan, at whose order, the 
historical treatise about the Dewan family ·first began 
to be written was a person of rare talents, whose taste and 
proficiency in Arts are still admired. He could make fine 
figures with ivory and prepared many beautiful musical 

• instruments such as &tar, Bin, E'ohmj with his own 
hands, himself being a master of Indian musics. He was 
an expert calligrapbist, and specimens of his skill are still 
preserved in various parts of Mymensingh. 

The last scion of this distinguished Dewan Family is 
Dewan Azim Dad Khan, a brother of Dewan R.ahim Daq . . 

Khan. H.e is a· young man of great promise and noble 
. character. 

The Dewans in the past were regarded as heads of 
both Hindn f\nd Mahomedan Communities· of Eastern 
Mymensingh. Without their permission no religious 
festivity such as the Dol or the Durgotshab could be 
performed in Hindu homes. They even ruled over the 

' 
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tastes and fashions of the people. For using particular 
ornaments, dress and costumes, their permission was 
necessary. Up to now the lower class of people in the 
district seek the permission of the Dewans. for building 
certain kinds of houses. 



SURAT JAMAL AND ADHUA. 



PREFACE . 
• 

The poet Faizu Fakir, who describes himself " blind 
from birth", is the author of this ballad. -· We find his 
name in the colophon at the end of some ·of the cantos ; 
it occurs altogether five times. Beyond telling us 
that he had no father, no mother and no brother, he does 
not give ~s any further account of himself. And.,. 
Chandra~umar Babu has not been able to illuminate us any 
more on the life of the poet. Getting information about 
·this ballad Babu Chandrakumar left his native village of 
Aithor in the district of Mymensing on the 26th of 
Chaitra., 1327 B.E., and reached Bariiachang in Sylhet. 
a-bout tbe first week --of --the next month. He stayed _at 
Roybagan (Athara:barf P.O.) at the Gadi of one Narayan 
Babu and collected this ballad from three different rhap
sodists-who were quite innocent of any-knowledge ofletters. . - . 

The Dewans of Baniachang~ like those of Jangalbari, 
were originally Hindus. In he ·fourteenth century · 
Dewan Govinda Khan, the Brahmin Raja of the place, 
turned a Mahomedan convert and assumed the name 
of Habib Khan. Baniachang is one of the largest,-if not 
the largest village in the district of Sy lhet. It has still 
a population of thirty thousand. Habib Khan was not 
only the lord of the place but acquired possession of 
the neighbourhig ki:Qgdom of Laur, '8nd of altogether 
24 Parganas of the. 'district. Baniachang is situated in 
24° 3l'N. and 91° 20'E. In_ the jungles of Laur there 
are still to be seen the ruins of a fort known as " Bania
chang Habeli," attesting to the power _once exercised by 
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the Dewans of Baniachang over Laur. The line of the 
Dewans still continues in shrivelled and decayed glory, 
and Dewan Ajem Raja, who is living, is its present 
representative. 

The ballad relates a story about this Dewan family. 
I could not get the names o0f Alal Khan, Dula] Khan 
and Jamal Khan_iQ. the genealogy of the Dewans. One 
Jamal Khan~s name· I find as 5th in· descent ·Jrofu 
Habib Khan-The famous convert to Islam.. But the 
·father of this Jamal Kha.n in the genealogy is Ahama"d 
Khan ancl not Alal Khan as found in the ballad. · So· the 
two J ~mal Khans do not seem to be iden~ical 'persons. 
The Dewans, however, had their pet names by 'fhich they 
were more familiarly known in the country, and the 
poet, it is quite possible,. might have used the~ 
rather than the more dignified names· of the chiefs to .be 
found in documentary writings. 

I sought the help of my friend Babu AchyutcQaran 
Chaudhuri of Maina, Kanaibazar; Sy lhet, for the solution 
of this problem. He is now the greatest living authority 
on all questions regarding the old history .of Sylhet. 

I shall quote here a portion from his letter, dated the 
1st of Agrahayaria, 1329 B.E., dealing with my queries 
at some length. · . 

" What will you do with Alal and Dulal of Bania
chang? My work on the history of Sylhet has recently 
been published in four volumes, complete in two thousand 
pages. There is an account of Baniachang in this .work. 
But the names of Alal and Dulal do not occur iri·the 
genealogy of ihe Dewans. The descendants of . the 
Dewans cannot give any information on the point. It is 
besides not unlikely that these are Hindu -names 
adopted by the Moslem Dewans. In the countryside 
they still call a child spoilt by indulgence as 
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"Alale~ Gharer Dulal." It is quite likely that the two 
Dewans in question had enjoyed a good deal of indulgence 
and favour of their parents and were hence popularly 
called by these !?-ames. I am inc]ined to think that the 
Dewans, known as Jamal Khan and Kamal Khan, migh~ 
have been popularly called, by the names of Alal and 
Dulal. In the time of the old DeWJLl}S, instances of 
pet names being used by' the people 11re not 
wanting. We have got a document, dated 1749 A.D., 
in which a Dewan of the name of Adam Khan is 
mentioned, but in the genealogy no such name of a 
Dewan is. found. In the period referred to, we find two 
Dewans li':ing. 'l'hey were Ahmed Khan and Mahmud 
Khan. There can be·no doubt .that the pet name of this 
.Ahmed Khan ~vas Adam. 'l'here is one incidental proof 
leading to the conjecture that J amall\:.han and Kamal 
Khan might have been popularly known as Alal and Dulal. 
A tradition exists here that the two Dewans had contracted 
:;t great friendship wit.h a Haja of Dakshinbhag named 
Dubaraja. The name Dakshinbhag· originated about this 

·time. It is a station on the A. B. Railway and is only 
thirteen miles from Sylhet.1 Thrmgh Dubaraja's name 
is now forgotten, yet some historical facts relating to this 
Raja were once. known in the countryside and thes 
.refer to a period about 200 years ago. The origin of the 
name Dakshinbhag is associated with some social incidents 
which are of a considerable historical interest. 

'' Dubaraja is not an unfamiliar name in Sylhet. One 
of the Vaisnava poets of Sylhet is known by this name. 
He composed a poem called "Nimai Sanyas" 200 
years ago. It is a fountain of devotional feelings 
and pathos. The poem treats of a visit of Chaitanya's 

1 It is about 36 miles from Badarpur, 216 miles from the western-most point 

of tl1e railway· line, and 26 miles west of Karimganj." 
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parents to Sylhet before he was born. I got a MS. of 
this poem 12 years ago. It is still unpublished. 'l'his 
poet Dubaraja was a Vaisnava saint. It may be that 
the saintliness of his. character attracted the admiring 
Jove of the Dewans Kamal Khan and Jamal Khan. 
There is an agreement in "the point of time which leads · 
to the conjectu:t:e that Alal Khan and Dulal Khan 
you speak of were probably identical with the Dewans 
Kamal Khan and Jamal Khan respectively. 

"Sylhet was at one time famous for the ballads and 
songs of the Bhats. 'l1he fame of the Bhats of Dania
chang particula1·ly had sp;ead far and wide. The songs of 
Makaranda, the prince of these Bhat-poets of l3aniachang, 
are still on the lips of many, and are justly admired. 

"Have you got any ballad in which there is a refer
renee to the friendship .of the Dewans .Alal and Dulal 
with Dubaraja ? If you have got any, please do not 
doubt the historical value of such a ballad. Many 
important 9nd historical events of our country lie hidden 
in the ballads of these unassuming country-poets, mostly 
unlettered and unknown to outside fame." (Translated 

• 
from !Jengali.) 

My friend Mr. Achyuta Charan Chaudhuri Tattvanidhi 
has yet had no knowledge of this ballad. Without 
entering into the details of the historical questions 
involved, I quite agree with my friend's views expressed 
in the last pura of the above . extract. Stirring historical 
events often moved these "inglorious Miltons " of the 
countryside to compose ballads of this type. They gave 
the popular versions of the events which, though some
times marked with a crude humour, are often more 
reliable than the records of scholarly historians, generally 
biased by party-feelings and arixous for the favour of 
their patrous. 
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But there IS uftf>n a tendency in these ballad-mongers 
to p1ix up folk-stories with historical facts. The present 
ballad suffers from this drawback. The earlier portion 
seems to be pure folk-lore. We have heard . times 
without number the stories of prinqes put in sub-terra-

. nean regions by the freak" of astrologers' calculations 
and of monarchs who would not see a child's face lest . . 
some great mishap should befall them, as predicted by wise 
men. But while discarding this portion of the ballad 
as incredible, the latter portion narrating the love of the 
princess "Adhuya Sundari" for Jamal Khan, and other 
subsequent developments of the story, cannot be dismissed 
by us as a mere fiction. These form the pivot round 
which the "whole story, mixed up with fiction and 
rustic fancy moves. It bad, no doubt, its 
or1gm in historical facts. It is true, that ignorance, 
superstition and want of culture have led to a distortion 
of the narratives in various ways, but still through the 
vista of popular narration, glimpses of social condition 
and tom pages of lost history may be revealed ny future 
research. It will help, let us hope, in threshing out 
the grt!in from the chaff in future. 

The Muhammadans· often took fancy for Hindu 
maidens, and many disastrous wars were fought " for · 
amorous causes " of this nature, as will be seen from 
many of the other ballads collected by Babu Chandra 
Kumar from neighbouring localities. 

I have stated the reason in my Introductory notes to 
one of these ballads. published in Vol. I, and I 
take the liberty to refer to it aga.in. Most of these 
Muhammadan Dewans and chiefs belonged to 
families converted from Hinduism to Islam. They 
were guided by Hindu tastes and preserved naturally 
a predilection fOl' the Hindu society, which, however, 
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regarded them as 'untouchables.' This contemptuous 
treatment of a people, who held the power, often gave 
rise to a sense of wrong, for which retaliation was sought 
for by application of force. The Baniachang Dewans 
were Brahmins before their conversion. The treatment 
the old minister received fron~ Raja Dubaraj, as described 
in the ballad, -,quld naturally create a fiery animosity 
between any two unconcerned peoples. But here both 
the families were originally of the same stock ; hence the 
sting of insult was felt all the more. Jamal Khan seems 
almost justified in our eyes in leading an expedition to 
carry the maiden Adhuya by force. 

Such causes would probably have never arisen if 
genuine Muhammadan famili.es, recruited fro~ Persia or 
other western homes of Muhammadans, had settled in 
the country and lived as neighbours of. the Hindus. 
They would not have cared to covet Hindu wives in the 
way described in the ballad. True, in the history of 
Rajputana the contrary facts are sometimes observed. 
But that is because the :Emperors of Delhi wanted to 
subjugate the proud Hin~us of martial races, 
and took recourse to all manner of oppression • with 
that primary object in view. In peaceful state of political 
atmosphere such aggressions did not generally take 
place. 'rhe history of Mymensingh and Sylhet literally 
~ristles with such instances. The reason seems to be that 
both the parties involved in such dissensions had the same 
blood running in their veins and were besides 
governed by almost the same tastes and ideas. It was 
for this that the Hindu girls had a particular charm in 
the eyes of theil' Muhammadan cousins, ~'ho though 
vested with power and political superiority, WPre treated 
with contumely by the Hindu community from a social 
:point of view, 
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The language of the ballad is a mixed one. But 
though the number of Persian, rather Urdu, words is 
greater in it than in most of the other ballads written by 
Hindus, still it is very far sho1·t of what we find . in the 
"Musalmani Bangia" in which the Battala presses of 
Calcutta publish the Islamic folk-lore and other :poems. 
'rhe Urdu element in the present casa -is not atrocious, 
but just what we find mixed in the dialect spoken by the 
Muhammadans in the country-side. There is very rarely 
any word .over which the Hindu readers would halt. It is 
but fair that the 1J rdu words that have crept into our 
.spoken dialect, understood by the .Hindus and Muham
madans alike, should be given a currency in writing in 
order to make our language a common vehicle for literary 
purposes of the two sections of our community. But 
our Sanskritists scrup'.Ilously avoid Urdu words in 
.writing, though in their oolloquial dia.lect they cannot 
avoid using them. Such, for instance, are the. words 
'!~1 (wicked advice), <l<:fif'f~ (reward), "'tt~~ (rentfree), 
C?'ft"'t~ (slave), \5lt9rr:~rt<t (regret), ~tvfl (female-slave) ;rn'!lti\' 

(SataJJ, wicked man), ~~~ (enemy), <IV( (bad), 'W~ 
(danger), ~t'Vf (teacher), ~f.lm (world), \5lt~~~ (sky), iSffif 
(land), '5ltt~ (end), wf?R!1 (river), ~ (cure), C<!~~ 
(insult), ~'BM (apartment), C<!~~t~ (ungrateful).· These 
and a num her of similar words are to be found in the 
ballad, most .of which we use in our colloquial dialect, 
though we try to avoid them in our literary writings, 
in our enthusiasm to use Sanskritic words. I have dwelt 
on this point in my Introductory notes to· Vol. I, at some 
length • 

. It is to be noted that the· blind poet, as also the 
absolutely illiterate ones, generally give us words exactly 
as they are spoken in the country. This certainly 
deserves the attention of the philologists. 'fhe blind and 

$9 
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the illiterate never see words as they are written with 
their eyes, but always hear them with their ears. It is for 
this reason that our blind poet has so wonderfully 
reproduced the phonetic sound of the words, and the 
rhapsodists without any knowledge of letters have so 
truly handed us down the poet's version. Most of the · 
writers, who lra'e any knowledge of alphabets, would 
conform to their conventional use in writing. But 
the blind man here dictated his poem to the 
illiterate singers, true to the sound, without 
caring for literary or &rammatical convention, as they 
were unaware of any. Thus in this ballad we find ~t~ 
for ~t1;-, 9f~l_;sfi for ~!~;sri, :st-t for 5-lw, ~ for ~~' ~ for 
~' ~i for 'lffi, ~t'f for C"''~, C<l~t~ for <i'!tt~, ~~i for 
~' 9j_'fl~ for 9J.4: l'ftfu for ltt~, ~~<! for ~<!, ~~ for '!~~. 
<ft~i for ~tlfi, ~~ for <!~'!~, m~ for 'lttQt, ~~ for '!lltDI~, 
~for~~~. f<!~ for~' ~tDi for~. lW\S~Gi for ~t~a;, ~"W<r 
for ~l, ~~~~ for fur~<~~, ~ for ~mt, 9ft~ for ?tt'<l~, 
~ for ~i, 'Ol~<! for $, m;srf;;e for ~t;sf'{, ~tll for l!t~tlt, 
faT~ foi" ~'1, C<J<!~, for ~<lc51", and '5ftil'1 for ~a; 1 

It will be seen from the above list that the 'I of the 
• 

Bengali alphabets still retains the sound of~ amongst the 
peasantry, especially the Muhamamdans. Though amongst 
the gentle classes of Bengal the distinction in the pronou
ciation of "1, ~ and 'I has been practically lost and totally 
ignored. Another curious point to note is that what apper
antly strikes us as an anomaly in rhyming in regard to 
certainwords usecl in the ballad, is not really so. For 
instance~ (~) and ~a; (~) are given in the text as 
rhyming with 4!._~ and c<rta;. The actual pronunciation 
of the words in the district of Sy lhet and Mymensingh 
are not ~ and c<rt"i but ~(t) and. ~· So there is 
nothing that jars in our ears in the rhyme which retains 
its harmony when the poem is recited by the people of 
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those districts. In one place <rt9f is made to rhyme with 
~<f. This also is perfectly rhythmical, the abrupt 
ending of '<f and 9!, gives almost an identical sound to the 
two letters. 

There are curious instances of verbal inflexions in the 
songs which will show a •striking affinity ·with ~ 
forms. Such as ~~~t~ ~t~, cvr~~~ = Clf~if as also 
~,· <t~i{ = <!lfti{, ~~ = ~~, ~t~"1 = ~~er. . 

Compared with most of the other ballads collected by 
Babu Chandra Kumar, this one lacks in poetry. Though 

· there is no lack of animatioJl and interest in the story 
described, there is hardly any passage showing striking 
artistic bea\l.ty or poetical excellence. The poet in spite of 
his profuse use of colloquial words sometimes assumes an 
air of rustic pedantry specially when describing beautiful 
women. And in this his failure is of course obvious 
as he has no command over the artistic language of the 
classical poets, while the crudeness of patois often 
makes his style verge on the ridiculous. We do not find 
in this poem the simple rural charm and the direct 
epigr~matic style, so much in evidence in Mahua, Malua 
Ohandravati and other poems. Shek Faizu's. descriptions 
are often diffuse and monotonous, requiring a pruning 
here ai:Id there. Besides Fakir Faizu shows a strange 
lack of consistency by making contrary statements in 
various places of his poem. In one place he says 
that it took a man seven days to travel from Baniachang 
to Dakshinbhag, in another place he makes it five days 
and in the last canto the Dewan orders that the Raja of 
Dakshinbhag should be produced befo1·e him in less than 
12 hours. The. march of the army from Baniachang to 
Dakshinbhag and their return to the former city were to 
be covered by this " less than 12 hours!". In one passage 
Mecca is described as requiring six months to reach 
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from Baniachang and in another Delhi is mentioned as 
of equal distance from that city. These di8crepancies 
might have been made by the singers, for, it is hard to 
believe that the poet who could give such a sustained 
interest to his story, was guilty of such obvious mistakes. 

The eaflier portion of the story, as I Lave already 
said, is pure f~lk-lore affixed to a historical ballad.1 But 
even in folk-lore, the writer must subject himself to 
some limitations. The architect Tera-lengra in one 
passage travels to Hailaban in a day, though i:Q. a 
pre:vious passage it was. stated that it would take one.· 
six months to do so. Such gibberish is intolerable even 
in folk-lore. One thing however, should • be always 
borne in mind that these ballads were composed, and 
sung, by men without any knowledge of letters. These 
anomalies are therefore not ~!together unexpected. 

Another fault that strikes us is the author's repetition 
of the same idea in different places. When a mishap 
takes place, the whole country becomes merged in sorrow; 
the men and women of the city cry and weep ; the birds 
lament by their chirps, and horses and elephants shed 
tears in the stables. When Alal Khan, the old Dewan 
starts for Mecca, this happens first ; the same thing is 
repeated when young Jamal is sent to Delhi. We find 
again a similar account when Alal leaves t.he city for 
good at the end of the tale. 'rhis song, I beg to repeat, 

1 We find similar accounts in some folk stories, this mnkes u~ surmise that the 

first portion of the atory \Vas a folk·lore ; but instances ·of inhuman cruelt.ies 

committed on children and women due to astrological predictions, are not quite rare. 

Pratapaditya was ordered to be murdered when he was a mere baby, for such a cause 

and owed his life to the intervention of his uncle Basanta Ray. The throwing of 

little children into Sagar was a practice which continued till quite recent times. 

The folk-story itself might ],ave been based on some historical fa<"ts and such facts 

might not have Leen probably out of date during the time of the narmtive. Events 

slightly similar might have been adopted from some folk-tale and dovetailed to 

a really historical account .. 
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lacks in artistic and lit~Hary beauties which characterise 
the songs collect.ed from JVIymen.~ingh. It has, however, 
histodcal interest and discloses certa.in social conditions 
an during Muhammadan reign which are interesting. 
11he life in prison is graphically described. 'The cruel 
punishments mentioned are no exaggei·ations. The 
wrath of the chiefs, who on flimsy grodn'tls ordered whole-

. sale murder and ·made .towns and villages desolate. show 
how helpless the country sometimes was nt the hands of 
its autocrats. The people seemed to have no hand in adminis
tration and they suffered the utlJlost from such oppressions . 
. But occasionally they asserted themselves by revolting 
against too tyrants. I have referred to this point in my 
Introduction to Vol. I. Chandra Kumar m a short 
note addressed to me, accuses Fakir l!.,aizu of fabricating 
a story of a Hindu girl of aristocratic Brahmin family 
falling in love with a Mahom edan youth. But Sheik 
Faizu, it must be said to his credit, was ·never actuated 
by any ill-feeling towards the Hindus. He represents 
his views justly without any advocacy or partiality for 
his ~oslem brethren. The ind~gnation of the Raja at 
the offer of a proposal of marriage for his daughter by 
Jamal Khan has been described from the Hindu stand
point, and the letter Jamal Khan wrote to Adhu)a was 
couched in a courteous language showing no aggressive 
or atrocious spirit which Moslem orthodoxy would 
suggest. In the prologue his benediction falls on the 
Hindus and Muhammadans alike in a truly cosmopolitan 
spirit, and if he described the love of a Hindu girl for a 
Muhammadan, it was perfectly in conformity with 
the inevitable law laid down by that blind god, 
who does not recognise any Hindu or Muhammadan 
in his jurisdiction, but· inspires all who come in 

. his way. 
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One word more and I have done with this preface. 
'l'hroughout the poeticaJ li~erature stamped with the 
spirit of the Pre-Renaissance school, we often come 
across the name Tera-lengra. In Mainamati songs, in the 
Dharmamangal poems and even ·in some works written 
in honour of Manasha Devi• we come across this name 
every now and tl:ren. It seems to imply the nomenclature 
of" a special class of servants privileged to go to the 
inner apartments of a palace. 'l'era literally means a 
man with a crooked glance due to some natural deformity 
in the eye, and Lengra 1\leans a lame man. We have 
heard of eunuchs, as chartered servants in the zenanas of 
the Moslem chiefs. It seems the Hindus were averse 
to the _cruelty of maiming persons in that way. In the 
place of eunuchs they employed men who were naturally 
deformed and maimed and therefore safe and trusted 
parties to act as message-bearers in the Zenana. 

The 'l'era-lengra in this ballad is an architect who 
had an access to the inner apartments for doing works 
of building and repair. 

• 



· Surat Jamal and Adhu~ . . 
A Love-tale and Tragedy 

BY 

F AIZU FAKIR • 
• 

Prologuf!. 

First of all I bow to Allah-The Unknowable One. 
And then I bow to my Guru, who has giyen me a taste for 
spiritual life. 

Tell me, oh my Guru l where was I, when the sky 
was not, the earth was not and the sun and the moon 
were not. 

Tell me, oh my Guru 1 how could grain enter the husk 
and 4Jil into the mustard seed and how could life enter the 
egg and where is the door by which death enters it ? 

In the universe I have no other friend than Allah. 
He is my only friend and I have none other. 

When my Hin~u brother dies, they carry him to the 
river-ghat, and when a Muhammadan dies they bury him. 

rrhe sky is black, the land is blaC'k and deep black roll 
the waves of the river. But he who does an evil deed in 
return for good is even more black than they. 

Says Fakir Faizu, "Oh my Allah l I am humble and 
poor. From my birth thou hast deprived me of my eyes. 
No friend have I, no parents and not a brother ! May my 
soul find rest at thy feet in the end." 
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• ADHUA. 

The Begum sent to a sub-te1"ranean house. 

At Baniachang there Jived two brothers. Here am I 
to-day to relate their story. I c~arge my audience to 
listen to me with forbearance and patience. Of the two 

~- . 
brothers the elder was Dewan Alal Khan and the younger 
one was called Dulal Khan. 

Both the brothers ruled the State together as Dewans. 
The elder brother was rep·uted for his high character, 
magnanimity of soul and many noble qual.ities. His 
subjects were_ ple~sed with his administration. In fact, 
for soundness of his judgment, they considered him as a 
second Rustum, His charity was as unbounded as that 
of Hatem. Language fails to describe adequately the 
great virtues of that noble man. 

The wife of Dewan Alal Khan was Fatema Bibi 
whose beauty far exceeded that of any fairy or nymph of 
heaven. 

One night she dreamt that the full moon had entered 
her womb. She awoke with a start.and related this to her • 
husband. The Dewan said that the meaning of the 
dream was that a beautiful son would soon be born unto 
her. In due course she conceived and was about to give 
birth to a child. 'l'he astrologer calculated the position 
of planets and said that it would be a male child, 
worthy of his illustrious father in every respect. He 
however stopped here and said with sorrow again, '' I 
am afraid to tell the truth, but I cannot help doing so. 
If within twenty years of the birth of the child, you 
happen to see his face you will meet with a great mishap. 
Not only this but if within this period any man or 
woman living in your ·city, happens to see the face of 
this boy, .he will be doomed to premature death." 
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When Dewan Alal Khan heard what the astro
loger said, he sat down on the ground, stupefied by 
grief. He asked his dear brother Dulal Khan to convene 
a meeting of his chief officers. 
· Tha ministers, N azirs and the police prefects all 

assembled together and bega.n to discuss the matter at the 
Dewan's bidding. They at last arrived at a certain decision . . 
and the chief architect 'rera-lengra was sent for. This 
man had elephantiasis in both his legs, which looked as 
·heavy as the trunks of a banana-plant. His grand-sons, 
nephews, sons-in-law and other kinsmen numbered twelve 
thousand. He was a great arclHtect, far superior to any 
that lived in the kingdom. This man, with his train 

• 
of kinsmen and followers, occupied a large part of the 
city of Baniachang and daily consumed '12 maunds of 
GanJa drug. The great smoke spread all over the city 
and fully clouded the sky. 

Dewan Alal Khan said to the architect, " You Lengra, 
you must be prepared to carry out my orders immediately. 
By the grace of God, you stand unrivalled in your pro
fession. A child will be born to my wife in a week 
hence, as the astrologer has foretold, and one day is about 
to pass. To-morrow early in. the norning you are to 
proceed towards the forest known as the Haliaban. 

"There build a subterranean palace for me. It should 
be made of stone. You are to finish it at once. You 
will have ample rewards from me, and I will see that 
you. are pleased with them." When the day dawned 
Lengra with his .host of grandsons and kinsmen hurried. 
towards the forest known as the Haliaban. In usual 
course it would require a man six months to cross that 
'Yild r.egion so large a tract it was. Lengra with his people 
hurried on ; he had with him twelve thousand Kodalias 
(men who worked with spades). 'l'hey levelled the ground 

50 
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with their spades and the architect laid the foundation of 
the house with stone. St~ir-cases were also made of stone. 
After having built the house Lengra returned home. 
He got 22 pur as of rent-free land as reward for his labour, 
and for the rest of his life hoped to live happily with his 
sons, grandsons and kinsm~n on the income of this 
e;xtensive land. 
· The Dewan; ln the meantime, sent his wife with one 

single nurse to live in this newly built sub-terranean 
house. Food, raiment and other articles for daily use 
were stored there that would last for twenty years. 

• (Ll. 1-72.) 

( ~ ) 

• The Dewan turns a Faki?'. 

With his ministers and other officers the· Dewan, as 
usual, held the helm of his State. But his mind lost all 
peace after having sent his Begum away. His city and 
palace looked void and he wept at whatever he saw around. 

One day Alal addressed his younger brother and said, 
''No longer, brother, do I like to be the Dewan ot this 
region. My city, my realm, my palace, and all I will 
give up. and go away to a remote shrine. What good, dear 
brother, will the possession of all these bring unto me ? 
When I shall die, not a cowri will go with me. In the 
dead silence of the burial ground will this body of 
mine rot and worms will eat my :flesh. Sons, 
daughters and friends all flock round one who is able 
to bear their burden, but they will· not be your com
panions in that solitary walk of life which every one 
must travel alone. I will henceforward take refuge 
in Him. I will turn a· Fakir to sing His holy name. 
I am going to pay a visit to Mecca, where traces of the 
divine foot-prints still lie in the dust. I charge you, 
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my brother, to rule this land as Dewan during my 
absence for twenty years. If I ontlive this period, I 
will retur·n home. 

So. did the Dewan take the Fakir's staff in his hands, 
put on a turban and dedicated himself to Allah. He 
went alone leaving his plflace ; and. all the prople 
mourned for him in bitter grief. The• ministers and 
officers, his relations and friends silently wept. Even 
the dumb animals of the stall--the elephants and 
horses-shed tears as he left the palace. The ministers 
and others gathered round him on the eve of his . 
departure and asll:ed him to allow them to accompany' 
him. "W~ are youl' loyal servants," they said. "Do not 
leave us, we pray." But Alai Khan said, "I am 
resolved to go alone without taking even a cowri from 
the State." Thus did the Dewan start for Mecca all 
alone like a beggar. (I1l. 1-32.) 

( 3 ) 

The Prince di.yr:ove?·ed by his Uncle. 

N ~w let me reve1·t to the topic of the poor Begum 
who, with a single nurse, lived in the jungly lands 
of Hamila. On the expiry of ten months and ten 
days from her conception. she gave birth to a son. 
She, who had been llccustomed to sleep on a golden 
couch, now lay on a mat spread on the floor 
of that· dismal subterranean house. She had 
countless female attendants in the palace, but 
here one single maid-servant ministered' to her 
comforts, serving food, when hungry, and offering 
water, when a-thirst. On the expiry of six days of her 
coming to that place which she had spent in sorrow 
and hope, a son was born unto her, bright as the full 
moon. She became so happy on getting the child on her 
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lap that she forgot the loss of the palace, of her 
attendants and a hundred other comforts. She shed 
tears saying, " If the Dewan would have heard the 
news of his son's birth, he would have emptied 
his whole treasury, spending all on charity. But now this 
poor gem of mine shines in this dark cave here, having none 
to look at it. Ab. me ! how miserable am I ! " A bright 
necklace of pure diamonds hung on her breast. She 
took it off and made a gift of it to her maid-servant, saying, 
"Oh my solitary attendant, I hold you dear as a 
parent-or a sister. In the sea, of unfathomable grief 
into which l have fallen, you are my sole refuge and 
guide." . 

One-two-three months passed. 'rhe child grew 
like the wa,xing moon. By the grace of God, one year 
passed. The child crawled in the court-yard and some
time lisped the word "mother" in half-broken syllables . 

. To her he was dear as a rib of her heart. She gave 
him the name of Surat-jamal. 

Now one day Dulal, the younger brother "Tho ruled 
the kingdom as Dewan Saheb in the place of his elder 
brother in Baniachang, went to that forest for hunting 
purposes with a large num her of followers. It looked like 
a regular sea of human heads flooding the land. as 
they entered the forest Hailaban. The Dewan saw wood
cutters hewing wood, helped by theie young children. 
When these yo':lng urchins helped their elders in cutting 
wood, Dulal Khan stopped a moment and was astonished 
to find amongst the dusky sons of wood-cutters, a bright 
boy shining like the full moon. "Whose son may he be, 
beautiful as a cherub ?"-he thought within himself and 
as he looked closely the resemblance that the child bore 
to Alal, his father, became apparent, and the junior 
Dewan began to think, "Such a handsome b<?y in this 
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forest amongst the dusky wood-cutters,-he cannot be 
any other! No doubt he is Fatema's son-bright 
as the moon. He seems to be a lad of seven years. 
I never saw a lad as handsome as he." And he 
calculated the period and found that Fatema had .been 
sent to the forest seven years ago. 

"Now aftel' seven years I meet him for the first . . 
time. The astrologer bad predicted that should any of 
us see him before he attained his twentieth year, there 
would be a dire disaster. 

"I do not know, Oh Allah, if the astrologer was right. 
But what is to befall me fs inevitable now. Let me 
think no more" -he thought in this strain and returned 
to his city with his followers. (Ll. 1.-54.) 

( 4 ) 

The Conspiracy. 

Now Dewan Dulal came back to his palace and 
summoned all his courtiers. The old minister hastened 
to meet the Dewan ; the Karkun, the Munshi, the Nazir 

• and other officials assembled in the palace. The Dewan 
told them what he had beheld in the forest. All of 
them put their heads togeth~r and devised plans as to 
how the little child, the son of Ala.l, should be killed. 
They said, "You are now the master of the c~untry
our popular Dewan Saheb. You are the legitimate owner 
of all that you have been long enjoying. Your brother 
became old and left the country in your charge. He 
is far off a.nd there is no knowing if he still lives or is 
dead already. Rule- this kingdom, oh ·revered lord, 
so long a·s you live and exterminate the enemy's b1•ood." 
The Dewan said, "But how can I kill the child ? 
Devise some well-matured plan if you would wish it." 
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The ministers, ~ azir and others discussed the matter 
seriously and sent for Tera-lengra, the architect, who 
duly arrived at the town and paid his respects to the 
Dewan. 

The Dewan said, " Hear me, oh old architect, I 
have fa.lleu into a great trou~le and hope to get o\l'er it 
by your help. I will make you a gift of the extensive 
Hamila forest; cu•t "down the jungle and live there happily 
with your children making suitable dwelling-houses. 
Now listen to what I want you to do. You remember that 
you built there the subterranean house for Fatema Bibi 
!'orne yectrs ago. You kn@W where it is. You are to 
cover the same with earth in such a manner that the lady 
with her son may be buried alive., 

When the old Prime-minister heard- this order passed 
on the architect, he retired to solitude and rained tears 
in silence. 

Forty puras of land, no joke ! They are to be all 
rent-free. The reward is great. So Tera-lengra marched 
thither quickly with his men. 

The old minister lost not a moment and applying 
whip to his horse hurried to the Hamila forest ~nd 
arrived there in the shortest time. 

He called Fatema Bibi aloud and when she presented 
herself to the trusted officer of the State, followed by 
her maid-servant, the Minister wept like a child as he 
delivered his message. 

The Minister. 

"Your happy days, dear lady, are over. Dulal Khan 
is now your enemy. He has resolved to kill you with 
your son. Tera-lengra, the architect, is coming here 
with 10,000 men. They will cover this house with earth 
and bury you alive." 
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'When she heard the· news, she helplessly wept and 
could not speak for some time. The young prince just 
returned there from the play..;ground in the forest. He 
was hungry and demanded food from his mvther. .But 

. as he looked up, hfl saw his mother weeping, ·rrsting her 
· ·head on her hand. He ask~d the maid-servant, "What is 

.the matter with my mother ? Why is -she weeping and 
who is this stranger in our house ? '' 

The mother embraced her. child and said weeping, 
"My heart breaks to tell you the story. I lef~ my 
kingdom and have been living jn this dismal place, but 
greater woes are awaiting me. Your uncle is now your 
enemy and. our old minister has brought us very bad news." 

The young prince saluted the old minister and then 
sorrowfully asked his mother as to what had happened. 
"I know no one whom to call my own "-said the prince 
turning to the minister, "I have been seeing my mother's 
tenrs ever since I can I'ecollect the past. I asked'her 
many a time, but she would not tell me where my home 
is. lf I have my fathe1· living. or I have any brother 
or relation,-would you, revered sir, unravel ·the 

• mystery of my life to me. 'rhe minister related to him 
all that had happened in the past,-wbat the astrologer 
bad predicted, bow the subterranran house was made · · 
in the forest where his mothel' was removed, how his 
father unable to bear the grief of parting with his queen 
went to Mecca and how latterly his uncle resolved 
to kill him. "Oh young prince, your uncle is your 
sworn enemy. He has already ~ent Tera-lengra with 
orders to bury you and your mother alive." He added, 
"You are to leave this forest-home within the remaining 
hours of night. Don't tarry a moment." 

Jamal Khan, the young prince, began to cry helplessly 
saying, "alas l Alas! We have no sympathiser, no 
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friend in this country. To whom shall we go ? " The 
mother and the son embraced each other and shed tears 
of despair. Jamal said, "Mother, where are we to go 
in this crisis ? "-and she answered helplessly, "Allah 
Is our only refuge. None other do I ~ee. '' They 
sought the old minister's lldvice and he said, after 
a moment's • pause, "Your father, oh prince, 
had a great friend. He 1s the ruler Of a 
w~stern country. His name is Dubraj. Leave the 
forest to-night and proceed towards his dominions. Far 
off from this place is h_is capital and you will have to 
walk night and da.y. I myself will introduce you to-the 
Raja." (Ll. 1-92.) • 

( 5 ) 

In the City of his Father's Friend. 

They started at once and the faithful minister became 
their guide on the wa.y. The prince prayed for the 
welfare of the young wood-cutters, his play-fellows, who 
held him dear as their life. 'l'he Begum was accustomed 
to journey in State-palanquins and Tanjams but now had, 

• in this hour of great peril, to walk on foot. 
She went a few paces and then sat down to take rest; and 
slowly did they travel in this way so that they could reach 
the capital of the Brahmin Raja on the sevP.nth day. 

It was mid-day and they had become quite exhausted 
with hunger and fatigue. 'l'he prince Jamal now with 
his mother and the minister· reached the city of the 
Raja. The place looked so beautiful that it appeared 
to them as a land of fairies. At that hour the Raja 
was seated on a cushion in his private room. 'l'he 
young prince and the minister saluted him as a mark 
of respect as they approached him. 

r.t,he Raja was struck by the handsome figure of the 
young boy and with a curious look enquired as to 
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whence he came and whose son he was. He ended 
with the query, "What it is that has brought you here, 
'boy ? " The old minister burst into tears unable 
to control his feelings, and then slowly wiping them away 
with . his hand he thus introduced the prince to 'the 

• Raja, "Alai Khan, Dewan of Baniachang was Your High-
ness' friend. This lad is his son. He" has fallen into .a 
great distress and come to you for help. Lady Fatema, 
his mothe!, is also here. She has accompanied us to 
this city. The boy's uncle has become his enemy. 
He sent his soldiers to murder him a few days ago." 

When the Raja heard all, he embraced young 
Jamal wi~h great affection and gave him a seat near 
his own on the cushion. He o1·dered rich meals fo1· 
his guests ; and his - men sprinkled rose-water and 
attar on the prince's person. 

A beautiful bungalow was raised in the outer· apart
ments for· Fatema Bibi and her son. The old minister 
also lived with them. 

It became a custom with young Jamal to stroll in 
the squthern part of the Raja's city every day for the 
sake of pleasure. A beautiful tank was there with 
landing ghats on its four sides, made of marble. Over 
each of thes~ ghats gorgeous golden flags lay unfurled, 
and the young .Prince was pleased with the sight. He 
enjoyed all that he saw, and thus pleased with the city, 
he lived a happy life in his new home. One day, he softly 
spoke thus to his mother, "I 

1 
shall tell you, oh good 

mother, of my resolve. I will go in the guise of a 
l!,akir and visit llaniacha.ng. I must see my father's 
kingdom with my eyes. Be kind, oh my good mother, 
to give .me permission." The mother wept and said, 
'' My cup of suffering has been full to the brim, I will 
not court new ones. I will not allow you to go to th~ 

5l 
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city of our enemies. I have no ambition. Rather I would 
beg alms from door to door and live on them." 

Jamal Khan said a good deal but his arguments 
could not convince his mother. He could not secure 
the permission inspite of his eagerness and solicitude. 

Now, shortly after thi!'; the youu.g prince came out 
of his house iPl ·the dead of night and with some of his 
picked friends and play-fellows proceeded towards the 
forest Haliaban. On reaching the place he found that 
~U the trees there had been cut down. Lengra was now 
the master of the whole l~nd. He had brought a host 
of low-caste labourers with him, who settled there. 
~e had got 40 puras of rent-free land as.his reward 
and he was living there with his people in prosperity. 
Arriving there, Jamal Khan saw the neighbouring 
localities all made desolate by the oppressions of Dewan 
Dulal Khan. The ryots were found bewailing their lot 
in great despair. Dulal Khan on some pretext 
or other, inprisoned their headmen. For arrears of 
rent he very often passed capital sentence, killing the men 
himself with his sword. They were often thrown into. cages 
where the lions were kept or into prison-houses where 
chillies wer) burnt continually creating a burning 
smoke which choked their breath. Their beard was 
tied to posts so that they could not move their heads 
one way or the other. Wives and mothers of the ryots 
were brought to the Dewan's place and insulted. They 
often fled in numbers from their native country, leaving 
their house and property. (Ll. 1-74.) 

( 6 ) 

Jamal Kkan beoomes tke JJewan of Baniaakang. 

The prince returned and informed his mother of all 
that he ha4 seen and heard, Jle was nqw sixteen years 
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old and resolved to acquire a training in the art of war. 
He joined the soldiers and began to practise with his 
shield and sword. In that kingdom of the Brahmin Raja 
he soon achieved fame fqr his cleverness in handling 
weapons. When he was twenty he sought the permission 
of his mother one day to go on a hunting excursion. "I 
am bound," he said, "for the Hamila forest for hunting 
purposes. I have got a large and well-equipped cavalry 
with numerous foot-soldiers, horses and elephants, from 
the Raja. No.w do not, oh mother, stand in my way." 
Lady :Fatema began to cry and ~he prayed to God that He 
might protect the lad from all danger~. He was the sole 
delight of .her unfortunate life and was like the prop of 
a blind person-her only stay. 

Now Jamal Khan., shortly after, started for the Hamila 
forest with his army. He attacked the whole host of 
Lengra, killed many of them ; and the rest of his people, 
about 10,000 men, took fright _and fled jtWay. The prince 
got Lengra arrested, and had him . bound hand and foot 
with iron chains. Now, he marched to the city of 
Baniachang. The people of that large city looked with . . 

curiosity at them and wondered who might be the young 
hero who came with such a magnificent array of elephants 
and cavalry. 

The prince applied whip to his noble steed, and through 
the dust raised by its hoofs the people caught a glimpse of. 
him bright as the sun. But as soon as they heard that it 
was their own prince Jamal who had coine, they joined 
his army in a body and laid siege to the palace. Dewan 
Dulal Khan? the enemy, fled by the back-door. 

So the young hero took possession of his father's 
dominions and sent a message to the old minister at 
Dakshinbha-g. · He, besides, sent the stately Tanjam of 
the palace to bring his mother back home. Lady 
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Fatema came in due course, and the Brahmin Raja Dubraj 
. was right glad at what had taken place. 

Jamal Khan, our new Dewan, began to rule the 
kingdom judiciously. Fakir Faizu says, "In all these 
affairs the Divine hand ·is to be traced. Jamal Khan had 
been but a beggar in the forest. But by His grace he 
now became a Dewan and see also how his uncle behaved I 
Oh my chorus, sing this Jaree song keeping the time with 
your feet. 1 Now I will leave this topic and begin another. 
Many learned people have assembled to hear our song. 
Let me now sing the story.of Adhmi. (Ll. 1-50.) 

( 7 ) • 

.Adlzua in Love. 

Raja Dubraj had a daughter named Adhua Sundari. 
The fairies and nymphs of heaven were ashamed of 
themselves at the" beauty of this princess. When she 
opened her large eyes and gazed at the sky, the sun hid 
itself behind the clouds in shame. She was the darling 
of her mother, and her five brothers held her in.great 
affection. The couch whereon she slept was made of 
solid gold and she chewed betels of the colour of rose as 
she reclined on her couch for rest. Her five sisters-in-law 
with pretty hair-combs of mica bound her long hair 
into a chignon. One who beheld the glance of her large 
eyes, never c~red to admire the dark clouds of the 
sky nor the dark waters of a river. She used to wear a 
saf$i transparent and white like the waters of the Ganges. 
No fairy, no nymph would dare stand near her when she 
decked herself in her fine apparel. When she walked, her 
long hair almost kissed the ground and one who had but 

1 The singers dance as they sing. 
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once seen her would never be able to forget her in life. 
Youth had just dawned on her as she was barely sixteen. 
People said that in the whole pargana of Dakshin bhag, 
there was not a second girl as beautiful as she. 

Once A.dhua went to the palace-garden to pluck 
flowers. She saw Jamal passing by the road bright as 
the moon. She admired his manly fCU':r;.n, and thought 
that there was not another young man in the whole 
world so handsome. She stood and gazed at him. · 
Each time she felt as if a thousand moon-beams shone 
from the place. One-two-three days passed in this 
way. All this time she did • not leave her bed. The 
five sister~-in-law made enquiries : "Have you, dear 
one, fallen in love ? Who may be the person who has 
captured your young heart ? " The mother, father 
and the five brothers made kind enquiries and tried to 
soothe her mind by sweet words. But she uttered 
not a word and remained in bed day and night, weeping 
all alone. Her mother often remained with her in her 
room, but the love-sick daughter dreamt only of Jamal, while 
her mother made a hundred enquiries without knowing her 
mind. . One morning she ·rose up and gathered the finest 
flowers from the garden. She wove them into a garland and 
then she wrote a short note and wiped away her tears ag::l.in 
and again while reading it herself. She called one of he~ 
maid-servants into her room and told her, "A boon, oh 
dear Swapan (lit.-a draam, the name of the maid), I have 
to ask of you. Please go to the city of Baniachang with 
this garland and letter of mine. Give them to Jamal 
Khan and tell him how much I am suffering for him." 
Swapan departed and on the seventh day arrived 
at Baniachang. The prince was riding a carriage 
drawn by four horses. The maid interviewed him on 
the way. 
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She saluted him and gave him the garland with the 
letter. He asked her as to what it was that had made 
her travel all the distance· from Dakshinbhag and come to 
his city. 

She said, " Your Highness, I am a stanger to you. 
In the country of Dakshinbha~ there lives the fair damsel 
Adhua. No fair~ is a match for her in point of beauty. 
She is indeed like a living flame at the dawn of youth. 
She is deeply in love with Your Highness and has sent 
me to you with these tokens. She has desired me to 
say that you lived there for eighteen years ; you have 
got a kingdom now and forgot the country which gave 
you shelter at the time of your distress. In~eed, men 
are so forgetful and cruel. Adhua requests you in her 
letter to pay a visit to Daksbinbhag at least for a day 
and thus give her au opportunity of seeing you. This 
garland she wove with the choicest flowers that grow 
in the garden-city of Dakshinbhag. Kindly accept this 
as her present and read the letter. 

He read the letter and felt as if he was shot by an 
arrow. He dismissed the maid with a few words and said 

• nothing to his mother nor to anybody else, but stepped 
into his own. private chamber all alone. (Ll. 1-73.) 

( 8 ) 

The Inle·rview. 

On the landing steps of the river lay the beautiful 
pinnace of the Dewan on anchor. In the morning the 
young })ewan ordered the boatman to be ready for a 
trip to Dubaraja's city. The wind was against the 
tide and carried the boat with all her sails unfurled 
in utmost speed, and Jamal Khan reached the landing 
ghat of the river facing Adhua's residence in three days. 
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The boat wa~ moored there and the young. Dewan 
seated on the roof appeared resplendent as the sun. 

In the mornning Adhua with her maids went to 
the landing ghat for a bath. Her five sisters-in-law 
accompanied her. They talked and smiled gaily on 

• their way. 'l'heir long and curling hair was scented 
with oiL They had each a golden pitcher in her hand. 
Some went in a playful gait, the weight of the fresh 
charms on their persons making their steps gracefully 
slow .. Some had. their hair bound into .a knot, others with 
dishevelled hair, hanging d~wn in curls. One had a 
beautiful garland of Champa flowers on her breast and 
another with eyes beautifi~d by the black dye kajJal cast her 
quick glances around, and all had red powder ofluck that 
brightened their forehead. A maiden wore a. waist-belt 
from which the golden pendants made a merry sound. 
·some had silken robes and others clothes that shone with 
the colour of the sky. The damsels gaily dressed 
came to the bathing ghat. Amongst them there appeared 
Adhua as does the moon among her attendant stars. 

~tricken with love she looked thinner, but still her 
beauty shone like a spark of fire. She cared not -'for her 
hair, which uncombed, had become lmotted. Still her 
face looked fair as the moon. She stood on the landing 
ghat and saw the stately boat anchored there. On the 
roof sat Jamal who appeared like the sun peeping from 
the east at the dawn of the day, Flowers of various 
hue and size appeared in their -full bloom from the 
banks of the river and over these hummed a hundred 
bees. Fr0m his boat Jamal looked at Adhua and was 

, wonder-struck at her beauty, but he concealed his 
emotion and ordered the boatman to ply their oars and 

. go homeward. On the eve of his departure they had 
however exchanged mutual glances full of love'~ 
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message. And the bee thus left the flower before it 
could have the pleasure of a mere touch. 

When she returned home she could not suppress 
her emotion. It became apparent in her tears which 
she vainly strove to hide. The mother as usual made kind 

• 
enquiries, but she gave no reply, and leaving her couch 
lay on the bare floor, brooding over some unknown grief. 
"You are the darling of the whole house, my daughter," 
said the sorrowful mother, "held in great affection by 
your brothers. What can be the reason of your sorrow ? 
When your soft lips gently• utter the word ' mother ' I feel 
thrice blessed. 'fell me what ails you. Has any fairy cast 
her spell on you or did you see any bad dream iast night, 
my child ? Do not let any unhappy thought weigh on your 
mind, but tell me freely what it is that causes you 
pain"? 

Fakir Faizu says, ''No mother, it is not on account 
of any fault of yours that your girl is grieving. She has 
loved,-love is a great pain." (L. 1-60.) 

( 9 ) 
• 

· The Proposal. 

What do you think the young Dewan did, returning 
home ? He called his old minister to his presence and 
said, "Here is thia letter; carry it personally to Raja 
Dubaraja. He has a beautiful daughter fair as a nymph 
of heaven. Go . to the court of the Raja and hand 
over my letter to him. You will first orally communicate 
my message and tell him, "Hindus and Mahammadans 
are the children of the same God. Prince Jamal Khan 
offers to marry Adhua-Your · Bigness's daughter. I 
come with this message "-saying so, deliver the 
letter," 
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With the - Jetter · in hand, the minister marched 
towards Dakshinbhag. He went with a large number 
of followers,. some· of whom rode elephants and· others 
horses. He took with him a number of valuable jewels 
as dowry. It took him five days to· reach the place~ 
He presented himself at the Durbar of the Raja and 
having scented the letter with attar· • communicated 
the proposal verbally, and 1·espectfully handed the letter 
over to him. (Ll. 1;.18.) 

(10) 

Insult to tlte Minister. 

TheRa~ was a Hindu and, besides~ a Brahmin. As 
soon as he heard the proposal, he burst forth into a 
terrible fit of anger and became like burning fire. 
He ordered the public executioners to throw the_ old 
minister into a dark prison. He was l<ept there for a 
week :With a heavy _ stone on his breast. A regular 
array of ants was let loose to plague him in bed. 

All his beard was plucked by force and he was made 
to roll.and whirl like a ball, being pushed from behind; 
One of his ears was cut and his body was scorched in 
sev~ral pl~tees by mean's of hot iron. After seven days, he 
was:turned qut of the city, being driven by the neck. 

The minister in that sorry plight reached Baniachl:tng · 
and ~elated the story of his insult to the Dewan with tears 
in his· eyes. He concluded by saying, "It is for you, tity 
l~rd, that I have lost one of my ears and been put to such. 
grievous ins~lt in the presence of all." (Ll.··l~1.6.) 

(11) 

Retaliation. 

He became like fire, inflamed by wind at this report 
and ordered his army to be ready for war. The soldiers 
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all cried, "Allah, Allah" and rp.ade preparations for an 
expedition. 'fhe elephants and horses were gaudily 
caparisQned and the soldiers showed great enthusiasm 
armed with their spears, arrows, swords and shields. 
'J.1hey looked terrible as death, as they marched on. 

The dust raised by the h~fs of horses created clouds 
in the sky. All who claimed any connection with Nabi 
assembled on this errand and they raised the war-cry, 
"Allah, Allah" which, so to speak, rent the sky. The 
citizens wondered at the brilliance of the army, as they 
saw Jamal Khan marching at the head of them mount
ing a noble steed. (Ll. 1:12.) 

(12) 

The Two Brothers. 

Let us refer to the topics of Dulal Khan, brother of 
Alal, whom Jamal had driven from his gadi. When 
his nephew took the reins of administration in his own 
hands driving Dulal from the countt·y, the latter turned 
a ·Fakir and after travelling six months on foot reached • 
the shrine of Mecca. He met his elder brother Alal 
in that sacred city and bowed to him with all humility. 
He actually cried when he thus gave an account of him
self: "Hear, my esteemed brother, the tale of my woes 
caused by your wicked son. He has turned me out from 
our city and I am no better than a Fakir to-day as you 
see. The subjects have taken fright at his conduct. 
He does not spare the womankind in his sweeping 
oppression. There in his harem are to be seen old and 
young women of respectable families bound in iron-chains. 
There is no man whose honour is safe in his kingdom. 
You are away from the country and live in Mecca 
lettin~ such a son to reign in your ~lace l " 
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vVhen tP,e old Dewan heard all this he became so 
angry that he could not speak for some time. He 
accompanied his brother homeward and first came to 
Daskhinbhag, the place whero his friend Dubaraja 
reigned. The two friends ~et after a long time and 

· they em braced each other • in great affection. Alal 
Khan asked of him a report as to tk& conduct of his 
son. It should be remembered that Dubaraja had·, 
now, become an enemy to Jamal Khan. He gave a 
false report, nearly confirming all that Dulal had 
said. • 

Now, Alal Khan with his friend the Raja, who led 
his vast a"OTiy, went to lay siege to the city of Bania
chang. It was a vast army looking like surging waves at 
a ti~e when a storm break-.;. They looked menacing and 
grand as they proceeded onwards with swords and 
shields,-~ith elep~ants and horses. . 

Like two g1·eat strea"ms l'Ushing forth from cliffs and 
infernal regions and meeting one another, the two 
armies met and stood facing each other in 
a men~cing attitude. 'l'he army of Baniachang stood 
ready for fight and displayed a great enthusiasm. But 
when young Jamal came to know all, he laid his shield 
~nd sword on the ground. He left the army and 
humbly walked to meet his father. The father and the 
son met in the open field. The old man became _incensed 
at the sight of his son and looked like dry leaves that had 
caught fire. ·He planned to give order for the immediate 
execution of the young hero. At his order, they bound 
Jamal hand and foot with hard iron-chains. His glory was 
eclipsed like that of the moon under the demoniac power 
of Rahu. Alai Khan, after this act, arrived at the 
city of Baniachang. For seven days Jamal Khan was 
kept in a dungeon· with a heavy stone on his breast, 
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Helpless as he was, he cried for the mercy of God. 
After seven days, judgment was to be delivered 
on him. 

Such are the mysterious ways of Providence. Let 
me describe the incidents that followed. (Ll. 1-52.) 

• 
. . (13) 

The Contents of the Mysterious Letter. 

One would t;tke full six months to travel on foot 
from Baniachang to Delht · 'fhe monarch of the great 
Empire resided in that great city. From there a letter 
came to the Dewan. But none could decipher its contents. 
Both the pages of the folio seemed blank, and the Dewan 
Alai Khan was at his wit's end to make any meaning 
out of the message conveyed by the royal communication. 
The ministers and. other officers of the State e~ch tried 
his best, but none could discover ·any alphabetical sign 
in the letter. Alas l who was the person that had 
played such a deception ! -'l'he penalty for not comply
ing with the royal order would be death. What iihould 
they now do at this crisis ? The news spread in the 
city and there was none there who had not heard it. It 
became a gossip with the house-holders and soldiers alike. 
Prince Jamal heard of it from the prison. He became 
curious to see the letter and sent one of the jail-constables 
to his father asking him to show him the curious 
document. Alai Khan accompanied by his officers 
and friends himself went to the prison with the letter. 

The letter was handed to Jamal in the dark cell 
in which he was, and a man was sent to bring a light 
there. .Jamal Khan, in the meantime, had opened· 
the ietter in the dark and held it before his eyes. In dark; 
ness the letters of the epistle sparkled brilliantly and 
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Jamal at once read out its contents before his father. 
He said, "Oh my revered father, the great Emperor 
wants an .army from you. He wants ten thousand 
soldiers and a good number of horses. His command 
is that within seven days the army should reach the 
city. Non-compliance witl1 the orders will subject you 
and your children to a sentence of death." 

Alal Khan was on the horns o~ a dilemma at this 'stage. 
"How can I go to the field within seven days ? " he 
thought-within himself. ''But if I fail to carry out the 
order, the risk will be the ·loss of life, inflicted on myself 
and on the whole family." (LL 1-34.) 

(14) 

Jamal sent to War. 

He asked the· ministers and ·other officers ··to state 
their opinions as to who should be sent to Delhi. Just 
at that moment Raja Dubaraja thought, "If Jamal b~ 
not sentenced to death by the Dewan, there will be no 
retribution at all. So far as I can see, the fathees affection 

• 
may prevail and he may be discharged after a mockery 
of trial; this is the opportune moment to send him to the 
fatal war." 

'l'hinking thus .he said· to Alai, '' My dear Jriend, 
why·do you wor1;y yourself on this point ? Send Jamal 
with· an ar'my. H~ is skilled in the art of war and 
I am sure he will @orne back a victor.'' . 

Alal approved of the suggestion and said to Jamal, 
"Now dost thou go, oh Jamal, and save our family 
and children." 

He bowed to his father respectfully and be~1l'me 

ready to go_ to Delhi at the head. of an army·~ to fight· for 
the Emperor. · . · 
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In the inner apartment the Begum Saheba heard 
the news. She was afraid and called her son to her 
presence. He came fully equipped and dressed as a 
soldier for bidding her adieu. She said, " Alas, oh 
my son-" but could not complete the sentence. '!'hen 
controlling herself she said, -''Are you going to take 
leave of mer .Ob, what words of consolation would 
you give to your poor mother at this hour of parting ? 
You are the light of my eyes. How shall I live with· 
out seeing your face bright as the moon,-without 
hearing your words sweet as honey,--without hearing 
that affectionate address ~ mother ' from your lips ? 
A mother alone knows the pangs of a moth~r's heart. 
How can others know that ? If you go away whom 
shall I have left in this world to call as mine own ? 
I know not whose garden full of ripe fruits I destroyed 
or whom I robbed of his wealth for which I have 
deserved this sentence from Providence. When I shall 
rise in the morning how shall I bear the long day 
without seeing your moon-like face but once ? " 

'l'he lady lamented long in this strain. Jamal Khan 
• 

said affectionately, "Bless me, oh mother, so that I may 
return victor from the field. Do not lament and cry 
at this hour." 

The mother blessed the brave child, and taking leave 
of her, Jamal started for the great city of the empire. 

. (Ll. l~l'iO.) 

• 
(15) 

Letter to A.dhua. 

Now listen, oh brethren, to what happened to Adhua. 
On the way Jamal ordered his army to halt and take rest 
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for a short time and at this interval he wrote a letter to 
Adhua which ran thus :-

" Do you, oh maiden, still recollect poor Jamal ? I 
am summoned to Delhi for joining the war that is raging 
there. Probably I go never to come back to my native 
land. You are, I am sure, ur!aware of this. Surely you will 
feel a gap in your heart for me. Is i-t •not a pity that I 
am not allowed to meet my love a,nd take the gift of 
sweet betels from her dear hands even once in my life ? 
I am now a Fakir and leave my home for ever. Adhua, 
my bitterest grief is that I. shall not see your face 
bright as the moon and never again shall we meet in life. 
Great hopes had I that I would be happy in life, 
securing you for my bride. But t·hat is never to be. 
I could not personally take a final leave of you. 'fhis 
grieves me most. But if, by the grace of God, I ever 
return to my country I shall do all in my· power to get 
myself united with you in wedlock." 

He closed the letter and wiped away his tears that 
had sprung from his eyes. He took off the diamond
ring from his finger and sent it along with the letter to . ~ 

Adhua. · 
With his ten thousand men, he next proceeded. towards 

Delhi. He saw many bad signs on the way. On the left 
side, some one sneezed as he started. A fly blown by 
the wind sat on his eye-lid. His noble war-horse st.umbled 

. and got a hurt in the leg. He saw wood-men carrying 
loads on the way apd as he turned back, he .heard the 
cry three times, ' Stop, stop, stop.' At this point he saw a 
corpse being borne on the shoulders of men for cremation.· 
It appeared to him that some one was lamenting in the. 
air as he went on. All these omens were observed and· 
he became pensive and sad, and weeping prayed to Allah. 
to save h~m fr<:>m all trouble and danger. (LL 1-38.) 

' 
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(16) 

1'he Tra,qical End. 

One-two-three months passed, after which a letter 
came from the Emperor of Ddlhi. It contained the sad 
news of ,Jamal's aooth. All the old affection for the child 
returned to the Dewan at the J•eport and he fell down on 
the bare floor struck by grief and looked like a banana 
plant blown down by a N ovem her storm. When restored 
to consciousness he. began to cry and the U zirs and other 

• 
officers shared his great grief. The whole city of 
Baniachang mourned the loss of their belov~d prince. 
Even the elephants and horses of the stall shed silent 
tears ; and the birds that lived in the forest or flew in 
the sky, stopped their gay notes for a time, stunned 
by grief. 'rhe flower-women lamented loudly. For 
whom, alas, would they weave garlands of flowers? 
Loud lamentations were heard throughout the great 
city. And Faizu Fakit·, the poet, says, " Don't grieve, oh 
citizens, but pray to God to restore peace to your mind." 

• When the dire news reached the inner apartments of 
the palace, ·Fatema Bibi fell senseless on the ground. The 
attending maids nursed her, but it was of no.avail ; for, 
on the third day she expired. 

Dewan Alal was lamenting over the Begum's dead 
body when the old minister came there and told him the 
whole history of his son's case. He sajd, " It is through. 
your fault.that you have brought ruin upon you." And 
then he related how, after the Dewan had gone to Mecca, 
Dulal Khan became an enemy of his son and sent ten 
thousand men headed by Lengra with orders to bury 
Jam~l Khan and the Begum alive. How they escaped 
qe~th by the grac~. of God and how, like~ beggar of the 
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street, Jamal went to Dakshinbhag imploring the Raja's 
mercy with tears in his eyes; how he spent years in the 
city of Dubaraja ; how he destroyed the town founded by 
Lengra in the Hamila forest, and how he fought a hard 
battle and eventually he recovered his lost kingdom ; 
~ow Dubaraja's daughter A.dpua, a maiden fair whose 
bE>auty put to sh&.me that of any fairy, got enamoured 
of him and herself first offered her "love to the • 
prince without his seeking it ; how the old minister 
himself went to the court of the Raja with a proposal 
of marriage ; how at his orders his police-staff 
arrested him and cut off one of. his ears and insulted 
him in various ways, and how owing tu this 
proposal the ltaja got incensed at Jamal Khan, turned 
his enemy and advised the Dewan to send him to battle. 

The old Dewan's wrath kindled like fire on hea1·ing 
the story and his grief for his son's death increased 
tenfold. He called his generals and ordered them to 
bring the Raja to him, bound hand and foot, in the course 
of the night. His order was "fire is to be set on his city 
and the citizens are to be indiscriminately killed, their 
dead bocties rolling in blood are to be thrown into river; 
no house, no tree of tha.t city is to spared ; ·a regular 
river of blood should flow there, striking terror into the 
hearts of all." 

The ar1~y naturally delighted in war and all martial 
operations went on in full speed, like fire while burning a 
forest. ( Ll. 1-58.) 

• ( 17 ) 

Poo1· Adhua 

What did the ptincess Adhua do when she received 
Jamal's letter? She hastened to the temple of Chandi 
and wiped it by her flowing hair. E{er attending 
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maids made preparations for worship. Rice dried with 
the rays of the sun, clarified butter, bananas and stigar, 
sandal and vermilion and other articles were brought in 
plenty. She sat in a worshipful attitude before Chandi and 
prayed to her like a devotee. Just at that hour the army 
of the Dewan reached Da.kshin bhag. They seized the 
person of th~ .Raja and dragged the princess out from 
the t~mple. In the morning they reached the city 
of Baniachang with the captives. In the way she 
heard loud lamentations near the city and learnt that 
Jamal had been killed in the battle. Under her thick 
curling hair she had • hidden a small box of poison. 
She opened it now .............. .. 

They brought her out from inside tlie palanquin 
at the order of the Dewan. The Dewan said," Kerumulla 
is the groom of my horses. Adhua must be married 
to him. My grief will be assuaged by this insult." 
They dragged her out by her long hair but found her 
uncon!3cious by the effect of the poison. Her long and 
curling hair lay there besmeared with dust. She looked 
like the full moon, come down from heaven to the 
earth. 'rhe Dewan's heart burst in grief at the sight 
of the beautiful princess and the memory of his 
lost son grew afresh in his mind. He saw a letter 
bound to the curling locks of the maiden. Alas l it 
was the one Jamal Khan had written on the ·eve 
of his departure. He also saw the diamond-ring of his 
son on a finger of the girl. " How could she get 
the ring of my son ?"-he wondered. Then Alal 
brought his friend Duba.raja to his presence and related 
all that had happened. The two friends became 
once. more united in common grier and cried embracing 
one another. Both had lost theit· children and both 
were stupefied by grief, 
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The old Dewan called his brother Dulal to him and 
said, '' You wish to be the permanent Dewan; well 
and good; .be what·you wished_; I shall again leave this 
place and . turn the Fakir that I was. I shall never 
again come to Baniachang: The grief for my son is . . 
consuming me like fire." 

He took leave of his minister and otlie·r officers and 
turned a Fakir, bound again for the holy city of Mecca. 
The ministers and other officers silently wept and the 
inhabitants of the whole kingdom were merged in grief 
at the renunciation of the Dew.an ; in the forest the 
birds lamented by their warbles; and the tears of the 
fish were m~ged in the river ; the slaves struck their 
heads with their hands as a mark of sorrow; the people 
of the city sat stupefied with their heads bent downward 
and wept. · 

Dubaraja who was such an orthodox Brahmin, turned 
a Mahomedan convert, and started for Mecca. 

The ministers and officers, as they saw the two friends 
start for Mecca as two Fakirs, were struck with vehemer;tt 
grief. ".Alas, alas," they said, "behold the Dewan 
of an Empire goes away like a street-beggar!" 

Faizu Fakir says, "What is the good of all these 
lamentations ? Allah has written with his own hand 
the luck of each _man-what he will do ~nd what h~ 
will be-and this is unalterable. Take the name of 
Allah, my friends, for my story ends here. •This world 
is vain; the name of AHah alone is true." (Ll. 1-64.) 

THE END 



FlROJ KHAN DEW AN. 



PREFACE TO DEWAN FIROJ KHAN . 
• 

T be name of the author of this ballad is. not 
known, ·though there can be no doubt that he was a 
Muhammadan. 

The name of Firoj Khan does not occur in the 
genealogical tree of the Dewans, so far as it has been 
available to us. As I find it to be the case in m~ny · of 
these ballads, I am convinced that the Muhammadan 
chiefs generally adopted dignified classical names on 
assuming the reins of administration. 

•Their more . popular names, however, are to ·.· be 
found in the ballads. And there can: be no-'question 
that this ballad, like some others about' the 
Dewans of Jangalbari, embodies a good deal of historical 
facts. · 

Firoj Khan proba~ly was one of Isba Khan's gra~dsons, 
he cannot be further removed from the great chief~ . . ' . 

As will be seen from the genealogical tree and the State-
records of t.be Dewans, the property was afterwards 
divided amongst numerous scions of the fami]y and the 
later Dewans, who were mere landlords of some status1 

could scarcely think of fighting with t.he Emperor of, 
Delhi for independence, . · · : -
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~ Firoj Khan, as appears from the b~llad, was a daring 
chief with his head full of notions of the glories of his 
ancestors. He was a lineal descendant of Isba Khan and 
occupied his gadi in full-fledged power and glory. We 
find it distinctly mentioned that "he was born in the 
family of Isha Khan." Such a. reference would not he 
consistent, if he were a son of the illustrious founder . . 
of the family. 

Isba Khan had two sons,-Musha Khan and Muhammad 
Khan. Musha Khan had a son nnmed Machum Khan and 
Muhammad Khan's son was Eoaz Mahammad. For reasons 
already stated, we are reluetant to go down beyond the 
latter two names for finding out Firoj Khan in the 
genealogy of the Dew~ns. The genealogy of the"Dewan
family supplied to us is neither exhaustive nor very 
accurate. We have elsewhere found the names of not 
only Abdul Khan as son of Isha Khan hut of Adam and 
Biram, his two sons by his queen Sonamani-the Hindu 
princess of Sripur. Kellatajpur was a seat of another line 
of Dewans who probably came from the north-west an!i 
represented genuine lVIoslem blood. The vast field known 
as the Kellatajpur Maidan lies to the south of N etrakona, 
on the river Patkhora. Traces of the ditch and bricks of 
the old palace are still to be found in this tract of land. 

Chandrakumar collected this ballad from three singers 
-(1) Sayabali Gayen of Fajilpur, (2) Sadir Gayen of 
Chandrat.ala and (3) Rahaman Gayen of Katikhali. He got 
a portion of it from an old blind Fakir who begged alms 
from door to door and earned his living 1>y singing. The 
above three singers were the pupils of the famous Ajib 
Gayen of Kabichandrapur in Pergana Nasir-u-jiaJ. But the 
name of Jogir Gayen of Baraibari Jigatala in Pergana 
Susang, from whom Ajim had learnt the ballad is still famous 
in the country side as a singer of uncommon power. There 
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is another singer named Madan .Byapari who sings 
another version of the ballad which is evidently distorted. 
He has introduced much of the old folk-element in it 
and described Sakhina. as fighting with a club, 80 maunds 
in weight and performing other miracles like a Druid 
priest or a ~rantrik Siddha. • 

11he ballad keeps up a sustained interest, though it 
is not characterized by much ·poetry. The last. scene 
redeems the prosaic narration of the preceding cantos 
and gives the whole song an almost epic grandeur. 
Sakhina's enthusiastic hopes. of giving a reception to 
her lord on his return from the battle-field as a vict.or, 
are smothered by the cruel tidings which Dal'ia com
municates to her after some hesitation. But she bears 
the dire news of her husband peing taken as a captive with 
the patience of a saint and her incessant fight in the field 
for 30 hours, dressed in man's attire, shows moi·e than 
her martial skill and bravery-the supreme triumph of 
love. But a woman's heart, however strong, has a 
vulnerable point, and there she would scarcely be able 
to SlJ.pport herself even if the stroke be as soft as that 
of a flower. She who could fight like a lioness for a fall 
day and night in the face of grim death roaring from 
the mouth of the enemy's cannon in the hope of rescuing 
her husband, and was looked upon by friends and foes 
alike to be indomitable in the field, ·dies of failure 
of heart, when the messenger comes running and 
shows her the let.ter of divorce by which her lord had 
brought on an amicable settlement with the enemy. 
She only pauses for a moment to look at the sea,! and 
signature of htr husband to be too sure of it, and then 
drops down dead on the spot. 

'l'he ballad refers to facts which occurred in the 
latter part of the 19th century and must have 

p;t 
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been originally composed not much later than that 
time. 

The ballad of Firoj Khan is complete in 238 lineL 

• 
. . 



Firoj Khan Dewan . 

• ( 1 ) .. 
First of all obeisance to Allah. Let us next narrate 

the history of Jangalbari. 
The founder of t.he family was Kalidas Gajdani who 

was so powerful that within his jurisdiction tigers ancl 
buffalloes drank from the same fountain without daring 
to quarrel with one another. 

In his• court Pirs, Fakirs and scholarly Brahmins 
daily assembled and discussed learned subjects. He 
made small figures of elephant pl~ted with gold and distri
buted them amongst Brahmins. For this he was 
popularly called Gajdani or "giver of elephants." 
Heated were the discussions that took place in his court 
between the Muhammadan and Brahmin scholars. 
As a result of t}lis continued discourses the Dewan's 
mind• was purged of all evil thoughts, and gradually the 
right se:nse dawned on him ; he gave up his infidel faith 
and turned a Muhammadan. 

Kalidas Gajdani had two sons;-of these two, I shall 
relate to you the story of lsha Khan: He revolted 
against the Emperor of Delhi who sent an army against 
him. Who was there so powerful as could cope with 

• 
the royal army ? lsha Khan was defeated at Douj 
Ghat. He crossed the Jayantia hills and fled. The 
army of the Emperor pursued him. They could not 
overtake hirn as he took refuge in the dense woods, and 
he then went upstream and landed at Jangalbari. In 
that city two brothers, Ram and L·lksman, ruled at 
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that time. Isba Khan now went down stream and laid 
siege to their capital with his force. The two brothers 
fled from the city, which Isba Khan conquered. There 
the Dewan family became settled. · And I will here 
relate to you the history of J angalbari founded by 
Isha Khan. Great wrestlers came from different 
countries and bowt~d their head to Isba Khan with whom 
no one could cope in the strength of his arms. He 
measured forty puras of land there and built a new city 
on the plot. He had many large tanks dug in his city 
with landing gha.ts made of stone. In the bungalows 
with twelve gateways that he built, the doors were plated 
with gold. 'J.1l1e windows, big and small sparkled in the 

• 
sun as its rays were reflected on the glasses. Indeed the 
city with its smiling flower-gardens looked like a fairy 
land. 'rhe houses were equipped with crystal pillars, 
and gold was used in such profusion in the buildings that 
they shone with splendour from every corner. From 
the tops of the houses waved picturesque flags decorated 
with golden embroidery, and long staircases were 
all built with stone. The city shone as the moon, and 
the Dewan ruled the country from his magnificent palace. 

Firoj Khan was a scion of this distinguished family. 
His fame had spread far and wide. One day his learned 
courtiers sat round him in his btmgalow with twelve 
gate-ways. His. ministers and high officers were there. 
And he addressed them thus : "At every stage of my 
life am I reminded of my glorious ancestors who had 
fought with ·the Delhi Emperors. 'fhe founder of the 
Dewan family, Isba Khan, was so powerful that even the 
Emperor of Delhi could not cope with him. I cannot 
forget for a moment that I am his ilescendant. Now 
hear me, my o:ffictJrs, what I have resolved to do. God 
Almighty has created me. It is He who has sent me to 
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Jangalbari. But I have so long kept my place as Dewan 
by sending half of the revenues that I gather from my 
subjects to Delhi every year. I do not care to retain my 
Dewanship on such a humiliating condition. Now listen 
to what I have been thinking of in my mind. I will 
henceforth cease sending. revenue to Delhi. I will no 
longer attend the Dur bar of the Emperor. Let the 
army of the Emperor do whatever they like. I will fight 
by the will of God and I nm ready to court death if 
indeed that is the luck to ·which I am doomed. This 
is my resolve. I will myself call death to my doors." 

Just as he had finished his address, a maid-servant 
came from the inner ap~rtment. She said, "Your 
Highness' mother, the old queen, wishes you to see her 
immediately." 'rhe maid-servant after conveying this 
message saluted the Dewan and stood awaiting his 
reply. 

The Dewan said to his officers, " My mother has sent 
for me, so let the Dm·bar close to-day ; I will settle 
everything to-mot·row." (Ll. 1-88.) 

• ( 2 ) 

Saying so, the Dewan entered the inner apartment 
and was imtantly in the presence of 'his mother. The 
maid-servants offered the Dewan cool d-rinks of sweet 
sharbat. He drank and was refreshed and then reposed 
himself at his ease on a cushion. 'l'he maid-servants with 
fans decora.ted with mira fanned him and the mother gazed
at his handsome person bright as the moon reclining 
on the couch, and she took pride in his manly features. 
'l'he Dewan saluted his mother and said, "What 
is it, good mother, that made you send for me ? " 
She slowly said, "Do not be cruel, dear son, to your 
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old mama. As often as I see your face, I feel a pain in 
my heart which is not to be removed until you consent 
to marry. You are now in your full youth but you 
say that you will not marry. Will you not comply with 
my repeated requests ? My days on earth are short, • 
and I may soon go to my •grave. My ardent wishes 
will be fulfillecl jf I can see the face of a beautiful 
daughter-in-law in this palace before my death." 

The Dewan listened to the words of his mother with 
every mark of respect but said, " Can you feel, oh mother, 
what a-pain I bear in my hea,rt? The chief man of our 
family was Isba Khan witf1 whom the troops of Delhi 
could not cope. 'Jlhe Emperor honoured hi_m because 
he was a hero who could not be subdued even by his 
most valorous generals. In our illustrious family 
many a hero was born in the past. Now, hear my 
resolve. I will live an unmarried life. Day and 
night the thoughts of my State aro uppermost in my. 
mind. I have resolved not to send revenues to the Delhi 
Emperor any more. I will no more attend the Emperor's 
Durbar." 

• 
When the mother heat•d tha words of her son, she 

was struck with fear and sorrow and solicitously entreated 
him to change his mind. 

Meantime, when the rnother a.nd son were eng~ged 
in serious talk, •a picture-seller carne there. A maid
servant offered her a seat in the room. She opened her 
chest full of pictures and the maids stood surrounding . . 
her, when. the pictures were brought out one after 
another. 'rhe old queen asked her son to purchase 
a good one, offering to pay the price herself. The 
Dewan looked into the pictures and selected one. He 
was evidently struck with it and asked the woman, 
"What fairy of Behest is so beautiful ? Will you pray 
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tell me whose ricture is this ? I have seen pictures of 
fairies whose colour is all crimson and those whose 
colour is beautiful blue, and in fact, the whole· host 
of those who dwell in the fairy land, but I never 
saw a fairy like this ? Where does she live ? Who, 
alas, is her fortunate mate ?-'' The picture-seller smiled 
and said, " Listen to me, my young .prince, she is not 
a fairy. She is the daughter of Omer Khan, Dewan 
of Kella-Tajpur. She is a grown-up girl but is not yet 
married. She will marry if she gets a groom after her 
choice." 

Firoj Khan selected this pic.ture and kept it. When 
the womap wanted the price, the old queen was so very 
pleased that she presented her with her own necklace. 
'L'he picture-seller was right glad .and took betels from 
the queen's hands along with the necklace and departed 
saluting her. (Ll. l-76.) 

( 3 ) 

Chorus.-" 'l'he river of love went upstream and with 
it his mind." 

The Dewan kept the picture with his mother and 
went to his own room. He reclined upon his couch 
and thought within himself, " I never saw a woman 
of such .exquisite beauty. 'l'here is none amongst the 
mortals to match this figure. It see"ms that God
Almighty sat in a lonely place and bestowed His ~hole 
thought in modell!ng her lovely form ; her limbs are 
fair and round as if worked out by the finest chisel. 
The colour h::ts t.he glow of a ripe banana and at this 
dawn of you~h her face looks like a water-lily. If 
one sees her but once, one's eyes are charmed; Yet it 
is hut a likeness. .I wonder how the figure itself would 
look ! ·My mind, it seems, is losing its balance, <ind 
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I cannot think of anything else. Who is the fortunate 
one for whom God has created this sweet creature ? " 

Firoj Khan became thus absorbed in wild and romantic 
thoughts and cared not to attend his administrative 
duties. The ministers nnd other officers could not make 

. . 
out the reason of this change. The Dewan neither took 
his bath nor his meals in proper time. '!'here was 
evidently something wrong in his hPa<.l. Meantime the 
revenue due to Delhi fell into arrearto!. The minister called 
on him and acquainted him with this and other important 
affairs of the State. The .Dewan said, "Hear me, oh my 
trusted officers, the position that I hold bas no more any 
charm for me. I want to take leave for some iime. You 
are to act in my place during my absence. Govern the 
country well and justly. I shall be ab:sent for a little 
while and go on a hunting excursion." 

The Dewan, shortly after this, saw his mother and 
asked leave of her. "I am going away," he said, "for 
hunting and shall be absent for a short while. 'l'he forest 
of Sonakandi is the abode of wild beasts. LarO'e tiO'ers ;-:, 0 

and bears infest these woods and every year make a pavoc 
amongst my subjects in the locality. 'fhe people there 
are in a constant state of alarm and ma,ny have deserted 
their homes in fear. '£he wild buffaloes of the place are 
no less ferocious and they ah o kill my men every now 

• 
and then. My heart melts in compassion for my poor 
subjects, and I am determined to savr~ them from theit· 
danger. I have come to you to ask y<».lr permission to set 
out with this ohject for Sonakandi." The mother wept and 
said, "How can I live, dear son, ·without you in this palace? 
You are the candle of my house and the light of my <"yes. 
The whole wol'ld will appear dark to me during your 
absence from home." Saying so, she wiped away her 
~rowing tears. She prepared meals with five currie~ with 
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her own band and affectionately served him on the eve of 
his departure. 

Firoj Khan started with his army.-The dust raised by 
the hoofs of horses covered the sky. The soldiers were 
maddened by enthusiasm in the prospect of a chase and 
the Dewan pitched his tents• at a place near the down
stream of the river flowing in the lo<;aJity. He halted 
at the forest-side for some days. But hunting was a 
mere pretext. He was planning to visit the city of 
Kella-Tajpur all the while and could not for a time 
settle what path he would follow to reacl} that city. 
He called his Foujder (general' one day and said to him, 
"Stay here for twenty-four hours. I will go away and 
will be abs.ent for one full day and night." The Foujder 
saluted him and departed. Now the Dewan was thinking 
of nothing else excepting Sakhina-the daughter of the 
'rajpur Dewan. In the mid night he disguised himself 
as a Fakir with Daspanja(P) in his hands befitting a fakir; 
he proceeded on his way counting the sacred beads. He 
walked with a great speed, journeying in three hours what 
in normal state would take twelve hours to travel. Thus 
did He reach the city of Kella-Taj pur in the shortest time 
and take his seat under a treep r~t)iti'ng the name of Allah 
like a true Fakir. 

The people who had been going by the road were 
attracted by the appearance of the Fakir and sat surround
ing him under the tree. Some of them wanted medicine 
for the diseases they suffered from ;· some stretched their 
hands before him believing that the Fakjr knew something 
of palmistry. Some wanted him to examine their forehead 
and foretell what-. was written in their luck ; others, who 
were chUdless, prayed for using his miraculous powers so 
·that they might get children, and promised him sinni or 
religious gifts as reward.· Others again abused him saying 

55 
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that he was a rogue under the guise of a Fakir. Some 
took compassion on him and spoke affectionately regretting 
that in his early youth he had cut off all ties with the 
world and turned a Fakir. They wanted to know what was 
the trouble or disappointment that had m'lde him so 
disgusted with the world that he abandoned it in early 
youth. . . 

Orner Khan, the Dewan, ruled over that place with his 
ministers and officers. Sakhina was his daughter, whose 
beauty dazzled all eyes, and attracted by which many 
princes and, sons of Nawa.bs had come there seeking her 
hands. But she chose no1te of them and they went away 
disappointed. It was the picture of this Sakhina that had 
turned the head of Firoj Khan who came there struck 
by her beauty, leaving his capital. 

At this time Dewan Omar had fallen very seriously ill. 
Many a physician and Fakir failed to gi·ve him relief, 
though they had tried their best. The Dewan heard of 
the young Fakir and sent for him. When Firoj Khan 
received this invitation he was overjoyed at the oppor
tunity thus given him for entering the Dewan's harem. 
Fakirs and Darbeshes were supposed not to know thE1 wily 
ways of the world and had free access to Zenana. 

Sakhina sat on the landing steps Qf the tank within 
the palace when Firoj KhaH went thither responding to 
the Dewan's calJ,. She was busy washing the red dye 
from her lovely feet. Her form reflected in the tank 
sparkled like the moonbeams on the waters. He at once 
recognised the maiden whom he had seen in the picture. 
"But the real is as remote from the pictut·e as heaven 
is from earth," he thought. "It is not in the power of 
an artist to draw her exact likeness." Her beauty seemed 
like a lovely stream flowing down on all sides with its 
playful charms. When the young Fakir had come neat 
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the bathing ghat Sakhina turned back and beheld him, 
"Ah me," she thought, " what a pity that this young 
man has renounced the world and turned a Fakir and 
left no chance for my making a choice!" She gazed at 
him with her insatiate eyes . • 

The maiden came up to him instantly and saluted him 
w'ith the respectful folding of bands as was becoming before 
a Fakir and said, "Tell me, oh young Fakir, who you are ! 
What disappointment did you suffer in life that has made 
you cut off all worldly ties and turn a Fakir ? Where was 
seen a person of your tender ag~, who ever turned a Fakir? 
My heart melts in compassion for you. How could your 
parents aliow you to l~ave home in this way ? I wonder 
that they did not follow your track with the speed of a. 
bird ! Why is it that you have entered" our harem?" 
Firoj Khan said in reply, "Your esteemed father, oh 
maiden, is seriously ill. He sent for me and I am here to 
try to cure him. It is by luck, fair maiden, that some 
people become kings ; my humble lot is to be a Fakir. 
So you see I travel from one country to another as such." 

Sftying so he entered the hall where the Dewan Orner 
Khan lay in his bed. He gave him a charmed locket. 
Firoj Khan, after this, joined his army and shortly after 
retumed homfl. (Ll. l-146.) 

(4) • 

After coming back he became a lover of solitude. He 
indulged in all sort!! of reveries about the maiden Sakhina. 
He neithm· attended the Durbar nor did his duties as 
Dewan and hardly came out of his private chambe1'. One 
day he called the maid-servant Daria to his presence. 
Daria was a young girl of a lively temperament and looked 
bright with her smile when she spoke. She wore .on her 
feet anklets of an artistic pattern call the 'Bakmal ' and a 
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necklace which in the countryside they called 'Hasli.' 
Her steps were graceful and she often ]aughed without a 
cause. She asked the Dewan as to what was the matter 
with him that he looked pale. "What a pity," she said, 
"that insects are already at work in such fine green 
bamboo-shrubs ! If your lordship is willing to marry, I 
will travel all ovet the world to find .-., lovely bride for you. 
You have now stepped into youth, why should you thus 
deceive your own mind and deprive yourself of the 
pleasures which it is fit in the nature of things for you 
to enjoy''? • 

When the merry slave-girl thus delivered herself, 
Firoj Khan slowly said in reply, " Hear me, Daria, I 
sincerely believe that there is none in the world who 
sympathises with me more than· you do. I have 
known you from childhood and I can place absolutli 
confidence in you. I am going to open my mind to 
you to-day. I am feeling extremely miserable over the 
thought of my marriage. If you can help me to the 
attainment of my object I will reward you well. I will 
myself choose a good bridegroom for you and giv~ you 
five maid-servants to wait upon you and minister to 
your comforts. 

"You are to go from here to Kella-Tajpur in the 
guise of a picture-seller. There lives in that city princess 
Sakhina, the daughter of Dewan Orner Khan. You are to 
enter her harem with the pictures I will give you. Show 
her all of them one by one and last ,pf all produce this 
picture of a Fakir and submit it for her inspection with 
due courtesy." Saying so the Dewan oiiered her a 
basketful of pictures which she took in her arms and 
was about to depart-after having salaamed him. The 
young Dewan asked her to stop for a moment and gave 
some further dit·ections'. He said, " Go to the harem 



of Dewan Orner Khan, seeking a moment when Sakhina 
will be all alone in her room. Open your basket and 
let her know what she may be curious to learn from 
you. When you will show her the picture of the Fakir, 
keep your eyes fixed on her and study her face, closely 
observing what impression it makes on her. If she asks 
you anything in regard to that picture, .t~ll her, ' I am a 
mere picture-seller and do not know much about him. 
I have only heard that he belongs . to the family of 
Dewans. I have no detailed knowledge of the pictures 
that I sell, they are very numerous. I buy and sell 
them-that is my interest in them. I visited Delhi, A gra 
and other cities and last of all have come to Bengal. . . 

This picture of the Fakir I purchased on my way. I 
heard that this young man was a Dewan but has - turned 
a Fakir enchanted wit~ the beauty of a maiden named 
Sakhina, who it is said, lives in this very city-I have 
heard that he has been wondering from place to place 
like a Fakir maddened by her beauty.' 

"You will say these words and observe if the colour 
of her face changes at this report." 

• Daria disguised herself as a picture-seller and started 
for. Kella-Tajpur with the basket. It usually took a 
person three days to reach the city of Kella-Tajpur. 
Alone the slave-girl went all the way. She saw from afar 
the city with her crest of towers rising a~oft to the sun 
and sparkling with their golden hue. The city covered 
a pura and a half of ]and. Every now and then did she 

• 
see from distance blue-coloured tiara-shaped crests of 
Musjids fading as it were on the horizon. She admired 
the artistic skill and the plan of the city. The horses 
and elephants marched in the street with their riders 
on their gaily caparisoned backs ; with eyes full of 
curiosity she observed everything as she proccedef.l. 
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On entering the palace she lost not a moment but 
instantly stepped into the harem and and saw Sakhina 
in her compartments. She was at that moment 
seated on a sofa in her room. Her dishevelled hair 
looked like broken clouds falling in profusion on the arms 

• of the sofa.. Daria beheld that unmatched beauty with 
wonder, and saitl"to herself, "What is his fault ? Even 
a woman would fall in love with such a maiden. How 
oan a man resist such charms·? I never saw a woman 
so beautiful. I wonder if in the land of fairies there 
is any to match her ! Ho.w lovely are her feet decorated 
with the red dye! How exquisitely fine are her eyes 
painted with .<surma ! With these eyes if she l4>oks at any 
man he is sure to be maddened by her glance." 

She saluted the princess and approaching her opened 
the basket of pictures. She first showed her the pictures 
of great emperors and kings and of great warriors. Next 
she showe;l her those of N awabs and their Begums; 
and last of all she brought out from the basket the 
picture of the Fakir. ~he wiped away the dust and 
made it look bright. Then where the feet of th~ fair 
maiden decorated with the red dye alta rested on a 
foot-stool, she placed the picture with care. 

She was startled at the sight, like one who had got 
a golden apple in dream or had met a very dear friend 
a real sympathiser-after the lapse of long years. 
And then keeping her eyes fixed on the picture she 
addressed Daria and said, "Now tell Ilie, maiden, where 
did you get this picture ? You have no doubt wandered 
about many strange places. Where is it, oh picture-seller, 
that such a one could be found ? Who is the artist 
that has drawn Mlis picture ? And who is the person 
whose likeness it is? It seems that I once saw this Fakir. 
rren me the plain truth without hiding anything." 
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She saluted Sakhina several times and said, "I will 
tell you, oh noble princess, all facts about this picture. 
My profession requires me to visit many places. I 
had been to Agra, ·Delhi and other coq.ntries. Last 
I came to Jangalbari where a merchant sold me this 
picture. I have heard from him this ·account of the 
Fakir. His name is Firoj Khan, he. i.s the Dewan of 
Jangalbari. Oh my noble lady, this young Dewan is 
wandering about like a madman in the guise of a Fakir. 
At his absence the city of Jangalbari is in the deepest 
sorrow. The fair processions which on festive occasions 
attracted people frnm all cop.ntl'ies to the city are no 
more to be seen there. The minister and high officers 
of State are all sad for their beloved Dewan. The 
subjects who love him dearly~the poor widows and 
others who live upon his charity~mourn foJ; him shedding 
tears day and night." · 

Sakhina interrupted her in the midst of her speech 
and said, "I feel a deep compassion for the Fakir at 
what you have said, though he is a perfect stranger 
to m9. Now, picture-seller, tell me if ever you met 
the F~kir and jf you ever have heard why he has turned 
an ascetic. My heart weeps at the sorrows of the young. 
Dewan. Will you tell me why he has left his palace and 
turned a Fakir ? Tell me the whole story. I am 
purchasing the portrait -wit.h this my n6cklace. I will 
feel no rest until I he<tr the whole story.''. 

Daria said, " I will tell you, oh princess, all that 
I have heard. 'l'h1s .Fakir wa~ formerly the Dewan 
of J angalbari. It is said t.hat in this fair city 
of yours there is a damsel named Sakhina, daughter 
of one Orner Khan. 'l'he young Dewan of Jangal
bari struck with her beauty has turned a Fakir. 
What a :pity that the Dewan is now a Fakir for the 
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sake of a waman, when he has just stepped into his 
youth ! " 

As she heard this account she became maddened 
with grief. She wiped away her tears with the edge of 
her sac#. Her mind became steeped in deep love. The 
hasuli which she wore on hera breast was worth a lakh 
of rupees. She.tpok it out from her neck and offered 
it to the picture-seller as reward. Daria saluted her 
and departed. 

She held the picture close to her bosom and remem
bered the Fakir whom she had seen but once. She 
gave up her meals, her sleep and all joys. It s~emed 

that her compartments looked dark without her smile . 
• 

No more did that sweet smile play on her lips and 
no more did she sing sweetly like a bird ! On her 
couch no more did she allow flowers to be spread ! 
Her 1'!-ttendants-thc maid-servants-were alarmed at 
the strange change that had come upon her. They 
could not guess what was it that weighed so heavily on 
her heart. 

Thus the two lovers pined away for one another. 
And now I am going to relate to you the story of' their 
marriage. (Ll. 1-174.) 

(5) 

Firoja Bibi,·the mother of Firoj Khan, marked that 
her dear son was indifferent to the affairs of State 
and she called him to her presence. She said, " i have 
told you my mind times without· number. I am 
resolved that you should marry now. If you do not 
marry, your line will end here and in t.his p~lace the 
evening lamp will not be lighted. This ilfustrious 
house of the Dewans, already looks gloomy, its splendour 
will go if you do not leave a scion behind you. Marry 
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as you would like, no one will interfere with your 
choice. But do not give pain to the poor old mother's 
heart. Do as I wish." 

'l'his time he did not oppose his mother. Silently 
he heard all that she said. He was inwardly pleased. 
He retired into the chaml1er and there he had a talk 
with the minister, he said to him, ".1 will open my 
mind to you to-day, oh Vizier. My mother is pressing 
me for marriage. 'fell her that though I resolved 
not to marry, I will break my resolve for her sake: 
Tell her that there• is a maiden named Sakhina, 
daughter of the Dewan Ome·r Khan of .Kella-Tajpur. 
I am readY. to marry her with the consent of my mother. 
If · this maiden is not to be ha.d as my bride, I will 
know that it is not the will of God that I should marry. 
So I will bear the pain of my heart secre~ly till I go to 
my grave." 

On this errand did the minister seek an interview 
with the old queen in her apartment. He entered the 
inner apartment and saluted the old queen. She asked 
him what it was that had brought the old minister • 
there. He saluted her again and said, "The young 
Dewan has at last given his consent to marriage. 
Orner Khan, the Dewan of Kella-Tajpur has a beautiful 
daughter named Sakhina. If this dctughter could be 
secured for him, he would marry. If not, he would live a 
bachelor all his life." 

The old queen a(ter a pause said in reply, "Minister, 
I am really puzzled at this proposal. The Dewan of 
Tajpur, Orner Khan, is our sworn enemy. How can 
I make a proposal to him ? How can I think of making 
the daughter of our enemy the bride of this palace ? 
Go and tell this to :Firoj. I will get for him a bride far 
more beautiful than ·sakhina. My heart does not feel 

56 
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any pleasure at the thought of this match. It will 
not be a happy one. I feel a misgiving. Tell him, oh 
minister, if he will allow me to choose a bride elsewhere. 
I shall be most happy to do so." 

The minister l!law the prince again and told him all 
that his mother had said and •added, " If you marry this 
daughter of ou.r. enemy, all honour and status of your 
high position you will lose." The young Dewan replied, 
" You need not talk a good deal. If I cannot get Sakhina 
for my bride) I will remain a bachelor. I have turned 
like one mad after her. Her beautiful face is ever fresh 
in my memory. I do not want any other girl. And 
how can I do it ? She is like the cool drink of my 

• 
thirsty soul-the light of my eyes and the necklace 
of my breast. I want her. I do not want any one 
else. Tell my mother, if Sakhina is not to be had, here 
ends my life in the palace. I will go away turning a 
Fakir." 

The Minister carried the message to the old mother. 
She fully realised the pain of her son's heart and thought 
within herself. '' This son of mine is my sole stay . .. 
If he goes away, not a moment shall I be able to stay 
in the palace. For his sake, I can give up my life 
itself. Why should I stand in the way of his happiness? 
I will not oppose this marriage." 

Thinking in •this way the queen sent the old minister 
to Orner Khan, the Dewan of Kella-Tajpur with the 
proposal of marri~ge. It took the :rpinister three days 
to reach the city of Dewan Orner Khan. He inter
viewed the chief who asked him, "From what country 
have you come here, oh Mian? What business have 
you with me ? " 

The old man saluted the Dewan Sahib of Tajpur 
respectfully and said, " I am the minister of Firoj Khan, 
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Dewan of Jangalbari. His mother Firoja Bibi has sent 
me to your Highness. It is known all over the country 
th~t you have got a very beautiful daughter named 
Sakhina, who has attained her marriageable age. Our 
young Dewan Sahib, Firoj Khan, for personal qualifica
tions, handsome appearance and· manly qualities, is 
second to none in the country. ~ iroj_a :Bmi, his mother, 
wishes to ask you if you would consent to this marriage. 
I have'been sent to you to make this proposal." o 

Orner Kban got angry at· his words. Before the 
whole court he said in an indig!lant tone, "These Dewans 
of Jangalbari wer~ originally Kafirs. They do not 
observe :&oja (fast) and Namaj (prayers) like true 
Muhammadans. And inde.ed I do not count them as 
such. This proposal comes from a Kafir and hence I 
take it as an insult. This surely deserves a punishment." 
Saying this Orner Khan roared. like a lion ; and instantly 
servants came from all sides to execute his order. Re 
said, "Hold this old man by the neck and turn him out 
of the. court." 

'f9us insulted the old man returned to J·angalbari. 
( Ll. 1-116.) 

(6) 

Firoj Khan, the young Dewan Sahib, 4eard th.is story 
of the insult ... As if the whole sea was set on fire, ·the 
yol!ng Dewan fiew into a fit of r~ge, and at. his command 
his officer~ made the public_drums to be. beaten in the 

· city-markets ordering people to be ready with. arms. 
"To-morrow they must be prepared for a great 'fight." 
'!'his· was· the command. The generals came forward 
from ail sides. with their armies. The war-horses were 
caparisoned and bedecked with jewels and made ready. 
fhe army started and the sound arose in their ranks 
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" seize and kill. " With a vast army Firoj Khan reached 
Kella-Tajpur the next day. They laid siege to the palace 
all on a sudden and forcibly entered it and seized the 
Dewan Sahib, his U zir and other officers by their necks 
and drove them out from the city. The path was now 
quite clear and they entered the inner apartments. 
From her couch. Firoj Khan raised Sakhina, imprisoned 
her and brought her to his own capital at J angalbari. 
He was quite happy now and married her with her 
consent. Each was pleased with the other. They sat 
together and talked, walked ~ogether and were perfectly 
happy in one another's ·company. If one was sad, the 
other had no rest without sharing a part qf it. They 
became steeped in love and enjoyed their nuptial life 
greatly at Jangalbad. 

Let us drop here this topic and revert tn the story of 
Dewan Orner Khan. ( Ll. 1-26.) 

(7) 

Insulted and defeated by Firoj Khan, Orner ap-
' proached the Emperor of Delhi. The Emperor was holding 

his Durbar as usual with his minister and high officers, 
and Dewan Orner Khan presented himself before him 
without any pr~vious notice. 'rhe Emperor asked, "How 
is it, Dewan, that you are here all on a sudden ? Your 
garments are not quite clean and your face looks pale 
and dark like a kesar fruit. ;Evidentl.f you look worried. 
Now, tell me the reason of your sudden visit to our 
capital." 

The Dewan saluted the monarch and said, ': I have 
come here to lodge a complaint before Your Majesty. 
Be graciously pleased to hear all that I am going to 
submit. The present Dewan of Jangalbari is Firoj 
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Khan. He is born of a Kafir family ; but still he was 
so bold as to seek the hands of my daughter. He _sent 
his minister witll the proposal, and, as a matter of course, 
I dismissed him with refusal. He returned to Jangalbari 
and reported the matter to his chief. As a result the 
Dewan of Jangalbari laid • siege to my capital with an 
army of 60,000 soldiers. My family~ •the members of 
my personal staff were all put to great humiliation: But 
this is not all. The worst that happened I am going to 
relate to Your Majesty. He drove away the female 
members of my house from the inner apartments and . . 

carried away my daughter Sakhiua by force. There was 
none to ~ave the poor girl from this disgrace. He 
married her by sheer force. With my heart as if pierced 
by an al'l'ow I have con1e to lay my hard case before 
Your Majesty. I have no language to give adequate 
expression to -the sense of my wrong. Maddened by 
grief I have come to the Durbar. I pray to Your 
Majesty to judge my case fairly. If I do not find justice 
here I will starve myself to death in this very palace of 
You~ Majesty. It does not becom,e one to live in this 
world after being so wantonly insulted by a Kafir." 

The Emperor was 'angry at what he heard. His 
Majesty said in a loud voice before his court, " The 
Dewan of Jangalbari has, I see, become greatly 
conceited. He has cea~ed paying revenue to the State 
which is now in arrears for years. He does whatever 
he likes. Now, tjlere should be an end of all such 
things. I will destroy him, his family and all, not 
S'paring the children. Hear me, my ministers, send as 

_ large a force as available at this moment. 'l1he ])ewan 
must immediately be arrested and brought here as a 
prisoner. When he will come here as a prisoner I will 
pass what judgment will be considered fit. (11urning to 
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Orner Khan) "You lead the army and go there to avenge 
yourself on the wrong committed on you." 

The cavalry became ready and the warriors, riding 
elephants and horses, started with a vast following of 
foot-soldiers. 'fhe cry went on amongst the soldiers, 
"Be ready, start at once." • The army consisted of a 
lakh of soldiers~ • 'l'he dust raised by their feet and 
horses' hoofs covered the sky. Some rode horses, others 
elephants; even the foot-soldiers vied to run apace with 
the cavalry. Orner Khan had the command of the army 
and rode foremost of all, The one lakh of army was a 
compact body, obeying their leader like one man. They 
all reached the precincts of Jan gal bari ami pitched 
their tents there. 

On hearing the report of the arrival of this army 
Dewan ~1iroj Khan ordered the drums of his palace to be 
beaten, summoning his generals. They presented them
selves before their chief in all haste with their armies. 
Firoj Khan robed himself as a warrior and went to the 
inner apartments to take his mother's permission to go 
to fight. (Ll. 1-62.) , 

(8) 

Ohor·us-" Behold . Firoj goes to the battle-field his 
I110ther's heart is pierced by the arrow of grief." He 
salutes his mother and says, " I am bound for war. 
Grant me permission, good mother. My town is under 
siege. Orner Khan has come down l"ith the army of 
the Emperor determined to take revenge. Give me 
the dust of your feet, mother, and bless me. Don't, oh 
mother, detain me by your laments, lest the enemy takes 
advantage of my delay and enter the town." 

. The mother sorrowfully said in reply, " Don't, oh my 
son, go to war.. Call your generals to the palace and 
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order them to fight. You are dear to me like the ·ribs of 
my breast. I shall not be able to'live here alone sending 
you ·to the battle, I feel a misgiving that all will, perhaps, 
end in a·· disaster, and my heart throbs with fear at the 
thought of your going to the fight." 

He hastily cut short the conversation by saying, 
'' No mother, that cannot be. ·I must go to the battle . 
myself. If· I do not go, then! is little hope of victory, 
My· army will not be able to make a stand in the field 
in: my absence. I assure you, I will conie · victor, 
niy army will feel a new life if they· see me at their 
head and fight to the best ·of· their ·power. With a 
heart full of love for me they will zealously • 
fight for their motherland and come off victorious. If 

. I show them an example of cowardice, what will remain 
there to inspire them with courage in the field ? · Defeat 
will be sure at the hands of the enemy." Saying so he 
saluted his mother and touched her feet h.nd, bidding 
adieu, left her presence. · ·· , 

Next, Firoj Khan went to the apartment of Sakhina 
to take leave. He addressed her saying, " Look here, 
dear #lady,. your beloved father has come here . with 
the Emperor's army and I am bound for a battle with 
him. . I have come to bid· you farewell on the ·eve 
of · the · war. Take care of yourself. Pray, console 
my grief-stricken mother-what more ·can I say ? The 
time is short-I must be off instantly.'' · 
: · On hearing this,· Sakhina took a handful of ·sacred 
dust gathered frorri the shrines of five saintly men. 
He gently touched this sacred .dust with his forehead. 
She then prayed that he might win the battle and come
back without delay. The prince said, "By the grace 
of God, before the day · close·s, I will once more come 
back to your arms, dear Sa.khina, as victor of the field." 
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Saying so he took ]eave and passed from sight. 
Sakhina looked at him from 'behind so far as she coulp 
stretch her eyas. Tears flowed from her eyes and she 
softly murmured, "Alas, I have made my heart stiff 
as stone, to allow him to go to the fight." 

With his army, Firoj ca.me to the field. For two 
incessant days the fight continued and the number of 
the dead . was equal on both the sides. No party won, 
no party lost. On the third day, Firoj was made a 
prisoner. 'rhe enemy got hold of his person and carried 
him to Kella·Tajpur. 'rhe people of Jangalbari made 
loud lamentations at this issue of the war. 

Chorus-" The horse returned with the fla~ unfurled 
on its back, stained with blood. When the lady saw 
this, her heart was about to break." 

Sakhina lay op her couch, when all on a sudden, 
Daria, the female attendant, entered her room. When 
she saw Daria, she addressed her saying, " Day before 
yesterday, in the morning, my husband went to the 
field and now listPn to me, oh friend Daria, gather the 
choicest of roses and champa flowers to weave garlands 
When he will return ·as victor, I will offer ga~ands 
as my presents of love. 

"In the gold·plated toilet room, keep in reserve 
water for auzu, keep ready fans decorated with mica. 
We shall need• offer him our services, when be will 
come back, a victor fatigued by fight. 

"Keep in store rose·water and scented oil, and in 
• 

golden cups ket•p sweet betels for my husband. Bring 
sacred dust, dear Daria, from the shrines dedicated to 
five saints. My husband, on return, will need bow to the 
sacred token. 

"The wives of the saints have sent their blessings 
a:nd assured me of my husband's victory." 
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As she said this her face brightened with a smile. 

But she stopped a moment and said again, "Why is 
it, oh Daria, that you do not smile to-day ? You look 
pale. But take my word, you will be happy on his 
return to the palace as victqr." 

Then Daria could no longer co.llJ;rol herself but 
wept and said, "Now, lady, your luck is gone. The 
war-steed has returned with our flag, tinged with blood. 
It no longer becomes you, esteemed lady, to sleep on 
the couch." 

" Come down and make your h urn ble bed on the floor~ 
Remove the red mark of luck from your forehead and 

• 
the valuable rings from your ears. Change your costly 
sac# for a plain one and cut off your long flowing hair. 
From to-day you are t.o wear clothes befitting an ascetic. 

" Remove your bracelets and other ornaments of 
the arm, and that bright necklace of diamond from your 
breast. ·The anklets with pendants should no more 
adorn your feet and you should als<;> remove the jingling 
pendants from your belt. No more does tbat sweet 
smn: befit your lips. y ~ur beauty, your youth. are 
now in vain. •Alas, they are like flowers that· bloom 
in morn to drop their faded petals in eve. News has 
come, dear lady, that your husband is now a prisoner 
at Kella-'rajpur." 

When she heard this frvm Daria, she stood up in great 
emotion. It seemed to her that the sky itself had broken . . 
and fallen on her head. It was like a thunder-bolt falling 
on a garden of roses. The smile from her lips WBS gone 
and her heart seemed about to break. Her flowing tt·esses, 
unbraided, carelessly fell behind her back almost touching 
the ground. '11he maid-attendants, as they saw her grief, 
cried, ' alas, alas.' She addt·essed Daria and said, " My 

57 
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good luck, oh Daria, is gone. But never mind, whatever 
may befall me, I do not care. Bring our war-horse 
instantly. I must see who is that enemy that could 
make my husband a prisoner. Make ready the horse for 
war and order Lhe soldiers, the bow-men and the sepoys 
to be ready to follow me. if shall ride. I am a woman 
bound for war. !r.his, please, oh Daria, keep secret for the 
present. If they ask you, 'Who it is that is going to lead 
us?' Tell them that a cousin of the Dewan is going 
to fight." 

'fhe elephants were caparisoned, the horses became 
ready. 'Be ready, be ready:' was the cry heard everywhere 
and the soldiers put on their war-robes in response . 

• 
Now Sakhina went to the apartment of her mother-in-

law to take leave of her. She had left her couch and in 
great grief lay like one stunned on the floor. She 
consoled her-mother-in-law by tender words, "Your hair is 
dishevelled and your face looks so pale, dear mother," 
Arise from the floor and give me permission to go to the 
battle-field at Kella-Tajpur. I will see what sort of hero 
is he,-who has dared lay hands on my husband and made 
him a prisoner. I will fight him and know his ~orth. 
Bless me, mother, that I may be a victor in the field and 
bring back your dear son home." The dowager queen wiped 
her tears a way and addressing Sakhina said, " Grieved am 
I to hear of yott.r resolve. My son, a warrior and a man, 
has become a prisoner, and you, a tender woman, will go 
to the battle ! Who is it that has counselled you to take 

• this mad course? You are the lamp of my house, precious 
to me as the prop is to tlw blind. For a moment 1 
would not like to part with you. 

I shall cease grieving for my son, drawing consola
tion from a sight of you. I cannot allow you to go to 
the battle-field.'' 
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Sakhina softly repeated her request for permission 
to go to the field saying, " Don't object, oh mother, but 
~rant me this boon; I assur.e you, I will come back a victor 
:1ccompanied by my husba1id. · If my luck turns hostile 
and I die in the battle-field-no grief, no sorrow will 
I feel in dying for my lfusband. For his sake I will 
give up my life. Adieu, dear mother, acQept my huri.1ble 
respects at the hour of parting." 

'Ihe mother-in-law and th,e daughter-in-law ·stood 
weeping, locked up in each other's arms for a moment. 
It seemed as if the golden city of Jangalbari became 
veiled in darkness. • 

The g~eat war·hor,se Dulal, gaily ca.parisoned, stood 
ready in the inner compound of the palace and Sald1ina 
jumped up on its b!tck and rode with the speed of a 
flying bird. The van-guard rode in advance and other 
soldiers followed her, and the cloud of. dust raised by 
horses' hoofs and the feet of the infant1·y covered a portion 
of the sky. The sun and the moon could not be seen in 
their proper time owing to the mass of dust raised in the 
sky. 'l'he birds left their nests and the animals ceased to 
graze~in great fright. 'rhe journey which usually took a 
day was finished in 20 minutes as they proceeded on, and 
now before them stood the city of Kelht-Tajpur. "My 
father is my enemy now," she thought and ordered the 
army to lay siege to the city. For two da.ys and a half 
the parties fought with no decisive result. And Sakhina 
at this stage ordered her men to set fire to the city . 

. :Big palatial houses; great arches and doors were reduced to 
heaps of ashes. It was a great shame for_ the Emp8ror's 
troops that they became defeated at last. The after
noon passed and the. sun peeped out from the western 

·horizon. She wa·s still fighting from the back of the 
war-horse with undaunted zeal. 
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At this moment came a messenger from the fort of 
Tajpur. He salaamed her and said, "A formidable warrior 
art thou, greater than Hanif himself. I come from 
Jangalbari, the enemies have destroyed the palace there. 
We do not know who you are, fighting in the interest of 
that ill-fated city. Here is ::t document which will shew 
the terms of allUlesty signed by Dewan Firoj Khan 
who has sent me to you. He h:ts asl{ed me to convey 
the report to you that he has divorced the woman Sakhina 
for whom the golden city of Jangalbari has been ruined. 
He will meet all the rest of the demand made by the 
Emperor in course of a week. 'l1he war is at an end. 
This is the news which I have been ordered to commu-

• 
nicate to you." Saying so, he handed her the document 
of divorce and she saw on it the impression of Firoj 
Khan's great seal. 

A moment she took to read the document and then 
as if stung by a snake, she fainted and fell unconscious 
from the back of her horse_. The. golden crown on 
her head broke to pieces as she fell on the ground, 
and the great horse Dalal shed tears standing 
by her side. 'rhe soldiers began t.:> cry and la~ent. 
Her seat a moment ago was on the back of her horse 
and now see her lying on the bare earth. It was as 
if the evening star had fallen on the earth from the 
sky. The city of Jangalbari now actually became covered 
with darkness. Her long dishevelled hair fell unbound 
on all sides. From her body fell the male's attire. 
'rhe generals and soldiers at once recognised their queen 
and began to lament loudly. In the fort of Tajpur 
the report quickly spread, and Firoj Khan accompanied 
by Orner Khan at once visited tbe place. They came 
and saw the full moon-the golden. moon-lustreless 
on the ground. Orner Khan took her in h'is arms and 
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just as a child cries taking the broken toy in his hands, 
began to lament over th~e body of his dear daughte1·. 
He said, " My doubts have all been cleared to-day. Had 
I known that things would come to such a pass, I 
would have myself sought for this marriage and 
taken the lead in all m~tters. Had I lmown all 
this I would have given the kingdom of. Tajpur to Fir<.Tj 
Khan as dowry, and would have myself carded you 
to J angalbari and offered you to its lord. 

Dewan Firoj Khan addressed his minister and said, 
''I do not know what I have done to deserve this great 
calamity. Why should she have•left me thus I But I shall 
turn a Fakir for her sake. How can I console my poor 
mother ? ~ o, here ends my connection· with J angalbari. 
No more would I care for the exalted position of Dewan 
Sahib. I am a Fakir to day. I shall sing songs in your 
praise, my love, and beg alms from door to door I " He 
wept and said to his minister again, " Try to console my 
mother as best as you can. I am not going there. Her 
burial place will be mine too. · · I will sleep the eternal . 
sleep there ; until I do so, I cannot think of getting any 
peace ~f mind." The minister wept and the great army 
cried in sorrow. Even the beasts of jungles and 
the birds of air shed tears. at his sorrows. 

The br:;tve warriors sat down on the field of battle 
struck with grief and the report of this raached the dty 
of Jangalbari. 

Twenty-two spades-men dug a grave a·nd after having 
performed the due ·rites such as the recitation of Janejd 
they buried the body of Sakhina there. After burial they 
returned to their respective homes, carrying a deep sorrow 
in their hearts. 

This song is finished and my audience may now 
depart. If 1 live I will come again. next year to sing 
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to you, gentlemen, a new song. I do not know how to 
keep time, nor have I any musieal instrument. I am 
afraid, my song will be found faulty in many ways. 
With my poor knowledge how can I expect to please 
such a distinguished audience as yourselves ? Those 
who have sung chorus are all· novices in the art of music, 
untrained and ~jthout any knowledge of the musical 
science. They have not been able to keep time and 
often struck discordant notes destroying the effect of the 
~ong. 0, my esteemed President of this august assembly, 
forgive me for all my shortcomings. I bow down to 
you with great humi.lity. • 

The master of the house, who bears the expenses of to
night's performance is Rang Miah. J:Iis name" has justly 
got famous. He is a lucky man and is an inhabitant of 
Kajalkona. His great sympathy drew us to his home. 
I have received a reward from him, for singing this ballad 
of Firoj Khan. I have got ])huti and Ohadar and rice, 
-I beg to offer my thanks to him. May he flourish 
in wealth and may his children be long-lived and may 
he be happy with his sons and grandsons. :May the 
fourteen ar-ahs of land that he possesses yielifl rich 
crops from year to year. I pray for God's blessings on 
you, gentlemen. I shall now return home. May God 
fulfil your desires, amen ! Allah ho Akber. 

• (Ll. 1-238.) 

• 

THE END. 
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Doli. (fruit)-24]. 
Dol (ceremony )-338. 
Dom (caste)-179-80. 
Druid priest-425. 
Dulal Khan-380, 382, 39~, 393, 

396, 403, 410, 411, 416, 417; 419, 
451. 

Dubai:aja-381, 382, 404, 413. 
Dulu-255-56. 
Ihwbur--15, 109, 309, 346-48. 
Durga-162, 175, 204. 
Durga Charan Sanyal-iW5, 320-21. 
JJurga P1ifii-42. 
Durgotsava-338, 374. 
lJ urva-17 4. 

·E • 
Eastern Mymensingh-301. 
Egara Sindur-317, 326, ~47. 
Egypt-329. 
Egyptians-329, 363., 
Ehadali-334. 
Enait Ali-334. 
Eoz Mahamad-37 4, 424. 
Echraj-374. 
Essem Kban-119. 

F 

Fakir-53, 54, 285-llO, 296-97, Ml. 
Fakir Faizu-379, 387, 408, 419. 
'Farid's Spectacles '-278. 
Fariduddin-280. 
Fajilpur-424, 
Fatehpur-40. 
Fateh Khan-312, 316-17. 
Fatemah Bibi-283, 306, 333, 392, 

416. 
Fengu Raja-33, 38. 
Feroz Khan (Dewan)-217, 302, 

319,423,424,426, 43~ 443,444, 
·1-46, 447' 448, 45,!3. 

'Folk Literature of Bengal '-79,· 
134. 

G 

Gachhuni Shaikh-40. 
Gadi-324. 
Gajadani-318, 238, 368. 
Gajamati-124. 
Gajis-372, • 
Galachipa-35, S02. 
Gandhara/ (flower)-154. 
Ganeswari-128. 
Gangamandal-349, 
GanJer Ghat-221, 238, 246, 'Z53 • 

Ganjer hiit-222, 223. 
Gan gasa.gar-3 7 0. 
Ganges-!03, 327. 
Garo (hills)-192. 
Garos-39, 74, 81, 98, 193. 
'Gari Tambi Mansavi '-193. 
Ganr-331 -39, 343-44. 
Gayii (Shrine)-90, 9Z. 
Gayii (name of a person)-40. 
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Gayaram--263. 
Ghatak-152. 

Ghoraghat-3·~7. 

Ghyasuddin~303, 304, 310, 337. 
Ghyasuddin Jalal Shah-305. 
Ghyasuddin Muhammad Shah III-

305. 
Gila (seed of seandre)-64, 19:J 
Gilliatt-114. 
Gitikatha-79, 134. 
Goair-349. 
Godha-15. 
Golak Viswas-40. 
'Golden Book of India '-192. 
Gonda-304. • 
Gopalgriim-40. 
Gopis-8. 
Governor General-26·t. 
Govinda Das-34. 
Govinda Khan-279. ' 
G1tjir ( ornament)-:233. 

Guno-123. 
Guru.-:...221. 

• H 

Haibat Muhammad-330, 383, 334<, 
367, 374. 

Haibatnagat·:_333, 365-68. 
Habib Khan-379. 
Haibatpur-320, 321. 
Hajradi-367. 
Halia ban-388, 393, 39~. 
Hanuman-269. 
Haoldar-267. 
Hara Chandra Varma-79. 
Harikal (birds)-247 --~8. 
Barish Chandra-311. · 
Harishpur-:32l. 

Haroun-al-rachid-369. 
Hashan Ali-334. 
Hayal-333. 
Hazigunj-3 '5. 
Hazradi-349. 
Hidayal-333. 
Hijat (tree)-63, 66. _ 
Hijra-317•.• 
Himalayas-283. 
Hindu-33, 38, 83, 136, 235, 276-

77,280-81, 319-·~J, 324. 
Hinduism-318. 
Hiraman-143. 
Hiran-131-32, 162, 165-73. 
'Holy Grail '-195. 
H uen-t-shang-329. 
Humayun-309, 3:2.3. 
Hunter-261-62, 264. 
Hussenpur-349. . 
Hussen Shah-304-06, 310. 
Hussen Shahi-349, 367. 

I 

Ibn Batuta-278 . 
Ibrahim Khan-874. 
Ibrahim Malik Ulema-306. 
Ibrahim 01 Olema-368. 
Ibrahim, Syed-372. 
lndia-3~1. • 
lndra-211. 

Isba Khan (Dewan, Mashnadali)-
35, 299, 30 l-04, 306-18, 320, 
322-:!3, 325-29, 338-45, 337, 343-
5:~. 365-66, 423, 4·24, 427' 428, 
429. 

Ishamati-284. 
Ismail Khan-3:33. 
l't Quid Khan-330. 
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Iwaz Muhammad-330, 388. 

J 

Jabbar-279, 291-93. 
Jadunath 3arkar (Prof.)-281. 
'Ja.har Brata '-325. 
Jaidhar Baniya.-119, 122. 
Jainta (hills)-139, 162", "165. 
Jainuddin-338-39, 368. 
Jaiteswar-163-65, 168, 170, 175, 

184. 
Ja.lal Shah-306. 
Jalal Shah Suri-3M. 
Ja.laluddin-!339, 342. 
Jamait Ulla-217, 219, 246, 251. 
J-amal Khan-381, 382, 384, 388, 

389, 399, 403, 404, 406, 410, 412, 
413, 414, 418. 

Jamsoor Khan-834. 
Janakinath Mallik (Raja)-191-93. 
Jangal bari-427, 4:28. 
'Jangli Patsah '-290. 
Jarail (wood)-285. 
Jasimuddin (Munshi)-119. 
Java (flower)-65, 285. 
Jaydevpur-311. 
Jehangir-193, 320. 
Jessamine-155. 
Jhumkii (flower and or;ament)-59, 

233. 
Jigii (hill)-97. 
Ji~tal~424. 

Jniina Das-34. 
Joarshai-349. 
J odhbiii-320. 
Jogir Gayen-424. 
Journal of Asiatic Society, Bengal-

301, 306, 316, 333. 

Joyan Shai-349. 
Jugaddal-40. 
Jmnma (bar)-252, 343. 
Jnmma-281. 
Jungalbari-299, 301-03, 3(}7, 315, 

317-19, 322-25, sao, 345-47, 349,. 
351·53, 355, 35i, 359, 361-62, 
365-70, 37:<!. 

Jungal Khara-367. 

K 

Kabab-342. 
Radamba (flower)-101. 
Kadvi Jangal-367. 

• Kajirs-319. 
Kahan-222, 344. 
Kaicbar bak-1 71. 
Kailas Chandra Sinha-313. 
Kajal ·Kona-454. 
Kajjal-128. 
Kalapabar-305. 
Ka.li-164, 270, 277, 354, 361. 
Kalidas Gajdani-302-06, 308-10, 

• 
31R, 333-34, 338-43, 368, 427. 

Kali Kumar Chakravarti-302, 333, 
366. 

Kalpataru-: 27. 
Kamal Khan--381. 
Kalu-250, 252-54, 256. 
Kabe Shaikh-21_.9, 
Kiima-140 . • 
Kamikhya-74. 
Kamaliidighi-191. 
Kamala rani (Rani Kamalii Devi)-

180, 191-93, 196-97. 
Kamaliisiigar-191-93, 205. 
Kamarali Kban-:~34. 
Kambojis-136. 
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Kamooni1· desh-39; 7 4. 
Kanchan- [5, 11, 14, 21, 23, 24, 26, 

28-30, 340]; [80-82, 108-15]. 
Kanchanmalit-[3, 9, 10-13, 15, 16, 

19-21, 26] ; L77, 79. 84-86, 92-
99, 103-07, 109, 115]. 

K~nchannagar-131, 13!:1, 141, 151-
52, 156-58, 164, 176, 17~. 18o, 
185. 

Kanchan'pur-126, 
Kanu-225-32, z36, 2.49-50. 252-56, 

290. 
Kapistak-263, 266. 
Kapta-342. 
Kararain-310. • 
Karimgunje-367. 
Karimulla-327, 355, 357-MI, 36)-

6·> 

Karnafuli-2 7 7, 
Kartikeya- 4·?, 151. 
Kasturi-363. 
Katghara-40. 
Kati Khali-4-24. 
Katrai-M9. 
KausalJ:-:L-158. · 
Kavikankan-218. 
Kayastha-320-21. 
.Kazi-255. 
Kedar. Ray-301, 319, 323, !Hb-28, 

34\J, S52-53, 356-62. 
Kella 'l'azpur-2l7 ,319,424,451-452. 
Kenii.ram-280. • 
Kendua-79. 

· Kangu Raja-7 5, 7 6. 
Keoa (flower)-121. 
Kerumulla-418. 
Keshaver mar JJifJhi-3 · 8. 
Khai-243. 

Khaira-250. 
Khaliajuri-349. 
Khalisha (fish)-:240, 243. 
Khichuri-253. 
Khilat- 314. 
Khizirpur-:.:i 16, 3:l5, 327. 
Khodabad Khan-334. 
Kboda New!lzo-.-374. 
Khorai-3, 17, 23, 28. 
Killan Sadagar-128. 
Kishoregunj-40, 301-02, 33:3-34, 

367. 
K.irtankhola-6. 
Koch-225, 227; 248. 
Kai (fish)-240, 242. 
Koran-28a. 

Kosha-329, 349-50, 352-53, :161'. 

Krishna-8, 21:>3, 338. 
Krishuadas-264, 270-7'1. 
Krishna Saha-268. 

Krithivasa-278, 280. 
K?·osha-329. 
Kuch-238. 
Kukis-39, 74, 81, 98. 
Kula-2a5. 
K1tli1z-l40, 151. 
Kullar Abbas-40 . 
Kulpur-6. 
Kumrabad-M9-70. 

Kunjalatii·-81, 82, 98-105, 108, 110, 
llJ, 115-16. 

Kul}kum-363. 
Kuralyamura-284. 
Kurikhai-349. 
Kurma-342. 
K1~slta (plant)-341'1, 
Kushai-223. 
Kutubuddin-301, 
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L Mahnii--33, 195, 387. 

'•La bella mal maridada'-U2. 
Lal Bai-191-92. 
Lal Khan-334. 
Lakshman Hazra-315, 427. 
Lakshman Singh--369. 
Lakshmi-42, 59, 95, 146. 
Lakshmindara- I 51. 
Lalit Mohan Das-334. 
Langal-266. 
La~ka-269. 

Lati£-333-34. 
T.llonr-2fHL 

Lengra-3!:10, 393,394, 416,417. 
Lethbridge-192. 
Lilii-84, 119. 
Long ( ':ev. J.)-313. 
Lowes, Mr.-366. 

M 

Machalandani-31 <lo. 

• 

Machoom Khan-322, 324, 333 .34. 
Madan (God of Love)-338. 
Madan-131-32, 139, 141, 143-44, 

146-52, 156-58, 161, 163-66, 168-
73, 177-79, 184-88. 

Madan Byapari-425. 
Madina-84. 
~~adhur Bap-6. 
Mahabat-333. 
Mahesh Chandra Sarkar-40. 
Maheswardi-!149. 
Mahomedan-3:3, S8, 186-37, 218, 

273, 276-80, 302, !305, 313, 31\J-
21, 827-28,340-41, 343, 352, 354. 

Mahamud Khan-381. 
Mahomet-283, · 

Mainamati-songs-276, 390. 
Mainda-·:36. 
Maisbal Bandhu-33. 
Majbiya Shaikh-40. 
Majlisbi Jelal--372. 
Majlishis--3 7 2. 
Maladhar-187. 
Malati (flower)-149, 154. 
Maldah-162, Hi5. 
Malilk-ul-ulma--37 2. 
Mallika (flower)-UI, 154. 

Malua-84, 387 . 
Mamina Khatun-339, 341, 34.3. 
Man (esemlent plant)~l:~. 
Manasa Devi-390. 
Mansha Puja-Hl. 
Mangal Chandi-45. 
Manik-131, 139-4·0, 146-47, i5l-

52, 164, 171. 
Maniktara-215, 220, 236, 238-1:!9, 

244, 248-50, 250, 254, 255. 
Mannowar ali-334. 
Mannowar Khan (Dew::n)-30Z, 

315-16, 3. 7, 330,"333-34. 
Manno war Khan Bag·- 3 l 6. 

Ma1t Pavan-162, 165, 170, 17 5, 

177, 179. 
Man Singh-303, 317, 326, 328, 

346-47. 
Marichali-79. 
Marshman ~365. 
Mashnadali-308-09, :114-, 349, 368. 
M:~.shnadali ftihash (Itihasa)-30:l, 

304•, 306, 3 I 0, 320, 324, 335. 
Match-maker-55. 
Math-3:t8. 
Matiar Rahman-:275. 
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Maulavi-362. · 
Maulvi Sahidullah-271:1. 
Mauraksbi-263; 265, 267. 
Maydula-40. 
Maynil--36, 73, 76: 
Mazban Bbati--301. 
Mecca-387, 399, 410,.416. 
Mecha (ce>untry)-199. 
Medina-283. · 
Mediterranean -2 7 6. 
Meghna-33, 39, 57-59, 71-76. 
Menaka-132, .. 135, 166-68, 171-72, 

176, 179-8t, 184-85, 187. 
Milton-133. 
Mitha bish-21!). 
Mogbul-309, 323. 
Mollah-277. 
111uga (pees)-243. 
Muhammad-333. 
Muhammadanism.-318. 
Muhammadan rule-216. 
Muhammad Idris-366. 
Muhammad Khan-372, 424, 
Muhammad Shah Gazi-305. 
Muhammad Toghluk-~81. 
~ujhis Jelal-329. 
Murai--138-39. 
M urapara- 34 7. 

Murari-131, 143, 146-47, !50-52, 156. 
Murari Gupta-21 8. 
Mttrighanta-243. 
Musa-333, 424. 

Mymensingh-6, 33, 39, 40, 80, 
191-93, 215, 277, 302, 324-~5, 

329, 304, M5-67, 384. 

N 
N amasudra-40. 

59 

I
' Nandalal Bose-367. 

Na.uool·-7. 
Narada-278. 
Nara.yan Babu-379. 
Narayangunj-316, }67. 
Narsindha-:.H>7. 
Nasaral Shah-305. 
Nashir-u-Jila1-349, 367. 
Nasit·abad-278. 
Nava Durga-88. 

I 
Nawapara-~84, 

Nazar Maricka-324. 
r l'lazar marichar chhele-324. 

l
i Nelson W!'ight (H.)-305, 306. 

Neter khuti-251. 
Newaz Kha.n-374. 
Nidhur Vyipari-40. 
Ninz-234. 
Nimai Sanyas-381. 
Niyamat Jan-3W, 352, 358. 

Nizam (Dacoit)-273, 275-76, 279, 
281, 283-90, 293-98. 

Nizampur-278. 
Nizamuddin-279, 281, 298. 
Noakhali-277, 3i l. 
Noapara-277. 

0 

Ocbterloney 1Vlonum(mt-3:W. 
Omar Khan-319, 430, 44Z, 443, 

4.44, 446. 
Omedali Khan-3:H. 
Orissa-369. 
Oudh-304, 308. 

p 

Padma (Manasii Devi)-174, 176. 
Padmii (river)-3Z71 350-521 359, 
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Patkara-349. 
Palabuji-350. 
Palasbari-252. 
Pan-222. 
Pancha-245, 255. 
Panchamrita-88. 
Panch Kabama--2 72. 
Panchlish-278. 
Papiya (bird)-Ul. 
'Paradise Lost'-133. 
Piirul (flower)- -128.' 
Pathan-31:-!. 
Patsah-291-92. 
Payar-119, 216. 
Pearpur-119. 
Pererpur-263. 

. . 

Permanent Settlement Act-260. 
Persia-363, 384. 
Persian-38, 306, 316, 385. 
Phut biitiisa-239. 
Phul Kumar-96, 100, 102, 110, 115. 
Pir (Pir Saheh)-182, ?-77, 296-98. 
Pirer kanda-23. 
Piriti-291. 
Pragjyotish pur-39. 
Prahlad-84. 
Pratapaditya-306, 
Prologue-85. 
Puja-200, x.77. 

• 

Purah (measm·e of land)-161, 341, 
402, 428. . 

Pnranas-8 t.. 
Puthi (fish)-240. 

R 

Radha-47, 283. 
Raghunath-19:? 1 284. 

Raghunath Singh-19 ~-98. 
Bahaman Gayen-424. 
Rahim Dad Khan-374. 
Rahu-14. 
Rajanikanta Bhadra-fi. 
Rajarbag-3 7 0. 
Rajbari-327. 
Rajchandra Ghosh (Munshi)-302, 

333, 336. 
Rajdhara (Prince)-812, 315-16. 
Rajdighi-25 1. 
Rajmala-307-08, 311, 313-14. 
Rajmohul hills-264, 268. 
Rajtika-96. 
Raj vamshis-136. • 

Rakshasa-60, 74. 
Ralph Fitch-30S. 
Rama-83. 
Ramiiyana-278, 280. 
Ramgopalpur-192. 
Ram Hazra-315. 
Ramkumar Mistri-79. 

Ram Laksbman (conch-bracelet)-
126, 345. • 

Ram Ram Vasu-306. 
Ram Sankar Sen (Ra.i Bahadur)-

368. 
Rana Bhowal-31 1 . 

Rangamati-370. 
Rang M iah-45<:!. 

Rangchapur-39, 131-32, 157-58, • 
165, 1 fl7. 

Ranjan-277. 
Rashis (distance)-362. 
Rati-140, 149. 
Ratnakar-78. 
Raunya-·2 84. 
Ravan-180, 
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Rayer Bazar-40. 
R. C: Dutt, Mr,_,.,.366. 
Renaissance--.,..136 .. 
Robikul-283. 
Rosul-283. 
Rowail-;372. 
Rui (fish)-240. 
Rukmini-5, 18-21. 

s 

Sadar Ali Gayen---275: 
Sadgopas-Z61}. 
Sadlt-88. 
Sadhu-87, 89. 
Sadhu Das-269. 

Sadhu Sil-236, 239-40, 242-4 5. 
Srti# (also spelt Mri)..;_50, 51, ·54, 

57, 59,' 64, 67, 73, 74; 96, 160, 
179-81, 199, 201, 203,207, 209, 
211, 233, 23 7, 3~W, MO, 363. 

Sadipur-266. 
Sadir Gayen-424. . ' 

Sahajiyi-122. 
Sakhinii-217, iS31, 425, 447, 4.51. 
Sat (wood)-208. 
Sali (barvest)-17, 121. 
Salim Kban-801. 

Saluka-152-54, 164-65, 180, 182, 
184-86, 188. 

8amsher Kban-:;-3:34. 
Sanad-348-49. 
Sa1~ai (fhite)-56. 
Sankanda-6, 
Sankar-179. 

.. ' 

Sankba (river)-284•. 

Sankhapur-131, 138, 146-47, 150,-
521 156, 183, 186-87, 

~ Sankhini-250. 
Sannyii.si-82, 91-94, 104, 107-08, 

Jll.l3, 277. 

Santal-257,.259-71. 
Santi-117, 119-20, 123-28. 
Sarail (Pergannah)-307, 311-H, 

~H4-15. 

Sari (bird).:__l49, 15:!-53, 155,162, 
16r,, 168-71, 178, 182-83,- 185, 
200. 

Sat.i (rites )....,-191. · 
Saturn-139. 

"satyayuga-193. 

Satmindra Kishore Ray Chaudhuri-
1!12. 

'-'ayabali Gayen-424. 
Sepoys-263. 

Sepulveda's collections-122. 
Setar--3 7 4. 

Seyat (vessel)-205. 
Sharlhan-349. 
Shahbatpur-320; 

Shah.Baz Khan-303, 312, 315, 
;jz2, 324, ~H. 

Shah Jehan-330. 

Shah Neoaz (Khan, Dewan)-366, 
Shah Suja-~30-31. · 
Sbaben Shah--3139. 

Shaikh Farid-:--278, 285, 288-89, 
294, 2()7 -98. 

Sltail (fish)-230. 
Shakespeare-l2L 
Shaknaibatta-6. 
Sharfarii.li-a67. 
Sharif-333-34. 
Shastras-341. 

Sherpur- 222, 346, 34<9 .. 
Sher Shfl.h-3051 316-17. 
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Shylock-35, 37. 
Simul (tree)-237-38. 
Sinda-349. 
Singakhali---39, 41, 45, 52-53. 
Singipnr-39, 42, 44, 53, Mi. 
Singi (fish)-241. 
Sita-60, 107, 284. 
Sitaghiit-284. 
Siva-74, 203. 
Siva Ratan Mitra-259. 

. . 

'Social History of Bengal '-305, 
320. 

Sodhoriim-312. 
Sobagi-40. 
Soloman Khan-309. 
Somai-199. 
Someswari-192. 
Sonakandi-43 2. 
Sona Majhi-230. 

Sona Mani-303, 319-~0, 325, 424. 
Soniirgion-303. 
Soot•ma Valley-137. 
Sovan Dad Khan (Dewan)-302, 

366. 
Spanish ballad-122. 
Sripur-325, 327, 349, 351-52, 354, 

35'7 -62. 

Stapleton (Mr. H. E.)-301, 304, 
314, 316, 320, 324, :~28, 333, 335. 

Suii-W7. 
Subadar-267. 
Subha Babu-:W2, 265, 268. 
Subhadra-~OJ, 319-:0,324-25, 352. 

Sujati-33-35, 39, 46, 50, 54-57, 5!J, 
60, 76. 

Suka-143, 146-411, 153, 162, 178, 
182-83, 185, 200, 

Sulctii-243. 
Sulaiman Kararani-304-07, 309. 
Sulaiman Khan-305-06, 309-10, 

333-34, 343, 368. 
Sultan-1343-44. 
Sultan Bazed Bostani-278. 
Sumaru-248. 
Sundar-295-96. 
Sundhii Meth£-80, 97. 
:Suri-259. 
Surmai-39, 57, 63, 74 . 

. 

1 

Susang Dm·gapur-191-9.~. 
Sutrakona-40. 
Suvama Gram-335, 349. 
'Suvarna Gramer ltihasa '-325, 

334, 

Swarnamayee-319. 
Swarup Chand1·a Ray-325, 334-35. 
Syer-ul-Mutakherim-365. 
Sylhet-12:l, 311-U, 317. 

T 

Taga1· (flowet·)-155. • 
Tamshii Gazi-6, ·! 3, 24. 

Tara-246-49, 25l, 254-56. 
Tarap-.312, 3!6-17,372. 
Taziuddin Gada--369. 
Taz Khan-301, 313. 
'Tazkiratul A ulia '-280. 
'l'era Lengra-390, 393, 402. 
'l'haktu-3U. 
''l'bakurdadat· Jhuli '-134. 

a y- 22. 
Tiara (ornament)-l·l8. 
Tiler liiru-241. 
Tinkari-218, 234. 

Tipperah-219, 307-08, 311-15, 317,. 
321, 3~5, 



Titash (river)-315. 
Toghlakabad-281. 
'Toilers of the Sea '-114. 
1'oka-I28. 
1'ulsz'-234. 
Turan-301, ~07, S ll. 

Uchbigram-40. 
Udaypur-312. 

u 

Udaypur hills-311, 317. 
Ujani-138, 14<3, 146-47, 151, 
Ullci-24;2, 

Umad Ali-334. 
Urdu-38. 
Urumberia (a low caste)-55. 

v 
Vaishnavas-8, 84. 
Valmiki-278. 

INDEX 

Venus and Adonis-121. 
Victor Hugo-11~. 
Vidyadhara-98. 
Vikramaditya-306. 
Vikrampur-301,811, 325, 827. 
Vishnu-2:Z3-24, 289. 
Vizir-291-92. • 
V riudavana.-283 . 

. . 
w 
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W asher-Maiden-1, 3, fi, 34, \95. 
180. Western Bengal-259. 

i .Wise (Dr. Ja.mes)-301, 303, 305, 
! 310,316,318,321, 824,328,330, 

335, 366. 

Yayati-307. 
Ynvaraja-3;~1. 

y 

Varendra Brahmin1-::o5. z 
Vashu-220, ~23-25, 2£7-37, ~39-

46, 248-49, 251-54. Zsminder-50, ;)11., 
• 

• 

I 



OPINIONS .. 
"HISTORY OF THE BENGALI LANGUAGE AND 

LITERATURE" (IN ENGLISH) 
By. 

RAI SAHIB DINESH CHANDRA SE~, .B.A . 
• 

Published by 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Demy 8vo, pp. 1067, with illustrations. Price-Rs. 16. 

HIS EXCELLENCY LORD HARDINGE OF PENS
HURST in his Convocation Address, dated the 16th March, 
1912, as Chancellor of the Calcutta University:-

• 
"Duriing the last four years also the University has, from time 

to time, appointed Readers on special subjects to foster investiga
tion of important branches of learning amongst our advanced 
students. One of these Readers, Mr. Sen, has embodied his 
lectures on the History of Bengali Language ind Literature from 
the earliest times to the middle of the 19th century in a volume 
of considerable merit• which he ,is about to supplement by 
another original contribution to the history of one of the most 
important vernaculars in this country. May I express the hope 
that this example will be followed elsewhere, and that critical 
schools may be established for the vernacular languages of India 
which have not as yet received the attention that they deserve." 

HIS EXCELLENCY LORD CARMICHAEL, GOVERNOR 
OF BBNGAL, in his address, on tl1e occasion of bis laying thc;l 
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Foundation stone of the Romesh Chandra Saraswat Bhawan, 
. dated the 20th November, 1916 :-

"For long Romesh Chandra Dutt's History of the Literature 
of Bengal was the only work of its kind available to the genera;} 
reader. The results <>f further study in this field have been made 
available to us by the publication of the learned and luminous 
lectures of Rai Sahib Dineschandra Sen. * * In the direction 
of the History of the Language and the Literature, Rai Sanib 
Dineschandra Sen has created the necessary interest by his Typical 
Selections. lt remains for the members of the Paris had to follow 
this lead and to carry on the work in the same spirit of patient 
accurate research.'' • 

SIR ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE, in his Convocation Address, 
dated the 13th March, 1909, as Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta 
University:-

"We have had a long series of luminous lectures from one of 
our own graduates, Babu Dineschandra Sen, on the fascinating 
subject of the History of the Bengali Language and Literature. 
These lectures take a comprehensive view of the develQpment of 
our vernacular, and their publication will unquestionably facilitate 
the historical :investigation of the origin of the vernacular literature 
of this country, the study of which is avowedly one of the foremost 
objects of the New Reguiations to promote." 

SYLVAIN LEVI (Paris)-' 'I cannot give you praises enough 
-your work is a Chintamani-a Ratnakara. No book about India 
would I compare with yours ...... Never dia I find such a realistic 
sense of literature ...... Pundit and Peasant, Yogi and Raja, mix 
together in a Bhttkespsa.rian way on the stage you have built up." 

BARTH (Paris)-'' I can approach your book as a learner, 
not as a judge." 

C. H. TAWNEY-'' Your work shows vast research and 
much gener.al culture." 
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VINCENT SMITH-'' A work of profound learning and high 
value.''· 

F. W. THOMAS-''' Characterised by extensive erudition 
and independent research.'' .. 

E. J. RAPSON-" I looked through it with great interest 
and great admiration for the knowledge and research to which it 
bears witness." 

F H. SKRINE-'' Monument.al work-. I have been revelling 
in the book ~hich taught me much of which I was ignorant." 

E. B. HAVELL-'' Most valuable book which every Anglo
Indian should read. I congratulate you most heartily on your 
very admirable English and perfect lucidity of style.'' 

D. C. PHILLOT-' ' I can well understand the enthusiasm 
with which the work was received by scholars, for even to men 
unacquainted with·your language, it cannot fail to be a source of 
great interest and profit.'' 

L. D. BARNETT-" I congratulate you· on having accom
plished such an admirable work.'' 

G. HULTZUH-" Mr. Sen's valuable •work on Bengali· 
literature, a subject hitherto unfamiliar to me, which I am now 
reading with great interest.'' 

• 
J. F. BLUMHARDT-· "An extremely well-written and 

scholarly production, exhaustive in its wealth of materials and· of 
immense value." 

T. W. RHYS DAVIDS-'' It is a most interesting and im.;. 
portant work and reflects great credit on your industry and 
research.'' 
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JULES BLOCH (Paris)-" Your book I find an admirable 
• one and which is the only one of its kind in the whole of India." 

WILLIAM ROTHENSTEIN-'' I found the book surpris.
ingly full of suggestive information. It held me bound from 

. beginning to end, in spite of my absolute ignorance of the language 
of which you write with obviously profound scholarship.'' 

EMILE SENART (Paris)-" I have gone through your book 
with lively interest and it appears to me to do the highest credit 
to your learning and method of working.'' 

• 
HENRY VAN DYKE-CU. S. A.)-'' Your instructive pages 

which are full of new suggestions in regard to the richness and 
interest of the Bengali Language and Literature.'' 

C. T. WINCHESTER-CU. S. A.) "A work of profound 
learning on a theme which demands the attention of all Western 
scholars. ' ' 

• 
Prom a long review in the TIMES LITERARY SUPPLE-

MENT, London, June 20, 1912-'' In his narration, as becomes 
one who is the soul of scholarly candour, he tells those, who can 
read him with sympathy and imagination more about the Hindu 
mind and its attit~de towards life than we can gather from 50 
volumes of impressions of travel by Europeans. Loti's picturesque 
account of the rites practised in Travancore temples, and even M. 
Chevrillon's synthesis of much browsing "in Hindu Scriptures, 
see.m faint records by the side of this unassuming tale o£ Hindu 
literature-Mr. Sen may well be proud of the lasting monument 
he has erected to the literature of his native Bengal." 

Prom a long review in the ATHEN~UM, March, 16, 1912-
H Mr. Sen may justly congratulate himself on the fact that in 
the middle age he has done more for the history of his national 
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language and literature than any other writer of his own or indeed 
any time.'' 

From a long review in the SPECTATOR, June 12, 1912-
u A book of extraordinary interest to those who would make au 
impartial study of the Bengali mentality and. character-a work 
which reflects the utmost credit on the candour, industry and 
learning of its author. In its kind his book is a masterpiece-· 
modest, learned, thorough and sympathetic. Perhaps no other 
man living has the learning and happy 'industry for the task he 
has successfully accomplished.'' 

From a r~view by MR. H. BEVERIDGE in the Royal 
Asiatic Society's Journal, Jan., 1912-'' It is a very full and 
interesting account of the development of the Bengali Literature. 
He has a power of picturesque writing ... his descriptions are often 
eloquent.'' 

From a long review by S. K. RATLIFFE in India, 
London, March 15, 1912-' 'There is no more competent authority 
on the subject than Mr. Dineschandra Sen. The great value of 
thebook 'is in its full and fresh treatment of the pre-English era 
and for this it would be difficult to give its author too high 
praise. " 

From a long review by H. KERN in the Bijdragen of the 
Royal Institute joT Taal (translated by Dr. Kerfl himself)-" Fruit 
of ;investigation carried through many years ... highly interesting 
book ... the reviewer has all to admire in the pages of the work, 
nothing to criticise, for. his whole knowledge is derived from it.''-

From a review by DR. OLDENBERG in the Frankfurter 
Zistung, December 3, 1911 (translated by the late Dr. Thibaut )
'' It is an important supplementation of the history of modern 
Sanskrit Literature. The account of Chaitanya's influence on the 
poetical literature of Bengal contributes one of the most brilliant 
sections of the work. ' '- . 
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From a review in DEUTSCHE RUNDSCHAN, April, 1912 
-'' The picture which this learned Bengali has painted for us 
with loving care of the literature of his native land deserves to 
be received with attentive and grateful respect.'' 

From a review· in LUZAC'S ORIENTAL LIST, London, 
May-June, 1912-" A work of inestimable value, full of interest
ing information, containing complete account of the writings of 
Bengali authors from the earliest time ... It 'vill undoubtedly find 
a place in every Oriental Library as being the most complete and 
reliable standard work on the l3engali Language and Literature.'?-

From a review in the INDIAN MAGAZINE, London, 
August, 1912-" For Mr. Sen's erudition, his sturdy patriotism, 
his instructive perception of the finer qualities in Bengali life and 
literature, the reader_ of his book must have a profound respect if 
he is to understand what modern Bengal is.'' 

From a long review in the MADRAS MAIL, May 9, 1912 
-" A survey of the evolution of the Bengali letters by a student 
so competent, so exceptionally learned, can hardly fail•to be an 
important event in the world of critici~-;m. '' 

From a long review in the PIONEER, May 5, 1912-
,' Mr. Sen is a typical student such as was common in medimval 
Europe-a lover of learning for learning's sake ... He must be a 
poor judge of characters who can rise from a perusal of Mr. Sen's 
pages without a real respect and liking for the writer, for his 
sincerity, his industry, his enthusiasm in the ·cause of learning." 

Extract from a long review by Sylvain Levi (Paris) in the 
REVUE CRITIQUE, Jan. 1915; (translated for the Bengalee )-

" One cannot praise too highly the work of Mr. Sen. A pro
found and original erudition has been associated with a vivid 
imaginat;ion. The works which he analyses are brought back to 
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1ife with the consciousness of the original authors, with the 
movement of the multitudes who patronised them and with the 
:landscape which encircled them. The historian, though relying • 
op. his documents, has the temperament of an epic poet. He has 
likewise ;inherited the lyrical genius of his race. His enthusiastic 
sympathy vibrates through all his descriptio:t'J.s. Convinced as 
every Hindu is of the superiority of the Brahmanic civilization, 
he exalts its glories and palliates its shortcomings, if he does not 
approve of them he would excuse them. He tries to be just Lo 
Buddhism and Islam; in the main he is grateful to them for their 
contribution to the making of India. He praises with eloquent 
ardour the earll English missionaries of Chr:istianity. 

The appreciation of life so rare in our book-kno\vledge, runs 
throughout the work; one reads these thousana pages with a sus
tained interest; and one loses S:ight of the enormous labour which 
it presupposes; one easily slips into the treasure of information 
which it presents. The individual extracts quoted at the bottom 
of the pages offers a unique anthology of Bengali. The linguistic 
remarks scattered in the extracts abound in new and precious 
materials. Mr. Sen has given to his country a model which it 
would be ~ifficult to surpass; we only wish that it may provoke in 
other parts of India emulations to follow it." 

From a review in the ENGLISHMAN, April 23, 1912-
" Only one v;rho has completely identified himself with the subject 
could have mastered it so well as the author of this imposing book.'' 

From a review in the EMPIRE, August 31, 1918-" As a 
book of reference Mr. S~n's work will be found invaluable and he 
is to be congratulated on the result of his labours. It may well be 
said that he has proved what an EngLish enthusiast once said that 
' Bengali unites the mellifluousness of Italian with the power 
possessed by German for renderi-ng complex ideas.' '' 

From a review by F. G. PARGITER in the INDIAN ANTI
QUARY, December, 1912-'' This book is the outcome of great 
research and study, on which the author deserves the warm:est 
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praise. He has explained the literature and the subjects treated 
in it with such fulness and :in such detail as to make the whole 

• plain to any reader. The folk-literature, the structure and style 
of the lang·uage, metre and rhyme, and many miscellaneous points 
are discussed in valuable notes. The tone is calm and the judg·
ments appear to be ·generally fair.'' 

BANGA SAHITYA-PARICHAYA • 
OR 

TYPICAL SELECTIONS FROM OLD 
. BENGALI LITERATURE. 

BY 

Prof. Dineschandra Sen, Rai Bahadur, B.A., D.Litt. 

2 vols, Royal 8vo,, pp. 1914, with an Introduction in English 
• 

running over 99 pages, published by the 

University of Calcutta. 

(With 10 colouTed illustmtions. PTice Rs. iS.) 
• 

. SIR GEORGE GRIERSON-" Invaluable work ...... That I 
have yet read through its 1900 pages I do not pretend, but what 
I have read has filled me with admiration for the industry and 
learning displayed. It is a worthy sequel to your monumental 
History of Bengali Literature, and of it we may safely say ' fi.nis 
coTonat opus.' How I wish that a similar work could be compiled 
for other Indian languages, specially for Hindi." 

E. B. HAVELL-'' Two monumental volumes from old 
Bengali Literature. As I am not a Bengali scholar~ it is im-
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possible for me to appreciate at their full value the splendid results 
of your scholarship and research, but I have enjoyed reading your 
luminous and most instructive introd¥ction which g,ives a clear 
i:psight ,into the subject. I was also very much interested in the 
illustrations, the reproduction of whicJ.:t from original paintings 
is very successful and creditable to Swadeshi work.'' 

H. BEVERIDGE-'' Two magnificent volumes of the Banga 
Sahitya-Parichaya ...... I h;:tve read ·with interest Rasa Sundari's 
autobiography in your extracts.'' 

F. H. SifRINE-'' The two splendid volumes of Banga 
Sahitya-Parichaya I am reading with pleasure and profit. They 
are a credit to your profound learning and to the University which 

- has given them to the world." 

From a long rev:iew in THE TIMES LITERARY SUPPLE
MENT, London, November 4, 1915-" In June, 1912, in com- . 
menting on Mr. Sen's History of Bengali Language and Literature, 
we suggested that work might usefully be supplemented by an 
anthology .of Bengali prose and poetry. Mr. Sen has for many 
years been occupied with the aid of other patriotic students of the 
mediawal literature of Bengal in collecting manuscripts of for
gotten or half-forgotten poems. In addition to these more or less 
valuable monuments of Bengali poetic art, the chief popular 
presses have published great masses on literocy matter, chiefly 
religious verse. It can hardly be said that these piles of_ written 
and printed matter have ever been subjected to a critical or philo
logical scrutiny. Thei~ very existence was barely known to the · 
Europeans, even to those who have studied the Bengali Language 
on the spot. Educated Bengalis themselves, until quite recent 
times, have been too busy with the arts and sciences of Europe 
to spare much time for indigenous treasures. That was the reason 
why we suggested the compiling of a critical chrestomathy for the 
benefit not only of European but of native scholars. The Uni
versity of Calcutta prompted by the eminent scholar Sir Asutosh 

2 
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Mookerjee, then Vice-Chancellor, had already anticipated this 
• need it seems. It had shrunk (rightly, we think) from the 

enormous and expensive task of printing the MSS. recovered by 
the diligence and generosity of Mr. Sen and other inquirers and 
employed Mr. Sen to prepare the two bulky volumes now before 
us. The Calcutta S~nate is to be congratulated on its enterprise 
and generosity." 

From a review in The ATHENJEUM, January 16, 1915-
" We have already reviewed Mr. Sen's History of Bengali 
Language and Literature and have rendered some account of his 
prev,ious work in Bengali entitled Banga Bhasa O.Sahitye;. Mr. 
Sen now supplies the means of checking his historical and critical 
conclusions in a copious collection of Bengali verse ...... Here are 
the materials carefully arranged and annotated with a skill and 
learning such as probably no one else living can command.'' 

From a review by Mr. F. G. PARG ITER-in the Royal 
Asiatic Society's Journal-'' These two portly volumes of some 
2,100 pages are an anthology of Bengali poetry and prose from 
the 8th to the 17th century and are auxiliary to the same author's 
History of Bengali Language and Literature which was reviewed 
by Mr. Beveridge in this Journal for 1912 ...... The Vice-Chancellor 
of the Calcutta University who was consulted, decided that the 
best preliminary measure would be to make and publish typical 
selections. The "6niversity then entrusted that duty to Babu 
Dinesh Chandra Sen; this work is the outcome of his researches. 
There can be no question that Dinesh Babu was the person most 
competent to undertake the task and in 'these two volumes we 
have without doubt a good presentment of typical specimens of 
old Bengali literature ...... The style of the big book is excellent, its 
printing is fine, and it ;is embellished with well-executed repro
ductions in colour of some old paintings. It has also a copious 
index. · 
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THEfVAISNAVA LITERATURE OF MEDI£VAL BENGAL 
f Being lectures de,li~ered as Read~r to the University of Calcutta. J 

BY 

RAJ SAHIB DINESH CHANDRA. SEN, B.A. 

Demy 8vo, 257 pages 

WITH A PREFACE BY 

J. D. ANDERSON, Esq., I.C.S. (Retired) 

Price Rs. 2 

ll 

SIR GEO.RGE GRIERSON-" Very valuable book ...... I am 
reading it with the greatest interest and am learning much from it.'' 

WILLIAM ROTHENSTEIN-'' I was delighted with your 
book, I cannot tell you how touched I am to be reminded of that 
side of your beloved country which appeals to me most-a side of 
which I was able to perceive som .. ething during my own too short 
visit to India. In the faces of the best of your countrymen I was 
able to soo that spirit of which you write so charmingly in your 
book. · I am able to recall these faces and figures as if they were 
before me. I hear the tinkle of the temple-bells along the ghats 
of Benares, the voices of the women as they sing their sacred songs 
crossing the noble river in the boats at sunset and I sit once more 
with the austere Sanyasin friends I shall never, I fear, see more. 
But though I shall not look upon the face of India again, the 
vision I had of it will fill my eyes through life, and the love I 
feel for your country ''"ill remain to enrich my own vis:ion of life, 
so·long as I am capable of using it. Though I can only read you 
in English, the spirit in which you write is to me so true an 
Indian spirit, that it shines through our own idiom, and carries 
me, I said before, straight to the banks of your sacred rivers, to 
the bathing tanks and white shrines and temples of youi' well
remembered villages and tanks. So once more I send you my 
thanks fo): the magic carpet you sent me, upon which my· soul 
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can return to your dear land. May the songs of which you write 
remain to fill this land with their fragrance; you will have use of 

• them, in the years before you, as we have need of all that is best 
in the songs of our own seers in the dark waters through whicJ1 
we are steering. ' ' 

The Vaisnava ··Literature of Mediawal Bengal. By Rai 
Sahib Dineschandra Sen. (The Calcutta University.) 

'' Though the generalisation that all Hindus not belonging to 
modern reform movements are Saivas or Vaisnavas is much too 
wide, there are the two main tlivisions in the bewildering mass of 
sects which make up the 217,000,000 of Hindus, and at many 
points they overlap each other. The attempts maae in the 1901 
Census to collect information regarding sects led to such unsatis
factory and partial results that they were not repeated in_ t]le last 
decennial enumeration. But it is unquestionable • tnat the 
Vaisnavas-the worshippers of Krishna-are dominant in Bengal, 
owing to the great success of the reformed cult established by 
Chaitanya, a contemporary of Martin Luther. The doctrine of 
Bhakti or religious devotion, which he taught still flourishes in 
Bengal, and the four lectures of the Reader to the University of 

• Calcutta in Bengali here reproduced provide an instructive guide 
to its expression in the literature of the country during the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The first part of the book is 
devoted to the early period of Vaisnava literature, dating from 
the eleventh centm;y. 

The Rai Sahib is filled with a most patriotic love of his nation 
and its literature, and has done more than any contemporary coun
tryman to widen our knowledge of them. His bulky volume 
recording the history of Bengali Language and Literature from the 
earliest times to the middle of the nineteenth century is accepted 
by Orientalists as the most complete and authoritative work on 
the su~ject. 

There is refreshing ingenuousness in his claim, my 
industry has been great,' and the ' forbearing indulgence ' for 
which he asks if he has failed from any lack of powers, will readily 
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be granted in view of the enthusiasm for his subject which some
what narrows the strictly critical value of his estimates, but does 
not impair the sustained human interest of the book. 

Chaitanya clearly taught, as these pages show, that the 
I(rishna of the Mahabharata, the great cfiieftain and ally of the 
Pandava brothers, was not the Krishna of Brhtdaban. rrhe latter, 
said the reformer, to Rupa, the author of those masterpieces of 
Sanskrit drama, the Vidagdha Madhava and the Lalita Madhava, 
was love's very self and an embodiment of sweetness : and the 
more material glories of Mathura should not be confused with the 
spiritual conquests of Brindaban. ·The amours of Krishna with 
Radha and the milkmaids of Bridaban are staple themes of the 
literature associated with the worship of the God of the seductive 
flute. But Mr. Sen repeatedly insists that the love, discussed in 
the literature he has so closely studied is spiritual and mystic, 
although usually presented in sensuous garb. Chaitanya who had 
frequent ecstasies of spiritual joy, Rupa, who classified the 
emotions of love in 360 groups and the other authors whose careers 
are here traced ·were hermits of UJ1.E?potted life and religious devo
tion. The old passionate desire for union which they taught is 
still dom~nant in modern Bengali literature not directly V aisnava 
in import. As Mr. J. D. Anderson points out in his preface, the 
influence of Chaitanya's teaching may be detected in the mystical 
verses of rragore.'' 

Prom a long review in the TIMES LITERARY SUPPLE
MENT, 26th April, 1918 :-( Mediawal Vaist1ab Literature.) 

'' This delightful and interesting little book is the outcome of 
a series of lectures supplementing the learned discourses which 
Mr. Sen made the •material of his 'Baisnava Literature of 
Mediawal Bengal ' reviewed by us on August 2, 1917. 

It is an authentic record of the religious emotion and thought 
of that wonderful land of Bengahvhich fevv of its vV~stern rulers, 
we suspect, have r,ightly comprehended, not from lack of friendly 
sympathy but simply from 'Vi7ant of precisely what Mr. Sen better 
than any one living, better than Sir Rabindra.nath Tagore himself, 
can supply. 
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It is indeed, no easy matter for a Western Protestant to 
comprehend, save by friendship and sympathy with just such a 

• pious Hindu as Mr. Sen, what is the doct1~ine of an istadevata, a 
' favourite deity ' of Hindu pious adoration. In his native 
tongue Mr. Sen has written charming little books, based on 
ancient legends, wh1.eh bring us very near the heart of this simple 
mystery, akin, we suppose, to the cult of particular sa:ints in 
Catholic countries. Such for instance, is his charming tale of 
'. Sati, '. the Aryan spouse of the rough Himalayan ascetic God 
Siva. The tale is dedicated, in words of delightfully candid respect 
and affection, to the devoted ~nd loving wives of Bengal, whose 
V:irtues as wives and mothers are the admiration of all who know 
their country. Your pious Vaisnava can, without •any hesitation 
or difficulty, transfer his thoughts from the symbolical amorism 
of Krishna to that other strange creation-legend of Him of the 
Blue Throat who, to save God's creatures, swallowed the poison 
cast up at the Churning of the Ocean and bears the mystic stigma 
to this day. Well, we have our traditions, legends, mysteries, ~nd 
as Underhill and others tell us, our own ecstatic mystics, 
who find such ineffable foy in loving God as, our Hindu friends 
tell us, the divine Radha experienced in her sweet surrender to 

• the inspired wooing of Krishna. The :important thing for us, as 
students of life and literature, is to note how these old communal 
beliefs influence and develop that wonderful record of human 
thought and emotion wrought for us by the imaginative writers 
of verse and prose, .the patient artists of the pen. 

When all is said, there remains the old indefinable charm 
which attaches to all that Dines Chandra Sen writes, whether in 
English or his native Bengali. In his hl:>ok breathe a native 
candour and piety which somehow remind us of the classical 
writerR familiar to our boyhood. In truth, he is a belated con
temporary of, say, Plutarch, and attackR his biographical task in 
much the same spirit. We hope his latest book will be widely 
(and sympathetically) read.'' 

J.D. ANDERSON, Esq., retired I.C.S., Professor, Cambridge 
University :-"I have read more than half of it. I propose to send 
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with it, if circumstances leave me the courage to write it, a short 
Preface (which I hope you will read with pleasure even if you do 
not think it Vi7orth publication) explaining why, in the judgment 
of a very old student of all your works, your book should be read 
not only in Calcutta, but in ·London and Paris, and Oxford and 
Cambridge. I have read it and am reading it with great delight 
and profit and very real sympathy. Think how great must be the 
charm of your topic and your treatment when in this awful yt3ar 
of anxiety and sorrow, the reading of your delightful MS. has 
given me rest and refreshment in a time when every post, every 
knock at the door, may bring us sorrow." 

JULES BLOCH-'' I have just finished the romantic story 
of Chandravati (given in the-Bengali· Ramayanas). May I con
gratulate you on the good and well deserved luck of having dis· 
covered her after so many others and having added that new gem 
to the crown of Bengali Literature: 

I cannot speak to you in detail of your chapters on the charac
ter,istics of the Bengali Ramayanas and on Tulsidas, I had only 
to learn from what yo]J. say and thank you for helping me and 
many oth~rs toget a little of that direct understanding and feeling 
of the literary <md emotional value of those poems in general and 
Krittivas in particular. I hope your devotion to Bengali 
Literature will be rewarded by a growing popularity of that 
literature in India and in Europe; and also that young scholars 
will follow your example and your direction in continuing your 
studies, literary and philological.'.' 

SIR GEORGE GRIERSON-"! must write to thank you for 
your two valued gifts of the " Folk Literature of Bengal " and 
'' The Bengali Ramayanas.'' I delayed acknowledging them till 
I had read them through. I have been greatly interested by both, 
and owe you a debt of gratitude for the immense amount of 
important informa,tion contained in them. 

I add to this letter a few notes which the perusal of your books 
has suggested to me. Perhaps you will find them useful. 
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I hope that you will be spared to us to Vi7rite many more such 
books.'' 

DR. WILLIAM CROOKE, C.l.E., EDITOR OF " FOLK 
LORE ''-'' I have read them ( ' Folk Literature of Bengal ' 
and ' The Bengali· Ramayanas' ) with much interest. They 
seem to me to be a very valuable contribution to the study of 
the"" religion and folk-lore of Bengal. I congratulate you on the 
success of your work and I shall be glad to· receive copies of any 
other work which you may ~rite on the same subjects.'' 

H. BEVERIDGE-'' Of the two books I must say that I 
like best the Bengali Ramayanas. Your book on Bengali folk 
lore ,is also valuable '' (from a lett~r of 12 pages containing a 
critical review of the two books). 

From the '' Revista Trimes.trale di studi Filosofici e Religiosi'' 

Rai Bahadur Dinesh· -'' 'rhe University of Calcutta continues 
chaodra Sen's Folk with every alacrity, the fine series of its pub-
Literature of Bengal. · fi lications thus testifying to the high sc,ienti c 
preparation (issuing out) of those indigenous teachers. This 
volume devoted to the popular tales of Bengal also constitutes a 

, contribution of the :first rank to such a subject. The tracing of 
the History of the Bengali language and literature in this Univer
sity is one of the moRt well-deserved :,;tudies of Bengal. To it is 
due, in fact, tiie ~onumental and now classical History of the 
Bengali Language and Literature (1912) ;-in which, so far as 
our studies go, we value most the accurl\te estimate of the in
fluence of Cha.itanya on that literature-accompanied by the 
grand Bengali Anthology Banga Sahitya Parichaya, 1914, and 
then above all the pleasing and erudite researches on Vaishnab 
literature and the connected religious reform of Chaitan~a. 

A world wholly legendary depicted with the homely tender
ness in niost secluded locaUty of Bengal and half conceived in 
the Buddhistic epoch with del,icate phantasy and fondness; the 
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world in which Rabindranath Tagore ultifUately at~{ti~~q ~1~s full 
growth is revived with every seduction of art in the luminous • 
pages of this beautiful book. The author came in touch with this 
in his first days of youth when he was a village teacher in East 
Bengal and he now wishes to reveal it by gathering together the 
most secluded spirit and also the legend collected in four delicious 
volumes of D. R. Mazumdar, yet to be translated. 

A spirit of renunciation in the devotion of w~ves in the 
love of tender and sorrowful ladies, in eagerness for patient 
sacrifice carry us back, as we have said, to the Buddhistic epoch 
of Bengal; it rises as an ideal of life and is transmitted to future 
generations traversed by tl1e Mussalmani faith which ;tl~o is 
pervaded by so· many Buddhistic eleme:p.ts. M~lancha, tpE;l Sl_1~
Jime female incarnation of such an ideal-whos~ legep.d is tra:rv:~
lated in the last pages of this volqme-.. the L~t~Y wholly spirit11al, 
a soul heroic in its devoted re~mnciation, · rn;istress of per body 
who reveals in herself qualities that essentially belqng to ldep,, !1 

creature of the soul, shaped by the aspiri=ftion to come i:qto co:ntact 
with the external world. Malancha loses her eyes and per pq,:pi!s, 
but so strong is her desire to see her husband that her eyes grow 
again and .such is her ·d~sire to ~erv~ him that her 4wqqs fLlso 
grow again. 

In the popular narration the prose often assumes a poetic 
movement and ~et~~pal for~. r_rhe arcpaic l~~guag~ that reminds 

. ns of remote q,ntiq11}ty is converted into ~nic charip. and b.Gcom~s 
~notty in Fhe prq~e, ~aki:qg us think p~nsiveJ.y of the V ~die 
hymnology that entered the epic of Maha~arat.'' ( Tramhtcct 
fro!P the origipal I~alian ) . 

• 

3 
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Extract from the Times Litemry Supplement, April, 1921. 

THE BENGALI RAMAYANAS 

BY PROF. DINE~CHANDRA SRN, RAI BAHADUR, B.A., :Q.I;ITT. 

(Published by the University of Calcutta. Rs. 4 AR. 2) . 

. 
The Indian epics deserve closer study than they have hitherto 

received at the hands of the average Englishm.an of culture. 
Apart from the interest of the main themes, the wealth of imagery 
and the beauty of many of the episodes, they are storehouses of 
information upon the ancient life of India and a key to the or:igin 
of customs which still live. Moreover, they show many curious 
aff.:;::ties to Greek literature, which suggest the existence of 
legends common to both countries. The :Ring of Polycrates is 
reproduced in other conditions in the " Sakuntala," the Alcestis 
has its counterpart in the story of Savitri, and the chief of the 
Pandavas descends into hell in the manner of Odyss<ius, though 
on a nobler errand. 

The main theme of these lectures is the transformation of 
the old majestic .Sanskrit epic. as it came from the hanas of 
Valmiki to the more famil,iar and homely style of the modern 
Bengali versions. The Ramayana, Vi'e arc told, 1s a protest 
against Buddhist monasticism, the glorjfication of the domestic 
virtues, proclaiming that there is no need to look for salvation 
outside the home. The Bengali version, while reducing the 
grandeur of the heroic characters to the level of ordinary mortals, 
bring the epic within the reach of the humblest peasant; they 
have their own virtues, just as the simple narrative of the Gospels 
has its own charm, though it be different in kind from that of 
Isaiah's majestic cadences. Thus in the Sanskrit poem 
" Kauyalya '', Rama's mother, is sacrificing to Fire when she 
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hears of her son's exile; she does not :flinch, but continues the 
sacrifice in the spirit of Greek tragedy, merely altering the 
character of her prayer. In the Bengal1i version she becomes an • 
ordinary Bengali woman, giving vent to lamentations such as one 
hears every day in modern India. In the Nibelungenlied one 
sees the same kind of transformation from U1e old Norse sagas 
to the atmosphere of medieval chivalry. 

The author approaches his subject in that spirit of reverence 
which is the due of all the great literature, and to him VaJmiki's 
Ramayana is the greatest literature in the world. The fact does 
not blunt his critical faculty; rather•does it sharpen it, for, as he 
says in the preface, " historical research and the .truths to which 
it leads do not interfere with faith," neither do they stand iri the 
way of admiration. He sees more in the Ra.niayana than the 
mere collection of legends into a Sanskrit masterpiece from which 
various versions have been made from time to time. He shows 
us how, as the centuries proceeded, each successive version was 
influenced by the spirit of the age, how the story became adapted 
to the purposes of religious propaganda, how in the interests of 
the Vaislmava cult the hero Rama became the divine avaMr of 
Vishnu, e.ven at the risk of absurd situations. He takes us 
through the age of the Sakti influence, of Ramananda's philo
sophy and iits revolt against Mahomedan iconoclasm, of the 
:flippant immorality of the eighteenth century. " These Bengali · 
Ramayanas,'' he says, ''·have thus quite an encyclopmflic chaa:
acter, comprising, along with. the story .of Rama, current 
theologies, folk-tales, and the poetry of rural Bengal of the age 
when they were composed.'' To hiri1 the Ramayana is a yel]o,v 
primrose, but it is something more; and if some of his theories 
seem over-fanciful, at least they have the merit of sincerity. To 
the student of folklore these lectures are to be recommended as an 
earnest and loving study of a fascinating subject. 

:·· ...... ~ 
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Prom a Review in the " Folk-Lore." 

''. TilE BENGALI RAMAYANA '' : LECTURES DELIVERED A'r 'rHB 
CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY IN 1916. BY RAI SAHIB DINES
CHANDRA SEN, B.A. Published by the University of Calcutta, 
1920. •• 

'rHE FOLK-LITERATURE OF BENGAL : LECTURES DELIVERED A'l' 

THE CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY IN 1917. By the same Author. 
Published by the University of Calcutta, 1920 . . 
It is a matter of congratulation that the author of these two 

volumes of lectures an eminent Bengali scholar all'd author of a11 

important work, The History of Bengali Language and Literatwre, 
has devoted his attention to the folklore of his country, and that 
a lectureship on this subject has been founded in the University of 
Calcutta. In ti~e first series of lectures he considers the questim).s 
connected with the Bengali versions of the great Indian epic, the 
'' Ramaya1ia '' the work of Valmiki. The first result of hi.s 
analysis of the poem is that, as might have been anticipated, the 
poet used much of the current folk-tradition. Many iflc.idents in 
the epic closely resemble tales in the Buddhist J a takas. The 
second theory suggested is that originally the cycle of legends con
nected with the demi-god Rama and the demon Ravana wel'e 
distinct, and that it was left for the poet· to combine them into one 
consistent narrative. 

The second course of lectures deals with a series of folk-tales 
current among Musalmans in Bengal, which evidently embody 
early Hindu tradition. The influence oio ·woman in preserving 
these tales, and particularly the scraps of poetry embodied in them, 
is illustra-ted in an interesting way, and he makes an important 
suggestion that tales of the Middle Kingdom, or the Upper Ganges 
VaHey, ·were conveyed by the crews of ships sailing from the cost 
of Bengal to Persia and thns were communicated to the people of 
the ·west long before any translations of collections like the Pan~ 
chata:dtra or Hitopadesa ·were available. 
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rrhe learned author of the lectures is doing admirable work in 
a :field hitherto unexplored, and the University of Calcutta deserves 
hearty commendation in its efforts to encourage the study of Indian • 
~olklore. 

'Pim.es LiteraTy Supplement, May 13, 1923. 

THE FOLK-LORE OF BENGAL. 

THE FoLK-r~LTBRA'l'URE OJ!' BENGAL : BY RAI SAHIB DINESH-
• 

CHANDHA SBN. (Calcutta University Press·) 

Those who are acquainted (we hope they are many) with Mr. 
Sen's other works, the outcome of Lectures delivered to Calcutta 
undergraduates in the author's function, as Ramtanu Lahiri Re
search Fellow in history of Bengali Language and Literature, will 
know exactly what to expect of his present delightful excursion into 
Bengali Folk-lore. There is some honour, to begin with, in the 
odd fact •that he should be lecturing to Bengali lads on Bengali 
nursery tales in English. Mr. Sen is not, and does not profess to 
be, one of those remarkable Bengalis who like Sir Rabindranath 
Tagore, for example, are perfectly billingual to the extent of being 
able to think with equal ease, a.nd write wit!1 equal felicity and 
justness of expression, in both languages. Let not this be regarded 
as a sin in the Raintanu Lahiri Fellow. He thinks in Bengali, he 
thinks Bengali thoughts, he remains a pious Hindu, though hig 
Hindu ideas are touched and stirred by contact with many kindly 
and admiring English friends. He is the better fitted to explain 
Bengal to the outer world. For he loves his native province with 
all his heart. He has no doubts as to the venerable origins, the 
sound philosophy, the artistic power, the suggestive beauty, all the 
many charms of the Bengali Saraswati, the sweet and smiling 
goddess, muse and deity alike, the inspirer and patron of· a long 
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line of men of literature and learning too little known to the self
satisfied and incurious West . 

A Hindu he remains, thinking Hindu thoughts, retaining 
proud and happy memories of his childhood and of the kind old 
men and women wh.Q fed his childish imagination with old v;rorld 
rhymes, with the quaintly primitive Bengali versions of the stately 
epics of Sanskrit Scriptures, with tales even more primitive, 
handed down by word of mouth by pious mothers, relics, perhaps, 
of a culture which preceded the advent of Hinduism in Bengal. 
What makes Mr. Sen's books SD delightful to us in Europe is pre
cisely this indefinable Hindu quality, specifically Bengali rather 
than Indian, something that fits itself with exqui~ite aptness to 
what he knovvs of the scenery and climate of the Gangetic delta 
where Mr. Sen was born, and where he has spent the whole time 
of his busy life as a student of his native litera~ure. He began life 
as a village school master in Eastern Bengal, a land of wide shin
ing meres and huge slow moving rivers, where the boatman sings 
ancient legends as he lazily plies the oar, and the cowherd lads on 
the low grassy banks of Meghna or Dhaleswari chant plaintive 
rhymes that Warren Hastings may have heard as he '' rroceeded 
up country '' in his spacious '' budgerow. '' 

All these pleasant old rhymes and tale Mr. Sen loves with a 
more than patriotic emotion and admiration, and this sentiment 
he contrives to impart to his readers, even through the difficult and 
laborious medium oi a foreign laJiguage. We can imagine his 
lectures to be pleasant by conversional than eloquent in the 
academical fashion. He tells the lads before him what life-long 
pleasure he has taken in the hereditary le~ends he shares with 
them. But in the present volumes, for example, he is driven to 
assume from time to time the austerity of a professional student of 
a comparative folk-lore, and so strays (unwittingly, we may be 
sure) into the region of heated controversy. Mr. Gourlay, dis~ 

tinguished administrator and student of the history of Bengal, 
has given Mr. Sen a friendly foreword. It is evident that this pro
fessional element in Mr. Sen's work has a little frightened his kind~ 
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ly sponsor. :' When I read the author's enthusiastic appre
ciation," he says, '' of Bengali folk-tales, the thought crossed my 
mind that perhaps the Rai Sahib's patriotism had affected his· 
.judgment ; but after I had read the translation of the beautiful, 
story of Malanchamala, I went back to the first lecture, and I knew 
that what he said was true." • • 

Mr. Gourlay has expressed a hope that Mr. Sen will make ::t 

collection of Bengali folk-tales. It must be admitted that the late 
Rev. Lalbehari Dey's tales may well be supplemented. But surely 
Mr. Gourlay knmvs Daksina Ran ian Mazumdar' s four wonderful 
and wholly delightful volumes, one of them with a preface of 
appreciation liy Sir Rabindranath Tagore himself. Mr. Mazumdar 
may well claim to be the Grimm of Bengal, and Mr. Sen has 
repeatedly acJmovilledged his debt to his unwearied diligence in 
collecting Bengali ...Jo1k tales. The wonder is that no one has yet 
translated the marvels of '' Thakurdadar Jhuli, '' '' Thakurmae 
Jhuli," " Thandidir Thale " and " Dadamahasayer Thali." 
Appropriately illustrated, sympathetically rendered, they may yet 
be the delight of Western nurseries, and form the best, the most 
natural and easy of introduction to Indian thought and literature. 
There m!e other admirable works for the nursery in Bengali, such 
as Miss Sita Devi's " Niret Gurur Kahini " and the volume of 
Hindustani Fairy tales translated by her and.her sister. But there 
is only one Mazumdar, and we heartily hope that Mr. Sen's version 
of ·his Malanchamala in this volume will draw the attention of • 
European students of Indian folk-lore to the four excellent collec-
tions we have mentioned. Their style, subtle, archaic yet 
colloquial, may well puzzle the translator, for not every one of us 
has the pen of a Charles Perrault. But the task is well worth 
attempting. Meanwhile Mr. Sen does well to remind us that two 
of the best of IJa Fontaine's Fables are taken from the '' Panqha-

1 

tantra." 

Bengali Ramayanas by D. C. Sen. From a review in the 
JournaZ of Royal AsiaJic $ociety1 by Sin. GEORGE GRIERSON~ 

' 
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'' This is the most valuable contribution to the literature on 
the Rama-saga which has appeared since Professor Jacobi's work 

• on the Ramayal).a 'Was published in 1893. The latter vms confined 
to Valmiki's famous epic, and the present volume, from the pen o! 
the veteran author of the History of Bengali Language and Litera
ture, carries the inq"Uiry on to a further stage, and throws light 
both on the origins of the story and on its later developments. 

The subject covers so wide a ground, and its treatment exhibits 
so wide a field of Indian learning that, within the limited space 
available, it is impossible to do more than indicate tho mere salient 
points adduced by the author, ai1d, perhaps, to add a few new items · 
of information. • 

It has long been admitted that the core of the Sansknt 
Ramayal).a-the portion written by Valmiki himself-consists 
(with a few interpolations) of the second to the sixth books. The 
first anrl the seventh, in which Rama is elevated from ·the stage of 
a heroic mortal to divinity, are later additions. The Rai Saheb, 
accepting these conditions, has been able to dispel part of the dark
ness which has hitherto enveloved the sources of Valmiki's poem, 
and to trace its origin to three distinct stories, which the great poet 
combined into a single epic. • 

The oldest version is that contained in the Dasaratha Jataka, 
in which Sita is said to be Barna's sister. Rama is banished to the 
Himalaya, being accompanied by her and Laksmm;a--~under much 
the same story of palace intrigue HS that told by Valmiki,-and re
turns to reign after twelve years. • He then marries l1is sister SIMi, 
and they live happily ever afterwards. She is not abrlucted by any 
one, and there is no mention either of Han11man or Raval).a.1 

The second strand of the epic belongs to Southern India, where 
there grew up a cycle of legends 2 about a grand and noble 

1 This was long ago recogni?:ed by A. Weber. Ree Tnrlian Antiquary, Vol. i, p. 121. 
2 We find much of this in that portion of t.he Uttara Kii.\)da which Jacobi calls the 

Jtavanois, • 
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Brahmana.1 Most of these stories are said to be collected in the Jain 
Ramayana of Hemachandra, a work which I have not seen, and 
which .is. described by our author as far more a history of Raval)a • 
than of Rama. On the other hand, a Buddhist work-the Ll}ka
vatara Siitra-narrates a long discourse which Raval)a held with 
the Buddha, and claims him as a follower of Mahayana Buddhism! 
He ·viras thus revered by Hindus, Jainas and Buddhists alike. 

The third strand was the floating group of legends related to 
ape-worship once widely current in India. In these Hanuman 'va8 
at first connected with Saivism, and there are still extant stories 
telling how Siva made him over to Laksmal)a for service under 
Rama. Even at the present day it is not only the devotees of Visl)U 
who adore him, and Saivas, but the crypto-Buddhists of Orissa 
claim him as a powerful divinity. 

From materials taken from each of these three sources Val
miki welded together his immortal poem. He refused sanction to 
the ancient legend that the Sita whom Rama married was bis 
sister, but gave no hint as· to her parentage. This was supplied in 
later works, such as the Adbhuta Ramayal)a-a wonderful collec
tion of old and fantastic traditions-in which she is described e~.s 

• the daughter of Manclodari, the Vi7ife of her abductor. 2 

After thus discussing the origins of the Rama-saga, and its 
development by Valmiki, the Rai Saheb proceeds to the main 
subject of his work-the Ramayal)as of Bengal. None of them 
are translations of the Sanskrit ~pic. Like tl•e celebrated Ranw
caritamii,r~;a.sa of Tulasi Dasa, each author tells his story in his own 
way, weaving into it his own thoughts and ancient traditions 

• 
1 Numerons temples in Southern India are said to have been founded by Ravana. 

(see Bombay Gazetteer, I, i, 190 454, n. 1; XV, ii, 76, 290 ff., 341). He is said to have 
performed his celebrated austerities at Gokarl)a in Kanara (Bombay Presidency), a district 
which abounds in legends about him. Some of these have spread to very distant parts nt 
India. :For instance, the story of the loan to him of Siva's " self-littga." (Gaz. XV, 290) 

2 Vide J.R.A.S., 1921, p. 422. This story appears to have been widely spre~~;d. It 
reappears in the Kashmir! RamayaJ;ta popular in Kashmir. According "t? the Jaina UttaTIJ 

Pu1·a:~a, quoted· by our author ~be was a daughter of RavaJ;ta himself, 

4 
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current in his neighbourhood. They secured their general popu
larity by the thorough Bengalization of their theme. The scenery, 
the manners and customs, the religious rites, the very food, a.J-
though placed in Lanka, are all those familiar to Bengal. '"Phe 
most famous, and one of the oldest, of these Ramaya:t;tas is that of 
Krttivasa (fourteenth century). All these featmes are already 
found there, but later writers, fa,lling under the influence of the 
VaisJJava revival of Chaitanya, not only filled their poems with 
Vais:t;tava doctr,ine and with theories ·about bhakti, but even 
transferred legends concerning Chaitanya to pseudo-prototypes in 
the war before Lal)ka.1 Space will not permit me to .mention all 
Krttivasa's successors. Each had his own excel~ncies and his 
own defects. I therefore confine myse1f to calling attention to 
the incomplete Ramayal)a of the Mymensingh poetess Candra
vatL In one of her poems she tells her own beautiful and pathetic 
story, and there can be no doubt but that her private griefs, nobly 
borne, inspired the pathos with which her tale of Sita's woes is 
distinguished. It is interesting that, . like one or two other 
authors, she ascribes Sita's banishment to Rama's groundless 
jealousy. A treacherous sister-in-la'~', daughter of Kaikeyi, 
named Kukua, persuaded Sita, much against her will, ttl draw for 
her a portrait of Rava1,1a. She then showed this to Rama as a 
proof that his wife loved, and still longed for, her cruel abductor. 
This story was not invented by the poeteRs. It must have been 

• • 
1 The Bengali version of the conversion of the h1mter Valm'iki is worth noting for 

the light it throws on the connexion of Bengali with Magadhi Priikrit. Narada tried to 
teach him to pronounce Rama's name, but he could not do so owing to sin having 
paraylsed his tongue. Narada succeeded in getting him io say madii (pronounced marii. 

meaning " dead." This is the Magadhi Prii.krit madii (Vr. xi, 15). It is peculiar t.o 
the Bengali language, the more weRtern word being marii. Narada next got him to liRe 
this western pronunciation, and to repeat the word rapidly several times-thus, 
mariimariimarii.ma·rii It will be seen that in this way Valm'iki, without his paralysed 
tongue knowing it, uttered the word Rama, and thnR became sufficiently holy to become 
converted. Apropos of the bhakti influence, on page 127, there iR a. story about 
Nizamu'd·din Aulia and a robber, which recalls the finale of the Tannhiiuser. The 
robber is told that he cannot hope for forgiveness till a certain dead tree bears IeaveR. 
In proc~ss of time he does feel true repentance, and the dead trunk becomes e,t once 
covered with green leaves from top to bottom, 
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one of those long orally current, but not recorded by Valmiki or 
by the writer of the seventh book of the Sanskrit poem, for it re
appears in the Kashmir! Ra.mayal).a to which I have previously • 
alluded. 

A few words may also be devoted to another curious version of 
the old tradition. Under various orthodox names Buddhism has 
survived in Orissa to the present day, and, in the seventeenth 
century, one Ramananda openly declared himself to be an incarna
tion of the Buddha and, to prove it, composed a Riima-lilii or 
Ramayana. I have already alluded to the fact that Hanumrm was 
worshipped by this Orissa Buddhists. It need not therefore 
surprise us tl~t Ramananda stated that he wrote his book under 
the ape-god's inspiration. 

I have drawn attention to only a few features of this excellent 
work in the hope that my remarks will induce those interested in 
the subject to buy the book and study it for themselves. It de
serves attention, even if we do not accept all that its author wishes 
to prove. As a collection of hitherto unknown facts bearing on 
the development of the Rama-saga in Bengal it is unique . 

• 

BENGALI PROSE STYLE 
and 

CHAIT ANY A • AND HIS AGE 

F. W. THOMAS-(Library, India Office, London): 
'' I haye now, ho\vever, given myself the pleasure of perusing 

the two volumes, which are worthy additions to your already 
great contributions to the study of your country's language, 
literature and history. The story which you tell of the develop
ment of Bengali as a language of modern prose has 
an interest which is much more than local. It shows 
how at different times different tendencies may be del,iber
ately fostered and yet in the end the language may suMeed in 
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deriving profit from them all and ultimately arrive at a style which 
exactly corresponds to its needs, and it also sho,vs how important 

• may be in such a development the influence of individual writers. 
The Sanskrit provided an admirable model of a classical speech) 
strong in logical structure and precision but by itself it was, no 
doubt, rather too cumbrous and inflexible for the variety and 
multifaraity of modern experience. I think that Bengali has been 
successful in its assimilation both of Sanskrit and of European 
influences. The points which you make concerning the non
verbal character of the rustic language and the old prose writings 
and concerning the varieties ot grammatical forms admissible even 
in early writings of the nineteenth century are curiOJIS. Of course 
the nominal style became characteristic of Sanskrit also in its 
later developments and was no doubt due to ethnic factors. That 
the modern Bengali has returned to a full use of the verb and 
that it has made a choice among the varieties of inflextional forms, 
thereby fixing a literary norm, and that it took place in less than 
a century-these are facts highly creditable to the intellectuality 
and taste of the people, and of course, you have gone on to the 
finer developments and made your prose writing a real art, cap
able of reflecting not only the general level of thinking~ but also 
the subtleties of the idiosyncracy of particular wr,iters. 

I have also found your ' Chaitanya ' of great interest. 
Although I myself am by nature inclined to the Jnana-marga and 
little drawn to the Bhakti-cult for which reason I had hitherto 
regarded Chaitanya• only from the outside-your book has enabled 
me to realize somewhat the intensity of his relig.ious emotions, his 
goodness and the deep effect which these combined to produce. 
The fact that he commenced as a Pandit is Y1ighly important, since 
it shows that not undeveloped intellectuality but the overpowering 
impulses of his nature were what determined his mission. 

M. Levi justly congratulates you on preserving your critical 
judgment, in the presence of so highly emotional an atmosphere, 
and inspite of the fact that your own feeling strongly responds 
thereto. I have taken note of some eloquent passages in which 

·your personal sentiment is in fact dist,inctly helpful to the readers 
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by enabling him to realize the matter from the inside. And your 
book seems to me indispensable both for those who approach 
Chaitanya from the scholarly side and for those who wish to 
u_nderstand the mind and history of Bengal.'' 

CHAITANYA AND HIS AGE. 

Elaborate notices of these works have appeared m many 
journals of Europe and India. 

From a ll>ng revie\V in Journal Asiatique for .January to 
March 19'23 : "Among books published entirely under one 
signature and not noticed up to now, it is necessary to mention 
first those of the indefatigable Dinesh Chandra Sen. Everywhere 
we find the proof of the profound knowledge which Mr. Sen 
possesses of a subject which he has renovated by his discoveries 
and of his enthusiasm for that mysticism which borrows the 
language of terrestrial love to express the diverse phases of the 
Divine love. In the last book (Chaitanya and his Age) which is 
the most ~greeable to read and without doubt the most important, 
after having described the life of Chaitanya .......................... . 
Mr. Sen has added a very interesting supplement on the variouR 
sects which according to him are only Vaishnavite in name ......... 
.the Sahajias, the Bauls, etc. These he believes to be the sects of 
disguised Mahajanism ......... " ( "' Translated }'rom French" ). 

EMILE SENARrr, PRESIDJjjNT, AsiATic SocJE'I'Y, PAms :-I 
thank you for the two ·volumes that you have sent me. I was 
getting ready in accordance with your wish to br.ing them to the 
1iotice of the readers of the Asiatic .Journal. But I was antici
pated by M . .Jules Bloch : you will see his article in the forth
coming issue of the journal. But at least I want to tell how 
greatly I appreciate. the po·werful art which for many years you 
have put at the service of Bengali T..1iterature a.nd how much I 
really felt the charm of the biography of Chaitanya. Your" warm 

• 
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enthusiasm for the mystic side of relig,ion and the cult of 
Krishna expressed themselves in such a touching manner! You 
have not conceived it in a narrovv way-in the manner of the 
West. So that for us it does not lose the interest and seems a 
continuation in the heart and in the imagination of the remark
able and emotionaJ•a,ction of this man of religious contemplation. 

Believe, dear co-"\vorker, in the expression of my deep grati
tude and devotion. (Translated fmm F1·ench.) 

From a long review in tlie PioneeT-12th August, H)23. 

" The author displays zeal, energy, and learning of no 
common order. He is filled with a passionate conviction of the 
truth of what he writer:;. Further, he is familiar with the appa
ratus criticus of modern scholarship ; gives full references and 
weighs his authorities with solemn impartiality ............... Much 
care, learning and scholarship have been directed to the task of 
separating the historic from the legendary element in the many 
sources with which the author concerns himself. The result is a 
picture which, so far as the data from which it is cons]ructed are 
concerned, leaves little to· be desired .......... '' 

HIS EXCELLENCY LORD RONALDSHAY wrote a letter 
of appreciation. He pointed out some errors; his letter is, how
ver, quoted here with some omission. It will show the deep 
interest with which His ]!jxcelfency reads all publications of the 
Calcutta University of which he was once the Chancellor. 

'' I need hardly say that I have read ' Chaitanya and his 
Age' ,vith the utmost pleasure. It see~s to me to give a vivid 
account of the time when there was a great flowering of the 
emotional temperament of Bengal, due in large measure, no 
doubt, to a reaction against the frigid intellectualism of the 
monistic school of Vedanta Philosophers-or as you call them
pantheists. \!\-7e r;ee the same thing, do we not, in the case of 
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, of Dakhineswar, in that he laid stress 

• 
upon the supreme value of the Bhakti-cult? 
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Your chapter on Sahajia is extremely intereRting ancl 
recalled with great vividness the talk which we had at Barrackpur • 
on that subject. But until I read your recent volume, I had not 
realised that there were so many sects of Sahajias or that the cult 
was so wide-spread. Nor, I think, had I real,ised how wide is the 
gulf between the mass of the people who have ·been untouched by 
western education· and their western-educated fellow countrymen. 
Babu Parvatichara.n Kabishekhar' s ' Charu Darshan ' must be an 
interesting novel from this point of view, and I agree with you 
that it ought to be translated into ~nglish. Why not encourage 
some of your pupils to undertake this? In case you may be 
bringing out a further edition of ' Chaitanya and his Age ' at any 
time, I note down a few printer's errors that happened to catch 
my eye as I read it. (Here His Excellency refers to some mistakes.) 

There are also some little discrepancies in connection ·with 
the date of Chaitanya's birth. Thus on page 102 you say that 
J agannath Misra was 48 years old at the birth of Chaitanya and 
was himself born in 1435. This would make the date of 
Chaitanya's birth 1483. On page 103 you mention a copy of 
Mahabharata made in 1468 by Jagannath or 17 years before 
Chaitanya;s birth. This would make the date of the latter 1485. 
Again on page 106 you say that J agannath died of fever in 1506 
when Cha.itanya was only 20, which makes the date of Chaitanya's · 
birth 1486. This latter date is the one which you tell us on page 
109 is accepted by the Vaisnaba historians. These are all trifling 
matters and I only mention them 1n case it mayo- be of use to you." 

• 

• 
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THE EASTERN BENGAL BALLADS 

\VT'T'H A FOR}<}WORD BY THE RIGHT HoN'BI,B LAWRENCE JOHN 

LUMU<1Y. DuNDAS, EARI, OF RoNAI~DSHAY. 

From a Review 1.in the Oriental List, London (Jan.-March, 1924). 

" Eastern Bengal Ballads: Mymensingh " : Ramtanu Lahiri 
Research Fe1lmvship JjeetnreP' for 1922-24 in two parts. 

In these two volumes Dr. Dineschandra Sen has for the first 
time made available, both for English and for Ben~ali readers, ten 
typical ballads (gathas) sung by professional minstrels in the 
district of Mymensingh. The words of tbe ~all ads have been taken 
down in iVr1iting from the lips of those who sing them by one 
Chandrakumar De, who has travelled into many out-of-the-wll,y 
places in East Bengal for this purpose. It waR an extremely diffi
cult task to which he Ret himRelf; he often found the professional 
singers vi'lwm he approached unwilling to disclose to a stranger 
the text of these songs, which had been handed to them as a 
private family possession; to recover the whole of a ballad he often 
had to make special journeyR to several different places and to 
consult a number of different singers; and throughout his work 
he was handicapped by ill-bealth. It is to be hoped that the 
collaboration between him and Dr. Sen will continue and result 

• • 
in the preserv:ttion of many more of these ballads, which are of 
immense value both to the student of folk-lore and to the 
philologist. • 

The ballads mostly elate from the 16th and 17th centuries, 
and throw a flood of light on the social, religious and political 
condition of Eastern Bengal in those days. The first volume 
(Vol. I, Part I) contains a valuable introduction by Dr. Sen, and 
an English translation (or more strictly a paraphrase) of the ten 
ballads. There is also a separate introduction to each ballad. The 
secm)Jl volume (Vol. I, Part II) contains a Bengali introduction, 
the full Bengali text of each ballad? _and a number of footnotes 
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explaining obsolete words and provincialisms. There are eleven 
illustrations, and a literary map of Eastern 'Mymensingh. Em
bodied in some of the ballads are several interesting specimens of 
' Qaramasi ' poems-poems descr.ibing the twelve months of the 
year in relation to the experiences of the hero and heroine of the 
poem. The language throughout is the common village speech 
of the Mymensingh district, and is in delightful contrast to the 
artificial style of such writers as Bharatchandra, with its far
fetched conceits and high-sounding Sanskrit expressions. 

Great as Dr. Sen's other services to the cause of Bengali 
literature have been, it is doubtful whether any of his previous 
work is a more ~aluable contribution to our knowledge of Bengali 
life and thought than this· collection of ballads, which, but for his 
enterprise and the praiseworthy efforts of his collaborator, would 
in all probability in the course of the next few years, have been 
lost beyond recovery.;.,• 

From a review in the Times Literary Supplement of 
7th August, 1924 . 

• 
" A writer needs more than merit in himself if his work is to 

attract wide notice; his subject-matter must h~ve a quality of 
general appeal. Probably no scholar alive in India to-day has 
such a record as Dr. Dineschandra Sen, a record of patient, en
thusiastic pioneer research, whose •results have· ~een valuable and 
full of interest. Fifty years ago, very little was known, even by 
Bengalis, of old Bengali literature, and if such ignorance no longer 
preva.ils to-day, it is largely because of one man who, in spite of 
poverty and obscure beginnings and ill-health, has toiled through 
many years to bring his own land's history and literature to light. 
His journeyings should become a legend, and the Bengali imagina
tion, centuries hence, should see one figure eternally traversing 
the Gangetic plain, now beaten upon by the fierce sun as he 
makes his·way across the red, deeply fissured fields of Vishnupur, 
now floating on the rain-swept riv~rs 9f East Bengal. lie• has 

f) 

• 
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coaxed a cautious peasantry into opening their store of traditions 
• and memories, and he has persuaded them to part with hundreds 

of old manuscripts that were stuffed into palm-leaf roofs or 
between bamboo rafters. If he has not made a nation's ballads he 
has discovered a g\~at many of them. If a small part of this 
service had been rendered to a better-known literature it would have 
made him famous. But Bengal is popularly supposed to have had 
no history; and it has certainly been without the dramatic or catas
trophic events which strike the imagination in the story of many 
lands. Plassey, despite Nabin Sen's song of lament over it, was 
not a disaster to Bengali arms though fought in Bengal. Agra and 
Lahore, Delhi and Ser,ingapatam, evoke more mmantic associa
tions than Dacca or Murshidabad. Aurangzeb and Akbar, Pratap 
Singh and Tipu Sultan, mean a good deal even to a European; but 
Lakshman Sen and Hambir Singh mean nothing at all. 

Yet the records brought to light by Dr. Sen concern a popu
lation of flfty millions, who speak as expressive and beautiful a 
language as there is anywhere in India, and whose literature is a 
thing that Indians outside Bengal regard with pride, as an enrich
ment of their common heritage. That literature has been 
flowering with amazing exuberance for nearly a century now; and 
as the Bengali mind grows in consciousness of itself and its 
achievement, it must increasingly be interested in the beg,innings 
of that achievement. In his latest hook, Dr. Sen has reclaimed a 
whole province for scholarship and study, the ballads of ·the 
Mymensingh borderland. As ;e know, a debatable land, where 
races and interests meet and sometimes clash, has a vivid life 
which often takes on spontaneous and v,i_gorous expression. And 
the Mymensingh swamps and spreading rivers, a refuge to fugutive 
kings and struggling independences, a region where Bengal and 
Assam, Aryan and Mongolian meet and merge, have sheltered 
through the centuries much more than moving and beautiful 
stories. A great deal of Bengal's forgotten and neglected history 
lies hidden in these ballads. 

In his :introduction Dr. Sen tells how his notice was :first • 
drawn to the ballads. Nearly a dozen years ago he was interested 
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by articles in an obscure and local Magazine, and on inquiry found 
that they were by one Chandra Kumar De, a young man of no 
English education, in frail health and wretchedly poor. He had 
been employed by a village grocer, on a salary of one rupee 
(sixteen pence) a month, '' but was dismissed on the plea of incom
petence and inattention.'' Probably the empll>yer had reason for 
his action, for the boy was dreaming of his own country and her 
past. He got new work, this time munificently paid by two 
rupees a month, the work of a rent-collector; he had to travel 
widely, and during his travels heard the old ballads. Dr. Sen per
suaded Calcutta University to employ him; and by an expenditure 
of fifty rupees a month for three years over 17,000 lines of Old 
Bengali poetry have oeen recovered. Dr. Sen exultantly remarks : 

'' I would not have been more pleased if these lines were all 
gold. The songs perfectly artless, written mostly by Hindu and 
Muhammadan peasants, often show the real heart of poetry, and 
some of them at least, I believe, w,ill rank next only to the most 
beautiful of the Viasnava songs in our literature." 

He has found European scholars who share his enthusiasm. 
If other friends, both in England and Bengal, renew the charge 
that his e~thusiasm for what is old is often like the uncritical joy 
of a man madly in love, he is unmoved. The charge is fam;iliar 
to him, and he puts it by with a smile. Tlie mass of work th~t 
he has now brought forward is too large for hasty assessment, 
and even on a first view much of it is manifestly poorer than he 
thinks it. But among these balla.ds are some t;:tles so simple and 
appealing that they need only a more cunning literary presentation 
to w,in recognition outside Bengal. And Dr. Sen, throughout his 
long and successful car&er as discoverer, has never done his land 
greater service than by saving these stories that would so soon have 
faded out from the world.''. 

PMis, 10th April, 1924. 

MY DEAR FRIEND' 

I am sorry I could not answer earlier your lovely letter, .dated 
lOth January, 1924. I am growing more and more busy day by 

• 
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day since my coming back home. Still I cherished the hope of 
• reading all your Ballads before writing you, and I kept them 

faithfully on my desk all the time. But I had to content myself 
with the first one and w,ith your learned Introduction. To-day 
I am on the eve .Qf Easter vacations, and I am confident I can 
now make time to enjoy a full reading of your delectable work. 
But I have read enough of it to anticipate the pleasure I can 
derive from it. Your enthusiasm at the discovery was fully justi
fied. Your Eastern Bengal, you are so proud of, is positively an 
earthly replica of India's Naf1,dan, a paradise of vegetation, sky, 
running water, a sporting place of Apsarases and Gandharvas, 
and you are another N arada coming to the world .to repose above 
these celestial beauties, and in a way how attractive! This is the 
wonder of art that, owing to you, I could in the sad, dull, dim 
days of winter dream of a blue sky, of lovely rivers, of evergreen 
woods~ of couples of lovers wandering amidst the wild beasts, 
indifferent to all dangers, raptured by their mutual love. 

There is one dark s.ide, the news you give me about your bad 
health. It may be that after such an unceasing strain of labour 
you had to suffer from a nervous depression. Even before I could 
meet you, I could guess that you are working in a con~ant strain 
of imagination and passion which overtaxes your bodily strength. 
I know that no sacrifice is of account to you for the love of your 
country. But India has not such a plenty of worthy worshippers 
that the loss of one of them may be indifferent. The work that 
you can do no on~ else can do •or w,ill do. Think of it and keep 
yourself ready for more work. This is a friend's wish and prayer. 

Dut do not miss to send me a word that you are feeling better, 
and stronger, that you are recovering aftet- this tremendous shock. 

DEAR SIR, 

Believe me, my dear friend, 
Ever yours, 

SYLVAIN LEVI. . 

Thank you very much for your kindness in sending me the 
:first volume of your Mymensingh Ballads. My sister and myself 



. (she is my interpreter in English) have read it with great interest. 
The subject it deals with touches all mankind; the differences with. 
European stories are due to reasons which are much more social 
·than racial. The good msthetic taste that is felt in most of these 
ballatls is also one of the characteristics of pppular imag;ination in 
many oLour Western countries: " Womeder Wehniuth " as a 
beautiful song of Goethe's, put into music by Beethoven, ex
presses it " The Pleasure of Tears." 

It is true that with us French people, the people of Gaul, it 
reacts against this with our bold a~a boisterous joyful legends. Is 
there none of this kind of thing ,in Indian literature? I was spe
cially delight~d with the touching story of Madina which although 
only two centuries old, is an antique beauty and a purity of senti
ment which art has rendered faithfully without changing it. 
Chandravati is a very noble story and 'Mahua, Kanka and Lila 
are charming (to mention only these ones). 

The patient researches of Mr. Chandra Kumar De and yol!r 
precious collaboration with hillf have brought to the historical 
science a valuable contribution to its efforts to solve the problems 
of popular literary creations. From where have these great pri
mitive epics and ·ballads come? It seems very Likely that they have 
always come from some poetic genius whose invention has struc:m 
the popular imagination. But the question is how much people 
deform his idea in putting it into the shape in which we find it? 
Which is the part of the collaboration of the multitude in this 
work of re-casting, which is continuous and spontaneous? Rarely 
has any one had the happy opportunity to seize an epic as one 
might say on the lips of the people who have given birth to it 

• before writing had fixed it in some shape as you and Mr. Chandra 
Kumar have succeeded in doing in this case. I congratulate you 
sincerely for this beautiful work and I ask you, dear Sir, to believe 
in my high esteem and admiration.* 

4th March, 1924. ROMAIN ROLLAND. 

*Translated from French by Captain J. W. PetaveL • 
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From a review by MR. E. F. OATEN, LL.B., M.A., 
published in the Englishman, dated the 

7th of February, 1924. 

It is not easy fQr an Englishman to hazard an opinion 'as to 
the reception which the ballad poetry of Eastern Bengal, recently 
rescued from obliv1ion by Dr. Sen, and now given by him to the 
world in the form of an English translation, will receive at the 
hands of literary Bengal. But one thing is certain. The measure 
of Bengal's appreciation of toose ballads, not as mere historical 
or literary curiosities, but as liv.ing literature, will be some index 
of the extent to which her spirit is escaping from the trammels of 
artificiality in its effort to express itself not only in literature but 
in Life. To the western critic, stumbling by good fortune upon 
Dr. Sen's Book, these ballads, straight from the unsophisticated 
people's heart, come fresh and stimulant as the breeze that revives 
the jaded traveller from Calcutta as he sits in steamer and ploughs 
across the monsoon gusts of Eastern Bengal. In them we escape, 
as regards the subject-matter almost entirely from the priest, as 
regards language, entirely from cultured artificiality, and as 
regards the most universal of human passions, altoget,ler from 
that 1ideal of chastity which caused a poet of an earlier age to place 
the following words in the mouth of Sita, as a defence to her 
character: "Even when I was a mere child, I never came too close 
to a male play-fellow." 

.In the introduction which Dr·. Sen prefixes to his translation, 
we learn that these ballads cover a period of 300 years from the 
sixteenth century onward, that they were known only and that 
orally only, solely to the class, rapidly decreasing, of professional 
village-singers or rhapsodists; and that he collected the ballads 
through the agency of a poverty-stricken and uneducated literary 
enthusiast, named Chanara Kumar De, to whom the real credit 
for first bringing these ballads to literary notice must be ascribed, 
though Dr. Sen's work in introducing them to a wider literary 
world, and inspiring the discovery of others, has been infinitely 

• 
valuable. 
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Briefly stated, these ballads contain a picture of the state of 
society and the conditions of life, prevailing in Eastern Mymen-. 
singh in the 16th century and onward. · The area in which the 
ball[j,ds rose and :flourished was one into which the Sen Rajas with 
the Brahminic canons and arEitrary conven~i.ons were unable to 
penetrate; it was therefore for generations ruled by a different 
society and a different standard of moral and communal life; its· 
culture was indigenous, natural, fresh, unartificial, in short, true 
original Bengali. It was a society not of dogmas, but of real life . 

• 
There are a dozen aspects from which these ballads, thus 

redeemed from rapidly approaching oblivion: are important. Lord 
Ronaldshay in his introduction emphasises their importance as 
the seed from which modern Bengali has sprung. They will 
certainly also prove valuable as a source of historical ,information. 
But one cannot but dwell here on their intrinsic value as literature, 
since it is to be hoped that Bengal will eventually value them most 
as such. As Dr. Sen writes, " these songs have features in them 
which have a universal appeal.'' Their language is that of a 
despised '' patois,'' .they describe Bengali men and women acting 
in ways \hat are not now conventional and are in some cases 
regarded as immoral; but they describe the great human passions, 
and chiefly the passions of love, working in social conditions that 
~ere, as compared with conditions to-day, strangely unrestricted 
by conventions. In these ballads women fall ,in love, and in no 
case blindly follow the selection of the guardian. They go through 
fire and water for the sake of the man they choose. They devise 
stratagems and slay his foes. They converse with strange young
men at the ghat and a~range future meetings. They receive love
letters. Yet ever they prefer death to dishonour, properly so 
regarded. Malua's scorn of the Kazi's overtures to her through 
a go-between, in her husband's absence, is characteristic. " The 
wicked Kazi has not the worth of my husband's toe. Take this 
insult from me and go to your KaZ:i and tell him all. I take him 
to be my" foe and hold him as a dog. I hit his face with a broQm 
f h " • rom ere. · 

, 

-
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In fact it may be said that woman, the Bengali woman, is the 
,.general hero of these ballads, so far as those hitherto published are · 
concerned. By the side of her devotion, heroism and self-renun
ciation, the male characters are sometimes poor creatures, devoid. 
of personality. In Mahua, Malua, Sunai and several others,· not 
solely Hindu, the literature of Bengal receives on its roll many 
names of which it may be proud. It is therefore distressing to 
learn from Dr. Sen that these songs are losing public favour every 
day. Bengal needs these literary heroines, even though, or even 
possibly because their conventions are not those of to-day. 
Possibly Dr. Sen's book, and especially his enthusiastic and 
triumphant introducti~n to them, will restore th~m to public 
favour, and give them wider currency. It is clear at least from 
Dr. Sen's enthusiasm for the unconvetionality of the characters of 
the ballads, that it is not without meaning that he prefaces to his 
book the quotation that " ,if a man were permitted to make all the 
ballads, he need not care who should make the laws of a nation." 

Lord Ronaldshay in an article entitled " What is it Nation
alist India wants '' published in '' the Nineteenth Century and 
After " (July 1924) refers to Dr. Dineschandra Sen's " Eastern 
Bengal Ballads " in terms of high praise, with copiou~ extracts 
from the book. 

From a review by MR. F. E. PARGITER, (I.C.S. retiren) 
in the Royal Asiatic S ocioty 's J oumal (October, 1 H24) : 

• • 
Songs and ballads have been handed down orally and recited 

among the peasantry in the district of Mymensingh in North-East 
Bengal, and Chandra Kumar De, a poor man who had been 
fascinated by them during his local visits as rent-collector, began 
writing about them iin the local Journal Sourabha in 1912. His 
notices attracted Dr. Dineschandra Sen, who then helped him 
and engaged him ,in 1919 to recover all the ballads that could be 
discovered there. This was done, often with great difficulty, 
bepause reciters did not always know the whole of a ballad, so 
that the portions were discovered piecemeal and someti~es Gon-
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fusedly. Dr. Sen has now edited ten ballads as a first instalment 
in this work, the ballads (Maimansingha Gitika) in Pt. II and 

. English translations in Pt. I. 

The Bengali of the ballads is the peculiar dialect of East• 
Bengal, which differs from that of Calcutta in various respects, 
-and. is of real interest and value in phonology and vocabulary, as 

' the reviewer can vouch from personal knowl~dge, some results of 
which are shown inhis Vooabulary of Peculiar Vernacular Bengaai 
Works, published by the Bengal Asiatic Society. The English 
version is not a close translation, but a free rendering which gives 
the matter and spirit of the original. The ballads belong to the 
last three or four centuries. TQe dramatis personrn are Hindu 
and Mohammedan, chiefly Hindu yet not Hindu of the orthodox 
type, for the ~onditions are those of freer country life, and youth 
and maiden meet in true love episodes. The stories are charming, 
both happy and tragic, and are told generally in simple language, 
fresh with country scenes and feelings, and illustrated with pretty 
sketches by a Bengali artist. The characters are finely and often 
nobly delineated, and the heroines display the highest ideals of 
Bengali womanhood. Dr. Sen has discussed each ballad in a 

, 

preface, and has prefixed to the whole a long introduction investi- -
gating their origin; variety, nature, recitation and value, and the 
pol.itical 'tondition of that district. The ballads should stimulate 
interest among students of Bengali, and the English version will 
charm alJ readers. 

• • 

• 

G 
• 
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. ' 

Luzac's 01·iantal List, London, Jan.-March, 192(]. 

• Glimpses of Bengal Life. By Hai Bahailur Dinesh Chandra 
-Sen, B.A., D.Litt. (Hon.), etc. In this volume, which consists 

almost entirely of lectureR delivered to the Calcutta University in 
1915 (and subseque11J,Jly revised), Dr. Sen rambles discur~ively 

over a large range of topics connected with the old literature and 
life of Bengal, and, as might be expected from a scholar of his 
diRtinction, nihil tangit quod non omat. The early part of the 
book is concerned with tho high standard of rectitude and lofty 
sex morality which ,is revealed.in the rustic ballads. Tho author 
passes on to discuss the system of espionage adopted by' the 
ancient rulers ; costume ; the influence of Islam ~n the Hindu 
Courts~ and the superior observation of nature of the old writers, 
as compared with modern Bengali poets. Then follow some stray 
notes on the curious Mainamati songs and the story of Goraksha
nath, and an examination of certain features ·of the life and 
teaching of the Va,islmava poet Chandidas. The next s~ction 
deals with the story of Chaitanya',.s desertion of Nadia, as revealed 
in the usnally neglected sayings of the Vaishnava poets. To many 
readers the most interesting part of the book will be the chapter 
devoted to humour in Old Bengali literature; and the description 
of Bharat Chandra's character of the sage Vyasa, which is in the 
best style of comedy, may be recommended to all who are indined 
to diRparage Indian humour. The supplement is an excellent 
specimen of literary controversy, in which Dr. Sen convincingly 
champions tl1e auth~nticity of tM Karcha of Govinda Dil.s. 


